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FOREWARD 
Welcome to Perth, Western Australia. and to the 2nd International We-B Conference 2001 'working for excellence in the e-conomy" 
hosted by the We-B Centre, School of Management Information Systems at Edith Cowan University. 
This is an international conference for academics and industry specialists in a-business, e-government and related fields. The 
conference has drawn participants from national and international organisations. 
All submitted papers were subjected to an anonymous peer review process managed by the Conference Committee. Stringent 
review criteria resulted in an unprecedented number of papers declined this year. Based on these reviews. the final programme 
was determined. A total of 67 papers were submitted for consideration and 56 were accepted for presentation. 
The Conference Committee would like to recognise the efforts of many people who have contributed to the success and support in 
the organising of this conference and without their efforts the conference could not have occurred. The authors are thanked for 
their continued support to the 2nd International We-B Conference 2001 and we hope that the conference will receive similar 
support into the future. 
The reviewers deserve a special vote of thanks for their commitment and dedication in having their reviews conducted 
professionally. 
This year saw the launch of our Best Paper and Paper of Distinction award program. Papers nominated for this honour received 
particularly rigorous reviews. The winners will be announced at the conference. 
Thank you and enjoy the conference. 
DR SUE STONEY 
Chairperson 
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ABSTRACT 
e-Government: An Australian Case Study 
Greg Robins1 and Janice Burn2 
Edith Cowan University 
Perth, W.A . Australia 
E-mail: greg. robins@srwa.wa.gov.au 
Edith Cowan University 
Perth, W.A. Australia 
E-mail: j.burn@ecu.edu.au 
This paper looks at the implementation of a new customer value based model in e-government. Firstly the paper 
reviews the issues of e-government and the drive towards customer centric organisations in the context of a 
government agency. A model of change is reviewed and extended to the development of a virtual organisation 
model which can be applied along the customer value chain across multiple service organisations. A case study 
is used to demonstrate how the concept of a virtual organisation as a value-alliance model can improve 
customer service within a Government agency. Finally, it examines how the Aboriginal Affairs Department, a 
Western Australian Government agency is implementing this model as a virtual organisation and the 
implications of this model for the management of change in a developing e-community. 
Keywords - e-Government, Customer Focussed Public Services, Value-Alliance Model, Change Management 
INTRODUCTION 
Following on from e-commerce and e-business the latest "e"volution is e-Govemment. Within the next five 
years the Internet will transform not only the way in which most public services are delivered but also the 
fundamental relationship between government and citizen (Von Hoffman 1999). The Internet has become an 
important medium for organisations desiring to interact with a wide range of stakeholders. With the emergence 
of the World Wide Web, a totally new business environment is emerging, companies must work together to 
create online networks of customers, suppliers and value-added process (Ticoll, Lowry and Kalakota 1998). The 
Internet has the potential to market products and services, to communicate information to a global community to 
provide an electronic forum for communications and to process business transactions (Fink and Laupase 2000). 
With few exceptions, however, governments have arrived late on the scene. Transactions with government are 
rarely a matter of choice and government employees are unlikely to be rewarded for devising innovative web 
based strategies to replace them in their jobs. Nevertheless the drive is now on for radical government change 
(Sprecher 2000). A major driver has been the desire to reduce costs and make revenues go further. Savings of 
20% are not unusual in the e-business community as they network their supply chains (Burn and Hackney 2000). 
U.S. federal, state and local procurement spending on materials and services in 2000 was estimated at around 
$550 billion, and in the European Union member states' combined procurement spending was around $778 
billion (Symonds 2000). With a 20% cut in costs we are looking at savings of around $250 billion. 
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An additional driver comes from customer expectations Customers now have far greater access to 
information and demand personalised experiences as opposed to simply acquiring goods and services. 
Successful organisations, state or municipal governments and federal government departments and 
agencies have recognised that developing customer focus is an absolute necessity (Cavanagh and 
Livingston 1997). 
One of the proposed solutions has been the creation of government portals such as the Singapore or UK portals. 
In reality the government portal acts as a virtual organisation front interacting with customer driven demand. 
This type of solution requires major changes within and without the government organisation and as yet, there is 
no clear evidence of success. (Jellinek 2000). 
This paper looks at a specific e-government solution in the context of the West Australian Government. Firstly it 
reviews the issues of customer focus and utilising external organisations in the context of government agencies. 
It then focuses on Western Australia Government and how the concept of a value alliance network can improve 
customer service. Finally, it examines how the Aboriginal Affairs Department, a W. A. Government agency is 
implementing a value-alliance model as a virtual organisation to deliver a service-quality information system. 
DEVELOPING A CUSTOMER FOCUS 
Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000)suggest that organisations need to "create their future by harnessing 
competence in an enhanced network that includes customers". They developed a three-stage model which we 
have adapted to a government context and summarised below in Table 1. 
Table 1 shows that the idea of extending the government services network and changing the nature of its usage to 
improve core competencies is a central component of this model. In the past, most government agencies have 
had a traditional focus and where they have embraced the concept of the extended enterprise they have been 
primarily concerned with alliances, networks, and collaborations among other agencies and services. The old 
idea of the "extended enterprise" should give way to the idea of an enhanced network of traditional agencies, 
other services, funding bodies and customers. Government managers need to recognise that consumers are a 
source of competencies. They must focus on developing relationships with the customer as the agent that is most 
dramatically transforming government as we know it and leading the e-government and governance revolution. 
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Table 1: Developing Model of e-Government 
ACHIEVING A SERVICE DRIVEN ENVIRONMENT 
Many companies believe that a more flexible organisation built around a series of alliances and business 
relationships, is the most effective way to respond quickly and creatively to constantly changing market 
conditions (Miles and Snow 1995). The conventional, vertically integrated corporation may be too slow, or have 
too much retained infrastructure to allow it to compete with companies who can quickly put together a 
customised response to its clients (Campbell and DiNicola 1997). 
The value alliance emphasises the decentralisation of control, the creation of more flexible patterns of working, a 
greater empowerment of the workforce and the customer, the displacement of hierarchy by teamwork, the 
development of a greater sense of collective responsibility and the creation of more collaborative relationships 
among co-workers and customers (Bum and Barnett 2000). 
To initiate such developments an agency needs to perform a full customer value chain analysis in order to set up 
a number of different alliances through an electronic network. This may form the basis for a one-stop portal 
w:-iere the alliance combines a range of services and facilities in one package forming one single customer supply 
chain. Substitutability has traditionally been a function of efficiency and transaction costs: searching for, 
evaluating, and commencing operations with potential partners has been a costly and slow government 
procedure, relying as it does on information transfer, the establishment of trust and policy rules across states, 
time zones, culture, and legal frameworks. These have determined the relative positioning of partners on the 
chain and the reciprocity of the relationship. 
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MANAGING A VIRTUAL AGENCY MODEL 
Any business planning must be built on services, delivery goals and objectives that focus on its customers 
through direct customer input. To achieve this there must be a fundamental shift in management and workforce 
thinking and practices that include: 
Pervasive knowledge sharing, feedback and communication; 
Integration of environmental considerations at the earliest stages of design; 
Effective partnerships with customers; and 
Commitment to using customer feedback to drive changes in operations, goals and vision. 
A key to the success of an organisation is a network of open communication, a combination of sharing and 
listening flowing through the value alliance. 
The following case study serves to explicate this model. 
CASE STUDY - THE ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT (AAD) 
Research Method 
The research methodology was based on action research. One of the authors was involved in the development 
and implementation of the Aboriginal Affairs Department's Heritage Management System. 
During the process one of the authors was directly involved in the two committees that were established 
specifically to steer the development of the system. These committees were: 
The Heritage Management Steering Committee, and 
The Project team. 
These committees each have representatives from the heritage management and information management section 
within the organisation, external consultants involved in heritage management and Aboriginal elders and as such 
provided an extensive insight into the system requirements as well as ensuring that the system met legislative 
requirements whilst protecting Aboriginal sites. 
Background to the Aboriginal Affairs Department 
AAD is a W estem Australian State Government Agency responsible for the implementation of the Aboriginal 
Heritage Management Act which states that all Aboriginal Sites in Western Australia must be recorded and that 
prior to any development within W estem Australia a search of sites must be conducted to determine the impact 
of development on sites in the area. If sites are to be impacted then the developer must consult with the site 
custodians and apply to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs to either destroy or move the site depending on the 
nature of the site and the type of development. 
Organisational Culture 
Originally the Heritage and Culture Division had full responsibility for all aspects of Aboriginal sites. The 
Division was strongly opposed to providing information on Aboriginal sites to mining companies and land 
developers as they believed that this was the most appropriate way of protecting sites. The manager responsible 
for heritage management openly labelled mining companies and some Government agencies 'red necks' and was 
strongly opposed to forming alliances with these organisations and sharing information. This is akin to an IT-
Harem where the Islamic word "harem" comes from haram, "forbidden" (Korac-Kakabadse, Kouzmin and 
Korac-Kakabadse 2000). There was an invisible barrier set up against developers and mining companies that 
severely hampered their attempts to research Aboriginal sites and progress development. 
During a restructure of the organisation the management of the information component of Aboriginal sites was 
moved to the Information Management Branch. This meant that the Heritage and Culture Division were 
responsible for providing secretariat services to the Aboriginal Cultural Materials Committee (ACMC) whilst the 
Information Management Branch were responsible for capturing and disseminating sites information. 
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The Project 
The project to map the Western Australian Aboriginal Site locations and boundaries into the departmental 
Geographic Information System (GIS) and develop a fully integrated information system began in July 1998. 
A working group was formed at the same time to develop policies and procedures for the sites register and for 
the release of information from the register. These were endorsed by the ACMC and approved by the Minister. 
The system was designed as a web-based application using Internet technology. The database is linked to the 
maps oftbe site locations and boundaries. 
How The Installation Benefited The Clients 
AAD policy development identified two customer groups - Aboriginal people, and developers. Both groups 
required accuracy of information about sites, and accurate information on the location of sites. Aboriginal 
people required protection of information about closed sites, while developers wanted the location of these sites. 
A compromise was reached, whereby four square kilometre boxes depict the approximate location of a closed 
site. 
Under the old system, clients waited six to ten weeks for site searches to be completed. In the new system, 
turnaround time for site searches was been reduced to two to three minutes. Additionally large companies are 
able to download mapping and site index data for inclusion in their own systems. 
The system contains maps of sites, resulting in significant improved information on location of sites. Prior to the 
development of the system the information was stored in a textual database which did not provide for mapping 
the location and extent of sites. 
Organisations that form part oftbe value alliance include: 
State Agencies - Main Roads WA, Department of Conservation and Land Management, Waters and Rivers 
Commission, Department of Resources Development, Department of Minerals and Energy. 
Commonwealth Agencies - National Native Title Tribunal, Indigenous Land Corporation, Department of 
Defense, CSIRO. 
Mining and Resource Development Companies - Robe River Mining, Alcoa, BHP Iron Ore, WMC, Acacia 
Resources, Packman Mining, Normandy Mining. 
Other Agencies - Aboriginal Legal Service, Goldfields Land Council, Wesfarmers, A WI Administration 
Services, Shire ofBusselton, ACMC 
7 
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LESSONS LEARNED 
For this alliance to work and for the project to be successful strong trust relationships needed to be developed 
between AAD and both client groups. AAD needed to take the first step in this process, which was to reverse the 
basic premise that 'protection meant exclusion to information'. AAD had to be willing to allow their 
information to be vulnerable. This conforms to the definition that trust is the willingness of a party to be 
vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action 
important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control the other party (Mayer, Davis and 
Schoonnan 1995). From the beginning AAD made a conscious decision to define protection as disclosure of 
information and to define developers as organisations that inherently want to do the 'right thing', to adhere to 
legislative requirements and assist with protection of sites. These definitions proved extremely valuable to the 
project in gaining the trust of developers and in forming the alliances. Trust of the Aboriginal clients was gained 
through ensuring they had input into the policies and procedures and were the senior decision makers for any 
changes. 
Newell, Scarborough, Hislop and Swan (1999)discuss the importance of organisational control over the design 
and use of technology when implementing a project aimed at increasing organisational-wide knowledge 
management processes. From the outset of this project it was determined that a centralised approach needed to 
be taken to ensure that it succeeded. Prior to the project the management of the Aboriginal sites information had 
been left to the Aboriginal Sites section with no involvement of the Information Management Branch. Due to 
lack of coordination, resources and knowledge of managing such a complex system that encompassed mapping, 
database management, paperbased information management and storage the information collection and 
dissemination procedures had not been reviewed in over fifteen years. This scenario meant that many requests 
for information were going unanswered and new site registrations were not being forwarded to the ACMC due to 
a lack of documented procedures and quality controls. 
The setting up of a Steering Committee representative of all stakeholders and knowledge gathering ensured a 
positive outcome for the project. Attention was given to both internal and external networks, the resources 
required to tackle the project which led to the development of an appropriate knowledge base. The processes 
that were followed closely match the five guidelines that Berry and Parasuraman (1997) put forward for 
developing an effective service-quality information system: 
Measure service expectations 
Emphasis information quality 
Capture customer words 
Link service performance to business results 
Reach every employee 
Throughout the project and beyond implementation customer satisfaction surveys were conducted, stakeholder 
groups were interviewed, the steering committee formed a customer advisory panel and all processes were 
constantly evaluated and altered as necessary. 
Butler (2000) defines Knowledge management as an integrated approach to identifying, managing and sharing of 
an enterprise's information assets. These may include databases, documents, policies and procedures as well as 
previously unarticulated expertise and experience resident in individual workers. Knowledge management issues 
include developing, implementing and maintaining the appropriate technical and organizational infrastructures to 
enable knowledge sharing. From the outset of the project a fundamental objective was to analyse the process 
employed by the various staff involved, capture these process and fully document all process involved. This 
ensured that unarticulated expertise and experience resident in individual workers was captured and factored into 
the implementation. The system includes technical infrastructures that allow the exchange of knowledge 
between organisational members regardless of where their office is located within Western Australia. Within the 
organisation the Heritage Management System stands for a combination of paper based information, electronic 
information, workflows, utilisation of expertise across the organisation and communication links that enables 
collaboration to assist in generating corporate knowledge and the provision of services to clients. 
Dyerson and Mueller (1999) talk of three building blocks: 
appropriation - retention and effective utilisation of internal knowledge, 
teamworking - integration of diverse knowledge bases and 
learning - acquisition and exploitation of external knowledge 
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The project undertaken by AAD provides a good example ofutilising these three building blocks to develop an 
effective knowledge management system. The project clearly focussed on capturing and utilising internal 
knowledge. The analysis of people based processes prior to embarking on the development of the system 
ensured that the essence of site protection could be captured. This analysis also aided in the reengineering of 
procedures to provide a better quality service, the establishment of quality controls and the linking of procedures 
with a modem information system accessible by clients regardless oflocation. For the first time the Heritage 
Management System brought together experts from a wide range of fields inclusive of information management, 
cartographic services, system development, library management, records management, archaeological services 
and anthropological services. By obtaining input directly from mining companies, land developers and 
Aboriginal elders the project was able to fully exploit and capture external knowledge and build this into the 
system, policies and procedures. 
Davenport (1999) talks of Knowledge Management, Round Two. He indicates that round one was related to 
managing knowledge management or capturing information and placing it in one place . Certainly this is what 
the project has done. Davenport terms stage two capturing the tacit knowledge. From the outset the project 
concentrated on capturing the tacit knowledge and creating procedures that utilise the essence of this knowledge. 
The procedures that have been put in place continue to utilise staff from each of the different areas as well as 
documenting Aboriginal elders knowledge of sites. 
Standing and Benson (2000) talk of organisational culture and how cultural change is a critical factor. What 
makes this system so successful is that the organisation and its staff have a deep commitment to Aboriginal 
culture and the preservation of this culture. This project would not have been possible without a culture 
committed to Aboriginal culture and working in the best interest of the organisations primary clients -Aboriginal 
people. 
Moody and Shanks ( 1999) identifies four broad objectives: 
Create knowledge repositories; 
Improve knowledge access; 
Enhance the knowledge environment; and 
Manage knowledge as an asset. 
AAD has tackled the project in such a way as to effectively addresse these objectives. They have ensured the 
involvement of all stakeholders, in particular Aboriginal elders and large mining companies at the early stages to 
obtain 'buy-in' and by doing an environmental scan up front been able to implement systems rapidly whilst not 
falling into pitfalls that other organisations had encountered. 
AAD have developed an infrastructure that clearly supports knowledge work particularly in a geographically 
disperse or virtual environment. 
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CONCLUSION 
The concept of a value alliance is used to analyse how AAD streamlined internal business processes and forged 
external alliances to enable it to develop a system to effectively provide site protection through appropriate and 
timely provision of information. In terms of internal processes AAD's objective was to ensure all sites were 
properly defined and added to the permanent register and that clients requiring the information were able to 
obtain it themselves. The use of direct internet access and the ability for clients to download the data into their 
systems effectively provides real time access to the information. The Aboriginal clients have benefited by the 
value alliance working to protect all known sites. By using the world wide web AAD is able to extend its reach 
to remote clients ending the tyranny of distance especially as the majority of clients are located in remote parts of 
W.A. 
The external linkages provide the ability to deliver site information in real time and protect sites as well as the 
ability to tap into the expertise and resources of developers in researching and identifying previously unknown 
sites. 
This paper confirms Tan's and Teo's (1997) view that building linkages along a firms value chain is a powerful 
source of creating competitive advantage and that internal linkages must be carefully designed such that each 
activity along the process is properly integrated to optimise the use of scarce resources. 
There is much research left on the subject of the implementation of the value alliance model in a government 
agency, especially the distribution of information and communication within the virtual organisation. Managing 
a virtual organisation may require a whole new set of virtual information leadership skills (Morin, Devansky, 
Little and Petrum 2000). Storing knowledge and expertise from both partners and customers are also important 
areas of consideration. 
When considering these matters, several questions arise for future research: 
How will agencies deal with information and communication that must be passed both up and down, and across 
functional boundaries, so that close co-operation and team work can be increased? 
How can the value alliance store knowledge and expertise and provide this to all members of the virtual 
network? 
How can the alliance capitalise on customer competencies and improve both government and governance? 
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Virtual Government and The Power of an Invisible Hand 
ABSTRACT 
Ian Martinus 
DBA Student Edith Cowan University 
Office of Economic and eBusiness Development 
City ofWanneroo, Western Australia 
E-mail: ian.martinus@wanneroo.wa.gov.au 
This paper investigates the interplay between how much leadership a western liberal democratic Government 
should play in the information economy. Government Online strategies and mantra are examined with respect to 
traditional political sociology viewpoints that decry limited Government. The investigation seeks to determine if 
there is a measurable point at which Government intervention turns into interference with the online economy. 
The higher level question of the role of Government remains in the background as the argument is built. Adam 
Smith provides some insight into where the line should be drawn in terms of the laws of diminishing marginal 
utility of involvement. The most problematic area relating to Government involvement in the information 
economy is the valuations used to predict the amount of jobs directly created as a result of Government 
intervention to stimulate a sustainable economic development. The results of the interview series across 
Australian local, state and federal Government, and Government consultants gives an insight into how 
successful this first tranche of ePublic Service initiatives might expect to be. Government has to decide its role as 
business partner or facilitator in this IT uptake drive in what is a new combination of private enterprise and 
bureaucracy, or 'Privocracy '. 
Keywords: egovernment, liberal democracy, information economy, government online, privocracy 
INTRODUCTION 
There has been a strong push within the past twelve to eighteen months within the Western Liberal Democratic 
governments of the world to uptake information technology both internally and externally. A typical example 
from the US State of Utah requiring all state agencies to make their services online within three years through the 
passing of the Digital State Act of 1999, shows the commitment of government to lead in the online service 
delivery arena. Australia used the North American through the edict that all Commonwealth departments and 
agencies produce an Online Action Plan by September 2000. 
Government will be required to justify to its stakeholders, the citizenry, why it is investing public monies in the 
online service sector as it grapples with its role within the new privocracy. Legitimation will be borne out of the 
satisfaction of government as worthy business alliance partner, where traditionally the role was firmly in the non-
business bureaucratic realm. The demarcation of private enterprise and public entity begins to blur as 
government entities attempt to decide and act using business principles and due diligence measures. Perhaps 
there will be more public spin-offs of private concerns as the business cases are built with strong revenue and 
cash flow projections. 
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The underlying objective is for Government to make a significant contribution to strong and sustainable 
economic growth. Politically, it can be deemed efficacious to beat the new economy drum, while being wary of 
the Dotcom syndrome of failed experiments. To investigate what is meant by Government providing more 
integrated services that break down the barriers of Government structure and jurisdiction, the justification for 
intervention needs to be more solid than simple rhetoric. The statement below amplifies this point. 
"Government Online will drive the development of a seamless national approach to the provision of online 
services. Users of these services should not need to understand how Government is structured to interact with it 
easily and safely". (www.noie.gov.au, 2001) 
STRATEGIES 
The information economy has been in the conference and academic parlance for only a few years, but in that 
compressed timeframe it has come to be regarded as one of the contributors to the current sustained period of 
economic growth. Its potential to expand economic and social opportunities is being rapidly exploited. There is 
hardly any sphere of activity which is not able to be improved by the online environment-to achieve more, and 
to do it more quickly and efficiently. 
The Australian Government is promoting and supporting the uptake of the online environment, through: 
strong leadership; 
encouraging business and consumer confidence; 
getting key Australian sectors online; 
Pledging increasingly substantial pools of money 
fostering the development of the information industries. 
Integral to the Government's role in providing people with confidence in, and understanding of, the online 
environment is how well the Government itself makes the online transition. 
The Australian Government made a commitment in Investing for Growth to show leadership in the information 
economy by adopting online technologies to provide better services and improve its own business practices. 
Specific commitments were made to: 
deliver all appropriate Commonwealth services electronically on the Internet by 2001, complementing-not 
replacing-existing written, telephone, fax and counter services; 
establish a Government Information Centre through the Office for Government Online as a main point of access 
to information about Government services; 
establish electronic payment as the normal means for Commonwealth payments by 2000; and 
establish a Government-wide Intranet for secure online communication. 
Online access to information and services can have a significant positive impact for regional communities, older 
Australians and the disabled. Government Online can address the inequities ofregional/rural Australia in 
accessing Government information and services. It can break down the barrier of distance or mobility that some 
clients face. Online service delivery can complement and enhance existing traditional service channels for such 
clients, and provide around the clock access to Government from almost anywhere. 
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IDEOLOGY OR JUSTIFICATION 
-
German social thought rejected economic and political liberalism and emphasized the creative role of the state 
and army. Heinrich von Treitschke, in a popular series oflectures in the 1960s, spoke of 
"The army as the concentrated physical force of the nation and its intimate association with the idea of the 
oneness of the state. An army organized upon lines which accurately express national conditions shows the 
citizen the realization that the State is one, and that the citizen is a part of the whole". 01 on Treitschke, 1963) 
The foundation of the eGovemment motherhood could have origins in such thought. The modem nation state is 
well equipped to control the means of production and dispersion if it understands how to participate in the 
information economy. 
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THE OLD SCHOOL VERSUS THE NEW ECONOMY 
As the Singapore Deputy Prime Minister heralds in the new economy created by the third industrial revolution, 
Adam Smith maintains that "The expense of making and maintaining the public roads of any country must 
evidently increase with the annual produce of the land and labour of that country, or with the quantity and weight 
of the goods which it becomes necessary to fetch and carry upon those roads". (Smith, 1776) If the explosion in 
the Infocom business is to be believed, then the creation of wealth and economic growth are to be the backbones 
of the statement made by Smith. It is widely held that the key source of wealth creation for individuals and 
countries in the new economy is the possession and control of knowledge and acquisition of skills. 
Government intervention can enhance or hinder the natural movement of resources and capital toward the 
upskilling of its population through its public policy. In Australia, the Prime Minister's vision of driving the 
country toward the head of the smart-crowd (pouring a measured amount of the IT elixir into each person' s cup) 
is being pursued through several federal government departments, but primarily through the Department of 
Communications, Information Technology and the Arts (DOCIT A). The commonwealth government is aiming 
to build on its leadership role in electronic service delivery. The strategy provides a framework to fulfil the Prime 
Minister's 1997 Investing/or Growth commitment to ensure all appropriate government services are available 
online by 2001. 
For countries to prosper in the New Economy, three requirements are essential. 
Good Infrastructure 
Heavy investment in education and research and development 
Acceptance of the concept of creative destruction to replace old business models and practices. 
The justification for this stance is questioned by the fact that the DCITA uses media release statements such as 
the following to cast its equitable online net to the majority. "'The Government is committed to developing more 
and better services online. The strategy is an evolving, interactive online document. It has been built online, 
launched online, it will live online, and it is open to online input from all Australians". (www.dcita.gov.au) 
The deficiency here involves access to services. Only those who own or have reasonable access to an Internet-
enabled computer are participants. The majority of Australians are therefore excluded from this online 
participatory democracy. 
An Australian Bureau of Statistics report (2000) showed computer use has continued to grow steadily, rising 
from 49% of businesses in 1993/94 to 63% in 1997 /98 and 76% in 1999/2000. The relevant statistic, however, 
between 1997/98 and 1999/2000, the proportion of businesses with Internet access has almost doubled (29% to 
56%) while the proportion with Web sites or home pages has more than doubled (6% to 16%). The personal 
computer (PC) penetration usage for businesses in Australia 
Fink (2000) By focusing on a broad range of nontechnical elements early in the adoption oflnternet technology, 
past mistakes can be avoided. In this context of Smith's statement below, government has to evaluate its 
rationale for taking the leadership role in disseminating an electronic edict internally and to the nation. 
"The strength of a bridge must be suited to the number and weight of the carriages which are likely to pass over 
it. The depth and the supply of water for a navigable canal must be proportioned to the number and tonnage of 
the lighters which are likely to carry goods upon it. "(Smith, 1776) 
Smith informs us that Government should not be taking the lead role in these tasks without a sound justification 
and feasibility confirmation as to the scale and scope. 
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"A magnificent high road cannot be made through a desert country where there is little or no commerce, or 
merely because it happens to lead to the country villa of the intendant of the province. A great bridge cannot be 
thrown over a river at a place where nobody passes, or merely to embellish the view from the windows of a 
neighbouring palace." (Smith, 1776) It seems that government, for whatever reason is destined to continue to 
ramp up its online service delivery even when benefits realisation studies may point to reasons to not pursue 
certain strategies. 
BITS OR A BIT TOO LITTLE 
The way Government evaluates when, how much, and into which areas its budget should be channeled should be 
dissected. It is contended that a minimum level of rigour be applied to the analysis, so that the decision, when 
made, can lead to the right amount of funding to the right areas. Government can severely overcook and 
undercook the eSociety push by either 
spending too little in a highly diverse target, or by 
spending too much in too focussed an area. 
The second round of Building on Information Technology Strengths (BITS) funding that was made available 
year end 2000, is a case in point of the way in which Government has decided to cook its eCommerce goose. In 
an attempt to promote innovation and commercial success in the information industries, the Government 
launched the $Al58 Million BITS program. 
The program has the objective of encouraging new high technology firm creation and growth, and has been 
modelled on the Canadian Canarie program which seeks to inject over $C2 Billion into building the Canadian 
backbone statewide. Government instrumentalities in the United States are not looking to divert their budgets 
into social security anytime soon either. Gartner Dataquest predicts Government agencies in the United States 
will spend more than $6.4 billion one- Government solutions by 2005. (Sood, 2001) 
The BITS fund uses 16.6% of the once public telecommunications provider, Telstra which was publicly offered 
in 1998. Breakdown of the 1999 funding consisted of: 
$78m used to establish incubator centres for small to medium enterprises in the IT &T sector; 
$40m to fund test-beds, experimental networks and other information infrastructures; and 
$40m allotted to Tasmania for the 'Intelligent Island', to develop further an internationally competitive IT &T 
sector in the state. 
To investigate the incubator rationale, the flavor of this earlier round of funding revolved around applicants 
offsetting their capital expenditure requests with private investors whom would support the project. The 
incubator centres money attempts to provide a hub of support and information for new and growing firms . 
Incubator justification suffers from the paradox of attempting to help start up firms establish themselves 
commercially, whilst providing cheap rent to 'mature' start-ups who, over time, rely heavily on the subsidised 
rent relief, with no intention of vacating their lease space. The Project Manager has to grapple with returning 
high occupancy rates to the committee to justify the demand for the incubator while attempting to remain faithful 
to the objectives and strategic intentions of the program. 
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For the second installment of BITS, which closed in December 2000, the focus was on the Advanced Networks 
Program (ANP). The program has the high level objective of underpinning the next generation of the Internet, 
which is essentially connectivity. High capacity networks are needed in areas such as telemedicine, which 
includes real-time medical diagnosis, simulation software, advanced manufacturing, e-ducation, post production 
in the film sector, and assisting collaborative advanced projects across the research community. 
Government believes that it has a legitimate role within the demonstration of advanced communications 
networks, experimental networks and test beds. The Australian Prime Minister, John Howard delivered a 
politically timely announcement to the public in late January, 2001 that sets aside up to $A3 Billion to 
developing the information economy through a package of numerous information technology initiatives. 
(www.pm.gov.au) 
Development of advanced networks such as Internet2 in the United States, and CAN ARIE in Canada, clearly 
demonstrates that cooperation between Government and industry can contribute to the growth of advanced 
networks and the establishment of national backbone networks. 
AS SIMPLE AS 1-2-3 
Down at the ground level, the most popular self-service eGovemment applications that involve transactions of 
real value with members of the public tend to be web-based systems which allow easy payment mechanisms and 
a basic transactional relationship with the Government department chosen. Innovators and early adopters in the 
public sector space are attempting to prioritize which of their services are easily portable to the web, and which 
may need more time and organisation for this transfer to occur. 
Technology vendors are viewing this awkward public sector market with caution while realizing that potential 
ongoing relationships will provide them a future constant cash flow. The problem for vendors weighing up these 
new market opportunities is that they have a tendency to suffer from over-promising and under-bidding. New, 
ever complex systems are being developed for this insatiable public sector client which is beginning to increase 
its IT budget with respect to planning for new IT initiatives, as well as IT Capital expenditure programmes. The 
new applications are supposed to deal with the range of problems that these e-public service customers are 
confronted with. (Symonds, 2000) The controllers of these budgets feel justified in their expenditure patterns and 
consumption of new "critical" applications. 
The government instrumentalities can easily get caught up in a game of issuing expressions of interest (EOI) 
often after taking a sample of advice from consultants. This cycle often begins because the government function 
lacks the eBusiness understanding of what it actually requires from an IT solution. It may bounce around from 
face-to-face meetings, some internal desktop research and possibly a focus group or two to come up with a 
specification of what it requires. The consultants and vendors are furiously attempting to embed their preferred 
solution and methodology at this stage. Invitation to tender, though being further down the track, should not be 
automatically assumed as a better understanding of requirements. The interviews provided some answers in the 
area of how senior decision-makers see their role in shaping the information economy. 
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INTERVIEWS WITH GOVERNMENT PARTICIPANTS 
Over a 2-month period late in 2000, a series of 45-60 minute qualitative interviews were conducted using a 
sample of8 high-ranking office holders. From each of the categories of local, state and federal Government, two 
participants were sought. A further two senior consultants to Government, each with at least 20 years of 
experience across all three authorities were also invited to participate. The methodology included a set of open-
ended questions in a prompted environment that investigated where the respondents thought the role of 
Government should begin and where it should end in the context of the information economy. 
The responses gave a strong indication to the interviewer that government has some sort of defining and leading 
role to play within the information economy, firstly as collector and disseminator of certain types of information 
and services. Government was seen, for the most part, as being the facilitator in this emerging information 
economy, from the point of view that electronic methods of communication are still relatively infantile. 
Government was identified as having a role in nurturing the community, whether business or social to a stage 
where momentum allows for sufficient understanding and use. As this first wave of mass electronic 
communications allows for government to citizen dialogue and transaction, issues like education and appropriate 
methods of use and maximum utility are still a heavy priority for polities interested in upskilling their population. 
All interviewees agreed that government involvement at this level should be a high priority across all three levels 
of government. 
The stickier points asked of the respondents centered around the 'what and how' of government involvement. 
Issues discussed included the collection and storage of personal and private information; the inter-agency sharing 
of confidential personal information; and the access of non-government agencies requesting to view private 
information. Consultants to government seemed quite happy to accommodate the fact that certain agencies were 
expanding their role into online service delivery. 
Quite clearly, the majority of these senior government officials saw it as their duty to be involved in promoting 
the benefits of the information economy. There appeared to be no real moral dilemma of the suitability of 
government to be involved at the forefront of legal, content management and infrastructure controls for the 
information economy. Some even claimed that government should be setting the agenda, within which industry 
should only be a participant. The majority however argued that sound strategy would occur when a collaborative 
approach is adopted utilising the expertise of industry, government and community alliances. The launching of 
the e-Government project in the United States in 2000 reinforces this view by two members of opposing parties. 
Lieberman and Thompson launched the website designed to enable citizens to help shape legislation, and 
indirectly, the future of electronic government. Electronic forms allow citizens to send comments and 
suggestions on the subject of e-Government to the committee. (Matthews, 2000) 
Lieberman on the participation of citizenry. "We are extending an unprecedented invitation to any interested 
citizen to participate openly and interactively in the process of writing legislation." The Web site "invites every 
member of the public to what is an extended question-and-answer session" on e-Govemment issues. Public 
participation is expected to influence the shape electronic government takes as it is formed". (Matthews, 2000) 
The point of this type of collaborative interactivity is to reinvigorate public participation in public policy. The 
medium is used as a means that further entrenches the role of Government within the information economy. 
Examples such as this do not seek to question the legitimate role of Government within this new economy, but 
rather show that polities feel it is their divine right to be not only involved, but at the forefront of being team 
leader of the process. In the American context, a Government suffering from issues of citizen trust intends to 
embrace and incorporate any reasonable public comment that is in line with the path it is trying to lead its 
membership toward. 
-
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CONCLUSION 
As government officials seem to be scrambling to rest their policy platforms on anything with an "e" in it, the 
question of legitimate right to steer the economy and polity over this distance and with such velocity has not 
been addressed by writers. Britain's Prime Minister, Tony Blair, sees the Internet as crucial to the modernisation 
of government. Even so, the underlying legitimacy remains unquestioned. On the surface, these types of 
statements appear quite plausible, and for the most part, believable, but fail to respond to questions of why 
governments are involved in the first place. 
If the von Treitschke version of the unified state is taken as a reason, then nation states uncomfortably fit under 
the liberal democratic banner. Notions of control, manipulation, and conformity under the banner of unison taint 
the laissez-faire edicts that have long been endeared to Adam Smith and the invisible hand guiding the economy. 
If government is considered a facilitator and not a doer by definition, due to its sensitive position as keeper and 
conservative spender of public monies, then can it not be argued that industry is better equipped and a more 
appropriate rudder of the information economy. 
Further research might explore this new collaborative approach to information economy ventures in the 
marketplace that rely on a balance of control, expertise, guidance and adjudication. Literature suggests a strong 
pre-occupation of government policyholders globally scrambling to be associated with anything in the "e" space 
at present. What began as a small trickle out of public purses and was actually quite difficult to extract has now 
turned into a gushing pump. 
Government needs to be aware of the lessons of enterprise experiences in the ephemeral Dotcom era, where 
rationality and solid business cases were dismissed in many cases. Investing in the information economy as far 
back as 1998 meant that thorough due diligence could end up in a proponent missing out on a deal. Governments 
flush with public funds have to be aware that history still has a tendency to repeat itself. In the case of e-years, 
the cycle just happens to come around sooner. 
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The Dominant Knowledge Asset: The Key to Short-Term 
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This paper examines three current military decision making tools for business use, while being aware of 
Information Warfare and Attack: dominant Battlespace knowledge (DBK) or The knowledge asset, decision 
making using the linear OODA Loop (Observe-Orient-Decide-Act) and decision systems using the non-linear 
Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS). The OODA Loop links two possibly incompatible elements, DBK and CAS 
into a superior decision making model that makes the short-term unit of decision based not on cost but timeliness 
to yield the value of the decision. The intention is to maintain proactive initiative and momentum, and ensure the 
agility of the organisation to almost any unforseen event. 
Keywords: Information Warfare, dominant Battlespace Knowledge, OODA Loop, Complex-Adaptive Systems, 
Agility, knowledge assets. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper will examine the civilian uses of the military ideas of Dominant Battlespace Knowledge (DBK), 
OODA Loops and the use of Complex Adaptive Systems. This is done by discussing the question: How can 
these topics be made more applicable to business using a single model that links possibly incompatible elements 
to form a model of superior short-term practicable decision making? 
These military techniques as applied to business, rely upon communications technology to perform several major 
functions-
To know more about your markets than all of your competitors, anywhere; 
To exploit the major and minor weaknesses of the competition; 
Internally, to make every member of the organisation more 'aware' of their value and the purpose of their 
cohesive relationship with all of the organisation's leadership and all of the groups within it; 
Internally, to explain to every member of the organisation how their daily experiences coupled with their trusted 
efforts and training adds to and creates the knowledge assets of the organisation. And, how this supports the 
current business direction by adding to the current knowledge asset that will be used by everyone on a day to day 
basis. 
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There are corollary points as well: 
To ensure 'surprises' become profitable. 
To 'foster' the incompatibilities between knowledge creation and decision making, in order to force an 'edge of 
chaos/destruction' superior creativity. 
LITERATURE REVIEW: 
OODALoops 
The OODA Loop in its original context was for use by individuals in one-on-one aviation combat in Korea: 
Observe-to collect and analyse the data, Orient the information to our purposes, then Decide how to utilise the 
knowledge gained, then Act. 
The OODA Loop is linear and time dependent and can be used by individuals or by groups. The purpose of the 
OODA Loop is use the available information and knowledge to reach a series conclusions quickly and thus to 
reduce the time taken to reach a decision that works. The speed of the process positively affects the probability 
of a 'winning' conclusion, even if the original decision was a 'bad' one, as another decision can be quickly made 
before the opposing side completes its reaction to our mistake. 
For example if side A has half the OODA cycle time of side B, side A will prevail, as side A can parry 
(successfully defend) and reposte (counterattack), while side B can only attack once. 
Shay ( 1998 pp.1-6) recognises that for an organisation to utilise the advantages of the OODA Loop, it must 
build trust with the individuals that are the organisation. He states 'Trust frees cognitive and motivational 
resources for all steps in the OODA cycle.' This leads to his conclusion that 'cohesion, leadership and training 
creates this trust from people who start out as strangers'. But there has to be advantages to having a speedy 
decision-making model, and these are grouped as corporate agility. Richards ( 1996 pp.l} defines agility as the 
'time derivative of manoeuvrability', the speed at which an individual or organisation can radically change 
direction. 
However, there is a danger in using fast cycle-time strategies, namely that the fast-time response may be used 
reactively not proactively to current events. Richards ( 1996 pp.2) quotes from a Japanese Samurai, Musashi, 'If 
you consciously try to thwart opponents, you are already late.' In another article, he quotes other various military 
disasters as examples to support another Musashi argument that the reasons why these particular catastrophes 
occurred are that ' ... a strong defense concedes the initiative to the opposition and that reaction may avoid defeat, 
it rarely delivers victory' Richards ( 1998 pp.4). Fast reaction times are to gain and maintain the initiative, to 
maintain 'an advantageous rhythm .. .' Richards ( 1998 pp.6) and to support organisational agility. 
Though these sources are predominantly military, the application of a system that uses decision making skills, 
that yield speedy workable options from people who are trusted and valued is a requirement to today's modem 
business environment. In particular, where a flexible defensive position seems to be the only option available in 
today's Information Warfare environment. 
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Dominant Battlespace Knowledge (DBK) 
Almost all literature in this area comes from the American military and its resources and originates from one 
source Johnson and Libicki ( 1996), (a review is found at Van Nederveen ( 1997)). The main argument is that 
organisational size is not overly important in order to win a conflict-' ... the pattern of engagement can favor the 
DBK-rich side; initiative need not rest with the side with the greater firepower.' Johnson and Libicki ( 1996 
pp.35) The aim ofDBK is to 'maintain the ability to understand what we see and act upon it decisively', this 
quote from General Rokke in the forward of Johnson and Libicki Johnson and Libicki ( 1996), is the definition 
of DBK used here. 
This leads to a conclusion that these fundamental directions ofDBK are applicable to businesses of any size that 
has knowledge assets that are actively utilised. 
Knowledge assets tend to be volatile and can evaporate quickly over time, so time-critical collection decisions to 
maintain the asset's dimensional power and size are made constantly to support the decision-making ability of 
the organisation. Because knowledge is volatile this means that the knowledge asset must be at least slightly 
ahead of the decision makers in its library collection function, but also it must be more agile than the decision 
making functions, as it must have the capacity to 'jump' to a new position, not merely tum towards a new 
position. 
Though one is apparently discrete and the other mostly continuous, there are compatibilities: to learn about and 
to see are common parts of the OODA Loop and dominant knowledge. Where the OODA Loop is a process, 
DBK is the means of information and knowledge supply, from the utilisation of the developed 'senses' of a 
business's operations. However, the final interpretations, to decide and act, are left to another sub-organisation, 
which is probably best served by a non-hierarchy, a Complex Adaptive System, to ensure that the DBK is able, 
elsewhere, to freely function as a guide to the available options, at a given time and place. 
Complex Adaptive Systems 
Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) are a new approach to decision-making that stresses the non-linearity of the 
real world Alberts and Czerwinski ( 1999 pp. xiii), and they try to explain uncertainty in the real world. 
Basically, CAS is a holistic, non-linear and 'whole view' of what effects a single decision has on the whole 
organisation as well as a source of problem resolution within a given time frame. The time frames used are the 
immediate or clear, the intermediate or complicated, and the long-term or complex Maxfield ( 1999 pp. 198-
201 ). The use and purpose of a CAS is replace guesswork with common financial and logistic or both, tools, 
coupled with a very flat organisational structure. 
As a CAS is a non-linear feedback network, the adaptive part means that, in a manner of speaking, a CAS also 
'learns' from past inputs Stacey ( 1996 pp. 2-3). Noting also -- 'Perhaps the major insight coming from 
complexity science is ... nonlinear feedback networks are all creative ... only when they operate at the edge of 
system disintegration.' Static situations cannot possibly be a CAS, and logically a plan cannot describe a CAS, 
so a plan is not logical within a CAS, but planning and budgeting are, as they define the boundaries of the 
possible. 
Briefly, Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) have a definition and 'four major properties of the aggregate 
dynamics that set them apart from other systems' Maxfield ( 1999 pp.175-179) and Pascale ( 1999 pp.3). 
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Pascale describes the implementation of CAS to Royal Dutch Shell Group, using the four 'bedrock principles of 
CAS • which are: 
Equilibrium equals death. . . . . 
Complex Adaptive Systems exhibit the capacity of self-orgamsatton and emergent complexity. 
Complex Adaptive Systems move towards the edge of chaos when provoked by a complex task. 
One cannot direct a living system, only disturb it. 
The equivalence between a living 'system' and a CAS is the foundation argument of these systems. Besides the 
principles ofCAS, a CAS must pass four tests Pascale (1999 pp.2): 
It must be comprised of many agents acting in parallel. It is not hierarchically controlled. 
The organisation is constantly moving these agents to create structures. 
It must be fed with energy otherwise it winds down; CAS are vulnerable to death. 
All CAS's show a capacity to recognise patterns and use this skill to anticipate the future . 
CAS has everything to do with the ability of the organisation to develop a flexibility and empowerment of people 
to utilise the data and information gained into workable knowledge to resolve the presented problem, with 
perhaps newer methods not thought of before Gell-Mann ( 1996 pp.11 ). These newer methods are the critical 
needs that a CAS can supply without the 'baggage' of an hierarchy, which can tum an organisation against itself 
if a newer method does not have the 'stamp of approval' of the hierarchy. The advantage of a CAS is the fact 
that the CAS offers organisational 'ownership' of an idea rather than hierarchy approval and this leads to the 
advantages of individual ownership as well. 
The OODA Loop has the common points with the CAS of the ability to decide and to act upon that decision. 
However ifwe hold to the description of an OODA Loop as a process, the CAS is a 'synergism' of creative 
assessments that is meant to yield workable solutions quickly, using the entire knowledge resource found within 
the CAS, again at a given time and place. 
DEVELOPEMENT 
Using the knowledge asset 
To be the possessor of dominant knowledge asset, whether in business or in a military situation also implies the 
possession of business or battlefield dominance, that is, the ability to carry out the decisions made using this 
asset Johnson and Libicki ( 1996 pp.69). However, the mere possession of a dominant knowledge asset is not 
enough to secure success. It must render value in excess of the costs of acquisition, and as with any asset, and it 
must be able to tailor a force to meet an unforeseen event Johnson and Libicki ( 1996 pp.63). 
The consequences of this asset losing value, being used as a reactive tool, or having it directed to the 'wrong 
area' or dimension is discussed in the military sense Schmitt ( 1999 pp.237-239), Richards ( 1998 pp.4) and 
Bunker ( 1999 pp. 56) but this has real implications for business. 
An example Pascale ( 1999 pp.4) was the dominance of IBM in the mainframe markets for so many years. This 
did not happen by accident, as IBM spent large amounts on market research outside and within its own 
organisation, it was not then called developing dominant knowledge but 'marketing'. Later, with the rise of the 
PC, the apparent location of the overall marketplace had moved, but IBM's dominant knowledge asset did not. 
However, IBM was not alone. It took years for the American Automotive Industry to respect the products of the 
Japanese automobile industry, even as their 'Battlespace' was shrinking to the Japanese expansive and proactive 
offensive into the American car industry's own 'God given' backyards. 
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Information superiority leading to dominant battlespace knowledge or the dominant knowledge asset, does not 
indicate absolute information/knowledge superiority, it only means that one side has or can collect more and 
better data than the other side at a given place and time. From this, we can conclude that the organisation that 
more effectively supports and builds upon the knowledge assets it already possesses and has the organisational 
flexibility to best use these resources is in the very best position to win. The organisation that does not posses 
dominant knowledge, but is better organised to utilise the knowledge it has, is probably in a better position than 
an opponent who has such an advantage, but lacks the organisational flexibility to use it. 
THE MODEL 
'The OODA Loop appears wherever a decision or action is needed .. .' Marsh ( 2000 pp.3), and it is presented as a 
linear flow from one point to another. However, I posit that the OODA Loop is a discrete two-part concept with 
a linear relationship within and between the two parts. The first part is 'Observe and Orient', a sourcing and 
perception function of the available data (the DBK), which requires continuous data collection and its 
transformation into business and industrially valued information that can be evaluated into knowledge. This 
leads to the second part, that is, to 'Decide and Act' which is a discrete function of the given organisation. The 
OODA Loop provides the conceptual link between the two possibly incompatible organisational functions. 
Also neither the DBK or a CAS are in a static/'wait' state, as they are in a state of constant interactive motion as 
DBK has a relationship with a varying CAS. In the end CAS determines the construction and content of the 
DBK. 
The object of the model is to create and support an agile competitor using the concept of the fast linear decision-
making OODA Loop. This is done by using information and knowledge sourced from the firm's knowledge 
asset and putting the evaluated options in front of the organisation for further evaluation so the organisation can 
effectively exploit its earned time and knowledge advantages. 
The diagram below shows how the OODA Loop has a relationship with both Dominant Battlespace 
Knowledge/knowledge asset and with Complex Adaptive Systems. DBK maintains the information flow, while 
CAS provides a decision-making system, which also determines the need, time, manner and place of the 
collection of data. This link is the dotted line between the CAS and the DBK. Noting that there are three time 
descriptions using CAS, that is Clear (within 24 hours, a clear terminal date), Complicated (within days or 
weeks, sheer number of choices), and Complex (tenuous connection between actions and results-emergence, 
perpetual novelty and ambiguity) Maxfield ( 1999 pp.198-201). The OODA Loop is seen to operate only within 
the clear time frame, as the other time frames can create unsustainable loads upon the decision-making practices. 
The model functions are described below, and it would not be unusual for several hundred or thousand of these 
models functioning at the same time within an organisation. We are not concerned about what sort of problem 
we have, only that we have a problem that relatively speaking must or should be quickly resolved. 
The first assumption is that the DBK/knowledge asset is also under attack at the same time the problem arises. If 
proven not to be so, then 'clean' information/knowledge is obtained to formulate an orientation of these 
processes to yield options based upon considered current knowledge resources. If the DBK is suspect because of 
an attack, then the whole DBK is acknowledged as 'suspect' and is ignored in part or in whole, with the 
DBK/knowledge asset goes into a 'rebuild' phase, while at the same time, options are being sourced elsewhere. 
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The options are then received and evaluated. If the options are based on reliable_ informatio~owledge, the 
CAS system may yet add to the options available. However, the CAS may also ignore _the opttons presented, or 
it may reject the options presented and ask for more information/knowledge accompanied by more current 
options and the loop begins once again. 
However, this can create a serious danger. If the decision is delayed by the unreliability of the DBK/knowledge 
asset, this increases the risk of having to implement a larger decision with the same or even lesser amount of 
reliable information. The CAS may determine that the DBK be ignored and the training, leadership, and group 
cohesion within the CAS carry the day, as the CAS goes into an intelligent 'gut feel' mode. In any event, the 
final decision is borne by the CAS. Perhaps the United States Marine Corps '70% solution' Forbes ( 2000 pp. I) 
is the answer, that is, a decision is made when the DBK/knowledge asset can supply 70% of the 'needed' 
!n'.ormation!knowledge to ensure speedy and effective decisions. This means that even if the decision is wrong, 
1t 1s a small 'wrong' which is better than waiting for more information and finding that the needed decision has 
changed into a risky and large, time critical judgement call. 
Another reason for the model is to promote 'Agility', the ability to move from one extreme to another very 
quickly and economically. ' 
Even with the best information available, not all options will be the best, but options are available for 
management to act proactively, which is a better situation than having no considered options at all. 
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Figure I: Decision Making Model 
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The implied role ofDBK/knowledge asset is to supply needed data as information and knowledge to the OODA 
Loop as required. In order to do this the collectors must collect seemingly endless amounts of data and collate 
this data into information and knowledge, and then have it available almost instantaneously, whether relevant at 
the time of collection or not. An Information Attack-- delay, disruption, denial and deception of the knowledge 
asset resources is only part of the security problem. The defending organisation must be able to defend itself 
against multiple attacks and attackers hostile to this key resource, and the defense must be commensurate with 
the resource's value. However, if this resource collapses or becomes unreliable, the organisation may yet prevail 
in spite of the corrupted information resource. It would be prudent to train for such circumstances, as there is the 
option of not making a decision at all or using the ultimate fall-back position ' Management is the art of making 
irrevocable decisions using inadequate information'; the two options are valid, but not very comfortable stances. 
There is another management option, and that is to foster the incompatibilities between the knowledge asset and 
the CAS. This forcing to the edge of chaos/destruction is shown to make a CAS even more creative when faced 
with a complex task with or without knowledge assets. 
CONCLUSION 
We have seen the processes that make the model workable, and that the model aids in helping an organisation to 
become agile in respect to the time taken to make a decision. Now the management question to be answered is 
how much information and knowledge and resources do we need to resolve future problems and not what the 
'Plan' allows us to do. 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
Perhaps the OODA Loop can be considered a three-step process, Perceive, Evaluate and Act - Perceive the 
whole picture and evaluate this picture with options that can be quickly acted upon. 
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ABSTRACT 
Researching the Adoption of E-commerce and 
the Internet by Older People 
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Many older people are discovering the Internet, and some are making good use of electronic commerce and all 
that goes with it. Other older people, however are happy with how they have always done things and are not 
adopting these technologies. This paper questions why some older people are prepared to adopt Internet 
technologies while others are not. It offers a research perspective, based on actor-network theory, for 
investigating adoption of e-commerce technologies by older people. Innovation translation presents a different 
view of innovation than the better known theory of innovation diffusion, but one that the authors argue is better 
suited for research in socio-technical situations like this. 
Keywords: Innovation, translation, older people, electronic commerce, the Internet, actor-network theory 
INTRODUCTION: OLDER PEOPLE AND THEIR USE OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 
Figures from the Australian Bureau of Statistics indicate that older people (55+) are taking up Internet 
technology at a very rapid rate, but that their use of the Internet for electronic commerce (e-commerce) activities 
remains very low with older people forming just 1 % of the total of adult Internet shoppers (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics 2000). Older people, due to the ageing process, have particular needs that differ from younger people. 
As people grow older they can become physically less mobile and could benefit if they were able to conduct 
more of their financial affairs, such as banking and bill paying, from home. The research literature (Williamson, 
Bow and Wale 1996; Council on the Ageing 2000b; Mitchell 2000; Lloyd 2001), and also data from an Older 
Person Focus Group in Melbourne (Council on the Ageing 2000a), reveal significant barriers to the adoption of 
e-commerce by older people. This paper will outline a research approach for investigating the adoption of e-
commerce, and its associated technologies, by older people. 
E-commerce can be defined as the purchase and sale of information, products and services using any one of the 
thousands of computer networks that make up the Internet (Lawrence, Corbitt, Tidwell, Fisher and Lawrence 
1998). Typical e-commerce activities include on-line banking, purchase of goods, purchase of services such as 
insurance, arranging and paying for travel and accommodation, on-line share purchase, soliciting investment 
advice, and the use of automatic teller machines (ATM). The global interconnection of computer networks we 
know as the Internet (Stroud 1998: 293) is a key component of most e-commerce transactions. Hannon (1998: 6) 
suggests that the most important Internet services in this context are e-mail and the World Wide Web (WWW), 
which he defines as a collection of Web pages, or electronic documents, which hold a variety of data including 
text, graphics, sound and complex multimedia such as video clips. Web pages can also hold hypertext links 
allowing users to navigate to other Web pages of related information. 
During the twelve months prior to February 2000 almost half ( 43 % ) of the adults in Australia connected to the 
Internet (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2000). The highest Internet usage was, as could be expected, among 
younger adults aged to 18 to 24. 77% of these people made use of the Internet and, in general, they preferred to 
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OLDER PEOPLE AND THEIR NEEDS 
d · (2000) s the needs of older people revolving around four interrelated themes: The US-based Spry Foun al!on see 
Financial security, 
Physical health and well being, 
Mental health and social environment, and 
Engaging in intellectual endeavours. 
Financial security is seen as important by older people who, in retirement, need t~ be assured of adequ~te income 
to maintain their lifestyle. Many older people, in Australia as well as North Amenca, must arrange their own 
finances and in doing so seek appropriate investment information (Cutler 1997; Manchester 1997). 
The Australian Government has recently released a number of issues papers examining the older person's ability 
to remain active and independent (Bishop 2000). A key feature of these is an emphasis on communication 
technology, particularly the Internet, that enables older people to use e-mail to communicate with family and 
friends, access information, and to engage in e-commerce activities such as bill paying, the purchase of goods 
and services, and electronic banking (Coulson 2000; Fozard, Rietsma, Bouma and Graafmans 2000). 
BARRIERS TO THE USE OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE BY OLDER PEOPLE 
The literature, and also discussions with the Melbourne-based Focus Group (Council on the Ageing 2000a), 
sh_ow that there are a number of barriers to the adoption of e-commerce by older people. For those older people 
w1thout_their own computers, limited access to Internet technology through public libraries and community 
cen~es is seen as a pr~blem. For those ':"ho have set up their own Internet facilities at home, capital costs, 
runm~g costs an~ mamtenance become important issues (Williamson, Bow et al. 1996; Council on the Ageing 
2
~oi~• H_uman Rights and Equal_Op?o~ity Commission 2000). Lloyd (2001) suggests that the costs associated 
wit uymg a computer and gettmg 1t on-lme are an obstacle to almost 35% of the 55-plus age group. 
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Knowing how to make use of the technology presents a problem and there is a need for appropriate training at 
various levels in bo!h basic information technology and in information handling skills (Echt and Roger 1998; 
Cody, Dunn, Hoppm and Wendt 1999; Hollis-Sawyer and Stems 1999; Council on the Ageing 2000a; Human 
~ights a~d Equal Opp_ortunity Commission 2000). Many older people also have difficulty in searching for the 
mformat1on they reqmre as some Web sites contained complex information that is hard to understand. 
Usability issues are seen as a potential barrier with the interface, information structures, and navigation being 
important contributors. Research reported by Noonan (2001) stresses the link between disability and aging, and 
Scott (2001) points out that the 'self-service model' of electronic banking and automated phone services cannot 
be expected to suit all users, particularly older ones. For those older people with visual or motor disabilities, the 
absence of interfaces and services that allow for these disabilities is a very significant barrier (Human Rights and 
Equal Opportunity Commission 2000; Mitchell 2000). 
Security and privacy are also important considerations. Lloyd (2001) notes that older people are very concerned 
about these issues, particularly regarding credit card transactions. A similar response came from discussions with 
the Focus Group (Council on the Ageing 2000a). 
One way these barriers are being addressed is in the growth of seniors computer clubs. Describing her 
experiences in organising these clubs, Bosler (2001) notes that when many older people arrive at a club they 
confess that a son or daughter has just bought a new computer and given them the older one, but add that they 
were very busy and had no time to teach them to use it. Another reason that people join these clubs is that they 
have had some workplace experience with computers but want to learn to use a computer for their own purposes. 
When questioned on why they use computers answers included: booking a holiday, buying/selling shares, 
genealogy, information on cancer drugs, paying bills and using e-mail (Bosler 2001). Many people wanted to be 
able to keep in touch with family and friends while others wanted to shop or research. Bosler tells of one older 
woman who bought a computer, with e-mail access, specifically so she could write her memoirs. 
RESEARCHING THE ADOPTION OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE BY OLDER PEOPLE 
Many older people are quite innovative and entrepreneurial, and are prepared to consider the advantages offered 
by using e-commerce. Conversely, others are happy to continue to do things in the same way they always have 
and see no need to investigate use of this technology. How and why people differ in this way, and why some 
adopt some technologies and not others will be considered now. Rogers (1995 :11) defines an innovation as" ... 
an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual ... ". We will thus argue that the adoption of 
e-commerce by an older person should be seen as an innovation and so considered through the lens of innovation 
theory. The most widely accepted theory of how technological innovation takes place is provided by innovation 
diffusion (Rogers 1995), but most of the research based on this model involves studies oflarge organisations or 
societal groups. This paper argues that another approach, that of innovation translation, has more to offer in 
considering the adoption of e-commerce by older people. 
The innovation translation approach draws on the sociology of translations, more commonly known as actor-
network theory (ANT). The core of this approach is translation (Law 1992), which can be defined as:" ... the 
means by which one entity gives a role to others." (Singleton and Michael 1993 :229). In considering how the 
adoption of e-commerce by older people occurs it is necessary to examine their interactions with a number of 
other people. It is also important not to ignore the influence of the many non-human artefacts that are involved 
including computers, modems, Web browsers, Internet service providers, e-mail documents and Web pages. In 
trying to understand this adoption it may be useful to see these interactions in terms of negotiations, not just 
between humans but also involving non-humans. 
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. rti'ality between a11 actors, whether 1996) attempts impa (Callon 1986; Law 1992; Latour the social the natural and the 
Actor-network theory and makes no distinction in approach betwe; human and non-human) influencing 
human or ~on·t:an;n actor-network approach all th~ fa~tors (bol of these in terms of networks. It is a feature 
technolog1ca\opti;n are seen as actors, and the co~bmation ?f ~ by actors that are able to make their presence 
eCommerce a th t the extent of a network is determme 
of actor-network theory a 
individually felt (Law 1987) by other actors. . . 
ti . the technical aspects of an mnovatton . . . . ft proached by ocusmg on f h I . 1 
R h l·n technological mnovat1on is o en ap . ak 1 e· assuming that outcomes o tee no og1ca esearc . h" h ·t adoption t esp ac . 
d treating 'the social' as the context m w ic is h , . 1, (Gn'nt and Woolgar 1997). At the other an , hn I . l' rather than t e socia . 
change can be attributed to the tee o ogica 1 t bl cial categories can be used to explam change, and 
extreme social determinism holds th_at 1!1ore or_ ess s ~ e :? the technology to context; to something that can 
concentrates on investigation of~ocial i~teract10ns, ~e er i~g d unproblematic properties or 'essences' can be 
be bundled up and forgotten. This bu_ndhng ~~:is :h:! :~ra:all and Gilding 1999). Rather than rec?gni_sing in 
assigned to the technology and used m expl_am g . l d distinguishing their actions from the mammate 
advance the essences o~humans and of so~1al orf:?:;~n! :: anti-essentialist position in which it rejects there 
behaviour oftechnolog1cal and natural obJects, d p humans ANT considers both social and technical 
being some difference in essence betwe~n humdans a~ ~on~ical ac~ount (Latour 1986) in which neither social 
determinism to be flawed and proposes mstea a socio- ec 
nor technical positions are privileged. 
INNOVATION TRANSLATION AND ACTOR-NETWORKS 
Latour (1996) maintains that in an innovation translation model t~e mov~m~nt of an i~novation_ is in the ?ands of 
people whom may react to it in different ways.1?ey maf accept i~, modify it, deflect 1t, betray it, add to 1t, 
appropriate it, or Jet it drop, and each shapes the innovation to therr own ends. Instead ~fa pr~ccss of_ 
transmission we have a process of continuous transformation (Latour 1996) where gettmg an mnovat1on 
accepted calls for strategies aimed at the enrolment of others. 
Grint and Woolgar (1997) note that an actor-network is configured by the enrolment of both human and non-
human allies, and that this is done by means of a series ofnegotiations in a process of re-definition (Callon 1986) 
where one set of actors seeks to impose definitions and roles on others. Callon (1986) outlines four stages in the 
process of translation, the first of which he calls problematisation. In this stage a group of one or more key actors 
attempts to define the nature of the problem and the roles of other actors so that these key actors arc seen as 
having the answer, and being indispensable to the solution of the problem. In other words, the problem is re-
defined (translated) in terms of solutions offered by these actors (Bloomfield and Best 1992). 
The second stage, which Callon calls interessement, is a series of processes that attempt to impose the identities 
and ~oles defined_in the problematisati_on on the other actors. It means interesting and attracting an entity by 
commg betw~en 1t and some other entity (Law 1986). If the interessement is successful the third stage, 
enrolment, will f~llow throu~h a process of coercion, seduction, or consent (Grint and Woolgar 1997) in which 
one set of act~rs imposes_ the~r will on others and these others yield to the persuasion (Singleton and M iehacl 
1993_}: Al! gomg well, this will then lead to the establishment of a stable network of alliances. Fina11y 
mo?~/zs~tion occurs a~ the proposed solution gains wider acceptance and an even larger network of absent 
entities 1s created (Gnnt and Woolgar 1997) tlrrough some actors acting as spokespersons for others. 
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INNOVATION TRANSLATION AND OLDER PEOPLE'S ADOPTION OF E-COMMERCE 
One reason often given by older people (Gross 1998; Bosler 2001) for adopting Internet technologies is, quite 
simply, so that the world does not pass them by and so that they won't be left out of things. The means of social 
interaction is i~creasingly moving away from posted letters to e-mail, and those not using e-mail are finding it 
harder to keep m touch. Many older people are finding that an e-mail address is becoming essential (Perry 2000). 
Many older people consider that being able to keep in touch and converse sensibly with their grandchildren is 
very important (Alexander 2000). As this requires that they spend some time coming to grips with technology 
(Philbeck 1997) they make adoption decisions for this reason. In the same vein, being able to understand what is 
meant by a .com, and why some people see the continuing growth of Microsoft as a threat, means that they need 
to engage with the technology (Perry 2000). 
These, and related reasons for adoption oflnternet technologies such as "All my friends use e-mail and I'll be 
left out ifl don't" (Council on the Ageing 2000a) suggest that characteristics of the technology have less to do 
with things than do social interactions and the creation and maintenance of networks. Innovation translation 
offers a way ofresearchingjust this as networks of human and non-human actors is its staple. For older people 
the issue of whether or not to adopt Internet technologies has been problematised ( Callon 1986), not as one to 
relate to characteristics of the technology, but as one of communication and keeping in touch with family and 
friends. (The growth of seniors computer clubs is another example of this.) The Internet, that is capable ofso 
much, has been translated here to include just the means by which these people can maintain their place in 
society and keep relevant to their family and friends. What they have adopted is not the Internet as a business 
might know it, but a translation resulting in technology that offers a means of maintaining contact with the 
world. 
It is well known that the major banks are presently attempting to change the problematisation ofbanking from an 
activity carried out in person in suburban branches to one undertaken using ATMs and the Internet. Put another 
way, the banks are attempting to translate banking from a social activity to an electronic activity. It is also clear 
that many older people are resisting this change as is demonstrated by their reluctance as a group to adopt 
electronic banking. 
As an example of how innovation translation can provide explanatory power to the investigation of how older 
people adopt technology, consider the case of a Melbourne grandmother with family in London and Rome 
considering the adoption of e-mail as a means of keeping in touch with them. Let us assume that, like many older 
people, she had previously relied on posting airmail letters as she found the cost of phone calls too high, and also 
preferred writing to speaking on the phone. Electronic mail offers a problematisation of letter writing where the 
'letters' can be short, informal, and sent as frequently as required for low cost, in contrast to the longer, more 
formal style of airmail letters. This offered her a translation oflnternet use to become just a means of writing 
letters as often as she wants, that will be 'delivered' very quickly and for low cost (once the computer system has 
been set up). It may be that she saw no point in 'browsing' or 'surfing the Internet' and would not adopt Internet 
use for these reasons. The translation of Internet use to ignore all these features and concentrate just on letter 
writing is what is being instrumental in convincing her to consider its adoption. All the other characteristics of 
the Internet are irrelevant to her. Without this translation the Internet may have been too intimidating; now it was 
something she could understand and handle. Interessement is then provided by the informality, lower cost and 
quicker delivery time of the e-mail, in comparison to ordinary letters. This comes between her and her use of 
ordinary mail and makes e-mail seem more attractive. The result is enrolment, as she s~e~ and becomes 
convinced of the benefits of e-mail and then adopts this technology. She may they mob1hse the technology by 
attempting to get other friends in Perth or New York to whom she currently also sends letters, to also adopt e-
mail so that she can more easily communicate with them also. 
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CONCLUSION 
Although some older people find the self-service model of e-Commerce threatening, for others it represents 
independence and equality (Scott 2001). We would argue that which of these groups old~r people find 
themselves in has more to do with social factors and their network of interactions than with any characteristics of 
the technology itself. Innovation diffusion concentrates more on the technology, while innovation translation 
looks at the fonnation of networks of human and non-human actors and how these interact. Translation looks 
more at the uses people might make of the innovation, and how the innovation needs to be 'translated' for these 
uses to be achieved. It offers a means by which any number of small subtle factors can be addressed in each 
instance of adoption, rather than just looking for large scale answers across the board. While diffusion theory 
may be useful in describing the worldwide movement to adopt Internet technologies, translation theory offers a 
better means of looking at the detail of individual adoptions. 
We thus contend that an innovation translation approach offers a useful way of investigating the detail of how 
an_d ~hy older people_ a~opt, or_fail t? adopt In~emet technologies and electronic commerce. We argue that 
bnngmg out this deta!l 1s especially important many understanding of how this complex process occurs. 
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. . I hones has seen the potential of accessing emails in a 
Increasin demand for wireless devices such as wire ess p , 
g . • · · ·th Wireless Application Protocols (HAP) have 
wireless manner. These wireless devices, m con;unctwn w1 . 
. ,.r, d, b tw en data networks along with \'OICe networks. However, 
enabled laptops to communicate and trans;er ata e e . . . . 
d · th ea of privacy concerns a.uocwted with wireless device 
in recent months, media clipping have emerge m e ar . . 
. • h ·ty ,i • The combination of privacy and assocwted security 
,) 
and this in turn has raised alarms m t e secun uomam. 
. • · I uting environment. This paper provides a discussion on how issues creates a unique mjluence on wire ess comp 
this combination affects wireless users specifically on three important aspects of primcy ammymity,fairness 
and control over personal information and confidentiality. 
Keywords: Wireless Computing, Security, and Privacy 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent innovations in wireless computing and associated technology including e-mail and access to the Internet 
have raised a number of privacy issues (Smith & Andrews, 2001). Wireless applications, because of its 
decentralised, open, and interactive nature, are perhaps the first electronic medium to allow every user to engage 
in electronic commerce. Users can reach and create communities using ad hoc networks facilitated hy wireless 
technology and this enables the technology to be used for delivering services, from education and healthcare to 
public infonnation. This, combined with the World Wide Web, will enable users to access voice. data, and video, 
in order to establish a virtual "face-to-face" social and political milieu. 
How~ver, it remains an op_en_ question whether the wireless applications' claimed potential would be achieved 
(Craig & Julta, 2001). ~1~ 1s because ~fthe worry about wireless' threat to the traditional authority of 
govem~~nts_ and orgamsatmns. The pnvate sector sees the economic potential of the Internet, but anti-
competitive_ tmpuls~s are also part of the landscape. Users bring not only their social aspirations to the Internet, 
but also their potential for antisocial behaviour. 
Protection of privacy is one of the critic 1 · th b · · 
(Stowe 2000) w·u th . 1 ed" a issues at must e resolved and 1s bemg addressed in various quarters , · 1 e WITe ess m mm be one in which individual · · I · information about themselves? Will it be . s mamtam, osc, or gam control over 
and private sector intrusion? possible to preserve a protected sphere from unreasonable government 
But it is not just individuals' self-interest leadin 
protection. Faced with numerous surve d g go~emments and lawmakers towards increased privacy 
. . ys ocumentmg that the lack of · · · · b · t consumer part1c1pation in electronic comm b . pnvacy protections 1s a maJor amcr o 
seriously (Young, 2000). Numerous effort~rct, l~smesse~ are beginning to take privacy protection more 
the Better Business Bureau's Online Pn·v apse -regulation have emerged; both cooperative such as TRUSTe, 
· 1 acy rogram and the O r p · • ' impo~nt Y for the long run, company specifi A ' . n me nvacy Alliance; and perhaps more 
scru~t~~• have begun incorporating privac i~;· th f!!OWtng number of companies, under public and regulatory 
scns1t1v1ty" to the public. The collective e~or: etr ;;;agement ~rocess and actually marketing their "privacy 
enforcement of rules in this global, decentralize:o;:d:u:.ult questions about how to ensure the adoption and 
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Governments are also struggling to identify their appropriate role in this new environment (Hulme, 2000). To 
date, government policy appears to be largely based on the principle 'first do no harm.' The dialogue in recent 
months, evidenced by developments such as the recently passed Privacy Protection Act in the domain of children 
using online schemes, which was supported by children's advocates, privacy advocates, and companies has taken 
an important turn. These developments provide tangible evidence that common ground is within reach. 
The following three issues - expectation of anonymity, control over personal information and expectation of 
confidentiality- will detail how privacy of an individual can be affected in a wireless medium, privacy 
regulations that have been put in place to safeguard individual privacy and potential security threat. 
ANONYMITY 
There is a general expectation from individuals that their anonymity will be protected when they communicate 
over the Internet, irrespective of their method of connectivity. If an individual has not actively disclosed 
information about himself or herself, then the expectation is that no one knows about the individual's identity. 
However, due to the possibilities of generation of an elaborate trail of data in the Internet arena, it is not always 
possible for an individual to assume that the anonymity is guaranteed. The individual's profile can be captured 
via transactional data, click stream data, or 'mouse-droppings' and this reveal an individual's online life. 
For example, in the connected medium, technologies such as "cookies," enable Web sites to surreptitiously 
collect information about one's online activities and store it for future use. In a wireless environment, these 
cookies can be replaced with locator devices such as "Cell-Loe". These locator devices are capable of 
identifying the location of a wireless device such as mobile telephones and hence its user. It appears that these 
locator devices are so powerful and accurate that it is possible to identify a device with a precision of 15 metres 
from its location. Initially, designed for the benign purpose of enabling employers to recognize an end users for 
responses, these locator devices are posing threat to one's anonymity and hence privacy. In a wireless 
environment, these locator devices facilitate the tracking and monitoring of specific individual's activities. The 
surreptitious collection of information about individual's activities, across multiple locations enabled through 
some locator device implementations, gained the attention of marketing professionals to target end users for 
online advertising. 
This has resulted in a battle being waged today, over the "location" information available through many cellular 
networks, foreshadowing the larger privacy considerations lurking in the vast data generated by individuals' use 
of wireless devices (Deise, Nowikow, King, & Wright, 2000). In the course of processing calls, many wireless 
communications systems collect information about the cell site and location of the person making or receiving a 
call. Location information may be captured when the mobile device is merely on, even if it is not handling a 
call. While the government seeks to build added surveillance features into the network and ensure their access to 
the increasingly detailed data it captures, the private sector is considering how to use this new form of 
information. 
It was reported on 7 May 2001 in 'The Australian' that privacy laws require that companies get the consent of 
users before text ad messages are sent to mobile phones. It appears that this regulation will be in operation from 
December 2001. According to the national newspaper there are two major implications: firstly, companies who 
do not comply to this regulation will be asked to do so by the national privacy commissioner to change their 
policies; secondly, in more serious cases, where divulging personal details resulted in the loss of a job or 
discrimination, consumers could claim restitution in the civil courts. Therefore, employers would have to 
safeguard, update and hand over personal information such as an individual's resume and work history, including 
opinions about their ability, if requested by an employee. The aim of this regulation was for consumers to 
control their personal information and how it was used by private companies. It also appears that consent would 
be the key to determine whether a breach has occurred or not. 
In terms of security, there can be two problems: firstly, the security guaranteed by the technology and the 
information security (Anonymous, 2000a). Some wireless applications guarantee minimum level of security at 
their architecture level and leave high level security such as encryption to occur at application level. In a radio 
frequency operated wireless, due to the inherent nature of radio frequencies, it i_s p~s~ible fo: an outsider to 
'eavesdrop' easily and this can cause security problems. In terms of data secunty, 1t 1s possible for hackers to 
identify addresses and steal data that are in transmiss~on with _out the sender a?d receiver being n?tified. Further, 
as mentioned earlier there are software packages available to mform the location of a user and this may lead to 
potential physical security problems. 
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• ·ty f d ta pear to be assuming importance in the wireless computing environment due Issues concemmg secun o a ap . . . . . 
h f d
. fr · s In the radi·o frequency based wireless computmg environment, 1t 1s possible to 
to t e use o ra 10 equenc1e . . . h · 
eavesdrop with minimum difficulty. Therefore, the design of wireless dev1~es needs_ to ensure 1gh levels of data 
security. This has an impact for consumers. The current weakness in secunty has tnggered conc_ems about 
unauthorised access to consumers' data and voice messages. In essence, the current growth of wireless 
computing is marred by the two major data security concerns: identification integrity, and message integrity. 
Identification integrity refers to the signature elements found in messages in order to provide the origin of the 
message. The message integrity refers to establishing that the message is received as sent and no third party has 
attempted to open, modify or alter the contents. These two items appear to cause concern to both sender and 
receiver. The sender risks theft or misuse of their personnel information such as account and bank details and 
the receiver (usually a merchant) risks repudiation of the transaction and resultant non-payment. 
In addition to the above, the growth of wireless computing depends upon consumer acceptance of the overall 
technologies. The technology is such that the services offered will eventually warrant payment. There will be 
no "free services" in the future. It is envisaged that the payment for services will be through some form of 
"credit card". The details of credit cards will probably be stored in a smart card used for devices such as mobile 
telephones. This has inherent risks. When the credit card information is sent through a network (wired in e-
comn:ierce and wireless in m-commerce), the network must be able to guarantee its security. A breach of 
secunty can happ_en if_t~e network is not secured. From the consumers' viewpoint, personal detai Is can be 
exposed w~en usmg_d1g1tal cash. In addition, certain countries can demand that banks provide customer details 
such as their expenditure, for tax related purposes. This would also expose certain consumers. ' 
FAIRNESS AND CONTROL OVER PERSONAL INFORMATION 
::i~~t~~~~~~ci :~:fl~ ~:f~=~~;t:::~fe a :an::::;n,r fo~ e_xample to a_ doctor, they expect that the 
pra~tices, both offiine and online, foil this exp!~on of p _ov1dm1 t:e sen:1ce requested._ Unfortunately, current 
busmess transaction is routinely used for a variety f th pnvacy. n ~nnat1on generated m the course of a 
consent. There are instances where some tif o o er purposes without_ the individual's knowledge or 
as company 'property'. en ies go so far as to declare the mformation individuals provide them 
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While it is expected that strong concern for privacy issues include sensitive information such as health and 
financial records, recent incidents in Australia involving the sale and disclosure of what many perceive as less 
sensitive informatio~ indicate a rising of privacy concerns among the public. This has resulted in consumer 
outcry and ~orporat~ons as well as government entities have learned the hard way that consumers are prepared to 
protest agamst services that appear to infringe on their privacy. 
There are number of incidents where personal information of individuals is disclosed without any proper consent 
(Anonymous, 2000b). For example, during August of1997, American Online ('AOL') announced plans to 
disclose its subscribers' telephone numbers to business partners for telemarketing. AOL heard loud objections 
from subscribers and advocates opposed to this unilateral change in the 'terms of service agreement' covering 
the use and disclosure of personal information. In response, AOL decided not to follow through with its 
proposal. At the beginning of the year, the Washington Post reported that several states had entered into 
agreements to sell state drivers' license photos to Image data. Under public scrutiny the deal seemed quite 
different, state governors and legislatures quickly moved to block the contract. In Australia, there is concern over 
the planned sale of patient's health records collected through pharmaceutical institutions to undisclosed 
commercial companies (reported in the Australian, 27 February 2001). 
The wireless technologies' surveillance capacity to collect, aggregate, analyse and distribute personal information 
coupled with current business practices have left individual privacy unprotected. While recent surveys and public 
pressure have raised the privacy consciousness of companies, particularly those operating online, individuals' 
information is frequently used and disclosed for purposes well beyond what the individual provided it for. 
It appears that in Australia privacy concerns are not fully resolved. In Australia, all government agency web 
sites should contain a privacy statement or disclose their privacy policy by December 31, 2001. It appears that 
this issue has not yet been resolved. The privacy policy should detail what information a web site is going to 
collect, how it would be used and whether it would be disclosed to third parties, including other government 
agencies. While this requirement gives a feeling that the consumers are guarded, making changes to existing 
policies on a web page or encouraging consumers to read those policies in practically not possible. This will also 
not constitute 'adequate notification' as warranted in privacy legislation. 
There are operational difficulties in the implementation of obtaining consent from consumers. While most web 
sites use the 'click' method to acquire consent, the privacy laws appear to be aiming at more than this 'click' 
method. Visitors to a web site might be confronted with an upfront explanation and then be required to click 
their consent at the end of each page of information display or at the end of each section, realising unnecessary 
delays every time information is provided. Further, for auditing purposes, these keystrokes need to be logged 
and saved. 
The National Electronic Authentication Council (NEAC) also has highlighted deficiencies in the current privacy 
laws relating to the relationship between parties involved in Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). This issue is not 
yet fully addressed and only recently banking industries have accepted to follow a uniform PKIU policy. 
In terms of personal information, especially in a wireless environment, the security threats can be classified into 
various categories such as hardware security, access security and information security. One aspect needs 
mention. In a legal framework, the lawful interception of data and the subscriber information is in some cases a 
necessity for authorized law enforcement agencies. This is us~lly hampered by the use of ~~ong ~nd-to-end 
encryption such as IPSec or PGP (Pretty Good Privacy). Allowing law enforcement authontles to mtercept 
messages employing a method called Escrowed encryption leads to a centralized storage of the user's keys thus 
increasing the security risks. 
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. d . This is changing with the introduction 
·1 bl ti r wrreless ev1ces. . h 
Until recently end-to-end security was not av~1 a. e _o addition to server authentication. This progres_s as been 
of WAP 2.0, ~hich has enabled client aut~enttcatton m exam le of such a partnership is collaborat1ons 
made possible with Industry players working together. An p 
between Motorola and Baltimore. 
. ftrust and confidence for users to conduct 
Involvement of trusted thir~ parties such as _banks ts ~~i,t:o~orola, Master Card, VISA, etc., have fo_rmed 
transactions. The industry_ giants such as Encss;~:r th; lack of a single global standard for conductmg 
alliances to make transactions more secure. Ho ;en as a limiting factor. 
transactions in the wireless c~mmerc~ arena can~ ~'s WTLS protocol (Schiller, 2000). While fundamental 
Existing global wireless arch1tec~e ~s bas~d on . . thentication and digital signing leading to 
security services such as confidenttah~/pnvacy, l~~er\· a; nic transaction act, wireless security services for 
non-repudiation have been addresse~ m_ the A;~a•:1 s ~ e:~es haven't evolved fully, thus providing an 
server authen~cation, c~ienframt uthenttcka~10n :Ch ~sac::s could take place still a dream. 
all-encompassmg secunty ewor m w 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
· · · d ·1 they expectation is that it will be read only by the intended recipient. When md1v1duals sen an e-ma1 message, . . . d 1 . . 
Unfortunately, this expectation is not fully met by t~e _existin_g wireless technology. If an md1v1 ua _is usmg 
wireless devices provided by the organisation, then 1t 1~ poss1?le, and le~al, for th~ e?1ploy~r to momt~r these 
devices, leading to non-assurance of privacy. Further, ma wireless ~°:v1ronm~~t, 1t ts possible for a third party to 
capture the email, read, alter the contents and then transmit to the ongmal rec1p1ent. 
While domestic law provides e-mail the same legal protection as a first class letter, the tec~nology leaves . 
unencrypted e-mail as vulnerable as a postcard (Lee, 2000). C?mpared t~ a letter, an e-m~tl messa~e ~ravels_ m a 
relatively unpredictable and unregulated environment. In a wtreless environment, due to mte~edtanes takmg 
an active part in transmitting data, wireless emails can hop through a number of networks. As tt travels through 
these networks, wireless e-mail is handled by many independent entities, whereas a letter is handled only by the 
postal service. To further complicate matters, the e-mail message may be routed, depending upon traffic patterns, 
overseas and back, even if it is a purely domestic communication. While the message may effortlessly flow from 
nation to nation, the statutory privacy protections stop at the border because of domestic laws and their 
jurisdiction. In addition, the Internet does not have central points of control and while the decentralised nature of 
the Internet allows it to cope with problems and failures in any given computer network, by simply routing in 
another direction, it also provides ample opportunities for those seeking to captltre confidential communications. 
Policy of a single computer network can compromise the confidentiality of information. While the privacy 
issues discussed above are centred on e-mails, the issues are applicable to electronic diaries, medical records, any 
<lat~ comm~nication, ~nd confidential documents that are available on the network and accessed by a wireless 
device. This has drastic consequences for our privacy as information moves further out onto the network our 
existing statutory framework provide less and less protection. 
It's useful to look at ~he weak state of privacy protections for other personal papers and records. The national 
laws protect these pnva~e papers. However, with the advent of home computers, individual diaries moved to the 
desktop and the hard dnve. Further, network computing allows individuals to rent space outside their home to 
st
ore per~onal file~ and personal World Wide Web pages. The information has remained the same. Storing those 
pers~nal mformatwn on a remo~e server eliminates many of the privacy protections they were afforded in a ~~~~:! ;orld.t ma~y coun~es, an individual's thoughts recorded electronically on a remote computer may be 
rom t e service provider through a mere court order with no notice to the individual at all. 
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The weak state of privacy protection is evident in the business setting too (Lee, 2000). In the health industry, 
physicians are using intranets to enable the sharing of patient, clinical, financial, and administrative data. Built 
on Internet technologies and protocols, the private networks link the hospital's information system to other 
associated systems such as the pharmacy systems. In Australia, the government has access to the computer-
based patient record system throughout the nation for financial assistance. Further, private sector companies are 
moving to integrate this data with commercial ideas. 
Using wireless technologies, it is possible to move these records out of our doctor's offices for the purpose of 
consultation. While the use of network technology promises to bring information to the fingertips of medical 
providers when they need it most, privacy concerns are also raised, because the identification schemes of persons 
who access these information sources is not fool-proof. 
In the absence of comprehensive national legislation to protect patient privacy, the legal protections afforded to 
individual's data may vary greatly depending upon how the network is structured, where data is stored, and how 
long it is kept. If records are housed on the computer of an individual service provider such as a doctor, then 
access to that data will be governed by national legislation. Law enforcement would be required to serve the 
individual service provider with a warrant and this service provider would receive notice and have the chance to 
halt an inappropriate search. Under national law, the consumer however, would receive no notice and have no 
opportunity to contest the production of the records. When information is in transit between a service provider 
and an organisation through a network, law enforcement's access is governed by the warrant requirements of the 
national electronic communications act. In this case, neither the service provider nor the consumer receives prior 
or contemporaneous notice. If the records are stored on a server leased from an Internet service provider, the 
protections are unclear. They may be accessible by mere subpoena. If they are covered by the "remote 
computing" provisions of national telecommunications act, this would severely undermine privacy in the digital 
age. 
CONCLUSION 
Privacy has assumed importance in the Wireless domain because of certain privacy violations in the recent past. 
Both businesses and governments are working in tandem to identify potential breaches to individuals' privacy 
and new laws have been drafted and existing laws have been amended. In the wireless area, due to its infancy 
stage, it is still not clear how these privacy laws can be implemented in both domestic and international arena. It 
is hoped that the issues highlighted in this paper provide some insights into the problems to all parties involved -
consumers, businesses and governments. 
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Stakeholder Coordination Among Distributed Public Sector 
Agencies in a Nationwide Data Integration Initiative 
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The integration of information systems across multiple public sector agencies enables a sharing and aggregation 
of data that can lead to more effective public administration.· While there are many technical barriers to inter-
agency data sharing, interoperability between agency systems can be constrained by factors in the social and 
political environment. This research in progress explores the how different stakeholders influence inter-agency 
data sharing initiatives. The investigation uses techniques in mapping stakeholder networks to interpret how 
stakeholders shape the development of a nationwide data integration initiative. 
Keywords: Electronic Government; Data Integration; Stakeholder Analysis, Social Network Analysis 
INTRODUCTION 
Implicit in many of the proposed e-govemment reforms and initiatives is the assumption that existing data and 
systems can be seamlessly integrated with new technologies and business processes. With advances in enabling 
technologies such as XML, agent -based systems, data-mining, ERP systems and the growth in the expertise 
available for their use, the visions of e-govemment are technically feasible. While the technical barriers to e-
govemment continue to fall, research in the public sector domain indicates that the processes through which 
information systems initiatives are implemented in public sector organisations are subject to a wider array of 
environmental forces than are encountered in private sector organizations (Bozeman & Bretschneider 1986, 
West, 1998, Thong et al. 2000). Consequently, for the successful implementation of e-govemment initiatives, 
these environmental factors need to be managed throughout the rollout. 
There are many benefits to be gained from sharing data between public sector agencies. When conducted within 
privacy and other parameters, the access to aggregated data can lead to improved service and policy formulation 
(Landsbergen & Wolken 2001). However, as reform of the public sector continues and a greater emphasis is 
placed on service delivery and performance, the social environment in which interoperable systems are 
developed is becoming more complex. The public sector is increasingly making use of partnering relationships 
with external service providers. Inter-agency rivalries and political imperatives add to the richness of the context 
in which systems are integrated. Therefore, for information systems integration projects that span several 
agencies, there can be multiple stakeholder groups trying to exert their influence. This research in progress 
explores how different stakeholders influence the integration of data and systems between multiple public sector 
agencies. The analyses will be used to derive recommendations for managing the complex relationships that arise 
in e-govemment systems integration. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
. . . osed that an interpretive analysis of stakeholder interests and 
In the preliminary phases ofth1s re~earch it IS prop. fi apping and analyzing stakeholder networks. One 
influence can be facilitated by makmg use oftechmquefs or m rnment initiatives is through an examination of the 
. h 1 environment o e-gove . 
approach to understandmg t e comp ex . F al and informal management structures are set m 
social networks that develop through systei_n co~s~c~ion. t:1development. These structures and activities are 
place and specific activities are performed m re abon o sys \ me inscribed in the project. 
means through which the interests of stakeholder groups can eco 
· · · f · 1 networks surrounding the development of a national 
The interpretive stud~ focuses 0 ~ th;_activ~t•e~ 0 ;o:alia The development of the national system requires the 
system for motor vehicle and dnver icensmg m ~s ~d- ·t· Th1's study investigates the networks of 
· · f 1 · f systems across state JUTIS 1c ions. 
mtegration o severa e~1s mg d h . t ability of the many existing systems that need to be integrated for 
stakeholders who have mfluence t e m eroper 
nation-wide implementation. 
Two principal techniques will be used in the analysis. Firstly, fo~l~wing the principles outlined by Poulou?i & 
Whitley (1997), stakeholders will be iteratively identified and cnt1c~l actor~ rel~t~~ t~ one another acc?rdmg to 
their role(s) and the context of their activities in relation to the data i_ntegr~trnn m1tiat1ve. Secondly,_usmg . 
techniques drawn from Social Network Analysis (Scott, 1991), relationships betwee_n stakeholde~s mvolved m 
the project will be mapped and analysed to facilitate interpretation of how these social networks mfluence system 
construction. 
Social Network Analysis (SNA) is widely used in the social and behavio~ral s':iences to map_ and a~~lyse the 
structure of social networks. The social network analysis focuses on relationships among social ent1t1es and has 
been variously applied at different levels of analysis, for example; communications among members of a group, 
transactions between corporations, and treaties among nations (Burt & Minor, 1983; Wellman and Berkowitz 
1988; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). In relation to information systems, social network analysis techniques have 
been applied in the study of innovation diffusion, as well as, IS implementation (Graham, 1998; Hislop, Newell 
et al, 1998). 
In social network analysis, attention is paid to the ties, contacts and meetings between agents that connect them 
in the larger relational systems (Scott 1991). For instance involvement in activities of design decisions, project 
management and budgeting, as well as system use, all contribute to system construction. By associating actors 
with these activities, ties between actors are identified. Matrix algebra techniques can then provide an empirical 
basis for analysis of the structure of the networks of actors involved and their interactions. 
Preliminary data for this case study has been accessed through a wide-ranging analysis of relevant documents 
including requirements specifications, contract tender documents, the system information strategy and steering 
committee meeting minutes. Interviews with key stakeholders have been conducted to clarify issues. It is 
proposed that the full exploration and analysis of this case will involve management, IT developers and users 
from several agencies and private sector contractors. 
THE NATIONAL REGISTRATION AND LICENSING SYSTEM (NRLS) 
Motor ~ehicle registration ~nd ~ver licensing _ar~ the responsibility of agencies in each state and territory in 
Australia. Although there is _a h1g~ degr~e of ~•mllarity between the information systems that each jurisdiction 
has d~v~lo~e~ to support reg1strat10n & hcensmg, the laws, policies, business rules and conditions peculiar to 
eachJunsdiction have resulted in disparate systems that address local rather than national needs. 
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The potential administrative and commercial benefits to licensing organizations, as well as to several private and 
public sector agencies ( eg police and motor vehicle dealers) that the integration of jurisdictional systems could 
have, has long been recognised. In 1993, the national association of road transport and traffic authorities 
(AUSTROADS) commissioned a study proposing a system that would integrate registration and licensing 
systems on a national basis. The aim of this system was to allow inter-jurisdictional access to information 
regarding among other things, driver licensing; vehicle registration; written-off vehicles, stolen vehicles, and 
accreditation for heavy vehicles on a national basis. 
In 1998 AUSTROADS entered into a build and operate contract with a large IT service provider. This 
arrangement has essentially allowed NRLS to be built with no capital outlay. The contractor recovers its outlay, 
costs and return through a combination of subscription and transaction charges. 
NRLS is primarily a custodian of jurisdictional data rather than the "owner" of the data. Therefore, local 
arrangements still define how and by whom the data is accessed. NRLS communicates with each jurisdictional 
system through a proprietary messaging protocol. To obtain the greatest benefit from the NRLS development, 
each jurisdiction needed to make significant modifications to their core registration and licensing systems so that 
NRLS remained transparent to users. The technical architecture for NRLS is shown in figure 1. 
Omnmicaticn Ccnmmicaticn Crnmmicaticn 
NRlS M,ssage Mmagem:nt 
.Jurisdicticn r 
Figure 1. *Th:re are eight juridictioos 11=:ss to l'«:\<lis is trarlSjlmll totrema 
Local ft.wlications 
User lnterfuce 
.Jurisddion 2* .Jurisddion 3* 
NRLS Technical 
Architecture 
Given that NRLS required the cooperation of several jurisdictions, external users a~d private_ sector contracto_rs, a 
d tab·1·ty structure was set in place to enable the representation of the mterests of multiple management an accoun i i d ·b d · T bl 
stakeholders. The stakeholders in the management and accountability structure for NRLS are escn e m a e 
1. 
Stakeholder Role 
Ultimately accountable for all activities and approves major AUSTROADS Council 
resource, cost or policy questions which affect NRLS. 
AUSTROADS Registration and Comprises senior executives in eac~ jurisdictio~ managing R · tration and Licensing; responsible for Pohcy Strategy and Licensing Reference Group egis . . .fi d .. B · L vel guidance and sponsonng signi icant ecis10ns usmess e . 
concerning NRLS to the AUSTROADS Council. 
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AUSTROADS Program Manager, Road 
Individual representing the Council and the Reference ~roup 
in day-to-day management ques!i~ns; delegated authonty for 
Use Management financial and other resource dec1S1ons. 
NRLS Steering Committee 
Represents all significant users ofNRLS and pro~ide_s detailed 
guidance on functionality, priorities etc. ~ts const1?1t1on and 
frequency of meeting will vary through different hfe cycle 
stages ofNRLS. Forwards significant policy and resource 
matters to the Reference Grouo for decision. 
Table 1: NRLS Management and Accountability Structure 
In addition to the management and accountability structure, the awarding of the NRLS contract to a private 
vendor required the establishment of a new administrative group having direct responsibility for the operational 
activities involved in coordinating the NRLS project. After considering several options, the NRLS steering 
committee chose a model in which an administrative group of staff were drawn from the jurisdiction closest to 
the contracted NRLS operator's site and located in that jurisdiction's offices. This administrative group therefore 
had expertise in registration and licensing functions and experience in liaising with other jurisdictions. 
Subsequently, the NRLS administration unit has been hosted within the Traffic Authority of Jurisdiction A, with 
the manager responsible to a reference group comprising the most senior Registration and Licensing executive in 
each jurisdiction. The cost of the salaries oftltis group is being met by contributions from the NRLS partners. 
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
A full anal~sis of the social netw?rks and their influence on the construction of the NRLS system is beyond the 
scope ofth1s pape:. J:Iowever, usmg tlte techniques discussed above, it is possible to commence untangling the 
~etwor~s of associations between stakeholders and begin to trace the influence that they can have on system 
mtegrat10n. 
!abl~ I de_scribes the bureaucratic relationships between stakeholders from several agencies. However, the 
1dent1fic~t10n of stakeholder gr?ups i? the management structure for the initiatives does not capture the 
~o~p(ex_1ty ?f stakeholder relattonsh1ps or tlte dynamics of their interactions. For example although each 
JUnsdiction 1s represented on tlte NRLS steering committee, members of this management'network are Jinked to 
several_other ne~o~ks of developers and users who can potentially influence the construction of the s stem 
Followmg the pnnctples of stakeholder analysis suggested by Pouloudi and Whitley (1997) tab! 2 by · · 
expand and refine the identification of stakeholders in the NRLS system along th d. . , fe egms to 
management and developers. e 1mens1ons o users, 
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Stakeholder Group Stakeholder Representative 
Management Executives from Jl-J7 
NRLS program mana11:er 
Developers Developer Team Jl-J7 
Developer Crimtrac 
NRLS Contractor 
External user IT contractor 
Users User Group Jl-J7 
External A11:encv Users 
Table 2: Stakeholders in NRLS Development (t't Iteration) 
This initial ana~ysis. id~nt~fi~s "ob~ious" stakeholders and indicates networks of actors who interact with each 
other along maml)'. Ju~sd1ctional hnes. Further iterations will elaborate the make up of jurisdictional networks. 
For example, considen~g the development team of a single jurisdiction (J2), the stakeholder network for the 
~evelop~ent of~S is ex~en_de~ e_ven further as it includes private contractors and other agencies who have an 
interest m the design of the JUnsd1ctional system with which NRLS exchanges data (figure 1 ). 
.~ (u Consultants 
/' Potential ',, 
Data Exchange~ 
Partners 
·~ ·~ 
"( R&L 
/-------~- / Executive 
NDLI ( 
. ------------
~) 
\ ~:;,cies 
AB 
Development 
Figure 1: NRLS Development Stakeholder Network (Jurisdiction 2) 
The network depicted in figure 1 relates to only one of several systems that exchange data with NRLS. Therefore 
when examining how the stakeholder networks of can influence the construction ofNRLS, complex relationships 
among and between several networks must be considered. For example, the original design ofNRLS was based 
around a proprietary protocol and is subsequently used in interfaces with all jurisdictions. The initial choice of 
this protocol was determined and supported by the contracted vendor. With the forthcoming expiry of the 
contract to operate NRLS, alliances have begun to form among jurisdictions along two lines. The first alliance 
supports the proprietary system. The second however, is seeking to ensure that future developments ofNRLS are 
based on XML and open systems architecture. 
Further investigation of these alliance network using social network analysis techniques can facilitate 
understanding of the central actors and how their relationships influence system design. In the NRLS case, 
individual actors representing stakeholder groups will be identified and associated with critical decisions 
regarding the design, construction and administration of the system. Both formal and informal networks of 
association will be mapped. It is proposed that by evaluating and comparing the structure of these networks using 
measures such as network density and actor centrality, reasons for the success ( or failure) of aligned stakeholders 
in pursuing their interests can be identified. 
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CONCLUSION . . 
ful ·ntegration of systems across multiple agencies. 
• nt rely on the success 1 · fl th Wh"I In many cases the visions of e-govemme . th d elopments and attempt to m uence em. 1 e b me involved m ese ev • fi A wide range of stakeholders may eco . . . "th the growing enthusiasm or e-govemment, 
. t grat10n are mcreasmg W1 . h Id h investments in inter-agency system m_ e es the d runic relations between mult1pl~ stake o ers w o 
little research has been conducted which address ynTh_ esearch in progress investigates how networks of 
. . f" t r-agency systems. 1s r . 
have interests m the construction° m e . f It" 1 systems The preliminary analysis of the NRLS . bl th integrat10n o mu ip e . . . 
alliances form to constram or _ena e e . d fi lyzing stakeholder networks can facilitate case provides positive indications that techniques use or ana 
untangling the webs of influence. 
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The owner of a computer program is given 'for free' the protection of the copyright laws. The purpose of this 
paper is to examine, in overview, the extent of the protection in light of some recent legislative amendments. 
This paper will then suggest protective strategies that should be adopted by computer program owners. 
INTRODUCTION 
The owners of original computer programs are protected by the Copyright Act (the Act)l. The Australian 
Parliament has, in recent times, extended in a number of ways, copyright protection into the digital environment 
and, for the purposes of this paper, into the world of the computer program. Whilst one is perhaps reluctantly 
forced to accept that infringement of copyright through pirating or illegal copying, frequently coupled with 
commercial distribution, is inevitable and will continue, nevertheless greater efforts are being taken, both in the 
government and the private sectors, to clamp down on and take appropriate action (being either civil or criminal 
or both) especially against commercially motivated piraters. The purpose of this paper is to examine, in 
overview, the extent and value of the protection in light of some recent legislative amendments. This paper will 
then suggest protective strategies that should be adopted by computer program owners. 
1 Any reference to 'the Act' in this paper refers to the Copyright Act 1968 (Commonwealth) as amended. 
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THE NATURE OF COPYRIGHT PROTECTION 
. . . . ht rotection is provided by the Act to original literary, 
Without wanting to get m~o the finer detathil, cop:? pd recordings films television and radio broadcasts and 
dramatic, artistic and musical works toge er WI soun ' ' 
published editions. 
fit? The definition of a 'literary includes a computer program and the 
Where then does a computer program 1 · d d • t f t t t 
definition of the words 'computer program' have recently been amen e . to mean a se ~ s a e~en s or 
instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a computer in order to bnng _ab?ut a certam result . ~e expressed 
aim of the new definition was that it be comprehensive but not unduly restnct1ve of future programming 
language developments. It is worth noting, at this point, that already . . . . . . .. 
the new definition of the words 'computer program' has been the subject of some cnt1~1sm as bemg too ~1m1tmg 
and suggestions have been made that the definition, in its current form, may not ( despite ~e exp~essed aims~ 
extend to cover all programmable machines nor all machines that are capabl~ of pe~ormmg particular functions. 
Notwithstanding any shortcomings, the bottom line is that the statements or mstruct10ns usually represented by 
the code of the computer program are protected by the Act as if they were literary works. 
Given that the owner of a computer program is protected by the law of copyright, what then is the nature or 
scope of that protection? The fundamental principle of copyright law is that the author, the creator or the maker 
(whatever the case may be) has the exclusive right to exploit his or her original work. In the context of a 
computer program, it is an infringement of copyright if a person, not being the owner and without the consent or 
authority of the owner, reproduces in a material form or publishes or adapts or communicates the work to the 
public (whether within or outside Australia) in full or substantial part (or authorizes another so to do) an original 
literary work. Within the previous statement, there are a number of key words that, in the context of this paper, 
need further brief explanation. 
The first ~ey word_is 'reproduce'. The word 'reproduce' is a word of wide meaning and it clearly covers the 
unauthonzed ~opymg ofa com~ute_rprogram. Even if the copy is not an exact or identical copy of the original 
there wou_ld still be a reproduct10n 1fthe t:vo programs have a recognizable objective similarity. Further, the Act 
now provid~s that a computer program will be deemed to have been reproduced if a person, without the authority 
of the copynght owner, cr~ate_s an object code version of a computer program that is derived from the source 
code by~ proc~ss of comptlati~n and equally the same principle applies if a source code version of a computer 
p~ogram is denve~ fro~ the object code by a process of decompilation. We will return to the word 'reproduce' in 
t e context of a d1scuss10n of reverse engineering later in this paper. 
The second key words are 'material form' The A t k · 1 
which the work can be reproduced will be.in 'mat;ri:~
0
~!t ~ ~ar that any form of storage (visible or ~ot) from 
magnetic storage are in material form. · t ts now generally accepted that clcctromc and 
The third key words are 'substantial part' If a e . . 
obviously there will have been a full repr~ducti~nrsC: ~op~es,_m full, the code of a computer program then 
only of the code. It now seems clear that the ti u f :t I~the reproduction consists of the copying of part 
of copying (and, of course, that remains an imqpuoertas otn o "'.dat IS_ substantial is not just a question of the quantity 
l·ty . n cons1 eration) but als t' f . . qua 1 _ , i~portance and essence. We will return t th k d'ffi O ~ ques ion o ongmal relevance, 
funct1onahty later in this paper To i'llustrat h o he ey I erence that exists between originality and 
d · • · ew att eword's bta fl' ec1s1on of the High Court of Australia in A t d k D u s n Ia can mean, it is worth noting the 
to exist when only 127 bits from a large sor:,~r es ~ yason (1992) where infringement of copyright was found 
t~at the re?roduction was substantial because th;~~~ ~f:~~~: ~ad) was copied. The basis of the decision was 
t c total S!Ze of the program) were seen as being an essenti la e1t thf aht they only represented a tiny percentage of 
a part o t e program. 
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The final key word is 'original' Original does not m · ti" d th d d fi · · 1· · 1 · 1 
· ean mven ve an e stan ar or ongma ity is re attve y 
low. For computer programs, generally_ speaking, originality will not pose any problem. One area of concern 
however_relates to programs that essentially are compilations (the gathering together of) publicly available 
i·nformatton. The fact that the creator of the h · · 
. . . program may ave expended time, effort, some skill and money to 
create the compilation wd_1 not generally give to the program the required element of' originality'. The concept 
ha_s ~o~e to b~ kno~ as . sweat of the brow' and that means that just hard work does not, of itself, create 
ongmahty (Feist Publications Case, 1991). To gain the protection of copyright law through originality, the 
creato_r of ~he computer program would need to bring to the compilation some analysis or quality that the basic 
maten~l did not possess: In every case, the program will have to be judged on its merits and it will, of course, be 
ofte~ difficult to dete~me_ wheth~r the computer program (made up of the compilation) has or has not the 
reqmred degree of ongm~hty. If1t does then it will be protected as an original literary work by copyright law. If 
it does not, then no copynght protection will be afforded. 
INDIRECT AND DIRECT INFRINGEMENT 
Infringement of copyright in a computer program in Australia can take two forms - direct and indirect. 
Direct infringement occurs when there has been a reproduction made without the consent or authority of the 
copyright owner. With direct infringement, the fact that the person who infringes did so innocently or without 
intent or without knowledge is irrelevant. 
Indirect infringement essentially occurs when an infringing copy of a computer program is imported by a person 
into Australia for commercial or trade purposes or sold or otherwise dealt with by way of trade without the 
permission of the Australian copyright owner. To establish indirect infringement, actual or constructive 
knowledge by the infringer is required. By constructive knowledge what is meant is that the person who acted 
without the authority of the copyright owner had no reasonable grounds to know that his or her actions were 
infringing. If someone is dealing in pirated illegal computer programs with the required state of mind then 
obviously an infringement will be found. However, when we talk of importation, brief mention must be made of 
the very troublesome issue of parallel importation. 
PARALLEL IMPORTATION 
What is parallel importation? Parallel importation is the importation into Australia (for commercial or trade 
purposes) of a computer program in circumstances where the importer knew or ought to have known that the 
making of the article would, if the article had been made in Australia by the importer, have constituted an 
infringement of copyright. What does this all mean? With parallel importation we are talking of the commercial 
importation ( albeit without the consent of the Australian copyright owner) of copies of computer programs that 
have been lawfully made outside of Australia. You may well ask - how can a computer program be made 
lawfully outside Australia if it is made without the consent of the Australian copyright owner? The answer to 
this question lies in the fact that the rights to copyright are territorially based and for the one computer program 
you could have one person who owns the rights in say Hong Kong, a second person who owns the rights in say 
Singapore, a third person who owns the rights in Australia and so on. The rights to copyright are divisible. 
Given the above the issue becomes whether an Australian copyright owner can prevent the importation into 
Australia of legi~imate computer programs (it must not be forgotten that we are not talki~g here ~bo~t pirated 
programs). As things currently stand, the answer to the question is _yes ?ecause parallel importation 1s ~enerally 
not permitted. In this context two points are worthy of mention. F1_rst, m th~ last few years t~e Australia~ 
government has introduced provisions which allow for the parallel importation ofboo~s (subJect to cert~m 
conditions being met) and music CDs. Second, the Australian government announced m June 2000 that it 
intended to pass laws that would allow (as 
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db ks and magazines (without conditions). If t rograms an oo . 
002 the arallel importation o~ con_ip~ er P . ran Australian computer program 1~vcn_t~r (who_ 
early as ~d th) e!ect of the current regime, it ts possible fof"" t· ely control the pricing and availab1hty of his or 
we cons1 er e w . . th gram) to e 1ec 1v 10 000 · 
. 1 th efior owns all copyrights m e pro le the owner could export • copies of 
obvious y er . Id kets As an examp , 0 h her computer program in the vanous wor 1?ar . . hat market at an effective price of say A$2 ~ct ~t t e same 
the program to the USA and make them av~tlable m tA$IOO If an importer was to buy 5,000 copies m the USA 
time offer them to Australian buyers at~ pnce of s:~Iian ma~ket at say A$50 then the impo~er coul~ be 
and attempt to bring t~em back for sale _m the A~s ht owner pursuant to the current pa~allel 1mportat10n 
prevented from so d?mg by the Australian c~t:~ for other reasons) that the Austrahan g?~emment ha_s .. 
provisions. It is in hght oft~e ab?ve examp a~! with the aim of bringing greater competttion and flcx1b1hty to 
announced its above stated mtenttons p'.esum y . th ) the purchase price of computer programs to the 
the market place and accordingly reducmg (at least m eory 
Australian consumer market. 
WHAT HAPPENS TO AN INFRINGER? 
h · fri t ofcopyn"ght can be established in an appropriate court by a copyright owner. Let us assume t at an m ngemen · f; f h · ,ht 
The 'remedies' represent the available orders that may be granted by the court m avour_o t c copyng . owner. 
Without being exhaustive, the available remedies are generall~ an injuncti?n together with or accompanied by 
damages or an account of profit. In some cases criminal sanct10ns are available. 
SOME EXAMPLES 
Perhaps it would be opportune at this point to consider two recent examples of actions in_volving the 
infringement of copyright in computer programs. In March 2000, an accused was fined ma NSW court for 
having in his possession hundreds of counterfeit copies of Play Station computer games. The case was referred 
to police following investigations by an accounting firm and a legal firm undertaken on behalf of Sony Computer 
Entertainment Australia. Sony has committed large sums of money towards its antipiracy campaign and it has 
been reported that they have already recovered, in civil claims, significant amounts, in damages. Press releases 
also claim that Sony representatives are currently investigating more than 550 alleged piracy activities within 
Australia, that more than 100 letters of demand have been sent and more than 40 court actions have been started. 
In August 2000, it was reported that Microsoft is using automated internet crawling software in an attempt to 
restrict the sale or online offering of its windows software. The software crawls the internet non stop searching 
for words such as 'warez' (illegal copies) and 'crackz' (program that enable the avoidance of copyright 
protection) and it further scans auction sites, download sites, newsgroups, chatrooms, classified advertisements 
and peer to peer networks. Once offenders are thought to be identified, test purchases, where appropriate, arc 
made and the support of the r:levant ISP_ is sought in an attempt to properly identify the offenders. Reports 
suggest that more than 7,500 Illegal postmgs have been removed from servers in more than 30 countries and that 
64 criminal and 17 civil law suits have been instituted. 
We h~ve_already ~onceded, reluctantly, that the world will never see the end of the unfair commercial 
explm~tton (particularly piracy) in infringing computer programs. Nevertheless steps (both practical and legal) 
are bemg taken b~th by copyright owners and law enforcement agencies throughout the world (and in particular th
e developed nations) to crack down on and reduce the extent and impact of the actions of infringers. 
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WHO 'OWNS' A COMPUTER PROGRAM? 
On many occasions already wi~hin this paper, we have made reference to the owner of the copyright in a 
comput~r progra!11. Who then is the owner? Given that a computer program is defined as being a literary work, 
the st~rti~g rule is that the first o"'.°er of the copyright in a computer program will be the program's author or, if 
you hke, its °:ak~r or creator. Whilst the answer would therefore, on the face of it, seem quite clear, problems 
can and do anse !n the context of employment. Where a computer program is created by an author 'in pursuance 
of the term~ ofhi~ or her employment by another person under a contract of service', the copyright in the 
pro~am will,_ subJect to an express or implied agreement to the contrary, be owned by the employer. The nature 
of this exception leads to 2 fundamental questions needing to be asked and answered. First, is the author an 
employ~e engaged under _a contract of service and, second, if he or she is so engaged, is the computer program 
created m the course of his or her employment. Whilst the first question may frequently, because of the 
prevailing circumstances, be easy to answer in the affirmative, the second question is more problematic. You 
would need to consider principally what the normal duties of the employee are and within that consideration you 
would need to ask questions such as what is the employee's job description, where and when was the work done, 
were the time, services, resources and facilities of the employer used in the creation by the employee, was the 
creation of the computer program directed to the employees main required duties or was the work ancillary to his 
or her main work and so on. No one answer necessarily provides a conclusive outcome and all factors need to be 
considered cumulatively. 
Given all the potential problems and uncertainties raised in the employment context, the easy answer would seem 
to lie in the employer and the employee putting their minds to and resolving this issue specifically and clearly 
within the terms of the contract of employment. 
One other problem arises in the context of ownership. Who owns the copyright to a computer program created 
by an independent contractor ( as opposed to an employee), at the request and at the cost of another party? In the 
absence of agreement, and perhaps surprisingly, copyright ownership in the computer program will reside in the 
independent contractor and not the person who paid for its creation. Of course, the independent contractor will 
grant an express or implied licence or right to the other party to use the program within his or her organization 
for its intended purpose. But that is not to say that the right to use extends to the ability to otherwise sell, 
licence, assign, copy or reproduce the program for other purposes. Again the obvious answer is for the issue of 
ownership of intellectual property rights to be specifically addressed in the contract of engagement which itself 
should preferably (from a dispute and evidentiary point of view) be in writing and be signed by the parties 
thereto. 
HOW DO YOU GET 'COPYRIGHT'? 
The Australian owner of the copyright in a computer program gains protection within Australia as an automatic 
process. There are no formalities, no costs nor registration requirements. The Act provides protection in 
Australia and it is so territorially confined. It perhaps goes without saying, but in the world of ~omputer 
programs, protection against infringement in Australia alone will no~ be adequate. The _Aus~han owner would 
need the equivalent protection in major world markets. Any protect~on beyond ~ustraha will depend upon 
Australia's entry into enforceable international agreements (c?~ventlons or~eaties) betwe~n member states 
designed to provide enforceable reciprocal protection ~o t~e cit~ze~s. o~ al~ si_gnato~ stat~s m the area of 
copyright law. Clearly pursuing a 'foreign' infringer ma_ foreign JUn~dict10n will, ?Y its very ~ature be a very 
difficult, frustrating expensive and time consuming exercise a~d, even if the proceedmgs are ul~imately 
successful, enforcement of the judgement (getting your remedies) may also often be problematic. 
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A tr 1. · st'gnatory to a number of significant intellectual . uffi ·t t say that us a ta ts . For the purposes ofthts paper, s tee 1 0 t' the main ones are the Berne Convention for the 
. h f copyn' ght protec ton, . 
property agreements and, tn t _e ~ea O 6) the Universal Copyright Convention ( 1952) and the TRIPS Protection of Literary and ArtiStlC Works 088 ' 
Agreement (1993). 
IS THE PROTECTION REAL OR ILLUSIONARY FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS? 
f · ht t ction for computer programs lies in the fact that copyright law 
Perhaps the key we~esfstho ~~pyn~d ::~t~e idea itself Copyright protects the form (the way the words are 
protects the expression o e t ea · 
written) but not the information itself. 
As we have already seen, a computer program is protected by the Act as~ literary work and it is the expression 
of the instructions or statements contained within the code that are essentially pro_tected: The mere fact that two 
computer programs have similar functions or the fact that one program is compatible with another program may 
not, of itself, be sufficient to constitute infringement. 
In recent years the Australian government has wanted to assist Australian computer program pr~ducers' 
competitiveness in the world market and to assist in this objective the Act was amended to specifically allow the 
reproduction (without the permission of the copyright owner) of a non infringing copy of a computer program in 
six basic categories, namely, normal use, study, back ups, the creation of interoperable products, to correct errors 
and for security testing respectively. In general, the rights given cannot be excluded by contract by the copyright 
owner but it must not be forgotten that the right to copy only applies to copies made by or on behalf of an owner 
of a legitimate copy of the computer program. 
For the purposes of this paper we are only going to consider the exemption that allows the copying of a computer 
program ifit is made in the course of running a copy of the program for the purpose of studying the ideas behind 
the program and the way in which it functions. As we have already said, the ideas behind a computer program 
ar~ not protect:d. How~ve~, to study the ideas behind a program you would need to run the program and by so 
domg yo~ are reproducmg the program. ~e effect of the exemption is that copyright is not infringed by the 
~.~production that hap~en~ for this purpose m the course of running a copy of the program". Whilst the words 
_m the c~urse ?f ru~tng are not defined, they presumably include performing acts that you arc entitled to do 
hke loadmg, d1splaymg, running or storing the program. 
So what is the effect of this statutory exem ti ? It ak · I · · f h . . . P on. m es tt c ear that reverse engmeenng (as long as the codes 
0 t e program a~e no! viewed or copied) ts acceptable. Even if the statutory provision had not been enacted 
:::~!e:e~:;en~n:~:~~~ng would have probably been allowed in any event. All that this exception docs is pu~ the 
REVERSE ENGINEERING 
So what then is reverse engineering in this context? It is not exam· . ' . 
are, as we have seen, generally protected by copyri ht 1 I' tmng the programs mtemal codes (for they the program and the outputs that arc achieved fr . g a~ as tterary_ works) - it is looking at the behaviour of 
effect, recreate (using Y?ur own independent an~:ti:a~~~ts. ~avmg studied the function it i~ possible to, in 
computer program and its functions through a p g th . orts, Judgement, knowledge and skills) the original 
It b • rocess at ts known . . 
rcsu s m~y e the same or similar but the codes arc writt . as reverse engmeenng. The functions and 
program is compatible with and comparable to the fi t en mdependently of each other. The fact that a second 
commands, file structure and function keys too ~s p~o~am (even perhaps with the same or similar 
wo~ld ~ave no difficulty in adopting or using ~c;:c~ a ;1m1lar operation) so that a user of the first program 
an mfnngcmcnt of copyright. Reverse engineering c~ J:ogram w(ould n?t, in itself, be sufficient to constitute 
o occur sometimes legally and more often 
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ille~ally)_ by _access to, copying of and decompilation of the program's actual code - this alternate form ofreverse 
engmeenng ts not canvassed any further within this paper. 
There is no do~bt !hat copyright law remains a significant and powerful area of law in the protection of computer 
program from mfringement, but as we have just seen, it does have real limitations. 
PROTECTIVE STRATEGIES 
No strategy that we can suggest can guarantee success. Infringing copying of computer programs will continue. 
However; we would suggest that the owner of the copyright in a computer program should consider, at a 
minimum, the prominent insertion in the code ( and in all displays generated by the code) of a statement that not 
only claims copyright (© Authors Name, year) but also clearly states that extent to which copying is or is not 
permitted and, if it is in certain circumstances permitted, the terms and conditions upon which that copying may 
be undertaken. Further; in order to assist in the 'proof requirements of any copyright infringement action, and 
to nullify a defence based on 'this was my original work and was not a copy', consideration should be given to 
the insertion in the program's code of some hidden identifiers (like watermarks or intentional but inconsequential 
code errors) through which unauthorized copying can more easily be identified and proved. The hidden 
identifiers could probably be found and removed by a competent and conscientious infringer but the practical 
reality is that most infringers will not take the time or trouble to either make the necessary investigations or take 
the necessary remedial action especially because the hidden identifiers do not affect the function or running of 
the program itself. Time bombs that render, after a specified trial period, a program useless unless the user 
enters (after payment) an appropriate diffusing code provided to the user by the owner are also worthy of 
consideration. It is interesting to note that some computer program owners are now creating their programs in 
such a way that the program will not run unless the user buys and installs some hardware and it is the difficulty 
of the replication of that hardware that has the effect of protecting the computer program itself. Even if the 
program is copied, without the hardware the program will not run. 
As technology advances we will undoubtedly see more and more computer program copyright owners creating 
programs deliberately using technology (such as access codes, technology locks, decryption, descrambling) in 
ways that attempt to prevent or inhibit unauthorized copying. 
As owners attempt to better protect their programs, inevitably there will be others who try to remove or avoid the 
measures taken. Under amendments introduced to the Act by the Digital Agenda Act, civil and criminal 
remedies are provided against people who make, supply, or commercially deal in or import devices that aim to 
circumvent technology protection measures taken by the copyright owner. A 'technological protection measure' 
is essentially a device or product designed (in the ordinary course of its operation) to prevent or inhibit the 
infringement of copyright and those words would, obviously, include a computer program. The law !s directed_ at 
devices that are only significant commercially as circumvention devices and, of course, an area of difficulty will 
arise when one is forced to consider a device that has more than one commercial purpose. Whereas the criminal 
consequences require the accused to have either actual knowledge or a reckless disregard, the civil action will be 
established if the defendant cannot prove that he or she did not know the device would be used as a 
circumvention device. 
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CONCLUSION 
Computer programs that involve an inventive step may well, in addition to the protection offered by copyright 
law, be also protectable through the use of patent law. Whilst patent law is more certain and vigorous in its 
application and the enforcement of infringement, it does have problems associated with cost and registration. 
Discussions of the protection of computer programs by patent law are the subject of another paper. 
Copyright law has been moulded to protect computer programs. Even though copyright law has real limitations 
it remains a significant and powerful area oflaw, both in the domestic and international environments in the ' 
protection of computer programs from unauthorized reproduction. ' 
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h h b veto protect through the guise of patent law, technology that facilitates In the last few years t ere as een a mo , 
innovative ways of doing business. In this area, why has there been a shift from the sole reliance on copyright 
law towards securing the dual protection offered by the laws of copyright and patent? This paper considers the 
fundamental weakness of copyright law that has led to applications for e-commerce business method patents. 
Whilst this paper looks at the Australian position, the examples emanating from the United States are tending to 
form the basis for the future legal position in Australia. 
INTRODUCTION 
The copyright owner of an original computer program is protected for more than 50 years against unauthorized 
copying or reproduction of the computer program in Australia by the laws of copyright. Copyright protection is 
both a free and automatic process and does not require the lodgement of any records or documentation. The 
rights granted by law initially reside with the author of the program who may then subsequently transfer or 
assign them to a third party. The usual position may be changed as a consequence of the employment context. 
Despite its advantages, there has been a shift in recent years from the sole reliance on copyright protection to 
reliance upon the dual protection of both copyright law and patent law. 
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THE FUNDAMENTAL WEAKNESS OF COPYRIGHT 
Whilst ~here have been re:ent significant amendments made to the Copyright Act to protect technological 
Protect10n measures and nghts management information the laws of cop · ht d t ·d 1 t d . . , yng o no provi e a comp e e an 
effective protectl~e package. The fundamental weakness of copyright protection is to be found in the most basic 
concept of copynght law that protects the expression of the idea and not the idea itself. 
" ... it is_ necessary_to apprecia~e t~e d!fference between a piece of information or an idea, and its form of 
express10_n. Cop~ght protect~on is given for the form in which an idea is clothed, but not for the information 
itself. This conditw~ of copynght protection, that it exists not in the idea itself but in the concrete form in which 
it is expressed, leavmg anyone free to use the basic idea, has been described as 'probably the most difficult 
concept in the law of copyright'." (McKeough & Stewart, 1997, p 131). 
In the environment of international conventions this notion is reiterated in the TRIPS agreement at Article 9 
which states: 
"Copyright protection shall extend to expressions and not to ideas .... " 
When one considers the above, what is it that copyright really offers protection to when one considers a 
computer program? It is the expression of the idea as embodied in the set of statements making up the code of 
the computer program - it is not the idea itselfl The copyright owner has the right to prevent others, without 
permission, from reproducing the program and reproduction obviously covers unauthorized copying. 
Reproduction also covers any process which involves an object code version of the program being derived from 
the program in source code and (in reverse) a source code version of the program being derived from the 
program in object code (Copyright Act- section 21(5)). However, it is clearunder Australian law that 
reproduction does not occur when the functionality and ideas of a computer program are copied but the code for 
the so called 'copy' has been independently written to achieve that result without translation or copying of the 
code in the first program. The fact that a second work performs the same functions or achieves the same result or 
is compatible with an original work (same or similar commands, file structure and function keys) so that users of 
the original work would have no difficulty in adopting the second work is not, in itself, sufficient to constitute 
copyright infringement. 
In fact recent amendments to the Copyright Act explicitly reinforce the above notion. Until the amendments were 
implemented legal opinion was divided as to whether the copyright owners right of reproduction including the 
right to control or prohibit the temporary and immediate copying into RAM (when running the program). If that 
was the case then the copyright owner could, in effect, control all uses of the program and by so doing also 
effectively control the functionality of the program. Under the recent amendments (section 47B(3) of the 
Copyright Act) the rights of the copyright owner of a computer program are not infringed by the making of a 
reproduction of the work if"the reproduction is incidentally and automatically made as part of the technical 
process of running a copy of the program for the purpose of studying the idea behind the program and the way in 
which it functions and the running of the copy is done by, or on behalf of, the owner or licensee of the copy". 
By way of overview, the above amendment specifically allows the owner or licensee of a legiti~ate copy of a 
program (that is, one bought from or with the authority of the cop~ght owner as opp~sed to a pirate~ copy) to 
copy the program if the copy is made, firstly, as part of the 'technical pro':ess of runm~g the_ pr~gram and, 
secondly, for the purpose of 'studying the ideas behind the program'. Whilst t~e word runnmg has not ~een 
defined it presumably allows for the legitimate copy to be loaded, stored and displayed. The process outlmed 
above is known as 'black box reverse engineering' and it is allowable. 
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. . e behaviour of the program and its documentation without resorting to 
"Black box reverse engmeenn~ looks at! D'fti t inputs into the program are observed to produce different 
examination of the program's internal c~ e .. 1 e;n functionality of a program can be reproduced, with a 
outputs .... Using black ?ox reverse ebng~n~enng~es; to the source code of the original program." (Fitzgerald & 
different source code, without even o tammg ac 
Cifuentes, 2000 page 48) 
A SCENARIO TO CONSIDER 
Where is the copyright owner of a computer program left? _Consider the following scena_rio. Wally, an 
Australian academic creates (using his own independent skill, effort, labour, money and JU~gemen~) a computer 
program that solves a problem that has not been solved befo~e. He i:nanage~, after mortgagmg all his asset_s to the 
hilt, to arrange the manufacture and distribution of20,000 disk co~te~ ofhts program to 10 computer retailers 
around Australia. The retailers take the discs on consignment. Robm ts an extremely wealthy entrepreneur who 
happens to buy from a retailer one of Wally's discs. He likes what he sees. The program is inventive and 
ingenious. He does some checking around and then he directs his employee, Sally (who is an expert 
programmer) to study the ideas of the program by running it and to reproduce what the program docs with 
different and independent coding. Sally (being an always obedient servant of Robin's) does what she is told and 
within 2 days (after looking only at the behaviour of the program and without, for one moment, examining or 
copying the internal codes of Wally's program) Sally has another program that performs the same basic 
functions as Wally's program. Robin puts his large financial resources into manufacturing and distributing 'his' 
program worldwide. He ruthlessly undercuts Wally's pricing structure, and within a matter of months, Wally's 
operat!ons are 'sadly' marginalised and he basically now has an uncommercial product. What protection rights or 
remedies does poor Wally have against Robin or Sally using copyright law. The answer is basically none. What 
should Wally have done? In short, he should have applied for a patent. 
BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR PATENT 
~at_ then ~re the b~sic ingredients for something to be patentable? Under the Patents Act a patentable invention 
~ a~l mtntion tat is, first!~, a manner of manufacture, secondly, novel, thirdly, inventive, fourthly, useful and 
. m~ Y as not een the subJect_of secret use. As to 'manner of manufacture', significant court cases have 
md1~afited ~hat these words reqmre a product that can be produced by following the instructions in the patent 
spec1 1cat10n or a process or method which can b d t h · · · • 
The product or the process must have some. d e;s~ o ac te~e certam :esults by followmg the specification. 
beyond the scope of this paper to examine ~n/~/th co;merci~l or tradmg _character or application. Whilst it is 
implications of patent law to the copyn'gh{ e t f' e_ ive r~qmrements, this paper will consider the 
owner o an mventive computer program. 
STRENGTHS OF PATENT 
Assuming _tha~ a new 'computer program' is patentable (that . . . 
the patent is given by law "the exclusive right d . h ts, it meets the necessary mgredicnts) the owner of 
auth · h s, unng t e term of the pate t t l · · ' 
. onze anot er person to exploit the invention" (section 1 n ' o exp Oit the mvention and to 
mclude 3 of the Patents Act). The term 'exploit' is defined to 
. "(a) where the invention is a product - mak h. . 
those_ thmg~; or (b) where the invention is a method e, tre, sell .... use or import it, or keep it for doing any of 
ment10ned m paragraph (a) in respect of a product reosruplti:ocefrss - use the method or process or do any act 
ng om such us " (S h d l The . e c e u e 1 to the Patents Act). 
term of a patent is 20 years from the date ofth 
e patent. 
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A pate~t is granted only after a detailed examination ( and that examination may take a period up to and beyond 2 
years) is made by the Patents Office but once granted the owner has the right to prevent others from 
commercialising what is covered by the patent. 
Given that copyright_law does not ~rotect the idea but rather the expression of the idea and given that, in reality, 
a patent pro~ects _th~ idea ~s embodied in a so called 'invention', it perhaps goes without saying that the owners 
of th_e copynght m mv~nttve compute~ programs would be well advised to consider the appropriateness of 
mov!ng ~owar~s secunng a patent. Failure to do so may allow competitors to freely use the same technology 
albeit with a different code. If patent protection is subsequently secured, a system of dual protection will be 
available to the owner. 
PATENT HISTORY FOR COMPUTER RELATED INVENTIONS 
Up until 1992 computer related inventions were regarded negatively by the Australian Patents Office for the 
purposes of patent applications. Computer programs were regarded largely as a method of calculation or a 
method of performing a mental act. Algorithms, as such, were not patentable because they were nothing but 
mathematical formulae. However, since 1992, whilst the form of an algorithm may not be patentable, if it 
enables an unanswered problem to be solved then the effect could be patentable because it produced a novel end 
result with commercial effect. The end result of the above is that since 1992 computer related inventions are 
examined on the basis of the same criteria as for any other invention. 
"Doubts about the patentability of software related inventions were finally dismissed by the decision in IBM v 
Commissioner of Patents in which the Federal Court applied the reasoning of the High Court .... Following IBM, 
in 1992 the Australian Patent Office issued revised examination guidelines for dealing with computer software 
patent applications. The new test whether a computer related invention is directed to patentable subject matter 
simply asks if 'the invention claimed involves the production of some commercially useful effect'. It would be 
difficult to think of any e-commerce technology that does not pass this test." (Swinson & Middleton, 2000 page 
72). 
OTHER REASONS FOR PATENTING 
Apart from the two reasons already alluded to (that is, the potential weakness of copyright law and the ability to 
prevent competitors using the same technology) there are two other main reasons why a copyright owner of a 
computer program would want to secure the grant of a patent. One reason could relate to the ability to secure 
venture capital or financing. There is no doubt that venture capitalists and financiers see a patent as an asset or 
form of security and its existence will make capital raising, especially for a fledgling or start up company, easier. 
Another reason is to be found in the form of licensing agreements. Often a patentee may not want to prevent a 
competitor from entering or competing in the same market. In this regard, one onl~ need :em~n~ oneself o_f the 
problems Apple Computer Inc got into when they tried to isola!e and _make exclusiv~ their _ongmal opera_tmg 
system. It may be in the patentees' best interests to licence the mventton to a competitor with an appropnate 
royalty fee to, of course, flow back to the patentee. 
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WEAKNESSES OF PATENT 
f t tis a panacea for the copyright owner of a 
One would be forgiven from thinking that the grant? a pAa en ming that the program satisfies the ingredients 
Th h ver some negatives. ssu . 0 h 
computer program. ere are, owe , . . f th t grant is a long and expensive process. nee t c owner 
necessary to secure a grant of paten~, the gammgi°- ; . 1 discloses the true nature of the invention) the owner lodges the application (again assummg that ~e c aim aihr y 
. . d t h d of other claimants but t e owner . 
will secure a pno~ty . a ea ea . ffi d' conduct after the date of publication by the Patents 
will only have an infringement claim for any O en ;g d Marks and Designs of the invention patent 
Office in the Australian Officia~ Jo~mal of Patents, r; e 18 nths after the priority date. 
specifications. The date ofpubltcation could be more an mo 
1 th opyn'ght owner of the program protection in Australia. If the Further· the grant of a patent on y secures e c • • 1 1. • ' · ti 1 t ction in his or her major target markets then mtemat1ona app 1cat1ons 
owner wants to secure mterna ona pro e • • th 11 th · tt d t d (called PCT Applications or Convention Applications) ~ill be nece~sary, agam wi a cir~ en an costs an 
delays. To complicate the matter some count:ies (especi~lly th~ Umted States) have more lenient rules tha~ those 
applying in Australia. Accordingly, it is possible that an mventive computer program would be patentable m the 
United States but not patentable in Australia. 
A word of caution must now be sounded. It has been assumed to this point that you, as computer program 
copyright owner, may be in a position to secure the grant of a patent. What if another owner has already applied 
to register an invention disclosed in a computer program that is of the same nature and purpose, design and 
functionality as yours (albeit that it is written with a different and independently created code). You may at this 
point be in extreme jeopardy. Not only may the time, trouble and expense you have already expended count for 
nought but you may, from the date of publication of the other program, be infringing the rights of the other 
computer program owner. Knowledge is not required to establish infringement (and in this regard you arc 
referred back to the definition of 'exploit' given previously in this paper), so that innocence or lack of bad faith 
or lack of intention will be no defence as such, although it may have some bearing on the remedies available to 
the plaintiff. It is outside the scope of this paper to consider any further the nature of the remedies available to a 
~u_cces~ful plaintiff. Suffice to say that a plaintiff has remedies, depending on the circumstances, in the nature of 
mJunct1on, damages or an account of profit. 
An °?vious strategy that ~hould be considered by a computer program inventor before embarking too deeply into 
a proJect or developm~nt 1s th: carrying out of a patent search. Such a search is far from perfect but it is 
neverth~less ~orthw~1l:. The imperfecti~ns lie ~rstly, in the absence of a specific category for e-commerce 
relat~d mventJons (this is a matter th~t will ~e discussed briefly later in this paper), secondly, because the 
applicant for the_Pate~t drafts the claim and m so doing the applicant will inevitably use different terminology 
kei ~o~ ~ea:~tng will ~e problema~c a~d finally, in the fact that a search will only reveal published or gran~cd 
f:c~~tes ~r::ea~~~r=~=~a~~::~ ::~:t:::ttat are currently in the examination process. Patent search 
., Th . 
- rec sites worthy of a visit b 
www c are to e found at · . 
· uropcan-patcnt-officc.oro WWW.ipaustraha.com.au, 
= www.ibm.com/patents and 
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SCOPE OF PATENT AVAILABILITY 
The scope to apply fo~ the ~ant of an inventive computer program is endless. As we have already seen the 
system allows the registration of products and d · · · ' · 
. processes an processes can mclude mventive ways of domg 
busmess. 
" .... new alg~rithms for compressi?n, encryption, searching, indexing or authentication can all be the subject ofa 
patent._ Algonthm~ develope~ specifically for e-commerce applications can be patented, such as targeted 
~dvertiseme~t delivery algo~thms. A patent on an algorithm can be extremely broad, covering any 
implementatrnn of the algon!hm: regardless of the computer language, operating system or processor that is 
used: N:w e-commerce_apphcat~ons and architecture can be protected; for example, an online banking 
apphcatrnn, an _electronic shopping cart, a smart card system or an electronic Robin presentment architecture." 
(Swinson & Middleton, 2000, page 73). 
SOME EXAMPLES 
At this point it is opportune to provide four examples of e-commerce patents that have been either claimed or 
granted in_recent time~. It was reported~ August 2000, that an application for a patent had been lodged in the 
USA seekmg a patent m the USA and thirty one other nominated countries for software covering computer to 
computer international trade over the internet including electronic custom declarations, shipping documents, 
currency conversions, the calculation of air, sea and truck freight rates, insurance and letters of credit. (Wall 
Street Journal, 2000). 
Another example is to be found in the (so far) successful grant of a patent to Amazon.com of its so called 'one 
click' technology. (US Patent No 5,960 filed September 97, issued September 1999). The technology allows 
customers to make online purchases with one click without having to go to the trouble of entering again credit 
card, shipping and other details. The patent is not really for the underlying technology that makes 'one click' 
possible, rather it is a patent to protect a business method being "A method and system for placing a purchase 
order via a communications network". Immediately after the grant of the patent Amazon.com enforced, by way 
of a court injunction, its patent against one of its main competitors, namely Barnes and Noble. In relation to this 
case three things are worthy of mention. Firstly, Barnes and Noble are challenging the validity of the patent 
which reminds us of a fundamental principle of patent law in that the grant of a patent does not guarantee its 
future validity in Australia (section 20 of the Patents Act) or anywhere else. The system is basically self 
enforcing and validity is always a matter to be determined by the courts and even success by a patent holder in 
one court case does not prevent a subsequent challenge to validity by another competitor. Secondly, subsequent 
to the grant of the patent, Apple Computer Inc entered into an agreement through which it would pay 
Amazon.com a licence fee to use the 'one click' business model. Thirdly; it was reported by CNN in May 2001 
that the Japan Patent Office had preliminarily rejected Amazons application on the basis that it had found prior 
art which evidenced that others had invented the idea prior to Amazon.com. 
Another example is to be found in a patent infringement case instituted in April 2000 by Geoworks Corp v 
Phone.com. The plaintiff claimed a patent over flexible user interface technology used on all devices including 
mobile phones, which are based on the wireless application protocol specification and placed into the stream of 
commerce. In effect, Geoworks Corp is arguing that its patent is for a method of computer programming that 
formats content to appear on any handheld device. Whilst companies such as Toshiba Corp are paying licence 
fees, Phone.com has challenged the patents validity (Schwartz, 2000). 
The final example is to be found in the patent granted in 1999 to Priceline.com for the method and use of buyer 
driven commerce. Priceline.com patented (US Patent No 5,794,207) a business method together with the 
technical system that makes the business method operate. What P~celine_.com ~ad in fact 'inv~nted' or 
developed was a system of 'reverse auction' where buyers could bid a pnce (with accom~anymg te~s an_d 
conditions) for things such as airline tickets or cars from unknown sellers and the buyers guaranteed their offers 
through the use of credit cards. Priceline.com would then present the offers to _sellers_ who could !ake them up on 
a first come first served basis. Priceline.com would then complete the transaction. It is worth notmg that 
Priceline.com started court proceedings against Microsoft in 1999 claiming infring~ment of this pate:1t ~nd w~ilst 
the claim has been settled 'in confidence' reports indicate that the settlement financially favoured Pncelme with 
Microsoft further agreeing to pay, on licence, for the future use of Price line's inventive technology. 
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HOW POPULAR IS PATENTING? . kn with any degree of certainty how 
• · · possible to ow l b · 
'thin the patent system, 1! is im shave been registered_, or arc t 1c su ~ect of 
As things presently stand WI am related inventions or processe . t· s i·s occasioned, m large part, because 
computer progr opriate statts 1c . . 
many e-commerce Id The inability to quote app'. 1 •ngle worldwide class1ficat1on system. applications, around the wor iassified and because there is curren~_Y ~o .s: commerce applications arc, as a 
of the broad way patenhts ar~t own category classification. Accor m~ y, hich the technology can be 
E erce does not ave t s I d not the areas m w . 
-comm 1 ified according to the techno o~y. an , h U ited States and whilst the figures arc not certain 
general rule, c ass uter program patents ongmate mt e n . d by the US Patent and Trademark 
im~lem_entedh. Mo~t co:~de that in 1998 alone 23,000_rat~nts were ts~~\ includes software patents (Sanburg, 
estimations ave een . ters and commumcat1on group w IC Office in the data processmg, compu 
1999). ft A · E press 
. h IBM Apple Microso ' mcncan .x . , Id · orporattons (sue as , ' d . t' It is clear that many of the wor s maJOT c h ·1 . olved in patenting internet relate mven ions. 
Mastercard, Sony and Ericsson) are, at present, eav1 y mv . 
h . art because they illustrate one of the ongomg 
The four patent examples mentioned above were c osen, I?~ ~ If you were to consider the patents granted in 
arguments or concerns that haunts the e-commerce/pat:nt m u~ ,: entive' or would you say that some or all of 
the four examples, would you consider some or alll_oft emldto het::S for a long time existed in the ofl1inc 
. th t h taken into the on me wor w a ' , . . ti d the were obvious steps a ave t S ffice to say if you have seen or 1dent1 1c an 
world? The argument probably has no answer ~t pres~n t u bl then 'on the face of it, for right or wrong, your 
unsolved problem and you have created a solution to a pro em , 
solution is probably patentable. 
Another concern in relation to e-commerce related patents lies in the fact that some ~f them pu~~~;~J~~cr 
extraordinarily broad claims. If you consider t_helGeodwo~ks ;01 ~xamp i~~~:b:~~\teth;~~t~:: ~~rgct th,;t, 
currently claimed it then covers almost any Wtre ess ev1ce oo e u . h , t t 
irres ective of the patentee's claim, if the claim covers already existing products or ~rocesscs then t~> t. c_cx c~n 
ofth~ 'overclaiming' that claim will either be not accepted by the Patents Office or, if accepted, be mv,ilid w 
subjected to court challenge. 
CONCLUSION 
The cost of securing the grant of a patent will preclude many copyright owners of 'inventive' computer programs 
from making an application. For those that are in that boat, copyright law will remain their principal source of 
protection. It is free and automatic and, given Australia's treaty arrangements, it has some meaning on the world 
stage. The protection offered to such owners has recently been bolstered by legislative refonns in the areas of_ 
technological protection measures and rights management information. Such owners, however, face the ongomg 
risk of their ideas being 'stolen' not through the copying of their computer codes but through the independent 
recreation of the functionality of their program. In a perfect world, such owners would be well advised to 
speedily move towards securing the additional protection offered by patent law. Patent law is not without its 
problems nor its detractors but nevertheless it remains a powerful government granted monopoly right to 
exclusively exploit the ideas, product or process embodied within a patentable computer program. REFERENCES 
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ABSTRACT 
E-mail is widely recognised as an important part of business communications, but we live in a world where we 
'fire and forget' and 'file and forget' our e-mails. The people who send them expect the recipients to read and act. 
Senders transfer responsibility to the receiver. Complete communication is a two-way (duplex) process and. in 
technical terms, e-mail communication often is a simplex process, where a message is sent, re.\JJonsihility 
transferred, and a response not given. This tension between the two has the potential to reduce the efficiency of 
organisations and individuals. 
As the status of e-mail becomes elevated to a mass marketing tool and an intrinsic component of e-commerce, it 
is increasingly important that organisations grasp how users deal with the technology, and understand the legal 
obligations of both the employer and the employee. This paper attempts to define some of the pro/JI ems of e-mail 
so that organisations can begin to consider how they will manage a growing issue - exacerhated /Jy an increase 
in the use of e-mail by mass marketers - and to develop strong customer relationships through the sensible use of 
e-mail. 
INTRODUCTION 
E-mail is one of the oldest and most wid l d hn \ · for the simple exchan f. fi . e y use te~ . o og1es on the Internet and it is still the perfect medium 
ge O m onnat1on However 1t 1s t fl:i · ·r · · it and forgets to respond Th' • b ·. . ' . no e ective 1 it ts not read or if the recipient simply files 
. 1s 1s ecommg an mcreasmg pr bl · . . fonnal and major communication channel. 0 em m orgamsattons that rely on the e-mail as a 
According to Townsend (2000), e-mail users will ex eri fi . . It is not difficult to envision the likely P ence a ortyfold mcrease m commercial e-mail by 2005. 
consequences as the sheer 1 f • . 
more and more frustrates users. Users will . 1 fi d . vo ume o e-mail messages they receive daily stmp y not m the time to respond to all the messages. 
Busy_executives no longer rely on secretaries to filter inti . . 
e-mail and this is a major problem in terms of . . ormatlon for them - 1t all comes to their desktop via the 
th 
orgamsatrnnal effici Th ensure at follow up happens. ency. ese people no longer have someone to 
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WHAT SOME OF THE RESEARCH SAYS 
ls the fact that we file and forget our e-mails a reflection on the technology? Is it a reflection of the fact that 
many people still find keyboarding painfully slow and so they file or print off the e-mail to be done at a later date 
- never to get round to it? A brief survey conducted by the authors discovered that lack of keyboarding skills was 
a major barrier to immediate response to e-mails, another was lack of ability to plan time due to the fact that e-
mails come in all day, rather than the once a day routine of snail mail. The survey also found that the physical 
appearance of some e-mails caused the recipients to ignore them - they were too hard to read, too long, or the 
subject line did not accurately reflect the content of the message. 
It has been found that only 13% of top USA companies answered an on-line query within three hours 
(Brightware, 2000, cited in Leitch et al., 2001). The latter authors conducted a survey of Australian companies, 
both Australian and Victorian and found that 71 % of national companies responded to an e-mail sent by the 
authors, 13% did not respond, and 7% were undelivered. Compare this with the State-based companies, 60% of 
whom replied to the e-mail, 27% did not reply and 13% were undelivered. The undelivered e-mails were mainly 
due to incorrect e-mail addresses being supplied. It is interesting to note that twice as many local companies 
ignored their e-mails compared with national companies. This may mean that, as yet, local companies have not 
realised the importance of e-mail as a communications channel and as a customer relationships management tool. 
If companies are to compete in the global marketplace, they may need to look at their e-mail management as the 
first line of attack. 
Of the 43 national organisations who responded to the survey by Leitch et al (2001), 11 turned their e-mails 
around within an hour, 11 took between 3 and 9 hours, and 1 organisation took 2 days, 6 hours and 46 minutes. 
Of the 45 local organisations, 10 turned the e-mails around in less than an hour, 10 responded within 3 to 9 
hours, and 10 took more than 30 hours, with the slowest taking 4 days, 8 hours and 46 minutes. If these figures 
can be generalised to business at large, then it is obvious that these levels of response rates are unacceptable to 
organisations trying to build customer relationships through on-line communication channels. 
E-mail has become a popular channel of communication because of the release from barriers of communicating 
within time zones and countries. As we become more globalised we need to communicate outside the barriers of 
time and space, and e-mail is the perfect medium for doing this. E-mail publishing can handle delivery of such e-
mail content as newsletters, product and service updates, and companies are out-sourcing e-mail-marketing 
campaigns to disseminate news about products and to foster community among customers (Gardner, 1998). 
Part of the appeal of e-mail is the advantage it gains from being a comprehensively digital process - the messages 
are created via a digital means, attachments are all digital and it appears on the recipient's screen in a digital 
form. This makes it a flexible and useful means of communication. It also makes it hard to avoid. E-mails come 
in automatically to most computers attached to a network, the recipient is notified whether ther~ is new mail, and 
it is easy to be 'spammed'. (Spamming is the act of sending e-mail advertisements that people did not request and 
do not want). 
ISSUES WITH E-MAIL 
This new technology brings risks with it. Users will receive unsolicited e-m~il content such as ~ewsletter~, 
product and service updates, technical support bulletins, and general marketl?g content. There i~ also the issue of 
errant e-mail loops that can cause hundreds of meaningless e-mails to flood mboxes of prospective customers. 
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. · tions for managing the 'nctiquctte' of e-mails. 
f h db oks wntten by orgamsa · 1 . fi f b . The Web contains a plethora o_ an o . n that the recipients read e-mails. E-mai is ~ _onn o us mess 
There are several simple techniques for ;;:i;:tt!d to be readable and attractive. ~u~h e-ma1_l is wntten hurriedly 
unication and as such, should be 11. This creates a communication bamcr for the reader. comm , 1 grammar or spe mg. . · · 
'th little thought to layout, sty e, ' h I of presentation of wntten commumcat10ns to case the WI . f book spells out t e va ue 
Any business commun1ca ionsd d ften not put e-mails into this category. 
task for the reader, but the sen er oes o 
. 1 f ommunication leading the recipient to delay responding . . 1 .d d to be an mforma means o c , . f . . 
E-mail 1s s~Jl consi ere leted. The fact that e-mail is essentially a pnvate means o commumcat1on, 
until more JIDportant tasks are comp . d exacerbates this situation, as records are often not kept of 
with no central logs being kept of messages receive , 
turnaround times for responses. 
• · ·1 · that they are simply overwhelmed by the volume coming to their 
Another rea~on for people d1gnonng e:m.a1 ~~ off the new e-mail announcement, and set aside speci fie times in 
desktops daily. A suggeste strategy is o 
the day for checking e-mails. 
d. t N' 1 (1993) e mail is becoming an immense productivity sink. People are finding that they Accor mg o 1e son , - . k · d • f h 
spend all day reading and responding to e-mails and that they are fig~tmg to d~ ~ny real wor. outs1 e o t e _c-
·1 ystem One response to this is to read e-mails and file them until the rec1p1ent has the time to respond m a 
mat s . . • d d ·1 
considered and informed fashion. Of course, in the majority of cases, this time oes not come an many e-ma1 s 
disappear unanswered. 
A far more sinister issue as far as the organisation is concerned, is that of formal record keeping. Unless the 
organisation has a polic; on e-mail, there is often no support for filing and records managemc~t of incoming and 
outgoing e-mails. It is vital that organisations have systems in place to ensure the capture ofv1tal records 
produced via e-mails. 
One of the greatest challenges to management is the lack of awareness that e-mail records actually exist. (Main, 
1998). A review of several textbooks on records management on the authors' bookshelves highlight the fact that 
even recent books fail to mention e-mail management. It is very often the sender and receiver who determines 
which e-mails should be kept, and in what form. These saved messages are often stored on a local machine, only 
accessible to the user, thereby proving to be unavailable to the organisation. Most employees would never send a 
memo and not keep a copy, yet they will often fire off an e-mail without keeping a hard copy or filing the soft 
copy in a suitable location. 
As e-mail becomes the solution of choice for many mass marketers, the amount of junk mail delivered to an 
exe~utive's ~esktop is growing exponentially. E-mail has shifted the burden of organising, indexing and storing 
the_ mformatton onto each employee, many of whom are incapable of managing the information they receive. 
~ts lack of formal ~ec~rds management of e-mail is causing it to become a 'black hole' in many public and 
pnvate sector orgams~t10ns (S~tton 1996). Organisations are now working hard to develop policies and 
pr~cedures for capturing e-mail as records within an electronic environment, but these policies and procedures 
Will also need to mandate how employees treat e-mails in terms of managing them and their native mctadata. 
LEGAL ISSUES 
Inappropriate use of e-mail raises a wide ra fl 1 . L 
defamation harassment d1'scn·m· t· _nge o ega issues. egal concerns are to be found in areas such as 
, , ma 10n pnvacy consumer t f d lk' · · paper to consider any of these leg 1 • ' . , 'd . pro ec ion, an sta mg. It 1s beyond the scope ofth1s issues will be raised. a issues many etad, but a few matters that are illustrations of some of the 
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Per~~ps the area that is ofmo~t current interest is to be found in the area of workplace e-mail. Most court 
decisions ha~e f~vo~red the view t?at ~n employer has the right to monitor an employee's e-mail notwithstanding 
that the ~omtonng is arguably an infringement of the privacy rights of the employee. The law has probably 
taken this stance _because of a c~ncept known as 'vicarious liability' which has the effect of making an employer 
liable or responsible for the actions of the employee. 
As an e~ample: in 1997 an i~surance company in the UK, Norwich Union was forced to pay, following a 
defamation action, a competitor corporation £450,000 because the employees ofNorwich Union had 
disseminated, via unauthorised e-mails on Norwich's computer system, statements or rumours that suggested that 
the competitor corporation was approaching insolvency. 
There is obviously a need for the regulation of workplace technology to ensure that it is used fairly and 
appropriately by both employer and employee. Given that an employer is able to monitor its employee's e-mails, 
it is vital that the employer puts in place a clear and comprehensive e-mail policy in order that employees 
properly understand their responsibilities. The policy must be clear as to what activities are prohibited and 
permitted. 
A useful sample policy is to be found at http://www.collegehill.com/ilp-news. The Australian Privacy 
Commissioner has published 'Guidelines on Workplace e-mail, Web Browsing and Privacy' which are to be 
found at http://www.privacy.gov.au/publications/fs7.html. Whilst the guidelines are not legally enforceable, they 
are both valuable and informative and attempt to strike a balance between privacy concerns, freedom of 
information concerns, and the employer's interests. 
In a recent federal court case against Ansett Australia, based on 'unfair dismissal', the court found in favour of 
the employee. The dismissal by Ansett had been based on 'e-mail misconduct'. The case is useful in that it makes 
it clear that for an employer to rely on such a claim, the employer must be able to prove than an unauthorised use 
as defined in the employer's policy has occurred, that the investigation was conducted in accordance with the 
employer's disciplinary policy and that the employee was given an adequate opportunity to answer the 
allegations. The consequences to an employer who has not 'fairly dismissed' are things such as reinstatement 
orders, compensation and penalties (AMAC&S Union v Ansett Australia Ltd). 
SOLUTIONS 
Although the problem of e-mail management is growing exponentially on an annual basis, solutions are 
gradually being applied. In the area of workplace emails, a restatement of the key Privacy Commissioner's 
guidelines is as follows: 
The policy should be promulgated to staff and management should ensure that it is known an understood by 
staff. Ideally the policy should be linked from a screen that the user sees when they log on to the network. 
Consultations with staff may also be useful. 
The policy should be explicit as to what activities are permitted and forbidden. 
While it is for each organisation to determine what it considers to be appropriate usage_ofi!s syste~ !o simply 
say that all activity must be 'work related' may not be clear. There may be scope ~or ~mde~mes outlu~mg what 
personal use of e-mail both within the organisation and externally, to other orgamsations, is ~pprop1:ate. Oth~r 
activities may be specifically prohibited, eg the use of e-mail to harass, flame or defame or disclose mformatlon, 
or to transmit pornography. 
The policy should refer to any relevant legislation. 
Toe policy should clearly set out what information is logged and who in the organisation has rights to access the 
logs and content of staff e-mail and browsing activities. 
Staff e-mail boxes will normally contain the e-mails they have sent and received. Back-ups and archives may 
l · · f ·1 that have been deleted by the user As well as the actual content of messages, the a so contam copies o e-mm s · • d f h d d 
d t d · h tr nsmi·tted received and opened and the e-mail ad resses o t e sen er an a e an time t e message was a , 
recipients will normally be recorded. 
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. IT taff can legitimately access staff e-mails and browsing logs 
The policy should outline in what crrcumstnces s . 
. . . 1 under what circumstances an organisation will disclose the The policy should also mdtcate, m genera_ t~rms, .11 only do this on the production of a legal authority. 
contents of e-mails and logs. Many orgamsa ons WI 
. h Id fi t the organisation's computer security policy. Improper use_ of ~-mail may pose a threat 
The pohcy s o~ty rteher \acy of staff and others and the legal liability of the orgamsat1on. 
to system secun , e pn 
I
. h Id ti' h the organisation intends to monitor or audit staff compliance with its rules relating 
The po icy s ou ou me ow . 
to acceptable usage of e-mail and web browsmg. 
The policy should be reviewed on a regular basis in order to k~ep up with the ac~el~rating deve~~~ment of the_ 
Internet and information technology. The policy should be re-issued whenever s1gmficant change 1s made. This 
would help to reinforce the message to staff. 
One of the other issues discussed in this paper, is the notion of management of the volume of e-mails. Nielson 
(2000) has proposed the idea of contact tokens. Contact tokens are encrypted ~ata that can be given to customers 
or users to allow them priority access to your e-mail system. There can be vanous levels of contact token, from 
high priority to low priority. They can be valid for as long or as short a period of time as the e-mail owner 
determines. If the recipient of e-mails wishes, any e-mail that does not include a contact token can be given a low 
priority and could be discarded unread. This, of course, has serious implications for the first contact on an 
important issue. Senders can also buy contact tokens by purchasing them from the recipient, probably for micro-
money. This however, may simply make the cost of mass marketing slightly higher and therefore may deter the 
less affluent organisations or individuals. 
A version of this system is being used by many medium to large organisations, whereby an individual ( individual 
A) sends an e-mail to another individual (individual B), and contained within that e-mail is an encrypted code 
that allows individual B clear e-mail access to individual A. Without the code, individual B's e-mails would be 
rerouted t? ~ server "'.ithout necessarily ever being delivered to individual A. The theory behind the system is 
that unsohc1ted e-mails are prevented unless the parties have established a personal relationship. 
Many large companies are now tackling the issues of e-mail response and turnaround. National Semiconductor, 
~~r example, has 19,000 employees ~orldwide ~nd it is often difficult for customers to target their e-mails to the 
to ~ect employee. The company d~stgned e-mail fonns on the Web site so that e-mails would be directly routed 
t e Product managers and technical support people responsible for each product. National Semiconductor 
guar~tees a turnar_ound offo1:)'-eighthours on customer e-mails. Instead of having a small number of customer 
service representatives answenng e-mails the compa h h g o 
answer customer queri s Th 1 k' ny as more t an ,0 0 employees who may receive and responded to and e le . ey a so trac and log all e-mails in a database so that they can ensure the e-mail is 
mp oyees can see responses made to simila · h . . 
the recipient of the e-mail cannot deal 'th. . . . r quenes, t us ensunng consistency of response. If 
effectively. WI tt, it ts automatically re-routed to someone who can respond 
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Tripod is a~ot~er ~ompany who have created a vibrant web-based community of more than a million members. 
One of their aims 1s to tum around 90 percent of customers' e-mails within 24 hours. Much of this process is 
automated, with intelligent agents scanning the subject and content of incoming e-mails and automatically 
generating answers from the company's FAQ knowledge base. These automated responses are then routed to a 
customer service representative who personalises the response. 
CONCLUSION 
E-mail is becoming widely accepted as a central part of the communications strategy of most organisations. As 
organisations look to refining their customer relationships management as part of their competitive strategy, it is 
essential that e-mails are managed properly. 
The current 'fire, file or forget' attitude of many company employees to their e-mails has the potential to hurt an 
organisation's competitive edge and surveys conducted by both Brightware (2000) and Leitch, et al.(2001) 
highlight the sometimes cavalier attitude employees have towards e-mail as a form of communication. 
Organisations also need to take responsibility for ensuring that employees have the tools and resources to 
manage the increased pressures that e-mail brings to their jobs, and to investigate policies and procedures for 
sending and answering e-mails. 
A further issue is that of electronic document management systems - employees must be conversant with their 
legal and organisational obligations as far as ensuring that e-mails are archived and transferred to the central 
records management system. 
E-mail has been with us for over 20 years and has evolved with its own culture and management systems. Many 
organisations have only adopted e-mail as a serious communication channel within the last eight years and have, 
in many cases, not addressed many of the issues outlined above. 
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ERP SYSTEMS USING STRUCTURATION THEORY 
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There have recently been increasing calls for a greater social focus and increased use of interpretive 
methodologies within the JS field (IFIP TC8 WG8.2, 2000). This paper suggests that a relatively new social 
theory, critical realism, has the potential to add new insights to research in the information systems field. The 
paper introduces critical realism by contrasting it with the use of Structuration Theory in the JS field. In contrast 
to many earlier social theories structuration theory along with critical realism attempts to address both agency 
and structure in their theoretical frameworks, however the way of representing structure and agency is 
fundamentally different within each approach. The paper presents the different conceptions of structure and 
agency within each theory and discusses how the study of ERP systems can depend on how stmcture and agency 
are perceived. It argues that critical realism is a useful approach to examine ERP systems since it provides a 
strong recognition of the role of structure in social situations. ERP systems are enterprise-wide integrated 
systems that have strong structural impacts on the organisation and the users themselves - it is important that the 
underlying research approach reflects this important component. The paper concludes by examining whether 
web-enabled ERP fundamentally changes this structural focus. 
Keywords: Critical Realism, Social Theory, Enterprise Resource Planning, Structuration Theory 
INTRODUCTION 
A vgerou (2001) argues it is important th t IS . . . 
takes place and also the broader orga . ~ plracttt1oners cons1de~ the_ social context in which IS Development 
msa ona processes under which 1t operates: 
Most of the knowledge developed and taught in the IS fi Id 
a limited perception of context Broader . . 1 te promotes a normative professional practice, based on reference of IS practice Furth~r resear ho~gamzdatd10na processes are usually outside the perceived terms of 
r- • • c ts nee e to develop appro · t I · pro1ess1onals with capabilities to purs t 1. pna e ana yt1cal knowledge to equip ue con extua 1st analyses. 
In a similar fashion Garcia and Quek (1997) . . . 
side f . " . argue it ts important to add b th h b" . . . 
. ~ an m1ormat1on system. Probert (1997) ar est . ress O t e o ~ect1ve and subJecttve 
realities and he disputes the 'facile tendency to; t . ~at Inf~rmation Systems do have objective touchable 
(p._48 ~- ~e ~~ggests that the 'constant !urchin b::.vt o:atton SYStems_as, by and large, subjec~ive constructs' 
~bJcctiv1sm is not useful. 'Information syste!s are n:~ t e \supp~~ed~ bmary opposites of subjectivism and 
caturcs such as processors, storage media, etc.' (p. 49). pure y su ~ect1ve constructs - they have objective 
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Garcia an~ Quek ( 1997) ~o~t out th~ difficulties in defining the actual object of information systems research -
'ls the o~Ject of research m ~nformation systems of a technological or social nature? Is it the organization, an 
informat~on system or a ~octal system?' (p. 450). A recent IFIP conference on Organisational and Social 
Perspectives on Information technology examines some of the social and organisational issues involved in IS 
Resea!ch (IFI~ T~8 WG8.2, 2000). At this conference Jones (2000) examines the number of citations referring 
to social theonsts m the IFIP WG8.2 conference literature as a means to determine the level of interest in the use 
of social theory within IS. Over the period 1979-1999 57% of papers had references to social theorists - the four 
major theorists being ~iddens, !fabermas, Foucault and Latour. The paper suggests that it might be useful to 
widen the range of social theonsts used in IS. This article addresses this suggestion by arguing for the use of a 
relatively new social philosophy Bhaskar's (1978, 1979) critical realism. 
Bhaskar's critical realist philosophy provides an opportunity to avoid this all or nothing approach by developing 
a philosophy grounded on a recognition of both the subjective and objective domain. Realism as envisaged by 
Bhaskar (and referred to by Se~rle (1995) as external realism) argues that there exists a reality totally 
independent of our representations of it; the reality and the 'representation of reality' operating in different 
domains - roughly a transitive epistemological dimension and an intransitive ontological dimension. Real objects 
are subject to value-laden observation. 
As Bhaskar points out in a recent interview: 
This means that there is no conflict between seeing our scientific views as being about objectively given real 
worlds, and understanding our beliefs about them as subject to all kinds of historical and other determinations. 
(Norris, 1999) 
An important part of the philosophy is its conception of social structures and agency interaction with such 
structures. 
CONCEPTIONS OF STRUCTURE AND AGENCY IN SOCIAL THEORY 
Traditional research approaches have tended to emphasise structure or agency, rather than structure and agency. 
This has been necessitated by the difficulty in arriving at a comprehensive theory that has incorporated aspects of 
both. Gidden's Structuration Theory is a recent attempt to incorporate both elements but this theory has proven 
difficult to operationalise. 
By concentrating on either micro/agency or macro/structure traditional research has tended to be one-sided in its 
focus. This one-sided focus affects how research ensues, as Walsham (1993, p. 6) argues: 
'Theory is both a way of seeing and a way of not-seeing - a particular theoretical perspective can blind 
researchers to other perspectives at its moment of application'. The concentration on one or the other of structure 
or agency has lead to difficulties in explaining the intricacies of social situations. Individualists are committed to 
social atomism, 'that is to the claim that the important things about people can indeed be identified 
independently of their social context' (Archer 1995, p.35)- individuals are seen to be the ultimate constituents of 
the social world. In contrast the collectivist sees society as more than simply the sum of the individuals - society 
can be viewed holistically as having emergent properties that cannot be explained solely through examination of 
its individual components. 
Archer ( 1995) argues that the ongoing conflict between mic~o ~nd macr~ vie~s of society and the problem of 
agency and structure is an important and recurring debate w1thm the soc10logical field. She feel~ that the . 
importance of such an issue requires that all social theorists ( and social investigators) define their stance with 
respect to this fundamental issue. The difficulty in understanding social reality is in the rn~ed to understand both 
aspects of structure and agency. Archer (1995) sees society as an answer to a number of nddles: 
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. r b t ver confonns to their intentions? What relics on peoples' 
What is it that depends upon human intenti?n~ th1tyt du n:nds upon actions but never corresponds to the actions of 
th fully know? What 1s 1t a ep k · concepts but ey never . . . has no fonn without us, yet which fonns us as we see its 
even the most powerful? ~~tis it that . fi the precise designs of anyone yet because of this always 
transformation? And what is it that never sans ies 
motivates its attempted reconstitution? (p.165). 
d V (1989 564) discuss some of the ensuing structure/agency paradoxes Similarly Scott Poole & Ven e en 'p. 
evident within organisational theory: 
. • ·1· th 1 nation of behaviour as a function of structural detennination with the The difficulty m reconc1 mg e exp a . . . 
uall strong claim that it is the product of purposive action, . . . . 
dood ~rguments for two incompatible conceptualizations of orgamsat1onal chmate - as an aggregation of 
individual climate perceptions or as a macrolevel system property; . . 
The question of whether social organisations are fundamentally stable orders or contmuously changmg 
emergents; . 
The trade-off between the need to establish individual identity in groups and the collective nature of group 
action. 
Archer (1995) discusses how the two historical approaches to social investigation - upwards conflation ( which 
treats social structures as free creations of social agency) and downwards conflation (which treats social activity 
as determined by structural factors) are inadequate to explain the complexities of social situations. She suggests 
that whilst social research traditionally has rested on these two fundamentally different ontological foundations, 
in order to understand how individual action impacts on social situations there is a need for an analytical 
dualism. That is, in order to properly explain social situations both elements need to be separately rcco1:,rnised in 
order for their interaction to be investigated. She recognises that whilst in reality structure and agency cannot be 
separated, the practicality of studying structures and their effects requires an analytical separation. 
Reed (1997) argues against theories which emphasise single level micro focussed aspects of organisational 
situations; he dislikes their 'one-level, process-dominated social ontology and [its] inherent analytical tendency 
to collapse agency and structure into localised or micro-level social practices ... they work with 'flat' or 
'horizontal' social ontologies in which the processual character of social reality totally occupies the analytical and 
explanatory space available for...organization analysis' (p.24). 
Reed criticises ethnomethodology and actor network theory which he sees as sharing a common focus: 
!he_ 00!01°g!cal statu~ and _explanatory po~er of •~~cture' - i.e., as a concept referring to relatively enduring 
mst1tutt_onahzed ,relatt~~ships ~etween s~ctal pos1t1ons and practices located at different levels of analysis that 
con~~m acto~s capacities to make a difference' - is completely lost in a myopic analytical focus on situated 
social mteractton and the local conversational routines through which it is reproduced. 
t
'hStrud~f~re' plays a c?tical role in the examination of organisational situations - it is useful to highlight some of 
e 1 1erent percept10ns of structure. 
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STRUCTURE AND ERP SYSTEMS 
Archer (1995, p. 104) discusses a number of different conceptions of social structure (from Porpora 1989). Four 
major conceptions of structure are discussed: 
structure as 'patterns of aggregate behaviour that are stable over time' (from Methodological Individualism). 
structure as 'lawlike regularities that govern the behaviour of social facts' (from Methodological Holism). 
structure as 'rules and resources which are implicated in social practices and have no existence independent of 
them' (Giddens' Structuration Theory) 
structure as 'systems of human relations among social positions' (Methodological Realism). 
Each of these perceptions of structure can provide useful explanations of the effect that ERP Systems have on 
organisations. ERP systems are enterprise wide systems that often require the implementation of so-called "best 
practice" process models. These best practice process models define optimal processes for the particular industry 
under which the organisation operates. Often existing user processes are radically changed - the structural impact 
of ERP systems is very high and needs to be taken into account in examining their effects. Each of the four 
conceptions of structure can highlight different aspects of the structuring impact of ERP systems. 
Archer (1995) argues that the first individualist definition is insufficient 'primarily for its explicit atomism, 
secondly for its assumption that nothing but a process of aggregation is involved in structuration, thirdly for 
making the visible pattern reproduced synonymous with 'structure' and finally for the presumption that to be a 
structure is to be relatively enduring' (Archer 1995, p. 105). For ERP systems such a perspective would allow a 
careful examination of the work routines and individual experiences with ERP systems but would not provide a 
basis for examining the over structural impacts of the technology. 
Similarly the collectivist perspective on structure is rejected 'firstly for the explicit reification of structure by its 
severance from action, secondly, for its assumption that regularities are lawlike in producing ineluctable 
consequences, thirdly, for holding that these operate in steam-roller fashion immune from human intervention, 
and lastly, for assuming that structures endure and unfold over the heads of actors like mechanical and 
naturalistic forces' (Archer 1995, p. 105). 
ERP Systems are hugely complex systems that can impose constraints on operating users - a definition of 
structure based on methodological holism can usefully represent such aspects of ERP in that it would see the 
'system' as a powerful and inflexible imposition on work practices and individual action. Yet such a perspective 
tends to reify ERP systems and ignore potential adaptability and agency interaction with such systems. In a 
criticism of systems approaches Collins ( 1998, p.150) argues: 
It seems, then, that when we come to account for the nature and contours of organisations, it is systems, not 
people, who do things. As a result their seems to be little room for people to interpret their role within 
organisations, and make judgements based upon these interpreta~ons as to ho~ to act. ln~tead it seems, ~he 
behaviour of people is programmed by the role they perform. With the role of mt~rpretat10n and perception 
downplayed, the system and its boundary take on a concrete rather than an analytic~} role,_ and so the system 
apparently enforces itself on members of the organisation rather than being somethmg which people have room 
to interpret, debate and dispute. 
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. . db Collins as reification. Hyman (1975, p.13 as quoted in 
Th. ·vileging of structure over action is tenne y ts pn "fi t· as· Collins (1998, p. 151)) defines re1 ica ton . . . . 
t. fhuman activities, as the active agencies m social ll . fties which are the crea ion o 
Treating abstract co ective en i 1 . the part played by human actors. 
relations and in consequence, deva umg 
. h h to offer in examining ERP installations as detailed in the 
The collectivist perspective on ERP systems as muc 
following quote which tends to reify the SAP system: 
. h b nits influence on the corporate culture. Prior to the R/3 
SAP R/3's b:oadest impact on the ~~;:fr;; deas e::f disorder. While the Company does not yet exploit all of 
implementation, there was a perceiv g tgr the s stem has provided a much greater sense of control and 
the info~at~ofin ava~lable tfro~~~ ::wpl~Ty::: :;~oach~heir responsibilities. R/3's tightly integrated data model 
has had s1gm 1cant impac on d b d (The ROI Report 1997 has taught people that they must perform functions as they are suppose to e one. ' ' p. 
12) 
As discussed below such a collectivist perspective may be less valid in examining ERP systems with e-business 
extensions given the empowering possibilities of such extensions. 
The third conception of structure is proposed as a means of accommodating both views. As W_hittington ( 1994, 
p. 62) argues Giddens 'inserts the concept of 'system' between the_ two [ structure a_n~ ~gency] m order to create 
what he calls an interdependent 'duality'. Social systems are constituted by the act1v1t1es of human agents, 
enabled and constrained by the structural properties of these systems. These structures define both the rules -
techniques, norms or procedures - guiding action, and the resource - authoritative and allocative - empowering 
action. However, while structural properties make action possible, structures themselves have no reality except 
as they are instantiated in activity or retained mentally as remembered codes of conduct or rights to resources'. 
This concept of structure provides for a virtual existence for structure and sees structure as having no existence 
external to agency - they are functionally inseparable - structure only becoming real when instantiated through 
agent's actions. Structural properties are generally reinforced through the comfortable rule following and 
routinised behaviour of knowledgeable agents - so that for example, an educational system is not an identifiable 
form of social organisation but a visible pattern 'produced by agency manipulating rules and resources in ways 
which ~erpetuate this patterning' (Archer, 1995, p. 107). Yet as Whittington (1994) points out Giddens argues 
:or th~ importance of ch?ice in agents actions in that the actor is knowledgeable and is not passively embedded 
m social syste~s b~t active): eng~ged in their constitu!ion. Rule interpretation is a major activity of Giddens' 
concept of the active agent both m_the way that they interpret complex internal organisational rules and in the 
way they apply the external rules gamed through participation in systems outside the organisational system. An 
a~ent can only be an agent if they are capable of 'making a difference' - a passive accepting agent is not a part of Giddens model. 
STRUCTURATION THEORY IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS RESEARCH 
Orlikowski (1992) provides an example of the use f tru · · • • 
implementation of CASE tools. She ar es that tec~n:l c~ration t~eory m IS whe~ she mvcstigatcs the 
organisations developing and/or using fe1chn 1 Th o_gy be considered as ?ne kmd of structural property of 
some of the rules and resources constituting ~hogytiu at is, ;echnology embodies and hence is an instantiation of 
Orlikowski suggests the consideration of two e sd ctufr~ 0 an ?rganisation' (p. 405). The model developed by 
fl . mo es o mteraction - the d, · _, d h 408) to re ect the maJor modes of interaction betw t eszgn moue an t e use mode (p. 
at different points in time. een ac ors (the developers and users) and structure (the technology) 
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v_ olk?ff (1999) also uses ?id~ens' S~~turation_ Theory to analyse an ERP Implementation and in so doing 
highlights the role of the active agent m changmg and modifying the ERP system: 
The ~daptation of so~are and organizational processes is an iterative process entailing on-going social action 
that 1s clearly co~stramed by bo~ the structural properties of the organization and the built-in properties of the 
software. The actions of the proJect team and other members of the organization will alter some of these 
properties and reaffirm others. (p. 236) 
This theo1:Y does however_ tend to ignore the structural imposition of the complex ERP systems; its concentration 
on the active agent and micro change processes must neglect the long term macro level constraining nature of 
ERP systems. 
The use of Giddens' framework and the representation of technology as structure raises a number of issues. As 
Archer (1995) argues Giddens' representation of structure makes it difficult to investigate the interplay of actors 
and technology over time. Orlikowski's model reduces the impact of this shortcoming by looking at two separate 
instantiations of technology, the use mode and the design mode. However whilst such separation is useful it does 
not allow for a full ongoing recognition of the interaction between developers, users and the technology over the 
often considerable time involved in systems design and implementation. 
Another issue with Orlikowski's model is the equating of technology with structure, thus providing technology 
with a virtual existence, the technology only being 'made real' on instantiation. Such a model for technology 
does not encourage a deep investigation of the properties of the particular technology - these properties having 
the potential to impact later use and design. Giddens' framework cannot insist on a clear specification of virtual 
structures since they do not in fact exist until instantiated, they only exist as 'rules and resources'. Yet 
technology has emergent properties that cannot be represented solely as 'rules and resources'. 
ERP systems are often implemented by adopting completely the best practice model included within the package 
- in this case the ERP implementation can be seen as purely a (big!) software package installation - such 
implementation places enormous structural constraints on organisational members. Volkoff(1999) discusses the 
constraining effects of ERP systems such as SAP or PeopleSoft: 
Individuals at PFP made statements such as '[the software] changes the way you think about [a specific type of 
information] because SAP treats it differently ... it was a big thought process change,' and that they had to 
'translate user requirements into SAPanese.' At UNI one user talked about 'changing from trying to map from 
my world into PeopleSoft, to asking what will make this system work, mapping from PeopleSoft into my world.' 
(p. 236) 
Such quotes indicate the predominating importance o~ structure in a~y ~na~ys~s. of ERP syste~s, yet their_ lack of 
specifity as to which aspects of the ERP systems provide the constramt is hmitlng. Structuratton ~heory 1s useful 
in defining agency roles and effects but without a clear recognition of the reality of structure and its emergent 
properties it is very difficult to properly analyse the particular properties of ERP syst:ms and how the~ ~ay 
constrain agents actions - ie the structural elaboration that ensues through agency action on the pre-ex1stmg ERP 
structure (in Archer's terms). 
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ON OF STRUCTURE 
THE CRITICAL REALIST INTERPRETATI . 
h 1. t interpretation sees structures as refrrnng to actual 
. . l . t for structure t e rea is . d . 1 ' (A h 
In contrast to this Vtrtua exis ence . . . h th • own powers tendencies an potentia s re er 1995 p 
• · ' I ent1t1es wit ctr ' · · ' · fonns of social orgamsat10ns, as rea d th ot be identified except through examination of their 
b ceived an us cann . • 106) Such structures cannot e per . b tw n and within a plurality of structures, such relations having 
· . d d n the relat10ns e ee . · 
effects. Social systems epen ° . Th lf system founded on the vanous relations has emergent 
their own independent causal propertie_s. ~ ~~s~hm\stem. This interpretation of structure is in contrast to 
properties which may ~ffe~t agents ac~ng ;"1t ~n ~cture as 'rules and resources'. Giddens' a pp roach 
Giddens' approach which is n_on-relatt~nBahst1;g s alist interpretation elevates the role of structure and its 
emphasises the role of the active agent, a sa s re 
shaping role in social situations. 
Critical realism suggests: 
· ·1 pre dates the action(s) leading to its reproduction or transfonnation. (1)Thatstructurenecessany - h' h · · (A h 1995 (ii) That structural elaboration necessarily post-dates the action sequences w 1c gave nse to 1t. re er, , 
p.15) 
The critical realist approach to structure is in marked contrast to Giddens' conce~tion which sugge?s that, 
structure cannot be separated from agency. Archer (1995) discusses a number of 1ssu_es related to C11ddens 
representation of structure. One issue concerns Giddens' perception of ~tructure as virtual, only beco_mmg real on 
their instantiation -Archer argues that this necessarily requires that social theory concentrate on social 
'practice'. Such concentration leads to what Archer tenns as the over-active agent in that it ignores the 
possibility that agents may have a role to play in the elaboration of structures purely through their existence as 
part of a collective group; under structuration theory this passive role of the non-doing agent cannot be reflected. 
For Archer actors (non-doing agents) and (active) agents are different things and should not be 'elided' or 
combined as provided for in structuration theory. 
Archer also argues that structuration theory does not allow for the separate investigation of the emergent and 
irreducible properties of structures and agents. In particular the collapsing of structure into agency negates the 
investigation of their interplay overtime - how pre-existing structure may constrain action and how action 
reproduces or transfonns existing structures. Critical realism argues for the consideration of both structure and 
agency and, specifically, brings time dependency into account. The central argument is that 'structure and 
~gency ca~ only ~e linked by examining the interplay between them over time, and that without the proper 
mcorpo:a~10~ of time the problem of structure and agency can never be satisfactorily resolved' ( Archer, 1995, p. 65)- 'J_'ln~ is ~n contrast to Giddens' structuration theory which suggests that structure and agency arc inseparable, 
one smkmg mto the other thus disallowing the study of their interaction over time. 
Giddens' structuration theory and Bhaskar's critical realism provide an opportunity for the recognition of both 
structure and agency although both representations provide little real practical guidance. 
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CONCLUSION 
This arti~le discusses a number of different w~ys of envisaging structure, such discussion prompted by the 
observation t~a~ ERP sy_s~ems are real structunng systems that have important ongoing impacts on organisational 
life. A collect1v1st defimtion of structure as 'lawlike regularities that govern the behaviour of social facts' is a 
tempting means of examining the impacts of ERP on organisational life, however, as indicated above it does not 
go far enough in allowing a consideration of the ways that agents may amend the system and their own 
behaviour to adjust to such 'lawlike regularities'. 
A more complete analysis has been attempted by the use of Giddens' Structuration Theory (Volkoff 1999). 
However, Giddens' structuration theory is difficult to operationalise; it is a varied and complex theory that Craib 
(1992) associates with the perhaps unkind metaphor of an omelette to highlight its complexity. As Craib (1992, 
p. 33) points out Giddens' theory 'is not, nor does Giddens claim or want it to be, a tight, logically deduced and 
interrelated theory' - it is a rich and varied theory that can provide useful and significant perspectives on the 
complexities of organisational life but provides little methodological guidance. As Rose (2000) argues Giddens 
Structuration Theory is difficult to apply within the IS field because of: 
the absence of specific theories about how information technology is involved in the process of structuration 
Giddens' own disinterest in practical uses of his work-which leaves no path to follow. 
the relative inaccessibility of structuration theory to IS researchers and practitioners due to the different discourse 
style and specialised concept vocabulary of social theory. (p. 128) 
For IS research it seems that the fundamental assumptions underlying the theory do not seem to mesh well with 
the 'reality' of technological systems. The critical realist perception of accepting a technological system as a pre-
existing object with emergent and irreducible properties rather than as a virtual object only 'made real' through 
instantiation seems a more useful and practical representation. More practical research using this theory is 
required particularly in the examination of ebusiness extensions to ERP systems. Web-enabled ERP systems can 
provide new means of empowering users - the interaction of users and the different components of the 
underlying system need to be examined carefully in more detail. The critical realist interpretation seems a more 
useful means for examining the particularities of such systems and ERP systems in general. 
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ABSTRACT 
. I d v·1rtual Communities Phys1ca an . 
and the Not-for-Profit Web Site 
Nick Lethbridge 
School of MIS, Edith Cowan University 
6 Thornhill WA 
Church/ands, WA 6018 
Phone: 93877105 
E-mail: nickleth@multiline.com.au 
Development of a Web site for a not-for-profit organisation raises a number of issues. ( 1) It is dijjicult to 
,I' r, ,r,t this diiffiiculty extends to evaluation of the Web initiative. (2) A not-for-
measure the success OJ a notJor-proJI, 
• b J ·r Web site obiectives must be clear as to which community is to be profit deals with a num er OJ commum 1es, 'J _ • • 
supported. (3) A Web site will extend the physical community into a virtual community, there must he ef]ecllve 
infrastructure and support procedures for the new virtual community. 
INTRODUCTION 
Development ofa Web site is a current initiative for many organisations. The Web site may change the nature of 
the organisation, by extending an existing, physical community into a new, virtual community. 
Even in a for-profit organisation, success of a Web site may be more than simple profit-and-loss. A W cb site 
may support other, more commercial activities, the success or otheiwise of this support may be difficult to 
measure. Relating the success ofa not-for-profit Web site to the not-for-profit organisational objectives will be 
even more difficult. 
The not-for-profit must support three sets of stakeholder "communities": Those who provide the services, those 
who receive the services, those who fund the services. Each of these communities must be satisfied by the 
mission and operations of the organisation. At least one stakeholder community must be satisfied by the 
operations of the Web site. 
This pap~r ~escribes. some of the gen_eral difficulties of measuring the success of a not-for-profit. The ro I e of the 
commun~ty is t~en d1scusse~. In_part1~ul~, a new Web site may change a physical community to a virtual 
commum~. This chang~ will bnng with it a range of implications and requirements for support of the newly-
formed virtual commumty. 
This ~ap~r is pahrt_ ohf a broader research project, studying Web site and e-business development in not-for-profit 
orgamsations w 1c currently support a predominantly physical community. 
NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS IN A COMMERCIAL WORLD 
It is difficult to measure the effectiveness of the o . 
profit is set up to satisfy a social need Th" d pera~ons of a not-for-profit. A major obstacle is, that a not-for-
impact of changes of, or satisfaction ~f a IS n~el mar e hard to measure. It will be difficult to quantify the 
be difficult to isolate. ' socia nee · The change due to one organisation's endeavors may also 
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When~ the overall objectives are not measurable, how can a not-for-profit measure the effectiveness of a single 
initiative such as the development ofan organisational Web site? 
There is strong pressure for change in the management of the not-for-profit organisation. In a review of several 
new books on management for the not-for-profit organisation, Renz begins with this statement: 
THE w~rld of the American nonprofit organization is changing in dramatic, complex, and dynamic ways, 
demandmg that t~ose who manag~ and lead these organizations fundamentally reconsider what it is that they do 
and how they do tt. Confronted with an array of exhortations that they focus on quality, become entrepreneurial, 
assess outcom~s, be accountable and transparent, and collaborate and create strategic alliances, and, to the 
ultimate chagrm o~ so:11e, "behave like a business," sector leaders find themselves pushed to explore new paths 
to enhanced orgamzattonal success and effectiveness. (Renz, 2001) 
Not-for-profit management will change. The organisation must become more accountable, it may need to act 
more like a for-profit organisation. No matter what the result, not-for-profit managers must at least examine new 
and different approaches to effective management. 
Sawhill & Williamson's interview ofa number of not-for-profits indicates that none have been able to develop 
an adequate measure of the success of the organisational mission. The not-for-profits have adopted many of the 
tools of the for-profit organisation, including strategic planning, marketing, finance, information systems, and 
organizational development. The one tool that still escapes them, is to provide a measure of success that is as 
clear as the for-profit report of"profit". (Sawhill & Williamson, 2001) 
The interviews reveal three lessons. First, accurate measurement of the achievement of organisational goals is 
only possible if the goals are, in fact, measurable. For the not-for-profit, this is often not the case. Second, 
measures in use should be simple, and easy to communicate. Third, the measures may provide an effective 
means of marketing the organisation, in order to attract more funding. 
The authors identify a number of organisations which have developed specific, actionable and measurable 
performance measures. On the other hand, these measures do not relate directly to organisational goals. The 
organisations have tacitly abandoned direct measures of success in favor of cheaper, faster and more useful 
surrogates of organizational performance. 
Bryson, Gibbons & Shaye offer a new and different approach to measurement and management of a not-for-
profit organisation: the "enterprise scheme" as an alternative to a "strategic plan". A not-for-profit has a 
dilemma: should it act as a charity, or as a business? The enterprise scheme links the need to balance social 
needs, stakeholder expectations and the need for long-term survival in a commercial world. (Bryson, Gibbons, & 
Shaye, 2001) 
A not-for-profit does not have the simple goal of making a commercial profit. Bryson et al provide a nm1~ber ~f 
alternate areas for measurement, some of which are discussed below. Measures from each area are combmed mto 
the enterprise scheme, to provide an overall measure of the success of the not-for-profit organisation. 
Understand social needs understand stakeholder expectations: A not-for-profit is generally set up to satisfy 
some social need, to pro~ide goods or services to those who need them. T~e funding ~or t~ese goods and services 
may be provided by a separate group, who thus become key stakeholders m the org~msation. The not-for-profit 
objectives must satisfy both recipients of the goods or services, and those who provide the funds. 
Build and draw on core and distinctive competencies: As with a for-profit, valuable core_competencies ~f_a not-
for-profit do not guarantee success. There is competition in the not-for-profit secto~, particularly competition for 
funds. Tue not-for-profit must compete on the strength of its distinctive competencies, those that cannot be 
duplicated. 
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fit • highly dependent, for gaining funds, on its public image. It d ,port· A not-for-pro I is d b . I Cultivate legitimacy an sup. . II as satisfying social needs that arc supportc y potent1a providers of 
must be seen as legal and ethical, as we . ta· d and enhanced. 
funds. The public image _must_ be b~th roam ~nc The enterprise scheme must be monitored, enhanced and, if 
Bryson et al wrap up therr article with a wa~m~. s practices or the basis for organisational legitimacy may have 
necessary, changed. Yet a changedto comp~ e~~:n~e warns the article, may be both difficult and inadvisable. 
repercussions such as loss of fun er suppo · ' 
. . th h th t · pie measures of profit may not be an adequate measure of success, Other wnters contmue e t eme, a s1m h fi ti K I fi 
. · .; H ·ng used the Balanced Scorecard approac to or-pro its, ap an, or 
even ma for-profit orgamsauon. av1 ti . . (K I 
• h · · 1 of balanced measures to the not-for-pro 1t orgamsat1on. ap an, 200 I) 
example, applies t e same prmc1p es 
Th • • · peti·t1·0n fior funding in the not-for-profit sector. Reports on receipts, spending and cost ere 1s mcreasmg com • 1 • · · · · d h · ffi • • b enti"al The not-for-profit must also track and contro its m1tiat1ves - an t 1s must be done e 1c1enc1es may e ess • . . . . • 1 f k · , · 
in terms of the overall goals and objectives of the orgamsatlon. A mult1d1mcns1ona ramcwor 1s required, to 
measure and manage the effectiveness of operational activities. 
Kaplan has found that not-for-profits create complex and lengthy "strategy documents". Y ct t~es~ documents do 
not relate to overall objectives; They are lists of initiatives that may or may not relate to organisational 
objectives. The performance management system, then, becomes a list of measures of these initiatives. There 
may be no adequate measure of the effectiveness of the organisation in achieving its overall objectives. 
An unclear strategy may mask internal disagreement on the actual strategy. Kaplan suggests the need for a clear 
strategy, with a performance management system to measure performance against that strategy. Including 
performance measures that directly relate to the strategy will then eliminate any conflict over the actual meaning 
and intent of the strategy. In an approach that is similar to the enterprise scheme, use of the Balanced Scorecard 
complements financial measures with measures from the perspectives of customers, process, learning and 
growth. 
As described above, the not-for-profit faces difficulties measuring its own success. As an added complication, 
many not-for-profits are managed and operated largely by volunteers. Management strategics must be developed 
and supported by volunteer managers, operational requirements must be supported by volunteer staff. As with 
not~for-profit funders, volunteer workers must support the essential mission and style, or they may withdraw 
their support. 
In °rder to maintain support from the volunteer staff, it is helpful to understand the general characteristics of 
pe~ple who ~olunteer. Reed and Selbee provide a statistical portrait of the Canadians who give more than the 
nat10nal median of 66 hours of their time each year as volunteers. (Reed & Selbee, 2000) 
The Canadian volunteers have a number of comm tr · t Th 
and better education than no I t A . on ai s. ey tend to have younger children, higher income 
activities including charitabi°e·VO ~nleerds .. C~!Ve v~l~nteers also tend to be active across a range of not-for-profit 
, socia an c1v1c part1c1pation These tr · h 
community to community. That is .: 1 : common a1ts, owever, vary from 
. , acuve vo unteers have different patt f d" . . h . . . different regions and communities of d"ffi . ems o 1stmct1ve c aractcnst1cs m 
If th h I erent size across the country 
e researc by Reed and Selbee is applicable outsid C . . 
within the one country there is a range of" ,, e . anada, it has several important implications. Even 
volunteers, depending ~n the physical re . corr;non ~aits. A not-for-profit may need to vary its approach to 
profit commitments, each organisatio g10; o operation. Also, active volunteers have a number of not-for-
n mus compete for the support of each volunteer. 
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Effective use ofvolu~teers is a key factor in the success of the not-for-profit organisation. As social needs rise 
and gove~1?ent fun~mg reduces, t~ere_ is an increasing need to attract and retain volunteers. Understanding the 
charactenstlcs of active volunteers is vital to any organisation which depends on volunteer participation. 
PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES 
A not-for-profit_may be ~p:rating within a number of physical communities, where physical communities 
depend on physical proximity of members to support the essential interactions. Creation of a Web site will 
extend operations into a virtual community involving online interactions. Members of a virtual community may 
be physically remote from each other; they depend on computer-mediated communication for member-to-
member interactions. 
Communities exist with a range of values and purposes. The community has many roles, in many siruations. 
Some simply exist, others are deliberately created. There is an equally wide range of means by which a physical 
or a virtual community may be built and supported. Several approaches to the purpose and support of a virtual 
community are discussed below. 
Companies such as America Online and Amazon.com have built their success on the use of virtual communities. 
The majority of companies have yet to grasp the importance of these communities. "But before long," write 
Williams and Cothrel, ''the ability to create and manage virtual communities will become a distinguishing feature 
of nearly every successful business." (Williams & Cothrel, 2000) 
Their paper provides several examples of the many forms of virtual community. In one example, Kaiser 
Permanente extends customer relations from the physical to the virtual community. About.com supports a virtual 
workforce, Ford Motor Company provides information to a community of actual and potential customers. 
Each example has three critical areas of activity in common: member development, asset management and 
community relations. 
Mc William argues that an online community may be deliberately created in order to support an organisational 
brand. (Mc William, 2000) The article provides strategies for development and management of a new community 
that will support a given brand of products. Key factors for a thriving community are: identification of individual 
community members by name, rewards for support, and a relationship between organisation and community 
members that develops over time. 
The article describes the "opportunities of online communities" and provides rules for survival and growth. It 
recognises that a brand-based community is a special case of an online community, and there are management 
rules that must be deliberately applied. The final rule is, that the online community must always be an integrated 
part of the total brand strategy. 
There are a large number of skills that are required for successful management of a brand-based online . 
community. In the main, these skills are identified from existing communities, brand-based or not. Some skills, 
such as maintaining the balance between freedom of speech and the required "brand community values", are 
specific to this purpose-built style of online community. 
In a less commercial example, Smith describes the growth of virtual "fan" and "fanzine'_' (fan magazi~e) . 
communities, made possible by use of computer-mediated communication (CMC). (Smith, 1999) _At its s~mplest, 
e-mail allows one-to-one communication. CMC through the Internet also supports the communal mteractlons 
that are necessary for creation, growth and maintenance of a community. 
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. • 1 d ·nvitation to participate, that support the community. 
. I h entatton ofmatena 'an t . .. I d tab . . . Internet and e-matl al ow t e pres 1 thr ugh timely news items, use1u a ases, entertaining 
These strategies ma~ be i11:plemented, for exa:he; stra~egies contribute to the sense of community amongst 
columns and recogmzable images. These and 
physically separated members. 
· 1 mmunity one that replaces a traditional physical 
Shrivastava presents another example of a virtual. co •rtual :ommunity of learning is created, with the common 
. Wh ti I d ation moves on me, a vt . . . 
commumty. en onna e uc . b rs The virtual commumty must allow the mteract1on and 
purpose of gaining knowledg~ for comm
1 
unb tty mem i:ted with learning community members in close physical 
mumal learning that has previously on y een assoc 
proximity. (Shrivastava, 1999) 
· ful · t 0· ver a regional national or global domain. To be successful, an The Internet allows meanmg m erac on° ' .. 1. • · 
. • · b 'Id iprocal expectations of mutual respons1b1 Ittes, engagement, time 
onlme leammg commumty Ut son rec h' h b 'd d. 
. d · ti t' h · g Shrivastava presents a number of factors w 1c must e prov1 e m order 
mvolvement, an m onna ton s ann • . . b • 
for the community to successfully support its purpose. Commumty member ex~ectat10~s must e ~upported by: 
An institutional infrastructure of technology, organisational policies, and learning practices. That 1s, both 
physical and organisational support must be available. 
COMMUNITY FACTORS IN THE NOT-FOR-PROFIT 
A not-for-profit organisation may provide important services within its relevant community. We need to 
understand what those services are: What is the contribution of the not-for-profit to its community? Backman 
and Smith argue that the not-for-profit may be an important part of the social network, that its operations may be 
one means of building the communications network that supports a community. (Backman & Smith, 2000) 
Support within the community depends on the level of"social capital". Social capital such as trust, social support 
and cooperation is increased by horizontal ties and relationships, by the links between community members of 
equal standing. The effect is not so strong for vertical networks, such as the hierarchy of power that is typical of 
a commercial organisation. Commercial strategies that improve the vertical relationships at the expense of the 
horizontal, may improve organisational operations at the expense of the level of social capital. 
In a changing environment, a community management style may offer better support than strictly hierarchical 
~anagement. The goals of the ~rganisations being studied may support horizontal or vertical relationships. That 
1s, they may support the operations or they may support the community. It is difficult to support both. 
Liedtka wri~es that any organisation may be viewed as a "community of practice". This view leads to a focus on 
the ~derly~ng syst~~ of community values, rather than the fragmented best practices approach. A community of 
practice ~esists traditiona~ management, a new set of qualities is required in order to allow a successful 
commumty to evolve. (Ltedtka, 1999) · · 
A community of practice implies a set of value th t fl fr h · · · 
learning and growth ofth · d' 'd 1. s a ows om t e mdtvtdual to the organisation. Continuous e m 1v1 ua ts seen as the cornerstone · h f · .. · · I 
members of the community are willi t 1. t d m growt o corporate capab1ht1es. Ind1v1dua ng o tsentoan understandthevi f th h ·11· 
challenge their own as well as other's thinkin Tuer . . ews o o ers, t cy arc w1 mg to 
sense of commitment ownership trust d gt· . e ts a personal involvement with the work that leads to a 
ownership is of outco~es and of ~he meaanns otp imhi~m. Toh e commitment is to purpose and to each other; the 
o ac teve t em. 
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Collier & Esteban state that "Organizat1·ons · h · · · · 
' m c angmg environments need to become flexible responsive and 
Participative." In a "fractal" organisation th l t d ~ · ' · 
. . e re a e ~actors of responsiveness purpose and connectedness exist 
equal~y at the organisatrnnal, ~?up and individual levels. There will be participative governance based on the 
exercise of freedom and creattv1ty at all three levels. (Collier & Esteban, 1999) 
Partic_ipativ: governance is both_ e~ective and ethical, say Collier & Esteban. Organisation members will 
exercise their_ freedom and creativity through various organisational communities: of practice, of discernment 
and o~ commitment.-!"-. sm~ll not-for-profit, run largely by volunteers, may already operate as a community, 
including use of participative governance. This, then, should be an advantage in a rapidly changing environment. 
OBJECTIVES OF A NOT-FOR-PROFIT WEB SITE 
Web sit: developmen~ is~ current initiative for many organisations, both for-profit and not-for-profit. Much has 
been wntten on technical issues for Web development. Sound commercial reasons have been discovered and 
stated, for the development of a Web site by a for-profit organisation. The difficulties of measuring the success 
of a not-for-profit, however, apply equally to measuring the success of a not-for-profit Web site. 
Not-for-profit organisations clearly need objectives and measures of success that are not purely commercial. 
Even in a for-profit organisation, a Web site may provide support for functions other than generating direct 
profit. 
One view of an organisation is that it is a "community of practice" providing goods and services to a broader 
"community" of consumers. This view applies equally to for-profit and not-for-profit organisations. There is one 
difference: A for-profit may measure its success within the community of consumers by the profit generated; A 
not-for-profit measures goods and service provided yet its income (funding for its operations) may come from 
non-consumer sources. 
Thus a not-for-profit may operate within three separate communities: The organisation itself, the community 
receiving the goods and services, and the community providing the funding. These three communities each have 
different requirements. The goals of a Web site will vary depending on the target community. 
Whichever community is being served, success of a Web site may be measured in terms of its support for the 
target community. This is not a commercial measure, rather it is a measure of the support provided for an 
existing community by the new Web site. The functions that already operate in the not-for-profit community may 
be supported and extended through the Web site. The Web site may develop and extend a community through 
online interaction. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In order to evaluate the success or failure of a not-for-profit Web site, there must be measures related to realistic 
Web site objectives. It is difficult to develop objectives that clearly support the overall mission of the not-for-
profit organisation. A number of approaches are based on combining financial with non-financial measures. 
A not-for-profit works with more than one stakeholder community. Key stak~holder groups are: The people -
often volunteers - who manage and operate the organisation, those "'.ho provide t?e ~ds, and those wh~ benefit 
from the services. Developers of the Web site must be clear as to which communi~ is supported by the site. 
Objectives of the Web site must support objectives of the community or communities that are supported. 
An organisational Web site extends a physical community into a virtual community. In part~cular, the Web may 
be used to facilitate communication for community members who do not have the opportunity t? meet at_ a 
common physical location. The new Web site needs to provide infrastructure and support for this new, virtual 
community. 
Th. d" · "th luati·on stakeholders physical and virtual communities. The paper is part of is paper iscusses issues wi eva , ' . fi · 
a broader research project. The overall project aims to improve the effectiveness of not-for-pro it Web site 
development, beginning with the initial organisational decisions to adopt the new, Web technology. 
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ABSTRACT 
How super is online Super? 
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This paper examines an emerging example of the use of the Internet within the B2C relationship of 
superannuation funds and their members. The relationship is examined within the context of the increased 
responsibility that Australian employees are assuming in making decisions about their superannuation. The 
paper reviews the results of a survey of a sample of employees who were recently given a choice as to the form of 
their superannuation benefit and explores the demographic influence, which needs to be considered in such 
investment B2C relationships. 
Keywords: B2C superannuation, on/ine investment, investor choice 
INTRODUCTION 
Over 60 percent of Australian households have access to a computer at home and over 50 percent have access to 
the Internet at home (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2000, p.3). This access level combined with the rapid rate 
of increase in Internet access and the much reduced marginal costs of use has made the Internet a viable means 
for business to communicate with their customers. The focus of this paper is one such potential relationship 
between superannuation funds and their members, and the funds use of the Internet as a means of 
communication. 
At the same time as this means of communication has become available, Australian employees are being given 
greater responsibility in their superannuation decisions. The Superannuation Legislation (Choice of Super Funds) 
Bill 1998 will, if passed, force employers to offer choice to members about where their superannuation 
contributions are directed. A key component of the legislation, if it eventuates, will be the requirements for the 
provision of information by employers and the funds themselves. Even in the absence of compulsory legislation, 
choice is already being offered by many superannuation funds. The ability of these funds to provide relevant 
financial information will be critical in their success in attracting and retaining members. 
Within finance investments theory financial assets have generally been examined through the dual lens of risk 
and return, within the context of the dominant utility maximisation framework. A wider consumer behaviour 
framework has only recently emerged, as a result of work by Thaler (1980) and others where the decision 
process of purchasing financial assets has been examined. Gallery et al. (2000) and Clark-Murphy and Gerrans 
(2001) have examined superannuation choices giving recognition to this wider view. The specific role of the 
Internet in purchasing financial assets is attracting increasing attention. 
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i' I 
. d" "d 1 members employers and to the government at 
. d . ·on tom 1v1 ua ' . . 
. th . rtance of the superannuation ecisi ti eceiving financial information via the Internet and Given e impo . the preference or r . . b . 
ider macro level, it is timely to exa~me hie oups. This paper addresses this issue, y. report mg on 
:: s stematic differences amongstvan~us demogra~or A~tralian Universities (SSAU)_who were given the 
a ~:ey of members of the Superannuat10n Scheme hat they held and also the level of nsk they were exposed to. 
choice to fundamentally change the type of account t 
ROLE OF THE INTERNET IN THE INVESTMENTS INDUSTRY 
t ds the use of the Internet as a medium for their h b 1 aders in the movement owar C 1 I 1~ k. . Financial markets ave. een e . ) level and at the business to consumer (B2 ) eve ' ~an ·mg m 
business both at the busmess ~o ?us~ness (B2B ma· ori of transactions is not high. For example, the 
particular. However the soph1st1cat10n of the r J b tynk_ offering estimates that of the more than half a million 
Commonwealth Ba~ whic~ has the_largest on ~ne ; _:frds are only looking at an account balance (Johnston, 
regular customers usmg onlme bankmg, more t an o 
2001). 
. • · "fi t element in the growth of financial transactions on the Internet. 
Onlme sharebrokmg has been ahs1gm ican t· . Australia vary from 20 percent (Australian Securities and Estimates of the size of online s are transac ions m 3 0 b k 
C · · 2001) to as much as 50 percent (Zanpetakis, 2001) distributed across over ro ers Investments omm1ss10n, 
(Marshall, 2001). 
S t Richard Alston the Australian Federal Government Communications Minister, has expressed optimism enaor , . . . 
as to the potential of the Internet in assisting financial deci~ion makmg 1~ suggesting: . , , . , 
Indeed the Internet has created what I'd like to call 'financial democracy . Once upon a t1m: the secrets of the 
stock exchange were pretty well hogged by a small group of pin-striped brokers. However, m 1999 everybody 
can be on Wall Street.(Alston, 1999) 
A review of several Australian surveys, however, does not support such an optimistic tone, in particular th_e . 
notion ofa 'financial democracy'. The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), in rev1ewmg 
its role as a 'catalyst for financial services consumer education' (Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission, 2000, p.4) suggested that 'it will not always be appropriate to rely heavily on the Internet for 
distribution'. They also suggest that other factors will slow the use of the Internet, specifically the low access 
rates to the Internet of some consumer groups (Australian Securities and Investments Commission, 2000). 
ASIC's attitude has largely been informed by a survey conducted by the Consumer Affairs Division of Treasury 
(Consumer Affairs Division, 1997) and the previously referred to Australian Bureau of Statistics (2000) survey. 
The Consumer Affairs Division survey focussed specifically on rural and remote consumers. As ASIC suggests, 
the currency of the Treasury survey must be questionable given that, for example, access rates to the Internet 
have more than doubled for regional users and for households with income less than $50 000 since the survey 
was conducted (Australian ~ureau of Statistics, 2000, p.3). With this caveat in mind, the survey did however 
find a strong preference agamst using the Internet to obtain information and 72% of respondents said that they 
would not like to use the Internet at all. 
The Au~tralian Bureau of Statistics survey reveals that only a relatively small proportion ( 13 percent) of 
'\u
str
ahan adults use the Internet for what can be regarded as reasonably mundane transactions of payment of 
t~ls or ~nsfer of funds. ?f_iliose shopping on the Internet more than two-thirds spent less than $500 in the year 
r:s:~et:~~~r~au_ofStatiSttcs,, ~O?O). Finally, :,Vhilst th~ •~ec~ets' of the stock exchange may no longer be the 
r t t pm striped broke~s tt IS far from bemg a part1c1patmg democracy as there are large differences in 
n erne access, use and shoppmg by age, employment status, income and location categories. 
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Barber and Odean (2000) have explored d1"ftier b tw h · · · · 
. ences e een t e performance of md1v1dual mvestors who moved 
from phone based transactions to online trading to invest 1·n the u s stock k t Th "d "d th t 
. . . . mar e . ey prov1 e ev1 ence a 
those who transfe~ to onhne mvestment, trade more frequently, assume a greater risk level and underperform the 
market. They attrib~te un~erperforman~e to overconfidence and the resulting tendency to trade too frequently. 
The overconfidence is attrt~uted to the mcreased amount of information and data provided online and the 
immediac~ ?fperformance mfon:nation._ Similarly, Barber and Odean (2001) present evidence that contradicts 
t~e advert1smg message that tradi~g ~nhne offers an advantage due to a quick response to changing 
circumstances. They find that onlme mvestors tend to trade too frequently and underperform due to this 
immediacy of response. 
THE ROLE OF THE INTERNET IN SUPERANNUATION DECISION MAKING 
The advantages ofB2B use_ of electronic commerce have been readily acknowledged by the superannuation 
industry. The Superannuat10n Industry Electronic Commerce Working Group was established in 1998 
specifically for the development of electronic commerce industry standards for participating superannuation 
funds. 
At the B2C level, there has also been significant adoption of the Internet in the delivery of information to 
superannuation fund members. Whilst ASIC is the regulator of information disclosure to superannuation 
members, there are no guidelines as to what can be provided on the Internet (Moore, 2000, p.50). A survey of a 
selection of the websites of major Australian superannuation funds revealed that only two of eleven features 
were common to all sites (Moore, 2000, p.50). 
The type of advice required by fund members is an important determinant of the likelihood that the Internet can 
meet members' requirements. Employees are being offered choices that vary greatly in their implications. They 
are being asked to choose between fundamentally different types of benefit they are entitled to. They are being 
presented with alternative investment structures, which have different risk levels and therefore need to be 
considered in the light of many factors including the member's time to retirement, composition of household 
assets and income expectations in retirement. They are also being presented with the choice of competing funds 
offering different management teams and features that complete essentially the same task. For those who have 
considered the more involved planning issues, these may not present too high a degree of difficulty. However 
for those who have not and for those who are well into their working life such decisions may not be easy to 
make. For these individuals, it is likely that the requirement goes beyond a need for information alone and 
requires a more involved individual assessment. The question becomes one of how suitable the Internet is in 
providing the range of information and advice required? 
The Australian surveys referred to previously related to general consumer goods rather than specific financial 
assets, or superannuation specifically. U.S. evidence suggests a preference for financial advice delivered face-to-
face Hunter (2000) reports the results of two U.S. surveys which suggested that 'despite the availability of ever 
more sophisticated online services, a significant number of Americans still seek face-to-face advice when 
making decisions' (Hunter, 2000, p.8). Choi (2000) presented eviden~e, similar to Barber and O~ean (2000; 
2001 ), that workers with access to a web-based interface increase tradmg frequency compared with employees 
without access, in 401(k) plans, the superannuation equivalent vehicle in the U.S .. 
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THE USE OF THE INTERNET TO ASSIST SUPERANNUATION DECISIONS -
SURVEY RESULTS 
The increased superannuation choice tha~ is bei~g offered to A~stralia~ :mployees provides an opportunity to 
examine the specific role of the Internet m makmg s_uperannua~10n dec1s1o~s. Su~h an opportun_1ty was presented 
when over members of the SSAU were presented with the choice of changmg their superannuat10n benefit typ 
The members were surveyed to examine not only th_e _deci~ion that they made, b~t als~ what resources they ha~· 
used in making the decision and what made the dec1S1on difficult for them. A d1scuss10n of the overall result 
with a focus on the investment choices made is presented in Clark-Murphy and Gerrans (200 I). This paper s 
focuses on the Internet usage by members through quantitative analysis of reported resource usage. Further 
qualitative analysis of the responses to open-ended questions regarding the difficulty of the decision will be 
explored in view of the potential role of the Internet in addressing these difficulties. 
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 
Members were a~ked which of the resour~es made available_ to them by Unisuper (the Trustee of SSAU), the 
had used and which resourc~ they had relied upon the most m making their decision. The results arc present yd • 
Table One and Two respectively. e 
10 
Table One: Resources used by members 
Information pack mailed to members 
Seminars run Unisuper on your campus 
Internet - Unisuper website 
Modelling program available on website 
Your local SSAU representative 
No resources used 
Other 
* multiple answers allowed, does not add to 100. 
Frequency 
2105 
1128 
768 
591 
272 
143 
59 
Percent• 
87.8 
47.0 
32.0 
24.6 
11.3 
6.0 
2.5 
Table Two· Order of h. h SSAU 
· w 1c resources were most useful 
Infoi:mation pack mailed to members 
Semma~s run SSAU on your campus 
N
Modellmg program available on website 
o resources used 
Your ~ocal SSAU representative 
Website 
Other 
Total 
Frequency Percent 
1388 58.7 
488 20 
.6 
192 8.1 
127 5.4 
83 3.5 
65 2.7 
23 1.0 
_ 2366 100.0 
The website contained a replication of 
well as a limited modelling ro a t~e hardcopy material that was distri 
strategy choice and the esti p t ~~which made projections of doll buted to all members ofUnisuper, as 
were the third and fourth mmat e tdime to retirement. Table One ind~r returns to members based on investment 
'd os use source H icates that thes tw · ti . 
cons, ered the modelling s. owever Table Tw . ct· e om onnat10n sources 
website material. program as the resource they relied O i~ icates that only eight percent of members 
upon t e moSt and less than three percent the other 
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To explore further the pattern of use of the Internet b me . . . . 
number of member demographics and report d h Y . ~bers a logistic regression of website usage against a 
or the modelling program. The demogra h" e c alractdenstics was used. This includes either the website material 
p ics exp ore were gender d h h ld . 
reported characteristics included were the level ofknowled em ' age an . ouse o mcome. The self 
superannuation issues whether they consider d th d . . g ~mbers considered themselves to have on 
decision a difficult on~. More formally th e e_ ec1S1on an important one and whether they considered the 
e regression can be presented as 
( 
Probability(Websiteused J 
log Probability(Website not used) = Bo + B1 Female+ B2 Age+ Bincome + B 41mportance + 
BsKnowledge + B6Difjiculty 
Results are presented in Table Three with significant results t th 9501 fid 1 · • d d · bl • . , a e 10 con i ence evel, m bold Each of the 
m epen ent vana es is categoncal and hence the reported coefficie t (B) · d" t h d' · · · 
· · h 1 dd f • . . n m tea es t e trection and size of an 
increase m t e og-o s o usmg the website given a category change in the explanatory variable. 
Table Three: Logistic Regression - Website Usage 
B S.E. Wald df 
Level of knowledge: (base 'good') 
None -1.045 .227 21.267 1 
Little -.720 .155 21.667 1 
Average -.199 .142 1.982 1 
Important decision - yes .877 .233 14.118 1 
Difficult decision - yes .595 .103 33.538 1 
General Staff .184 .109 2.868 1 
Age (base> 54yrs) 
18-34 .428 .176 5.908 1 
35-44 .309 .145 4.502 1 
45-54 .148 .140 1.106 1 
Household Income 
(base> $120 000) 
<$40 000 -.793 .210 14.272 1 
$40 000 - 60 000 -.251 .167 2.254 1 
$60 001 - 80 000 -.108 .161 .454 1 
$80 001 - 100 000 -.401 .167 5.763 1 
$100 001-120000 .065 .184 .124 1 
Gender - Female -.247 .101 6.037 1 
Constant -1.268 .291 19.046 1 
Number of cases =2097, 302 with missing values. Model -2 Log likelihood 2624.34. 
Nagelkerke R Square= 0.808. Hosmer and Lemeshow Test x,2 2.037 df8, sig. 0.980. 
Sig. Exp(B) 
.000 .352 
.000 .487 
.159 .819 
.000 2.403 
.000 1.813 
.090 1.202 
.015 1.535 
.034 1.361 
.293 1.159 
.000 .453 
.133 .778 
.500 .897 
.016 .670 
.725 1.067 
.014 .781 
.000 .281 
There are two categories for importance of decision, difficulty of decision and gender. For the first two of these 
the coefficients indicate if the member answered 'yes' and for gender if the member was female. The other 
coefficients have more than two categories and therefore indicate the direction and size of an increase in the log-
odds of using the website given the particular response against the 'base' category as indicated in the table. The 
final column converts this to the change in the odds of choosing the IAA. For example using the estimates from 
Table Three, if the member was a female the log odds of using the website decrease by 0.247 and the odds of 
using the website are decreased by 21.9% (1 - 0.781). 
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I 
I 
d th Selves to have a level of superannuation knowledge of 
· · · f mbers assesse em Of the reported charactenst1cs, 1 me h bsi·te than those who considered themselves to have a h J likely to use t e we , . 
'none' or 'little', they were muc ess .d d the decision important, the odds of usmg the website more 
I d If the member cons1 ere . . 
'good' level of know e ge. . th d .. n difficult again the odds of usmg the website were 
than doubled and if the member considerded e echi_si~ females ;ere significantly less likely than males to use 
. • I · ed Of the member emograp ic , b . . 
s1gmficant Y mcreas · . h h Id income levels while younger mem crs were significantly 
b . e members with lower ouse o • k . f the we site, as we~ 1 t th t to refer back to Senator Alston s rcmar ·s, 1 the Internet more likely to use it. In sum these resu ts sugges a ' . . . 
offers a "financial democracy" it is perhaps not a fully part1c1pative democracy. 
QUALITATIVE RESULTS 
Accessing a resource alone does not necessarily indicate usefu)ness, which is perhaps a n:iorc ,relevant question. 
To address this question we now refer to the qualitative analysis of the ope_n-ended question: What made the 
decision a difficult one?'. A total of2098 individual co~ents were provided by 1410 rc~pondents. :o ~nalyse 
these responses the Nud*ist software package was used which allows the large number ?f unsystemat1scd_ 
responses to be coded into a system of nodes, or themes, that can be cross referenced with key demographics. As 
the questions are open-ended there are no preconceived nodes, rather they 'emerge' from the rc~pons_cs. 
themselves. The final set of nodes are therefore the result of having analysed all responses and 1dcnt1fymg 
similar responses and refining them into a manageable structure. 
The responses were sorted into four main nodes. Three of these were labelled: uncertainty and risk, information 
and knowledge, the nature of the decision. The final node does not express a statement of type of difficulty but 
records the sort of attitudes and emotional experiences respondents stated as a consequence of their decision. 
These responses were then viewed within a decision process framework, which can help identify where the 
respondents' difficulties arose on the time-line between when they were asked to make the decision and when the 
decision was made. This will help to identify whether the website was, and potentially is, a means of 
overcoming these difficulties. The coded responses were allocated to one of five stages in the decision process 
briefly outlined below. 
S1'.1¥e One - Background knowledge and initial beliefs and attitudes (209 responses) 
lmtmlly the resp?ndents have a certain amount of background knowledge and understanding of financial issues 
an~ superannuation. They have some sort of attitude towards retirement and the importance of saving for 
ret1rement. 
Stage Two - Respondents presented with choice (356 responses) 
After being presented with the superannuati h · b d tt"tud Th" on c oice mem ers needed to re-evaluate their initial understanding 
an a I es. 1s assessment re-evaluation impacts on th f f" 
making the decision and th • ,, 1. . e amount 
O e 1ort the member is prepared to spend on 
e m1orma 10n search they will undertake. 
S~ge Th_ree_- In~o~ation search (188 responses) 
D1:ficult1es m this mformation search stage include not kn . . 
or Just having difficulty receiving the infi f h owmg where to look, not knowmg who or what to ask, 
available that addresses their particular sf~~ mn s~ug t. Some members may feel there is no information 
and decide not to pursue it. ion an some may find the infonnation search too time-consuming 
~~;o:~ -iev~lop~ng an understanding of the issues (369 responses) 
. s ge is w ere members develop an understandin . . 
the previous stage and background knowled Th d"ffi ~ 0 ~, the issues based on the information obtained m I · ge. e 1 1culties mcl d f: ·1· 
comp e~ity and t~rminology or lack ofunderstandin ofth . . u_ e ai mg to un_derstand concepts due to 
Stage Five - Makmg the choice (912 ) g e implications of the choices r · responses . 
n_ this stage the respondents make the choice based on th I 
~•fficult_ics arising during this stage relate to what qu r/ e~el of understanding acquired in the previous stages. 
nflucn~mg _factors such as balancing and evaluatin ~s~es t e member seeks in their superannuation. 
unccrtamty m terms of economic climate and politi~al a ,dplrefelrence for risk and security, employment status, 
n ega changes. 
MAJOR SOURCE OF DIFFICULTIES· IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERN 
ET USAGE 
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Most difficulty arose in stage five of the decision process, making the choice, followed by stage three, where the 
respondents _develop an understanding of the issues, and stage two where the respondents develop an attitude 
towards the issues. Table Four presents the proportion of responses at every stage of the decision process. 
Table Four: Decision Stage Frequencies 
Stage Percent 
1: Knowledge level 10.1 
2: Develop attitudes 17.7 
3: Information search 9.0 
4: Understanding 18.0 
5: Choosing 45.0 
100.0 
This suggests that the difficulty becomes larger the further members move down the decision process, and not 
surprisingly the stage in which most of the difficulty occurred is actually making the choice. It also suggests that 
the difficulty for the majority of members was not with accessing information, rather it was the processing and 
synthesising of the information to make a choice. The Unisuper website essentially only provided information, 
with a low-level interaction with the modelling program. 
These results tend to support the findings reported earlier (Hunter, 2000; Reich-Hale, 2000) of a preference for 
using the Internet for information or data. As the major difficulties of members were not however information 
driven this may explain the relatively low usage of the website and the low indication that it was the most useful 
resource. It also supports the view that the choice was a more fundamental one for members, which required 
them, perhaps for the first time, to consider the complex issues associated with retirement. These were issues not 
able to be addressed by the website. 
CONCLUSION 
Cost benefits and increased accessibility will continue the increased use of the Internet as a communication 
source between superannuation funds and their members. This paper has identified that being an information 
source alone will not lead to a fund's website being relied upon. Further, superannuation funds will need to 
consider the significant differences in access and usage of the Internet between their members, when seeking to 
communicate with them particularly in the current environment where the decisions being presented are of major 
importance and long term significance to their members. 
The authors would like to thank Unisuper Pty. Ltd. for their support of this research. The authors would also like 
to acknowledge the data input assistance and preliminary analysis oflngeborg Kristoffersen. 
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The globalisation of communications has brought with it the ability to increase the efficiency of various aspects 
of running a sport organisation. This paper reports a preliminary study that investigated the role of strategy in 
determining Internet development for sport organisations. Using sport strategic types, 5 dimensions of strategy 
were identified and used as starting points for interviewing various organisational stakeholders in 2 Western 
Australian sports. The study found a number of themes that emerged which influenced the development of 
Internet strategies within sport organisations. These included strategic planning and sport development, 
financial aspects, the size of the client base, and sponsors and media influence. From these influences, additional 
research is required to farther develop the necessary and requisite points to provide a model for optimal growth 
for the online sporting organisation. 
Keywords: sport management, Internet, strategy 
INTRODUCTION 
The sport industry in Australia is a significant economic and social part of the nation's prosperity. Indeed, sport 
has often been described as permeating any number of levels of contemporary society, and it "touches upon and 
deeply influences such disparate elements as status, race relations, business like, automotive design, clothing 
styles, the concept of hero, [and] languages and ethical values" (McPherson & Curtis, 1989, p4). 
The value of sport to Australia has been described in detail in terms of social and community ~enefits as well as 
economic contributions (Confederation of Australian Sport, 1998; Department oflndustry, Science & Resources, 
2001; Shaping Up, 1999). 
Aspects include a sense of national pride, social cohesiveness, well-~e~ng ~nd personal development as ~ell as 
contributing to areas such as increased employment, greater productivity, mcreased exports, decreased cnme and 
decreased health costs to the community. 
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. d r er a variety of outcomes in the community, the nature of 
With this increased interest m the role of s?o~ to e ivd to be addressed. Academic interest in the area of sport 
I t b ort orgamsat10ns nee s strategic use of the nteme Y sp rt . nee research and sport pedagogy, and recently the 
and recreation has traditionally focussed on sp~. sciePart of this includes the use of new technologies in sport 
emergence ofbusiness and sport as a ne~ P~~a 1t~els to grow the business of sport through providing rich 
and in particular the use of new commumca ion c 
mediums to achieve this. 
• • • 1 fi d' the role of strategy in detennining Internet development for sport This paperreports on tmtia m mgs on . . . h' h' h . h 
. . "' rt f I rger scale research project and 1t 1s wit mt 1s context t at It as been 
orgamsattons. The study iorms pa O a a d II d h ·11 II • , 
• • · d"' 'fi strategies to be developed and mo e e t at wt a O\\ sport 1dent1fied that there ts a nee 1or spect 1c . . . 
organisations to grow and take advantage of the online opportumt1es available. 
SPORT STRATEGY 
There are many different types of sport organisations, and the use of structure: design and context arc ~lcmcnts 
that are used to describe aspects of these organisations (Slack, 1997). The mam contextual factors, which 
determine the effectiveness of the organisation, are those of strategy, size, and the environment in which the 
organisation operates. These contextual factors influencing the organisational structure will play a part in shaping 
an online strategy of an organisation, as each factor is interdependent in determining the resources available for 
operations of the organisation (Daft, 1989), including online strategies. 
The factor of strategy refers to the goals and objectives of a sport organisation, usually stated in a formal plan 
with a mission and stated outcomes that are measurable. Strategy has been described as a key component of 
organisational structure and is usually expressed at two levels, the corporate level, and the business or 
operational level. Slack (1997) notes that: 
strategy formulation and implementation involves a series of steps, including formulating a mission statement, 
conducting an assessment of external threats/ opportunities and internal strengths/weaknesses, selecting the 
appropriate strategy, or strategies, and designing the necessary organisational structure and control and 
integration systems. (pllO). 
Daft (1989), suggests that_strategy formuli~a!i_on is dependent on the size and scope of the organisation based on 
the ~orporate level strategies, such a_s acq~1S1tion of_new business divestments and joint ventures, as well as 
b~;~;es~ level strat_egy concerned with a smgle service or product line. However, Thibault, Slack and H inings 
~ ) m formulatmg a fram_ew~rk for defining strategy within Canadian sport organisations suggested that there 
1s no one best way to strategtze m sport organizations: 
the strategy developed should reflect th · f 1 · · · 
yield different strategies. (p25). e orgamza 10na situation. Hence different organizational situations will 
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Thibault et al., ( 1993 ~ po_ints to the fac~ ~t differences may arise in applying principles as alluded to by Daft 
(1 989) to sport organisations as the ma1onty ofresea h · th h fi • • • 
goals are to make profits: ~ re m e area as ocussed on orgamsat10ns whose pnmary 
in ess~nc~, the context in which non _Pro?t [sport] groups operate is different from the context of profit oriented 
orgamsations. Thu~ no~ profit org~mzations do not necessarily strategize in the same manner as organisations 
whose goals are pnmanly profit onented. 
For exampl~, in addition ~o secu~ng dividends, profit oriented organizations may have as their objectives to 
increase their profit margms, to increase their market share, to be leaders in their competitive domains, or to 
capture new market segments. 
These ~rio~ties may be probl_em~tic when one is studying strategy in non profit organizations, because the goals 
and objectives of these org~iz_ations usually focus on providing services and programs, not making profits. 
When non profit [sport] admimstrators develop strategies, their purposes are generally very different than those 
of profit oriented organisations. (p26). 
Although strategy typologie~ in voluntary sport organisations may not fit within the general notion of strategy 
formulation (Daft, 1989; Thibault, et al., 1993) it is generally accepted that all sport organisations develop 
strategies that are either deliberate or emergent (Slack, 1997). Mintzberg (1978) described this as, "deliberate 
strategies [which] are intended courses of action that become realised. In contrast, emergent strategies are those 
that are realised but not necessarily intended". 
Slack (1997) described the strategy-structure relationship within sport organisations thus: 
strategy may then be planned and deliberate, it may emerge as a stream of significant decisions, or it may be 
some combination of both. In any of these situations organisational decision makers base their choice of strategy 
on their perceptions of the opportunities and threats in the environment, and the internal strengths and 
weaknesses of their organisation. Then, as a result of the strategy they choose, they institute an appropriate 
organizational structure. (p93). 
A FRAMEWORK FOR STRATEGY IN SPORT 
There is a dearth of material on strategy formulation and implementation in sport organisations (Slack, 2001), 
The major work in the area of sport strategy is that of Thibault, Slack and Hinings (1993; 1994) who developed 
and empirically validated a framework for the study of strategy formulation in non-profit sport organisations. 
In developing a framework for the analysis of strategy, Thibault et al., (1993) referred to the earlier work of 
MacMillan(l983) as well as Montanari and Bracker (1986) and Montanari, Morgan and Bracker (1990). 
However direct use of findings proved inconclusive and non transferable as the majority of works within the 
strategy literature related to profit focused organisations. These studies were used to provide_insights into other 
types of organisations, such as sport organisations. From this, certain imperati~es were i~entified ~y the 
researchers as those categories that organisations must consider when developmg strate?1es (~obbms, 1990). As 
Thibault et al. (1993) note: strategic imperatives provide information abou~ the context m ':h_1ch non profit 
[sport] organisations operate. It is important that this context be identified m order for adm1mstrators to develop 
appropriate strategies for their organisation. (p32). 
The approach in this study was to investigate whether any of the strategic imper~tives illustrated in Table 1.1 are 
reflected in the online strategies of sport organisations within a W estem Australian context. 
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Table 1.1: Strategic imperatives for sport organisations 
(Adapted from Thibault et al., 1993) 
Dimension Imperative Description 
program 
strong program attractiveness is indicative of g~o~ networks of 
attractiveness programs, new programs developed through ex1stmg net\vorks. 
fundability Ability to attract financial resources. fro?1 external sources. The 
stability of any funding to the orgamsat10n. 
size of client The number of clients or members the organisation provides 
base programs and services to. 
volunteer appeal Ability of the organisation to attract human resources 
(volunteers); ie., coaches, officials, members of the board of 
directors, etc. 
support group The extent to which the program is visible, and appeals to 
appeal external groups who are capable of providing support; ie., media, 
sponsors. 
competitive Total costs A strong competitive position is indicative of few costs for 
position clients to participate. 
equipment costs The costs associated with the equipment participants need to 
actively compete in the sport at an introductory level (the cost to 
the participant). 
affiliation fees The c~sts associated for participants to access training facilities, 
coachmg and competitions. 
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METHODOLOGY 
The participants involved in t~e stud~ were from 2 sport organisations based in Western Australia with the 
follo~in~ stakeholder categones: Chief~x~cutive Officer of the organisation; a board member of the 
orgams~tlon; and a sponsor of the _organis_atlon. In total 6 people took part in the study. These stakeholder 
cat~gones we~e ch?s~n on the basis of?ei~g the categories that would contribute most to the development of 
onhne ~trategies within the sport organisation. The sport organisations were chosen to participate in the study on 
the basis of: 
classified as non profit organisations under Australian legislation· 
being Western Australian state based; ' 
being funded on an_ a~nual intention b~ ~e Ministry of Sport and Recreation through the sport lottery fund as 
approved by the Minister for Sport (Ministry of Sport and Recreation, 2000); 
properly constituted or articles of association under the relevant Australian legislation; 
employing 1 or more persons to carry out the day to day operations of the organisation (Ministry of Sport and 
Recreation, 1996), and; 
having participant categories of Chief Executive Officer, Board of Management, sponsors, coaches and players 
(Ministry of Sport and Recreation, 1996). 
Importantly, organisations were not included that utilised Kitchen Table operations to run the sport. The term 
"Kitchen Table" has been used previously (Kikulis, Slack & Hinings, 1992, 1995a, 1995b) to signify sport 
organisations where a central office location, paid staff, and strategic plans are absent and where a heavy reliance 
is placed on volunteers that hold a number of different roles. Such a structure has few hierarchical levels, is 
governed by few formal rules, and has little specialisation of volunteer roles or tasks (Kikulis, 2000). 
Following the selection of participants, the data collection methods were chosen. This study adopted a qualitative 
approach using interviews to explore a number of questions based on Patton's (1990) interview guide approach. 
The flexibility in the interview guide approach allowed the sequencing of questions and decisions on whether to 
pursue some lines of questioning that emerged during the interview process. The interview guide was based on 
the strategic imperatives of Thibault et al., (1993, 1994) sport types described previously. 
The interview guide questions were subsequently developed using the sport strategy imperatives of; fundability; 
size of client base; volunteer appeal; support group appeal, and; total costs (equipment costs and affiliation fees) 
as a starting point for the interviews. 
Following the interviews, transcripts were produced and coded into NUDIST, a qualitative software program 
designed to assist in identifying nodes for analysis and identification of common occurrin~ themes throughout 
the data. The responses in the nodes were then grouped to identify themes and to connect ideas and assemble 
theories about the data. These themes were then concentrated to create a thick description of what occurred and 
to formulate some further areas of exploration for the research. 
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DISCUSSION 
. f . •ty (the themes) were identified which corresponded to the 5 strategic imperatives 
A number of categones o _adctiv1 b d swell as other nodes which became apparent on analysis of the data 
h. h th · terview gm e was ase a . · 
on w ic em b fth th t emerged which influenced the development of Internet strategies The study found a num er o emes a 
within sport organisations. 
Th th . strategic planning and sport development; financial aspects; the size of the client base, and; ese emes were, d • h d. · h ty f · · 
d d. · fl e The themes of activity are presente wit a 1scuss10n on t c pc o activity that sponsors an me m m uenc . . . . 
influences Internet development, and substantiated with an exam~le fro!11 part1c1pants m the study where 
appropriate. Participants are identified by their first initial in the mterv1ew quotes. 
Strategic planning 
Strategy is one of the key components in the success of any organisation (Mintzberg, 
1
~_987) includin~ ~port 
organisations (Slack, 1997). Thibault, Slack and Hinings (1993, p25) have suggested m order to ant1c1pate 
changes and challenges in their environments, sport organisations must formulate strategics". Several authors 
(Bryson, 1988, Schendel & Hofer, 1979; MacMillan, 1983) purport that non profit organisations do not strategise 
well, as their focus is on their day to operations and immediate survival, rather than focusing on long term 
initiatives. 
This study identified two major themes, that of a deliberate strategy where sport organisations fonnally planned 
for Internet development, and emergent strategies, where the strategy grew from necessity rather than planning. 
Of note was the relative dominance of an emergent strategy, coupled with a general indifference towards any 
planning process from all participants. Although sports were aware of the need to formally plan and strategise, it 
didn't occur as such: 
there'~ probably~ s~ategy._ The~e's the strategy pushed by a half a dozen very determined people in the IT 
committee that this 1s the direction [the sport goes] (interview with S). 
And further: 
t~ere's probably a plan by default through the committee but it comes back to 'what mother thinks best for her ktds' Wh t th . th.nk · · 
· a e comm~ttee 1 s 1s good for the movement 1s what the movement is getting. Whereas we haven't 
gone to the membership and asked what they want and formalised anything (interview with P). 
there's no internet strategy I think what' h d · b d d 't th ·nk h h . '. s appene is Y goo luck more than good management. .. because I 
on 
1 
~e avhe t e vision.· .and I think it's been a two or three year process coupled with the fact that s~ 
many peop e now ave access to the Internet the way th d I I I 
years ago didn't even kn h ey o .. · guess re ate that to myself who three or four 
ow ow to access the Internet (interview with J). 
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Important!~, alth0ugh the planning may have been on an emergent basis, it was recognised that it is a vital 
component. 
all sporting organisations or most sporting probably not all all have tr t · 1 S k ' , our s a eg1c p ans. ome areas wor 
extremely :Well ~nd ot~er areas badly. And I guess within the strategic planning the IT doesn't work well at the 
moment. (mterv1ew with J). 
The role of s?ort development and the means by which the Internet could assist was also mentioned by all 
participants m the study: 
by detailing what's on offer so things like coachi~g courses, when they are running, why should you do them, 
how mu~h do they cost - people act_ually look at 1t and roam around the site, they will find things like that, 
informat10n they wouldn't necessanly know about. (interview with K). 
I think it's cri~ical that we use the Internet ~ecaus_e of the way it's been taken up and subscribed to and so many 
people are usmg the Internet as the first pomt of information to find things. (interview with P). 
We have a well structured web-site ... whilst it has some problems .. .it is very valued part of the membership. 
(interview with R). 
Metrics were also mentioned within the context of sport development, certainly in measuring the success or 
otherwise of the Internet in growing the sport organisation as well as measuring the effective of the Internet in 
delivering the sponsors messages or marketing information. Few participants quantified any metrics for their web 
sites, stating that they "have never stopped to think about it is to be honest" (interview with S) as well as: 
we don't know if the website is effective but it seems to be. There's a little bit of hearsay evidence and that's the 
only evidence we've got would indicate the members are happy with it (Interview with K). 
Although some did perceive a need to use the Internet to leverage how strategies could be developed: 
we should be putting out a ... survey to our membership ... so we find out what they want and not what they are 
pushed into agreeing to. Whereas at the moment there are some strong personalities driving the website, what 
they want they get. (Interview with R). 
Financial aspects 
Non profit sport organisations rely on external funding from government and other sources as the primary means 
of financial support to the organisation. In this study, 2 imperatives, that of the fundability of the organisation, as 
well as the total costs of playing the sport were considered. The fundability refers to the ability of the sport to 
"attract financial resources from external sources" (Thibault, et al., 1993, p33), whilst the total cost includes 
equipment costs for the individual to be involved in the sport, as well as any affiliation fees involved such as 
membership costs, access to training facilities, coaching and competitions. 
Thibault, et al., (1993, p33) suggests the fundability imperative is quite important, as access to fi~~ncial 
resources is directly linked to the "development and implementation of programs _and to the provision of 
services". The participants in this study all recognised the relevance of the financial cost, and saw the lack of 
money as a failing in being able to develop online strategies: 
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. nk d ~ . down the list. .. the majority of our spending goes on competitions and 
Internet development ts ra e a iatr way . . . 
coaching, so the IT would be down the list. (mtervtew with D). 
~~~e is never enough money ... devoted to the website. (interview with K). 
However, the Internet was also seen as a way to reduce costs to members, conversely saving money for the 
organisation: 
It's [internet development] allowing us to lower our costs on some of the_ other a~eas that we have traditionally 
spent money on. Mail is a real problem, particularly off-season because tt doesn t get op~ned ... a~d to ask a club 
to pass something on they are not going to want to photocopy 350 of them because theres a cost m that whereas 
the cost in emailing it is next to nothing. (interview with S). 
As well as funding, the total costs involved in the sport were also an issue however some participants didn't 
perceive any use of the Internet to keep members costs of participation low and suggested that the sport could 
provide extra opportunities using the Internet that could be used to overcome barriers to entry into the sport by 
"easy access to infonnation that aren't ofa high cost" (interview with D), or "by having an information area on 
the web site where they can find [information], they can have a range of options as to where they can purchase 
equipment" (interview with R). 
Size of client base 
The number of members is the major factor which influences the size of the client base in sport organisations, 
and has bee~ _previously ~e~cribed as the number of people the organisation caters for in delivering its programs 
and competltton~ (MacM1lltan, 1983). Various authors (Thibault, et al., 1993; Thibault, ct al., 1994; Ministry of 
~p~rt & Recreation, 1996) have suggested that the size of the membership of sport organisations is a good 
md1cator of the number and type of sport programs they offer. 
In thi~ study, the siz_e of the client base was not seen as an issue, as participants perceived the Internet as 
breakmg down barners of communication, and getting more members aware of the Internet: 
our main initial drive should continue at th t b · 
1 
. e momen emg to get people aware of the Internet. .. getting more 
Pd~op e ?n to our e-news ... puttmg broad policy or broad initiatives out to the membership and perhaps having 
1scuss1on groups where we can throw a ti t · fi d" · · have to have a bit of a plan about h t e;1 op1_cs out or 1scus~10n but the big thing in doing that is that you 
w a you re gomg to do. (Interview with S). 
Importantly, it was not only the size of the client b b h . . . 
client base of the two sport organisati . th" ase, ut t e dtStrtbut10n of the client base that mattered. The 
Australia, an area the size of Europe :~: {\study ar~ spre~d over~ large region within the state of W cstcm 
communicating with the client base:' e n emet assiSted m reducmg geographical isolation in 
it's not o~ly ~he number of people but it's the distributi f 
commumcation process is vital you wo ld d on~ people because we are really state wide so the 
I . ' u never o a mail out t . d" 'd ' 
ntemet lists that can help do that. (Interview with R). 0 m 1v1 ual people whereas you can develop 
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With regional isolation comes the issue of financial constraints as discussed earlier. The Internet was seen to 
assist greatly in easing the financial impact in delivering information to the vastly segmented client base: 
we have onl~ got 20 cl~bs throughout the state, but we sent out a newsletter to them. We asked them to reply 
w~th an email _address tf_they preferred ,to re~eive it ~lectronically and I think it was something like 80 percent 
said yes send tt electronically. So theres a drrect saving on that but also you've got the instantaneous receipt of 
the fact that they have actually received it, and it doesn't take all week to get there. (interview with K). 
Sponsors and media influence 
Sponsors and media go hand in hand in providing a vehicle for sport organisations to raise revenue, and the 
profile of the sport and individual teams and members alike. Sport organisations have quickly grasped the 
relevance of the Internet as providing an additional means of communicating sponsors messages to a wide and 
varied audience: 
we can support our sponsors by having direct links back to their [web] pages and some of those could have 
opportunities to purchase things on line. It can also tie into distribution and allows them to develop their own 
database and new membership without actually giving it to them. (Interview with J). 
Similarly, the sponsors of sport organisations also monitor the sports using the web: 
our sponsors look at the web quite often ... there is on-going monitoring ofboth content and the sighting of 
sponsors messages. (Interview with P). 
Thibault et al., (1993, p34) have suggested that media visibility of a sport can be an indicator of the sport's 
popularity, and that "the frequency at which information about the sport appears in the media may promote the 
sport to potential members, enticing individuals to join a club/team in order to practice the activity". The Internet 
is used regularly by the media for sport results: 
the people in the media quite often go on the website and download these results. That's then followed up with or 
initiated by personal approaches from us in the first place. (Interview with D). 
Additionally, the ability of the Internet to allow publishing ofresults by sport organisations without utilising 
traditional mass media and go direct to members has proven successful: 
being able to get results off the Net is really important because people want t~ kno"'. what is happening. We are 
not getting the exposure in the media that football enjoys or whatever. (Interview with J). 
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CONCLUSION 
. • ·t communication functions, provides unique opportunities for sport 
It is clear that the Web, particularly tn 1 s B ech Chadwick & Tapp 2000· Pope & Forrest 1997) 
organisations to help ~uild succecssful p~or~~~ll :s the Confede~tion of Austra,lian Sport ( CAS )' realise.that 
Certainly the Australian Sports ommissto , . • · d 
' . 1 • · f tmost priority for any sport orgamsat1ons continue success and the 
the i~podrtance ohfstrfaAtegtrtc Pl. annspmo~1s(;h:ping Up 1999 CAS report, 1998a; 1998b). Indeed the CAS report 
continue growt o us a tan , , 
(1998a) characterises a future where: 
the traditional sporting structure will develop a more strategic app~oach to decision making, marketing and sports 
development clearly focusing in outcomes. This will better secur~ mvestrnent funds from both the ~ovcmment 
and private sectors and allow a more successful delivery of sportmg programs at state and commumty level. The 
net effect will be an increase in productivity in the sport sector. (p14). 
The initial findings of this study contribute to the investigation of determining how sport organisations strategise. 
The study found 4 major themes that emerged which influenced the development of Internet strategics within 
sport organisations. 
These themes of strategic planning and sport development, financial aspects, the size of the client base, and 
sponsors and media influence, provide an initial point to further develop the online sport organisation. Further 
exploration and study in this area is needed to determine how, and whether strategy is emergent or planned and 
how specific strategic imperatives may relate to the development of rich online communities for sport 
organisations. 
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. b .r diffi t reasons. It is useful to examine the process by which Organisations adopt outsourcmgfor a num er OJ i eren . . . 
• • d th · (ng influences on the decision. The paper miflally presents a 
organisations make such decisions an e impac i . . . 
perspective based around diffasion theory and argues that such theory ignores the impact of wider high lev~l 
macro influences. A model is then developed incorporating such wider macro level influences to help exp/am 
. • k h J • • th do It suggests that the 'outsourcing bandwagon' can be considered as why orgamsatwns ma e t e ueciswns ey . 
derivable from external social 'structures' which impact internal agency decision. The paper finally develops a 
framework for categorising the major impacts on the decision process. 
Keywords: Outsourcing, Diffusion Theory, Structure and Agency 
INTRODUCTION 
Organisations adopt an outsourcing approach for a number of different reasons. It is interesting to examine the 
process by which organisations make such decisions and the impacting influences on that decision. Newell, S., 
Swan J. A. and Galliers, R. D. (2000) address this issue by examining the diffusion ofBPR within a particular 
organisation. The article bases their examination on diffusion theory with BPR considered as innovative practice. 
Innovation diffusion is defined as 'a socially constructed process involving the development and implementation 
of new ideas' (Van de Ven, 1986). 
In a similar fashion to Newell et al (2000), Kautz and Larsen (2000) examine the diffusion of software best 
practices and again see the diffusion process as a communication processes leaning on the original diffusion 
theory of Rogers (1983). Rogers sees the diffusion as 'the process by which an innovation is communicated 
through certain communication channels over time among the members of a social system and an innovation is 
an idea, object or practice which is perceived as new by an individual or another unit of adoption. In other words 
the diffusion process largely is a communication process or, as Rogers puts it an information seeking and 
processing activity.' (Kautz and Larsen, 2000, p. 12). ' 
Roge'.s (1_983)_ exa_mines the pr~cess of innovation diffusion from a communication perspective. Such an 
exammatt?n ht~hhg?ts the soct~l aspects o~the_ adoption and diffusion process and basically sees the 
technological dtffus10n as a social commumcatton process rather than purely a technological implementation. 
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Newell et al (2000) buil~ on this model to examine the reasons for the widespread and ra id diffusion ofBPR 
and also ~uggest that thetr research can also be applied to similar technological fashions ~uch as TQM 
outsourcmg, ERP a~d ~RM. ~ey present a knowledge focussed argument to understand the diffusio~ of such 
complex technologies; m particular they highlight the ways in wht'ch th kn 1 d d · · 
· k d db e ow e ge un erpmmng a new 
technologydtdsyffuac. ageThan undled ?Y the supply side organizations in order to encourage its more rapid and 
Widesprea 1 ston. ese supply stde firms such as · t d h • 
. . . assoc1a e tee nology suppliers, management consultancy 
firms and professtonal assoc1at10ns are seen to bundle the technologi· 1 t' · h • 'd d 
. . . ca prac tees m a manner t at ts const ere 
by the authors to_ be overly st~phst1c - the simplicity of the bundling blinding the ros ective users to the 
inherent underlymg complex1ttes. P P 
Such_ a ~ersp~ctive_ on o~tsourcing woul~ see out~ourcing in a negative light as primarily reflecting management 
'fashton. In lme wtth thts a~gument Lactty and Htrschheim_(1_993) also see that a major part of the outsourcing 
trend reflects a 'bandwagon effect resultant from an unreahsttc expectation of success prompted by highly 
publi~ised s~ccesses such as that_ofKo~ak (Loh and Venkatraman 1992). They present some of the myths 
assocta~ed with popular ~utsourcmg claims and suggest that the complexity of the process belies the seeming 
simplicity of the underlymg concepts and promotional literature. 
Both Newell et al (2000) and L~city and Hirschheim (1993) present a negative perspective on technology 
diffusi~n - Newell et al s~~gestm~ that t~e deliberate and simplistic bundling of technologies by supply side 
firms hides real com?lextttes,_ whilst Lact~ and Hirschheim (1993) arguing that false user side perceptions 
encourage the adoption of ultimately technically inefficient outsourcing practices. Both perspectives depend 
heavily on interpretive theory - they see the diffusion and adoption process as a social process fundamentally 
depending on user perceptions of the practice. This interpretive approach can be contrasted with that of the 
realist who would argue that such organisational decision making is not purely dependent on individual 
perceptions but is also a consequence of external structures - 'real entities with their own powers, tendencies and 
potentials' (Archer 1995, p. 106). These external structures impact individual decisions in significant and 
measurable ways. A realist examination depends heavily on consideration of the role that social structures play in 
the organisational situation and how those external structures impact agency decision. 
A STRUCTURE/AGENCY PERSPECTIVE ON OUTSOURCING 
Bypassing the important issue as to whether outsourcing is a technically efficient innovation it is interesting to 
consider how the authors of both articles see the role of organisational managers and external/internal structures 
in the diffusion process. Newell et al (2000) recognise the importance in the diffusion process of external social 
structures such as management consulting firms, technology suppliers, professional associations, educational 
institutions, associated partner firms and government bodies but downplay the decision making role of internal 
organisational managers by suggesting that they will passively accept the false packaging ofBPR technologies 
and routinely accept innovative technologies - even, perhaps, inefficient technologies. 
Similarly Lacity and Hirschheim (1993) downgrade the decision making role oforganisational members by 
arguing that the outsourcing movement can be seen as an irrational 'bandwagon' of firms overly influenced by 
the myths of outsourcing. Yet such views can be seen to be overly simplistic - the simplistic conclusions ignore 
the particularity of organisational situations. The outsourcing decision is often not a direct result o_f fas?ion . 
following but may well reflect other important social structures. The acknowledgement of such wider impacting 
social structures will also tend to divert the blame for bad outsourcing decisions from the individuals concerned, 
as it should be. Managers operate in complex decision environments and often r~ac~ to situations and_pressures 
that are not directly observable. A process focussed study that ignores the potential tm~act of s~ch w~~er 
impacting macro level 'structures' is only telling half the story as Reed (1997 p. 25) pomts out ma cntique of 
traditional post-modem approaches: 
The ontological status and explanatory power of'structure' - i.e.,_as a concept re~erring to relatively end~ng 
institutionalised relationships between social positions and practices l?cated at ~tfferent !evels of anal~sts that 
constrain actors 'capacities to 'make a difference' - is completely lost m a myopic analytical focus on situated 
social interaction ... 
He suggests the adoption of a stance that acknowledges the_importanc~ o~both_structure aild agency and thus 
avoids the problem of dealing with ' 'flat' or 'horizontal' social ontolog~es m ;"htch the processual character of 
social reality totally occupies the analytical and explanatory space available (p. 24)-
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NEGATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON OUTSOURCING 
. . · ation diffusion based around the question 'When and by 
91) t sceptical view on mnov . • d? Abrahamson (19 pr~sen s_a . . f diffused or efficient innovations rcJcctc . ' (p. 587). He 
what process are techmcall~ meffi_cient mn~va ion~ates a pro-innovation bias in its implied assumption that all 
argues that much of the busmess hte~aturb~ e~odnsmonstrated through an often implied assumption that adoption 
. . . d This pro-innovation ias is e . h ffi innovation 1s goo • . . 1 fi ctors for successful adoption, factors t at a cct early adoption of innovation is important ( e.g. cnt1ca success a ' 
factors that affect innovation diffusion etc). 
• th d"ffusion process he develops a model to help describe the ways in which 
Using this_ sceptical ~erspective on e ~e rejected or technologically inefficient processes diffused and 
technolog1callyfleffic1ent pt~oclesdses ma~orces at work on the decision to accept innovative technologies he 
accepted. To re ect poten ta a verse . f "d ,. fl ' d h 
d. · t lain undesirable outcomes - the impact o outs1 e m uences an t e presents two new 1mens1ons o exp d I . b d R ( 1983) 
imitation element in organisational decision-making (see Figure 1). Th~ m~ e ts ase on ogers 
diffusion theory and thus represents the diffusion process as a commumcat1on process. Rogers ( 1983) defines 5 
stages in the decision making process: 
(1) Knowledge is the stage where a potential adopter learns about the existence of an innovation and gains some 
understanding of its way of functioning. . . . . 
(2) Persuasion is the stage where a favourable or unfavourable attitude towards ~n mnov~t10~ 1s form~d. . 
(3) Decision is the stage where activities are undertaken which lead to the adoption or reJect1on of an mnovatton. 
(4) Implementation is the stage where an innovation is actually put to use. 
(5) Confirmation is the stage of reinforcement for an adoption decision which has already been taken. (as quoted 
in As Kautz and Larsen (2000, p. 11). 
Rogers (1983) also defines a number of different communication 'channels' that are involved in the knowledge 
dissemination process. The mass-media channels (such as the Internet, newspapers and radio/television) arc 
distinguished from the interpersonal channels reflected in face-to-face exchange in an informal setting. 
Cosmolite channels which involve access to sources outside their own social system arc also distinguished from 
localite channels which provide information from inside sources. Each of the various channels arc considered to 
have a greater or lesser degree of importance depending on the stage of knowledge diffusion. 
Clearly Rogers (1983) model is a process model that concentrates on the process of decision-making and does 
not give ?ig~-level macro influences a major role in the analysis process. From a realist perspective the 
commumcat10n 'channels' can be used to highlight potential impacting structures and thus give the analysis a 
more complete focus. 
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Perhaps Abrahamson (1991) can be seen to provide · r . . . . 
structure by the inclusion of internal and external 'i ~n imp i~~t re~ogmtion of the importance of macro-level 
process focused approach would not be sufficient t: ue~~es ~n :~s m~del - thus suggesting that a completely 
explicate the underlying assumptions regarding stru = amdt e iffusion ~rocess. Amending his model to 
c e an agency provides some useful insights. 
Imitation-Focus Dimension 
Imitation Processes Imitation Processes 
do not impel the impel the diffusion or 
diffusion or rejection rejection 
Orgimisations within 
a group determine the Efficient-Choice Fad Perspective diffusion and Perspective 
rejection within this 
Outside Influence Dimension group 
Orgpnisations outside 
a group determine the Forced-Selection Fashion 
diffusion and 
rejection within this Perspective 
Perspective 
group 
Figure 1: Theoretical perspecthes to exiiain the diffusion of technologies 
(Abraham;on (1991, p. 591) 
The first perspective - the efficient-choice perspective - assumes that technology adopters make independent 
rational choices guided by organisationally measurable goals of technical efficiency - it assumes that ' 
organizations are relatively certain about their goals and their assessments of how efficient technologies will be 
in attaining those goals. This perspective elevates the role of the agent and minimise the role of impacting 
structures. It emphasises the rationality and power of the 'doing' agent by suggesting that it is the agent's sole 
choice to accept or reject the technology. This perspective does, however, ignore the potential for outside 
structures to impact the acceptance of the innovative technology. 
The second perspective - the fad perspective - sees organizations as operating in conditions of uncertainty about 
organisational goals and imitating other organizations by adopting new technologies ('fads'). As Abrahamson 
(1991) argues this adoption can be for a number ofreasons such as: 
a) knowledge dissemination from the 'fad adopted' organization allows them to feel safe in adopting the new fad 
b) a desire for the legitimacy provided by following the emergent norm 
c) a desire to avoid the adopting organization achieving a strategic advantage through early adoption 
The fad perspective encourages considerations as to agency and structure, emphasising the role of the active 
agent in the decision to adopt an unproven fad, but suggesting that only internal structures (such as associations 
with the fad adopting firm) impact agent's decision, external structures being neglected. 
Along with the fad perspective, the fashion perspective assumes a high degre~ of_uncertainty about . 
organisational goals and sees organizations as primarily imitating other ~rgamzations ext~i:rial to t~e busmes~ 
area ( such as management consulting firms) rather than making rational mdepen~ent decision. !his persp~cttve 
relegates the role of the agent in that it argues that the organisational role of fashion follower wtll predommate 
over individual actor decision. 
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The final perspective presented is the forced selection perspective. A~cor~ing to_ this pe~spcctivc organizations 
outside the adopting organization may use their power to affect the d1ffus1on of mnovat10ns; rational decision-
making is present but ignored as powerful external influences predominate. 
The vertical axis of Abrahamson's model (Figure 1) suggests that internal and external 'influences' are most 
important in the examination of innovation diffusion - such influences can be seen to result from internal and 
external social structures. The horizontal axis suggests that agency decisions are less important in some 
situations (where imitation pre-dominates). Modifying Abrahamson's model slightly makes this agency/structur 
perspective explicit (see Figure 2) and allows one to view the role of impacting social structures on e 
organisational decision-making. The new model makes explicit Abrahamson's assumptions regarding agency d 
structure and is basically in line with the Reed (1997) who argues that both structure and agency must be an 
considered in the social analysis of organisational situations. The model will now be used to provide a basis fi 
examining the structural impacts on the decision to outsource in the governmental case under study. or 
Internal Structures 
Important 
External Structures 
Important 
Active Agency 
Efficient Choice 
Perspective 
Forced Selection 
Perspective 
Passive Agency 
Fad Perspective 
Fashion 
Perspective 
Figure 2: Theoretical Perspectiws to evr.Jain the difti . 
,... us1on andre1·e ti r· . . c on o mnowti"\C technolog1es 
(Based on Abraham;on (1991) 
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THE EVENTS LEADING UP TO OUTSOURCING 
The case smdy referred to involved a longimdinal sti1dy of a large publi'c org · ti' • d ffi 
. . · h h • amza on over a peno o 1ve years 
and comc1ded wit t e outsourcing of the IT division A number ofsen1'or IT taff 11 th B . 
. . . . . . · s as we as e usiness 
Planning Ma~ager were interviewed individually on several occasions, and staff were interviewed both pre and 
Post outsourcing. The case sti1dy draws upon organisational reports and docu t · dd't' t th · t · . . . men s m a 1 10n o e in erv1ew 
transcripts. The interview transcnpts have been analysed for key themes and the quotes used are representative of 
these. 
The organizatio~ was traditio~~lly an engineering organization being heavily involved in capital works 
devel~pment. Pnor to the dec1s1on to outsource the organization saw the IT department as providing a service 
function: 
The orga~isation_ in th~se days saw IT as a ne~essary evil. They were focused on one of two things, engineering 
or financta! considerations and IT was something they had to have, but they didn't really want to spend any 
money on 1t and all the money they had spent, was too much - 'where was the reti1rn on the investment?' - that 
was the continual question. (IT Manager). 
The IT Manager at the time was intent on improving the stati1s and recognition for IT - he had worked hard 
towards achieving this recognition and had reached agreement that for planning purposes the Information 
Business should be treated at the same level as the other major business areas - money, assets and people. The 
development of the first Information Business Plan was a major achievement in an engineering focussed 
organization. Yet there was a degree of opposition to this idea as an employee later points out: 
The prevailing view of executives at the time was that it was completely inappropriate to describe the 
information thing as a business. That caused quite a bit of grief and controversy - it is merely a process. No way 
is it a core business, it is just a support process or function. 
In order to properly complete the Information Business Plan there was a need to examine the information 
requirements of the various business processes - the IT Manager lead this modelling exercise. Over the period 
1993-1995 the IT Manager developed the Information Business Plan and continued work on process modelling 
and investigations into outsourcing of non-core processes: 
On the practical side of delivering a service we were starting to shine, we were winning TQM awards, the quality 
of our service was very good, and we were getting accolades in the press, the cost of our service was 
benchmarked internationally in the top six in the world. So things were going very, very well. (IT Manager). 
This seemingly efficient operation did not stop the move towards the outsourcing of the entire IT operation: 
The rationale I understand was that the Organisation was running one of the best IT shops and also was one of 
the biggest and therefore the most expensive. [The argument was that] 'Ifwe can successfully outsource the 
Organisation's IT services and beat a lot of those battles then the other ones won't have~ leg to_ stand on'. Now 
that's why it moved quickly, basically from the moment the decision to look at outsourcing senously was 
announced everything stopped on the information business planning (IT Manager) 
The modelling work was stopped as the uncertainty engendered by decisions regarding outsourcing hampered 
the modelling process: 
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. ' . ore [on rocess modelling]and subsequently the outsourcing of many, ma~y other areas 
We didn t do anythmg m Pd d everybody stopped modelling because you can only do this sort of work 
of the organisathion wer~ annott~ntucde apneople must want to do it and they need to see the benefits of doing it as 
where there's a armomous a 1 e, 1 d I h . b , 
th. rt ftunn ii and distrust and stress on people - how ong o ave a JO or where am I soon as you put is so o o f h" . d ' k y ' . 
. t? h t' the organisation done to me? These sorts o t mgs Just on t wor . ou cant do It gomg to go to nex . w a s . • (IT M [process modelling] in this sort of environment and so the whole thmg disappears anager). 
Th e towards outsourcing was a result of worldwide governmental trends towards smaller government and e mov h . . . 1 ti ti th . 
th d to Privatise or outsource non-core functions. Much oft e 1mtta ocus or e move was contained in the e nee d · · · 
commonly called McCarrey Report_ a report following from an indepen_ ent c?~~1ss10n set up to review state 
government finances. A part of their recomm~ndation_ was_th~t co~erctal act1v1t1:s undertaken by departments 
should be assumed by 'semi-autonomous busmess umts w1thm their parent agency (McCarrcy, 199 3: 23 ). 
As detailed in a discussion document prepared for public review in April 1995 (Commission on Government 
1995), the Western Australian Government signed intergovernmental agreements to introduce a National 
Competition Policy. This policy was based on the reforms recommended by the National Competition Policy 
Review Committee (1993, The Hilmer Committee) to enhance competition in the delivery of public services. 
These two reports - The McCarrey Report and the Hilmer Committee report were important in defining the 
movement towards smaller government. The reports embodied the idea that the core business of government was 
ultimately to facilitate and to regulate - the provision ofnon 'social-justice' services being better fulfilled by 
private bodies. In 1993 the McCarrey Report suggested that the corporatisation reform process had commenced 
but was proceeding slowly. 
Over the peri?d 1993 to 1995 the IT Manager felt that he had a good relationship with the Managing Director 
(MD) at the ttme and he saw the MD as a supporter of information services: 
He [the MD] ha~ a very good understanding of business process reengineering and championed it - he had a 
~ood understandmg o~the con~ep~s ':e :were putting together, of managing by information, he created the term 
management through mformation w1thm the organisation. He actually championed it, which was fantastic for 
me. He ~as not overtly an IT supporter, though he knew where I was coming from and he could sec where we 
were gomg ... (IT Manager). 
Unfortunately for the IT Department the MD 1 d · 19 th t th f . . . was rep ace m 95 - the general consensus for the change being 
a e pace o pnvat1sation reforms were not moving fast enough. 
The new MD was less supportive ofIT and the IT M · 
of the new MD and the IT M , d anager commented that m the year between the appointtnent 
anager s eparture they had only one meet· 'R • h 
outsourcing process proceeded quickly. mg - e never came to IT ever . T e 
In the view of the pre-outsourcing IT Mana er much f h . 
g O t e outsourcmg was not based on economic rationale: 
[the ~]_would've fought tooth and nail to continue the b • . . 
orgamsat10n not just for the sake of outsour . I u_smes~ ~rocess reengmeenng to improve the 
was 'to outsource, period'_ not to outsource c;nf" ·r ~ costJhim] his Job, he didn't move fast enough ... the agenda 
them, where [the MD] said this doesn't make ney I it.1!1a e sense. There were many areas and IT was one of 
w Id t d h" . s nse, it s not a logical deci . d b d . ou no o t 1s. This support virtually cost h" h" . . s10n an a oar of a pnvate company im is position (IT Manager). 
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CONCLUSION 
For the above case study i~ can be argued that much of the day-to-day interaction and decision-making was 
determined by forc_es o~tsid~ the control of the participating personnel. Using Abrahamson's framework for 
examining innovat10n diffu~10n th_e_ forced selection perspective is most useful in explaining the move towards 
outsourcing; governmental imposition was the primary cause of the move to outsourcing the IT Department. 
A postmodernist situationally focusse~ ex~mination of the situation would have difficulty in understanding why 
outsourcing eventuated. Only by cons1denng the governmental influence can one properly explain the demise of 
an IT Manager and his department even when the IT manager had agreement to their first information plan and 
appeared to have a supportive cham?ion in the then managing director. A consideration of imposing structures is 
essential to understand the outsourcmg outcome, such structures being identified through the answering of such 
questions as 'What conditio~s ma~e it possible for an efficie~t IT Department to be outsourced?'. The ans~e~ to 
this question leads to a cons1derat10n of deep, real non-perceivable structures, such as governmental associations, 
that are only observable through their effects. As Thong et al (2000) identify one of the most important 
differences between private sector and public sector organizations is the greater role of higher political influence 
in governmental organizations; the importance of this external structure is clear in the above example. It is clear 
that governmental 'forced selection' towards outsourcing was critical. 
Whilst the impact of the fad or fashion element is difficult to quantify this element can be seen to have played an 
important role also. The organisation depended heavily on consultants to provide guidance and professional 
advice throughout the change process, such advice generally supportive of outsourcing. 
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ABSTRACT 
Evaluating the Benefits of Electronic Marketplaces 
C Standing1 and R Stockdale2 
2 Schools_ of Management Information Systems 
Edith Cowan University, Australia 
E-mail: rosemary _stockdale@hotmail.com 
Electronic marketplace benefits were identified from the business press. The evaluation of these benefits was 
considered within a framework of existing IS benefits evaluation tools. It was found that while the e-marketplace 
benefits mapped onto the models described, these models were insufficient tools for the full evaluation of the 
benefits which it is anticipated will be available in maturing e-marketplaces. Further aspects to be included in 
empirical evaluations of e-marketplaces are suggested. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The development of the Internet and Internet-based trading methods has led to a transformation in the way that 
companies perform. One of the most frequently reported areas of activity is in business-to-business electronic 
commerce where turnover is anticipated to reach $1.3 trillion by 2002 (Afuah & Tucci, 2001, p34). To facilitate 
the buying and selling of goods and services in a rapidly expanding environment, B2B electronic hubs ( or e-
marketplaces) have been developed, initially by intermediaries and more recently by industry consortia. Like 
many other facets of e-commerce, the development and rate of growth of e-marketplaces has been significant. 
There is an argument that the speed of development does not allow for old style strategy planning, which takes 
time to develop, execute and evaluate, but requires a constant rethinking of business development to respond to 
new technologies, based on the premise that technology is the 'essential enabler of change' (Downes & Mui, 
1998). In contrast, Porter (2001) argues that the Internet, and its trading methods, needs to be integrated into an 
overall strategy and tailored to individual company needs if its benefits are to be captured as profit. Either way, 
companies have to address the question of whether to participate in the new technologies such as electronic 
marketplaces and, if they move in this direction, they need to assess what benefits they can and will gain from 
their participation. The growth of e-marketplaces, both in number and size, and the increasing participation of 
companies has received high profile coverage in the business and financial press and this has led to greater 
pressure on companies to consider participation (Banham, 2000). Forecasts of the savings and benefits for both 
suppliers and buyers are repeatedly quoted and predictions of wide scale changes in business method_s, driven by 
the technology, are now the norm (Downes & Mui, 1998). These forecasts have yet to be translated mto 
empirical evidence which would enable companies to make informed decisions on the benefits they could seek 
and realistically gain. 
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ELECTRONIC MARKETPLACES 
d. the Internet is estimated to be between 800 to 1000 
· k tpl es currently tra mg on d • The number of electromc mar e ac d d •ce and vary in size, content, structure an organisation. 
ry type of goo an serv1 . f . I'd . (Hurwitz 2000). They cover eve . ted to end with a penod o stnngent conso 1 atton 
' . b f marketplaces is expec 
The rapid increase m the num er O e- . . 'th' the next two to three years (Forrester Research, 2000). 
resulting in less than 200 marketplaces remammfig wb1 I~ s to entry and membership of multiple marketplaces is 
. l'fi t' n there are ew amer · 
In the current climate of pro 1 era 10 . ate platform for their needs. Choosmg an exchange can 
still common as companies seek to find thle mhost appropmnplex as selecting a spouse• (Morgcnthal, 200 I) 
. I . h to order unc or as co . 
be 'as simple as se ectmg w e:e . ki To benefit from the complete array of services offered, 
depending on the level of semce a companyd1_s see t~g. w1'th legacy systems. This will lead to a greater 
. I . 'fie software an mtegra ion . 
a company wtl reqmre spec1 I d . onfidence that those marketplaces can survive the 
commitment to selected marketplaces an_ ~eqmre c 
consolidation period and provide the anticipated benefits. 
Electronic marketplaces offer three levels of service (Choudhury et al., 1998): 
Level of Service Services offered 
Identification Identification of possible buyers/suppliers to facilitate a choice and 
enable the transaction to take place. Particularly useful for goods and 
services that are difficult to source or where speed is a vital clement. 
Selection Identification of possible buyers/suppliers and selection of the most 
appropriate one. Includes the use of auctions which arc often used to 
source direct materials 
Execution Once selection has been made, financial and logistical services arc 
available to complete execution of the transaction. This type of 
marketplace often offers further value-add services including industry 
information, desiim collaboration etc .. 
Table 1: Levels of service offered by e-marketplaces 
Companies are moving towards electronic marketplaces in a piecemeal way. Some are trying multiple 
membership, while others are locked into one marketplace either through choice or to follow the direction of a 
major supplier/buyer. If these marketplaces are to flourish and bring real benefits to industry they need to attract 
and maintain a critical mass of participants. This requires a clearer knowledge of the prospective benefits and 
how to acquire them on the part of buyers and suppliers. There is extensive anecdotal reporting of the benefits in 
the business press, but it is difficult for companies to be sure of the source and validity of these reports. 
In this confusing environment there is a need for a systematic look at how the electronic marketplaces can 
contribute real value to a company. An evaluation of benefits which is grounded in Information Systems theory 
and then mapped against the benefits espoused by the business press would give an impartial, but practical 
starting point on which companies could begin plans to maximise the use of electronic marketplaces. 
RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY 
~ere !s ~ substantial body of literature in the IS discipline regarding the evaluation of Information Systems and 
it ts this h~er~ture that forms the ~asis for the evaluation in this stlldy. However, the nature of this evaluation is 
pr~?lematic 1~ regard to electromc ma~~etplaces which are not necessarily definable as IS. This stlldy, therefore 
mtttally considers the use and adaptab1hty oflS evaluation methods and their relevance to electronic marketplaces. 
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Evaluation of IS benefits 
The evaluation of benefits in IS has been the subject of much debate. How to measure benefits and define 
effectiveness is a difficult questi~n and one that has provoked a number of studies over the years. Earlier 
evaluations placed more emphasis on the technical issues involved in IS (Serafeimidis & Smithson, 1994) and 
transaction uses and neglected the 'ultimate success dimension' of organisational benefits (Mirani & Lederer, 
1998). Hirschheim an~ Smiths_on (1988) argue that the treatment oflS evaluation as a technical problem leads 
to meaningless conclus10ns as it does not assess the impact on users' jobs and social environment. As the 
discipline of IS matured and IS systems became more pervasive and complex, the need for methods of evaluation 
which appreciated the intangible, defined by Kaplan (1986) as 'revenue enhancements', as well as tangible 
outcomes was recognised and the use of more interpretive evaluation methods has developed. [(Mirani & 
Lederer, 1998, Hirschheim & Smithson, 1988, Serafeimidis & Smithson, 1994, DeLone & McLean, 1992). 
These interpretative methods require an understanding of the nature and purpose of the evaluation and the social 
context and process if they are to be effective(Walsham, 1993). 
Recognisable tools are required to carry out these evaluations in order to maintain clarity and transparency in the 
evaluation and to allow for a cumulative tradition of comparative studies to be made. Despite the elements of 
uniqueness in the installation and use oflnformation Systems there remain similarities in the ~en~~ts to be 
gained. It is therefore reasonable that measurement tools can be developed and adapted to fit md1v1dual IS. The 
classic study by DeLone and McLean (1992) examined many of the earlier studies carried out in the discipline 
and condensed them into six categories. These categories address the different areas of evaluation that can be 
studied, but are also inter-related and inter-dependent. 
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Figure J: DeLone and McLean's IS Success Model 
· d odels have been developed to progress research in 
Several studies address one or more of these categones an md. 1983. L 1981 · Mirani & Lederer, 1998; IS evaluation (Bailey & Pearson, 1983; Ives, Olson, & Baroud.1d, t , llutca:he list ~fMIS success factors to be 
S · · 1985) H 1th gh DeLone and McLean 1 no co a e 
nmvasan, .. owever, a . ou . . . or benefits of electronic marketplaces lie. This will 
used as a model, this study uses it to 1_dentlfy wh~re the m~ . . 1 evidence that will be required as establish a starting point for the ongomg evaluations, base on empmca ' 
electronic marketplaces continue to develop, consolidate and mature. 
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Electronic Marketplaces as Information Systems 
. . . . and evaluating the benefits of e-marketplaces according to models developed 
There are d1fficult1es m measun~g II t· training and use follows a more recognisable pattern. E-
fi I fi tion Systems where msta a ion, . th . or n orma . ' bl d" to the type of industries they are addressing, c services they are ketplaces vary cons1dera y accor mg k I b . . 
mar . fth th • ership Companies do not 'install' an e-mar etp ace, ut part1c1pate at a ffenng and the nature o e eir own . . . . I d" 1· . 0 h th I t t Partt"cipation may require substantial commitment me u mg 1ccnsmg fees and chosen level throug e n erne · . . // · · ) · 
. • fl st for more complex sites such as Cov1smt (http: www.cov1smt.com or simply 
mte~at1on o tegtahceylsn~e~:: for less complex sites like Cargofinder (http://www.cargofindcr.com). 
reqmre access o 
The different levels of service offered by the varying e-marketplaces co~tribute a considera~le range of benefits. 
At the most basic level of identification of a new supplier, where the maJor benefit~ relate _directly to cost 
· evaluati·on by cost-benefit analysis may be feasible. Even here there are d1fficult1es as although costs 
savmgs, . . . f h h"dd 
are easy to identify and quantify they do not provide a comprehensive picture o t e 1 . en true costs 
(Hirschheim & Smithson, 1988). However, the more comp~ex markets, such as th~se bemg developed ~y 
industry consortia, offer a greater range of services which, m_many c~ses, are_movmg toward_s substantial 
contributions of information to meet both tactical and strategic planning reqmrements. At this level, the 
marketplaces are recognisably Information Systems and the evaluation tools developed for IS have relevance. 
Methodology 
A body of available business literature was analysed to accumulate a list of benefits regarded as prevalent in 
electronic marketplaces. The business literature consisted of both online sources (e-zines, electronic periodicals 
and journals, and business research reports) and offline sources such as business periodicals, newspapers and 
computer magazines. A list of benefits from approximately 150 articles was collated and consolidated to remove 
duplicates. 
Given the fluid nature of e-marketplaces where failures, mergers and newcomers contribute to an unstable arena, 
no attempt was made to sort benefits on an individual market basis or to categorise the types of c-markctplace. 
The list of benefits made was mapped against Delone and McLean's success measures, according to the six 
~ateg~ries (Table 2), to evaluate where the benefits lie. This establishes a broad starting point from which the 
identified benefits can be continuously evaluated, through empirical studies, as marketplaces mature. 
The benefits discussed in this article are collated from subjective sources and therefore include some less 
tangible ben~fits which relate to the various stakeholders involved in the use of an electronic marketplace. For 
example, 'en3oyable' and_ 'easy to use' are not identifiably company benefits except in relation to the motivation 
to use the technology which enhances the work flow. In this respect the interpretation of some of the benefits by 
the researchers becomes part of the interpretive nature of the research (Walsham, 1993). 
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BENEFITS OF ELECTRONIC MARKETPLACES 
Table 2 shows the list of benefits gathered from the business press categorised according to DeLone and 
McLean. 
Svstem qualitv Information quality 
Information use Ease of use Current 
Purpose of use Convenience of access Timely 
Recurring use System flexibility Reliable 
Motivation to use Usefulness of features and Useable 
functions Complete 
Response time Accurate 
Free from bias 
Integration of systems 
-User satisfaction Individual impact Organisational impact Overall satisfaction Problem identification, information Operating cost reductions: Information satisfaction awareness and decision Reduced transaction costs Full information required effectiveness through provision of : Controlled spending 
Enjoyment Analytical capabilities for business Cheaper prices 
Decision-making satisfaction analysis Savings on logistics 
Market intelligence Savings on collaboration 
Forecasting Savings on design 
Greater visibility of supply chain Reduced marketing costs 
Project management collaboration Lower inventory carrying costs 
Information sharing For smaller companies by 
Interorganisation connections aggregation 
Instant communications 
Mediated business processes Overall productivity gains: 
Overall time savings 
Process efficiencies 
Better inventory management 
Shortens product time to market 
Staff reductions 
Increased sales by: 
reaching new markets 
reaching more buyers/suppliers 
global exposure 
Contribution to achieving goals 
through improved management of 
data and 'near perfect' information 
flow 
Increased work volume by 
improving efficiency of information 
flows and collaborative working 
practices 
Service effectiveness: 
customer relations management 
loyalty building 
optimising relationships 
. M k, tplaces Categorised under MIS Success Measures Table 2: Benefits ofElectromc ar e 
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DISCUSSION 
fi • t h category indicates that there is scope for a wide variety of . f ·t d arketplace bene ts mo eac . . . The mappmg o ct e e-m. . 1 . I selecting the measurement tools 1t ts necessary to consider 
measurements to be used _m ongomg ev~=~~~s~on~ext of the organisation requiring the evaluation (Walsham, 
the reason for the e~aluatt~n and then; d need to be considered against each other. For example system 
1993). The categones are mter-relate an of an Information System as hardware and software 
quality has perhaps become a Jes~ _ac~urat~ mea:elo ies like the Internet become very widespread. It is, 
reliability has improve~ and :amtha;ty wi!;r us~d :uccess measure user satisfaction (Bailey & Pearson, 1983; 
however, closely relate tot he. mho_s clommd ribed as a surrogate method for 'the unmeasurable result of changes 
D Lone & McLean 1992) w 1c ts a so esc k . b h h 
. e . . ' • , (I t 1 1983) The user satisfaction approach ta es mto account ot t e 
m orgamsat1onal effectiveness ves e a ., . . . h' h . h f k I 
• • · h th t d wt'th the information received from 1t, w 1c m t e case o e-mar etp aces users' satisfaction wit e sys em an 
includes decision making satisfaction. 
Information is the most frequently cited benefit of many e-marketplaces an~ the quali~ of the ~nformati~n is of 
t · rtan The ci·ted benefits under this category were concerned with the delivery of timely, reliable, up grea impo ce. • h · b f · fi · 
to date information that was accurate and complete. If e-marketplaces can live u? to t ~ir oast~ o m 01_mat1on 
quality, and guarantee freedom from bias, then there are two areas ofb~ne_fits: Fmtly, mformat10~ relatmg to 
operational considerations such as extension of_markets ~nd ~upply cham issues .. Secondly, at semo: 
management levels where the strategic and tactical contnbut1ons have the potential to be very supenor and to 
bring extensive benefits to participants. 
Information use, as opposed to quality, is a difficult category to assess without specific empirical research as it 
measures the amount ofuse a system has as an indicator of its success within a company. The nature of the use 
of thee-marketplace will depend on the facilities on offer and whether the user is conducting transactions 
(thereby obtaining the best price for the product or service in question) or finding information for other purposes. 
Business reports suggest that the uses of information from e-marketplaces will be far-reaching which indicates 
that the motivation for frequent use will be strong. 
Several of the benefits described in the business press could be mapped against success measures found in the 
individual impact category. These benefits relate to the range of information and levels of collaboration that the 
e-marketplaces can offer through their value-add facilities rather than supply chain transactions. If these benefits 
can be realised the potential for supporting decision making and strategic planning at upper management and 
executive level is enormous. This is a facet of electronic marketplaces that promises much but is yet to prove 
deliverable. 
The list of benefits indicates that the full impact of electronic marketplaces will fall within organisational 
benefits. Again, if they are realisable then the implications for a shift in emphasis from a supply chain tool to a 
?1a~ag~ment tool are :onsiderable. Previous studies have used some measures of organisational impact as an 
mdicat~o~ ofIS effectiveness (Ein-Dor, Segev, & Steinfeld, 1981; Jurison, 1996) but it is interesting to note that 
the anticipated benefits of e-marketplaces meet all the measures listed by DeLone and McLean. These benefits 
m~st be repeatedly measured and evaluated against the needs of an organisation both to ensure that the benefits 
exis~ and ~at the organisation_ i_s reali~ing them (Ward, Taylor, & Bond, 1996). This is an area that is of 
parti_cular importance to practitioners man era ofrapid change and intense competition where speed in decision 
makmg and strategic planning is required to meet the challenges. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR IS BENEFITS EVALUATION 
Although the benefits of e-marketplaces may appear to map quite neatly onto the D 1 d M L h . · h h" hl" h d e one an c ean framework, t is exercise as ig ig te a number of implications for IS benefits evaluation research: 
user Satisfaction 
The frameworks constructed in th_e early to mid 1990s provide an internal focus on the benefits oflS. User 
satisfaction ha~ frequently been cited as a key benefit for most systems as discussed above. However, the users 
in studies of this nature ':"en~ mostly e~~loyees of the organisation, whereas today customers are often the 'real' 
users ofW~b ba~ed a~phcattons. Thetr mvolvement and participation in design and development and their 
general sattsfactt~n wit~ the completed systems are frequently overlooked. In relation to e-marketplaces 
however, ~ser satisfaction coul~ be_ expected to be relatively low in importance. The adoption of e-marketplaces 
is a strategic move _f~r an orgamsatton and one that g?~s beyond the satisfaction of users. £-marketplaces are a 
business model facilitated by technology and the decis10n to adopt e-marketplace trading would be dictated by 
major organisational issues. 
Organisational Benefits 
Organisational benefits have more recently been cited as the driving force behind Information Systems with 
strategic underpinnings. Few studies have investigated the use oflnformation Systems as strategic drivers, and 
their role in creating options for the future and new market alliances. So why are organisations participating in 
e-marketplaces? Some may rationalise decisions in terms of convenience, cost savings etc., but for many large 
organisations it may well be that they simply cannot afford to be left out. In other words, e-marketplaces are 
rapidly becoming the entry level business model for procurement. In the mining industry for example, all the 
major players including Alcoa, BHP, and WMC are simultaneously partners and competitors in a major mining 
industry e-marketplace, Quadrem (http://www.quadrem.com). It is difficult for one company to opt out when it 
would potentially be disastrous not to be associated with such leading edge developments in the industry. 
Companies must balance the need for participation at any cost against the costs involved. We argue that IS 
benefits evaluation has looked for rational benefits which are often the easiest to see when in reality fear and 
creating new market alliances maybe behind companies participation in e-marketplaces. For these reasons 
research into the organisational benefits ofIS needs to be revisited. 
Static View 
Reasons for adopting technologies and their perceived benefits change through time. Most IS benefits evaluation 
research takes a rather static view of benefits. When business models are rapidly evolving, e-marketplaces being 
a good example, the benefits also change rapidly. 
Process of Evaluation 
It is clear that the process of evaluation can influence the outcomes in term~ of the _benefits obtained. If an 
organisation can see immediate savings through using e-marketplaces then ~t ma~ ignore the need to analyse the 
costs associated with the model (including such time-intensive tasks as puttmg bids together). 
We suggest that IS benefits can only be examined by considering three aspects: 
IS benefits evaluation (including organisational strategic benefits) 
Longitudinal evaluation 
The process of evaluation 
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Figure 2: Evaluating the Benefits of E-marketplaces 
l · th · · · d try · these three facets of Our current research projects are investigating e-marketp aces m e mmmg m us usmg 
evaluation as a basic model. 
CONCLUSION 
Electronic marketplaces are one of the new technologies that are driving changes not only in operational 
processes, but also in decision making and strategic planning methods. Despite the relative immaturity of the_ 
marketplaces they are offering a wide range of benefits in many areas of commerce. The identified benefits he 
mainly in the categories of individual and organisational impact; categories of IS success measures which have 
been recognised as important areas requiring more rigorous evaluation through empirical studies. 
p 
However, while the argument has been made that e-marketplaces could be evaluated using tools developed for IS 
evaluation, the results indicate that such evaluations are inadequate. The potential uses of the information 
facilities that are being, and will be, offered by electronic marketplaces go beyond the measures available in 
benefit evaluation tools examined in this article. Effective evaluation must build on these tools to include 
assessment of strategic benefits which may affect not only organisational, but also industry, structures. 
Additionally, the process of evaluation is becoming an important element in the study of benefits evaluation as 
many reasons for participating in new technologies appear to be based on unarticulated intangibles, which need 
to be identified. Lastly, given the immaturity and the speed of development of electronic marketplaces, 
empirical studies in this area should take a longitudinal approach to the task of evaluation to enable a more 
accurate view of the benefits to be gained from this dynamic environment. 
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Developing an ~-c~mmerce Best Practice Model for Victorian 
Winenes: An Agenda for Research 
ABSTRACT 
Cannine Sellitto 
Vict~ria University of Technology, 
Email: carmine.sellitto@vu.edu.au 
This paper describes a framework for researching the adoiption oife commerc b rr.- t • • • "''he 
- , , e y r 1c orian wineries. 1, 
proposed framework constitutes the initial stage of ongoing research into wineries and how the Internet can be 
used to deliver advantages in this internationally recognised export sector. The research incorporates aspects of 
Roger's diffusion of innovation model, recommends the use of OECD e-commerce performance indicators as a 
means of assessing wineries for e-commerce readiness, intensity and impact. Expected outcomes are the 
identification of how wineries are successfully using e-commerce and the synthesis of a best practice model 
based on the analysis of case studies and surveys. 
Keywords: Electronic commerce, Victorian wine cluster, OECD e-commerce indicators, Internet diffusion, 
adopters and non-adopters. 
INTRODUCTION 
Internet-based transactions are growing rapidly worldwide, although at varying rates in different countries 
(OECD 2000b ). During the 1980's and early 1990's, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) was widely accepted as 
the electronic business technology of choice that was used by organisations for information exchange. The draw 
back was that EDI was proprietary and expensive, hence generally only available to large businesses. The advent 
of the Internet has removed these impediments and the adoption of e-commerce by small businesses has occurred 
in the last five years. Electronic commerce is a new business paradigm increasingly used by organisations 
around the world to capitalise on the potential of new technologies such as the Internet and the World Wide 
Web. Consequently, e-commerce can create considerable opportunities allowing firms to expand their customer 
base, rationalise their business and enter new markets (OECD 2000b; Porter 2001). 
Various definitions of e-commerce have been suggested. E-commerce has been defined as: 
'the buying and selling of goods on the Internet' (ATO 1997: p12). 
'the use of computers and electronic networks to conduct business over the Internet or other electronic network' 
(PriceWaterHouseCoopers 1999: p4). 
'encompassing all commercial transaction activities' (Groves and da Rin 1999: p2). 
'the buying and selling, marketing and servicing, and delivery and payment ofprod~cts, services and in~ormation 
over the Internet, intranets, extranets and other networks between an enterprise and its customers, suppliers and 
other business partners' (O'Brien 1999: p344) 
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. ti Development (OECD) argues that to be able to detennine how 
The Organisation for Economt_c and Co-ope~ ve 't use an effective and uniform definition of e-commerce is 
e-commerce is used and what impa~ts oc~~ om~: wo~king groups has linked the definition of on-line e-
necessary. The OECD, in consul~tlon wd1t mem e tly broadly defines Internet e-commerce as: 
commerce to the Internet transact10n, an consequen 
h f 'nformation whether between businesses, households, 
'.th~ s~le or purchase of goodsd 'tthhe ex\;:~: 
0
pri~ate organi~ations, conducted over the Internet' (OECD 2000c: 
md1v1duals, government, an o er pu 1 
p2). 
f h. d th OECD definition will be used as a simple definition oflnternet based e-For the purpose o t 1s sru y, e 
commerce (IEC). 
AUSTRALIAN AND VICTORIAN WINE: A BACKGROUND 
The Australian wine industry has undergone a renaissance over the last ~enty ye~rs. Aus~a_lian winegrowers 
and the wine industry can be regarded as having global best practice in wme makmg and v1t1culrure (Anderson 
2000; Hardie 2000). 
The last five years has been extremely successful for the industry with wine exports contributing some $1.6 
billion to the national economy to the end of August, 2000. In 1995, a comprehensive analysis of the entire wine 
industry was undertaken and coordinated by the Australian Wine Foundation, leading to the development of the 
industry's 30-year plan- Strategy 2025. Strategy 2025 provided a broad national blueprint for progress toward 
the target of $4.5 billion in annual sales by 2025 by being the world's most influential and profitable supplier of 
branded wines, pioneering wine as a universal first choice lifestyle beverage (Hoj and Hayes 1998; Hardie 2000; 
Marsh and Shaw 2000). 
Since 1998 the grape crush has increased some twelve fold, whilst in the same period the number of wineries has 
increased by 350--many of these new wineries being small in size. The industry strucrure is such that the top 
three wine groups (Southcorp, BRL Hardy & Beringer Blass) account for some 75% of the wine export value 
(the top 10 have 85% of the value). Consequently, small wineries, which have an annual grape crush of less than 
I 000 tonnes, comprise a substantial proportion of all winemaking businesses in this country. When compared to 
other states_ of ~ustra!ia, ~ greater proportion of Victorian wineries are classified as being small to boutique 
(n=33~) V1~tonan w1~enes can thus be classified as small to medium (SME) size rural businesses, which 
~ollectlvel_Y 1~teract with a cluster of specific industry suppliers (n=708), wine organisations (n= 167) and 
mdustry distributors (n=l54) (ANZWD 2000; VWTC 2000). The interaction of Victorian wineries with the 
general wine industry is depicted in figure one. 
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Figure 1: Victorian wine industry participants, adopted from the Californian Wine Cluster 
(Porter, 1998, the ANZWD, 2000 and Marsh & Shaw, 2000) 
SMALL TO MEDIUM SIZE BUSINESSES AND THE INTERNET 
A number of Australian studies have been conducted examining the use of information technology and the 
Internet in Small to Medium Enterprise (SME) (Poon and Swatman 1997; Burgess 2000; NOIE 2000). The most 
prominent of these has been a regular study of the use ofIT in small businesses conducted by Pacific Access for 
Yellow Pages Australia with Telstra (Pacific Access 2000). More recently the National Office for Information 
Economy has released a report-card on the use of the web and e-commerce by business (NOIE 2000). These 
studies provide valuable statistics in relation to computer usage and electronic commerce in relation to an 
organisation's size, which is broken down into general industry areas. They do not attempt, however, to examine 
the underlying reasons as to how, why and when small businesses use these technologies, for example, their 
strategic motivations for using e-commerce. No studies focus or detail specific industries to identify the leading 
users (innovators, early adopters) of the Internet within that industry. Many studies take a snap shot at a 
particular instance in time and report findings ( eg Pacific Access study). Little, if any literature exists on specific 
Australian rural firms detailing and describing the adoption and use of the Internet or e-commerce. A general 
study on farm use of the Internet (n=27 participants) has been undertaken by Groves and da Rin (2000). Some 
case studies (n=22) that relate to rural e-commerce in Australia have been described by Papandrea and Wade 
(2000), and e-commerce use by the beef industry (n=22 businesses) has been reported by Gregor and Jones 
(1999). Internet marketing (n=60 participants) in South Australian vineyards has been investigated by Goodman 
(1999), however, little effort has been undertaken to explain, document and map specific groups (adopters 
through to laggards) or explain some of the supply chain effects (if any) within the wine industry. 
Numerous studies, after generalised investigations into the use of e-commerce by business, conclude by c_alling 
for industry specific research to expand the understanding and literature base on e-commerce use by specific 
industry sectors (Parao and Campbell 1998; PriceWaterHouseCoopers, 1999; NOIE 2000; OECD 2000a; OECD 
2000b). 
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RA TIO NALE FOR THE RESEARCH 
E-commerce adoption and the wine industry 
• d 30 bl · t (Strategy 2025) does not mention issues associated with interactive The Wme In ustry -year uepnn . . 
hn 1 • h mmerce or Internet use/adoption. This may have been an oversight at the time (1995) tee o ogies sue as e-co . ti h d · f 
when the use of the Internet was still in its embryomc stage. The pressures or t ea opt10n o e-com~erce by 
agribusiness will increase worldwide (Gregor and Jones 1999; Badger 2000; Rowle~ 2000), and the wme 
· d try will not be isolated from this trend. Industry leaders such as Southcorp, Miranda and Tyrrells have 
~~;!ed, or are anticipating, the move to electro~ic business by uti_lising the Internet as the cen~al technology 
with new supply chain management and enterpnse resource planmng systems. These large busmesses have 
concluded that earnings growth in the future will not only be tied to the revenue _from ~he ?heno_menal ~xport 
growth to date, but to efficiency and cost management strategies- these strategies bemg mextncably tied to the 
electronic streamlining of supply chains and customising business processes (Braue 2001 ). 
Some wine industry literature on e-commerce and the use of the Internet exists (Goldman and Armstong 1999; 
Goodman 2000; Horlin-Smith 2000), however, there are no specifics on issues associated with direct selling to 
consumers (B2C), dealings that wineries have with government, especially for document exchange, or the way 
that wineries may purchase on-line from their suppliers (B2B). At this point in time, the industry appears to have 
been slow to adopt e-commerce for competitive advantage, when compared to other Australian sectors (Major 
2000). Adoption of the Internet will benefit areas such as grape-growing, winemaking, administration and 
marketing, warehousing and distribution (Horlin-Smith 2000). E-commerce has the potential to streamline 
information flows and transactions between constituent entities within the supply chain, resulting in cost savings 
and shorter delivery times. For the very small wineries a direct interaction with customers may allow for the by-
passing of certain elements in the supply chain ( eg wine distributors, agents and retailers), potentially leading to 
cost reductions and increased market penetration. 
Consequently, in a global economy, within an industry that will undoubtedly encounter fierce competition from 
the tr~ditional wine pro~ucing co1;1Iltries (Italy, France and Spain), the need for successful adoption of best 
rractice commerce, be 1t electromc or otherwise becomes a strategic necessity. Within the Victorian wine 
mdustry, where the majority of firms are small, best practice in e-commerce can overcome some of the numerous 
disadva~tage~ ot:being s~all and remote. This will enhance the financial health of the winery business, the 
Australian wme mdustry m general and the Victorian State economy. 
RESEARCH INVESTIGATION, OUTCOMES AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The resea~ch will examine the use of e-commerce within Victorian small wineries in order to identify the 
~~:e!s (mnovators and early adopters) and non-adopters (laggards or resistors) on the basis of Roger's 
. ~ sion Theory paradigm. Barriers to the use of e-commerce will be determined to identify the areas that the 
m ustryri:;eeds to address so as t~ facilitate_an increased rate of uptake of this process. The benefits from the 
s~ce~s use fof e-commerce ~ 11! also ?e identified and from this a model will be developed for the most 
e ect1ve use o e-commerce w1thm the mdustry. 
The suggested outcomes of the study include: 
The identifi_cati?n of the a_dopters a_nd non-adopters of e-commerce within the indu 
The determmat10n ofpertment busmess attitudes and . stry. 
questions to be addressed: actions (management strategy) of the adopters. Specific 
To what degree of complexity have these businesses ad . . 
web promotion to full e-commerce transacti If: T _opte~ e-commerce (this may range from simple e-matl & 
ona act thes with consumers and suppliers)? 
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What problems were enco~ntered in e~tablishing an e-commerce strategy? 
What resourc_es ~ere requtre~ an~ whi~h we~e most important in establishing e-commerce? 
Can specific indicators for wmenes be identified for measuring success of an e-commerce venture? 
The determination of barriers to adoption. Analysis of business attitudes and actions ofnon-adopters will 
provide a pro?le of areas that need to be addressed to ov~rcome resistance to e-commerce use. 
The formulation of a robust model that ~eflects best practice in the use of e-commerce within wineries. The 
model will be developed from the c_ol~abo~ of ~ta and case study information detailing measures for successful 
and effective use of e-commerce withm V1ctonan small wineries. 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Diffusion Theory 
Within the realms of innovation research the dominant paradigm is that of innovation diffusion. Innovation 
diffusion has had considerable success in describing how innovations move, or diffuse, through large populations 
either to be adopted or to be rejected. Roger's diffusion of innovation model is a well documented and 
consistently researched framework applied across many disciplines. Innovation diffusion is based on the notion 
that adoption of an innovation involves the spontaneous or planned spread of new ideas. Rogers defines an 
innovation as: 
" .... an idea, a practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or another unit" (Rogers 1995:pll). 
Toe successful diffusion of an innovation follows the S-shaped rate of adoption, a curve that fits a normal 
distribution. The cumulative S-shaped rate of adoption curve is depicted in figure 2 showing the relationship 
between the adopters and late-adopters over a period of time. The four main elements of diffusion as proposed 
by Rogers, and which have been identified in all diffusion research studies, are the innovation itself, the 
communication channels for disseminating information on the innovation, a time period and the social system 
that adopts the innovation. Hence, diffusion is a process by which an innovation is communicated through 
certain channels over time amongst the members of a social group. The social group for the purpose of this 
study will be the members or individuals who operate Victorian wineries and the innovation will be deemed to 
be Internet based e-commerce. 
Number 
Adopting 
Take off 
Late Adopters 
Early Adopters 
Time 
Figure 2: The innovation diffusion process over time 
(Adopted form Rogers, 1995:11). 
· · d h · easonably flat. However, as more 
Imtially, the innovation is used b_y the e~rly adopters ~~ t e c;i;ve~: :he late adopters start to use the innovation, 
member~ of the group adopt the mnovat!on_ the_ curve _takes o_ . has diffused through the population. 
a saturation point is eventually reached md1catmg the innovation 
1 d"stribution Rogers breaks the normal distribution 
As mentioned the S-shaped diffusion curve follows a norma 1 . 1 · p of the community that adopts . . h · esenting a part1cu ar grou 
curve mto five sect10ns (figure 3)- eac section repr b h . d soci·a1 conditioning Briefly, Roger's 
th • . . 1. h t ·sties e av10urs an · e mnovat10n each group havmg pecu iar c arac en , . . 
' . fi t ries ofpart1c1pants: proposed adoption/diffusion continuum recogmses ive ca ego 
. . nstitute the first 2.5% of individuals in a system 
The mnovators who tend to be first users of a new idea and co 
a:-:--------------:=-=-:-:-----------------P~a8!giee~1~3i22~ 
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. h' · t d and interested in the innovation for solving business 
The early adopters who may ~e. techmcally sop isttca e 
problems and gaining competitive a~vantar titut the first part of the mainstream when it comes to the 
The early majority who are pragmatists an cons e 
adoption of the innovation bl 'th t hnology and are the sceptical second half of the mainstream 
The late majority who are less comforta e w1 ec . . 
The laggards or 'resistors' who may never adopt the innovation 
Number 
adopting 
Early adopters 
\ 
13.5% 
Early Late 
majority majority 
34% 34% 
Laggards 
I 
16% 
Time 
Figure 3: Categories of Adopters 
(Adopted form Rogers, 1995:262) 
Because the Internet is new to many businesses, wineries being no exception, it is unlikely that sufficient 
adoption of the Internet will have occurred to be able to use this five category classification. Rogers ( 1995) 
alludes to this difficulty of classification, pointing out that it occurs when an innovation hasn't achieved 100 
percent use. He suggests that this problem can be overcome by combining the innovation groups, to form a 
composite class. Consequently, the proposed study will use two categories to classify the members of the study 
system- those that are using the Intemet/e-commerce (adopters) and those not using this new innovation (non-
adopters). 
MEASURING E-COMMERCE 
The measurement of e-commerce has been problematical with different countries having their own methods and 
metrics. The OECD has proposed an e-commerce measurement framework with definitions and indicators by 
which it hopes will address the inconsistencies that currently prevail. The framework has the support of member 
countries, interested parties and researchers, and identifies three stages of the e-commerce life-cycle- stages 
that can be related to cumulative S-shaped adoption-diffusion curve (figure 4). Each stage has a group of 
indicators that will reflect most appropriately the success or otherwise of e-commerce use, thus enabling 
comparisons across countries, sectors or industries. As the use of e-commerce matures, interest will not be so 
m~~h ~n e-commerce growth, but how it contributes in adding value and creating wealth for the businesses that 
utilise 1t. Hence, the measure of e-commerce requires 'qualitative' measures as one traverses the life cycle 
(Simpson 1999; Colecchia 2000). 
> 
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The three stages of the e-commerce m_aturity are related to readiness of adoption, intensity of use of e-commerce 
and the impacts of e-commerce. A bnef summary of the three stages follows: 
E-commerce readiness: This _constitutes the initial stages of adoption. There should be an attempt to identify the 
enabling factors and the bam_ers to _e-c~mmerce adoption. Readiness measures have received the greatest 
attention so far. !w0 . categones of mdi~ators have been developed: the first relates to the availability of the 
telecommunications mfrastrncture, whilst the second addresses the skills and training issues associated with e-
commerce. 
E-commerce intensity: -!"s th: rate of adoption of e-commerce accelerates, the focus of investigations shifts to the 
degree and frequency (mtensity) of e-commerce use to enable policy makers to address imbalances. These issues 
investigated relate to th~ s~te o~ e-c~mmerce us~ge, vol~~e, value and nature of the transactions. Intensity 
easures are important m identification of who is explmtmg e-commerce possibilities and who is not, and to 
:entify leading users (pro-active businesses). 
E-commerce impact: As adoption becomes wide spread, the focus of investigations addresses how e-commerce 
has impacted on the social group and cluster participants. Measuring the impact of e-commerce on the economy 
and society becomes important. Investigations address the characteristics associated with 'value added' and 
'multiplier' effects of e-commerce- have there been effects beyond substitution, with the creation of new wealth 
or knowledge (value added). Key measu~es need to evaluate ~hether and to what extent e-co~erce ma~es 
some kind of difference in terms of efficiency and/or the creation of new sources of wealth. Figure 4 depicts the 
adoption-diffusion S-curve and the e-commerce maturity stages. 
Figure 4: S-curve rate ofinnovation adoption with the levels of e-commerce activity 
Stllgesof e--
ronnute 
matmity/mumcr 
of adopters 
F.arlyM,pt,rs. 
lmnature e-ammn:e 
depicting the three e-commerce life-cycle stages 
(Adopted from Colecchia 1999:4) 
Each stage of maturity will require different indicators to measure readiness, intensity and impacts of e-
commerce. 
fr k a set of core performance indicators have 
As part of the OECD efforts in developing a measurement amew~r ' freadiness intensity and impact. These 
been identified that address the measurement of the e-commerce s ge~ 0 tud The OECD indicators have been 
core performance indicators will be used as a ~eference ~or t~e resea~c ~ ~unity and the various e-
developed in conjunction with member countnes'. the wi~eOr ~~~rr;,~~~n~ p~~sonal communication with Colecchia, 
commerce stakeholders (Simpson 1999; Colecchta 2000, c, 
April 2001). 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 
There are three areas of data collection that can be identified in undertaking the proposed study. 
Identification of adopters and non-adopters of the Internet 
Examination of wine industry records going back to the early l 980's constitutes the main source of time series 
and historical data. Winery records have been complied by the industry from statistics and data supplied by the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics, the Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation, and the wineries themselves. The 
records contain data on all relevant aspects of wineries ranging from their geographical location, export activities 
and a comprehensive listing of contact information- they are referred to as the 'bible' by industry participants. 
Since 1995, the business contact information for wineries commenced with the inclusion of email addresses and 
web site URL, which ostensibly identifies the wineries that are using the tools that enable them to undertake e-
commerce (adopters of e-commerce tools). The directories also identify the wineries that have no on-line 
presence, and it can be assumed that they are not using the Internet for business purposes (non-adopters of e-
commerce tools). 
Identification of barriers to the use of the Internet 
Survey questionnaires will be used to gather data from the non-adopters on the specific issues relating to barriers 
they have encountered in their attempts to use the Internet for business purposes (Why aren't you on-line yet?). 
Case studies and data collection to identify best practice for the use of the lnternet/e-
commerce 
A survey questionnaire "."7ill be used t? collect data and information from the wineries that use the Internet 
(adopters) as part ofthei~ no~al busi~ess practice. Information on business attitudes and actions, and the level 
of e~co~erce_com~lexity, wlll be gamed at this data gathering stage. Wineries that wish to participate in case 
studi~s will be identi~ed .. The ~oll~cted case studies will be analysed and used to formulate an e-commerce best 
practice model for V1ctonan wmenes. The proposed methodology is depicted in figure 5. 
Methodology Roadmap 
Wine Industry Data 
& ABS Data 
Analysis 
Outcomes 
Identification of adopters 
and non-adopters of e-
commerce tools (email & 
WWW) Incidental 
associations with wine 
tourism, geographical 
regions and business 
size or age. 
Interviews, Survey & Questionnaire Mail Out 
:eadiness, Intensity and Impact Indicators of e-commerce 
ased on OECD methodology and framework 
Outcome 
Identification of 
barriers in the 
use of the 
Internet and e-
commerce. 
Adopters 
~ ~ 
Outcome Outcome Identification of A set of case levels of 
readiness, studies on the 
intensity and use of the 
impacts in use of Internet and 
the Internet and e-commerce 
e-commerce. 
Model for 
Best 
e-
commerce 
Practice in 
Victorian 
Wineries 
(The use of 
e-commerce 
and the 
Internet 
in Victorian 
wineries) 
Figure 5: Research methodology roadmap indicatin l ti . 
outcomes of adopter and non-adopter data coll l re a onships between data and information sources, 
ec mn and strategy for best practice development (model 
CONCLUSION synthesis). 
This proposal establishes a basic framework and d' . . 
and · · • irection for d1scov · d . 
e-comm~rce m V1ctonan wineries. The research outco . enng an explonng the use of the Internet 
knowledge literature, but also to the understanding a d ~es will not only add to the general e-commerce 
The research design is such, that there are four meas:ra~~=~~ce of e-co~erce in an important export sector. 
tcomes at different stages of the project. Each 
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outcome consti~te~ a form o~knowledge discovery-which can be immediately published if desired. 
Immediate pubhcatlon effectively allows the research to be evaluated b 1. . . • • f h . . Y peers, so as to so icit review, comments, 
appro~al and cntlqu~s O t e n~w contributions. The ~ynthesis of a best-practice model will form a template for 
winenes to use, to either estabhsh and/or enhance therr e-commerce business processes and practices. 
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db ,r,t sociated with an E-business application. As £-business Businesses need to measure the costs an ene11 s as 
. . 
1
. d" ectly to two critical business constituencies: customer and employee, customer 
app/icatwns are connec mg 1r . . 
. . th anip/ication success. This paper described a research pro;ect 
satisfaction has become a crzterwn to measure e r. 
that identifies cost and benefit factors of E-business applications and explores the correlation between customer 
satisfaction and relevant cost/ benefit factors. The research is based on two respective surveys: customer 
oriented and business oriented. 
Keywords: Electronic businesses, Electronic commerce, Assessment, Customer satisfaction 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the last few years the Internet has evolved from being a scientific network only, to a platform that is 
enabling a new generation ofbusinesses -- electronic businesses (E-businesses). E-business provides the . 
convenience, availability and world-wide reach of Internet to enhance existing businesses or create ~ew virtual 
businesses (Amor 1999). The E-banking, E-auctioning and E-directories are all the successful E-busmesses. The 
question is no longer why or whether a business should develop their E-business or when, but rather how to do 
so most effectively (Cho 1999). Making E-business applications assessment can help answer this urgent 
question. 
Before adopting an E-business application, organizations need to assess its real business values and benefits, and 
to compare its costs with those of the associated investment. The intangible and multi-criteria nature of most E-
business costs and benefits makes it difficult to assess an actual business case. There have been numerous 
attempts documented in the literature that assessed online application development and involved identifying 
benefits for E-business applications (see, Ng et al. 1998, Chol 999, Giaglis et al. 1999, Trepper 2000). Some 
guidelines for broad categories regarding costs/benefits ofE-business applications were given (Buchanan and 
Lukaszewski 1997). These include cost reduction, revenue growth, improved customer satisfaction and quality 
improvements. However, above research didn't come up with a straightforward model to quantify the 
cost/benefits of an E-business investment. The majority of above research focused on evaluation of the 
advantages and strengths ofE-business with a number of measurement criteria from the business viewpoint. 
As E-business applications are connecting directly to customers, customer satisfaction becomes one of the most 
~mportant measures to E-business success._ An increased awareness of the importance of customer satisfaction 
issues has prompted the research commumty to explore customer satisfaction measurement (Kumiawan 2000). 
Some meas~eme~t approaches and relevant results have been reported (Cho 1999). Generally three types of 
customer sat1sfact1on measurement were used: the relative importance of attributes dimension of customer 
satisfaction and added customer value. ' 
¢ 
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'Attribute importance' means every service attribute contributes diver . . 
t mer 'Dimension of customer satisfaction' m . . sely to the overall sat1sfact10n of the cus o · eans every d1mens10n of f f: ti' · • 
h Can be compared to evaluate the strengths and kn sa ts ac on gets its own score, which t en wea esses of the appl' f 'Add d , · 
rated through dividing the business' overall t . tea tons. e customer value 1s 
~ene rt . market (Amor 1999) cus omer satisfaction by the scores of all businesses competing 
ma~ run . 
However, v~ry little ~esea~ch exists today for_assessing E-business applications from both the business and its 
customer pomts ofv1ew simultaneously. Particularly there is a lack in th tud f 1 . b · d 1 t/b fi c. . ' e s Y o corre at10n etween customer 
satisfaction an re evant cos ene 1t 1actors. Tots research uses the cost d b fi 
• f · d . . an ene 1t as two measurements from 
company pomt o view, an customer satisfaction as a measurement fro th t • f • 
. . Th. . . m e cus omer pomt o view to assess E-
business_ appl~catrnns. ts research identifies main cost/benefit factors and presents a set of results describing 
the relat10nships be~een cost/benefit factors an~ customer satisfaction. The results are based on two respective 
surveys conducted m New Zealand: customer onented and business (E-business s 1· ) • t d Th 
E b · 1. • . upp 1er onen e . e surveys focused on the - usmess app 1cations m small and medium businesses. 
Foll~wing the ~esearch (L~ et al. 2001, Lu ~001)'. this ~aper describes the research method of this project in 
Sect10n 2. Sectt~n 3 exam~ne~ customer satisfaction with E-business applications. Section 4 identifies main cost 
factors ofE-bus1~ess a?phca~10ns and _explores the relationships between these cost factors and customer 
satisfaction. ~ectl~n 5 t~ve~tigates mam be~efit factors and the relationships between these benefit factors and 
customer sattsfact10n. Fmdmgs and conclusions are presented in Section 6. 
RESEARCH METHODS AND DESIGN 
At the highest level an E-business application success means it achieves at least one of the two objectives: to 
reduce operating costs (bottom line) - by reaching existing business partners, customers, and channels more 
effectively and efficiently; and to increase revenues (top line) - by reaching new customers and new channels 
with new products and services (Cho 1999). In order to assess £-business success from both business and 
customer sides this project produced two respective surveys: customer oriented and business (E-business 
supplier) oriented. 
The first survey intended finding which companies had developed E-business applications, and potential 
customers' assessment for the sample of companies. It was an exploratory desk survey that gathered data about 
the customer satisfaction with £-business applications. Customers were asked to search business Web sites and 
fill in a survey. A total of 156 company Web sites were searched and assessed by a customer group from June 20 
to September 20, 2000. The 156 companies were randomly selected from 149,974 organizations registered in the 
UBD E-directory at http://www.ubd.co.nz conditional on reaching an appropriate level ofE-business 
development. The sample of companies consists of several industry sectors: Accommodation, Community 
services, Computing & technology, Education, Finance, Real estate, Retail, Transport & Storage, and Travel. 
The second survey made use of a questionnaire in order to gather data about costs and benefits ofE-business 
applications. A pre-test survey enabled the initial questionnaire to be refined. The final questionnaire was pos~ed 
to the 156 sample companies mentioned above in October 2000. The respondents were asked to answer questions 
on a seven-point Likert discrete scale, or given a statement that they were free ~o c~~ose 'yes' ~r 'no'. Ou~ o~the 
44 items in the questionnaire, 17 were related to the costs of setting up and_ mam~mmg E-bus1~ess ap?hcations 
and 21 were related to business benefits. A total of 56 responses were obtamed Wlth the analysis of this paper 
based on 45 completed questionnaires. In order to obtain related perceptions and detail not m~ntioned in the 
questionnaire, interviews were conducted with 5 selected businesses from the sample compames. 
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MEASURING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION WITHE-BUSINESS APPLICATIONS 
Customer satisfaction is commonly acknowledged as the most useful ~easuremen~ ofE-business application 
success. Customer satisfaction is not easily measurable and hard to venfy or quantify. The study measur~~ the 
customer satisfaction for £-business applications using the first type of Amor (l 99~) measurement by utthzing a 
five-point Likert scale (Ng, Pan & Wilson 1998). A su~mary o~ the_ survey results 1s p_resented_ on the b?ttom 
line of Table 1. Of 45 companies, about 13% ofE-busmess apphcattons were marked very satisfactory , 40% 
marked 'satisfactory', and 29% 'just satisfactory'. 
Businesses turn to £-business for different reasons and had different measures for their applications success. 
About 73% of sample businesses indicated 'customer satisfaction' was one of the main measuring criteria for 
applications success, 44% took 'number of new customers' as a main measure, 36% used 'business partner 
satisfaction', and 29% indicated 'cost of promoting products' (Lu 2001). This result shows that many £-business 
applications were focusing on customer services, and prioritised customer satisfaction. 
Although most businesses marked 'customer satisfaction' as one of main measures to £-business application 
success, do these companies have identical views with their customers on the assessment of a successful 
application? The question 'what do you think of the £-business applications in your organization' was included 
in the questionnaire with a three-point scale, in order to discover the difference between £-business suppliers' 
and their customers' assessment. There were 27% of businesses that were very satisfied with their applications, 
56% with satisfactory, and 17% not satisfied (column 3, Table 1). In supplier' 'very satisfactory' category, 12 
(27%) companies were very satisfied with their £-business application, but only 25% of customers were very 
satisfied, and 33% were satisfied. However, a regression analysis between the extent of customer satisfaction and 
supplier_satisfaction was also produced. The result proved that EC suppliers and their customers, basically, have 
an identical assessment for EC applications. 
Table 1: Customer satisfaction and supplier satisfaction 
Customer satisfaction 
Supplier No (%) 
Very Satisfactory Just Less Not 
satisfaction satisfactorv satisfactory satisfaction satisfactorv 
No % No. % No. % No % No % 
Very ~ 12 3 25 4 satisfaction 33 4 33 1 8 1 8 
Satisfaction 25 ¼P:i? 3 12 9 36 1/";?"j'/;:, 7 28 1 4 4 16 
Not ~~ 
satisfaction 8 ~v,~. 0 0 5 62 2 25 0 0 1 13 
Total 45 r<1 ~- 6 13 18 40 13 29 2 4 6 13 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AND COSTS FACTORS OF E-BUSINESS APPLICATIONS 
There a~e a number of item related costs that can be considered Th . . . 
compames to indicate their costs assessment w'th h f h · e cost section of the questionnaire asked 
L_ikert scale (the cost items and assessment res~lts e;: 1:t:d ~ cost statem~~ts (cost factors) on a seven-point 
high. Together these 17 cost items have a strong . t 1 •~ Table 2), 1 means very low cost and '7' very 
m ema consistency. 
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Of the sample companies, 9% did think that 'the cost f . 
their businesses, 16% did think higher ('6') 23¾ m 0k sde~5
1?g up E-businesses' (factor 1) was very high ('7 ') • 
· 3 4 T bl ' 0 ar e The me 1 m the variance is .7 . a e 2 shows that 'the expenses f ·. . _an va ue of the item assessment is 3 68 and 
1 h h 
. o momtonng site ' 'l 1 . . 
are held ower t an ot e~ cos~ items, by contrast, 'rapid technolo c us~, ega issues', and 'shipping costs' 
highest cost factor. The Item lack of skilled personnel' (fac gy hanges _(factor 11) are considered as a 
tor 17) has the highest variance of all. 
Table 2: Assessment and th . 
e weights for E-business application cost factors 
Percentage of • 
Cost factors 
compames on the cost factors (%) 
Weight No 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N A Mean Variance Mean 
1 Expense of setting up E-business 9 1 2 1 1 6 3 8 1 7 9 7 3.68 3.74 5.12 
2 Expense of maintaining E-business 14 1 2 2 
8 5 3 7 7 2 4 3.21 2.67 5.53 
3 Internet connection 5 2 3 1 
7 6 7 4 5 7 0 3.41 2.48 5.21 
4 Hardware/software 5 1 1 3 1 
1 8 9 6 7 2 2 3.81 2.02 5.13 
5 Monitoring site use 27 2 1 1 
3 8 6 5 0 2 9 2.53 2.4 5.79 
6 Security concerns 14 1 1 2 1 4 8 7 8 2 5 2 3.48 2.71 4.5 
7 Legal issues 27 1 1 1 8 4 8 7 5 5 6 2.95 3.46 4.5 
8 Training 16 1 1 3 4 8 6 7 5 0 4 3.20 2.28 4.98 
9 EC expertise and personnel 5 2 1 1 1 1 
acquisition 0 4 8 4 1 5 13 3.79 4.11 4.92 
10 Reliable search engines acquisition 11 1 1 2 1 6 6 0 4 7 2 14 3.45 3.65 5.03 
11 Rapid technology changes 5 7 2 2 1 1 0 5 6 4 2 11 4.01 3.46 5.15 
12 Shipping costs 20 1 9 7 2 7 8 7 30 3.03 3.93 3 
13 Personnel requirement and 14 9 1 1 1 2 2 35 
recruitment 1 6 1 3.23 4.28 3.83 
14 Costs of obtaining information 11 7 2 7 9 5 2 32 3.28 
about customers 7 4.09 4.8 
15 Time spent on E-busincss 5 1 2 1 9 9 7 15 3.74 develooment 6 3 6 
4.05 4.87 
16 Time spent on E-business 7 2 2 1 5 7 0 15 3.12 2.7 
maintenance 3 7 6 
4.4.2 
17 Lack of skilled personnel 7 1 
1 1 9 7 5 31 3.70 4.95 4.67 1 6 4 
~n ~rder to explore the relationships between customer satisfaction and cost items a set of hypotheses were 
~si~ed and evaluated using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) approach. For example: Hl: there are 
significant differences with regard to the time spent on E-business maintenance for the groups with different 
?egree of customer satisfaction (more hypotheses will be discussed in another paper). Here, 
cust0mer_satisfaction' is defined as an independent variable with five levels, and 'time_spent_maintenance' as 
a dependent variable with seven levels. A one factor fixed effects ANOVA model (Hughes & Grawoig 1971) 
was used to determine the effect of the independent variables on the dependent measures in individuals (1 ), 
~here, a represents the effect on dependent variable 'time _spent t_ maintenance' under different degrees of 
CUStomer _satisfaction': 
~:-=--~-----------------------------~=-:;-:;~ 
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. ] _ a + [ customer satisfaction]; + E; [time_ spent_ ma mt enance ; j - ; -
(1) 
. . hat time spent maintenance is significantly dif~erent among the 
The ANOV A results shown on ~able .3 mdi~~t~~) This ~eans ;n application which received a high customer 
different groups of custo?1er sattsfa~tton (p t . n ~aintenance. The result supports H 1. 
satisfaction usually requrred more time spen o 
. 1 th effects on 'time spent on E-business maintenance (16)' Table 3: ANOV A results with cell means or e 
Customer 
Satisfaction 
Count Average Variance Source of F 
Variation Groups 
P-value 
Very 
satisfaction 
Satisfaction 
Just 
satisfaction 
Less 
satisfaction 
6 
17 
10 
1 
Not satisfaction 6 
4.166667 0.566667 Between Groups 4.17889 0.007179 
3.823529 2.029412 
2.5 1.166667 
3 
2 1.6 
The respondents also were asked to indicate the degree of importance for each of the cost factors on a_ seven-
point Likert scale, • 1' means not important at all and '7' very important. '!'he mean values ar~ sho~ m the _last. 
column of Table 2. Eight items are identified as the core costs factors which were marked with a higher_we~ght. 
expense of setting up E-business, maintaining E-business, internet connection, hardware/software, momtonng 
site use, reliable search engines acquisition, and rapid technology changes. 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AND BENEFIT FACTORS OF E-BUSINESS APPLICATIONS 
A total of21 benefit items were taken into consideration in the survey (Table 4). The respondents were asked to 
indicate their present benefits assessment (1-low benefit, 7-very high benefit) and the ideal rating (1- not 
important, 7- very important) for each of the benefit factors. The benefit assessment is to investigate the status o~ 
respondents' current E-business provision, compared with where they would ideally like it to be. For example, if 
a company considers that currently the benefits of E-businesses allows it to access a larger market (let's say at a 
national rather than a regional level), but it would ideally prefer to access a Pacific or global level. Then it would 
score perhaps '3' on the present benefit assessment and a '6' on the ideal rating. However, each business 
typically has its own unique requirements and may have to develop other measures to analyze the benefits that 
are likely to come as a result applied E-businesses. Companies have different needs, competence and motivation, 
which affect their assessment. 
The mean values of ideal rating for the benefit factors are shown on the last column of Table 4. Eight factors are 
identified as the core factors of benefit, which received a higher weight from the sample companies: access to a 
greater customer base, broadening market reach, lowering of entry barrier to new markets and cost of acquiring 
new customers, alternative communication channel to customers, increasing services to customers, enhancing 
perceived company image, gaining competitive advantages, and potential for increasing customer knowledge. 
Based on Table 4 a set of correlation analysis between the 'customer satisfaction' and each benefit factor was 
m~de using Pearson's. corr~lation coefficients. Items would be retained if the significance level of correlation 
with the custo~er satisfaction were less than 0.05. As many businesses' E-business applications focus on 
customer se~1ce, the result~ repo_rted were sa~~ as ~xpected. Almost all benefit factors were significantly 
corrected with customer satisfaction. The detail 1s discussed in another paper. 
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Table 4: Assessment and ideal rating for E-business application benefit factors 
-
Percentage of companies on the present benefit Benefit factors Ideal No assessment (%1 
rating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NIA Mean Variance Mean ~1 Access to a greater customer base 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 8 3 8 3 1 12 4.31 4.46 5.82 ,--
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 Broadening market reach 2 
3 6 3 8 1 8 9 4.51 4.62 5.93 
3 Lowering of entry barrier to new 
2 1 1 1 1 1 markets and cost of acquiring new 0 0 1 18 4.27 5.25 5.53 customers 1 8 1 1 
4 Global presence 2 9 7 1 1 1 0 6 1 4 1 22 3.58 5.75 4.43 
5 Reducing information 2 9 3 1 1 4 9 9 3.93 3.61 5.49 dissemination costs 3 8 6 
6 Reducing advertising media costs 1 1 1 1 1 7 3.60 4.31 5.00 3 3 8 6 3 7 13 
~7 Reducing operation (transaction) 
9 1 1 1 9 4 2 27 3.21 3.87 4.97 costs 8 8 3 
8 Reducing transaction time 9 1 1 1 9 7 4 33 3.48 4.95 5.00 6 1 1 
9 Reducing delivery time 1 1 9 9 4 7 7 40 3.48 5.42 4.62 3 1 
IO Alternative communication 
9 4 1 2 9 1 1 9 4.35 4.67 5.95 channel to customers 6 4 3 6 
11 Customer and market research 
7 1 1 1 1 7 1 17 3.92 5.04 5.50 facilitv 3 8 6 1 1 
12 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 4.24 4.40 5.77 Increasing services to customers 8 8 3 6 3 1 
13 Improving supplier relationships 
9 1 1 1 1 9 9 27 3.89 5.77 5.06 qualitv 3 1 1 1 
14 Enhancing perceived company 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 4.70 4.19 6.29 0 image 3 3 6 8 3 0 
15 Organization learning and 
7 7 2 1 1 4 4 13 3.70 3.67 5.16 experiencing 9 8 8 
16 More accurate data for business 
7 1 2 1 7 7 22 3.95 4.97 5.21 9 partners 1 4 3 
17 Catching up and keeping in line 2 1 1 1 1 18 4.38 5.15 5.49 4 4 
with trends 0 6 6 1 1 
18 2 1 1 1 1 9 6 3.97 3.81 5.37 Realizing business strategies 4 0 6 8 6 1 
19 1 2 9 1 1 2 20 3.55 4.3 5.14 Leveraging business performance 7 8 0 3 1 
20 Gaining & sustaining competitive 1 1 4 1 1 7 16 3.98 5.2 5.53 7 6 8 6 6 advantages 
21 Potential for increasing customer 2 1 1 1 4 12 3.89 3.66 5.85 4 9 9 8 1 3 knowledge via interaction 
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. fh th s about the relationships between benefits and customer 
Similar with cost fac~ors analysis, a ~e~ Yf~ ~~otheses is 'the customer satisfaction is significantly 
satisfaction were ?e.stgned and_t~ste d n~o .. ~ Here 'Customer satisfaction' is defined as a dependent 
dependent on "gammg com?~ttttveda van ~es ~n ind;pendent variable, a one factor ANOV A model is shown 
variable, and 'gain - competitive - a vantages as 
in (2): 
[customer_ satisfaction ];j = a; +[gain_ competitive_ advantages]; + &; (2) 
The results (Table 5) indicate that customer satisfaction is significantly dependent on 'gaining competitive 
advantages' (p<0.05). 
Table 5: ANOV A results with cell means for the effects on customer satisfaction 
Groups Count Average Variance Source of F P-value 
Variation 
1 3 3.666667 1.333333 Between Groups 2.429397 0.044857 
Gaining & 2 8 3.5 1.428571 
sustaining 3 8 2.625 0.839286 
competitive 4 7 2.857143 1.47619 
advantages 5 7 2.285714 0.571429 (benefit 6 7 2.142857 0.809524 
factor 20) 7 3 1.666667 0.333333 
Reducing costs is generally considered as one of the most important benefits being brought about by Internet 
technology. They can be achieved at a minimal investtnent to the organizations. For example, by shifting the 
majority of their functions online, organizations can reap tremendous savings in facilities and capital 
expenditure. However, relevant items (factor 5, 6, 7) were not given an obviously high weight from the sample 
companies. Enhancing perceived company image (factor 14) received a highest weight. 
These benefit factors have a strong internal correlation. For example, E-business applications that can automate 
the business process would result in better communication (factor 10) and reduce the service costs of the 
organization (factor 5, 6, 7). Similarly, online product buying/selling would improve the service to the 
customers/suppliers (factor 12, 13) and result in better communication and streamline the corresponding business 
processes. 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Electronic commerce is about building better relationships among customer p d d 1. . . . . . , ro ucers, an supp 1ers. 
Traditional mformatton systems are apphed pnmanly to internal employees E b . 1· t· . . . . . . , - usmess app 1ca tons are 
connecting directly to cnt1cal busmess constttuenc1es: customers, employees and business partners via Intranets 
Extranets, and the Web. ~erefore cu~tomer satisfaction has become a criterion to measure £-business , 
application success. E-busmess s~pphers h_ave b~en_aware that while an E-business application can be 
technically successful and meets its financial 0bJecttves, it can still be considered a failure if their customers are 
unhappy with the result. 
The results show th~t the benefits factors _of E-busi~ess applications are significantly correlated with customer 
satisfaction and the Judgment on the quahty of service has been shifted from the business to the individual 
customer. So the communication with customers becomes more important for businesses and needs to be refined 
(Amor 1999). In order to impro~e custom~r sa~isfacti?n, customer-centric £-business marketing strategy should 
be developed. For example, busme~s can identify their customers in order to understand the buying patterns for 
every single customer and offer their c_ustomers automated assistance by pre-selecting goods, information and 
services that may be valuable to a particular customer. Today, customers have many means of communicating 
with a certain company. The customer information needs to be brought together into a database of customer 
profiles. It will support the company focus on the customer relationships. 
The results also clearly indicate that improving customer satisfaction will make it easier and better to do 
business. A business needs to view their online applications from the customer point of view. Much like other IS 
applications the first step in determining success measurements for an E-business application is to define the 
application's requirements and expectations. Some companies in the sample didn't obtain 'very satisfied' 
response from customers due to ill-defined requirements that did not meet the expectations of customers. 
Therefore it is necessary for businesses to get enough feedback of customer experiences to clearly define their 
expectations and requirements. This includes a design of the appropriate online experience for its customers and 
to know better the needs of its customers. This will prepare a business for two diverse sets ofE-businesses 
success: internal users and customers. 
This research explores E-business application assessment from two sides: the businesses and customers, and 
discusses the relationships between cost/benefit factors and customer satisfaction. The results can be applied to 
plan quality improvements and launch E-business applicat~ons to ~ssist in o~taining ~sights on the real . 
costs/benefits of E-business investment for small and medium busmess. Particularly, 1t can be used to compames 
that already implemented E-business solutions but want to evaluate their applications. 
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The information-intensive nature of the tourism industry suggests an important role for Web technology in the 
promotion and marketing of destinations. This paper evaluates the level of Web site development in New 
Zealand's Regional Tourism Organisations, and compares them to their Australian counterparts. The study uses 
the extended Model of Internet Commerce Adoption (Burgess and Cooper 2000), and highlights the utility of 
using interactivity to evaluate the relative maturity of commercial Web sites. 
Keywords: Electronic commerce adoption, Tourism, Destination marketing 
INTRODUCTION 
Conventional wisdom contends that business Web site development typically begins simply and evolves over 
time with the addition of features as the site takes on more functionality and complexity ( e.g. MED 2000). Past 
empirical research of commercial web sites support this notion, contending that firms imitate what others do on 
the W eh, partially in a desire to keep pace with competitors or to gain an advantage over competitors in ones 
own industry by replicating what firms have done in other industries (Sumner and Klepper 1998), or build 
expertise in electronic commerce through progressive experience with Internet technologies (Poon and Swatman 
1999, Van Slyke 2000). Academic enquiry into this evolutionary process followed by firms is gaining 
momentum, and a number of benchmarking studies have evaluated the extent of Web site development in 
particular industry sectors of New Zealand (e.g. Rachman and Richins 1997, Smith 2001). 
This paper reports the results of a study of Web site development in New Zealand's tourism industry. Tourism is 
an unusual product, in that it does not exist when it is purchased. Tourism exist~ only as inf?rmation at the point 
?fsale, and cannot be sampled before the purchase decision is made (WTO Business Council 1999)._ The_ 
mformation-based nature of this product means that the Internet, which offers gl~bal reac~ and multimedia 
capability, is an increasingly important means of promoting and distributing tounsm services (cf. Walle 1996). 
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· d destination marketing for New Zealand's 
· · 'fi t means ofpromotton an 1· UK USA d J The Internet is a potentially s1gm ican fi . t rnational visitors are Austra ta, ' an apan 
tourism industry. New Zealand's top four markets or mh e 'th Germany (another important market for New 
2001) The latter three toget erw1 h Id' I (Tourism Strategy Group · . id d 1 account for about 80% oft e wor s ntemet users 
Zealand) are the top tourism spenders m the worN a\ a f 0 d's "Tourism Strategy 2010" suggests that tourism (WTO B~siness Council 1999). No wonder that ew etahran gh the application of technology such as the 
· · fi t lifts in performance ou . • 
should be able to secure s1gm_ ican . f. destination branding and marketmg: "Consistent and 
Internet. The document i~enti~es Web sites as: way~- m isitors and meeting their expectations" (Tourism 
reliable web information is an important part o attrac mg v 
Strategy Group 2001: 53). 
, · t · d tries in terms of economic contribution. An $11.5 billion 
Tourism is one of New Zealand s mo_
st 
tmp~~~hm us try's largest export earner. Within the industry there are 
industry, it is responsible for 1 in 10 Jobs ~n isd e cout_n ated 18 OOO small to medium enterprises (SMEs), about 11 b f blicly listed compames an an es tm ' 'd . 
a sma num er o pu . S t Group 2001) The tourism industry prov1 es a wide 
80% of which employ less than 5_peopt (To;ns~ ~a :%m cultilre and heritage transport, accommodation, 
vari;ty 1~rod;:~:~:~r:~:fd~:~!:a::! ~:;:eti:g ~rgani:ations called Region~! Tourism Organisations 
reta1 an osp1 . . structilre and it is these organisations that are the focus of the c~rrent stu~y: 
(RTOs) form p~rt of!e t1~dus7etween c~tral government and the local tourism industry, potentially prov1dmg 
RTOs f?rm adn tmdpo n hayer_ arketing effort and acting as a portal for visitor access to tourism operators a coordmate an compre ens1ve m , 
and service providers. 
The purpose of this stildy is to evaluate the extent of Web site development in New Zealand's RTOs. This . 
evaluation is achieved using an Internet commerce adoption metric developed by Burgess and Coope~ (2000) m 
a study of the Australian regional tourism industry, the extended Model oflnternet Commerce Adoption 
(eMICA). The Web sites of26 New Zealand RTOs were evaluated using the eMICA mode!. Secondary. 
objectives of the study were (1) evaluating the validity of the extended MICA as proposed m the Austt:ahan 
study in a different national context, and (2) contributing to a comparative stildy across the two countnes. 
The structilre of the paper is as follows. First the eMICA model used in the stildy is described. Next, t?e rol~ of 
RTOs in the New Zealand tourism industry is discussed, and the results of the stildy are reported. A d1scuss1on of 
the results and the importance of Web site interactivity are then followed by some concluding remarks. 
THE EXTENDED MODEL OF INTERNET COMMERCE ADOPTION 
The Model oflnternet Commerce Adoption (MICA) was originally developed for a study in the Australian metal 
fabrication industry (Burgess and Cooper 1998). The model proposes that in developing commercial web sites, 
organisations typically start simply by establishing a presence on the Web and build on functionality over time, 
as their expertise in the use oflnternet technologies increases. In addition, as Web sites build on complexity, so 
will the number of modules incorporated into the site increase. MICA consists of three stages, incorporating 
three levels of business process - Web-based promotion, provision of information and services, and transaction 
processing. The three levels of business processes are similar to those proposed by Ho (1997) and Liu et al. 
(1997). The stages of development provide a roadmap that indicates where a business or industry sector is in its 
development of Internet commerce applications. 
As sites move through the stages of development from inception (promotion) through consolidation (provision) 
to maturity (processing), layers of complexity and functionality are added to the site. This addition of layers is 
synonymous with the business moving from a static Internet presence through increasing levels of interactivity to 
a dynamic site incorporating value chain integration and innovative applications to add value through 
information management and rich functionality (Timmers 1998). 
Since the original stildy, MICA has been applied to the government sector (Boon 1999) and tourism industry 
(Burgess and Cooper 2000) in Australia, resulting in its enhancement as an extended Model of Internet 
Commerce Adoption (eMICA). The central tenet of the extended model is that while businesses develop Internet 
commerce applicatio?s i? stages as proposed by the original version of MICA, complexity and functionality vary 
gr_eatly between apphcat1ons, and even between businesses in an industry sector. In order to accommodate the 
wide range of Internet commerce development evidenced in industries such as tourism the extended model 
pr~pos:s ~hat a ~umber of additional layers of complexity, ranging from very simple t; highly sophisticated, 
exist w1thm the identified main stages of MICA. The full eMICA model is summarised in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1: The extended M d I f 
o e o Internet Commerce Adoption (eMICA) 
(Adapted from Burgess and Cooper, 2000) 
~ 
eMIC 
Examples of functionality 
Stage 1 - Promotion 
Layer 1 - basic information 
company name, physical address and contact details, area of business 
Layer 2 - rich information annual report, email contact, information on company activities 
Stage 2 - Provision 
Layer 1 - low level interactivity basic_ product catalogue, hyperlinks to further information, online 
enqmryform 
Layer 2 - medium interactivity higher-lev~l product catalogues, customer support (e.g. FAQs, 
s1temaps), mdustry-specific value-added features 
Layer 3 - high interactivity chat_room, discussion forum, multimedia, newsletters or updates by 
email 
Stage 3 - Processing secure online transactions, order status and tracking, interaction with 
corporate servers 
NEW ZEALAND REGIONAL TOURISM ORGANISATIONS 
Tourism is a fragmented industry (Gretzel et al. 2000), and tourism promotion in New Zealand is a complex web 
of national, regional and local institutions frequently influenced by politics and personalities (Ryan 2001 ). At the 
national level, Tourism New Zealand receives about NZ$55 million for the marketing and promotion of the 
brand "New Zealand". Tourism New Zealand's strategy is largely Web-based, its "100% Pure New Zealand" 
theme acting as a portal (www.purenz.com) to various types of experiences (Ryan 2001). At the regional level, 
New Zealand has 26 Regional Tourism Organisations (RTOs). These are geographically-based destination 
marketing organisations, responsible for promoting the various regions ofNew Zealand domestically and 
internationally. RTOs have a role to play in providing comprehensive coverage of products and services in their 
region, irrespective of whether individual service operators have an independent online presence (Sharma et al. 
2000). Within each region, tourism promotion is less structured, with many districts, towns and cities having 
Web sites that market tourism features to varying extents. In addition, there exists a Visitor Information Network 
that comprises 130 information offices throughout New Zealand. These offices provide tourist information to 
international and domestic visitors, and some maintain their own Web sites. 
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RTOs play a major role in destination marketing, pooling the marketing re~ources of both public and private 
sectors to achieve a coordinated effect, and providing a link between Tounsm Ne~ Zealand, local tourism 
operators and visitors to the region (cf. Gretzel et al. 2000). New Zealand's "Tounsm Strategy 2010" envisages 
RTOs taking an enhanced role in domestic and international marketing, 
destination management, regional tourism planning and development, and facilitating provision of services to 
tourism operators in the near future (Tourism Strategy Group 2001). It is estimated that the aggregate budget of 
all RTOs is approximately NZ$25 million, although staffing and resources varies widely given their dependence 
on support from the local authorities and private sector in their region (Ryan 2001 ). Gretzel et al. (2000) note that 
destination marketing organisations, like New Zealand's RTOs, often struggle with limited financial and human 
resources, and a lack of technical expertise. 
AJl 26 New Zealand RTOs have established a Web presence, and a list of the RTOs with links to their Web sites 
was obtained from the Tourism Industry Association ofNew Zealand's Web site 
(http://www.tianz.org.nz/tia/tiaOl.htm#rto). Each RTO link was verified, and the 26 Web sites were evaluated 
during May 2001. Each site was examined in detail and the various functions performed by the site were noted in 
a spreadsheet file. The functions and features across all the sites were then grouped according to their level of 
interactivity and sophistication. Each RTO site was matched against this ordered list, the results of which are 
shown below in Figure 1. 
Figure 1: Functionality of26 New Zealand Regional Tourism Organisations 
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New Zealmd RTOs 
KEY: Level of functionality 
I . Email contact details 
2. Images 
3. Description ofregional tourism features 
4. Systematic links to further information 
5. Multiple value-added features ( k f: t . . . . . 
. ey ac s, maps, itmeranes, directions, distances, news, photo gallery) 
6. Lists of accommodation attr f . . . 
' ac tons, activities, events with contact details and/or links 
7. Web-based inquiry or order form 
8. Interactive value-added features (currenc c . downloadable materials special offer y otnbvertkers, electromc postcards, interactive maps 
' s, gues oo s, Web cam) ' 
9 • Online customer support (FAQ • . s, site map, site search engine) 
10. Searchable databases ti . 11. Online book· ti or accomm~datton, attractions, activities, dining, shopping, events 
mgs or accommodation, tours, travel 
12. Advanced value-added features (mulf I 13 U . I- anguage support, multimedia, email updates) 
• nsecured onlme payment 
14. Secure online payment 
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EVALUATING THE RESULTS 
Each RTO site was then assigned an appropriate stage and layer· MICA 
the site. The resulting data set was checked against the Austral. me . bas~d on_the level of development of 
Cooper (2000), to maintain comparability of the results. A site 
1
::e::~~~a1i:o~~sm Site_s stu~ied by Burgess and 
4 to be classified as Stage 2 of eMICA. Sites reaching level 8 fu ti 1. P Y functionality up to at least level 
and those reaching level 11 functionality were classified as Stag n~ ra ity were classifi~d as Stage 2, Layer 2, 
eMICA a site required functionality at level 14 The results of the N' ay2er 
3
1· To be classified as Stage 3 of ' . • · e ew eaandstudya h b 1 · 
2, together with the equivalent figures from the Australian study ( of 188 id . re ~ own e ?w m Table 
and Cooper were able to evaluate 145). entified Australian RTO sites, Burgess 
Table 2: Results of the New Zealand RTO sites evaluated 
Stage of eMICA Number of sites % of total sites % of Australian sites 
evaluated by Burgess 
and Cooper (2000) 
Stage 1 Layer 1 0 - 4.1% 
LAYER2 1 3.8% 4.1% 
Stage 2 LAYER 1 8 30.8% 36.6% 
LAYER2 12 46.2% 40.0% 
LAYER3 4 15.4% 15.2% 
Stage 3 1 3.8% 0.7% 
Total 26 100% 100% 
The majority ofthc New Zealand RTO sites were developed to Stage 2 ofeMICA, and incorporated the standard 
~nctional attributes of the first stage of development, such as email contact details, the use of photographic 
im~ges, and a description ofregional tourism features. However, the level of functionality and sophistication 
v~ned greatly across the three levels comprising this second stage of development, as discussed below. One RTO 
site "'.as_ categorised as developed to Stage 1, Layer 2 of eMICA. This site was basically a single-page 
descnptlon of regional tourism features, but displayed limited evidence of higher interactivity in the form ofa 
small number ofunorganiscd links to external sites and maps. At the other end of the model, only one of the sites 
evaluated was developed to Stage 3, with the capability of offering secure online credit card payment for 
accommodation and travel bookings. 
The major differentiation in the New Zealand RTO sites lay within Stage 2 of the eMICA model. Those sites 
l~cated within the first layer of Stage 2 had some form of navigation structure such as buttons with links to 
different parts of the site. They had numerous internal and external links to further information, and incorporated 
valu~-added features characteristic of the tourism industry such as key facts ( on location, climate, weather and 
~ervices), maps, itineraries, news and media releases, and a photo gallery. Often, there would also be a more 
~nteractive feature such as a currency converter or a Web-based contact form. These sites also contained 
mformation on accommodation attractions activities and events in the region, usually in the form of a list 
organised by category and with.contact de~ils and/or links to the third-party operator (where available). Some of 
these lists appeared to be database-driven using technology such as "active se:"er pa~es" (AS_P). . 
At Layer 2 of Stage 2, the value-added tourism features became increasingly mteractive, and mcluded electro~1c 
~;st~ards, in_teractive maps, downloadable materials, special offers, guest books, a~d the use of~eb cams_- Sites 
this layer mcorporated some form of online customer support, such as FAQs, a site map or an mte~al site 
search engine. User interaction also included the use of Web-based enquiry or order forms. Informat10n on . 
accommodation, attractions, activities, dining, shopping, and events was provided via searchable databases, with 
search~s. available by type and/or location within the region. As sites progressed to Layer_3, the key feature was 
the _fac1hty to accept online bookings for accommodation, tours and travel. Two of these sites offered unsecure 
onhne payment of booking deposits by credit card. One of the sites had advanced value-added features that 
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. d. sletter updates by email, streaming video, and a QuickTime 
included multi-language support, mult1me ta, new 
virtual tour. 
d RTO Web site evaluations with the Australian study, we find a good 
Comparing the results of the New Zealan f h ·sati·ons in this industry sector are at a relatively advanced 
• I b th cases most o t e orgam . . . level of consistency. n ° ' Th . •ty have incorporated various levels of functionality consistent 
stage of adoption of I_nte~et commerce.2 ; :f ~~ This is consistent with the focus of this industry sector on 
with the three layers identified ~t ~tagef. ~ e f ·and services that enable potential tourists to the regions to 
tourism promotion and the prov1s10n o ~n orma ton 
make informed travel decisions and ch01ces. 
DISCUSSION 
. · · · tu fth to rism industry fits particularly well with interactive media like the The mformat10n-mtens1ve na re o e u d . ti. (G d . h 2000 
b d · d" t· that toun·sm Web sites are constantly being ma e more mterac ve oo nc a, We an m 1ca 10ns are . ·1 1999) M · fr 
Gre~el et al. 2000, Hanna and Millar 1997, Marcussen 1997, w:ro Busmess _Counc1 . ovmg ~m 
· d · · ti t· to Jetting consumers interact with the Web site content allows the tounsm 
simply broa castmg m orma ton . . "h d h th ·11 h 
· · t nsumers' interest and participation increasmg the likeh oo t at ey wt return tot e orgamsatton o engage co ' . . ·d r d 
site, to caprure information about their preferences, and to us~ that mfo~a~1on to prov1 e _persona 1se . 
· t· d 1·ces The content of tourism destination Web sites ts particularly important because 1t commumca 10n an serv . . . . 
directly influences the perceived image of the destina!ion an~ ~reates a virtual exp~nence for the consumer. This 
experience is greatly enhanced when Web sites offer mteracttv1ty (Cano and Prentice 1998, Gretzel et al. 2000, 
Legoherel et al. 2000). 
Interactive Web site presentation runs a spectrum from information provision, through brochure ordering and 
inquiry services, to booking and payment online (Marcussen 1997). A s~ary of the_ ke~ fea?1res of 25 "best 
practice" destination marketing organisations, evaluated by the World Touns~ Orgamzation, ts presente~ by 
Goodrich (2000b). These featltres included navigational assistance and brandmg on the home_page: multiple 
means of communication (including the use of colour, photographs, maps, symbols, and multimedia), 
interactivity, rich information on a wide range of topics, the use of managed and updated databases, and 
multilingual support. Standing and Vasudavan (1999) used a similar list of functions in their evaluation of 
Australian travel agents' Web sites. Their featltres included provision of product, service and destination 
information, transaction capability, customer interaction and feedback, and links to value-added information 
sources. Although Standing and Vasudavan were evaluating travel agencies, it is interesting to note that 
relatively few sites provided higher levels of interactivity such as online booking, payment and customer service. 
The Web sites of the New Zealand RTOs display the same range of functionality as these earlier studies, and can 
be distinguished on the basis of the level of interactivity they offer to the consumer of tourism information and 
services. In fact, the eMICA model uses interactivity as the primary means of establishing the various stages of 
Internet commerce adoption. This study confirms the usefulness of Web site interactivity for this purpose. The 
results of the study suggest that in the tourism industry, major milestones in Internet commerce development are: 
moving beyond a basic Web page with an email contact, to providing links to value-added tourism information 
and the use of Web-based forms for customer interaction; offering opportunities for the consumer to interact with 
the Web site through (a) value-added fearures such as sending electronic postcards or recording their experiences 
and reading others' experiences in Web-based guest books, and (b) the provision of online customer support via 
internal site search engines and searchable databases; the beginnings of Internet commerce transactions with the 
acceptance of online bookings for accommodation, travel, and other tourism services; full adoption of Internet 
commerce, where consumers are able to complete transactions online through secure Internet channels. 
Only one of the New Zealand RTO sites displayed interactivity at this last transactional level. Perhaps, as 
Burgess a~d Cooper (2000) note, this is not an unusual finding, given that the organisations in this industry 
sect~r _are m the business ?f promoting regions and their unique features and offerings primarily through the 
provision of value-added mformation and services. Further adoption oflnternet commerce is likely to depend on 
the future role taken by RTOs in New Zealand (Tourism Strategy Group 2001). However, this development may 
well 0_ccu: on the supply side in _facilitating the provision of services to tourism operators in their region, or in 
coordtnatmg efforts between alhances ofRTOs with perceived common interests. This would involve the 
deployment of more sophist!cated Internet ~nd Web technologies, such as intranets, extranets, electronic 
marketp!aces and even mobile portals, consistent with the shift in emphasis from business-to-consumer 
clcctromc commerce to business-to-business electronic commerce observed in other sectors of the economy (Kalakota and Robinson, 2001 ). 
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CONCLUSION 
This paper has evaluate_dhth
1
e W
1
ebfs!tes oft?~ 26 Ne"'. Zealan_d Reg~onal T_ourism Organisations. The RTOs 
lly displayed a h1g eve O mteracttvity, consistent with their role m providing comprehensive destination genera h. . . h. h 1 1 . 
marketing for geograp IC reg10ns m w ic . many oca tounsm ope~~tors lack an Internet presence. However, 
almost all the RTOs stopped _shobrt ofodffeth1:ng c?ns~m
1
_ekrs
1
the cdapab1hty to complete their tourism and travel 
transactions online. Progr_ess10dn. eyon . islpomt is I e y to epend ?n the overall maturing oflnternet 
erce use by domestic an mternat10na consumers, or a change m the role ofRTOs as envisaged in the 
~:Zealand Tourism Strategy 2010 (Tourism Strategy Group 2001). 
The outcome of the research is a useful confirmation of the staged approach to development of commercial Web 
•t s proposed by the extended Model of Internet Commerce (eMICA). Further, the comparative results of the ~e~ Zealand and Australian studies suggest that regional tourism organisations in both countries are at a similar, 
relatively sophisticated stage of development on the Internet commerce roadmap. 
F ture comparative research on an international level would help assess the "Net-readiness" of the tourism 
• ~ stry globally. In addition, the link between tourism spending and high Internet usage alluded to in this paper 
:e~s further research to establish whether a relationship between the two does in fact exist. 
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ABSTRACT 
Product Option Choice Decisions and the 
Influence of Framing: an E-commerce Example 
Greg Parry 
School of Finance and Business Econ~mics 
Edith Cowan University, Australia 
E-mail g.parry@ecu.edu.au 
The literature suggests that alternative portrayals of a decision problem may give rise to different consumption 
t t th ratz'onal theory oifchoice The author examines the effects of using an additive consequences, con rary o e • 
versus subtractive option framing method on consumer choice in two markets increasingly facilitated by e-
commerce. 
Key words: Bounded rationality, Decision making, Framing, Loss aversion, Reference dependence 
INTRODUCTION 
One view of the rise of electronic commerce suggests that consumers will be empowered by access to more 
competitive markets and larger amounts of product and price information. They will benefit from greater control 
over information (to search for better products at lower prices) and reduced search costs associated with finding 
and comparing alternatives. In other words, e-commerce has the potential to reduce market failure associated 
with imperfect information. 
The suggested revolutionary power of the on-line commerce environment is, however, tempered by the 
introduction of psychological considerations. One example is framing, illustrated by the joke about two priests 
and a bishop. One asks whether he can smoke while praying; the other asks if he can pray while smoking - you 
can guess which one received an affirmative answer. The way in which information is framed depends upon the 
language of presentation, the context in which the choice is to be made, and on the way in which information is 
displayed. 
In this paper, I conduct an on-line experiment which attempts to verify how the way in which information is 
framed causes consumers to violate the principles of invariance and dominance associated with the utility 
maximisation paradigm in economics. Empirical validation of the effect of option framing on consumer choice in 
compu~er based decision environments is desirable from a managerial perspective in the development of 
strate?tes regarding the on line positioning and pricing of products; the ability to use price discrimination 
techmques and so on. There are also consumer welfare issues associated with framing. 
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND - BOUNDED RATIONALITY AND FRAMING 
From the economic point of view, there is no reason to suspect that the theo of choic . . . 
Physical goods market should not apply in computer assisted decision envir;;'runents Inetwhh1ct~l~typphes ~n ~he. 
. d · · k · · kl · • e u 1 1 maxumsatton 
paradt~, ec1s10n maf er~ m nsd ehss_ environments are assumed to be completely rational, fully informed about 
the Possible courses o action an t etr consequences and infmitely sensi·t· t d'ffi . . d • h • . ' ive o 1 erences m alternatives Decision makers face wit uncertamty or nsk would maximise expected ti'l'ty ft d' . · 
I h . d" . . u 1 a er a ~ustmg for the probability of an event. n t 1s para 1gm, dec1S1ons would always have an optimal t B 
are not rocket scientists! Simon (1955) argued that actual decision making behav1·oou _cobmett. ut mlo_st cdo?sumers 
· 1 · , A b d di • . . ur 1s e er exp ame m terms 
of'bounded rat10na 1ty. oun e y rational dec1s1on maker attempts to attain as t· f; t ( 
S . l b II d h' · • a 1s ac ory not necessary maximal) outcome. 1mon a e e t 1s 'sattsficmg'. 
Essentially, ~ormative economic theory focuse~ on the rationality of outcomes, whereas the information 
processing v1~w that developed as a result o~ S1m?n's w~rk and the involvement of other disciplines, such as 
psychology, aimed t~ u?derstand process rattonahty. This branch of economics has come to be known as 
'behavioural economics. 
Many behavioural studies r~port syste~atic er:rors (~iases) in the mental tasks associated with decision making. 
This is so even on tasks which are relatively simple m comparison with many real world economic decisions. 
Accord!n~ to Co~li~k O 9?6) psych?logists hypothesise that ~gents make these systematic errors because they 
use dec1s1on heunst1cs (discovery aids or rules of thumb) which do not accommodate the full logic ofa decision 
(due to incomplete information, insufficient processing power and so on). This recognises that most consumers 
are boundedly rational and cannot cope with the complexities that utility maximisation would imply. Consumers 
have limited capacity to receive, process, store and retrieve information. They are, therefore, not only 
constrained by their budget, but by their inability to make optimal choices. 
One type of systematic error which has been reported in several studies (see, for example, the review article by 
Conlisk, 1996) is how the frame of reference influences consumer perception and judgement. Framing 
manipulations influence both the salience of the good, and the significance of gains or losses (Bettman et al, 
1998). People tend to accept the frame presented in a problem and evaluate options in terms of a reference point 
suggested by that frame. 
Framing is controlled by norms, habits and expectancies of the decision maker. Of interest in markets for 
information goods is that it is also controlled by the manner in which information is presented. According to 
Tversky and Kahneman, ( 1987, p. 73) 'failures of invariance are explained by framing effects that control the 
representation of options, in conjunction with nonlinearities of value and belief. In effect, the framing effect 
suggests that people choose between descriptions of alternatives rather than the alternatives themselves. 
Because framing effects and their associated failures are ubiquitous, no adequate description of c?nsum~r. 
behaviour can ignore this phenomenon. Puto (1987) provides a conceptual frame~ork of the buymg_dec1s1on 
framing process. The human perceptual apparatus, he says, is tuned to an evalua~on of c_hanges ?r differences 
rather than the evaluation of absolute magnitudes. Two examples would be 'heat and 'bnghmess, where 
judgement is by comparison with recent experience rather than against an absol~te m~asm:e, The past and 
present context of experience thus defines a reference point against which_ new sttmuh are Judged. Outcomes are 
coded as gains or losses relative to some reference point (more or less; gams or losses) 
Tversky and Kahneman ( 1987) illustrate this using an s shaped value function which has two_ ~ain properties. 
Firstly, the S shape reflects the diminishing effect of a marginal change in gains or losses: so it is_ co~cave above 
the reference point (gains) and convex below it (losses). Secondly, the slope of~e value 1s function 1s steeper for 
losses than for gains. This is described as 'loss aversion' - the response to losses is more extreme than the 
response to gains. 
Thaler (1985) illustrates loss aversion by reference to the perceptual difference between surcharges and h 
d' ~ d' unt than accept a surcharge because t e same iscounts, noting that it is easier for the consumer to iorego a isco ky d K h (1986 
price difference is valued as a gain in the former case and a loss in the latter c~se. ~vers abn a nemahn d , 
P 77) · · "d t · · t that any pnce difference etween cas an 
· cite another example - 'the credit card lobby 1s sai o msis . , 
card purchases should be labelled a cash discount rather than a credit surcharge · 
--2nd 1 
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THE EXPERIMENT 
· I · · th· tudy- film processing and comprehensive motor vehicle 
Two products were c~osen for me USIO~ m ts s firms use the Internet to provide consumers with 
insurance. These services were chosden ec~u~e dmap~rons· enable consumers to obtain quotes for various price/ 
information about these products an associa e o . , 
quality combinations; and enable consumers to enter mto contracts for sale. 
II • p k t I (2000) product information was framed by asking respondents to add desired product Fo owmg ar e a , , II I d d' d I 
options to a 'base model', or delete undesired options from a fu Y oa e mo e • 
Five hypotheses are tested. 
h · 1 c ·n choose more options in the subtractive options framework than the additive Hypot esIs : onsumers wi . . . f d · · 
options framework For many goods, the task of selecting opt1?ns ts an important part o co~sumer ec1S1on_ 
ak. M fra · c.0rmation in such a way that its asks consumers to add desired product options m mg. anagers can me m1, • h · 
to a base level product, or delete undesired options from a fully loaded product. In the first mstance, c 01ce of 
options is guided by anticipated gains in utility at the expense of loss of monetary ~esour~es. In the second, 
option choice is a trade off between the anticipated loss ofutility, and the lower pnce paid. In other words, 
consumers will use the price to which they are first exposed as an 'anchor'. 
Hypothesis 2: Lower option prices increase the number ~f ~ptions s~Iected in_ the additive options. framework 
in comparison to the full price options. I test whether any stgmficant d1ffe~ence m the number of options chosen 
under each frame is modified if the prices of options are a smaller proportion of the overall cost. 
I also anticipate that the two option framing methods will exhort different psychological reactions from 
consumers, and will test three related hypotheses. 
Hypothesis 3: Overall, the perceived value of the final chosen bundle is higher in subtractive options 
framework than additive options framework 
I predict that option framing may affect consumers perceptions of the bundle they ultimately select. If consumers 
delete less options under a subtractive options framework than they add to the base model in an additive options 
framework, this suggests that they perceive the products under subtractive options framework as offering more 
utility. 
Hypothesis 4: Decision difficulty is greater in subtractive options framework than additive options framework. 
I predict that consumers engaged in subtractive options framework will perceive the task of making option 
choices more difficult than those engaged in additive options framework. In the subtractive options framework, 
the trade off is utility loss vs monetary gain. In the additive options framework, the trade off is utility gain vs 
monetary loss. If so, this is consistent with the S shaped value function described by Tversky and Kahneman 
( 1987). If decision difficulty is influenced by framing, we would also expect the length of time which 
respondents report for making their decision to be higher in the option deletion frame. Thus there is a fmal 
hypothesis. 
Hypothesis 5: Consumers take more time to make a decision in subtractive options framework than additive 
options framework . 
Students (bot~ unde~gradu~te and postgraduate) at two Western Australian universities participated in the study. 
No re~uneratton ~r m_centtves_were offered for participation. Eight web pages, each specifying an 'offer', were 
estabhsh~d to deh~er mformatton to respondents and collect responses. To manipulate option framing, subjects 
~ere assigned cychcally to one of the offers. Offers 1-4 were for film processing; offers 5-8 concerned car 
msurance. _Offers I, 3, 5 ~nd 7 offered subjects the chance to add options to a base model, with options in offers 
3 and 7 bemg half the pnce of their full price 
counterparts. Similarly, offers 2, 4, 6 and 8 gave participants the chance to delete options from a fully loaded 
model. Offers 2 and 6 were for full price options. 
In each ca~e, subjects were asked to assume that they had formed a definite intention to purchase the reference 
pro?uct (either the base level product in additive options framework or the fully loaded product in subtractive 
options _framework)._ Subjects _could then choose to add/delete options in each offer. In the case of film 
process mg these options consisted of a second set of prints, replacement film, additional delivery of processed 
2
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tilrn on CD, additional delivery via a web page ~~cessed by password, and a hypothetical software bundle 
consisting of a tool to make scree~savers and_e-Jtgsaws from the processed film. The motor vehicle insurance 
fons consisted of an excess waiver, free wmdscreen replacement, 14 day car hire agreed value option and 
:~ car replacement option.hA s~~rt des~ription was given for each option, but res;ondents were not abl~ to 
'click through' to find any ot er m1ormatton. 
The list of product options was derived from i~fo:°1ation a~ailable on a range of commercial web sites which 
ble consumers to explore product charactensttcs I obtam quotations / conduct transactions relevant to these 
en\uct choices. To confirm that these options were relevant to prospective student respondents, a pretest (n= 47) 
pro conducted in which subjects were asked to rate the importance of a number of options (1 = not important, 7 
was h · "fi d"f 
"'highly important). As t ere was no s1gm !Cant t ference to suggest that any option was of less value than any 
other, the range of options was confirmed. 
In addition to the decision making proce~s involvi?g their choice of options, subjects were asked to complete 
easures assessing a range of psychological react10ns related to their decision making process. The six values 
m re assessed on five-point semantic differential scales relating to their degree of price consciousness, their 
;:gree of value consciousness, the degree of enjoyment subjects experienced in choosing their options, the 
degree of difficulty they faced in choosing options, and a final rating as to 'value for money', which was intended 
as a way of interpreting the utility which consumers would derive from their final 'package' for either 
commodity. 
Two open-ended questions completed the survey. The first referred to the perceived degree of riskiness in the 
choice process and the length o'. ~ime tak~n to undertake the option choice part of ~~e ques~onnaire. The second 
asked whether the subject's dec1s10n makmg would have been enhanced by the ability to chck through to find 
more detail about each option. 
-:------------------------------IPP.a~gjee~11E6~0 
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RESULTS 
Table l: Rreports the descriptive data and one way ANOVA results relating to HI 
Table 1: Number of options chosen I frame Std. Dev. Variance Good/s Frame N Mean 
1.76 0.99 0.975 Both AOF 29 1.06 1.122 Both SOF 26 3.19 
d.f 1/53; F 26.983; p<0.001 1.103 1.46 1.05 Film AOF 14 
processine: 
3.09 1.04 1.091 Film SOF 13 
processine: 
d.f 1/26;F 14.416; p 0.001 
AOF 15 2 1.02 1.21 Car insurance 
Car insurance SOF 13 3.23 1.23 1.26 
d.f= 1/27; F = 8.348; p<0.05 . . 
Note:AOF additive options framework, SOF - subtractive options framework. 
Levene's test for homogeneity of variance is not significant (p<0.05). As expected, option framing significantly 
effected the number of options selected. Results are also shown for each of the two goods separately. 
Table 2: Reports the descriptive data and ANOV A results relating to H2. T~e null hypothesis could no~ be 
re1ected, contrary to expectations 
Table 2: Number of options chosen I frame I price 
Price Frame N Mean Std. Dev. Variance 
Half AOF 15 1.83 1.07 1.146 
Half SOF 13 3.31 1.07 1.146 
Full AOF 14 1.69 0.99 0.975 
Full SOF 13 3.07 1.06 1.122 
d.f= 1/53; F = 2.348; p = 0.09 
Note: AOF = additive options framework, SOF = subtractive options framework. 
H3 predicted that option framing may affect consumers perceptions of the bundle they ultimately select. If 
consumers choose more options under subtractive options framework than additive options framework, this 
suggests that they perceive the products under subtractive options framework as offering more value. 
Table 4: Reports descriptive data and one way ANOV A results for H3. Again, the null hypothesis could 
not be rejected at the 5% level. 
Table 4: Perceived value/ frame 
Frame N Mean value Std. Dev. Variance 
additive ontions framework 29 3.31 1.04 1.091 
subtractive options framework 26 3.81 0.80 0.642 
d.f= 1/53; F = 3.341; p = 0.073 
Table 5 reports descriptive statistics and one way ANOV A results relating to H4. It was predicted that consumers 
engaged in choosing options under a subtractive options framework would perceive the task of making option 
choices more difficult than those engaged in additive options framework. In the subtractive options framework, 
the trade off is utility loss vs monetary gain. In the additive options framework, the trade off is utility gain vs 
monetary loss. As_ expect_ed, the degree of difficulty which subjects report is higher for those making decisions 
under the subtractive options framework than for those adding options to the basic product (significant at the 0.05 level). 
Table 5: Renorted decision difficultv / frame 
Frame IN I Mean value I Std. Dev. I Variance additive options I 29 I 1.97 I 1.02 I 1.034 
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framework 
subtractive options 26 2.61 1.35 
framework 1.822 
d.f 1/53; F 5.151; p 0.027 
Finally it was hypothesised (H5) that if decision difficulty is influenced by frami·n h Id b . 'fi 
' h · h' h g, erewou eas1gm tcant 
difference between t e time w 1c respondents report for making their decision 1·n each fr ..1. Th 
h · b · • amewo,11... e mean time taken by t ose usmg a su tractive options framework was 102 seconds comp d t 88 d ,, h 
· · fr k Th' · • , are o secon s ior t ose 
using the additive amewor · ts was stgnt?cant at the P < 0.1 level. Interestingly, the relative difference in 
time taken under each frame for film process mg was much higher than the time taken in each frame for motor 
vehicle insurance. 
DISCUSSION 
The results of this experiment reveal interesting findings about the effects of option framing on consumer choice 
decisions for these goods. 
As noted in Table 1, framing has a significant effect on option choice, although the confidence level for car 
insurance is lower. Logically, the end states for each frame were the same, but differences in descriptions and 
reference points associated with each frame caused very different outcomes. It is possible that this result reflects 
differences between the types of goods chosen for the survey. Zhang and Buda (1999) found that the message 
framing effect for low 'need for cognition' goods was more significant than was the case for high need for 
cognition goods. This may also be supported by the fact that the average response time by subjects choosing 
options for motor vehicle insurance was 141 seconds, as a against 52 seconds for respondents choosing film 
development options. We could infer that insurance has a higher need for cognition than film processing, but the 
difference in 'processing' time could also be associated with the (student) subjects' level of experience in the film 
processing and car insurance markets. Perhaps film processing decisions might incorporate a learning effect as 
they are made several times per year and may be regarded more as search goods rather than experience goods. 
Motor vehicle insurance decisions, by contrast, are made less frequently, and may be subject to inertia as the 
cognitive load associated with change may outweigh the potential benefits of change. 
The results associated with the subjects' reaction to the option choice process also bear out the predictions made 
in the literature. The significant difference in the difficulty the subjects felt in making decisions in both frames 
suggests that the loss aversion discussed previously applies for those committed to making a decision on the 
basis of the information available about the fully loaded model. The issue of commitment may be of interest. The 
high commitment which subjects were asked to assume may act as a boundary for the managerially positive 
effect of the subtractive options framework. This may be important in markets facilitated b_y e-co~erce, as the 
literature indicates there is a high 'click through' rate on many web sites and a low conversion ofv1s1ts to sales. 
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As noted in the results associated with H4, a subtractive options framework adds to both conceptual and 
monetary cost which would reduce the time and income avai!abl~ fo~ other welfare enha~cing ac~ivities. 
Questions might therefore be asked about consum~r welfare m s~tuat10ns where managenal practice was to offer 
the fully loaded product as a default option, knowmg that committed consumers would spend more on the 
product than might be the case if the base model was offered. 
The picture painted in the introduction to this paper was of an efficient frictionless market which would increase 
consumer surplus. On the contrary, framing suggests an increase in producer surplus if consumer decisions can 
be manipulated by subtle elements of information and persuasion. A prominent feature of information goods is 
that they have large fixed costs of production and small variable costs of reproduction. According to Varian 
(1997) cost based pricing makes little sense in the information goods context. Value based pricing is more 
appropriate because consumers place different values on information goods. 
Economists use the term 'price discrimination' to describe value based pricing. Varian describes how this is used 
in e-commerce under the label 'versioning'. The point ofversioning is to get consumers to sort themselves into 
various groups according to their willingness to pay (i.e. self selection).To completely capture consumer surplus, 
the number of versions of a product should be equal to the number of types of consumers in the market. 
The managerial implication of this, according to Varian (1997) is to design a product so it can be versioned. The 
modularisation that characterises many information goods ( even physical ones such as books and CDs) makes it 
far easier to remove features than it is to add them. 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
Accor~ing to Conlisk (1996), Bettman et al (1998) and Tversky and Kahneman (1987), the theory of framing is 
as yet !~complete. This r~search ~elds s~veral implica~ions for further study. From a managerial perspective 
(marketmg, product and mforma~on ~es1~), research mto the differential effects of various framing cues might 
be undertake~. Another_ resea~ch 1m~hcation concerns decision making fro various types of good or service. 
Perhaps prev1ou~ expenence i~ makmg some ~es of decis~ons, or in making decisions for some types of goods 
reduces t?e frami~~ effect. This refers to the notion ofleammg - whether experience enables people to make 
more optimal dects1ons. 
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ABSTRACT 
Some Thoughts on Managing E-Commerce Risks 
Steven Li 
School of Finance and Business Econ~mics 
Edith Cowan University, Australza 
E-mail: s.li@ecu.edu.au 
. . d • h h · ks · _ mmerce The general e-commerce risks are identified and some risk This paper 1s concerne wit t e ns m e co • 
l · d and anab,sed In particular we show how to assess e-commerce risk management so utwns are propose J' • , 
exposures and we discuss the need of hedging and insuring e-commerce risks. 
Key words: e-commerce, risks, risk map, risk management, insurance and hedging 
INTRODUCTION 
E-commerce i.e. electronic commerce can be loosely defined as 'doing business electronically', see e.g. . 
Timmers(1998). E-commerce includes electronic trading of physical goods and intangibles such as info1;Illat1on. 
This encompasses all the trading steps such as online marketing, ordering, payment, and support for_dehvery. 
Electronic commerce includes the electronic provision of services, such as after-sales support or onlme legal 
advice. Finally it also includes electronic support for collaboration between companies, such as collaborative 
design. 
Some forms of electronic commerce exist already for over twenty years, e.g. electronic data interchange (EDI), 
in sectors such as retail and automotive and CALS (Computer Assisted Lifecycle Support) in sectors such as 
defence and heavy manufacturing. 
These forms of e-commerce have been limited in their diffusion and take-up. In recent years, however, we see an 
explosive development in e-commerce. The reasons for that are, of course, the Internet and the World Wide 
Web, which are making e-commerce much more accessible. They offer easily useable and low cost forms of e-
commerce. E-commerce on the basis of the Internet is set to become a very important way of doing business. 
Although there is a downturn in the dot.com sector, E-commerce is continuing to emerge and develop. The risks 
associated with e-commerce are also becoming more and more important. Unlike the mature financial risk 
management, e-commerce risk management is at its early development stage. Without doubt, many ideas and 
principles from financial risk management will be useful for e-commerce risk management. 
Unpredictable movements in exchange rates, interest rates, and commodity prices not only can affect a firm's 
reported earnings but even may detennine whether a firm survives. Over the past two decades, firms have been 
increasingly challenged by such financial price risks. In response to these risks, a wide range of financial 
derivatives such as options, forwards, futures, swaps etc. have been introduced into the market and become 
available to manage t~ese financial risks, see e.g. Chance (2001) and Smithson (1998). In contrast to the wide 
range ?f products des1?11ed for I?anaging financial risks, to the author's best knowledge, there are hardly any 
financial pr~ducts availab~e des1gne~ for managing e-commerce risks and there are few insurance policies for e-
~ommerc~ nsks: Along with the rapid development of e-commerce, managing risks associated with e-commerce 
1s becommg an important and critical issue. 
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In order to manage ri~ks, a firm n:iust ~ow ~hat risks it faces and how big they are. Consequently, the finn must 
. lement a 'system for measunng nsk. ThIS general rule does apply to e-commerce. In this paper we attempt 
,mp · k . d . ' 
. dentify the key ns s m e-commerce an propose some solutions for managing them. In particular we shed 
to 
1 lt'ghts on the further development of hedging and insuring e-commerce risks ' 
some · 
IDENTIFYING RISKS IN E-COMMERCE 
As e-commerce is stil_l ~ relatively new form of commerce, the potential legal risks are very real. Failure to 
ider the complex1t1es of old and new laws as they affect commercial activities on the Internet will reduce the 
~onsme potential and increase tax liability and other legal risk of an e-commerce business. For a more detailed 
%~~ussion on legal risks in e-commerce, we refer to Greif (2000). Here we are more concerned with the 
operation risks in e-commerce. 
► 
S me e-commerce risks are obvious. The current privacy and security fury on the web makes these risks hard to 0 
erlook. Privacy and security risks are clearly important issues for insurance and financial services. The 
;:thering and exchange oflarge amounts of non-public personal consumer information makes these industries 
particularly vulnerable. 
There are many additional risks in e-commerce. To consider the e-commerce risks for a firm, a systematic . 
proach such as a checklist is necessary and useful. The following list categorises e-commerce risks as web site 
:~ecific risks, commerce risks, intellectual property risks, security risks, downstream liability risks etc. 
Web Site Specific Risks 
Links and framing 
Meta tag abuse 
Commerce Risks 
Unfair trade practices and fraud 
Property damage 
Advertising violations 
Privacy of customer information 
Defective hardware and software 
Unfair competition and antitrust violations 
Intellectual Property Risks 
Domain name hijacking 
Copyright and trademark infringement 
Disclosure of trade secrets 
Online intellectual property infringement liabilities 
Defamation 
Security Risks 
Loss of web site 
Loss of credit data 
Loss of advertising and electronic funds 
Viruses 
Employee error 
Theft of information 
Modification of system or data 
Denial of service 
"""na--------------::-:------------------FP'ca~g~e~1iE6i€6i 
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Downstream Liability Risks 
Hacker damage to a company that results in the company damagin~ others 
Damage from within a company that results in the company damagmg others 
The triggers of the risks above may be hackers, fraud, virus, network crashes and other operational problems. All 
risks can be severe, some of them may be even fatal to a business. The importance of each risk ma~ vary from 
business to business. To manage e-commerce risks, it is important to go thr~ugh the above check list and be 
aware which are the key risks related to one's business. In the next two sections, we propose some solutions to 
manage these risks. 
SPECIFYING RISK EXPOSURE 
Risk assessment involves a combination of a variety of fonnal and informal methods. It is practised in a variety 
of areas, by individuals with a wide spectrum of skills. Its goals is to determine the probabilities and impacts of 
various events. This data then can be used to provide guidance on the proper management of risks. 
A significant risk assessment tool is a simple graph known as a risk map. A risk map is a two-dimensional chart 
that shows the probabilities on one axis and the consequences (losses) on the other. 
Understanding the risks faced by an organisation begins with mapping the probability and consequence 
characteristics in a risk map. These numbers can come form a variety of sources. More formal methods involve 
the collection of statistics and the use of loss scenario analysis to calculate the probability of outcomes from 
those ofunderlying events. They are an expression of the analysts' intuitive understanding of the risks an 
organisation faces. A good example of how to use risk map in managing risk is given in Jablonowski (200 I). As 
an illustration, the risk map for the security risks in a hypothetical e-commerce business is shown in Figure I. 
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How risks are dealt with depends on where they fall on the risk m R" ks . . 
( g the virus risk in Figure 1), those with high probability ofsevap. ts m 
the uppernght quadrant of the map 
e. · b • ere consequences represent se · d t 
anisation. They must e av01ded, their probability d , nous anger o 
an org . l"k • . an consequences reduced or their effects transferred 
via some mec~amsm t e _msurance. Th_e nsk map provides a direct link between th, . . 
and the select10n oftechmques for deahng with these exposures. e analysts ofnsk exposures 
The general risk assessment rules can be applied to e-commerce In asses · th • ks 1 fi . • smg e ns re ated to an e-commerce business we need 1rst to estimate the consequences associated with the n·sk Th" b '. · h d • s. ts may not e too hard to 
estimate m practice. T en we nee to estimate the probabilities related to each n·sk I t· h" b h d 
b h d h . n prac ice, t 1s may e ar and may not e accurate enoug ue tot e shortage of historical data and compan·s d t F .fi 
· · h ffi · h. • 1 on a a. or a spec1 1c e-commerce busmess wit su 1c1ent 1stonca data, we can use the historical data to d. t th b b"l· . f h 
I h k . . . pre 1c e pro a 1 1ttes o t e Joss due to, for examp e, ac ers m a specific penod Of course such probabi·11·ty ma b 1 · rt· d h . . · , y e evo vmg ove 1me ue to technology progress or c anges m legal envtronment. 
Armed ~ith the information presented on the risk m_a~, risk events can be modelled using simulation. 
Simulat10ns are co":puter_programs that use p~oba~1hty an~ l?ss information as inputs. They can be used to 
develop and test vanous nsk management opttons ma reahsttc yet controlled environment. It is in this sense that 
the probability/loss analysis _precedes that development of useful holistic risk management techniques. We need 
to know what we are up agamst before we can develop workable solutions. 
INSURING AND HEDGING RISKS 
Given the natttre of risks faced by an e-commerce business, it is impossible to eliminate all the risks totally. 
However, the risks can be reduced greatly if some proper risk-reduction measures are taken. 
One way of mitigating the risks is to take insurance cover against eg. hackers, fraud, and network crashes etc. 
This method is rarely taken as it is very expensive to cover all the risks related to e-commerce so that the costs of 
insurance often outweigh the benefits. Besides, such insurance policies may not even exist. Thus an e-business 
firm often sets up a fund and self-insures, see Ferguson (1999). It is not an overnight process and insurance 
policies are being quickly developed in this aspect. Without doubt, the overblown fears in e-commerce will 
benefit the insurance industry and more insurance policies for e-commerce risks will be developed soon. 
The hedging concept in financial risk management is relevant to managing e-commerce risks. In investments, 
hedging refers to buying an asset to reduce the risk in a portfolio. The term is common in futures and foreign 
exchange markets where traders use facilities available to protect themselves against future price or exchange 
rate variations. If someone bulk buys scotch whisky ahead of the budget in anticipation of a price rise in the 
budget, then he or she is hedging (provided the whisky is drunk-if it were bought to be sold, then the buyer is 
speculating). 
To hedge e-commerce risks we need to use some financial products such as a 'technology failure put option'. 
Under such an option, the b~yer of the put option will receive some compensation _payment if some ,technology 
risks strike. Thus such an option can offset some or all of the damage from those ns~s for the ~uyer s e-. 
commerce business. But the buyer needs to pay a premium for having such a protect~o~. Hedgmg _essentially. 
involves pooling the risks and trading them in the market place. Hedging does not ehi:unate any nsks, rather 1~ 
transfers risks to the market. The mechanism is quite similar to insurance. The o~ly difference ts that for hed~mg 
the risks are transferred to the market rather than the insurer. The benefit ofhedgmg for an e-commerce firm ts 
the reduction in e-commerce risks, typically as depicted in Figure 2. That is, by hedging, an e-commerce firm 
can have a more stable income. 
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. . th t the financial products used for hedging are traded in the 
bed • ver msurance 1s a . • • · h · Th key advantage of gmg O ff •t by taking an opposite position m t e option. Due to the 
e · · n be closed O east Y I d d ·1 bl · 
market and hedging pos1t10n ca . d . 11· s products will be deve ope an ava1 a e m the market A 
. k special enva ve . . . 
need in hedging e-commerce ns ' E on Corp. to create a financial nsk management market for 
od exam le is the recent endeavour by ~ 
!~vertisini, see Clark (2001) for more details. 
- - - --
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Figure 2: The effect of hedging 
SOME RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES 
Risks do exist with e-commerce as shown in the previous section. We have to live with them whether we like 
them or not. After the risk assessment, the next thing is to implement a set of risk management policies. Of 
course, risk management policies should be firm specific. The need of hedging or insuring will also vary from 
firm to firm. Nevertheless, there are some common characteristics with e-commerce firms that call for some 
common management policies. Some of the common rules are as follows. 
Do not depend solely on firewalls. Firewalls help thwart external threats, but the integrity of your e-commerce 
system can also be jeopardised from inside your organisation, for example, it could be by a disgruntled employee 
Design security into your e-commerce strategy. Security as an afterthought maximizes the odds of key systems 
gaps. 
Install sy~tems capable of handling volume spikes. Boosting the traffic capacity of your e-commerce and makes 
the web site less vulnerable to hackers attempting to flood it and shut it down, 
~onstant1y probe for system weaknesses. Consider hiring friendly hackers to see how easy or difficult it is to 
mfiltrate your computer system. 
Creat~ ce~tralised_responsibility for assessing and addressing system vulnerabilities. Choose one person, such as 
th
e chief_i~~ormatwn officer or IT manager, who will be accountable for assessing and fixing such syStem 
vulnerab1ht1es. 
Emihas~e early detection and loss mitigation systems. Put software and personnel in place to detect problems 
ear y an to al)ocate resources that limit any damage to your e-c b . 
Take legal action against attack S . ommerce usmess. h y 
fear that the publicity will h rt t~s: ;me co~pames and personnel are reluctant to take legal action b~cause t e 
u eir ottom hne. But legal action is the best way to deter future mischief. 
Monitor continually and update yo t Th" . · k 
ur sys em. 18 will allow your firm to be at the forefront of fighting ns s. 
If necessary and available, insure or hedge your e com . k 
- merce ns s. 
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h bove list is definitely not exhauStive. Many more can be surely added to the list It is necessary for one to Tea . . . . . • 
ak its own specific bus mess situation mto account and draw up a proper list of rules to follow. In short good t e 1· . . rt t d ' 
risk management po icies are impo an an necessary for e-commerce risk management. 
CONCLUSIONS 
E-commerce risks _will become an important an~ crit!cal issue along with the rapid development of e-commerce. 
S e major risks m e-commerce are addressed m this paper. In assessing the risk exposure of an e-commerce 
b 
0
:ess we recommend the use of a risk map. Risks such as Internet failure etc. can be effectively reduced by 
. us ranc~ or hedging, both are at early developing stage for the e-commerce sector. Some financial products are 
msu I · h . k W b 1· ded for effective y managmg t e e-commerce ns s. e e 1eve that such products will soon be developed =~ evenmally will play an impo1:ant rol~ in the further development of e-co1?lllerce. Finally, we propose some 
mmerce risk management pohces which are common to e-commerce busmesses. e-co 
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ABSTRACT 
Valuations of Dot.Corns: 
I I. at·,ons from the Recent Market Plunge some mp 1c 
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E-mail: s.li@ecu.edu.au 
. h ,,r, d great loss in their market value recently, though their share prices were sky Internet companies ave su;;ere a 
. Th" fi ct casts doubts on the credibility of the valuations of dot.corns and even the 
rocketing two years ago. is a 
methods used in the valuations. This paper attempts to provide some analysis and insight to understanding these 
issues. The validity of the discounted cash flow models is addressed. The major difficulties in valuing dot.corns 
are discussed and some solutions are proposed to circumvent these difficulties. Finally, some valuation examples 
are presented to illustrate the key points in valuing dot.corns. 
Keywords: Internet companies, dot.corns, valuation, discounted cash flow models, speculative bubbles. 
INTRODUCTION 
In early 2000, Internet entrepreneurs had succeeded in quickly transforming their business ideas into billion-
dollar valuations that seemed to defy common wisdom about profits, multiples, and the short-term focus of 
capital markets. Valuing these high-growth, high-uncertainty, high-loss firms is a challenge. Some practitioners 
have even described it as hopeless. For example, Wang (1998) argued that the benchmarks can be elusive for 
valuing Internet companies. 
Now the picture for Internet companies is totally different. Many Internet companies including those like AOL, 
Yahoo, eBay and Amazon with sound business models and experienced management have seen their values 
pl~mmet. The ~ays of easy ~oney are gone. Unless your Internet startup falls into broadband, infrastructure, 
wi'.eless, or ?ptical networkmg plays, your ability to raise private equity or venture capital is negligible, as 
pomted out m Charterand (2001). 
The a?rupt fall of the Internet companies has cast many doubts on the credibility of the valuations of dot.co~ 
done m th~ past. For example, Copeland et al. (2000) obtained an equity value of 23 billion for Amazon.com_ Ill 
199
~, 
that is, $66 ~e~ share. Damodaran (2001) published a valuation of Amazon in March 2000 and valued its 
eqm!i' at l l.955 bdhon doll~rs, that is, $35/share. On the other hand, the market price of Amazon was around 
$9& m De~ember 1999, $26 m December 2000, and $13 in June 2001. It is natural to ask if such valuations make 
:~nse and if so, to what ext~nt can one rely on the valuation by analysts? In this paper, we attempt to address 
ese problems where possible we shall use Amazon.com as an example to illustrate. 
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TRADITIONAL APPROACH OF VALUATION 
The value of any asset lies in its future economic benefits and thus is a fu ti" fth h 
I.ti fth th nc on o e cas flows generated by that asset, the 1 e o e asset, e expected growth in the cash flows and th • ks . d . 
. . ens associate with the cash flows. 
Typically, the discounted cash flow approach (DCF) 1s often used: value of an asset =:E PV( Cash Flows), see 
e.g. or Brealey and Meyer (2000) and Palepu et al. (2000) for more details. 
There a~e a numb~r ofwa~s to apply the d~scounted cash flow approach. The free cash flow (FCF) model is the 
most widely used m practtce. The economic profit model is gaining in populan·ty It d ta · th • 
. h · • . . . . . s a van ge ts at 1t 
highhghts whet er a company ts e~m~ng its cost of capital. It 1s important to point out that both models result in 
exactly the same v~Iue,_ so the chmce ts mostly driven by the instincts of the user. The adjusted present value 
model and the eqm~ dtscou~ted cash flow_m~thod are particularly useful in special situations. For examples, the 
equity DCF mo?el ts best s~1ted _for finan<~tal tnstitutions such as banks and companies. The APV model is 
helpful for va~umg compames with changmg capital structures, such as leveraged buyout targets. These two 
models also give the same result as the FCF model. The key for applying these models is forecasting the cash 
flows. 
THE VALIDITY OF THE DCF MODELS IN VALUING DOT.COMS 
The DCF models are simpler when valuing firms with positive earnings, a long history of performance and a 
large number of comparable firms. However, Internet companies typically do not satisfy these conditions. High 
PIE ratio oflntemet companies (300 or even higher) is out of proportion of any wild expectation. In particular, 
such high PIE ratio is usually associated with negative and declining profit oflnternet companies due to the 
tendency of free provision of increasingly more Internet services. The economic mechanism of this phenomenon 
poses a great challenge to the traditional valuation approach. There are common difficulties in applying the 
valuation models to Internet companies (to be discussed later). 
During the hey days oflntemet companies, the prices of dot.corns were so high that many investors and analysts 
questioned the validity of traditional valuation approach for dot.corns. On the other hand, Many academics and 
specialists, see e.g. Copeland et al (2000), and Damodaran (2000), argued that the traditional approach with some 
modifications can be used to value dot.corns. 
According to Shuttleworth (2000), some researchers confinned that there was no correlation between an Internet 
company's bottom -line net income and its stock price. However, they did find that individual income statement 
line items, in particular gross profits (defined as gross revenue minus cost ofrevenue), did have an affect on 
prices. This implies that DCF models may well be relevant to the valuation of dot.corns. 
The recent Internet market plunge has clearly demonstrated that most Internet companies were far overpriced in 
early 2000. This implies the gap between valuation results and market values of dot.corns was, to a great extent, 
due to the speculative bubbles. Thus DCF valuation results might be close to the 'true values ' of the dot.corns 
and they did make sense. 
By now, it should be clear to the public that Internet is no King Midas. Business ideas _r~I~ted with Internet_ mu~t 
be analyzed with the same vigour as any other business initiatives. · Ho:wever, the_ cred1b1hty of each ~aluat1on 1s 
highly dependent to the validity of its assumptions. This certainly apphes to valumg Internet compames. The . 
same approach does apply on valuing dot.corns, though some adaptations may be necessary and such compames 
are typically more difficult to value than companies in the 'old economy'. 
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COMMON DIFFICULTIES IN VALUING DOT.COMS 
. . h 1 ts often encounter three problems with dot.corns: In applying the trad1t1onal app~_ac ,_an~ J:ta and absence of comparable firms, as discussed in Damodaran 
Negative earnings, absence of tstonca 
(2000). 
. 1 . fi wi"th negative earnings is that projections cannot be based upon a base Th b · c problem with va umg irms I · fi · h · e ast . . Th three options available to an analyst va umg a 1rm wit negative earnings· 
mber that ts negative ere are ·d h · · 
nu . . · 1 g·n proiections or adjust leverage. Best es, t e tax computation becomes more normalize eammgs, revenue mar t ~ ' . b . 1 · d 
1. t d "th ch firms and the normal going-concern assumptton may e mva t . comp tea e wt su 
. ft data from years prior to the current year to estimate inputs more precisely. Due to the In valuation, we o en use . · b . 
lack of historical data for dot.corns, it is often hard to estimate the betas and other vana Jes such as working 
capital which vary significantly from year to year. 
I dd·t· analysts also use information on comparable firms frequently in valuation. Thus the betas of a firm n a 1 ton, . E · f · 1 · be estimated by looking at firms of similar size in the same bus mess. st1mates o capt ta expenditure 
~~:irements and working capital needs are often based upon the averages for comparable finns in the same 
business. 
In considering the last two problems, it should be noticed that these two sources of information - historical data 
on the firm being valued and contemporaneous data on comparable firms - can substitute for each other. In other 
words, valuing a firm with limited history can be made much easier by the presence of a significant number of 
established firms in the same line of business. To a lesser extent, having a long history of infonnation on the 
firms in the same line of business may compensate for the absence of comparable firms. 
Apart from these problems, the Internet industry is very volatile and at an early growth stage. Typically, the 
growth of dot.corns can vary enormously from year to year. For example, Amazon posted growth rates in 
revenues of800% from 1996 to 1997 and then another400% from 1997 to 1998, and has also made a transition 
from being a book retailer to a specialty retailer. Such instability in growth also adds extra difficulty in 
estimating the future revenues and cash flows. 
In general, the value of any finn can be decomposed into two components: value of assets in place and value of 
growth potential. For Internet companies, almost all of the value can be attributed to the second component. 
Hence the finn value is almost completely determined by assumptions about the latter. 
In sho~, it should be noted that valuations of dot.corns are always subject to much more uncertainties than for 
firms m t~e 'old econo~y'. Thus the valuation results for dot.corns should be taken as a rough estimate in most 
~ases. Tots has been evidenced clearly by the recent market correction for Internet companies. As the Internet 
mdustry matures, the noise in valuation of dot.corns will become less and less. 
ASSUMPTIONS AND VALUATION EXAMPLES 
In this section, we look at some valuati 1 fi . Th h . . . on examp es or Amazon.com and the relevant valuation assumpt10ns. e purpose ere ts to htghltght the m · · · . . . . · t t 
b d. . . aJor issues mvolved m valumg dot.corns For this purpose 1t ts sufficten ° ase our 1scuss1ons on valuations don b h · ' 
e Y ot er people, rather than carrying out our own valuation. 
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BACKGROUND OF AMAZON.COM 
Amazon.com started to sell books on the Internet in July 1995. Its shares were first traded on the stock market in 
May 1997. Between May 1997 and December 1999 the value created by Am ti •t h h Id 
· · d 11 h" h · • ' azon or I s s are o ers amounted 
to 34.56 btlhon o ars, w 1c ts equivalent to a period return of more than 7000o/c Th" • • h k (S&P500) · ld o . o. 1s 1s m s arp contrast to 
the stock mar et . yie of 61 ¼ durmg that period. However, its share price fell sharply in the ast one 
and half years from its $106.7/share quoted on 10 December 1999 and its share is trading t b t $l3 p 1 · 2001 a a ou on y m June • 
In the one and ~alfyears from December 1999 to June 2001, the nature and structure of the business of 
Amazon.com did ~ot change much. ~us the huge plummet of the share price of Amazon.com must be mainly 
due to market sentiment ch'.111ge, th~t 1s, speculative bubbles. The speculative bubbles are not a new 
phenomenon. An ex~mple ts the railway bub~le~. When the railways started building their lines, investors had 
tremendous expectations about these compames future growth, which led to a dramatic increase in their share 
prices. However what h~ppened afterwards with the railway business showed that the share prices had been 
overvalu_ed: the compa?1es return was much_ lower than expected. It seems to be fair to say that there were 
bubbles m the share pnces of Amazon.comm early 2000. Now the bubbles have burst, but it is hard to tell that if 
there is still bubble~ left or the company is being underpriced in the market. Estimating the real equity value of 
Amazon.com remams tough. 
VALUATION BY COPELAND ET AL. (2000) 
As pointed out in Copeland et al. (2000), the best way of valuing Internet companies is to return to economic 
fundamentals with DCF approach, which makes the distinction between expensed and capitalised investment 
unimportant because accounting treatments do not affect cash flows. The absence of meaningful historical data 
and positive earnings to serve as the basis for price-to-earnings multiples also doesn't matter, because the DCF 
approach relies solely on forecasts of performance and can easily capture the worth of valuation creating 
businesses that have several years of initial losses. 
The DCF approach cannot eliminate the need to make difficult forecast, but it does address the problems of ultra-
high growth rates and uncertainty in a coherent way. Copeland et al. proposed to start from a fixed point in the 
future and working back to the present, using probability-weighted scenarios to address high uncertainty in an 
explicit way, and exploiting classical analytical techniques to understand the underlying economics of these 
companies and to forecast their future performance. 
To be more specific, Copeland et al. (2000) estimated the value of Amazon.com by assuming scenarios for 10 
years, ordered from most optimistic to least optimistic. Scenario A corresponds to 'suppose that Amazon is the 
next Wal-Mart', 15% of book sales on the American market, 18% of music sales of the American market, 
success in the sale of new products and a good margin. Scenario B and C are midway between A and the most 
pessimistic scenario (D), which is defined as much lower shares of the book and music markets, little success 
with other markets and a smaller margin. The value of Amazon's equity in 2000 is obtained as 79 billion dollars 
according to Scenario A and 3 billion according to Scenario D. These values are obtained by discounting ~he_ fr~e 
cash flows. The next step is to allocate probability to each scenario: they assumed t~iat 5% to the ~ost opt1m1~t1c, 
25% to the most pessimistic and 35% to the midway scenarios. With these assumpt10ns they obtamed an eqmty 
value of $23 billion, that is, $66/share. The major results are summarised in Tablel below. 
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Table l: Copeland et al.'s forecast and valuation for Amazon.coll! 
Sales in 2001 Margin of Equity Value in Probability ($billion 
Total EBITA(%) 2000 (%) Books Music Other ($billion) 
48 85 14 79 5 -Scenario A 24 13 37 ~ 9 31 60 11 35 Scenario B 20 
19 41 8 15 35 -Scenario C 16 6 
5 17 7 3 25 -Scenario D 7 5 
-
It should be noted that the above offers only a rigorous description of what c?uld happen. We can not credibly 
forecast 10 or more years of cash flows for a company like Amazon.com, n_e1ther can we tell the exact 
probabilities associated with each scenarios. Besides, t~e number of s~e_n_anos may be far more than the four 
considered above and the bankruptcy is not allocated wi~h any probab1hhes. !he p~rpose of such an estimate 
offers a way to understand the value of Internet compames rather than a precise estimate of the value which is 
not attainable given the huge uncertainties involved. 
With the benefit of hindsight, the above estimate shows that Amazon.com was overvalued as its share was 
trading at around $100 dollars in early 2000. Thus such valuation does make sense ifwe take the subsequent 
abrupt fall of the share prices of Amazon.com into account! However, the credibility of this estimate is quite 
limited as the current share price of Amazon.com is trading far from the equity value obtained above. It is 
impossible to know what the real equity value of Amazon.com should be, but it appears to be reasonable to say 
that the company was far overpriced by the market in early 2000, mainly due to the market sentiment. 
VALUATION BY DAMODARAN (2000) 
Damodaran (2000) published a valuation of Amazon in March 2000 and valued its equity at I I .955 billion 
dollars, !hat is $~5/share. The valuation is a simple discount of the FCF at the weighted average cost of capital. 
From this quantity, the debt and the value of the options held by the employees are deducted to obtain equity's 
value. The major forecasts are listed in Table 2 below. 
Table2: Damodaran's forecasts & valuation of Amazon.com (in $millions) 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Sales 2793 5586 9776 1466 1906 2386 2873 3321 3680 3001 
3 2 6 5 7 5 3 EBIT 
-373 
-94 407 1038 1628 2212 2768 3646 3883 3261 Taxes 0 0 0 167 570 774 1276 1359 969 I 14 I Depreciation 46 60 75 90 104 115 122 130 138 146 Capital expendimre 554 907 1345 1572 1438 1572 1599 1489 1226 815 WC expendimre 50 84 126 147 132 144 146 134 108 66 FCF 
-931 
-1024 
-989 
-758 
-408 
-163 177 625 1174 1788 K.,(%) 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 10.98 I0.50 K.!(%) 12.42 11.94 I 1.46 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.5 7.0 
As can be seen from the above table man . . 
be made. In making these assum ti ' Ji ~ssu~ption_s regardmg the sales growth, cost of capitals etc. need to 
considered. p ons, a t e difficulties analysed in the previous section need to be carefully 
For example, let us look at the assum tions o . 
800% from 1996 to 1997 and 400o/c J I n the revenue growth. The revenue growth rate of Amazon.com is 
common sense (see e.g. Palepu et a~. (~~/97 to 1998-But such growth rate is not sustainable according t~ 
growth and assume that the growth . )). It appears reasonable to allow the continuing momenmm of high 
the assumption of growth rate d rhate will _decreases to reach a stable rate of 6% in 10 years time. Obviously h. h oes ave an importa t . 
w ic growth rate to pick up is mor Iik n impact to the quality of the final valuation result. But 
upon A · · · e e an art rather th · JI d 
· sensitivity analysis will b h" hl d . an a science. Thus the common sense is often ca e 
e ig Y es1rable if on d h . ' I 
e nee to ave a clear picture of the firm s va ue. 
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In estimating_ th~ risk parameters, ~he traditional regression approach can not be taken as the historical 
data is very limited: _Ins~ead, t~e ns~ pa:ameters here have to be estimated using the financial characteristics of 
the firm-the volatility m eammgs, its size, cash flow characteristics and financial leverage. These risk 
parameters shoul~ not be left unchanged over t~e estimation period. As the firm matures and moves towards its 
sustainable margm an~ the stable gro~, the nsk ~arameters should also approach those of an average firm. In 
contrast to the regression approach, this approach 1s far more complicated and much harder to achieve. At the 
mean time, inevitabl?" there will b_e more noise i~ the estimated risk parameters. This shows why the valuations 
for dot.corns are typically more difficult and sub3ect to more noise. 
It should be noticed that eventually, the forecast quality is really dependent on these assumptions. To ensure that 
the final valuation figure makes sense, each of these assumptions should be based on logical arguments and 
reasoning, especially they must be consistent with common sense in business. In understanding the final 
valuation figure, one also should have the assumptions in mind. 
CONCLUSIONS 
As the emergence of the Internet and related technologies led to tremendous value creation for select 
entrepreneurs, it also raised questions about the sanity of a stock market that appeared to value companies more, 
the greater the losses they generated. It is argued that the traditional DCF approach, with some adaptations, is an 
essential tool for understanding the value of these companies. The recent Internet market correction has taught 
us that valuation results for dot.corns should be treated with care and should be well understood by looking into 
the valuation procedure and assumptions. The sentiment of markets has had a severe impact on the market values 
of dot.corns. Due to the complexity, lack of comparisons, and great number of future uncertainties involved, 
there are inevitably more noises in the valuations of dot.corns than firms in the 'old economy'. As the Internet 
industry matures, the DCF approach will be easier and easier to apply and the noises in the estimates will be 
further reduced. 
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Virtual enterprise is viewed as an effective solution to fulfill the requirements of today's global market. One 
common key issue in designing virtual enterprise is subcontractor selection. In this paper, the factors affecting 
the subcontractor selection process are divided into two categories: hard factors and soft factors. Accordingly, 
A two-phase framework is designed to assist the decision making process in selecting efficient and compatible 
subcontractors. Phase I mainly considers that whether subcontractor candidates can offer certain products or 
services in time with high quality and low price; phase 2 concentrates on the cooperation potentiality of 
subcontractor candidates. 
Keywords: decision support, subcontractor selection, virtual enterprise 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Global market of today demands rapid introduction of products while maintaining high quality and minimal 
costs. However, single enterprise has limited resource and capability while pr~ducts become _more complex and 
technology updates rapidly. It is a monumental task for large or small compames to accomphsh all the 
aforementioned goals in a timely and efficient manner. Large companies are often very complex and slow to 
change, while small ones suffer from a scarcity of resources. 
In such scenarios, virtual enterprises (VE), dynamic enterpri~e ~lliances _(DEA), an~ value chain netwo~ks (VCN) 
are envisioned by many experts as efficient solutions for rapid mtrod~ction of a vanety of products while 
maintaining high quality and low costs (Iacocca Institute 1991, Tallun et al. 1999, Chen et al. 200~, L~u et _al. 
2001). Because they are interchangeable on some extent, these terms are considered as the same thmg m this 
paper. 
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. . f II borating enterprise partners brought together by 
. . . rgamzatton o co a h I . A virtual enterpnse is a dynam1_c o t It re-organizes manpower, tee no og1es, and other resources 
· art ular the Interne · y· I E t · · ti information technology, mp . ic ' Ifill 'fie market requirements. A irtua n erpnses is ormed in the 
distributed in different ente~nses !0 ~ 1 sp;:hen the opportunity passes. Different views demonstrate the 
event of a market opportumty and is dissolve 
solution of virtual enterprise in Figure 1. 
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Figure I: The solution of virtual enterprise 
Generally, virtual enterprises can be divided into three types by level of outsourcing: internal, stable, and 
dynamic (Snow et al. 1992). In internal virtual enterprise, firms own most of their assets and have limited 
exposure to outsourcing. A stable virtual enterprise engages in a moderate level of outsourcing. And usually, in 
this kind of virtual enterprise, a set of suppliers supports a 'lead' company. Dynamic virtual enterprises are 
formed by a group of independent companies. The lead company, acting somewhat as a broker, identifies 
potential partners who own a large or sometimes the entire portion of the assets in the virtual enterprise. 
In a virtual enterprise environment, an industrial project is usually divided into subprojects and outsourced to 
subcontractors (e.g. suppliers and service providers). The subcontractors may further outsource their tasks to 
their subcontractors. These subcontractors are members of an alliance. They keep independent business 
p~ocesses and ~on~bute 'core competencies' in areas, such as design, manufacturing, and distribution, etc. to the 
virtual enterpnse. Figure 2 shows the relationship among members of virtual enterprise. 
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Figure 2: Sflippmg Membership of virtual 
enterprise 
It is clear that virtual enterprise will not e~i~t_without somebody to initiate it. So in such a virtual enterprise, one 
or several members must play the role of 1mtiator(s) and manager(s) in leading the collaboration. 
One common key issue in designing this new form of organizations is the subcontractor selection process. 
Subcontractor selection investigates the principles and mechanism in selecting subcontractors in an open 
marketplace. Although some work has been done in this area, practical mathematical models and optimization 
methods for subcontractor selection are still a challenge. Much of previous research emphasizes conceptual and 
empirical decision support models. They may suffer from one or more shortcomings such as being 
mathematically too complex, too subjective, etc. (Holt at al. 1998). What practitioners need is a methodology 
that is simple to use and understand, and yet produces reasonably accurate results (Huang G.Q. et al. 2000). 
Difficulties, complexity, and solution 
When a selector, such as a broker, tries to find a set of subcontractors to meet particular requirements, it will 
encounter difficulties as below. 
It is difficult to evaluate all the factors that will affect subcontractor selection as a whole. There are many factors 
to consider in making the selection, some of them are qualitative, such as friendship, credit, and reliability; as 
while as others are quantitative, such as cost and completion time. And there will be different sets of factors for 
different kinds of subcontractors. For example, a manufacturer candidate should have suitable machines, as while 
as a seller candidate should have suitable marketing channels. 
It is an extremely tedious and time-consuming process to evaluate each combination of subcontractors and 
identify the most desirable one from them (Talluri et al. 1999). For example, consider a situation in which a 
virtual enterprise with four types of business processes A, B, C, and Dis to be formed. Ifthere a~e syotential 
candidates for role A, 6 for role B, 7 for role c, and 8 for role D. Then the total number of combmat10ns under 
consideration is 1680 if these different roles of subcontractors are correlative. 
A broker or initiator usually receives overload information ab?ut selection of subcontractors (Ho et al. 2000). 
Before make the decision to form a virtual enterprise, exhaustive efforts must be made to remove. . 
To _address the problems above, this paper proposes and introduces a decision support framework, which can 
assist selectors to find an efficient and compatible set of subcontractors. 
In this framework, the factors affecting the subcontractor selection are divided into _two cate~ories - hard factors 
and soft factors Accordingly a two-phase decision model is proposed. Phase I mam!y considers that whether 
c d"d ' • · · · h h" h Iity and low pnce· whereas phase 2 
an I ates can offer certain products or services m ttme wit ig qua ' ' 
concentrates on the cooperation potentiality of candidates. 
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The main body of this paper is divided into four parts._ The _first part explai?s the frame~ork and architecture as a 
d rt • tr duces how to define specifications for evaluat10n and selection. The next part whole. The secon pa m o . 
discusses hard factors evaluation, followed by soft factors evaluation. 
FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW 
For common evaluation and selection problem, when jobs or tasks are coming, the selector should take general 
procedure as below: 
(a) Defines specifications (task requirements), which include factors and their targets; 
(b) Collects related data and information from subcontractor candidates; 
( c) Evaluates and select the suitable set of subcontractors. 
However, as mentioned above, there are many factors to consider in making the subcontractor selection. Some f 
them are qualitative, and others are quantitative. Consequently, these factors are divided into two categories. 
0 
° 
is called hard factor, which includes those concrete, certain, and local factors (such as machine, price, and ne 
delivery time for certain products). Another is named soft factor, which includes those abstract, generalized, and 
global factors ( e.g. product, people, technology, management and marketing related factors). 
~-~ 
/ ' \ 
~~,~ c,M;dme 
Figure 3-a: Hard factor and its target 
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Figure 3-b: Soft factor without clear target 
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Figure 4: Task flow of the framework 
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Hard factors have exact targets, like Figure 3-a. A candi'dat -11 h 
th O · e WI ave advantag h · · or be closer to em. ppos1tely, soft factors have some fuzziness b . , e_ W en it can satisfy those targets 
each soft factor. It is like Figure 3-b. ' ecause It s difficult to set an exact target for 
Accordingly, a two-phase framework is proposed. Phase 1 named hard . . . . 
candidates can offer certain products or services in time with h" h I' dec1S1on, mai_nly considers that whether 
named soft decision, concentrates on the cooperation potenti' 1.
1
tyg qfua ityd' and low pnce; whereas, phase 2, 
a 1 o can 1dates. 
The basic function and task flow of this framework are defined as Fi re 4 In . . 
'Job', means a part or a component to be outsourced to the manufac:rin . which, the mput ofth: ~ystem -
list is identified from all the candidates. And in soft decision a fi I g subcontra~to~. In hard declSlon, a short 
method, the specifications become clearer and the whole sel~cti~:a recommb ended hs~ is generated. By this 
h I I 
· h • ' process ecomes simpler 
In the w o e se ectlon process, t ere 1s a great deal of information 1·nt h b · 
· d h · fi · ere ange etween the selector and 
candidates An t e m ormatlon flow and process between the selector and each candid • . . 
There are five steps in the procedure. ate is defined m Figure 5. 
Selector Specifk.atioo definition i----...i 
-----·----
Candidate I ratiat list 
Hard 
<toc:islon 
Re!riaf list 
Soft 
6e-clslon 
Figure 5: Information flow between selector and candidate 
The ~electo~ prepare~ and defines hard and soft specifications ( each includes factors and their targets), then 
pubhsh the mformat10n about the task and hard factors to potential sub-contractors. 
If a comp~ny t~at received the above information is interest in the job, it can submit related data according to 
hard spec1ficat10n to enter the initial candidate list. The data submitted here is called hard data. 
The selector collects the data and evaluates it to identify the retrial candidate list, to which the soft factors will be 
sent. 
(d) The candidate on the retrial list submits soft data, relative data according to soft specification. 
(e) The selector collects the data and evaluates it to generate the final preferred candidate list. 
A prototype framework system for manufacturing sub-contractor selection has been developed on the initial 
round of investigation, the architecture of which is showed as Figure 6. The framework is composed of five tiers, 
which are: 
Interface tier, with which users (domain experts and decision maker) can communicate with the system. 
Function tier includes three main functions of the system: Specification definition, hard decision, and soft 
decision. The next several parts of this paper describe them in detail. 
Tool tier includes four groups of tools. The decision support group is the most important one. The reas?ner is an 
~nference engine, by which the system can draw conclusion from facts and knowledge. For example, given part 
Information, the process method can be retrieved from method base. As while as, given process method, machine 
tool can be found from tool base. The matcher is called by hard decision to evaluate whether a candidate has the 
capabilities to complete the task. The fuzzy mapper is called by soft decision to evaluate the performance of a 
candidate on soft factors. 
~ata tier includes database (such as task base to store information about details of task, factor base to store 
Information about factors and their targets) and knowledge base (such as method base that stores knowledge 
about process method for certain task, tool base that stores knowledge about machine tool for certain process 
method). 
Base tier includes an integrated 3-level model (Huang X.G. 2000~ for infonnatio~ (includes dat~ and 
knowledge). The first level is a relational model to store information; the second 1s an Information Set Model 
rr-7ln-:-te_r_n_a_tio_n_a_l _W_e ___ B_C_o_n_fe_r_e-nc_e_2_0_0_1 ________________ 1 P°'a;;g~e~1is8~21 
(ISM) model to describe information; the third includes several application models to fulfill different 
requirements of certain information objects. 
Because of the length of the paper, only principles and theories of core functions: Specification defi .. 
decision, and soft decision will be introduced here. mtion, hard 
.!!! ... 8.! 
I- I-
User Interface 
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definition [._ __ d:a_~_! _ I ( ___ d_!_f':_·o_n ___ )
---- -----------------------· 
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Figure 6: Architecture of the system 
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SPECIFICATION DEFINITION 
Hard specification definition 
This step is to define all the factors, and set their targets and ma b . h . . . Y e weig ts Ill some s1tuat1on. 
As introduced above, hard decision is to determine that whether a ca d"d t h h . . 
· · · · h h" h · n I a e as t e capacity to offer certam 
Products or services m time wit 1g quality and low price Thus the h d "fi . . 
· · d rty And r f . · ' ar spec1 1cation should mclude factors 
abo~t tim~, pnce, ~n qua 1 • qua ity O a certai~ part or component can be divided into detail techni ue 
specifications, which are generally offered by the designer of the product. q 
Factors may take different types of values. 
Low-pass. Some factors are of the type 'the smaller is the better' For example 1·t• b tt "fth · • 1 . . • , s e er I e pnce 1s ower and deliver date 1s earlier. ' 
High-pass. Some factors are of the type 'the lager is the better'. For example, it's better if the product has longer 
life expectancy. 
Middle-pass. Some factors are of the type 'the middle is the better'. For example, it's better if the real size of a 
dimension is just between the upper and limitations of tolerance. 
Some factors are of the Boolean type. For example, if the subcontractor has certain equipment or technology to 
complete the job. 
And some time, it needs to consider about the importance of different factors. This system offers five grades for 
the importance of factors, and the grade increases from 1 to 5. Domain experts or selector can set the grade for 
each factor. 
Soft specification definition 
Soft decision concentrates on the cooperation potentiality and long term relationship between selector and 
subcontractor, and soft factors are those abstract, generalized, and global factors. As a result, it is difficult to set 
exact targets for soft factors. This step needs to define soft factors and set their weights. 
A hierarchical tree model is used to describe soft factors, and Figure 7 is such an example. There are five main 
soft factors in this example, which are product, facility, technology, personnel, and management. These factors 
can be continually decomposed into sub-factors, and all the factors make up of a factor tree. In this tree, the 
factors are called leaf nodes if they can be given quantificational evaluation directly and need not further 
decomposition; otherwise they are called branch nodes. This tree model can describe the soft factors_ 
subcontractors clearly, and be easily enlarged and modified. It should be noted that the factor tree might be 
different in different cases. It is u to the selector. 
quality 
function 
Prk:e 
delivery 
service 
Enterprise 
gratle 
Entmprise 
crectn 
Ra~d 
reponse 
lnformaoon 
9l'OUnd'io'Ork 
NC hotwork 
Management 
CAD 
CAM 
FMS 
CIM 
CE 
VM 
KOO\'Mldge 
Trannlng 
Stimulation 
Figure 7: Example of soft factor tree 
All d" t th method of hard specification definition. the leaf-nodes need weights, which can be acquired accor mg O e 
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HARD DECISION 
Single factor evaluation 
In hard decision, hard factors are evaluated on the ~~s~s of target~ (includes stan~s for the requirements of 
selector) and candidates' data (stands for the capab1httes of candidates). Selector s requirements and c d'd 
capabilities may overlap. A candidate may have surplus or shortage of capability to meet the selector'san 1 ates' 
requirements. And as mentioned above, the value of facts may be four types. This paper proposes four 
membership functions (He 1983) to describe the extent whether selector's requirements match candidat , 
capabilities. For reader's convenience, a list of notations is given here. es 
x the data of a candidate on one factor. 
a the target of the factor. 
b relaxation coefficient, b>O. 
µ(x) membership function 
High-pass (showed as Figure 8-a) 
(x < a) 
(x ~a) 
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On this kind of factors, a candidate will get better assessment score if his d . . . . 
reach ceil at the point of target, and will not increase after then. ata is higher. However his score will 
µ(:x) µ(x) µ(:x) 
1 1 
a )( a X ar X 
8-a 8-b 8-c 
Figure: 8 Example of soft factor tree 
Low-pass (showed as Fig. 8-b) 
µ(x) = {-(x
1
-a)2 
e b 
(x:s; a) 
(x > a) 
(2) 
On this kind of factors, a candidate will get better assessment score if his data is lower. However his score will 
reach floor at the point of target, and will not decrease after then. 
Mid-pass (showed as Fig. 8-c) 
-(-a1)2 
e b (x < a1 ) 
µ(x) = I a1 :s; X :s; a2 (3) 
-(x-a2 )2 
e b x> a2 
On this kind of factors, a candidate will get better assessment score if his data is closer to the middle of the target 
range. However his score will reach ceil if his data is within the range. 
Boolean 
In fact, this type is a particular case of type c (while b » x) 
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Overall evaluation 
There are two steps. 
fr importance grades by (a) Get weights for hard factors om 
gi 
w.=-
1 fgi 
i=I 
Where, 
m the number of hard factors 
g; the importance grade of a factor 
w; the weight of a factor 
(b) Get overall hard factor evaluation score by 
m 
Eh= LW;µ;(x;) 
i=I 
(4) 
(5) 
d .f'. 1 u· the selector can choose a proper number of candidates for retrial Based on the result ofhar 1actor eva ua on, 
list. 
SOFT DECISION 
I Candidate n 
I Candidate 2 
Candidate 1 
A 
-
-
9-a 9-b 
Figure 9: Tree data structure 
A soft factor tree can be abstracted to a tree data structure (Xu 1996) as Fig. 9-a, and the data of every candidate 
make up a 2.5D forest as Figure 9-b. 
Leaf node evaluation 
Because soft factors are qualitative, a measure of fitness is used to quantify them by 
(6) 
)=I 
Where, 
j 
n 
the index of factors 
the index of candidates 
the number of candidates 
the initial score of cand~datej at node i given by domain experts or selector, from 1 to 5. 
the fitness rank of candidate j at node i. 
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Branch node evaluation 
For a branch node, if it's every child node has a fitness rank the eval ti f . 
b fuzzy mapping ' ua on score o this branch node can be gotten Y · 
Where, 
m the number of factors 
the weight of a factor 
OVERALL EVALUATION 
The step-by-step procedure is described in brief as follows: 
(a) Set root node as current node. 
(b) Check whether all of its child nodes have fitness ranks. 
(7) 
( c) If one of its child nodes has not rank, take the child node as current node, call step ( a) recursively. 
(e) Get weights of its child nodes. 
(f) Get evaluation score of current node by fuzzy mapping 
(g) Return the evaluation score as fitness rank. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The work on the subcontractor selection problem of virtual enterprise leads to the following conclusions: 
A two-phase framework is outlined from which a selector can get decision support when it seeks efficient and 
compatible subcontractors. Dividing selection-related factors into two categories provides a way to simplify and 
shorten the whole decision process. 
To describe all the factors clearly, a four-type model is defined to describe hard factors, and a tree model is 
designed to describe soft factors. 
Membership functions are developed to quantify hard factors, as while as a fuzzy mapping-based algorithm is 
developed to quantify soft factors. 
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The purpose of this research is to evaluate publicly available university Web sites and to classify those sites 
according to automatically generated profiles. Recent studies offer important insights about the state of the art of 
university Web sites and the future needs of Internet-based information services in higher education. Most of 
them, however, do not systematically explore the differences regarding structure and content of the observed 
systems. Our paper presents the findings of a study that comprises a sample of I 00 international university Web 
sites. It investigates empirical differences and identifies explanatory factors for these differences. The study 
relies on empirical Web data as of May 2001. 
Keywords: Higher Education, University Web Sites, Evaluation, Fortune Global 500, Comparative Analysis 
INTRODUCTION 
Dominating much of the Internet's history, universities have been actively pushing and developing related 
technologies until the beginning of the 1990s. In the mid 1990s, however, companies discovered p~bli~ networks 
as a commercial opportunity. Together with the rapid development of desktop computers, commumcat10n 
infrastructure and graphical Web interfaces, the unprecedented growth of the World Wide Web began: 
Commercial organizations started to be the drivers of Internet technologies that were no longer exclusively used 
by academics. These mass-market technologies have been actively shaped by their commercial applications. 
How are they implemented and used by the academic sector? Currently, universities are putting a lot of effort 
into developing W eh-based instructional approaches and knowledge brokerage platf~°:1s ( d~PACE _2001; . 
Brantner et al., 2001; Vrabic and Simon, 2001) orinto deploying In~erne_t-ba~ed a~mm1strat1on services. This 
paper represents a first step towards an analysis of how and why un1vers1ty sites differ from each other and how 
they differ from commercially oriented sites. 
2nd~:-------------=------------------PPiagg;e~199l0) 
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METHODOLOGY 
. • W b infonnation systems. Generally, they can be divided into 
There are several approaches to clashs~fying e e will use an automatic approach to classify and evaluate public! 
manual and automatic methods. In t is paper w y 
available sites. 
. h d more efficient and immune to intra- and interpersonal variances than 
Automatic Web evaluatwn ~det ho s are rtuni"ty to analyse a large number of sites in a relatively short period of 
1 1 ation and provi et e oppo · · "fi bl ti · · 
manua eva u d at the expense of sacnficmg non-quantl ia e, requently rec1p1ent-
. N tu ally these a vantages come . . . 
time. a ~ ' . (B d S harl 2000). The methodology and class1ficat1ons presented m this paper are dependent mfonnat10n auer an c ' d T l C C "d . 
. 1 t ..; ·ty Navigation Security, Layout, an extua ontent. ons1 enng technical based on the five factors. n eracuv1 ' ' . b·1· 1 d . . 
• • • &-. h" h characterized by varymg degrees of measura 1 1ty, evo ve from rev1ewmg feas1b1hty these iactors, w IC are . . d . h fi 11 . . . 
. ' h d l atory case studies They will be d1scusse m t e o owmg sections. A detaI!ed prev10us approac es an exp or . • 
description of the variables can be found m (Scharl, 2000). 
Sampling Process 
F th lyses presented in this paper, a combination of purposive and stratified sampling was chosen. or e ana . • • S ·fi · ·d ·fi b Purposive samples are based on expert judgments and p~e-spe_c1~ed cntena. tratI 1c~t10n 1 enti 1es _su -
populations, or strata, and then selects objects fo~ samph~g w1thm these su~-po~~lat1o~s: The_ combmed sam~le 
underlying this paper comprises 100 Web-based mformat10n_ systems of umvers1t1~s, d1v1ded mto su~populat1ons 
by geographic region: North America, Europe, Asia, Australia & New Zealand, Mid- & South Amenca, and 
Africa. 
Data Gathering and Extraction 
A Linux-based architecture was used to mirror the data. This study concentrates on the primary user interface 
and does not consider password-protected areas. Thus the downloading limit of the mirroring process was set to 
10 MB per site. Upon successful completion of the mirroring process, the retrieved files including event-log and 
error-log were archived for further processing. A mirroring limit of ten megabytes of textual data (excluding 
graphics and other multimedia files) was set for a better comparison of sites of heterogeneous size. To extract the 
information from the mirrored data, a Perl script was used to parse the HTML files of the mirrored Web sites and 
compute the variables for the classification. During the parsing process the HTML code was searched for markup 
tags to establish the values for the predefined parameters. The variables total number of images and distinct 
number of images, for example, are derived from the occurrences and attributes of the <IMG>-tag. Each 
occurrence of the tag increments the total number of images, while the distinct number of images is only 
increased when an image occurs for the first time as indicated by the graphical resource's URL in the SRC at-
tribute of the <IMG> markup tag. 
Similarly, th~ variables_ referring to external and internal links are calculated by counting the <A> markup tags. 
~ more de~Iled analysis of the URL in the HREF attribute distinguishes between relative, absolute, and external 
lmks. Additionally, the script produced a single text file from the mirrored documents, which was stripped from 
the s°:1ctural_HTML markup and s!ored in plain ASCII format, which served as input for an exploratory tex~al 
analysis. Vanables for each Web site were assembled into a single vector producing a two-dimensional matnx 
for the sample of 100 university Web sites. ' 
22~
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The extracted raw inthforma~ion ~eeded to
1 
undefirgo ~drth~r analysis to associate semantic meaning. In order to 
I Ses the data of e umverstty samp e we 1rst t enttfied outliers and tried to assess whether they were real anay · ··1 h 
outliers or errors. Smcfed~a~yb st~ttsttcfa met ?dbsl areUbased on the assumption of normal distribution, we also 
1 sed the pattern o istri utmn ° our vana es. nfortunately, many of our variables proved to be far from ~n~ y normally distributed or symmetric, even after trans-formation. Facing the problem of normality, comparing 
emgs of our variables classified by regions proved to be very difficult. The distribution between regions differs 
:::iy from normal and the spread ofthe_dis~bution with~ ~e ~oups val"_Y gr~atly ~violation of the assumption 
of equal variances). We used boxplots to 1dent1fy skewed distributions and identify different spreads across 
groups. 
Interactive Features of University Data 
W measure interactivity with four groups of variables: Email, Script, Applet and Form. The first variable 
es:blishes the number of direct links to distinct email addresses referenced through <A HREF="mailto: ... ">. 
S ·pt represents the number of occurrences of the <SCRIPT> tag per document. Applet counts the number of 
d~s:nct java applets as ~etermined through the reference to its class file. Form indicates the number of forms 
with distinct action attnbutes. 
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. the level of interactivity (standardized mean values) Figure 1: Comparmg 
. d that the average interactivity values of the A 
. . . h . p· e 1 we were surpnse . h d 
nalysmg reg10nal differences s own m tgur Nortlt America. Having visited the Web sites we a 
European sample were much lower than the values for 1 h ogeneous than the samples of the other mple was ess om b' already assumed that on first sight, the European sa_ 'fi d th t the spread of the European sample was igger 
. ' . d t'I we 1dent1 ,e a d 't d regions. Using box-plot analysis an percen I es . .
1 
d 1 k on the outliers at the lower en I ma e for most variables than for all other regions. Havmg a de-ta, e boo s· Western European countries and Eastern 
1 · nto two su group · h sense to divide the heterogeneous European samp et J't fthe European sample affects t e average E 
. . 2 d trates how the sp I o uropean countries. The chart m Figure emons 
values for Western Europe. 
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Global 500 values shows higher average values of the 
· le to the Fortune f · t · · · 
. the average university samp fi the university sample. In terms o m eracttvity, this result Companng ies than or . · k h ld · 
. bl fior the Fortune 500 compan fi n i"nteracting with thetr sta e o ers via fonns - e g F orrn vana e . h a higher ocus o . · ·, 
h that commercial Web sites ave . . tr ti·on forms of all kmd, feedback forms, etc. The s ows us d . g onlme, reg1s a b f S . . 
requesting brochures, or enn fi A 1 t tags whereas the num er o cnpt tags 1s lower customers . alues or PP e • · 
. •ty sample shows higher average v d th t many commercial Web sites use the scnpts for layout 
umvers1 l We conclu e a · h · h · · 
ared to the Fortune 500 samp e. .d . The Mail variable is clearly big er mt e umvers1ty 
comrp~ses and to ensure a consistent corporate I hen~tyt. that university Web sites refer to the email addresses of all 
pu 500 ple due to t e 1ac ll -1 sample than in the Fortune . sam .' d lar e corporations in particular tend not to put a ema1 addresses 
staff and students. Commercial Web sites an g 
of employees on their sites. 
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Figure 2: Splitting the European part of the sample into Eastern and Western Europe 
DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 
This report on our work in progress concentrated on one factor, the level of interactivity. There are certain 
limitations in analysing Websites automatically since it is not possible to analyse pages in password-protected 
areas. Nevertheless the primary user interface does provide sufficient information to make statements on the 
general level of interactivity. Further research will also investigate and compare other criteria outlined above 
(navigation, security, layout, textual content). 
In addition to comparing individual statistical criteria, we used cluster analysis to identify homogeneous ~ub-
groups based on selected characteristics. Clustering our current sample proved to be very difficult. We_will 
therefore expand our sample and concentrate on few countries, trying to identify other factors than regmna~ 
differences. Analysing the linear relationship between our variables and additional university data (university . 
budget per student, ~~mber of students, number of staff, IT budget, type of funding, type of univers~ty, etc.)~!~ 
help us explore add1t10nal explanatory factors for the differences in structure and content of university Web sit · 
We will then construct a roadmap for further investigations and to derive recommendations for both Web 
developers and university management. 
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This paper applies the understandings about Constituent Market Orientation gained by research undertaken by 
Tellefsen to the six organisational types of the taxonometric model of Virtual Organisation developed in the 
School of Management Information Systems at Edith Cowan University to identify the most effective distribution 
of resources and management attention in combinations of real and virtual e-business scenarios. 
Keywords: Virtual, e-Business, Management, Learning, Theory, Markets, Orientation 
INTRODUCTION 
When constructing a business solution, many constituencies and stakeholders determine the idea's market value, 
effectiveness, and efficiency. These include labour markets, downstream markets, collaborative markets, 
upstream markets including suppliers, market regulators such as industry associations, governments, and general 
influencers like the media and the public. Market oriented leaders direct their attention and efforts towards these 
constituent markets to maximise a business unit's competitiveness. In total, the above distribution of attention 
forms the 'constituent market orientation' of an organisation. 
Tellefsen (1995, 1999) has undertaken extensive research justifying a top management led programmatic and 
natural learning based on feedback from the constituents ('market-back') theory of Constituent Market 
Orientation. The research findings are based on information provided by 235 CEOs, 244 market managers, 188 
purchasing managers, 163 personnel managers, 179 union representatives, 154 PR managers, and 175 lobbying 
managers .. Te_llefsen's orig~al hyp~theses were aimed at conventional larger organisations. His findings, 
however, md1cated that this Constituent Market Orientation theory is applicable more broadly. 
This ~ap~r applies Tellefsen'_s Constituent Market Orientation theories and findings to the forms of virtual 
orgamsatwns commonplace m the e-commerce arena categorised in terms of the taxonometric model developed 
at the School of Management Information Systems, Edith Cowan University (see, for example, Bum and Barnett, 
1999, Burn et al., 1999, Burn and Tetteh, 2000, Lethbridge, 2001, Marshall et al., 2001). 
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OVERVIEW OF TELLEFSEN'S CONSTITUENT MARKET ORIENTATION FINDINGS 
Market orientation is essentially a theory of market-driven organizati l l . . . . . . 
learns through interacting with its environment. The closer the int ot~a e~rnhmg an? mnovation. An md1v1dual 
h th · d" ·d 11 erac !On wit a particular part of the environment, t e more e m IVI ua earns about that part. If an individual has no d" . . . 
of his or her environment, that part will become unknown and invisible C I irhect mter~ct10n with a part 
· f · d" "d I b b · ommon Y, t e constituent market 
orientation o an m 1v1 ua ecomes un alanced and results in increas d ti . . 
. f other constituents e ocus on some constituents and partial 
1gnorance o • 
The configuration of an individual's group membership is the most important f: t • th . . . 
. 1 • . . . ac or m etr onentation We are social bemgs. Intense earnmg occurs pnmanly m face-to-face groups Groups wi"th fr t ta · d 
· I I · . · equen con cts an internal double and tnp e- oop learnmg establish a strong culture with common beli"e"- 1 1 . . • b . d · · 1s, va ues, goa s, pnonties, language, ha its an recogmt10n patterns. In larger group contexts they form a sub-cultu Th b 
· f · d" "d l' 1 . ' re. e num er, type and heterogeneity O an m _1v1 ua s cu tural traits (often referred to as the individual's personality) depends on 
the ~u~ber and_ type of social _groups ~e or she ?e~ongs to. Each individual's consciousness is limited, tending to 
ro~ttmze be~av10r, and result _m focusm~ on a Im1:1ted set o~ social relations. When an individual is preoccupied 
with somethmg - due to habits or prev10us learnmg ofbehefs, values, priorities and goals_ other things are 
unattended, invisible or not comprehended. 
Crossan e~ al (1999) say~~ sa~e limitati?ns ap~ly to groups sharing mental frames, paradigms, observations 
and exp~nen~e~. These hm1tatlons, combmed with group wise double-loop learning; result in many groups 
developmg d1stmct sub-cultures that are often homogenous and stable. These factors interact with other 
organisational, management and leadership factors in significant ways. An organization institutionalizes what 
tasks are to be carried out by whom, who works with whom, and the rules and intensity of interactions. The 
natttre and structure of the institutionalization has a profound impact on the emergence of distinct sub-cultures 
within industrial clusters, networks of cooperating firms, single firms, and inter- and intra-organizational work-
groups. The tighter group-internal relations are, and the looser the group-external relations are, the stronger the 
sub-cultures of individual groups become. 
Organizations that consist of heterogeneous groups with strong sub-cultttres become extremely difficult to 
govern and lead. Common language, perceptions, values, experiences, goals and habits are weak. Performance 
and behavior become unpredictable for the organization as a whole, and the organization will not be able to 
develop a common identity and image. The challenge to the leadership, therefore, is to establish learning loops 
that are programmatic and led from the center of power. The purpose of these programmatic learning loops, is to 
establish common purpose, values, and objectives. They must also result in, a common understanding of 
language, facts, and the environment, with its internal processes and structttre, constituents and stakeholders. 
From a strategic point of view, it is also essential to establish definition between 'us' and 'others': the limits and 
borders of the organization and its competition. To establish a strong common cultttre in the organization, the 
common elements established by the leadership must be communicated to all members of the organization, and 
be implemented in all decisions regarding leadership style, organizational architecture, structures and processes, 
strategies, operations, services and products, and be reflected in all external communication with the 
constituents. An alternative, to this organizational approach to producing and exchanging values in the sub-
groups of an organisation, is the market solution of distance and freedom of choice a~ong the actors. Re~ource-
based and agent-based theories of networks have explored the feasibility and econorrucs of these alte~atives: 
administrative versus market solutions of exchange (Conner, 1991, Dahlstrom and Nygaard, 1999, Heide, 1994). 
~owledge management is a key factor in the above issues (see, for example, Prusak, 1~97). Learning theory 
distinguishes between tacit and explicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge can be commumc~ted through a 
common language which includes the meaning and feelings attached to body language, pictures, sound, and any 
~orm of symbols i~cluding written language. Knowledge can also be tacit, and this can occur at several levels: 
mdividual, work group, network, firm, industry, language group, 
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. erequisite for an e-based business solution is that knowledge received Vt. 
t I the context of e- usmess, a pr . Th' . 1· h . kn a an e c. n . . r 't b tween the senders and the receivers. is imp ies t at tacit owledge cannot 
electromc network is exp !Cl e t ms interface with users, although it has a role in developing and 
become part of the e-commerce sys e . 
understanding the non-visible parts of an e-commerce solution. 
FOUR KEY PROCESSES IN BUSINESS IDEA IMPLEMENTATION 
E t h dvantage
s in generating and distributing data, but limitations in interpretation of the data 
-sys ems ave a . • · · E 
necessary for generating learning that can lead to ~daptive a~d ~enderat1~~ mno~at10n. -networks, as system 
enablers for gathering and disseminating information, hav~ hm1te use ness m_ govema~~e and leadership 
processes, and those exchange processe~ that i?vol~e ~hys1cal products and _services requ~nng problem-solving 
or the use of tacit knowledge. Tellefsen s fmdmgs md1cate that the leadership of an e-~usmess therefore has to 
construct and manage four parallel systems in addition to the system for current operat10ns. To establish and 
maintain a holistic business idea the leadership group needs to use: 
The power system: Ownership that establishes who 'we' are, social legitimacy, authority to make decisions, risk. 
taking, the distribution of values gained and consumed (including financing of investments, distribution of 
revenues and costs, liquidity and profits) 
Internal driving forces: Common beliefs, purpose, values and objectives of the organization 
Strategy making processes: The processes and systems for developing organization-wide agreement on who 'we' 
are, our image, who we want to relate to and exchange values with (the stakeholders), who the 'others' are 
(competition and other constiments), how to compete (defining moral and wanted behavior) and with what 
(technology and know-how). 
Operative management and systems: Management processes and procedures, including methods for task 
delegation, solving disputes, accountability, value production, value distribution, delegated risk-taking, 
Development and integration of real-world and virtual systems of operations. 
How ?rganization-int~rnal !act?rs influence ~he extent of market-driven learning, and how the resulting 
constlment market onentat1on mfluences vanous organizational outcomes is illustrated in figure I. 
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Figure!: A model of constituent orientation 
ANTECEDENTS 
Funct~onal Managers . The CEO . All managers 
Confhct/co_nnectedness with Risk taking, Reorientation Personal background 
other funct10ns, departments Senior management signals 
and hierarchy levels. Relative priority of constituents 
Functional Managers 
CONSTITUENT ORIENTATION 
Market orientation toward their own constituent measured 
as gathering, disseminating, and reacting on intelligence 
The CEO 
Market orientation towards 
all constituents. 
CONSTITUENT MOD ERA TORS 
MODERATORS 
Government 
Lobbying competition intensity 
The firm's importance for the government 
Regulation changes in the firm's industry 
Dependence on government decisions 
Customers 
Turbulence among customers 
Competitive intensity among customers 
Suppliers 
Turbulence among suppliers 
Competitive intensity among suppliers 
Differentiation between suppliers 
Media 
Turbulence among media 
Competition to get into media 
Availability of media 
Media knowledge in the industry 
Employees 
Turbulence in the employment market 
Employment competitive intensity 
Negotiation power of employees 
Negotiation power of union 
representatives 
Government influence on relations 
ORGANIZATION 
The CEO 
Generic strategic choice of the firm 
Lobbying manager 
Ability to influence top management 
Marketing manager 
Technological turbulence 
Ability to influence top management 
Centralization of marketing decisions 
Purchasing manager 
Time horizon for investments 
Ability to influence top management 
PR manager 
Centralization of PR decisions 
Ability to influence top management 
Personnel manager 
Turbulence among employees 
Recruitment needs 
Focus on retaining employees 
Salary level 
Centralization of personnel management 
Ability to influence top management 
CONSEQUENCES OF THE ORIENTATIONS 
The CEO 
Return on investment 
Relative cost level 
Profit margins 
Personnel 
Employee loyalty 
Employee compensation 
Customer effect 
Level of 'laissez-faire' 
Level of trust 
Unionisation percentage 
Purchasing Lobbyin~ . 
Cooperation level Increase m lobbymg 
Relative purchasing costs Influence on government 
Labor union support 
PR 
Influence on 3rd parties 
Information from media 
Market share 
Marketing costs 
Profit margins 
Marketing 
Customer loyalty 
Customer satisfaction 
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. . t • in some fonn, the roles listed in Figure 1: just like any real-
d , . l' orgamsat10ns con am, . 1 d .. All e-commerce an v1rtua I ent factors the history, cu ture an compet1t1ve climate of . dd'ti t intema managem ' . . 
world organization. In a I on ° f k t-driven learning that takes place withm all members of a 
the industrial cluster influence the de~e ~-11?tyar e d therefore the strength of market-driven learning towards 
cluster. Three factors influence the pro ita I I ' an 
each separate constitilency: 
The intensity_of ~?mpetition in firms in the eyes of the constituents 
The differentiab1h~ of the competl g ( b Jenee in both the supply and the demand constellations in the 
The rate of change m the market p ace tur u 
market) (Tellefsen, 1995). 
DIFFERENT FORMS OF VIRTUAL ORGANISATION 
. . . , • of otherwise unconnected organisations that act together. Virtual organisations 
A 'virtual orgamsatlfion is aRgroupch undertaken at the School of MIS, ECU has resulted in the identification ofa 
have adopted many orms. esear . . 99 B I 1999 B 
. 1 ffiorms ofvt'rtual orgamsation (Bum and Barnett, 19 , um et a ., , um and s1x-e ement taxonomy o 
Tetteh, 2000, Lethbridge, 2001, Marshall et al., 2001). These are: 
Virtual Face 
Star Alliance 
Market Alliance 
Co-Alliance 
Value Alliance 
Parallel Alliance 
These classifications have been used by the above authors for a number of different purposes in formulating 
theory and strategy in the development of e-business networks. They offer a useful way of structurally relating 
the spectrum of'virtual organisations' to the underlying real organisations. This is the basis of the way that these 
models have been reworked for use in the analyses described in this paper. The diagrams below include slight 
modifications to the details of the above models of virtual organisation to expose additional detail, and to correct 
minor structural flaws. For example, the virtual face model below emphasises that the customer relates to the 
virtual face rather than the underlying organisation. The value chain model below has also been amended to 
show that customers usually interact only with one end of the value chain. 
Virtual face 
The virtual face virtual organisation is an alternative representation of a conventional organisation. In most cases 
of interest, this is an Internet-enabled organisation that works closely with the conventional organisation that 
underpins it, e.g. Internet banking organisations are commonly 'virtual faces' closely associated with traditional 
banks. _In such an operative systems solution, the traditional core organization carries the whole burden of 
exten~mg the above four processes of holistic business idea implementation to the virtual space. The two key . 
quest10~s are: 'to ~hat extent ~rogrammed internal and market learning can tum tacit knowledge into electromc 
automat10n ofs~1:'1ces and buil~ them into thee-system', and' to what extent can expert tacit knowledge_be 
reduced to ex~hc1t knowledge snnple enough to enable network members to use the virtual systems solution. 
Those who wi!I n~t or c~ot learn what i~ needed to use the e-solution will be served by the traditional sySt~m. 
In °rder to mamtam a umtary brand, the virtual and the traditional organizations have to share all cultural traits 
connected to the personality of the brand. 
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Figure 2: Virtual Face 
Core Organization 
= ..... ••··············································------··.l 
Star Alliance 
Customer interacts 
with the virtual face 
Star alliances occur when ~ ~oup of oth.erwise independent organisations are clustered around a single key 
organisation (the star). Thts ts common m many fields that have a tradition of main contractors and 
subcontractors. 
In a Star Alliance, the core organization carries the whole burden of implementing the four processes of business 
idea implementation. The star builds the personality and image of the corporate brand, as well as the various 
branded products and services offered to the customers. The star will gain supplier power if its leadership is able 
to customer-orient its sub-contractors. That requires the star to have a broad constituent orientation that as a 
minimum contains strong up- and down-stream market-driven learning. It is not important to encourage the 
development of common cultures between the sub-contractors and the star. Such an effort may in fact be 
detrimental to the network's ability to produce generative learning needed for proactive behavior and break-
through innovation as seen by the customers. The star must put a lot of effort into using the data generated by the 
e-solution for interpretation and feedback to the sub-contractors to ensure customer orientation of the sub-
contractors. 
Figure 3: Star Alliance 
............................................................................... ---------, 
Virtual Organization 
OrgB 
, ................................................................. ----
Customer interacts with the 
core organization's virtual face 
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Market Alliance 
Market alliances occur when a single organisation manages t~e relationships with c~st~m~rs. Market alliances 
are significantly different from star alliances rega~dless of their ~pparent structural st~tlanty. The main 
difference is the 'star' of a star alliance is responsible for managmg the whole of the virtual organisation 
whereas the focus organisation in a market alliance only un~ertakes _sales and marketing a~tivities. A fa~ 
produce marketing association is _an exam~le_ of a m~rket alhance: dtff~rent fa~ers coordmate their production 
under the guidance of the marketing association, which also acts as an mtermedtary to customers. 
In this situation, the ownership structure has a profound impact on the network's ability to become downstr 
h d . k . d eam market oriented. If control rests with the producers, t e ten ency ts to ma e strategic an operative decision th 
·1 . . ti . . d s at 
make life easy for the alliance members, whi e customers receive m enor service, pro ucts, and variety to ch 
b h. f 1· . d h" oose from. Strategies tend toward forced mem ers ip o upstream supp iers m or er to ac ieve monopoly powers 
The e-system tends to exploit economies of scale, rationalization, and competition on price rather than value~ 
added, differentiation and segmentation. Product and service innovation tends to be stifled, while administraf 
and production process innovations tend to be overly supported. The e-system tends to become control-orien:V; 
If several market alliances compete, ~he alliance that man~ges to remain most downstream market oriented wi~l · 
normally become the customers' ch01ce, but not necessanly the most profitable or competitive. The outcome 
depends on the heterogeneity and bargaining power of the customers relative to the same factors among the 
alliance members. 
Figure 4: Market Alliance 
Customer interacts with the ► market organization's virtual face 
\ .... ,.,~----
The dotted arrows signify that .. communication in th . I . . 
customer intelligence. e virtua operative network ts only related to marketing and 
Co-Alliance 
C?- alliances occur where organisations partici ate e I . . . 
with customers Examples ofco alli·an Ph qua ly m managmg the virtual organisation and interacting 
· - ces are w en busin ~ . . . 
market collaborate to gain economies of 1 esses _manuiactunng different goods withm the same 
organizations either have to establi"sh a sea e, scope and coordmation. In this case the leaders of the cooperating 
b . governance and leade h · · · . mem ers, with some form of inter organ· t· 1 rs 
1P orgamzat10n over and above the co-alhance 
I d • - iza 10na operatio I t h ea on definmg and developing the co 1 na earns, or ave one of the organizations take the tend towards full integration or revert t::o~ e em
1
en!s and systems. Such alliances are inherently unstable, and 
ar et so utions (Lorange and Roos, 1992). 
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Figure 5: Co-alliance 
Virtual Organization 
····································1 
' 
Customer interacts with the virtual 
Interface of all the organizations 
· ....... --•····················----------. -·····' 
Value Alliance 
Organisations f~rm themselves into. a value alliance where there are benefits in integrating their value/supply 
chain. Value alliances are charactensed by each member of the alliance adding value sequentially. The customer 
submits their order to the value chain, their order results in a flow of product through the value alliance. They are 
supplied from the organisation at the end of the value alliance chain. The value alliance & supply chain is jointly 
managed and individual order management is sequential passed from one member of the value alliance to 
another as the product passes along the value chain. 
A common form of value alliance is the organisation of businesses into a virtual market, e.g. for the manufacture 
of raw materials into goods. The end-of-the-chain organization carries the main burden of creating a corporate 
image and brands, and must be highly up- and downstream market oriented in order to play its leading role. The 
end-of-the-chain organization must ensure that the upstream organizations become sufficiently customer-
oriented, and take interest in developing the suppliers to become sufficiently integrated and competitive in the 
activities they undertake. Learning processes and e-solutions have to be integrated along the value chain through 
cooperative research and development. The e-system must allow for quick data throughput for value chain 
coordination. This type of network is inherently unstable, and will tend towards full merger or pure market-
solutions at each stage of the value chain. The deciding factor is often whether the alliance manages to produce 
superior learning for adaptive and generative innovation in each critical activity. If superiority is achieved, 
merger normally follows. If one member organisation fails, it is often replaced. 
Figure 6: Value Alliance 
Virtual Organization 
~~ 
' 
................... ·······························································"·· .. -·-·······•""""""" 
.... 
Customer interacts with the last 
member of the value chain. 
~-------------------------------PP~agg;e22'.00i22-
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The arrows signify the main flow of goods and services. In terms of communication the arrows would be 
interactive, but only along the value chain. 
Parallel Alliance 
Parallel alliances occur when two or more organisations must work together because their output is 
interdependent. This arrangement is commo~ !n co~~~ter so~are and hard~are fields where, for example, an 
operating system is written specifically to ut1hse fac1httes provided by a particular central processing unit ch. 
In this case the customer must be taught that the alliance partners are cooperating and ensuring that the sol t1?· 
' u tons 
work together. 
The network needs horizontal links between the cooperating organizations at all activity levels, including in th 
market place that is visible to the consumer. The two or more cooperating organizations do not however ha et 
• • ' , Ve O 
estabhsh any leader or a common culrure. Each party can also make arrangements with any number of 
competitors to their alliance partner. If, however, the cooperation between the alliance partners leads to learn· 
and innovations that are consistently superior to other cooperative arrangements the two have, the alliance w·~g 
tend towards full merger, and the exclusion, for both parties, of other horizontal alliances. 1 
Figure 7: Parallel Alliance 
Virtual Organization 
··-·----------
2
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Customer interacts with the virtual 
interface of both/all organizations 
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◄ 
SUMMARY 
This paper has_brought to!?:eth~r Tellefsen's theories and findings about Constituent Market Orientation and the 
taxonomy of virtual orgamsattons dev~lope~ at the School of MIS at Edith Cowan University. Combining these 
two theory stre~ms enables th~ anal~sts ofv~al organisations typical of e-commerce arrangements through the 
use of well-justified market onentatton theones. 
Undertaking these analyses points to the fact that: 
E-commerce is most ofte~ an extension of business t~at also takes place in the real world 
The real and virtual solut10ns have to work together, 1.e. promote a common image, provide synergies etc. 
The extent of e-based solutions is dependent on the ability to convert tacit knowledge to automated e-systems 
and/or explicit knowledge at all user interfaces. Value creation that cannot be automated because of tacit 
knowledge has to be taken care of through real world exchange and production methods. 
The virtual e-commerce has to be supported by other real-world processes ofleadership, cultural harmonization, 
and learning for innovations in administration, technology, know-how, systems, products, services, etc. 
The virtual solutions provide the real world actors with faster and new data that may both support organizational 
learning as well as operations. The virtual systems can only in a limited way interpret the data in the process of 
converting the data to knowledge, understanding, problem solving and innovation. 
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The need for one organization to take the on the leadershi~ of the alli~nce depends on the nature of the alliance 
The prime factor is the need to control and coordinate the_ mterface with the customers, ~o pr~vide a branding of 
the alliance in the minds of the consumers. This factor is mdependent of the degree of v1rtuahty of the 
organization. c1m· · d 1 · The alliances are inherently unstable, and will tend toward tot~lly a ~mstere. so u~10~s through mergers, or 
towards pure market solutions. The relative effic~ency o~leamm? and m~ovat10n w1!hm the alliance versus 
freedom of choice and competitive learning a~d mnovation efficiency ~11 often ~ec1de ~he outcome. The future 
competitiveness of any e-commerce solution 1s dependent on these leammg and mnovatlon processes that ca 
. 1 n 
only be supported by the data stream from the v1rtua system. 
The approach presented here has practical benefits in the ways that it enables the use of well-established and 
practically useful theories that support managing real world complex organisations in the development of 
theories about e-networking technologies and organisational structures: 
It establishes an improved context for successfully creating e-spaces (virtual organisations) and using them in 
real situations. 
It helps CEOs decide which virtual organisational structures are likely to be more successful in business terms 
It offers a foundation for using the properties of e-networks · 
The paper draws attention to two interface issues important to virtual organisations: 
The interface whose purpose is the creation and governance of the virtual organisation. 
The placement of the e-system with respect to the other production and transactional systems in organisational 
clusters. 
The above pr~ctical and theo:etical features imply that this approach to choosing virtual organisational structure 
superse~~s pnor metho~olog1es whose predominant focus is on facilitating information management processes 
or prov1dmg technolog1cally elegant solutions. 
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. s the riskiest shonping method in comparison with other methods of Most consumers perceive e-commerce a r, 
C ,r,,3 • l"ty if d"t card numbers is an overriding issue restricting consumer participation in e-payment. Of!Jluentza 1 o ere 1 
·1 · ·mipe""ative to measure the levels of risk in e-commerce and other shopping commerce. As a consequence, 1 is 1 , , 
methods. This study is an analysis of perceived and genuine risks associated with e-commerce. The levels of 
risks perceived by consumers in various shopping methods including Internet shopping are described, as are the 
levels of actual risk. The differences between the two are considered, and methods of dealing with the 
differences are given. 
Keywords: Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce), security, encryption, cryptographic algorithms, actual risk, 
perceived risk, risk perception gap, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), Secure Electronic Transaction (SET). 
INTRODUCTION 
E-commerce is an innovative business model that is driving organizations to transform their core business 
functions to remain profitable. In addition, it provides many useful functions, which facilitate a number of 
business activities, according to Ghosh (1998). Increasingly many companies are utilizing e-commerce 
technology as a medium of conducting business since it has advantages for both the supplier and the consumer. 
The emergence of e-commerce technology makes it easier for consumers to engage in online shopping because 
of the lower cost and ease of acquisition of products or services via the Internet 
Although e-commerce provides many benefits to consumers, e.g. convenience, greater choice, lower prices, and 
more information, there are also a number of barriers restricting its growth. The fact that breaches oflntemet 
security are reported with great frequency means that there is a danger that potential users will be reluctant to 
engage in e-commerce because of fears about security. This means that user trust is a key enabler for the growth 
of the e-commerce market. Nonetheless, the real level of risks in e-commerce world and the level of risks 
perceived by consumers are still uncertain. Ideally, the risks involved in an e-commerce transaction should be no 
greater than the risks in a conventional transaction. The main objectives of this paper are as follows: 
to assess the main risks for home users engaging in Internet e-commerce· 
to assess home users' perceived levels of risk for various types of comm~rce including e-commerce; 
to understand whether a disparity between the real and perceived risks exist;. 
22iicndiil-;ntlee~rniEartiti~on~a~IVWV.e~-AB°rc:;0~n~fe;;:r:en:c:e~2;;;0:;;0~1-------------------:p=-~ 
for the purposes of this paper we assume that e-commerce payments are mad . . . 
Whilst other forms of payment exist, debit/credit will probably remain th d e ~smg credit or debit cards. 
e ommant payment method for some 
time to come. 
POTENTIAL E-COMMERCE PARTICIPANTS 
Recently, e-commerce has become a strategic to?! for c?mpanies wishing to generate trade from the electronic 
consumer ( e-consumer) on the Internet. The mam reqmrement for a home user t . . 
• h o engage m e-commerce 1s that 
the user has a connection tot e Internet. We tlierefore suppose tliat all users wi"th I t t . 1 · · B d h" . n erne access are potentia e-
commerce participants. ~s~ on t is assumption, Figure 1 shows that there are more than four hundred million 
potential e-commerce part1c1pants. 
Africa 
Asia/Pacific 
Europe 
Middle East 
Canada/USA 
0 50 
167.12 
100 150 200 
Figure 1: Global Internet Population (millions) 
Source: Surveys, November 2000 (http://www.nua.ie) 
Although there are various methods of accessing tlie Internet, we assume here that the home user connects to the 
Internet using a Windows-based PC equipped with a modem, and that web accesses are performed using a 
popular browser such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Communicator. Whilst a variety of access devices can be 
used, 56k modems are currently the most popular means of access ( see Figure 2). 
14.4K Modem 
28.BK Modem 
33.6K Modem 
56K Modem 
ISDN 
Cable Modem 
15% 
0 10 20 
58% 
Figure 2: Devices used to conn_ect to the Internet 
Source: About.Com, August 1999 (http://mternct.about.com) 
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PERCEIVED RISKS IN E-COMMERCE 
Human perceptions of e-commerce risks vary widely, just like other human characteristics. Some peopl b . 
that e-commerce is worth participating in because it offers several useful functions, such as convenienc e ~heve 
other hand, others perceive e-commerce as being too risky. A survey of2,810 adults was conducted by~ ~ the 
Interactive Survey (http://www.harrisinteractive.com) in Au~st 2000 to exa~ine consumer perspectives arns 
regarding e-commerce. For example, they asked how many times that potential e-commerce participant h 
ordered online in the last twelve months, and where relevant the reason why they had never purchased / ad 
commerce. In addition, the survey also covers the types of information that need to be protected in e-co Ia e-
from the consumer perspective. The results are summarised in Figure 3. trunerce 
3.1 How many times have consumers purchased online in the last twelve m t _____________________________ __:,.:,:o:..:_n,hs? 
Morethan 15 
6to 10 
..__.j 1 to5 ('=::) Never 
3.2 Why has consumer not purchased online in the last twelve months? 
50 60 
Figure 3: Consumer attitudes to Internet shopping 
p . . Source: Harris Interactive August 2000. 
articipants: 2,810 Internet users, more th~n 18 years old 
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E-commerce and other methods of payment 
As shown in Figure 3, there are many reasons restricting consumer rti' . . . 
h · h · · · ~ . pa c1pat1on m Internet s oppmg, sue as sensitive m1ormation breach merch t fr d . . 
that twenty-three percent of participants have never pla~ed ~ au 1: an~ social reqmrements. It can be seen Furthermore, forty-eight percent have ordered less than six ~~s ~r on me m the last twelve months. 
is likely to be relatively low. m one year. In such cases, trust in e-commerce 
While the overall level of consumer confidence in e-commerce is sfll 1 
National Consumer Council Survey (http://www.ncc.org.uk) in Ap~l l~nOcO e:~ a su1:'ey c_ond?cted b~ the 
that most people believe that e-commerce is the riskiest shopping m th d .' mma~sed m _Figure 4, ill~s~ates 
· h d h h · e O m companson with other trad1t10nal 
shoppmg met o s, sue as s oppmg over the telephone and using catal Sh • . 
the safest shopping method. ogues. oppmg centres are considered 
Shopping Centres 
Catalogues 
* 
6% 
5% 
Adverts -----, 150/ 0 
Agent visiting 
2% 
Telephone -..cc..;.=---- 22°/o 
0 20 
85o/o §iskiesq 
1-i@i 
40 60 80 100 
Figure 4: Consumer attitudes to Internet shopping and other shopping methods 
Source: NCC/MORI, April 2000 
Participants: all (1,950), Internet users (513) 
In summary, the perceived risks associated with Internet shopping are greater than that for other shopping 
methods. Theft of credit card numbers is the overriding concern. Consequently, it is interesting to find out which 
process in online shopping consumers perceive as the most vulnerable. A survey conducted by Harris 
Interactive, summarised in Figure 5, also shows that the interception of sensitive information during transmission 
from consumer's computer to merchant's server is most commonly considered as the weakest link in e-
commerce. 
rr-r:-l--:nt_e_rn-a-tio_n_a_l_W_e ___ B_C_o_n_fe_r_e_nc_e_2_0_0_1 ________________ FP~a;;g~e~2>1DO 
financial or other sensitive informa 
4°/o 
0 10 20 
- Not at all concerned 
I I Not very concerned 
30 
tion might be stolen during transmission 
35°/o 
33o/o 
40 
47%, 
50 60 
Somewhat concerned 
Very concerned 
Figure 5: Consumer concerns regarding Internet security 
Source: Harris Interactive, August 2000 
Participants: 2,810 Internet users, more than 18 years old 
From the information in the above figure, it would seem that most consumers are particularly concerned about 
the security of data transmission in e-commerce. This is consistent with Tomlinson (2000), who states that 
numerous consumers believe that security breaches occur during transmissions between clients and servers. This 
is despite the fact that e-commerce security encompasses a number of other aspects, including client-side 
security, merchant server security, application security and transaction security, (Ghosh 1998). 
Sensitive information of concern to Internet users 
In spite of the fact that e-commerce systems allow consumers to place an order directly through Internet systems, 
many potential users of e-commerce are hesitant to provide e-commerce merchants with their sensitive 
information. Friedman et al. (2000) state that lack of financial and security confidence are reducing consumer 
acceptance of this innovative online shopping technology. Figure 6 demonstrates what types of sensitive 
information are most in need of protection. Clearly, the confidentiality of credit card numbers, social security 
numbers, and personal financial information are of greatest importance to users. 
Other issues 
Whilst loss of personal data confidentiality during transmission is an overriding concern for consumers, there is 
anoth~r associated factor causing negative consumer perceptions of e-commerce. This is the inflammatory 
'.eporti~g of computer security incidents in the popular press. For example, instances of credit card fraud 
mvolvmg Internet use are often given very wide press coverage out of proportion to their importance (Ghosh 
1998). ' 
Ma~y inform~tio_n security experts argue that compromise of sensitive information in e-commerce is not likely 
~unng transmission, but through insufficient protection of merchants' web servers. According to (Caldwell 2000) 
m CommerceNet_(http://www.commercenet.com/research), the theft of credit card numbers during transmission 
over the Internet is popularly perceived as the main concern to credit card fraud. In fact credit card fraud often 
occurs at merchant web serv Th" · th fi ' • h tual 
. ers. is is e irst example of where consumer perceptions ofnsk and t e ac 
level of nsk are rather different. 
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Information about my financial assets 
3% 
-Not at all concerned 
[ !Not very concerned 
••• Somewhat concerned 
- Very concerned 
O/o 
41%, 
38o/o 
0 20 40 
74'%,. 
85% 
88% 
61o/o 
60 80 100 
Figure 6: Consumer concerns regarding protection of information 
Source: Harris Interactive, August 2000 
Participants: 2,810 Internet users, more than 18 years old 
ACTUAL RISKS - CREDIT CARD FRAUD IN E-COMMERCE 
We next consider the actual levels of risk associated with credit card transactions of both e-commerce and the 
more conventional types. 
Transaction fraud risks 
We start this analysis of actual risks by considering the levels of fraud in credit card transactions. From 
eMarketer (http://www.emarketer.com) of November 2000 we learn that Visa and MasterCard report rates of 
credit card fraudulent transactions of0.08% and 0.09% respectively, for all types of transaction. As far as e-
commerce credit card transactions are concerned, eMarketer from January 2001 reports that of 60,320,000 online 
B2C transactions in 1999, only 18,600 (i.e. 0.03%) were fraudulent. 
It would thus appear that the risk of fraud per transaction is actually significantly lower for online transactions 
than for other types of transaction. Thus one might conclude that, at least with respect to the proportion of 
fraudulent transactions, e-commerce is actually one of the less risky forms of commerce. In the next section we 
examine specific types of conventional transaction in more detail, to discover which are actually the most risky. 
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Actual risks - technology assessment 
. h . ection that the incident rate of credit card fraud is low in comparison with 
It has been shown mt e prevtous s b d' 1 · 
. I t' That i's the actual relative risks would appear to e trect y opposite to consumer 
convent10na transac tons. , · · l'ttl d • 
. f 1 . • k w now consider various types of transact10n m a 1 e more eta1l so as to perceptions o re attve ns s. e h d't d d b' 
understand better the real risks involved. We focus here, as throug out, on ere t an e it card transactions. 
In a high street transaction the retailer has access to a user's credit card for a sh?rt pe~od of time, and therefore 
h th rtun'ty to copy all the information on the card. Moreover, the retailer will also have a copy of the as e oppo 1 h' h · ·11 ta' t fth · 
transaction details, as needed for clearing and settl~ment, w tc agam wt ' con _m mos o e information on the 
rd Similarly in a telephone transaction the retailer has access to a users credit card number because this 
ca · ' · d 1 t h . information must be passed to the retailer over the telephone m or er to comp e e t e transact10n. 
Credit card information transmitted over the Internet, however, seems to have more layers of protection in 
comparison with using credit cards to make payments in shops or when s~nding ~redit card numbers via 
telephone to place an order. According to Stein (1998), there ar~ two mam secunty protocols used to provide 
transaction security, namely Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), estabhshed by Netscape, and Secure Electronic 
Transaction (SET) created by Visa and MasterCard. Although both these protocols protect e-commerce 
transactions against potential eavesdroppers, SSL and SET work very differently. Also, while SSL is widely 
used, SET has not really been adopted. 
During data transmission using the SSL protocol, cryptographic algorithms applicable to SSL, such as the Data 
Encryption Standard (DES), triple DES, and IDEA, are used to encrypt all data sent between the relevant parties 
(Hassler 2000). By this means, consumers are assured that their credit card numbers and other related sensitive 
information will be unreadable to an interceptor. SSL has different encryption key lengths varying from 48-bit 
to 128-bit, and its performance in securing data transmission is dependent of the lengths of the key. According to 
Burnett et al. (2001), 128-bit SSL encryption appears sufficiently secure to resist all attempts to break it, at least 
with current cryptanalytic techniques. 
COMPARING ACTUAL WITH PERCEIVED RISKS 
Perceived risks 
E-co~erce is perceived as the riskiest shopping method. Most consumers believe that the chance of credit card 
fraud m Internet shopping is high. Perceived risks in e-commerce can be summarised as follows: 
e-commerce is v~~ risky by ~omparison with other methods of payment; 
loss of confidentiahty of credit card information is the main issue. 
Actual risks 
By contrast, it has been shown that the c d't d fr d · · · · 
'th th t ,, . re 1 car au rate m onhne transactions is actually low by companson 
w1 e ra e 1or conventional transactions A I 1 · · · 
ti II · s a resu t, actua nsks m e-commerce can be briefly summansed as 0 ows: 
Credit card fraud in e-commerce cannot happen a ·1 
The level of actual . k . . . s east y as consumers fear; 
ns m e-commerce ts mdeed lo th th 1 1 . . consumers. wer an e eves ofnsk perceived by e-commerce 
~2!"'"
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DEALING WITH THE RISK PERCEPTION GAP 
As discus~ed above, the levels of perceived risk asso~iated with e-commerce are very different from the levels of 
genuine nsk. Most consumers are concerned that their credit card numbers can b . d d . 
. • F h . e compromise unng 
transmiss10n on the Internet. urt ermore, there 1s also other sensitive 1·nfiormatt·o h . 1 . • · b • n, sue as socia secunty 
numbers and mformatlon a out financial assets, for which sufficient protecti·on 1· • d t 
. • l d . s reqmre o ensure consumer 
confidentiahty, ~c~ow e . g~d as the key se~unty goal for e-commerce merchants. As stated by Bhatnagar et al 
(2000), an orgamsation w1shmg to succeed m_ this new business era needs to have a clear understanding of how· 
to build up con_sumer co~fidence. In order to mcrease consumers confidence, it is important to consider how to 
deal with the d_1f~erence m levels betwee!1 actual risk and perceived risk (the 'risk perception gap') in e-
commerce. This 1s the focus of the remamder of the paper. 
statement of consumer confidentiality 
According to the Data Pr?tecti?n ~ct of 1998 as cited in Schneier (2000: 60), 'organisations are prohibited from 
the collection, ~se,_ a~d d1ssemmat10n of personal i~ormation without the consent of the person, and also have 
the duty to tell md1v1duals about the reason for the mformation collection'. Similarly, consumers need to be 
assured that their sens~tiv_e inform~tion will ~emain private. A statement of consumer privacy must be placed in 
the e-commerce website m an obvious location. Consumers need to be assured that their information will not be 
exposed or used for any other purposes without their authorisation. 
Techniques and tools for secure e-commerce 
E-commerce merchants must employ appropriate methods to deal with the threats jeopardising e-commerce 
systems. It is the responsibility of e-commerce merchants to support the latest security techniques and tools to 
ensure consumer confidence. For example, e-commerce merchants should use SSL with 128-bit rather than 
shorter keys, to assure consumers that their private information will be secure against eavesdropping by even the 
most determined attackers. Merchants should consider making prominent statements about the techniques and 
tools they employ to ensure security. 
Reporting problems with e-commerce 
Broadcasters responsible for issuing material related to security weaknesses in e-commerce have a duty to be 
sufficiently well-informed to ensure that their reports are reliable and consistent with the real problems. For 
example, most credit card fraud cases in e-commerce occur because of weaknesses in merchant servers rather 
than interception of data transmission, which is securely protected by SSL or Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(S-HTTP) (Oppliger 2000). Broadcasters therefore need to understand the reasons for any security breaches in e-
commerce, so that they can alert users to the real threats. 
Solving the actual problem 
It cannot be assumed that consumers who are so concerned with security in data transmission, will be 
comfortable with the fact that breach~s of sensitive information occur at the merchant server. Information stored 
in merchant servers must be appropriately protected to ensure that customer confidence is not damaged by actual 
attacks. As a result, dealing with the risk perception gap requires the real risks to be addressed, as well as those 
perceived as most serious by consumers. 
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Government support 
mmerce merchants and there are also many different tools and techniques emplo db There are numerous e-co ' -f~ hn" • ye y 
h th • onlt"ne e-commerce infrastructure. These dt 1erent tee 1ques wtll have varying mere ants to secure etr . degrees of effectiveness in dealing with security threa~s, and consumers wtll have the_ problem that they have no 
'd h ch merchant 1·s It would therefore mcrease consumer confidence tf government regulat· 1 ea ow secure ea • . . ion ( and/or codes of practice) could be used to enforce min_im~m levels. of secu~ty protection for e-commerce sites. 
One might envisage the development of a 'special verston of secunty basehne standards su~h as BS 7799_ 1 
(=ISO/IEC 17799), applying particularly to e-commerce merchants. _Merchants could then display prominent 
notices on their web sites, claiming adherence to the relevance baselme documents. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It is clear that the level of e-commerce participation is critically dependent upon consumer confidence in e-
commerce security. Many consumers fear that their financial information will be compromised due to lack of 
security in online shopping. Levels of perceived risk, which may increase or decrease, are determined by the 
levels of confidence that consumers have in this innovative business. An e-commerce organisation should focus 
on strategies that can build up consumer confidence, so that security and convenience are sufficient to encourage 
consumers to participate in e-commerce. Consumer trust in the online world cannot be separated from the future 
of e-commerce. 
In future related research we will consider how effective existing security schemes for e-commerce transactions 
(notably SSL and SET) are in addressing consumer concerns. This will lead to a better understanding of how 
best to approach e-commerce security issues from the perspective of promoting greater consumer involvement in 
e-commerce. 
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◄ j 
This paper explores why organizations invest in eCommerce applications and highlights some of the expected 
returns. A Delphi study was used to determine the underlying benefits of eCommerce investments and several 
formal financial and non-financial approaches to justification are identified and discussed A framework is 
outlined which can be used to select a justification approach based on the aims of the project and the type of 
values and benefits expected. Attaining competitive advantage and developing new business opportunities were 
identified as factors that could be best justified using strategic or analytical approaches rather than financial 
justification. 
Keywords: electronic commerce, benefits, investment justification 
INTRODUCTION 
A recent article by Goett (2000) compares embarking on an eCommerce (EC) venture with the movie Raiders of 
the Lost Ark: 
'Indiana Jones faces an unexplored Inca temple. While he has a map of the temple's location, he has no plan of 
its interior. No one before him had escaped that temple alive. Indy has to dodge flying spears, falling 
guillotines, and rolling boulders in his quest for the prize. The remains of his unlucky predecessors give him a 
clue of their fate, and he uses all his skills as an experienced archaeologist to identify likely traps. He manages to 
escape with the treasure because he is bold, fearless, and knowledgeable. He is also very, very agile.' 
Today, in uncertain economic times, managers face increased pressures to make sure that eCommerce 
mvestment~ have c~rtain paybacks but in the race to be first to grab the prize they face pitfalls and traps that can 
mean _certam financial ~eat~. In the dash to establish dominance in new markets, being first is sometimes seen as 
more important than domg It well. One CEO of a major corporation recently said that he approved a seven-
figure b~dget ~equest from the firm's Director of eCommerce in less than ten seconds because being first to 
market m the mdustry was a non-negotiable imperative. Yet ignoring formal justification of any investment has 
too often been a recipe for disaster. 
22:"'ndfilrrnt~e~rn~a;uti;:;;on~a;T1vwv.e:_iisrc~o:nhfe:-:re=n::c=e~2:;-;:o~o:-;1--------------------:::Page217 
◄ 
Justification forms the basis on which decisions are made. It refers to an fi . 1 d . 
and should be interpreted in the broadest possible context i e any meth yd manc1a an non-financial_ approach, 
· z (1997) ·11 t h" b . ' · · 0 , process, procedure, techmque etc 
Remeny1 et a . 1 ustra es t ts Y su~ge~tmg that justification assists in understandin the im act of th~ 
change that an mvestment has on an orgamsatton. As stated by Silk (1991) 'M d. g p . 
, th fu d 1 · • . . anagers Irect resources to achieve 
results • However,. e_ n ~menta question is which mvestment will achieve these goals and how can the outla 
be supported by ~ JUSbficatton _methodology_. Org~nisations need to be able to set aside the hyperbole and y 
Consider how an mvestment wtll benefit their busmess processes and thus d t • h h th . 
· · l t ' e ennme w et er e money spent 1s actually bemg wise y spen . 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The main objectives of this research were: 
To investigate the benefits of investing in EC applications; 
To highlight the justification approaches that best capture the issues regarding EC investments. 
The first objective examines the various reasons as to why organisations invest in EC to detennine the benefits 
that they expect to attain and impediments they expect to avoid. These elements lay the foundation for what a 
justification approach must highlight, that is both tangible and intangible reasons. 
Toe second objective was to develop a framework that captures the issues raised in the first part of the study. 
There are numerous justification techniques that are variations of other techniques, these can be altered to suit 
varying purposes, yet there is no suggestion of the reliability or suitability of these for justifying EC applications. 
This aim concentrates on analysing the various approaches and identifying where and how they can be used to 
justify EC investments. 
APPROACHES TO JUSTIFICATION 
Approaches to IT investment justification have been proposed by Earl (1989), Irani (1999) and Wen and Sylla 
(1999). Earl proposed the use of a four-way framework to fonnulate appraisal techniques for different purposes 
(see Table I). The approach addresses organisational intentions and goals to be derived from using IT. The 
nature and characteristics of these goals are then detennined in tenns of tangibility, risk, judgement etc. Users 
are referred to suggested approaches/techniques that can be used to appraise investments. 
Aim Goals 
Productivity and Efficiency 
performance Effectiveness 
New ways of Change 
managing Flexibility 
Competitive Product-market positioning 
advantage Competitive disequilibrium 
Developing new Diversification 
business Growth 
Nature Annroach 
Tangible benefits Financial 
Clear argument Net present value 
Radical concept Multi factor 
Multi-dimensional Metrics 
Concrete vision Strategic analysis 
Commercial iudgement Tests 
Business venture Business case 
Risk and uncertainty Business olan 
Table 1: Earl's four-way framework 
(Adapted from Earl, 1989) 
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. ach by recognizing opportunities and threats of failure 
Wen and Sylla (1999) took a sli~htly diffefrent ~pb~l~oty and risk. They argue that benefits are lost through ' 
· th ds m terms O tangi 11 Id b 'd 'fi d classifying evaluat10n me o ·t· dun'ng planning thus shou e 1 enti 1e and measured pn·o 
. t d lack ofrecogm 10n ' . . . . r inappropnate manage~en an . k h ld also be taken into consideration to recogmse uncertainty of the 
to selecting a justification approa~h. Ris Es ~~ four-way framework in that it identifies benefits and links them 
future. The analysis somewhat reiterat~s a~ s 
to the various justification approaches identified. 
'd 'fy pecific approaches to eCommerce justification so this was one aim 
Neither Earl nor Wen and Sylla I entl any s 
of our study. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
. . (L. t t l 1915) was used in this study because of its ability to aggregate individual 
The Delphi technique ms one e a ' 1 d 1 · h · · 
. . • 't d t t forward their experience and know e ge anonymous y m t e1r own time 
ideas Part1c1pants were mv1 e o pu . . h. h b . . 
and benefit from the results. Willingness and motivation to part1c1pate wasfi 1gd ecause 
0
org
1
anh~zations ~ave 
• d d'ffi lty · · t'fy' g their EC applications and were eager to m answers. e p 1 sets aside any 
expenence I icu m JUS I m . . 1 b d h . . . 
d 
· d h ht · fluenced by the literature and seeks to identify resu ts ase on w at 1s expenenced m 
pre etelrrnmeld tThoug ds mlym' g benefit of the Delphi technique is that both the respondents and the researcher can 
the rea wor . e un er . . . 
gain a valuable insight into an issue as it comes to conclusion. A diverse body of knowledge and ideas are 
independently brought together and analysed by experts whom in turn learn off each other. 
The study took place over four months, and consisted of three rounds of questionnaires which can be 
summarised as follows: 
Round 1: Identifying the justification approach( es) used to highlight the issues regarding investments 
in Web applications. 
Round 2: Ranking the justification approach( es) used to highlight the issues regarding investments in 
Web applications. 
Round 3: Seeking consensus on justification approach( es) used to highlight the issues regarding Web 
investments. 
The series of questionnaires began with a fairly broad question concerning problems, objectives, solutions or 
forecasts. Succeeding questionnaires are then based on the responses of previous questionnaires, and the process 
continued until a consensus was reached. 
The first questionnaire requested a brief description of the reasons why each organisation decided to invest an 
application on the Web. These factors may be internal and/or external to the organisation, such as to attract 
customers, improve competitive advantage, improve performance and productivity, for expansion and growth or 
to improve management. It also requested a brief description of what financial and non-financial techniques 
were used to show adequate grounds for proceeding with the investment. The intent of the broad scope of the 
initial questions was to allow participants to respond open-mindedly and respond without prejudice. 
The second questionnaire was short enough for the respondents to review, criticize, support, or oppose (Delb~cq, 
et al 1975). It was more restricted and asked the participants to review the benefits and techniques identified m 
the first ~u~stionnaire and argue in favour of or against the benefits and approaches identified. The aim was to 
?elp participants understand each other's position, introduce different ideas and to move toward accurate 
Judgements concerning the relative importance of the benefits and techniques. 
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The selection of participants was based on organizations that were involved . . . . . . 
well-developed and fully functional sites to yet to be developed sites. m mvestmg m EC apphcattons, from 
FINDINGS 
All participants were able to adequately answer the section regarding the b fit •d •fy· 
h . . . ene 1 s, 1 entI mg a total of31 different benefits. Eac part1c1pant actively took part in identifying and co ti. th b ti f. . 
. • Th · • . . mmen ng on e ene its o mvestmg 
in EC apphcations. e section on JustJficat1on on the other hand was somewh t 1 h . . h · ·fi · A 1 f · . . a more comp ex, emp as1zmg t e 
diffi~ulty of JUst1 1cat10n. to~a o_ eight d1ffere?t JUsti~cation approaches were identified. Each approach had a 
varymg number of correspondmg issues supporting their appropriateness to EC applications. 
MAIN REASONS FOR INVESTING IN WEB APPLICATIONS 
These are discusse? ?elow in terms of achieving competitive advantage, expansion and growth effects, and 
improving productJVIty and performance. 
Competitive Advantage 
Providing access 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
The main _reason i~fluencing o~ganisations to invest in EC applications was perceived to be the ability to provide 
access to mformat1on and service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This reason was ranked highly by 80% of 
participants. Comments suggested that constant accessibility and greater access provided by EC applications 
assists in achieving customer satisfaction. 
Effective promotion of the organisation together with the products and services it produces 
The Web was viewed as an 'adjunct to existing marketing', allowing consumers to learn about the organisation 
at a time that suits them with the 'potential to increase awareness and sales'. This was selected in the top ten by 
78% of participants. 
Enhance quality and speed of customer service 
Deemed important by 67% of participants. The argument put forward was that 'if the customer isn't satisfied 
with the experience, why do it'. It was also noted that unless it was developed properly it would be detrimental to 
the organisation. 
Create competitive advantage and subsequently avoid competitive disadvantage 
Selected by 67% of participants, the argument was that EC applications extend the opporttmity to improve 
competitiveness. Niche markets in particular benefit from such opportunities. One participant raised the issue of 
there being 'no second places in the WWW world'. 
Entice shoppers and encourage customer interaction . . 
EC applications are considered to be an 'adjunct to existing marketing', allowmg people t~ anonymously mteract 
with the organisation and potentially increase sales. It also takes a new approach to attractmg customers. Other 
forms of marketing generally search for the customer, whereas with the Web, it is the customer that does the 
searching. 
Bandwagon effect . . . . . 
Although only one participant selected this as most important, it did a_ttract a~ mtereStmg discussion. O~e . 
participant felt that although the 'everyone else is doing it argument' is truei it ~oes n~t allow the orgamsat10n to 
control its future. Other participants felt it was more important for an or~an~sat10_n to evaluate whether the 
company is ready and able to participate', reiterating the importance of JUStlficatmn. 
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Expansion and Growth Effects 
Supporting core business functi~ns e is part of a wider business strategy, it will be unlikely to survive' 
It was suggested that 'unless~ we ~rese~~ng in and refining EC applications led to benefits in future years · 
Others felt that growth took ttme so mves I • 
. rt "ti" s and exposure to new untapped market niches Providing new busmess oppo um e k , h h t EC lications offer the 'opportunity to create mar ets t at are more accessible 
The argume~t_waslclear t a S aphpopportunities were then related to the issue of potentially increasing profits 
than the trad1t1ona economy. uc . . . 
This was selected in the top ten by 73% of participants. 
Increasing market presence 
Selected by 53% of participants, increasing market presence was deemed to create awareness of products and 
services. 
CREATING A CORPORA TE PRESENCE 
This simple act of creating an Internet presence was said by 4 7% to 'create awareness' of the organisation itself. 
To facilitate on-line purchasing and generate revenue from electronic sales 
Perhaps one of the most interesting results was the relatively low ranking given t~ ~enerating 1?ore _sales. Only 
40% of participants regarded this as one of the top 10 benefits. Although one part1c1pant descnbed 1t as an as 'an 
extra revenue stream', it was not deemed to be as important as simply attracting customers to the organisation. 
Accessible research tool 
Selected by 40% of participants, EC applications were regarded as time and money savers in that they assist in 
doing things quickly, efficiently and at a lower cost. It led to more 'educated customers' since the accessibility 
and ease of use of EC applications, allowed them to study what was on offer. 
Improving management and business processes 
Improving internal and external communication and timely access to key stakeholders (i.e. suppliers, customers) 
and improved internal business processes were seen as key benefits of Web investments. 
One participant regarded improving business processes as a 'critical change catalyst'. 
Improving Productivity and Performance 
Benefits supporting productivity and performance goals were considered to be the least important factors 
influencing organisations to invest in Web applications. Reducing operating costs was selected by only 40% of 
particip~nts, sugg:s~ng that Web_ applications assist in lowering transaction costs in comparison to other 
alternattves but this 1s not the mam reason for the investment. 
Ease of use was considered important in that in order to ensure success people need to feel comfortable and 
accustomed to Web use. Improving productivity and morale among employees was initially suggested to be of 
benefit, yet based on later comments, appears minor in comparison to the other benefits suggested. 
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APPROACHES TO JUSTIFYING WEB APPLICATIONS 
Approaches to EC justification identified in the survey provided int tt· 1 . d ·th th IT r eres ng resu ts particularly when 
comparisons are ma e wi e iterature. The main approaches identified wer/ 
Critical Success Factors (CSF) 
CSF was seen to be an important justification method by 87% of participants Th h h" hr h . 
issues such as ensuring that the organisation remains competitive and provi·d: _e approadc ig ig ts ~trate?1c 
h 1 • Th mg improve customer sat1sfact10n by the use of better tee no ogies. e approach can be tailored to identi·fy vt"tal t· d d f; . 1me epen ant actors crucial to 
success. 
Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) 
CBA was sel~ct~d in the top 1 O by all but one parti~ipant. However, it was suggested that the value of reducing 
costs and a~h~evmg revenue growth changes over ttm~ so_ the_se aspects are difficult to quantify. At the outset 
several pa~~c1pants _felt that CBA was the most effective Justification model but as other models were raised by 
study participants views changed. 
Return on Investment (ROI) 
Analyses !angible benefits minus costs ~~dis based on the assumption that investing today will reap returns over 
future pe?,ods. It was accepted that ~aditlon~l ~OI calculations "may_yield simpl~ answers yet create long term 
problems . ROI was selected by 601/o of participants. However, questions were raised as to how cost savings 
could be accurately measured using this approach. 
Payback Period (PB) 
Examines the length of time it takes for an investment to recover the initial outlay. This approach was considered 
"simple and easy to calculate and understand", which is why it is readily used. On the other hand, participants 
felt that highlighting savings that cover set up costs is only a small part of justification and does not accurately 
reflect long-term investment potential. 
Net Present Value (NPV) 
NPV is used because it compares costs and savings in today's terms. However, few positive comments were 
made regarding this approach because it was perceived to be built on "faulty assumptions" such as estimating 
future profits, taxes, inflation and deciding on which discount rate to use. 
Information Economics (IE) 
IE (Parker et al, 1988) emphasizes the necessity of dealing with justification problems by defining the value of 
information to an organisation. It includes value linking, value restructuring, value acceleration, and innovation 
evaluation. IE was said to be useful in identifying then evaluating, scoring and ranking all potential positive and 
negative factors associated with a project and therefore the raising awareness of key stakeholders about issues 
concerning the evaluation process. 
Balanced Scorecard (BS) . . . . 
The BS approach (Kaplan et al, 1996) was considered relatively important fo: com:numcatmg vision ~d 
strategy (60%) and "supplementing traditional measures" by taking into constderatJon ~usto~ers, ~usmess 
processes, learning and growth. It was also suggested that this approach can be used to identify act10ns an 
organisation can take to improve performance. 
Value Analysis (VA) . . . . 
VA assists in judging which intangibles are of greater value to the organisation. Part1c1pants usmg this approach 
th · · · · 1 t d sers' whenJ·udging what was of value to the suggest at 1t 'improves commumcatton between ana ys s an u , , , . . . 
organisation. In addition it was said that due to the ability to change what was meant by value 'JUStlfication 
could be tailored to suit ~very organization and investment individually. 
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A CLASSIFICATION SCHEMA 
In general, it was found that the justification methods typically fall into four groups. These are: 
Strategic techniques which view the long-term impact of the organisation taking into consideration both . 
and intangible factors, which ultimately lead to competitive advantage. tangible 
Analytical approaches which are highly structured incorporating risk into the analysis, and relate to de 1 . 
new businesses with growth and diversification. ve 0Ping 
Integrated approaches which combine subjectivity with formal structures to integrate financial and non-fi . 
techniques, focusing on the organisation itself in terms of the way it operates. mancial 
Financial techniques which relate to structured valuations of tangibles, that in essence have been deem d 
appropriate to productivity and performance. e 
In Table I we have classified the types of benefits that organizations have derived from EC applicat' 
h . 'bl . 'fi . h d Th fr k IOns and compare t ese agamst poss1 e Justi cation met o s. e amewor may not be applicable to all . . 
yet it does give an indication as to what is possible. orgamsations, 
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BENEFITS DERIVED Issues Highlighted Aim: Competitive Advantage 
APPROACH: CRITICAL SUCCESS 
FACTORS Provide 24 hours/day 7 days/week access s Competitiveness Effective promotion of organisation, products and T Timely service 
services R Greater exposure Enhance quality and speed of customer service A Access to new markets Create sustainable competitive advantage T Need to have a Web presence Entice shoppers and encourage customer interaction E Creating widest possible user base Bandwagon effect G Promotion 
To keep up with trends in technology I 
C 
Aim: Expansion & Growth APPROACH: VALUE ANALYSIS 
Support core business functions / Integral to business A Assists in judging which intangibles are of 
strategy, long term vision and goals N greater value to the organisation 
Provide new business opportunities and exposure to A Emphasises value rather than cost 
new untapped market niches L 
Increase market presence y 
Creating corporate / Internet presence T 
On-line purchasing/ generate revenue from I 
eCommerce sales C 
Accessible research tool A 
Levelling the playing field - globalisation, expand L 
market place 
The Web is seen as the way of the future 
Interlinking - providing relevant links to other sites 
Aim: Improve management & Business Processors APPROACH:BALANCED 
SCORECARD 
Improve internal and external communication with I Communicates organisational vision and 
key stakeholders N strategy 
Improve internal business processes T 
Improve internal communication by providing E 
organizational information to all staff G 
Timely marketing information and sales R 
Timely information retrieval and utilization (accuracy A 
& reliability) T 
Facilitate remote interaction with video capture E 
interface D 
Aim: Productivity & Performance APPROACH: COST BENEFIT 
ANALYSIS 
Reduce operating costs F Illustrates how information and service can 
I reduce delive!Y_ time and cost 
N APPROACH: RETURN ON 
A INVESTMENT 
N Identifies how the use of technology achieves 
C siQilificant cost savings 
I APPROACH: PAYBACK PERIOD 
A I Illustrates how savings in support costs cover 
1 set up costs 
·r . EC pplications (Adapted from Earl, 1989 and Irani, 1999) Table 1: A Framework for JustI ymg a 
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CONCLUSIONS 
As suggested in the management literature, th~ main reason~ for investing in EC_ appli_cations can be attributed to 
gaining intangible benefits. The findings of this survey heavily suppo~ these claims given tha_t the main tangible 
benefit identified related to reducing operational costs such as marketmg expenses or transaction fees. 
Surprisingly, the majority of reasons for investi~g i? EC_ applications pr?duced ~~n-quanti~able returns and yet 
the maiority of most appropriate approaches to Justification were financial, reqmnng quantifiable data. It a ~ fi . l h b · l ppears that there is a degree of con~sion as to ~hether the mancta _approac es can e appropnate Y ~sed to justify EC 
applications. It was evident m both the literature and_the f~dm~s that ma?y benefits ~an be denved from 
investing in EC applications. The benefits that were identified m the findmgs emphasised the nature and 
importance of these benefits. Such benefits were then attributed to Earl's four-way framework that broadly 
attempts to link organisational aims _to justific~ti_on approaches. The bene~ts that were considered to be of most 
importance were those concerned with competitive advantage and expansion and growth of the organisatio . 
particular, providing information access 24 hours a day 7 days a week and supporting core business functio:t 
Productivity and performance benefits on the other hand appeared to be ofleast importance. · 
In terms of the justification approaches, very few approaches were identified in comparison to the extensive 
range identified in the literature. In particular the traditional cost benefit analysis was by far the most popul 
it highli~hte_d ho':" intormation a~d service can reduce deli!ery time and_ cost. It appears that the most appro;ri~te 
form ofJustificat10n is to determme factors deemed essential to the survival of the organisation, which reit t 
the importance of strategic thinking. The well known cliche suggesting that one cannot manage what cann e;t es 
measured, s~ill demons~ates the importance of understanding where and how money is being used, and wiat e 
benefits an investment is expected to generate. 
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. .r 1 · strategies is becoming an important means of assisting industries, and The adoption o1 e ectromc commerce 
. d h l · t 1· si"gnifiicant net bene'its. The extent to which eCommerce-based strategies, such mdee w o e economies, o ga n ':I' 
• k d ,me· nt consumer response might have an effect on local economies depends in part on 
as qu1c response an e111 1e , 
how readily they are being adopted. The dominant form of adoption of these strategies is to be found in the 
business-to-business forms of eCommerce. To be successfal, all business partners must be in a position to share 
data. This paper presents the initial results of a national survey completed in the retail sector of the Australian 
economy, that assesses how well Australian industry is responding to the eCommerce challenge. 
Keywords: quick response, efficient consumer response, EDI, customer intimacy, collaborative planning & 
forecasting, replenishment 
INTRODUCTION 
Two independent reports prepared for the Australian Government (National Office for the Infonnation Economy, 
1999) and the European Commission (EC) (FAIR Project Consortium, 1998) outline many of the potential net 
benefits that the Australian economy and countries within the European Union (EU) could gain from the 
adoption of eCommerce strategies. These reports are significant, because they attempt to assess the impacts of 
the adoption of eCommerce on various sectors of each economy. In particular, they examine the likely 
macroeconomic effects from the continued rapid expansion of eCommerce by examining contributions to growth 
in output and consumption, in employment and productivity, to the economies of two quite different regions. 
Both reports agree that there are generally potential positive multiplier effects and new job creation 
consequences. The EU predicts that even taking into account direct substitution effects and traditional job 
~eductions, the _indir~ct multiplier effects on production, value added and employment growth is 'three indirect 
Jobs for each direct Job created' (p2). It further estimates that revenues of 58 billion ECU are possible by 2001. 
Mu~h of th~ revenues will be generated from 'introducing a new, richer dimension of interaction within supply 
chams and m seller-buye~ relationships. New intermediation, rather than dis-intermediation, represents the 
largest source of new busmess opportunity' (p2). 
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The Australian Government report, which focuses on the structural chan th t C . 
that the widespread adoption of eCommerce predicts that the more effici!enst waayeofodmmom· gerbce ~ay bnngl: sugg~lslts 
d . I d · d" tl · b . usmess (on me) w1 result both irect y an m Irec y m net enefits. The simulation studies co d t d f h . 
· t Id b 2 7 · n uc e as part o t e proJect suggest 
that 'the net impac cou ea . per cent increase in the level of national outp t d nh ' . 
. · f t · I lib · ) b b . u , an e ance consumption ( a better md1cator o ma ena we eing ya out $10 billion within the next decade' (p2). 
Both reports agree that the contributions to growth will initially be made 1·n the busi·ness t b · d • f 
· I · · 11 · · - o- usmess omain o 
ecommerce adoption. mtia y, this will be the domain that will gain the most firom · d rr. · • 
. . improve e 11c1enc1es 
through reduced costs and pnces and improved business practices. 
This paper pres:n~s. the r~sult~ 0 ~ a nation~! survey conducted in Australia of organisations that have undertaken 
eCommerce _activ1ties pnmanly in the _bus1~ess-to-busi~ess domain of the Australian retail sector using QR and 
ECR strategies. The r:sults presented in this paper provide additional insights into earlier work by Harris and 
Swatman (1999) Hams et al. (1999) and McMichael, et al. (1997, 2000) who concentrated on the effects of 
adoption of effic~ent cons_umer response (E~R) strategies in the Australian grocery industry and quick response 
(QR) in the Textile Clothmg and Footwear industries respectively. 
This survey was comp_leted during 1999, covering companies who are mostly suppliers to much larger retail 
customers. Where available, results are compared with tliose from an international report prepared by Kurt 
Salmon Associates (Kurt Salmon Associates, 1998). This comparison allows the Australian retail sector to gauge 
how successful it is in comparison with the available US results. 
ECOMMERCE AND THE AUSTRALIAN RETAIL SECTOR 
Quick response (QR) is a business strategy enabled by IT to improve communication and coordination between 
supply chain partners. By its strategic nature, QR creates a business opportunity that seeks to achieve an 
alteration to existing business practice (Hadjiconstantinou, 1998). QR has also been called the retail industry's 
version of just in time (JIT) manufacturing because it seeks to better manage and move inventory through the 
supply chain. A related strategy is efficient consumer response (ECR) which was originally based on QR, but 
specifically applies QR principles to the grocery industry (Harris et al., 1999). 
QR, ECR and JIT aim to keep inventories as low as possible, witliout goods running out, and to quickly resupply 
goods as they are needed to prevent stocking out. QR and ECR extend beyond the paired relationships tliat are 
often found in JIT manufacturing by creating partnerships that extend to all levels oftlie supply chain. While 
existing views of QR have been adequate for focusing on particular aspects of QR arrangements they often 
overlook some of the essential elements required when QR is seen as a total business strategy. 
One of the key drivers of this business strategy is the degree of com~etition_ being ~xperie~ced by g_lob~l firms. 
Strader et al. (1999) stress that it is this intense competition in most industn~s that 1~ mak1~g orgamsat~ons look 
toward better ways to improve product quality, customer service and operatmg efficiency, Just t~ ~emam 
competitive. QR and ECR are two of the business outcomes firms have used to meet the competitive challenge. 
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RELATED PRIOR RESEARCH 
. . d ECR The preferred definition for this study is: 
There are many defimtions of QR an . 
. b . strategy of cooperative planning by supply chain partners, to 
QR (and ECR) is a consum~r driv~\ us;ness t the right time, using IT and flexible manufacturing to eliminat 
ensure the right goods, are m the ng t p ~ce, a e 
inefficiencies from the entire supply cham. 
f mputer based communication aspects of QR and ECR which as 
This research focus~s on the co:~e~~ ~v~ie::rchical structure of eCommerce levels, _which includes partn~rships 
Zwass (1998) 1esc~bes, form~ information sharing. In zwass's tenns, we reflect his meta-level of products and 
(business relat10nships): IT anl d" ti to interorganisational supply-chain management. 
structures (Level 7) which re ates irec y 
• d th fl of products in the supply pipeline from raw materials into textiles to 
AUSstudyinl986examme e ow Bl kb 1991) h ' 
. fi II t the consumer. The results of the study (see ac um, , s owed that it took 
apparel, to retail ankd ma y o fr ma raw material to a finished good distributed to the consumer, as outlined in 
on average 66 wee s to move o . d . I t fi d kd Fi e 1 A $l5 billion efficiency Joss was estimated to be occumng ue mam Y ~ orce mar owns, 
. gur : k t d 1·ncreased carrving costs for excess inventory. Forecastmg problems affected the discounting, stoc ou s an "r . . db d All . 
. d b th s an of the forecasts in the product p1pelme extende eyon a year. parties could only 
m ustry ecause e P . h d t h d th k t 
estimate what goods the consumer would demand by the time t e pro uc reac e e mar e . 
Raw material 
► 
Average 66 weeks 
Customer 
Retail 
Figure l: The Apparel Pipeline 
Source: Blackbum (1991) 
Blackbum (1991) reports that the initial study suggested that forecasting could be improved in two ways. First, 
by increasing the accuracy of planning systems and second, by reducing the time between making the forecast 
and the actual event occurring. It was thought that while the accuracy of planning could be improved, the 
greatest gains could be attained from taking time out of the supply pipeline-to move the stock forecasting 
decisions closer to the customer in time. By eliminating the slack time, the length of the supply pipeline could be 
reduced, which would decrease the level ofuncertainty in the decision making process, because forecast error 
decreases in proportion to the time until the event. As a result pipeline acceleration was born. 
The introduction of universal product codes (UPC) and point of sale (POS) scanning in the mid-l 980s made !t 
possible for retailers to track product movements themselves at both the distribution centre (DC) from incommg 
and outgoing receipts and at the store level from POS scanning. At the same time EDI networks were being 
established between retailers and their suppliers and some manufacturers were establishing EDI with their 
suppliers. Clemons and Row (1993) found that the adoption of EDI by retailers and their suppliers had led to 
short term benefits, due mainly to administrative savings, where EDI was used to automate existing document 
exchanges. Clemons and Row concluded that the potential existed to achieve greater savings using EDI to 
restructure the logistics system to reduce costs. 
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The availability of detailed infonnation collected at the POS . 
sales data throughout the supply chain as shown in Figure 2 c~pled with EDI made it possible to disseminate 
from the point of sale. 'w ere sales data flows back down the supply chain 
Using QR, the flow of products and the flow ofinfonnatio · th 
Goods are moved forward to the customer faster by redu _nm e ,pare_! pipeline are both increased in velocity. 
. ffi . . h cmg manu1actunng and sh. t . 
eliminating me iciencies t at are not beneficial to the su 1 h . ipmen times, and by 
g
oods to occur is the increased responsiveness available thrpp y cha;n as a whole. Allowing this faster flow of 
b f h 
oug iaster communicatio f ti 
back to all mem ers o t e supply chain using computer-ha d . . no consumer pre erences 
se commumcation systems. 
This research paper presents some initial results of a national su f h 
adoption of QR and ECR strategies) in supply firms within the Arveytr01. t e ext_e1nt of eCommerce (particularly the h . f . us a ian reta, supply chain The 
concentrates on t e issue o process improvement, and includes the issues of: · paper 
Consumer intimacy 
Collaborative planning and forecasting 
Product 
Textiles Apparel 
Product 
Retail 
Product 
Point of 
Sale 
• ................. : .__._ __ __. I 
l _ ~7/_4_ - - - _ _l L-----L_ --1- - __ : 
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_: I 
'·, Orders and Inventory and ' Sales 
Capacity Commitments Order Information Information 
Figure 2: Two Way Product and Information Flows in the Supply Chain 
Source: Blackbum (1991) Stock replenishment eCommerce support 
AUSTRALIAN RETAIL SURVEY 
This national survey was conducted between March and June 1999. To make the survey internationally 
comparative, the Kurt Salmon Associates (1998) survey was used. The survey instrument itself was modified to 
reflect the Australian retail industry's use oflocal tenns. Two separate questionnaires were sent to the quick 
response/eCommerce coordinator of each supply company (50 questions) and each retailing organisation (39 
questions). This paper reports only on the supplier survey. 
~e targeted population was confined to suppliers to the Australian retail sector that were trading electronically 
with at least one customer. All suppliers included in the survey were trading electronically with their customer 
base that included the largest retailers in Australia (including Coles Myer group, Woolworths and Big W). 
Approximately 1,500 companies were identified from a list of suppliers provided with the assistance of the 
Australian Retailers Association. The effective response rate was 11 per cent. 
zi?Gi=nt:--e_rn_a_ti_on_a_l_W_e ___ B_C_o_n_f_er_e_n_ce_2_00_1 ________________ FP~a~g;e22~300 
. . ·11 trated in Table 1 A profile of these compames ts t us 
Category 
Clothing and footwear . 
Appliances/consumer electromcs 
Books/ audio/video 
Packaged/consumer goods 
Hardware/home improvement 
Sporting goods 
Textiles and fabric 
Health and beauty aids 
Furniture/home furnishings 
Non-perishable food and beverages 
Perishable food and beverages 
Other 
TOTAL 
Frequency 
(No) 
3 
9 
9 
48 
13 
8 
10 
16 
9 
15 
10 
13 
163 
A profile of company turnover is illustrated in Table 2 
Table 2: Turnover of retail firms 
Turnover 
($ million) 
< $5 million 
$6-10 million 
$11-25 million 
$26-50 million 
$51-100 million 
$101-200 million 
$201-500 million 
$501 million - $1 billion 
Not reported 
TOTAL 
RESULTS 
Customer Intimacy 
Frequency 
(No) 
57 
25 
33 
15 
12 
6 
7 
3 
5 
163 
Percent 
% 
1.8 
5.6 
5.5 
29.4 
8.0 
4.9 
6.2 
9.8 
5.5 
9.2 
6.2 
7.9 
100 
Per cent 
% 
34.9 
15.3 
20.2 
9.2 
7.4 
3.7 
4.3 
1.8 
3.2 
100 
Table 1: Profile of retail firms 
The tenn Customer Intimacy is now used to suggest that suppliers need to develop intimate partnerships_ with 
customers to differentiate themselves from competing suppliers. The aim is to turn a satisfied customer mto a 
loyal customer. Customer intimacy highlights the ability to understand and respond to highly specific and h 
changing needs of very specific customers by continually tailoring products and services to precisely meet t ose 
needs. 
Information systems give clues to customer preferences but Wiersema says that a human touch is required in 
learning what people really want (Wiersema quoted in Klinkerman, 1999). He points to three major cus~omer d 
priorities. The first is transparency where you must make customers feel that you are being accurate, reliable an 
responsive to their needs. The second is distinctiveness where you must give them a clear and compelling reason 
to choose you over other alternatives. And the third is leadership, where customers love to associate themselves 
with winners and companies that are going places. The degree of customer intimacy was measured by the extent 
of shared data between the customer and the supplier. In particular, the extent to which POS data from cust0mers 
is shared with suppliers. 
Fifty two per cent of suppliers who were trading electronically were given access to POS data from their maJor 
customers. This represented on average 32 per cent of their total sales. Kurt Salmon reported that in the US~ 
1998, the comparable figure was 79 per cent with access to POS data. Interestingly, about one third of suppliers 
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ere using a data warehouse to store the data received from customers T bl 3 .11 :aintained by suppliers with a data warehouse. · a e 1 ustrates the type of data 
Table 3: Type of data stored in data warehouse 
Data type 
Own products 
Category data 
Promotion/in-store display history 
Store demographics 
Market basket data 
Australian Survey 
1999 
per cent 
32.5 
13.5 
11.0 
6.1 
4.3 
Collaborative Planning and Forecasting 
Kurt Salmon 
1998 
percent 
33 
14 
14 
8 
Collaborative planning ~nd forecasting_is a set ofbusi~ess practices based on shared information and planning 
among partners. It consists of an established set ofbusmess practices that trading partners agree to follow. Its 
success depends on the partners sharing information and forecasts, usually via the Internet and electronic data 
interchange (EDI), to more accurately replenish shelves. Everyone involved in collaborative planning and 
forecasting agrees that its impact will be dramatic. Still, the concept will require not only trust in partners, but 
also an investment in the technology that will allow disparate systems to communicate fluently. 
The ability to form new relationships between supply chain partners to eliminate inefficient practices and 
accelerate the flow of goods through the supply chain is the goal of QR and ECR efforts. Increasing the level of 
customer intimacy and joint planning are one of the keys to achieving that goal. Suppliers were asked the extent 
to which they developed seasonal forecasts with their key retail customers. Approximately 43.4 per cent 
indicated they do not participate in preparing seasonal forecasts at all. Of the remaining 57.6 per cent who are 
involved in seasonal forecasts, the modal class represents between 10-30 per cent of customers. 
It is very significant to note that 2 out of 5 suppliers were not actively preparing seasonal forecasts with their 
customers. This further underlines the troubling finding of Harris et al. (1999) that although there is quite a lot of 
interest in the QR and ECR supply chain initiatives there is a general lack of interest from suppliers in 
implementing the complete strategy. Respondents were asked whether their larger customers provided forecasts. 
Only 14.5 per cent reported any forecasts, although a few stated that they had plans to receive data within three 
years. They were also asked if they set joint goals with 
formal metrics with their key retail customers. Table 4 presents the results of the formal metrics used by 
suppliers. 
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Table 4: Metrics used by suppliers 
Formal metrics 
Sales goals 
In-stock goals 
Goals related to mass customised product 
Profitability goals 
New product success goals . 
Goals related to electronic sales of merchandise 
Inventory turns goals 
Total lead time goals (from product concept to 
on the selling floor) 
Consumer satisfaction goals (from product 
concept to on the selling floor) 
Fulfillment objectives 
Stock Replenishment 
Per cent using 
% 
71.8 
44.8 
3.7 
25.8 
18.4 
6.1 
20.9 
20.9 
20.2 
18.4 
Efficient retail replenishment is the single largest opportunity existing_ in the supply chain today (~illiams, 
1999). Many organisations are suffering from the dual problems of bemg ?ut of stock at the shelf m some 
products and simultaneously having excessive inventories in retail stores m other products. 
Consumers initiate the QR process of replenishment when they make purchases from the retail store-these 
purchases are expressions of their needs and wants. These needs and wants are recorded by the retailer as 
merchandise information usually by size, style, colour and brand from point of sale scanning. 
There are three main ways in which a replenishment order can be generated from the POS data. The retailer may 
give the supplier a blanket type authorisation to prepare and ship orders as per agreed methods, without any 
review of individual orders by buyers. This is the vendor managed inventory (VMI) approach most commonly 
used by discount retailers and their suppliers. The extent to which this information is requested and used depends 
on the size of the supplier. Generally, large suppliers request this type of information and prefer to perform their 
own analysis in a vendor managed inventory (VMI) system, while smaller suppliers only want aggregated sales 
information. 
The second approach involves the supplier preparing an order and then sending it to the retailer electronically as 
a reverse purchase order. Under this system the retail buyer reviews and approves the recommended quantities 
and makes any modifications if deemed necessary. While this approach takes more time than the VMI approach, 
it allows the retailer to make changes based on information that the supplier may not be privy to, such as rival's 
products being on promotion. 
The final approach invol~~s the retailer preparing replenishment orders using in house software and data analysis 
s~stems and ~en transm1tt1~g the~e order~, via EDI, to the suppliers. Some retailers that prepare their own orders 
st111 sha:e therr PO~ data with their suppliers to give the suppliers a better basis for sales forecasting and 
pro~uctwn s~heduhng. Customers are keen to maintain the absolute minimum level of inventory possible, 
subJect to bemg able to maintain sufficient product to meet the 
demands of co~sumers .. To~ large an inventory will result in excessive holding costs, while frequent out-of-Stock 
occurrences will result m missed sales. 
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The main benefits of the VMI approach are that inventory levels (e . 11 
reduced and the risk of stock-outs is consequently reduced. This be:~tt:b~~afety sto~ks) can be si~ificantly 
and elimination of purchase order transactions) and suppliers (adva d . the retailer (lower holdmg costs 
production requirements far more predictable) (Christopher, 1998).nce wammg of stock demand makes 
McMichael, et al. (2000) found that improved planning had resulted fr QR thr h . . . 
• h 1· · 1· f • 1 k · , • om oug mcreased mformatton 
shanng from t e e tmma ton o s ac ttme which had occurred due to ret -1 • hh Id. . . 
. l . h d 1 . at ers wit o mg mformatton However this acce erat10n a on y occurred m the first link of the supply ch · b tw .1 · d d .d d b . . am e een reta1 ers and manufactttrers an 1 not exten eyond this first tter. The demands by reta·1 t k 11 fi . · h · d d. tn·b · · 1 ers o ma e sma er more requent dehvenes, t e mcrease ts ut10n costs mcurred and the infancy of autom t d 1 • h h h l d a e rep ems ment programs were cited as reasons w y t e acce erate movement of goods hadn't flowed back thr h th 1 h . oug e supp y c am. 
R~spon~ing suppliers reported that _59"7 per cent were pai:ticipa~ing in automatic stock replenishment programs 
with thetr customers, 27 .2 per cent mdtcated they had no mtent1on of participating in such h Th 
3 1 h d l • d a sc eme. e remaining 1 . per cent a p ans to mtro uce automatic replenishment within three years. 
The finding ~hat just over one ~~arter_ of the suppliers surveyed had no intention of participating in automated 
stock replemshment ~as surp~s_mg giv~? that McMichael, et al. (2000) had found that firms participating in QR 
had str:ngthened thetr competitive position com~ared to those firms which were not participating in QR. The 
small size of the respondent firms, 50 per cent with a tttmover ofless than $10 million and the retailers decision 
to_conce~trate on a~tomated replenishment with l~r~~ volume suppliers help to explain' this finding. However, 
this findmg clearly illustrates that eCommerce activities have not fully penetrated the retail supply chain and 
perhaps are unlikely to in the near future. This does call into question just how quickly some of the predicted 
benefits suggested in the EU and Australian Government reports will be realized and if these benefits will be 
partially offset by the incomplete adoption of eCommerce by smaller firms. 
ECOMMERCE SUPPORT 
The extent of electronic ( online) support provided by organisations, particularly suppliers to their customers, 
often depends upon the level of matttrity that organisation has with electronic commerce. Turban et al. (2000) 
suggests that the very lowest level of online support would be a basic Web site that provides current and 
potential customers with information about the nature of the products they sell (manufactttre, wholesale or 
distribute). This phase is the information gathering phase, and often involves the setting up of an electronic 
catalogue of the supplier's products. Links maybe provided to other virtual sites associated with the company, 
which may include technical advice about the product. This level of service is similar to business to consumer 
type eCommerce where the individual shopper seeks basic information about a range of products they may wish 
to purchase. The difference between the two types of customers, is that in the business to business case, the 
customer is usually another business; in the case of business to consumer, the customer is usually and individual 
person. This stage is often termed electronic marketing. 
At the other extreme, customers may be able to make their purchases online by filling out order templates which 
connect to back-end databases. More often than not, organisations are making use of EDI either formally using 
private value added networks, or increasingly, the Internet. Much larger organisatio~s (both large suppliers and 
large customers) will offer access to their information systems via Extranets-a dedicated network between 
associated organisations via a private network arrangement or public Internet. 
In between these extremes, eCommerce support implies the ability for business p~rtners to c?~c~ on product 
delivery stattts, to act as electronic intermediaries, or to simply provide a mechamsm for fac1htatmg contact e.g. 
using eMail. 
Apart fro t h • • c 1- ·th suppliers using POS and other data ( e.g. direct forecasts from m cus omers s anng m1orma 10n WI . • 1 customer ) 1- • 1 · Web sites to provide customers with access to display cata ogues, s , supp iers are progressive y usmg . . . I I fi th · 
prices etc. The extent to which suppliers provide this facility is an indication ofthetr support eve or e1r 
customers. 
S · · d. t d th did (c f Kurt Salmon survey in the upplters were asked if they had a Web site-39.4 per cent m tea e ey · · . d. d th · · t 1· t US • , h w b ·te 39 per cent m 1cate etr m en 10n o 
A was 65 per cent). Of those companies that dtdn t ave a \ st , ·th Web site on the Internet Table 4 
?av_e one within three years-21 per cent had no plans at all. Oft ose wt a ' 
md1cates what their Web site is used for. 
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Table 5: Web site usage 
Web site used for: 
Providing general company information 
Displaying catalogues & product information 
Taking orders from customers 
Customer surveys 
Providing general information to other suppliers 
Providing specific information to individual suppliers 
Purchasing 
Other 
Australian 
Survey 1999 
(per cent) 
27.0 
25.2 
6.1 
1.2 
31.3 
2.5 
0.6 
6.1 
Kurt Salmon 
1998 
(per cent) 
59.0 
18.0 
23.0 
The finding that 60 per cent ofrespondent firms did_not have_a Web site and that 21 per cent of those firms had 
no intention of creating one clearly illustrates the difference m eCommerce technology use between the USA 
and Australia at present and probably in the longer term. This means that caution is needed when comparing the 
two markets because there are likely to be key technological as well as size and market differences between the 
two. In addition this reinforces the finding of Harris et al. (1999) that there is a lack of commitment to adopting 
the underlying technologies and essential business activities necessary for QR and ECR in Australia. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Today the m~ssive inve_s~ent in IT is lea~ing organizations to make changes in the way they think about and 
n their businesses. Wdhams (1999) succinctly summarizes the situation when h " , h . h ru · · h h d • e says we 1ace c ange m w at 
we do, how we do tt, w~t w om we o _it, and the tools we use to get it done'. There is no doubt that industry is 
facing new rules ~fbusiness t~gether with one of the toughest environments in which it has ever operated. When 
this environment is co~pled with a consumer demand for more variety and immediate replenishment, supply 
chains have to cope with huge numbers of stock-keeping units. 
With the early recognition °~ the importance ~f supply-chain management, industry leaders have used several 
different 1?odels to create uniform supply-cham mana~ement t~chniques. For instance, in the clothing, textile and 
footwear industry, Q~ has been used as a con~umer driven busmess strategy of cooperative planning by supply 
chain partners (M~Michael et a!. 1997). And, m the grocery industry, efficient consumer response (ECR) has 
been concerned with transformmg the grocery supply chain from a "push system" to a "pull system" (Harris et 
al., 1999). 
The results presented in this paper, suggest that there is clear evidence to indicate the growing need for 
Australian suppliers to become more intimate, with increased cooperation in planning and data sharing with their 
customers (the large retailers). Compared with their American counterparts, Australian suppliers are not 
receiving the quantity and type of data they require to assist with forecasting and planning, and so assisting them 
to become more internationally competitive. While formal metrics were being used, they principally concentrate 
on techniques to measure traditional sales goals. Very few organisations were actually using other techniques to 
measure performance, e.g. lead time goals, inventory turns, or goals related directly to electronic sales of 
merchandise. 
While the majority of supplier firms were involved in automatic stock replenishment schemes, it is of more 
concern that over a quarter of suppliers indicated that they had no intention of participating in such a scheme. 
This is not particularly good news for their large customers. 
The level of eCommerce support provided by suppliers is considerably less (less than halt) than their American 
counterparts. This suggests that Australian suppliers have a long to way to go in providing electronic support to 
their key business to business customers. 
In this new business environment driven by consumer demand, entire supply chains are under more pressure to 
be reliable, responsive and to fulfill orders even more quickly. For all organisations, the questi~n today is how to 
build the business systems to deliver value tomorrow. If they are to deliver the so~s of econ~mic benefits 
suggested by the FAIR Project Consortium and NOIE, then considerable efforts will be reqmred by both the 
partners on either side of the virtual fence. 
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Thispaper discusses the supply chain management and the imlJ)act oifimlJJlement,·ngE 
1
. 
1
. 
-commerce app zca zons on 
enterprises. It examines the role of Porters work on supply chain and competitive forces. It discusses the role of 
value chain integration management in increasing customers' perceived value. It also explores the likely impacts 
of Internet technologies faced by the enterprise. In this paper, the traditional supply chain model and integrated 
value chain model are used to investigate the information flows of business processes of an international non-
profit organisation #A. 
Initially the paper describes how the company's integrated value chain analysis was used to identify 
organisation # A current business processes. It then further focused on competitiveness and the role of Internet 
technologies in investigating information flows of business processes conducted in the new digital economy. 
Keywords: Supply Chain Management, Porters Value Chain Analysis, Electronic commerce, Web-based legacy 
EDI. 
INTRODUCTION 
The main aim of this paper is to examine the role of Porters work on supply chain and competitive forces. It 
discusses the role of value chain integration in increasing customers' perceived value to the enterprise concerned. 
It also examines the impacts of Internet technologies in effecting competitive_advantage to organis~tion._In this 
paper, the Porters traditional supply chain model and the integrated value cham model are used to mvestigate the 
information flows of business processes. 
!n order to succeed in the digital economy, an enterprise must understan~ wha~ its core _competenc~s are and how 
1t can maintain its competitive advantage. This can be achieved by fonnmg alhance~ w_1th pa~ers_ m order to 
provide customers with services that knit together seamlessly. As a result, value cham mtegrat1on, 1s seen as a. 
tool for enterprises to achieve core competences. In a report by Cambridge Technology_Partners, ~ value cham 
integration is the process in which multiple enterprises within a shared market coope:atively pla~, 1mplei:n~nt, 
and manage ( electronically and physically) the flow of goods, services, and information from pomt of ongm to 
point of consumption' (Cambridge Technology Partners Report, 1998). 
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. . . oduces the literature currently available, on_ the r~le of integrated value chains 
The first sect10n ofth1s paper mtr n es faced in the digital economy. Followmg this, the secon~ section provides 
that address the technology c?alle g th" d tion discusses the research methods used to examme the value ch . 
the discussion of case scenano. The ir (;e;85) The fourth section discusses the preliminary findings as to th ain 
integration analyses ~dapted froml Pohrt~r d the impact oflntemet technologies in effecting competitive e 
role of factors that dnve the supp y c ams an 
advantage to organisation. 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
. . . b . trategies for an international non-profit organisation #A. The paper is based on This paper mvest1gates usmess s ' . d 1 h . 1 . d 1 p rt model to see how the company s mtegrate va ue c am ana ysis was used 
an _expl~ratory stu by t~ app y 
O 
::: The paper also investigates the role of Internet applications in detennining 
to identify current usmess proces · . "fi h"ft · h · · • 
h ., h t rs:: t th b si·ness to business e-commerce. It identi ies s i s m t e competitive environment t e 1actors t a a 1ec e u - - . "d "fi d . 
that organisation# A needs to address. Specifically, these factors were i entl 1e as. -
the implementation and utilisation oflntemet technologies in effecting competitive advantages to organisation 
#A; and . . , . b · 1 · 
the impact of legacy web-based EDI on orgamsation # A s busmess-to- us mess e-commerce supp y cham. 
The paper concludes with recommendations for the future _strategy of or~an~sati?n # ~ bu~iness proc_esses. It is 
anticipated the study will provide information and suggestion~ for organ~sat10n ~ntendmg 1~?lementmg 
traditional supply chain management and value chain integration model m creatmg competitive advantage for all 
stakeholders involved. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Porters Value chain Analysis Model 
Micheal E Porter (1986) states that value chain analysis model can be viewed to provide a method oflooking at 
the business with the main objective being to identify ways in which competitive advantages can be achieved. 
For example it can be applied to business where the top four sections (a) Firm Infrastructure, (b) HRM, (c) 
Technology Development, ( d) Procurement, in which these are items that add support value of a product as 
figure !show. He mentions that the four main value adding activities such as (a) Inbound Logistics, (b) 
Operations, (c) Outbound Logistics, (d) Marketing & Sales, (e) Service, are classed as the primary value adding 
variables (Micheal E Porter, 1986). He uses the supply chain analysis model to examine all activities, looking at 
whether they are firstly still needed, and then to examine ways of firstly improving efficiency and trying to 
achieve cost reductions to increase the profit margins for the business. 
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VALUE CHAIN INTEGRATION 
Another authoritative authors Papazoglou M.P.& Yang J (2000) 
enterprise's business systems can no long~r be confined to . t ~tate that a value chain integration is when 'an 
rather they must interoperate with other such systems that m erna 1:c~sses, programs and data repositories, 
arrangements include when an organ~sation's value chain i:u~~:~
0
~:;~ 
th
e su?ply chain'. Examples of such 
may be seen as an ' extended enterpnse' creating and enh . mto an mtegrated value systems that 
enterprise collaboration (Dobbs, J. H. reference in Papazo;~m~~s:~r-perceived value by means of cross 
information systems in electronic data interchange (EDI) u, · · b ang, J, 2000). For example, the use of 
. l "nk . . among mem ers of a supply chain (D · 1990) d Internet services to i orgamsattons (Kalakoltla and Whinston, 1996). eanng, an 
In order to improve e-commerce transactions the integrated value chai t . 
the overall business goal, also support the int~grated view of all busi n sys! ems, which were created to support 
d . (P 1 & y 200 ness e ements that cut across departmental boun anes apazog ou ang 0). They furthermore indicate that th" b h" d 
. . . fd' tn'b t d kfl hn is can e ac ieve through the 
ut1hsatton o is u e wor ow tee ology that allows business processe t b h d d 
h · t ks f • . . s o e s are an passed across the value c am so as o create networ o highly efficient virtual organisations h' h Id b • 'bl 
· hr h h · 1 b • . w ic wou e 1mposs1 e to 
achieve t oug t e conventiona usmess paradigm. The distributed wo kfl t hn 1 • d 
b 
· fu · . . r ow ec o ogy 1s ma e up of 
integrated usmess nct10ns, apphcation program interfaces, data warehousing and the le ac s stem 
(Papazoglou & Yang 2000). g Y Y 
The technology challenges in digital economy and Integrated Value Chain 
In this section, I shall turn to take a quick back-to-front tour through the value chain looking briefl at th 
technological challenges the new digital economy poses within each link. ' y e 
For example, Figure 2 below depicts a generic value chain 
SUPPLIER 
... 
Inbound 
Logistic 
Operation 
s 
Outbound 
Logistics 
Marketing 
/Sales 
CUSTOMER 
Customer 
Service/Suppor 
According to a report by Cambridge Technology Partners (1998), in the digital economy, an enterprise must 
have the ability to exchange data with suppliers quickly and easily, regardless of format. The report also states 
that data formats can be based on standards, such as extensible mark-up language (XML) or electronic data 
interchange (EDI), whereby inbound logistics systems must recognise and understand data originating outside 
the enterprise, and also replicate and transform it for use in internal and external downstream processes. Having 
discussed the inbound logistics, the centre of the value chain, which forms the operational activities, will be 
examined. In this section the added value occurs as they serve as the "back office" in which the PCs are 
assembled. In the digital economy, all-operational activities can share data at maximum network speed among 
internal and external partners, thereby executing the value-adding processes (Cambridge Technology Partners' 
Report, 1998). 
Finally, on the right side of the figure, outbound logistics, sales and marketing, and customers' service and 
support are the customer-facing links of the integrated value chain. The report also indicates that in the digital 
economy, customers are required to have an authorised read-and-update access to enterprise data that will 
s~percede obstacles presented by an operational, internal application sil~. In re~, the co~pani~s can interact 
with customers through a variety of delivery channels. Consequently, this provides com~am_e~ with the chance to 
~onsolidate, aggregate, and deliver data over the Web and any other outbound channels mtt11t1vely and 
nnmediately (Cambridge Technology Partners' Report, 1998). 
DISCUSSION OF CASE SCENARIO 
In order to investigate the elements influencing the integrated value chain analysis and_the_ critical impact of 
Inte t h • . • • d tudy ofa non- profit orgamsat1on #A has been 
me tee nolog1es on creatmg competitive a vantage, as 
undertaken. 
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f I who campaign for human rights. It is independent of any 
. ldwt' de movement o peop e . . 1 . . . Organisation #A 1s a wor . . t t r religion and mob1hses vo unteer activists m more than 140 
. . I'd I economic meres o government, pohtica t eo ogy, Id 
. • · every part of the wor • 'th · · # , 
countries and temton_es m . e I have held preliminary discussions wt orgamsatton A s manager and 
To research the quest10n ra1~edthabov ' I hain management Iiteratitre. 
balance these discussions with e supp e c 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
h' rod was based on an exploratory case stitdy approach. Key players were 
!he r_esearch method0!0 ~ for 1.1: ;es[ Australian branch and these individuals (the regional co-ordinator, 
1dent1~ed ~om Orgamsatwn #Id ffi ) re interviewed. The interviews were semi-structitred and later 
admimstratton officer and fie o teer we 
transcribed. 
. . . ti' d documentary evidence was used in order to obtain rich process 
In addition mformal conversa ons an d h k 
. . ' · A · ofopen-ended questions were asked that covere t e ey areas of: descnptions of the proJect. senes 
• • # A' t · I and how their strategy is translated into critical success factors; 
orgamsation s stra eg1c p an . b . I h . 
. fl b b ed EDI on organisation# A's busmess-to- usmess e-commerce supp y c am; the 
the impact o egacy we - as h I h J · 
th dr · ti' n #A 1·ntegrated value chains analyses and ow ntemet tee no og1es may effect factors at ove organ1sa o . . . . 
· · · t fior organisation #A' and perception of sattsfact10n with a successful e-commerce competitive env1ronmen , 
implementation. 
The interpretation of the findings uses a dialectical hermeneutic approach. Hen:neneutic i~ pri~arily concerned 
with the meaning of a text or text analogue. Moreover, the role and under~tandmg of the mt~rv1~wers are 
interpreted historically, and in terms of social and political structitres and mcludes the contnbut10n of the 
researcher in the analysis process. 
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS 
In this srudy, Porter's (1985), supply chains analysis will be used as the bases for analysing the case srudy. The 
srudy will also focus on how Internet technologies to effect competitive environment for organisation #A. 
SUPPLY CHAIN ANALYSIS 
In this section, the strategic insight of organisation# A's business-to-business supply chain is explored. The 
findings, as to how the legacy web-based EDI system by allowing large volumes of information to flow across 
organisational boundaries, may transform the relationship between trading partners by bringing them much 
closer together with its own departments and groups will also be discussed. 
The first part of this section is devoted to exploring the following factors: (1) the natitre of markets and 
distribution channels, (2) the organisational structure and process; and (3) the buyer power influence and the 
implementation of its legacy web-based EDI integrating with its suppliers, members and customers. 
In organisation #A's case, staff are always exchanging information about their activities with their suppliers, 
me11!-b~rs and ~ustomers through business meetings, the exchange of documents, by telephone, telex and 
~acstmd~s. This means that legacy 'EDI may facilitate data warehousing as it is seen to allow large volumes of 
mformat10n to flow across organisational boundaries in a single 
moment. Legacy EDI also has the potential to transform the relationship between trading partners by bringing 
them much closer together' (Holland, C. P, Lockett, A. G, and Blackman I.D, 1992). 
In an ~rti~le by Holland, C. P, Lockett, A. G, and Blackman I.D, (1992), the authors suggest that 'the general 
orgamsatton can cover the whole of the supply chain from inventory to customers and for each industry sector 
the number of stages may vary'. 
For example, Figure 3 below depicts the supply chain for organisation # A. 
Supplier 
New Members, 
Non 
-----~~ Internal 
Organisational 
Strucrure & 
"·-
--~►~ Customer/mem 
bers 
Distribution 
r,1 __ . 
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Legacy web-bas~d EDI may ~e ~sed in many parts of the chain. In this paper, in order to produce a general 
conceptual solut10n for orgamsabon # A, the number of stages has been aggregated to three main ones; supplier, 
internal and customer/members. 
These stages allow me_ t_o d~velop a g~neric scheme that the management team of organisation #A can apply 
regardless of their position m the cham. 
Supplier-related Channel 
According to Holland, C. P, Lockett, AG, ~nd Blackman I.D? (1992), the authors states, 'The strategic EDI 
odel contains several factors such as supplier-related stage, mtemal operations and customer-related channels, 
m hich are important for planning EDI, links with suppliers. In the past, only companies with a dominant market 
;are were able to impose trading terms on suppliers that included EDI arrangements'. However, the trend has 
s hanged. This means that now legacy web-based EDI is seen to be becoming more easily and efficiently ~ tegrated into Electronic Commerce. In organisation #A's case, using legacy web-based EDI to do business in 
;:e long run would enable them to relinquish its control over its suppliers. 
----------~~---------------FPiaagigee2244:22 
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Internal Operations Channel 
k tt A G and Blackman I.D, (1992), the authors states, 'the internal operatio 
According to Holland, C. ~' L~c e_ ' f EDI with suppliers and customers on internal operations, and how th ns 
were concerned about the imphcatton o . . ' ese 
can be exploited for the benefit of the orgamzatton . 
. . , e le ac web-based EDI has created a knowledge repository for storing explicit 
In orgamsation # A s casd, ~rtuy 1 , . fonnation Library' accessible 24 hours a day to organisation #A's staff knowledge It also create a v1 a m . . h ·11 I . 
· . h' A tr 1- This means the improved mformatton exc ange w1 resu t an mcrease in across all branches wit m us a ta. . . 
intangible benefits, cost reductions and quahty improvements. 
Organisational Structure and Process Channel 
A d. t H lland C p Lockett A. G and Blackman I.D, (1992), 'EDI may link customers with suppliers ccor mg o o , • , ' ' . . . d k · d · h · 
thus affecting the nature of business relationships. Ind1V1dual roles an tas ~ associate wit ~anagmg customer 
and supplier relationships therefore change. In picture, staff_and cost r~duct1ons have bee~ achieved throughout 
the whole organisation. This concept is not new and could simply be viewed as an extens10n of the value chain'. 
In organisation #A's case, the uses oflegacy web~based _E?I for infom:iation s~aring be~een t~eir ~uppliers and 
customers, strategic communications between their subs1d~~ry compames, and mfonnatton apphcat10n processes, 
such as order entry etc, is seen as being significant. In add!tton, legac~ web-based E_DI h~s also enab!e 
organisation #A to facilitate the ability to invoice_ ele_ctromc~lly, a~d tte th~ tra~sactton~ mto acc_ountmg and 
purchasing systems. This in tum improved orgamsatton #A s quality and ttmelmess of mformatton, so orders can 
be placed more frequently and in smaller quantities. 
Customer-Related /Distribution channels 
In organisation #A's case, the length of the supply chain, from its supplier to its end customers is measured by 
the number of ownership stages. Ifthere are a high number of ownership stages, it is more likely that it involved 
a traditional chain of market hierarchies (ie producer, wholesaler, retailer and consumer). However, a potential 
alternative chains for organisation #A to utilise would bypass the wholesaler, resulting in a lower purchase price 
for its customers. In reality, organisation #A is likely to retain as high a portion of the savings enjoyed by its 
customers and members as is possible. 
Moreover, in organisation #A's case, the introduction of!egacy web-based EDI and its subsequent integration 
has lead to gains in efficiency and a reduction of manual data entry errors. This can be coupled with redirecting 
employees from tedious manual tasks to resolving critical business issues in order to improve margins, reduce 
inventory levels, improve internal processes, and otherwise reduce extraneous costs. Having explored how the 
implementation oflegacy web-based EDI integrating with suppliers, members and customers through Porter's 
suppl~ c~ain, the next section will discuses how Internet technologies effect competitive advantages to 
orgamsatton. 
THE IMPACT OF INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES EFFECTING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE TO 
ORGANIZATION #A. 
In this section, I shall tum to explore tlte integrated value chain analyses. Integrated value chain analyses were 
selected, as they _a~e suitable for investigating information flows of organisational business processes. They also 
focus on competitiveness and the role of technology. 
:ne !nt~~ate~ value chain_ analysis may assist organisation # A in the extent to which its staff members are 
mvo ve m different functtons (general management vs. regional action networks staff vs. technical staff). 
~2~
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Figure 4, presents a diagram of the traditional value chain for organisation #A. 
Admistration & firm infrastructure 
Support activities 
uman resource management 
Technology development 
In- Out 
Primary activities 
bound Operatio Bound Servic 
logisti n logisti es 
cs cs 
Figure 4:Traditional value chain model 
(Adapted from Porter, 1985) 
In figure 4, the value activities contribute to the value for organisation #A members, and the margin is the 
difference between the value added and the cost of producing that value. 
Hence, by modelling the activities of organisation #A, it is possible to distinguish between its primary activities, 
(those that contribute to bringing the service closer to organisation #A's members), from its secondary activities, 
(those, whose role is to support the primary activities). 
Having identified the ability that the traditional value chain model can distinguishes the primary and secondary 
activities through modelling. Consequently, there is a need to propose a new model that can allow organisation 
#A to investigate the impact of implementing e-commerce applications on its business processes. This means 
that a model to investigate the information flows of organisation #A's business processes conducted in the new 
digital economy, (which in this case is the application of web based service application) 
With this in mind, by optimising and integrating the traditional Porter's value chain model as figure 4 show, 
beginning with analysis and design of the business transactions, progressively moving into process automation, 
and then information sharing and information access. I am able to develop the proposed integrated value chain 
model as figure 5 show. 
In this proposed model, Internet applications are seen to be taking on a much broader and more strategic role in 
support of business requirements that go well beyond efficiencies and cost saving achieved through electronic 
publishing. 
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Business Value 
Integrated Value Chain Converged E-Commerce 
Business Transactions 
Eg. Intranet/ Extranet integration too~s u~ed for 
its business outputs involving educatio~ ISSues, 
human rights issues, refugee & asylum issues, 
activism activities etc 
Process Automation Workflow 
Eg. The integration informatio~ flow of 
administration, finance, marketing, human 
resource management processes etc. 
Information Sharing Collaboration 
Eg. Content/document manageme~t, Knowledge Management 
correlating and indexing informat10n from 
activist groups, volunteers speaker groups, 
staff interactions, information gathered from 
members and the community as a whole 
Information Access Electronic Publishing 
Eg. Quarterly and annual reports, campaign 
kits, merchandise catalogue, public events etc 
Efficiency/cost Savings 
Figure 5: the proposed integrated value chain model for organisation #A 
In organisation #A case the greater its ability to extend its Internet applications and move up this stack, the more 
value is returned, as simpler applications deliver cost savings and efficiencies, while the upper layer applications 
create value, not just cost savings. For example, publishing quarterly & annual reports, the member's directory, 
events of activities (an electronic publishing application) can save time, paper, printing and postage costs. 
Furthermore, allowing customers to purchase products, and make contributions Online, and integrating the 
customer service application with the purchase process, will save money. This may also open up a whole new 
market- let's say, an international market-which was not previously available to the business. 
In order to improve the interoperation support for e-commerce, leading Internet applications have evolved from 
the current simple page-serving environments to rich application platforms providing server-side application 
runtime engines - and in some cases integrated security, encryption, indexing, messaging, scheduling and 
database services. 
This means that it is desirable for organisation #A to look beyond publishing applications to the business 
processes and opportunities that need to be addressed. Three such opportunities are outlined below. 
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Firstly profitability from commercial activity on the Web includes producti· ·ty . . ti . 
' · d · 1 v1 savmgs, m ormat10n 
management savmgs, an mcrementa or new revenue streams (members fees collection). 
Productivity savings arise from reduction in order and processing costs and m ffi • t . ti . 
. . . , ore e 1c1en m ormation 
management. Improvements m mformat~on man~gement make information easier to find and share as 
Content/document management, correlation and mdexing information dynamic publ"sh· d t fil" 
b · Th · . , 1 mg, an cus om pro I mg Can facilitate colla oration. e mcreases m collaboration achieved as a result ofm e ffi · t 1 . . . or e 1C1en personne may also lead to product1v1ty gams. 
Secondly, savings may al~o be realised from imp~oved efficiencies in the marketing and human right's campaign 
functions. The Internet shifts more of these functlo_ns_to the customers and members. As a result, savings on 
marketing may result through ~educed bro~hure pnntmg and distribution costs. In addition, savings on 
expenditur: related to human nght~ ca~paign ~nctions may also result from making information easily and 
widely available. As standard efficient mformat10n access is made available to members I speculate that 
members' satisfaction may actually be increased. ' 
Thirdly, incremental or n~w revenue strea~s are available for organisations participating in digital commerce, 
through, for example, onlme sales, advert1smg revenues, or information brokering. Incremental revenues may be 
achieved for organisation #A by using the Web to expand into new channels of collaboration and knowledge 
management and the new market segments of electronic commerce. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this study show that the implementation oflegacy web-based EDI for organisation #A has 
successfully increased the number of electronic connections, simplify interorganisational process and at the same 
time discover ways to shrink, speed up, and virtualise it's supply chain. The study also address how the Internet 
technologies have effected competitive environment to organisation #A. It also explore the supply chain 
management strategies for organisation #A through the followings: 
order management, planning, forecasting and replenishment ( eg competitive advantage and higher revenues from 
reduced stock outs, lower cost through reduced inventory and lower costs through reduced returns); 
sourcing ( eg competitive advantage and increased revenue tlrrough faster product introductions and decreased 
costs and increased revenue from higher quality); 
design and product management ( eg competitive advantage through faster time to market and lower distribution 
cost); and 
merchandising/category management (eg competitive advantage and increased revenue tlrrough effective pricing 
and promotional strategies). 
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R FURTHER RESEARCH 
LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FO 
. . . d to provide successful supply chain management strategies to a 
The approach used tn this ~~perthis gearelt of this study can be easily generalised to other similar organisat~on-
. · I addition e resu d h . ions -profit orgamsat10n. n ' p fit Organisations in other states an ot er countries. 
in particular, to Government Non- ro i ' 
furth arch will concentrate on the virtual value chains. This means wen d h d" ctions for er rese . . . . ee to However, t e . tre_ h t rganisations strategic dtrecttons? Are they gomg to be disinterrnediat d 
focus on what is likel~ to b appen fio :Uing their businesses into new types of intermediaries operating in a: otrr I 
are they likely to survive Y trans O eu a 
market? 
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Internet-based e-marketplaces are locations where mobile agents oifmerchants d t ,r, 
an cus omers can per;orm 
trading. As a result of the high competitiveness and the growing popularity in B2B and B2C trading in the e-
business world today, these transactions have to be executed in a minimal time and with a minimal cost. This 
paper proposes a new framework of Inter-agent communication in e-commerce transactions by performing them 
in the network layer instead of in the application layer of the OSI model thus reducing the execution time and 
cost. The proposed method makes use of the user programmability feature of the active routers. 
Keywords: B2B and B2C trading, e-commerce, mobile agents, communication protocols 
INTRODUCTION 
Agent technology is becoming increasingly important in the Internet-based electronic markets. Agents are 
software programs that can act on behalf of a user or an organisation in order to accomplish a task. There are 
two types of agents known as stationary agents and mobile agents. Stationary agents are executed only in the 
machine that they started execution and may use remote procedure calls (RPC) to interact with the agents that are 
not on the same machine. Mobile agents are programs that can autonomously migrate through the network to a 
different location and perform tasks on behalf of its owner (Chih-Lin et al 2000). A mobile agent has the ability 
to halt the execution at one place, migrate through the network and resume the execution at its new location. 
When mobile agents are used for e-commerce transactions, they have to communicate with each other in order to 
exchange information, negotiate services or delegate tasks. This is known as agent to agent communication or 
inter-agent communication. In the last few years, some agent frameworks, languages and protocols have been 
developed, especially for inter-agent communication in a mobile agent environment (Dasgupta et al 1999). While 
some of these approaches are language-specific, the others are more general in nature. 
There is also an emerging concept known as e-marketplaces where the merchant's agent~, broker's agents and 
customer's agents can meet and negotiate the services (Feldman 2000). £-marketplaces mtroduce new 
networking challenges as they can be located anywhere in the network. _For example, an e-marketplace can be 
located at a special place such as at a broker's site or at a common loc~tion to a group of consumer agents. As 
far as the performance of mobile agents and their e-commerce transactions are concerned, l~nguages and 
protocols developed for inter-agent communication at application layer level become questionable. Although 
these protocols enable us to use an open standard, they will inevitably inc~ease network traffic as_ well a~ 
response time. Furthermore, they will be inefficient especially when mobile agent technology will be widely 
used for e-commerce transactions. 
To add h h d th t kes use of the emerging communication 
tech ;ess ~ issues, w~ propose to explore a met o : m~unication protocol operating in the network layer 
no ogy own as active networks. An agent-to-age~ co S h rotocol designed using the same c~~ address the issue of improving efficiency and reducmg latenOcOy). :c 1; provide a network level solution for p llosophy as the IPsec, mobile IP or IPv6 protocols (Comer 20 s ou P 
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unicate between applications like FTP or Telnet by using IP datagram 
an open standard. Jus~ as _we can co;mn mmunication using a new protocol at network level. This globally 8' 
we will be able to reahse mter-agen ; 0 problem of how heterogeneous agents from different users (using 
defined protocol will also overco~e t :ith each other. The packets that flow through the network using this 
different la?guages) ca7s~~~::::~ve routers and will be processed to identify the type of the agent. We 
protocol will be re~ognfi thy tiation between the merchants' agents and the customers, agents: In the e-
erceive two locattons or e nego ' ·11 b d . h . P . h . ti tion delivered by the merchants agents wt e store mt e active router and 
marketplace scenano, t e m orma · bl h" I h 
. f h t ers will visit these routers to find a smta e mate mg. n t e door-to-door seui· the mobile agents o t e cus om . . . th • 1 . ng 
. b"I t fthe customers will store the mformat10n m e active routers ocated m the home 
scenano, mo 1 e agen s o . . . h · d fi d . 
k f h t d the merchants' agents will v1s1t t ese routers m or er to m a prospective networ O t e cus omers an h . . 
Th tt. t 1·n the latter case may be an edge router oft e orgamsat10n. customer. e ac ve rou er 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the backgro~d secti~n, we provide a brief description of the 
existing forms of inter-agent communication and in the ~ollowmg se~t10n, we P:esent our proposed method. The 
security issues are dealt with in section 4 and the paper 1s concluded m the sect10n 5. 
BACKGROUND 
In this section, we will examine some existing forms of inter-agent communication and discuss the advantages 
and disadvantages of them. Traditionally, multi-agent systems have used Agent Name Servers (ANS) to enable 
interaction between agents (ISAG 2001). In the case oflntemet-based systems, agents use ANS simply to look 
up the IP address of another agent and then to use that address to make a socket connection directly to that agent 
for the purpose of exchanging messages. The problem with this approach is that if the IP address of the latter 
changes, the former will only fmd it out when the next attempt to send a message fails. Also, if an agent crashes 
due to some reason, it is the responsibility of the other agents with whom it was communicating to properly save 
any interrupted messages and re-transmit them later. Improved approaches include the JA TLite Agent Message 
Router (AMR) (CDR 1998) and the middle agent entity. AMR is a specialised application that receives 
messages from registered agents, and queues these messages in the file system before routing them to the correct 
receivers. Middle agents are entities to which other agents advertise their capabilities, and are neither requesters 
nor providers from the standpoint of the transaction under consideration. Their operations are similar to that of 
AMR, but include other important functions like acting as facilitators and mediators. 
All the forms of inter-agent communications we discussed above involve an Agent Communication Language 
(ACL) such as KQML, FIPA or ACL (Breugst et al 1998) that provides a tool and framework to handle the 
interoperability problems of inter-agent communication in the application layer. However, so far, there is no 
common standard developed on which the agent communications can or should be based. Figure 1 shows an 
example of the inter-agent communication scenario which occurs in the application layer. 
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Any inter-agent communication model which involves co . . 
OSI model would be less efficient and costly compared tor:u:~::-be~ee~ the two application la~ers in the 
transport la)'.er or ne~~rk layer. Besides, as described in the followin ication m a !o:,ver layer s~ch as m the 
twork design to fac1htate more flexible communicaf . h g paragraph, it 1s the trend m modem 
ne k ion m t e network layer using the concept of active 
networ s. 
'f 
I / Agent A travels through the Internet and reaches Agenr B. 
After communicationg, with Agent B, A1tent A does not 
find a match. ' 
Agent A ha., to now travel to Agent C to find a 
requirements match. ' 
Communication tnkes place in the Application Layer. 
Figure I: Inter-agent communication in the apllication layer 
Because of the difficulty of integrating new technologies and standards into the shared network infrastructure, 
poor performance due to redundant operations at several protocol layers, and difficulty of accommodating new 
services in the existing architectural model, the concept of active networks was conceived in 1994 following the 
discussions within the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) research community 
(Tennenhouse et al 1997). Today's networks transport data from one end of the network to another without 
modifying them. Processing of packets flowing through the network has been largely limited to routing, 
providing quality of service (QOS) and congestion control (Legedza et al 1998). In contrast, in an active 
network, the routers or switches of the network perform customised computations on the messages flowing 
through them (Tennenhouse et al 1996). For example, a user of an active network could send a program code to 
each router and arrange for the program to be executed when their packets are processed. An active router can 
perform all the existing tasks of current routers in the network. Instead of insisting that all the routers perform 
equivalent computations on every packet, active networks specify that all nodes support equivalent 
computational models. Active networks raise the level of abstraction at which interoperability is realised, 
allowing applications to customize message processing to suit their purposes. 
With the deployment of active routers in the near future, it can be anticipated that different proprietary transport 
or network level protocols of organisations will be recognized by active routers belon~in~ to different 
telecommunication companies. These routers will store information and perform specialised tasks on the user 
packets passing through them. 
PROPOSED METHOD 
In our approach, we propose to exploit this concept of active netwo~king to enhance the _int~r-agent . 
communication. To this end, we need to design a framework for an mter-agent commumcat10~ protoc~l. A_ct1ve 
routers will recognise this communication protocol, and read the information of the agent that 1s contained m 
certain fields in the packets. 
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. Z) e show how agents interact with our communication protocol 
In the following simple example (see Figure , wme that Merchant A is an authorised user of an active router 
. · nment Let us assu . 
in an active networkmg enviro · . M h t A has the permission from the owner of the router to store 
that is connected to the Internet.. Th_at is, Mere hannt A has an agent that has the responsibility to advertise and 
. 1 d d apphcations. ere a . 1 h . information and run oa e Th" t then sends packets usmg our protoco tot e active router. The 
sell certain products of the comp~nyth. is agennd application, recognises agent A's packets and stores the agent' 
b · loaded with e comma Th · ·11 8 active router emg pre- d . s etc that it has on offer. e active router w1 then look for 
. h · t type products an pnce · 
information sue as 1 s , Id b t ntial customers. Customers that have user agents of our protocol 
packets from all the agents, who cou e po e 
will be_ recognised b!' . will hel them find or locate the merchants and m~rchandise if requirements in 
the active router which, m tum, d . p re matched. Customer's mobile agent will then send a request of 
all the fields such as products an pnce~ ~ al transaction will follow. 
confirmation to its home counterpart an e norm 
~c 
Agents Band C !om.I the infomiation into the ac1i,e 
router. 
Agent A travels Ill the acti, e router and finds a 
requirements match v,•ith Agent C. 
The result is cnnveyed back w the Customer A 
Commttnic11tion tokes place in the Network Layer. 
Figure 2: Inter-agent communication in the network layer 
In our method, each agent has a set of fields. These fields are arranged in an inverted-tree hierarchy. The top 
field or the root field corresponds to the agent itself. The second field defines whether the agent represents a 
service or a product. At the third level, the product or the service is divided into many categories. For example, 
ifit is a product, it can be associated with a broad product category (such as furniture). This will be very similar 
to the listings in the yellow pages. At the third level, the product is further refined in its category. At the bottom 
or leaf level we find the fme details of the product such as price ( or price range expected), lead time of delivery 
( or lead time that can be allowed), quantity available ( or required) etc. This means that a path from the root to a 
leaf in the merchant's product tree specifies a particular product that the merchant has to sell and a path from the 
root to the leaf in the customer's product tree specifies a particular product required by the customer. When the 
agents generate the packets, they simply create a main IP header and a set of extension headers. The first 
extension header corresponds to the second level of the product tree, the second extension header to the third 
level and so on. For the current version of the Internet Protocol that uses IPv4 we recommend to encapsulate 
each of these IP datagrams in IP (IP-in-IP encapsulation). With the deployme~t ofIPv6, the transmission of 
these packets will be straightforward as the IPv6 has the provision for extension headers. 
Each agent that is registered with an active router knows the IP address of the router and will send its mobile 
~gent to the router. Once these packets arrive at the active router that is pre-loaded with the required code, it will 
mtercept the data stream and store the information contained in the extension headers. Our active router now 
contains t~e information of th~ product and is ready to work as an e-marketplace. If a customer's agent passes 
t~ough th1s router, the router intercepts the data stream and looks for the first extension header. If that matche_s 
with that of the st?red first extension header it will copy the second extension header and will try to match it with 
th
e second extens1on header stored. This process continues until the extension headers at the leaflevel are 
compared. If there is a perfect match, the customer's agent returns to the customer informing the details about 
th
e match. The normal transaction can now take place between the merchant and the customer. 
The adva~tage of this me~hod is that, by simply examining the first few extension headers, the router and the 
~ustomer s agent_can decide whether it is useful to continue the comparison or not. Apart from that, the router 
oes not ha~e to intercept and read the entire data stream of the agent This reduces the processing time of the 
router and in tum the cost of · h · · . I nd-to-
' ' using t e active router. Moreover, the packets of the agent will not trave e 
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end across the whole ne~ork to communicate with the other agent. All these reasons contribute to the reduction 
of network traffic dr~m~tic~lly as well as to decrease the response time. This simple and efficient solution of 
inter-agent commun~cation ts therefore a valuable asset considering the growing popularity of agent technology, 
e-commerce and active networks. 
Note that the agents that do_not use our communication protocol can operate alongside with the agents that use 
our protocol. For examp,le, ~n the event that the active ~outer does not recognise a customer's agent, the agent can 
migrate to the n_ierchant s site and perform the transaction there at the application level. Our model pursues the 
idea of developmg custo!11er agents th~t have only the kno\\_'ledge of the location of their active router, and it is 
the duty of the merchant s age~t, an~ m _turn, tha! of the active router to identify the potential customer by 
intercepting packet flows and mve~ttg~tmg certam fields in the header of the packets. While agents can utilise 
our idea of network layer commumcatton, agent developers will only need to add on some fields according to our 
design format without changing its entire implementation. The active routers communicate with each other and 
share the information of the merchants' agents. Also, they will forward the customer's agents to the next active 
router. 
One problem that we anticipate is the memory requirement of the active routers. As the popularity of thee-
marketplaces grows, the number of agents that wish to register with an active router to store the infonnation of 
their products or services may rise exponentially. We propose to handle this siruation by introducing 
timestamps. Each product or service must be associated with a timestamp and if the time limit is exceeded the 
product is considered to be obsolete and will be removed from the memory. 
SECURITY ISSUES 
The most frequently mentioned problem with active networking and mobile agent technology is the security of 
the information that flows in the network. Active networks expose the now closed environments in the routers to 
the users by allowing user programmability. As such, the network level security will become more vulnerable. 
However, in our method, well-known security measures designed for network level security should be a?equat~ 
as only the matching of a particular product and not a real business transaction i~ involve?. We can_ ach_1eve this 
by encapsulating the IP datagrams in IPsec, a security protocol designed for the 1~fonnation pr~tect1on 1~ the 
network layer (Comer 2000). We believe that this should provide adequate secunty to prevent mtercept1on and 
masquerading by unauthorised persons. 
Customer's Merchant's 
Computer Sc~er Mcrchanl creates a security lum1cl when sending its 
~~t~~~r =~F7f~)Ji [ffe~~~~;t;~;; 
\ ~!:~ rJ.if J':;'' • .,..~, ~•,"'"max No~n 
Fig 3: s~-curily at network level is achieved by means ofIP-tunnelling 
b n the customer's network and the active routers and 
It is also possible to create an IP ttmnel (Comer 200_0) etwee .d. •ty for mobile agents is currently an 
the_active router and the merchant's network (se_e ~tg 3). Pr~:~di;g :~~%1m than providing security at the 
active area of research (Xudong et al. 2000). This 1~ ~ much rovi~in security at all levels. The research 
network and lower layers as is in our case becau~e it mvolvest . t g_mprove security in active routers 
community engaged in active networks ~as ~rovided som: so ~~IOn!r~ ~ecessary before commercial active 
(Wetherall et al. 1998) but further invest1gat10n and expenmen mg 
networks are deployed. 
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CONCLUSION 
With the increased demand for e-commerce in the current Intem~t-centred marketplace, capacity for data 
transmission will be adversely affected due to the nature and the mcreased frequency of transactions. Pres t 
commerce transaction protocols operate in the application layer of th~ OSI reference model. In B2B and ~~t 
transactions the mobile agents have to travel all the way through the mtemet from the source to the destin 1. th d · · B "d ft a IOn This involves processing in the application layer at e ':stmat10n. est. es, even a er travelling to the · 
destination and after processing, the mobile agent may still not fi~d a smtabl_e ~atch to execute a successful 
transaction. In that event the mobil~ agent has to re-travers~ the mtemet until tt ~':ets ~ matching merchant's 
agent. This contributes to increased mtemet traffic, congest10n, response and dec1s1on times and eventually the 
cost involved. 
We have introduced a new framework for inter-agent communication that takes place in the network layer. Th" 
method makes use of the ~c~ionality of active routers and ~reates a vi~~! e-market place in them. In contras~s 
to the inter~a?ent commumcat1?n methods that are ex_ecuted m the apphcatto~ l~yer, our method reduces network 
traffic, dec1s1on and response times, network congest10n and the cost. By ass1gmng the properties of the prod t 
or service to a tree hierarchy and associating each level of this hierarchy to an extension header in IP datagrt 
we have developed an elegant and simple method to execute B2B and B2C transactions. We believe that this ms, 
method would be very attractive for inter-agent communication. 
Currently, we are developing this protocol and implementing it on Linux. We plan to report the results and 
outcomes in a future paper. 
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E-Commerce: A Victorian Case Study 
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The paper relates to an investigation of the uptake of electronic commerce by businesses in Gee/ong, Victoria, 
Australia between 1999 and 2000. The projects focused upon how small and medium sized organisations view 
and use E-commerce and also how Gee/ong and Australian organisations responded to the use of e-mail. The 
results of these investigations are reported within this paper. 
Keywords: E-commerce, SMES, e-mail, adoption of information technology. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the developed world the influence of infonnation systems can be seen in most operational areas of business. A 
significant result of these advances is that organisations have become increasingly dependent upon the 
availability of systems and reliant upon the data that they hold. In recent years the Internet has grown from a 
solely military/academic network to one that can be used by businesses and individuals. In the years since the 
first World Wide Web applications were developed, there has been an explosion in the global use of the Internet. 
Clarke (Clarke, 1993) has proposed the concept of electronic commerce as a means of drawing together a wide 
range of business support services. 
Australia has been quick to realise the opportunities associated with online developments, or the new 
'information economy'. Close to halfofthe Australia's population are accessing the Internet, Australia has the 
fourth highest usage in the world. All medium-sized businesses and over 80 per cent of small businesses in 
Australia use personal computers. Over 35 per cent of all businesses have an online presence, a comparative 
business advantage that translates into Australia being consistently rated in the top ten nations globally for its E-
Commerce environment (NOIE, 2000). 
PROFILE OF GEELONG 
Geelong_is located in the state of Victoria, Australia's smallest mainland state. Geelong is Victoria's second 
lar~est _city a~er 1:-'1elbourne. It cove~s 250,000 square kilometres and, as at 1996, has a population of 203,000 .. 
MaJor rnd~stn_es mcl~de manufa~turing and processing, a wide range of primary industries, wholesale and retail 
trade, servtce_i~dus~es and toun~m (Geelong Council, 2001). The Geelong region is expected to experience 
~arge pro?uctivity gai~s from the mcrease~ use ofE-Commerce. These productivity gains will result in a steep 
mcreas~ m Gr?ss Regional Product u? until ~006, when it peaks at 3.8 per cent. This will be greater than th~ 
A~strnban ~ation~I average. The retail trade mdustry is expected to decline the most (3.9 per cent). The fall m 
this sector 1s dommated by the disint d" t· r~ . . . . . • h t ruse 
f erme rn ion e 1ect, that 1s a reduction m margms associated wit grea e o E-Commerce (NOIE 2000) Th · f h ' • · h" G 1 ' · e aim O researc was to determme what the actual situation was wit m 
E ece ong. The rese~rch covers a two-year period and focussed upon attitudes towards E-commerce and the use of 
- ommerce services. 
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SURVEY OF GEELONG BUSINESS 
Th im of the first project was to determine the attitudes that businesses in Geelong had towards E-commerce 
anJ :hat they perceived to be the barriers or advantages of E-commerce. The candidate organisations selected 
fi this survey were randomly chosen from the Geelong Chamber of Commerce web site 
(~/www.geelongch~mber:com.au): One hundred businesses where selected and received a questionnaire 
h. h was designed to mvesttgate their actual use of and attitudes towards infonnation technology and their w lC f hn l . h .. 
erceptions about the use o tee o ogy mt e1r mdustry. All organisations were categorised as SME's that is an 
p anisation with less than 150 employees. A total of 47 responses were received of which 36 where categorised 
~:gusing inforrnatio~ technology, in particular on-line s~rvices, and the remainin_g 11 were not using info1:11a~ion 
hnology, this bemg 77% and 23% ofreturns respectively (Warren and Hutchmson 1999). These orgamsations 
te~il be referred to here as IT-related and non-IT related organisations respectively. The survey was anonymous; 
;
1
nce there was no follow-up on the 53 non-respondents to the questionnaire, as we had no way of identifying 
eho they were. Table 1 shows the diversity of businesses that took part in this pilot study. The most common 
:usiness was manufacturing wit? ~etail trade a_close se~on~ .. The 'Other' category in_cluded a misc~llany of 
businesses ranging from Advert1smg and Tounsm, a D1sab1hty Contractor, an Electnc Motor Repairer to 
Winegrowers. 
Business tvoe Frequency % 
Manufacturing 11 23.4 
Retail Trade 7 14.9 
Health and Community Services 3 6.38 
Property and Business Services 3 6.38 
Construction 2 4.26 
Wholesale Trade 2 4.26 
Agriculture 1 2.13 
Communication Services 1 2.13 
Cultural and Recreational Services 1 2.13 
Finance and Insurance 1 2.13 
Government Administration and Defence 1 2.13 
1 2.13 Mining 
1 2.13 Personal and Other Services 
12 25.52 Other 
47 100 TOTAL 
Table 1: Types of businesses surveyed 
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Table 2 shows the distribution of the number of staff in the ~rganisations s~rveyed. '!11e data is presented for IT 
and non-IT categories as well as for all businesses. The relative frequency is shown m brackets. Over 25% of 
b 
. d h taffnumbers of between 2 and 20. Further, there were no non-IT businesses that 
usmesses surveye ave s . Were 
"one-man bands" or were in the largest category (100+). Both non-IT and IT related busmesses are more likely 
to have 20 or less staff. 
Staff Nos. Non-IT IT 
Total 
1 0 (0%) 2 (5.6%) 2 (4.3%) 
2-5 4 (36.4%) 9 (25%) 13 (27.7%) 
6-20 2 (18.2%) 10 (27.8%) 12 (25.5%) 
21-50 3 (27.2%) 6 (16.7%) 9(19.1%) 
51-99 2 (18.2%) 3 (8.3%) 5 (10.6%) 
100+ 0 (0%) 6 (16.6%) 6 (12.8%) 
Total Businesses 11 (100%) 36 (100%) 47 (100%) 
Table 2: Distribution of businesses by number of employees 
Table 3 shows the number of years the surveyed organisations have been in business, again by non-IT, IT and 
Total. Over half the non-IT businesses have been operating for more than 10 years. Surprisingly, even more 
(60%) of the IT-related industries had been in business for a similar time. All of the non-IT organisations 
appeared to be well established, having been in business for at least 4 years. 
No. ofvears Non-IT IT Total 
<l 0 (0%) 3 (8.3%) 3 (6.4%) 
1-3 0(0%) 5 (13.9%) 5 (10.6%) 
4-5 3 (27.2%) 4(11.1%) 7 (14.9%) 
6-10 2 (18.2%) 2 (5.6%) 4 (8.5%) 
11-15 3 (27.2%) 8 (22.2%) 11 (23.4%) 
16+ 3 (27.2%) 14 (38.9%) 17 (36.2%) 
Total 11 (100%) 36 (100%) 47 (100%) 
Table 3: No. of years of operation 
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Of the 47 ~rg~nisations respon_ding, 36 used the Internet for business purposes. But only 55 5% (20) of these 
have a pohc_y m pla~e concemmg the use ?f th: Internet for business purposes. The remaini~ 44 5% 16 have 
no such pohcy. Busmesses were asked to identify the main Internet services they used 'El gt : (·1 ·) th 
· ·th •n t· I ur b . , • . ec romc mai was e dominant service w1 rromo rona rre sites and 'News and Referenc , b th b . h d 
· · Th results are summarised in tabl 4 e O emg t e secon most common act1v1ty. e e . 
Internet Use No. ofOrgs. % 
E-mail 32 23 News & Reference 22 16 
Promotion/Own W eh site 22 16 Vendor/product Information 17 12 
Research 15 11 
Software Downloads 13 9 
Shopping /Financial Transactions 6 4 
Education 4 3 
Chat 1 1 
Discussion Groups 1 1 
Entertainment 1 1 
Experimentation 1 1 
Hobbies 1 1 
Table 4: Business use of the Internet 
Organisations where queried about their use of the Internet for organisational web sites. Of the 36 IT-related 
businesses, two-thirds (24) responded that they had their own web site. Of these, over half (14) had employed 
staff specifically to build the site, whereas the remaining 10 had used existing staff. One respondent further 
indicated dissatisfaction with the need to employ staff. The most common service offered via their web sites was 
the most basic of 'providing information', but this is equalled by 'promotional services'. The full range of 
services, together with their relative frequencies, is shown in table 5. 
Type of service Relative frequency 
Providing information 32 
Promotional service 32 
Providing links to contact staff via email 19 
On-line ordering or other business transactions 8 
Direct input or access to databases 4 
Other services 4 
Table 5: Service provision on current Web sites 
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ATTITUDES TO E-COMMERCE 
. h y concerns with using the Internet. The responses indicated th t 
The 46 organisations w~ere ~sked if~;tw::: t~: non-IT related and IT-related businesses. Approximately ha!: 
there was not a substantial differencd:d h cerns Table 7 shows the frequency of responses to the question 
. . . d' ted they t ave con . . . 
of the orgamsatton~ m tea . . th I ternet. The most frequently mentioned concern 1s 'Security of 
relating to their maJ_or c?n~e~s ~ 1t\u~
1
:!m~ : close second. However, it is interesting to note that among 
Financial Transactw_ns _w1th , Pr~va Y,. f ~ater concern. Only IT-related organisations seemed to be aware 
non-IT related organd1sa~othnsl;SS~:;;;ra~goto~he proliferation of junk mail. 
of, or were concerne w1 , 
Frequency of Mention 
Non-It IT Total Concern 
Security of Financial Transactions 2 (18%) 12 (33%) 14 (30%) 
4 (36%) 8 (22%) 12 (25.5%) Privacy 
0(0%) 8 (22%) 8 (17%) Junk Mail 
Cost of Internet Access 1 (9%) 4 (11%) 5 (10.5%0 
Response Times 0 (0%) 4(11%) 4 (8.5%) 
Don't know enough to specify 2 (18%) 0 (0%) 2 (4.3%) 
Initial Setllp Cost 1 (9%) 0 (0%) 1 (2.1%) 
Sceptical 1 (9%) 0 (0%) 1 (2.1%) 
Cost ofUmrrading 0(0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
Total 11 (100%) 36 (100%) 47 (100%) 
Table 6: Major concerns with using the Internet 
Despite the high priority given to security, the same data presented_ as a relative freq~e~cy pai?ts a slightly 
different pictllre. The relative frequencies are included in brackets m table 6. A surpnsmgly high percentage of 
IT-related business (22%) where concerned with the proliferation of junk mail. This was presented as being 
equally as important as 'Privacy' (Warren et al, 1999). 
DISCUSSION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Despite the survey sample being relatively small (47 organisations), the mix of organisations is representative of 
industry present in the Geelong region, including professional services, manufacturing, retail and wholesale 
industries. All organisations were categorised as small to medium sized enterprises (SME's) as no organisation 
had over 150 employees. The survey highlighted some interesting trends, which are discussed below. A 
relatively high proportion of the organisations surveyed in Gee long are using on line services. Of those who are 
not, about half are intending to do so in the near furore. This is an encouraging trend. But of particular concern is 
the large number oflnternet users who do not have an Internet usage policy in place. It is possible that because 
of the type of transactions many of these organisations are carrying out, they are not aware of the impact that 
such lack of principles and procedures could have on their organisation. It would seem appropriate to provide 
SME's with an education service to supply information relating to 'safe' online practices to ensure the integrity 
and security o~their data and transactions. As was highlighted in KPMG (1999), the approach to the adoption t? 
E-Co~erc_e mfluenced the success of the venture. It would seem that appropriate education would be beneficial 
to orgamsat1ons to ensure that they adopted the 'right' approach. 
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A STUDY OF E-MAIL USE WITHIN GEELONG ORGANISATIONS 
The second study related to the way in which Geelong organisations and national A tral· . . 
d to E-mails us rnn orgamzations use and respon · 
With millions of e-mails being sent around the world every hour there 1·s no surp · th t b • 1 . . . , nse a usmesses are a so taking part. In the US alone it ~s estimated that "3?0 million e-mails are sent per day" (Brightware, 2000). 
Although part of that figure will be personal e-mail communication, business e-mail communication will 
constitute a large_percentage. On m~s~ large organisational web sites, visitors will find either a contact e-mail 
address or an_ onl~ne fo~ for submissi~ns. Often you are invited to submit any concerns or questions that you 
may have. It ~s this offe:1-ng of a~ e-mail ~ddres_s that_ forms the basis for this second investigation. Is offering 
consume~s th_is co~tact 1~fo~atw_n functwn~}• 1.e. will we get a reply as quickly as we would ifwe telephoned 
the orgamsat10n _d1rectly. Or 1s th~s P1:1rely a w~ must be on the web" type of philosophy, where the contact 
details are supphed, but the orgamsatlon has no mfrastructure to support the replies to such e-mails. 
As an ever increasing number of business are turning to the Internet to expand and improve their business 
functioning thro~gh custo~er support, e-mail and in~ormation resource access, it is necessary that their presence 
on the web provides the kmd of support that the public needs and expects. For most organisations that are 
conducting business on the web, they have received huge amounts of e-mail. They receive lots of complaints, 
questions and thanks from customers. To keep up with this demand computer technology is trying to solve the 
problem it helped to create by using software that scans the text of an incoming e-mail and responds intelligently 
without any human intervention (Shaffer, 1999). This is not an attempt to downsize a workforce, but rather a 
requirement to keep up with consumers. Consider the situation in the US. There are already over 91 million 
Internet users, with 50% of all families having Internet access in the home contributing to over 60% of the 
world's total volume of e-mail traffic (Electronic Design, 1999). However, in Australia, this number is 
significantly lower at only 1.6 million (DIST, 1998). 
This new way of doing business requires trust and security to boost the confidence level of consumers to 
persuade them to partake in the use ofE-Commerce (Goh et al, 1999). National studies of email replies in USA 
(Brightware, 2000) found that only 13% of top US organisations answered an on-line query within three hours. 
The aim of the study was to repeat the same study but using Geelong and national Australian organisations. 
STUDY METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 
The survey email was sent out to a total of 135 organisations in Australia. Of those, 60 organisations were 
considered to be national while 75 were Geelong based. The Geelong based organisations tended to be smaller 
organisations. The e-mail addresses of the organisations surveyed were obtained from business telephone 
directories, organisations web sites and listings found within print media. The e-mail query w~s sent out fr~m a 
private Internet Service Provider e-mail address, during Tuesday 7th of March 2?00_- The emails we~e sent m 
several batches between 9am and 10am on the day in question. The differences m time for the ~-mails were 
recorded. The query was simple; it asked the organisation for their physica! addr~~s. The question was chosen for 
its applicability to all organisations, i.e. that all organisations have an official mailmg addre~s. It was also 
deemed to be a neutral question not inflammatory or intrusive in anyway. Of the 135 e-mails sent,_there were a 
total of 88 responses; an overall' response rate of 65%. Figure 1 indicates the response rate ~ron_i national 
organisations whilst figure 2 indicates the response rates from locally based Geelong orgamsatwns. 
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No % 
Replies 
71% Replied 43 22% Did not reply 13 
Undelivered 4 7% 
Figure 1: Response from National 
Organisations 
No % 
Replies 
Replied 45 
Did not reply 20 
Undelivered 10 13% 
Figure 2: Response from Geelong 
Organisations 
60% 
27% 
h b ee that th
ere was a higher response rate from the national organisations. There were 
From t e a ove, we can s . . 0 
also less undelivered e-mails from the national orgams!ttons (7% as opposed to 13 Y:i) ~ue to the supply of 
incorrect e-mail addresses. However the "did not reply category were comparable m size. The possible reasons 
for these results will be discussed a later. 
All email response times were tested for significance at the 5% an~ 1 % lev_els of prob~bility (p==0.05, 
and p=0.01 ). This was undertaken using a 2-Sample T-Test. E-_mails th~t ~id not ~r~v1de a response 
were removed from the significance test and used only to provide descnpt1ve statistics, as were the 
undeliverable e-mails. However, those organisations that responded asking why we required a mailing 
address were included. This was then tested for significance at the two levels of probability. Results 
were found to be significant at the 5% level, but not at the 1 % level, as shown by figure 3. 
Samole Number Mean St Dev Tobt IP I 
National 43 431 mins 667 mins +/-2.4 I 0.019 l 
Geelong 45 1001 1441 mins 
mins 
Figure 3: Results of Statistical Analysis 
Of the national organisations, 11 replied in less than 1 hour, with 4 minutes being the quickest response time. 
The results were very similar for the less than I-hour category in the Gee long organisations, with 10 responding, 
and the quickest time being 5 minutes. After about 9 hours, the majority of national organisations had replied to 
the request, but this was not the case for the Geelong organisations. In the "more than 30 hours" category, only 1 
national organisation was included, with a response time of 2 days, 6 hours and 46 minutes, but 10 Geelong 
organisations took more than 30 hours, with the worst response time being 4 days, 8 hours and 46 minutes. 
The breakdown of the time responses is shown by figure 4. 
Figure 4: Response times by National and Geelong organisations 
National Local 
Organisations Organisations 
Less than 1 hour 11 10 
Between 1 and 2 hours 7 4 
Between 2 and 3 hours 6 4 
Between 3 and 9 hours 11 10 
Between 9 and 14 hours 2 3 
Between 14 and 30 hours 5 4 
More than 30 hours 1 10 
Total 43 45 
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Of the organisations that replied the vast majority supplied friendly t . r. . 
· · h d ' accura e m1onnat1on. However, there were a 
umber of orgamsat10ns t at wante more of an explanation from the · b h . . . 
n I th h enqmrer a out t e mot1vat10n for askmg t'.or the address. twas ese responses t at were some of the most interesti·ng F . . th 
1 
h 11 1 f h bl· . • or orgamsations at re y on t e 
goodwill ~nd loya ty ? t e pu tc,_ some :were a little impolite. However it must be noted that as the organisation 
had supphed an e-matl address. It ts possible that the organisations did not see th d fi d h 
· h ·1 Ith h th 1 ta e nee or anyone to sen t em 
anything m t e mat • a oug e re uc nee to supply a mailing address is an interesting phenomenon. 
The ~ain_ thrust_ of this research was to discover to what extent customer service was taken seriously within 
orgamsatton~ wt~h an Internet pr~sence. Does the use and response to e-mail reflect the level of customer service 
of that orgamsat1on? Is there a difference between emailing an organization and calling a toll free hotline, and 
being unable to get a re~ponse to a query for almost 4 days? One of the main benefits of e-mail is the 
convenience of not havmg to put so much effort in eliciting that response. From the results of this research it 
seems as if timely i~ no~ a priority._ The majority, national organisations had significantly faster response ti:Ues 
than the local orgamsattons, but still that almost 20% of these took more than 9 hours to reply to a simple e-mail 
request. 
The local organisations performance was much poorer. It is perhaps fair to look at reasons why these local 
organisations should fall behind their national counterparts, considering that e-mail is as cheap and as accessible 
to them as it is to large organisations. Large organisations can afford to invest in staff and technology as part of 
their E-commerce strategy to handle customer queries. Generally, smaller organisations have less staff whose job 
it is specifically to deal with e-mail queries. However the counter argument could be that all organisations deal 
with queries, although they are mainly via the telephone. It would surely take less time and be more time 
effective for staff to answer e-mails than it would be to answer a call, search the answer and then respond 
(perhaps sometimes having to call the inquirer back). If nothing else, organisations could be seen to be making 
an effort and do as Singh (1999) suggests "If you do a simple job of acknowledging to the customer that you 
have received their e-mail and somebody will get back to them, that is a big step forward. Keeping silent is 
extremely frustrating for the customers". 
CONCLUSION 
The two projects undertaken in relation to E-Commerce in Geelong have shown a number of issues. The first 
study was successful in showing that E-Commerce applications are used within Geelong and that Geelong 
organisations have similar concerns as their counterparts in other parts of Victoria. The ~p~ke ofE-~omm:rce 
in Geelong appears to be occurring faster than in rural districts, but many sm~ller orga~1s~t1ons _are still he~1tant 
regarding the potential benefits and perceived problems of the new technologies. SME s m part1c~lar reqmre 
appropriate information to make informed decisions about new techno~ogies. They ~ay not have m house 
expertise and may not be able to, or wish to, afford consultants to provide expert advice. 
The second study showed that organisations based in Geelong were not ~sing e-m~il as an e!f ective tool t~ 
handle the simplest E-commerce applications - answering customer quenes. ~-mail was d~sign~d for and is, 
effective efficient and an extremely quick communication medium, that fits mto the mult1-taskmg work 
enviro~ent of modern organisations. Therefore there seems to be little excuse for the unac~eptably sl_ow 
response times apart from poor customer service. Organisations should remember that e-mail ~s an easily 
· · · d or response rates could result ma loss of custom. accessible means for customers to contact orgamsattons, an po 
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ABSTRACT 
A Dis~ributed Cognition Approach to Integrate 
Secunty Management and Business Processes 
Christopher Lueg 
Department of Information Systems 
Faculty of Information Technology 
University of Technology Sydney, Australia 
Email: lueg@it.uts.edu.au 
Virtually unlimited infonnation dissemination in the age oifthe Internet has bl d I h ena e nove ways to t reaten 
companies. Relevant activities are taking place outside corporate spheres oif · ,n h · h h • 111.J,uence w 1c means t at 11 may 
be difficult to become aware of activities happening online. In this paper, we argue that this task exceeds the 
traditional scope of security management and propose a distributed approach to account for the broad scope of 
the challenge. In particular, we argue for viewing organizations as distributed cognition systems as this provides 
a conceptual basis for integrating shared problem awareness and distributed threat recognition with regular 
business processes. 
Keywords: Infonnation Dissemination, Security Management, Distributed Cognition, Social Scaffolding. 
INTRODUCTION 
Security in the age of the Internet seems to be a topic for technicians in the first place as most Internet-based 
attacks target corporate networks and computer systems. Examples for attacks that received a lot of attention are 
the Microsoft hack ( e.g., Bridis and Buckman 2000) and the Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack against their domain 
name servers ( e.g., Yasin 2001 ). The specific circumstances that allowed for these attacks are less important 
because, as Bellovin (2001) points out, it is unlikely that there will ever be a 'security end state'. This means that 
even state-of-the-art computer security will only provide some protection against attacks. Accepting that 
software will be buggy, will have holes, and will be insecure is an important step towards a realistic assessment 
of computer security and towards a lasting change of attitudes and expectations (Bellovin, 200 I). This is 
especially true in the case of malicious code, such as the Melissa virus, the Love Letter virus or the recent 
SirCam virus exploiting popular combinations of notoriously insecure software and thoughtless users. 
Accordingly, it is unlikely that computer security efforts will ever become obsolete. 
Apart from attacks on corporate networks and computer systems, Internet acti~itie~ have brou?ht a variety of 
other less technical risks. Lichtenstein and Swatman (2000) provide an extensive hst of such nsks. Examples are 
inappropriate email, low quality data, accidental disclosure and non-busi~ess usa_ge of ~orporate_ systems. 
Looking ate-business security management and policy from a holistic po1~t o~v1ew, L1chte~s~em a_nd ~watman 
discuss a variety of issues that are involved, such as legal issues and orgamzat10nal and admm1stra~1vc 1ssuc_s. An 
issue of particular concern are human issues as these are typically hard to 'control'. For example, L1chtenstem 
and Swatman found that employees, for the most part, are aware of the non-business usage of Internet re~ources, 
and some are deliberately 'behaving badly'. Moreover, Lichtenstein and Swatman found tha_t some secunty 
breaches were not due to 'behaving badly' but were due to ignorance, carelessness, or oveTS1ght. Examples were 
misdirected important emails and sent-out confidential emails. 
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. th Lichtenstein and Swatman (2000) when discussing the need fo 
Batten (2000) takes a broader perspective ti' an lone is not sufficient. In particular, Batten argues that the ha : 
. . d ·ty nd argues that preven on a . . fi . . sic d1stnbute secun a . . th ame as for general busmess m ormat10n secunty: prevent 
· fi f warfare secunty ts e s . d , 
approach tom onna 10~ . 1 ponents ranging from pnor know le ge about potential attacke detect, respond. Detection mvolves severa com rs 
to appropriate reactions. 
k' t cope with potentially threatening activities that are based on the virtuall 
In this paper, wear~ lo~ ingf~t wfi ays t~ n We proceed as follows. First, we list a few examples of actual y 
· t d d' mination o in onna 10 . . 
unrestnc e tsse th rted t'n the literatttre and discuss why they are difficult to address Then 
· fi ti based threats at were repo . h · , 
in onn~ on- to address the infonnation dissemination challenge and d~scuss t e ~ecessary conceptual 
we outh~e the ne~d 'b d 'ti' and social scaffolding. Finally, we provide conclus10ns and an outlook on 
tools which are d1stn ute cogm on 
future research. 
INFORMATION-LEVEL ONLINE ACTIVITIES 
As described in Lueg (2001c), information-level online activities have specific characteristics: 
I fi t. -level activities take place outside (secure) corporate environments. n onna ton . h' h · t ( · Infonnation disseminated may influence the environment m w 1c compames opera e e.g., reputation, shares 
price). th 1 1 h' h k lnfonnation-level attacks may unfold on a variety of levels. Moreover, e eve on w 1c an attac can be 
observed (i.e., where infonnation dissemination takes place) is different from the level on which the attack 
unfolds (e.g., creating a certain image of a company).. . . . . 
Infonnation-level activities may be difficult to recogmze as s1gmficant domam knowledge may be reqmred to 
understand the threat potential ( e.g., fake sales figures). 
These characteristics suggest that infonnation-level activities exceed the scope of traditional corporate security 
efforts. 
Examples for information-level online activities 
Incidents reported in the literature indicate that the range of potentially threatening activities is rather broad. A 
few examples reported in the literatttre: 
Urban legends circulating online. Reports in the literatttre indicate that companies have been forced to post 
corrections in order to prevent further damage ( e.g., Ulfelder 1997, Brauer 1998). 
Hoaxes, i.e., false email messages with the only purpose to spread to as many people as possible, promising gifts 
from companies if they forward the letter to at least twenty people (Park, 2000). 
A web site set up by a company providing the infonnation that products of competitors may be horribly 
dangerous. It seems that the infonnation is nothing but a myth (Fumento 1999). 
1:- web site ~mitatin~ the site of a well-respected information agency making fake announcements that lead to an 
increase of interest m the shares of a particular company mentioned in the announcement. Information about the 
fake site were distributed in web-based message-boards. 
A web si~e (URL h?P://~.mcspotlight.org) providing information a fast food giant tried to suppress in a 
famous hbel case ( McL1bel') and lots of other (potentially biased) information. 
Spam s~nt under the name o~ anothe~ person's domain, or web pages ('joe job'). The effect is that lots of people 
compl~m to the Internet service provider (ISP) hosting the domain or the web page advertised in the spam as 
they mistakenly assume they know the source of the spam. 
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' th:, 
Search engines m~nipulated to direct online customers to other web sit . 
the cyber artist group eToy used this technique t , tur , b es tha~ t_hey were lookmg for. Some years 
ago, 0 cap e a out one m1lhon s fi Ch · (1999) 
• ident where information describing a popular web •t . ur ers. a1 reports an 
me si e were used to direct customers to a porn site. 
Online communitie~ sharing information about internal quality standards set b . 
and how these quahty standards are sometimes ignored in the comp ' y a particular fast food company 
· · 1 t d · · 1 any s own restaurants (Lueg 2001) The information are ctrcu a e ma part1cu ar Usenet newsgroup but can b fi d b · 
. egular search engines such as Google (URL http·// e oun even y casual Internet users when 
ustng r ' . www.google.com). 
We have described these incidents in more detail elsewhere (e g Lueg 2001b) It· bl 
d · h 1· • . · ·, . 1s rcasona c to assume that incidents reporte mt e 1terature are JUst the ttp of the iceberg For example • b f 
• · ti · · I • · , compames may not c aware o 
threatenmg m ormat10n circu ated onhne or they may have chosen to deli'beratel · h • fi • A 
. y ignore t ese m ormat1on. n 
example for the latter 1s an US-based car manufacturer who decided not to go onli"ne t b t rta· 
• h fr "d . o com a a ce m revenge 
web site as t e company was a . 31 that anythmg they would do on their own web site would validate what is 
described on the revenge web site (Ulfelder 1997). 
Information-level activities and technical limitations 
There are claims that 'companies that fail to monitor Internet traffic may be headed for a public relations disaster' 
(Ulfelder, 1997). Companies, such as ~Watch (URL http://www.ewatch.com), CyberAlert (URL 
http://www.cyberalert.co~), and l~telhSeek (URL http://www.intelliseek.com), offer specific tools that allow to 
search the web and other mformatton sources to find out 'what is "being said about [a] company and its 
products", and that provides "a way to identify potentially damaging rumours'" (Manktelow, 2001 ). However, 
strengths and weaknesses of these tools are largely unknown and information on how to incorporate search 
results into business processes are hard to find. 
Moreover, search technology is subject to a variety of fundamental limitations when it comes to information-
level Internet activities. First of all, only a limited number of electronic communication channels are publicly 
accessible. Among the open channels are Usenet newsgroups, parts of the world wide web and public mailing-
lists. Contrary, email is mostly private, many mailing-lists are for closed user groups, and many web servers have 
password-protected areas. Also, many web servers generate web pages on the fly which means that scanning all 
dynamically generated pages is almost impossible. 
Second, even in the case of the publicly accessible web, it is simply impossible to monitor all traffic for resource 
reasons (bandwidth, storage capacity, processing power). Back in 1998, researchers found that coverage of the 
web by search engines was severely limited: no single search engine examined indexed more than about one-
third of the 'indexable Web' (Lawrence and Giles 1998). The web has expanded enormously since then which 
means that coverage can be expected to be much worse. 
Third, even state-of-the-art search and retrieval technology is only good at searching for known terms. When 
people use special nick names when talking about products or companies it is hard '.or search technology to fi~d 
out whether people are talking about particular products or companies. Extremely simple examples observed m 
online discussions are "Wuergerking" (a German language pun) instead of'Burgerking' or 'McDoof (another 
language pun) instead of 'McDonald's'. 
Fourth, it is difficult for automatic search tools to find out what people a~tual!y ~~ when they are talki_ng about 
things. Removing discussions from their particular social contexts (' de-s1tuatmg m t?e sense of <?rudm, 2001) 
may result in wrong interpretations. Lueg (2001b) describes a situation where an onhne commumty s~ares 
information about internal quality standards set by a particular fast food company and how these quahty 
standards are often ignored in the company's own restaurants. Without knowl~dg~ ab?ut the news~o~p, su_ch_ 
discussions could be interpreted as 'fast food bashing' but in fact the commumty is a fan commumty constStmg 
mostly of fast food lovers. 
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d t tions of corporations or brands, this information is already Th "f earch technology etec s men . d ft h en, even I s . b I db t this process takes some time an o en t e pages are already scann d 
disseminated. _Web s1tes can : ~:S~ http://www.google.com), that store images of pages indexed. Email e 
by search engmes, such asd~o g . ( t d over mailing lists and stored in personal mailboxes. Usenet articles can 
t be 'removed' once issemma e I . h" 
canno b t ny servers do not honor cance requests; pnvate arc 1ves are mostly 
be deleted on some news servers u ma 
inaccessible. 
. Id b . t assume that it is feasible to 'monitor Internet traffic' in any more general sense To sum up, 1t wou e naive o . 
INTERNET ACTIVITIES AS CHALLENGE 
E b . t rs are online savvy bu de'inition which makes companies involved in e-business easy targets - usmess cus ome J 1 ' . . . · f · 1 r d · · 
However, the example of the online community d1scussmg the 1gno1:n~ _o 1!'1terna
1
_ q~a d1ty stanb a~ds m fast food 
restaurants indicates that the impact of infonnation-level Internet actlv1tles 1s not 1m1te to e- usmess 
companies. 
W gue in particular that the challenge of information-level online activities demands an orientation from what ear d · ti · · is happening within corporate spher~s o~influen~e to the bro~ er m _o~atl_on env1r~nment. ... 
The most important thing in addressmg mformatlon-level ?nlme actlv1t1es 1s be~ommg aware ofth~se _activities 
as early as possible. However, delegating this tasks to dedicated teams that momtor Internet traffic 1s limited for 
several reasons. The three most important ones are: 
Any technical approach to monitoring Internet traffic is severely limited (see above). It would be naive to assume 
that all Internet traffic could be monitored. 
Every team ( or, more precisely, every member of a team) has a certain perspective on the Internet and its 
information dissemination channels which means that his or her surveillance activities will focus on certain areas 
and pay less attention to others. 
Especially small and medium enterprises may not even have financial and other resources that are required to set 
up specialized Internet surveillance teams. As Warren and Hutchinson (2000) report, even allocating resources 
required for undertaking (basic) security reviews may be a problem for such enterprises and monitoring online 
activities would require further resources. Similarly, hiring external specialists for monitoring Internet activities 
may be limited to large companies. There are expectations that outsourcing security to professional businesses 
will become common (Batten 2000). 
These limitations suggest that information-based online activities should be addressed by establishing 'corporate 
awareness' which means that corporations as a whole should be on the alert. Such an approach requires a sound 
conceptual perspective and practical ways to implement the vision. In particular, individual awareness of the 
threat potential of information-level online activities needs to be increased in order to enable corporate 
awareness. 
Corporate awareness, or distributed awareness, make use of specific characteristics of corporations as social 
groupings. Among other things, 
e~ployees are people who are interested in different communities and information sources and who look at 
different online information sources· 
different employees may have a different understanding of what they read· 
employees may use different tools. Research has shown significant differe~ces between what search engines 
cover (Lawrence and Giles 1998); 
employees may have access to otherwise inaccessible resources. 
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However, in order to benefit from these characteristics a con 1 . . following: ' ceptua perspective 1s required that allows the 
describe (and understand) the situation and 
organize necessary activities without requiring re-engineering fb . 
o usmess processes. 
We believe that research on distributed cognition and scaffold" . d . 
In the next sections we briefly the two research areas and outrmg ;;nn ths provides the conceptual tools required. 
me ow ey can help to establish corporate 
awareness. 
DISTRIBUTED COGNITION 
The theory of distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995) seeks to understand th · · f .. 
· d" · l · · . e organization o cogn1t1ve systems 
but unlike tra 1ttona co_gn1tt~e approaches, 1t extends what is considered as co itive to includ · • 
between people and therr environments: gn e mteractions 
'Distributed cognition looks for cognitive processes wherever they may occur O th b · fth ti · I . . . . , , n e as1s o e unct1ona 
relat10nsh1ps of elements that part1c1pate together in the process A process 1·s not cogn·t· b ·t h • 
. . . . . . • 1 1ve ecause I appens m 
the bram, nor 1s a process noncogn1t1ve simply because 1t happens in the interactions among man brains.' 
(Hollan et al. 2000, page 175) Y 
S_e~ings that ~ave been ~nalyzed as_ distribute~ c_ognition systems are small sociotechnical systems such as an 
atrlme coc~1t ?r the b:1dge of a sh1~. In the airh~e- cockpit, for example, an examination of memory processes 
has found nch mteracttons between mternal cognitive processes, the manipulation of objects and the traffic in 
representations among the pilots. 
In the context of information-level online activities, we find it helpful to consider an organization along with its 
members as a distributed cognition system in which each employee contributes his or her capabilities and 
interactions with online environment without being expected to be capable of constructing the "big picture" of a 
situation. 
SOCIAL SCAFFOLDING 
Apart from conceptital tools to describe and understand a company's situation, concrete techniques to implement 
activities are required as well. We refer to the perspective that humans are best described as scaffolding minds 
(Clark, 1997). This particular perspective suggests that human intelligent behavior is to a large extent dependent 
on structuring and exploiting the physical as well as the social environment. The human brain is viewed as a kind 
of highly-specialized "associative engine" and less as a device that performs extremely complex information-
processing operations. 
The assumption is that the human mind, i.e., the brain in its bodily context plus external structures, depends to a 
large extent on its capability to transform complex "information-processing tasks" into simpler associative tasks 
by exploiting structitres of the real world and by actively re-structuring problems into series of simpler problems 
so that they better fit the peculiarities of human cognition. Indeed, much of the environm~ntal interaction~ 
consist of iterated series of relatively simple pattern-matching operations. The_ r~-structunng of problem~ m the 
scaffolding perspective, however, should not be confused with the de-com~o_s1t10n of problems as don~ 1~ . 
computational divide-and-conquer approaches. The latter is an abstract actlVlty that can be p~rform~d m 1solat1on 
from the embedding sititation whereas the "simpler problems" that result from ~he re-stru~tunng of m the 
scaffolding perspective still are part of the ongoing interaction of the human with the environment (Lueg, 
2001a). 
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. . 'f rs ective the scaffolding minds perspective suggests that human cogn·ti 
Similar to the d1stnbuted_ cogm 10nbpde. pent In' addition the scaffolding minds stresses that human minds d I on 
b · f ted without em o 1m · ' . epend cann~t e mves iga . II tru tu ed ("scaffolded") environment created by human mmds. Examples for 
on bemg e~bedded ma we -s c rphysical symbolic and social-institutional structures. 
correspondmg external structures are ' 
PUTTING TOGETHER BITS AND PIECES 
(2001 ) h d scribed an example of'information scaffolding' in an academic research In Lueg a we ave e . . fi . . 1 . ti 
environment. Individual members of the lab forward important_ sc1entt _ 1chor dorgamzat10na m ~rmation to the 
h d fth I b M b rs fiocus on their particular research topics (wh1c re uces the complexity of each ea o e a . em e ,,. ti . " f h 1 b' h d I 
member's "task") whereas the scaffolding contributes to_the m orm_atmg o_ t e a s ea . n a wa~, the lab can 
b d d ,1·nfiormation ecology' with different mches occupied by different researchers. An mformation e regar e as an h 1 · · · 1 I ecology is defined as a system of people, practices, values, and tee no og1es m a part1cu ar ocal environment 
(Nardi and O'Day, 1999). 
In the context of information-level security management, the distributed cognition perspective allows to 
understand threat recognition as a cognitively distributed activity. By this we mean th_at observi?g online 
activities and interpreting these activities in relation to the company can b~ done by ?1fferent mmds mediated by 
technology. Observing online activities may happen whenever employees mteract with the Internet and its 
information sources. However, employees are not required to have the expertise to assess the threat potential of 
online activities which makes observing a cognitively less demanding activity. Social scaffolding supports the 
forwarding of information concerning activities recognized to the relevant departments which have the expertise 
to further investigate and handle activities observed. 
It is important that information concerning activities detected is not kept but shared with others. As Lichtenstein 
and Swatman (2000) report, knowledge of regular Internet security matters is often available on lower levels in a 
company but effectively blocked at this point of the managerial chain to the top. It is reasonable to assume that 
similar block effects could occur in the context of threatening online activities. 
Our approach to corporate awareness is related to Batten (2000)'s approach to distributed security. A significant 
difference, however, is that Batten's first step -prevent- is hardly applicable in the case of information-level 
online activities as relevant activities happen outside the scope of corporate influence. Our approach also relates 
to Lichtenstein and Swatman (2000)'s holistic point of view but we broaden the focus of attention to include an 
organization's environment. This does not imply, however, that the organization itself becomes less important or 
deserves less attention. 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR DISTRIBUTED SECURITY MANAGEMENT 
Information systems technology can be used as mediator between the different minds involved in corporate 
awar~ness. A share~ (information) system is an information system that is used by multiple communities of 
practic~ (Pawlows~1 et al. ~000). Pawlowski et al. describe how information technology (IT) professionals 
supportm% ~hared 1?fo~at10n systems learned about their stakeholder communities and their specific 
charactenst1cs. Mam~mmg s~ared systems is challenging as system changes may be triggered in any of the 
stake~older areas ~htle effec~mg other areas. Pawlowski et al. argue that the IT group observed has acquired an 
amazmg~y broad v~ew, spannmg both the informal boundaries of communities and the formal organizational 
boundanes. In particular, the authors argue that the professionals are put in brokering roles (brokering in the 
sense of Wenger, 1: 98) and discuss how they could be used to enable knowledge transfer among communities. 
In the context ofth1s paper shar d · ti 1· · · · 
b . . ' e m orma ion systems would be used to support propagation of mformat1on a out threatening onlme activities. 
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RELEVANT DISCIPLINES 
It is important to involve other disciplines apart from those traditional] d . h . b • . Y concerne wit secunty management. 
For example, lawyers are ecommg more and more mterested in what has been c 11 d ' . I . 
' (B I 20 ) · a e commercia terronsm through the Internet raun et a ., 01 ma rather controversial article. 
Public relations h_as some _expertise in :oping -~ith information-based online activities and has been involved in 
addressing some mformatton-level onlme activities. Brauer (1998) for example d 'b h 
. • · I · h' , , escn es ow a company 
speciabzed m pubhc re at10ns was ired to stem the damage caused by an Internet fraud. 
Disciplines dealing ~ith han~ling information, such as information and library science, can be expected to have 
some valuable expertise. Ebbmghouse (2001), for example, has collected a lot of information on how to handle 
threatening situations such as_ c~ber smear and revenge web sites once they have been recognized. Examples 
discussed range from c?mplammg to ~he _owner to "bringing in the cavalry" which would be the relatively new 
Internet Fraud Con:ipiamt Center (which is located in the US and probably not too helpful in other countries) to 
launching a law smt. 
Finally there is a discussion among privacy and free speech advocates whether corporations will use the new 
monitoring technology to suppress legitimate online dissent (Kumar, 2001). 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
In this paper, we have outlined how research in distributed cognition and social scaffolding can be used as 
conceptual tools for novel approaches to coping with information-level online activities. The contribution of this 
paper is that we have related security management issues to recent advances in research on human cognition and 
behavior. The need for novel approaches is based on the understanding that virtually unlimited information 
dissemination in the Internet may be a serious threat to companies. 
Furore research in this area includes investigating in more detail how distributed cognition and social scaffolding 
can be supported by appropriate technology. We are also working on conceprual tools that support the 
assessment oflnternet activities and their threat potential (see Lueg (2001c) for first results). 
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ABSTRACT 
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- ·111: 
. k. l fi itself in the In'ormation Age but not at the expense of traditional media such The Internet 1s ma mg a p ace or 'l' 
• t h • h ·t · squeezing into the market. The Internet is becoming another alternative 
as newspapers agams w 1c 1 1s 
,r, . t t· hen consumers are showing an ability to absorb more information channels as in1 ormatzon source a a 1me w , 
happened with the advent of radio, television and films. This paper compares in the context of two of Michael 
Porter's competitive models the business viability of the Internet-based virtual e-paper with the traditional 
newspaper. It finds the newcomer unable to meet criteria critical to profitability, thus raising questions about its 
stand-alone viability. 
Keywords: newspapers, media, Internet, Porter, delivery, information, economy, profit 
INTRODUCTION 
The Information Age is developing an increasing variety of distribution channels to disperse traditional forms of 
packaged information, i.e. text, sound and image, that in the early, transitional stages of the new era posed 
challenges to established systems such as newspaper, radio and television. It is clear that traditional economic 
fundamentals apply to old-business and e-business alike as the first wave impact of change associated with the 
implementation and wider use of new technologies becomes understood and rhetoric gives way to reason. This 
paper compares the viability of traditional and on-line newspapers and concludes on the results that the paperboy 
will hold onto his delivery round as newspapers emerge strongly viable in the electronic information age. 
The newspaper is preferred over the Internet by the current generation of users for delivery of news and 
information and shows no sign of being weakened as an information supply and transportation industry. A study 
(Stempel et al, 2000) of the relationship between growth in Internet use and changes in media use found that 
while the Internet had arrived as a major mass medium, it was not playing the role that many assumed. Changes 
in Internet use from 1995 to 1999 revealed that any decline in use of TV news, newspapers and magazines could 
not be ~lamed on the Internet. It found that Internet users were more likely to be newspaper readers and radio-
news listeners than were non-Internet users. 
The authors' fo_und those using the Internet as a source of news were clearly information seekers. Internet user~ 
may tu1:1 to the1r n:wspapers or newspaper readers may go to the Internet for more information on a given topic, 
b?th bemg sequentially possible as a supplemental information-seeking behaviour. Less logical was going fro~ 
either t~e Int:met or the newspaper to TV news to seek additional information. An independent similar study ID 
the Umted ~mgdom confirms the findings (BMRB Research, 2000). It found that news and sport 
overwhelmm~ly attracted visitors to newspaper sites with business/finance also having strong appeal. 
Independent mdustry surveys that show user growth in both media back up such behavioural trends in regular 
repo~s. Newspape'. sales_meas_ured over a six-month period, April-September in 2000 (Anonymous, 2000~ by the 
":u?it _Bureau of C1rculations, mcreased modestly in the major cities of the United States Measured web site 
visits m · 
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June 2000 (Nielsen/NetRatings) showed sizeabl · . . 
. . . d" . . e increases m aud1 . ti . 
sites m quantities excee mg one mtlhon. ence, m our mstances for the most popular 
wunnan (2001) believes the information explosi· · h . 
h 
·1 . . on is s owmg huma h . 
channels, sue as east y sw1tchmg between the mo . ns can andle mcreased information 
increased appetites and can cross platforms. Hencemthmg papker and surfing for financial news, that we have 
. Th f. ti . e mar et-entry of a d" . 
medmm. e amount o m ormation generated by th t hn 1 new me mm without decimating an old University of California at Berkeley (Lyman and V ~ ec 20° ogy a~e has been studied by a team from 
f 
. . fi . anan, 00) which fou d th Id 
exabytes o umque m ormat10n per year, roughly 250 b n e wor produces between I and 2 
is a billion gigabytes, or 1018 bytes). Soon it will be 1::\ yt~s ~~r eve~ man, woman, and child. (An exabyte 
virtually all recorded information. 0 ogica Y possible for an average person to access 
The study underlines the point that data and delivery s t . 
researchers were surprised by the "paucity of print" wit~ e~s t: available for every IT connected person. The 
per cent of the total storage of information They noted th~ndn.de m~terial of all kinds making up less than .003 
. · 1s I not imply that p · t · · • . 
meant that the wntten word was an extremely efficient w t . nn was ms1gmficant, rather 1t 
was on the supply of information but it is interesting to loayk 
0
1 :;ey mfo~ation. The main focus of the report 
well. Table 1 depicts hours per year of time spent on vari 
O 
a da_ ~easunng the consumption of information as 
ous me tam US households in 1992 and in 2000. 
Table 1: Summary of yearly media use by US Households in hours • . 
equivalent. (Hours from Statistical Abstract of the United St t 1:;; y;ar, with esttm_ated megabyte a es, , able 920 (pro1ected). 
ITEM 1992 Hours 2000Hours 2000 Mbytes % Change 
TV 1,510 1,571 3,142,000 4 
Radio 1,150 1,056 57,800 -8 
Recorded Music 233 269 13,450 15 
Newspaper 172 154 11 -10 
Books 100 96 7 -4 
Magazines 85 80 6 -6 
Home video 42 55 110,000 30 
Video games 19 43 21,500 126 
Internet 2 43 9 2,050 
Total: 3,324 3,380 3,344,783 1.7 
* Lyman and Varian (2000) 
W?rth ~oting are hours spent on TV and radio consumption and their consistency over time, reduction in time on 
~nnted_ information and the dramatic increase in home video, video games, and Internet usage. Total time spent 
m media access has hardly changed in eight years. 
Con~ary to the self-generating hyperbole of the Internet, manufacturers of the newspaper printing press are 
loo~mg forward to a strong start to the first decade of the new century. There is demand for new printing 
eqmpment, owing to newspapers' needs to add colour capacity and control waste, and advances in press 
technology are making it feasible for publishers to replace presses that are less than 20 years old (Rosenberg, 
2000). New technology could make the digital printing press a possibility within the next 20 years. 
A workable, i.e. profitable, business model to enable the paper to change its hard copy presence and migrate all 
to the Internet has so far eluded the newspaper which is the founding fonnat of information transfer. It is 
doubtful, as this paper outline that a model exists which will allow the traditional newspaper economic structure 
t~ b: replicated in a paper-less, Internet environment. Venkatraman (2000) believes publishing is likely to be 
sigmficantly reshaped by the Net, even though dominant new business models with assurc_d profitability have yet 
to emer~e. Like most businesses, newspapers are built on a vertically integrated value cham. Newspaper . 
comp~mes exist as intermediaries between the journalist and the reader because there are eno~ous economics of 
scale_ m printing and distribution. But when high-resolution electronic ta~lets advance ~o the pomt where readers 
consider them a viable alternative to newsprint, those traditional economies o~ s~ale will come under greater 
pressure. Readers could be able to mix and match content from a virtually unhm1tcd number of sources (Evans 
and Wurster, 1997) when free from the necessity of subscribing to entire physical n~wsp~pcrs. Th(s 
deconstruction process, or un-bundling, can happen now with electronic news, movie reviews, r~c1p~s and 
Weather able to be accessed from different sources. The newspaper remains, t?ough, an extraordmanly cheap and 
user-friendly way to distribute information, which sustains the traditional busmcss model. 
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COMPETITIVE PUBLISHING ENVIRONMENT 
r h" . •marily to collect package and deliver news and information in a time! 
The task of newsp_aper p~bh•~ mg ts prtn ble by other deiivery systems such as the Internet. In the new paradi y 
er an expertise wh1c ts transpo a . fr d 1 . . gm, 
mann . .' . e barrier in the value-chain for newspapers ts the free, ont-e~ e ectromc delivery system 
the cnti~:~::~~;v deconstructs the existing contract_relationship be~een supplier and customer. The result is 
!~:tn~:spaper fo;goes revenue because it isn't chargmg for the physical product. 
11 b t. ·th technology to shore up their competitive position as they deal with the new Newspapers are co a ora mg wt d" d t 1 · · · · · 
. . · nt Just as they bought start-up ra 10 an e ev1s10n stations m previous 
mformatton economy environme · • b b · 
. bl" h e establishing Internet operations and formmg We usmesses to protect their 
generattonsfr, pu h•~ ersTharey are publishing on-line versions of the daily or weekly newspaper under the same 
newspaper anc 1ses. . h d 
b d •th · +;ons of the same news and information. If t e Internet was to amage any other medium ran -name wt vanau . . . . , 
h a Pn·me candidate Its physical format has changed margmally smce the mventton of the t e newspaper was • . . 
printing press but the technology is still linked to reels ofpape~ and electromcally-smart iron p'.esses. The 
Internet is all the newspaper cannot be as a delivery system. It ts fundamentally text-bas_ed (a_s 1s the newspaper, 
and the similarities are telling) but with flexibility to splash ar~und c~lo~r and add m~vmg visual l~res. Whereas 
the paper needs to go to press late at night to be physically delivered m time ~or mornmg cons~mption, the on-
line version's content deadlines are more fluid, being able to be changed at will for access at will. Where earlier 
phases in a story's development have to be sourced back through previous ~ays' newspaper editions, the on-line 
service can offer an accessible archive. The newspaper is purely mono-media, unable to carry sound-bites or 
video grabs or facilitate inter-facing chat lines with report~rs or s~ory subjects. A~ it did,_ however, because of 
habit, convention and convenience through the advent of silent pictures then talkies, radio and TV, the 
newspaper has survived the initial phase of the Information Age. The new technology needed to be something a 
bit more than what it was, despite its bells and whistles, to make the cenruries' old tradition of newspapers 
disappear. 
CHALLENGE FACING PUBLISHERS IN THE E-BUSINESS ERA 
The challenge for newspapers is to find a new business model matching the new technological media or 
manipulate an old one to replace revenue lost in transition from the traditional format. Virtual newspapers have 
been set-up in the interim by traditional operators to establish an electronic foothold, to protect the turf and as 
brand extensions. Two of Michael Porter's competitive models have been applied below to compare the 
sustainability of the traditional newspaper format against the web-based version to ascertain their competitive 
resilience. The comparative diagrams Figure 1 and Figure 2 are indicative of the different models. Porter (2001) 
recognises the Internet as an important new technology but warns of the danger of assuming it changes 
everything to the extent that the old rules about companies and competition become obsolete. He recommends it 
is time t~ take a clearer view of the Internet and see it for what it is: an enabling technology, a powerful set of 
tools wh~ch ca~ be used in almost any industry and part of almost any strategy. The great paradox of the Internet, 
he says_, is that •~s v~ry ?enefits - making information widely available, reducing the difficulty of purchasing, 
marketmg and distnbution and allowing buyers and sellers to find and transact business with one another more 
easily - also make it more difficult for companies to capture those benefits as profits. 
OFF-LINE, ON-LINE AND THE FIVE FORCES 
Porter ~1980) contended that the state of ~ompetition in an industry depends on five basic forces and the 
collectt~e strength of those forces determmed the ultimate profit potential of an industry. He said "in the 
economists' perfectly competi+; · d try · k · · · · · · 
,, . . . uve m us , Joc eymg for pos1t10n ts unbndled and entry to the mdustry very 
ehasyfi · This kmd ~f mdustry structure, he said, offered the worst prospect for long-run profitability but the weaker 
t e orces collectively the greater th · ti • d d 1 f ' . e opportumty or supenor performance. The traditional and web-base mo es o a newspaper are exammed on merit in the context of each of the forces. 
Threat of Entry 
Traditional: Highest costs are materi 1 d 1 b · Id 
technology practices M k t d . a s an a our so a start-up operator needs substantial capital to suS1alll 0 
· ar e ommance and product loyalty is costly to break for a new entrant. There are 
22~ndf"jlinntetemrnmarttiioo~na~1~wije;..~B:<C~o;n~fe;;;;r:;;;e~nc~e~2;;;ovo~1--------------------=page2?5 
significant transport costs from factory to consumer but all distrib t • h 1 . industry with strong cash-flows whose buy-in price could be a dete iontc anne s are easy to access. A matunng 
rren. 
Web-based: Start-up cost is relatively cheap with few consumables req • d L b 
• f · fi · . mre . a our costs are not as great, 
depend1~g 0 ~ the range O m ormatmn pl~nned for mclusion on the web site. No transport costs as the Internet is 
the distnbutton channel. There are extensive marketing costs to attract consum b t th d" • 1- · db 1 N·1 h . ers u e au 1ence 1s 1m1te y its access to techno ogy. i cas flow will come from on-line usage or hi"ts d • • 1 hfl fi . . , , an mm1ma cas ow rom 
advertising, commensurate with an audience not as large as newspapers or television. 
rrerdict· Traditional version is established but cost-bound and generati·ng profits· w b · t '"" 
r• · . . . . , e version appears o oucr ideal operatmg envITonment but generatmg httle cashflow. 
Powerful Suppliers 
Traditional: Materials an~ lab?ur are _cost c~ntres critical to the business and subject to price maintenance, 
foreign exchange fluctuation, mdustnal enVtronment and market demand. The business model relies on specialist 
distribution channels from factory to consumer which are subject to fluctuation in labour, fuel and consumable 
prices. Industry members are important to supplier groups that tend to sector-specialise. 
Web-based: Labour is the only significant cost centre after start-up; establishment of distribution channel has 
minimal comparative cost. No supplier is capable of disrupting the business. 
Verdict: Traditional version burdened by costs and complex partnerships; Web version has no such baggage. 
Powerful Buyers 
Traditional: Newspaper purchasers and advertisers buy in large volumes, are cash-flow positive to the business 
and therefore cover major costs. However they are cyclical, fair-weather customers who cancel when they go on 
holiday or have long-weekends. 
Web-based: Out-goings on labour cannot be off-set by unit purchase as the Internet is free; some newspapers are 
having moderate success in charging advertisers a listing fee for inclusion on their web-site. Web-site visitors 
have not yet proven to be habitual. 
Verdict: Traditional version has customer relationships that generate benefits; Web version has no such loyalty 
relationship with users and no facility to charge. 
Substitute Products 
Traditional: Television, radio, cinema, books, Internet are competing for the newspaper_reader's_ time an_d_ 
attention. There are low switching costs and a varying propensity to substitute. All media are pnce sens1t1ve. 
Web-based: All of the above plus hundreds of thousands of other Internet sites. Favourable price sensitivity, i.e 
it's free; high propensity to substitute. 
Verdict: Both the traditional and Web version exist in a crowded environment but only one gets paid for its 
output. 
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Industry Competitors, Rivalry 
Traditional: mature industry; high fixed costs; strong brands· diversity of . . 
rfui corporate identity· strong product different' 1 b ' . ~omp~titors across the media spectrum; powe ' Ia s etween nvals; high exit barriers. 
Web-based: blue-sky industry; low fixed costs; no stand-alone brand identity· d' 'ty f . 
media spectrum; no corporate identity or power; strong product differentials 'betw1veersen1 . o lcolmpet1t:~ acrdoss _the 
. nva s; ow en .• , an exit 
bamers. 
Verdict: The traditional version is a bulwark against a brash alternative. 
AND GENERIC STRATEGIES 
Porter (1?8?) ~elieves there ~re b~t two "~asic ~es of competitive advantage a firm can possess: low costs or 
differentiation · The~e combi~e with the_ s~ope of a firm's operation (the range of market segments targeted) to 
produce '.'t~ee genenc s~ateg1es for achieving above-average performance in an industry: cost leadership, 
differentiation and focus . 
Cost Leadership Strategy 
Traditional: Newspapers bear heavy production and labour costs but strive to sustain cost efficiencies to deliver 
and market a product more efficiently than competitors. Lower costs allow the business to earn adequate returns 
under heavy competition and benefit from increased volume sales. 
Web-based: Production and labour costs are minimal in comparison to the traditional version but so is revenue. 
No amount of cost control will be reflected in more "hits" revenue because the user is not paying for the service. 
Verdict: The traditional version returns more to the bottom line if costs are reduced but in the Web version this, 
importantly, reduces losses. 
Differentiation Strategy 
Traditional: Buyer loyalty is generated by the newspaper's unique and superior value to customers in terms of 
product quality, current content, home delivery and value added sections. If it can generate strong sales, the 
company is rewarded by being able to charge a premium for its advertising space or additional special products. 
Web-based: The service is free so the consumer does not judge its relative value and therefore the degree of 
buyer loyalty is immeasurable. If the site is successful in attracting "hits", a premium can be char~ed for 
advertising space. Content is also important however the interactive and colourful nature of web sites create a 
vastly different "information absorption" environment. 
Verdict: The traditional version potentially generates greater value and yields with its differentiation strategy 
whereas the result is minimal for the Web version. 
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Focus Strategy 
. . d d"ffi t· .;on strategies are often focused on narrow segments of the market by one- ff Trad1t10nal· Pro uct I eren Iau h 1 · b d 0 
. · . d • t different times to cover events sue as e ect10ns, u gets and tragedies d 
Promottons improve services a . h . 1 h an 
. . . . ' 1 s i e home delivery. There 1s also t e potentla to en ance perceived qual·ty 1mtiatives to generate more sa e , • · 1 and 
thereby add value. 
Web-based: Differentiation focus is more possible because of the interactive nature of the Internet and sound and 
video bites of content subjects have a standout advantage over the newspaper. 
Verdict: Each version is equally able to benefit from focused differentiation however the traditional approach 
results in more newspaper sales and hence cash. 
The ultimate verdict of the two smdies is that the traditional strategy rejects the Web-based business for its most 
outstanding flaw, the inability to generate a replicable amount of cash. 
CONCLUSION 
The traditional newspaper business model is more economically robust in comparison to an on-line version. The 
model under which newspapers have operated, charging to buy the product as well as charging to advertise in it 
stands up to scrutiny under Porter's Five Forces and Generic Strategies principals. The on-line version fails the' 
test for lack ofrevenue but that is a multi-dimensional problem that goes to many aspects of the value chain. 
Ultimately, the expertise of the publisher is to collect, package and disseminate information. The advent of the 
information economy era has caused traditional publishers to reassess, in context of the rapid acceptance of new 
technology and its suitability as an information delivery system, the furore methods by which their products will 
be presented. The new technology offers radio-immediacy delivery of text but operators are unable to offset the 
full cost of business by charging a reasonable fee. Without a profit, the potential of the medium in publishing 
may not be fully realised. 
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E-commerce, Management Information Te~hnology 
and the Organisation: A Study of Factors Influencing Change In a 
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E-commerce has been flagged as the catalyst responsible for creating global competitive markets, changing the 
business process inte,face, and challenging the structure, culture, and management practices of the traditional, 
hierarchical organisation. It is foreshadowed that businesses will need to restructure in accordance with this 
new order if they are to be competitive, and indeed survive, in a technology driven, global economy. An 
exploration of the principal factors driving change appears, on the whole, supportive of this prognosis. However, 
some inhibiting factors have emerged, which suggests that the breadth of change is very much dependent on the 
organisation culture and structure, and the industry regulators. 
Keywords: E-commerce, Organisation Structure, Organisation Culture, Management Information Technology 
INTRODUCTION 
There appears to be little known about the impact of e-commerce on the organisation structure, culture, and the 
management of information technology. This exploratory study was undertaken to provide an insight as to how 
one organisation manages global e-commerce solutions, specifically, in terms of the organisation structure and 
culture, and the management of information technology. 
~n 1998, Boudreau et al stated that, over the last 12 years, sweeping changes aligned with 'customer demands', 
'mdustry regula~i?ns' and 'te~hn?logical innovations' had created global competitive markets, which have 
challenged tradition~! orgai:1sattonal and management strategies. They also acknowledged that organisations had 
to restructure accordmgly, tfthey were to be competitive in the global market place (Boudreau et al 1998). 
These m_arket transformations have evolved through a combination of the Internet and interactive technologies 
~Austrahan Go~e~ent 1998a) and, subsequently, comprehensive 'new management approaches' were needed 
m order to max1m1se e-commerce opportunities (Kalakota & Whinston 1997). 
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KaJakota & Whinston ( 1997) acknowledged some difficulty when attempti'ng t d ti I tr · • f fi . o e me e ec omc commerce, 
tating that its terms o re erence were underpmned by any number of the rt' • t· . d' . H s • d fi , . pa 1c1pa mg mterme ianes. owever, 
·n board terms, e-commerce is e med as domg business online' through a m·x ft h I db . 1 . 1 o ec no ogy an usmess 
strategie_s. The Global Information Infras~cture Commission (GIIC) describes e-commerce as embracing all 
electronic networks and technology used m the conduct of electronic transactions and/or other economic activity 
(1998). 
for the purpose of this paper our definition of e-commerce will align with the definition provided by the GIIC. 
A review of the literatur~ found no previous research concerned explicitly with the impact of e-commerce on the 
management of information technolo~ and t~e organisation structure. Some research had analysed changes in 
the key issues of the management of mformation systems, indicating that the management of information 
technology principles had changed and that the reported change was largely attributable to the impact of e-
comrnerce activity. Other research had reported on the change management principles and outcomes of 
organisations' adoption of information technology. It was shown that structured (hierarchical) organisations were 
more likely to resist technological change. 
Most e-commerce research, in Australia, had targeted small-to-medium sized business use of e-commerce. 
Although, a very loose comparison could be made between some of the findings outlined in the National Office 
for the Information Economy (NOIE) survey (June 2000), and the outcomes of this study, the survey targeted 
small-to-medium sized businesses rather than large businesses. 
The purpose of the study, upon which this paper is based, is to provide some understanding of the interrelation 
between e-commerce, the organisation structure and culture, and the management of information technology. 
This information, in turn, could be used by other organisations to make informed decisions as to appropriate e-
commerce solutions. 
The following section will outline the research approach chosen to implement this study, along which this paper 
is based. The object of the study will be identified and the preliminary data analysis derived from the interviews 
will be described in the context of the findings. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Research Approach 
The following research subproblems are being addressed in the study: 
What is the organisation's scope and level of e-commerce activity? 
f · fi ti' t hn logy principles and has there been any change What are the organisation's management o m orma on ec o 
since the implementation of e-commerce? 
What is the organisation's structure and culture? 
t f information technology principles changed, and 
Have the organisation structure, culture, and the managemen ° 
if so, are these changes related to the implementation of e-commerce? 
surable objects and their relationships - the purpose of 
In the absence of any related, researchable outcomes - ~ea . t . t'me Th'is type of research is best suited to 
h. 'b ' . t' atagtvenpom -m-1 . t 1s study is to 'explore' and 'descn e a s1tua 10n 
the qualitative research method (Leedy 1999). 
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Participants 
We re uired that the chosen organisation was Australian o~e?, or at least based in Aust~ali_a, had both national 
and l~bal business interests with high level e-commerce activity, ~nd had to fit the ~es_cnptton ?~ a large sized 
g. . F th rposes of this research we used the Australian Bureau of Statistics defimtton of a large 
org~msattonh .. ho~ defipu d having 200 or more employees (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1999). busmess, w ic is e me as 
Th • u· fimally selected to participate in the study had shown considerable growth in the short period e orgamsa on . • · Id ·d l · 
since entering the global market, and it was felt that this orgamsatton wou provi e a c ea_rer picture as to how a 
large business manages global e-commerce. There was also a strong technology focus, -:Vh1ch w~s considered an 
excellent base from which to explore the impact of e-commerce on the management of mformatton technology. 
The business is a global, financial service provider and technology_ organisati_on that manages over 52 million 
account holders worldwide. Established in 1978, the company, whic~ for ethica) reasons we shall refer to as 
'ShareTradersOnline', was a local, niche, technology company totallmg approximately 30 - 40 staff members. In 
1994 it embarked on the acquisition of Australian and New Zealand finance businesses, and in 1997, entered the 
overseas markets. 'ShareTradersOnline' now provides a range of technology products and financial services to 
over 15 countries. 
This sttJdy focused on gathering information from the high-end decision makers within the organisation's 
respective, strategic business components. Taking this approach provided a broad overview of the issues 
associated with the research problem and by not focusing narrowly on one aspect of the problem, information 
could be drawn from a range ofrelated components. 
Data Collection 
According to Myers' (1999) description of qualitative data techniques it was decided that a case sttJdy would best 
serve to 'describe', 'explain' or 'evaluate' the research problem. In the light of the research aims, the srudy 
needed to focus on describing the sittJation and in choosing the case srudy approach, open-ended interviews were 
used. 
The interviews were recorded with the approval of the participant and manually transcribed immediately to 
ensure their accuracy, then rettJmed to the interviewee for verification (Seidman 1998). In addition to the 
interview materials, the sttJdy has also incorporated the relevant textual materials and documents provided by the 
organisation. 
Method of Analysis 
Creswell (19~8) has identified case sttJdy data analysis as relying on 'description', 'themes' and 'assertions' with 
research findmgs best conveyed using the 'narrative form'. 
As th~s research was an explorative, single case study it was deemed inappropriate to use a data analysis 
technique that was based on tables, matrices, figures, or any other structured reporting process. There were no 
kno~ datasets to co~pare, group or codify. Instead, the free-flowing interview profiles literature and other data 
matenals were combmed to prov1"de 1· · h · · · ' · · 
. : a pre immary snaps ot of events at a given pomt m time explonng the 
mterrelation of e-commerce the orga · tt· I ' 
, msa ona structure, and the management of information technology. 
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF DATA 
A comparative analysis of the literature, textual materials a d d . 
data derived from the four, initial, open-ended interviews :ll r,°cu~nts p~ovided by the _organisation, and the 
of the four interview data represents an operational compon
1 
t 
0
~h e baSis ofthes~ preliminary findings. Each 
for this case study. en ° areTradersOnlme', the organisation chosen 
The object is to explore the factors that influence the interrelation of e-co . . 
Culture and the management of information technology Th' mmerce, the orgamsat1on structure and 
' . . . . · is was undertaken by fi t 'd 'fyi h 
comparing any recumng issues ansmg from the interview data and th . . . irs I enh ng, t en 
of the data is by no means exhaustive, some distinctive factors 'are al e ~x1stmg l~terature. Althoug~, the analysis 
description of those factors. rea Y emergmg. What follows 1s a 
The Organisation Structure 
Three of the four interview participants, representing four of the organisation's b · ·t d 'b d h 
· · 'fl , 1 1 . usmess um s, escn e t e orgamsatlon structure as at . t was a so said to have a 'fluid structure' 1·n th t th b · d 
. , a e usmess was geare to 
respond readily to global market demands and opportunities. 
Each business unit is serviced, at the 'regional level', by the common support areas Financ H R 
d T · · d • , e, uman esources, Development_ an rammg, an Marke~mg,_ for example. Three of the four participating business units have a 
global operat10nal ~o~~s. The fourth umt, Fmancial Services, has functionality at the regional, and local levels. 
Each ~fthe local d1v1s10ns operate on a 'stand-alone' basis, and are responsible for their 'end-to-end' processing 
operations. 
There is a 'global team', comprising a representative from each of the main business units, who work together to 
ensure that the business units maintain objective consistency within the regional, local, and global market place. 
The Organisation Culture 
The organisation culture is collective of the 'enterprise and its members', and comprises, in part, the vision, 
behavioural standards, value judgements, principles and practices, and business acumen of that organisation 
(Morden 1996). 
The term 'schizophrenic' was used to describe this company's culture because of the two distinct cultures that co-
exist. First, there is the culture that is flexible, has an 'open door policy', and is said to represent the 'organically 
grown' ( original) components of the organisation. It also includes those business units that were newly formed 
under the company's global expansion. 
The other culture was said to have evolved from the organisation's acquisition of established, hierarchical 
structured businesses. These businesses were described as being 'very old fashioned', and 'very process driven'. 
They had traditionally been components of accounting firms or banks, and ~eir business p~actices were heavily 
controlled through departments, divisions, and heads of business. Once acqmred, these busmesses were merged 
into the Financial Services business unit. 
Even though there is more open communication, and free-flow of information within this busine~s.unit than there 
was three or four year's ago, there are still cultural differences between the components of the ongmal 
organisation structure, and those businesses that were acquired. 
'When you put those organisations together and grow them into a business, which is own~d by. . 
"ShareTradersOnline", with its culrure, and whilst there has been a_blending of the two, Fmancia! Services, . 
which has come from an established traditional background, has still got some of that baggage - m fact lots of it. 
There is a distinct difference in culrure and operating procedures'. 
--
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. . . . mple of the cultural differences that exist between the two organisar 
The decision makmg process ts one exa ton 
structures. 
. 1 d • • n-making streams within the organisation. The first method comprises the There are effective y two ec1s10 . B d f o· h 
' 1, h.' h . elatively 'informal' process involvmg a oar o trectors, w o oversee the 'big • corporate leve , w 1c 1s a r . . . , 
ticket items' - those projects that 'significantly cormmt the orgamsat10n . 
d h d • e fiormal process that is applied to the organisation's structured business units The secon met o 1s a mor 
(Financial Services). 
'Financial service providers are significantly risk management businesses and they have quite formal decision 
making structures within them.' 
'It s that we can make big decisions that a have big impact seemingly quite quickly, but when it comes to 
seem • · 11 · k incidental type decisions that have a minimal impact on the organisation overa , 1t seems to ta e forever'. 
A other cultural difference is the business process. There are two business processes that coexist within 
Fi:ancial Services. There is the internal business process, which is electronic based, 'automated and 
streamlined', then there is the external business interface, which is very much paper-based. 
'The interface with shareholders is very old fashioned, they are all streamlined forms but it's still bits of paper 
that goes in the mail and comes back to us in the mail'. 
'ShareTradersOnline' other business components are said to be technology driven, in that their business 
processes are largely based on the dissemination of information, which is predominantly electronic activity. 
'We are leaning more and more toward technology and what the technology can give us'. 
'We are now doing a lot more stuff on the web. Web delivery to customers who are companies, whose finances 
we run, and web delivery of services to those company clients, which is sort of fattening the relationship up'. 
A commonality across the business units is a committnent to client service strategies. All enterprise units are 
committed to adding value to their respective client relationships, and this strategy forms part of the 
organisation's overall business culture. 
The Internet is considered a strategic tool that could play an even larger role in the organisation's 'value-added 
equation'. 
'As a business we are going to be delivering more and more electronically to clients. There is no question in my 
mind about that.' 
'T~ere are things that a client has to do by law. We constantly value-add by making those tasks smarter, better, 
qmcker, and cheaper'. 
E-commerce, the Organisation and Change 
!11formation Technology was described as the organisation's core competence and consequentially the biggest 
mfluence in the decision-making process. Technology was where the organis;tion initially started 'and to 'keep 
abreast of the world wh' h · h t th · · ' · ' 
. ' tc ts w a e orgamsatton does, there's a lot of focus on developing new technologies · 
E-commerce specifically web technolooi · I h · · · 
' o.es, ts current y t e orgamsat10n's biggest development area. 
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Web enabling technologies, or e-commerce, have brought considerable ch . th kfl ... 
· b · ·t Th h b • . ange m e wor ow act1v1t1es of the 
respective usmess um s. ere as een an mcrease m the electronic interchange of. fi t' b h . 1 
1 t . 11 1 h' . m orma 10n, ot mterna and extema , at every opera 10na eve , w 1ch has streamhned many b • . . . 
· eel 'th 'h d 1· , , 1 · usmess processes. H1stoncally chents 
were prov1d w1 ar - mes ' a c ass1c one-to-many' network arrangement rt· h b . • 
. , suppo mg t e usmess 
transact10ns. 
'Now we have our global web development. .. ··· .. the webserver is attached to every system that we have in the 
world. That's a perfect exam~le of how one development can cater for a global requirement, which it does in 
terms of seamless collaboration between the US, and North America the UK d h , 
, , an ere. 
As the organisatio~ became more globally focused, only minor changes were required in the technology 
management practices. 
'There a~e ce~in things tha~ we need to do no_w that we have got bigger and global. We do Board reporting and 
we do thmgs like formal reviews, salary plannmg, and budgets. That's the only thing that's changed in terms of 
technology management practices.' 
There is one ~xception. '!be organisation has a~ways managed its own technology infrastructure, but given its 
global operations; there 1s now a need to enter mto contractual arrangements with third party, 'telco providers'. 
'We had some hick-ups, and some teething problems about letting go of that responsibility overseas. We've 
always done all of our own things, and if something goes wrong - to have a third party - they don't react as 
quickly as we would like them to in certain instances. That's something that is quite difficult to adjust to.• 
As recent participants in the global market, the organisation has adopted various types of e-commerce, strategic 
relationships, for example, partnerships, alliances, and preferred providers. Alliances were said to be more 
business driven than technology driven. It's about adding value for all parties concerned - a concept that was said 
to be 'old, but new'. 
It was also acknowledged that, an organisation requires a different approach to business development in a global, 
e-commerce, market place. 
'Anyone who's got a three-year business plan doesn't understand what is happening in the world. Because no one 
knows what it is going to look like in three year's time'. 
In the global market, an organisation needs to be flexible about how it implements its strategies and achieves its 
objectives. 
Within this organisation global e-commerce activity has been the driver of change at the structural an~ cultural 
level. There is now a 'global m~nagement team' that oversees the organisation's global ?us~ne~s operat1?ns, and 
most of the business units have been restructured or redefined, so as to reflect the orgamsat1on s expandmg 
global activities. 
'The way technology is is that the finance retail investors are getting much more access to international markets 
so that they can broade~ their risk base and their investment strategy much more. We understand what the needs 
of the markets are. We can see where the technology is going.' 
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PRELIMINARY FINDINGS 
. . that 'ShareTradersOnline' had changed considerably as a result of 
Th us of the mterviewees was ' h b H . e-e consens . This change was considered fort e etter. owever, with respect to 
commerce, and its ~lobal exknpans1lond. d that while there had been some change, it had been less dramatic Th 
p· ·al Services it was ac owe ge hn 1 . . . . ese 
manci h . . 1 ere considered to be positive. From a tee o ogy viewpomt, it was said that the 
change~, altho~g mbm~ma 'w 't as slowly coming to terms with these change driven technologies. 
Financial Services usmess um w 
'Part of the industry that we've been in, - we've come from a banki?g and accounting i~dustry - people aren't apt 
h 1 ) S do have to have a technology arm m those types ofbusmesses to drive that to change (tee no ogy • 0 you 
business forward'. 
Its legislative framework also bi~ds the Fi~ancial Services industry. There is some business transactions t~at can 
be done electronically- are physically achievable - bu~ are not le~ally allowed. Clearly, there are some legislative 
issues that are impeding the progress of some electromc transactions. 
Another factor influencing change is that in many cases the finance buhs_in;~e~ ~hat 7eredac~u_i
1
red by 
'ShareTradersOnline' already had established support departme~t~, w i~ a eve ope a si_ o mentality'. 
These businesses were 'looking after their local b~siness needs m_ iso!at1
1
on of any_global considerations'. A 
consequence of this was said to be the fragmentat10n of the orgamsat10n s overall image. 
Proposals to establish a global perspective were initially met with opposition !i'om the Fina~ce Services business 
heads because it entailed changing their organisation structure and culture. With much persistence, the latter end 
of2000 saw the elimination of the 'local' support departments, in favour ofa 'global' strategy. Decisions that 
impinge on the company's overall corporate strategy have been removed from the local operational level. 
Eventually, the term 'global' will be phased out as the corporate strategy focuses on servicing the organisation's 
international businesses. 
SUMMARY AND FURTHER WORK 
There are a number of factors attributable to the drivers and inhibitors of organisation change in this particular e-
commerce environment. This research has identified the emergence of two very distinct influences, namely, 
organisation culture and structure and, an industry related regulatory framework. The ability of this organisation 
to effect change in an e-commerce, global environment appears to be dependent upon these factors. As 
demonstrated in this study, organisation restructure does not necessarily secure an e-commerce interface. In this 
instance the transition from paper-based to electronic processing has, to some extent, been inhibited by the 
controlling framework of the finance industry. 
There are a number of other change factors such as global change management, the role of internal company 
politi~s, and extez:nal influenc~s that require further work. Another emerging issue is the way the strategic 
pla~mg process is han~led given that the company sees the market place as changing very rapidly. These all 
reqmre further exploration from the case organisation perspective, and will be reported on at a later time. 
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t . fcs of Goods, Web Site Features and Added Valu . The Charac eras ' A Decision Chart e. 
ABSTRACT 
Stephen Burgess and Geoff Sandy 
School of Information Systems 
Victoria University of Technology 
PO Box 14428 
Melbourne City MC 
Victoria, Australia, 800 I 
This paper describes some exploratory research that is designed to help businesses to maximise the application 
of Internet technology to add value to their product or service. It uses the type of Consumer Good as a basis to 
develop a decision chart to help organisations to identify ways of adding value to a Consumer Good using 
Internet technology. It provides a classification scheme that businesses can examine in relation to their goods. 
The 'classification path' that they follow leads to the suggested internet features that provide added value for the 
consumer. 
Keywords: Internet; Added Value; Consumer Good; Decision Chart 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INTERNET 
This paper describes some preliminary research that is designed to help organisations to maximise the 
application oflnternet technology to add value to their goods. It incorporates the proposition that the type of 
Consumer Good can be used as an important determinant of the successful application of Internet technology. 
The main purpose of the research is the development of a decision chart to help organisations to identify ways of 
adding value to a Consumer Good using Internet technology. This paper describes the development of the initial 
decision chart. 
1:he importance of web site design, promotion and evaluation arc recognised as being important to a firm's web 
site strategy. These important issues are not the focus of this paper. 
ADDING VALUE USING IT AND THE INTERNET 
!t has been rec~gnised_ for~ n1;1111ber of decades that the use of computers can provide cost savings and . . 
~::ro~e~ents m efficienc~e_s_m ma~y organ_isations. Porter and Millar (1985) have generally bee~ c~edited_With 
ogn1S1~g that the capabilities of mformation technology can extend further to providing orgamsat10ns with tbe 
opportumty to ~dd value to their goods. Value is measured by the amount that buyers arc willing to pay for a. 
Product ~r. service. P_orter and Millar (1985) identify a number of ways that organisations can add value to therr 
commodities or services (known as · . . · b the 
1 generic strategies for improving competitiveness). One way 1s to e 
lowest cos)t producer (an o:ganisation produces a product or service of similar quality to competitors, but at~ ower cost . Another way is to d · . erv1ce th t . pro uce a umque or differentiated good (providing value in a product ors 
a a competitor cannot provide or match, at least for a period of time). 
-;;2nc
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IT can be used to differentiate to goods in a number of ways (Sandy and Burgess, 1999): 
Quality: this_ relates to product or se~ice traits (such as durability) that provide a degree of excellence when 
compared with the goods of competitors. 
Product Support: the level of support provided for the product or service. This can include information on how 
to use the product, product replacement/return strategies, and so forth. 
Time: this works on t?e _conce?t that buye'.s ~il! ~ay m?re for a good that is provided/ delivered quickly, or will 
choose a product of similar pnce and quality if It IS available now over a competitor's product that is not 
currently available. 
Personalisation/ Customisation: this is the process of customising/ tailoring a product or service to the purchaser. 
Other incentives, such as buyer loyalty ('reward') programs. 
ADDING VALUE USING THE INTERNET 
Web site development is often incremental. Many businesses, especially small ones, do not start with a complex 
web site. Previous research of the authors (Sandy and Burgess, 1999) has linked the types of value added 
described in the previous section with some typical features found on these different types of web sites. 
Table One summarises the link between levels of web sites, web site features (as listed by Burgess and Schauder, 
1999) and types of added value. 
Table One: Levels of Facilitation of Web Sites and Types of Added Value 
Facilitation of Web Internet Feature Added Value Example of benefits to 
Sites Consumer 
Product details Cost Lowerorice 
Increased assurance 
Electronic Brochure Information about the Differentiation about quality and 
(EB) firm reliabilitv 
FAQ/ Product Usage Differentiation Extra product support 
Directions 
Possible Cost Lower price Ordering Capability More convenient EB+Order Differentiation ordering 
EB + Order Plus Payment Capability Pavment 
Differentiation Faster delivery 
Cost Lower price 
Direct goods download Differentiation Faster deliverv 
Interactive Differentiation 
Individually customised 
Personalisation oroducts Publishing 
Frequent Purchaser Differentiation Extra (loyalty) benefits 
incentive schemes 
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S OF CONSUMER GOODS AND THE INTERNET CLASSIFICATION 
. . b I temet features and added value, this section examines the concept of 
Having established the lmk etween n 
matching consumer good properties with Internet features. 
h d 1 ed a means for assessing the suitability of the Internet for products and Pete:son e~ al. ~1997) ahve etve _otpi·cs Three dimensions of product and service characteristics have been 
services with different c arac ens • 
identified: 
- ·=< 
,rp h e Goods vary from low cost, frequently purchased goods (such as milk) to high Cost and Frequency o1 . urc as . 
cost infre uently purchased goods (such as a stereo system). . , ,. . . 
' p q . . G ds vary between being 'tangible and physical and mtang1ble and service related'. 
Value ~;D0ijj~fji.1110n.t_ 01? This is determined by the extent to which a seller is able to create a competitive Degree o1 1 eren ia wn. 
advantage by differentiation. 
P t t l (1 997) argue that consumers are unlikely to search for a long time for low outlay, frequently e erson e a . . 'lk · ·1 b ·1 purchased goods. They are still likely to buy goods such as w1~e ?r m1 i~ a reta1 store, ut w1 l be more likely 
to buy goods such as stock market quotes over the Internet. This 1s more likely to be because of the speed in 
which they can get the goods. The purchase of high outlay, in~equentl~ ?urchased goods allows the ~onsumer 
more time to search for them and purchase is likely to occur either traditionally or on the Internet. With 
intangible or informational products where there is a high degree of differentiation (such as with software 
packages), the swiftness of delivery by direct downloa~ ~ay ca~se_so1?1~ consumers to p~rchase ove~ the Internet 
(Peterson et al, 1997). This classification ofa good by d1fferentiat1on 1s not the most smtable for this type of 
exercise, as there are so many ways in which differentiation can occur. 
There has not yet been a direct attempt to match the inherent properties of products with specific Internet 
features. In the remainder of this paper the authors will attempt to achieve this. 
Consumer Goods and Types 
Economic theory, as found in any introductory text (Samuelson and Nordhaus, 1989; Jackson et al, 1994; 
Reynolds LG, 1988) postulates a world dominated by relative scarcity. The wants of consumers are unlimited, 
but the production of goods to satisfy these desires is limited. Thus, the role of an economic system is to provide 
a mechanism to distribute the limited goods amongst the consumers. A good that is relatively scarce is known as 
an "economic good". Economists make a distinction between "Consumer's Goods" and "Producer's Goods". 
The former (which this paper is concerned with) are goods, which satisfy the consumer's wants directly. 
Economists usually identify two main types of consumer's goods. First, are commodities ( or 'products') and 
secondly, are services. Commodities and services are further classified as to whether they are necessities or 
lux~ries. Commodities are also classified as to whether they are single-use or durable-use and whether they are 
penshable or non-perishable. Figure One depicts the usual classification of goods adopted by economists. It is 
based on_the older, well_-re~pected work of Hicks (1960). The most important property that distinguishes a 
conm;iodity from a service_ 1s that the f~rmer is tangible whereas the latter is intangible. Motor Vehicles, spoons, 
ycR ~ and bread are tangible or matenal goods. Haircuts, train rides, massages and telephone calls are 
mtang1ble goods. 
The no~i?n of single-use is that a commodity is used up in a single act of consumption ( foodstuffs, fuel, matches 
and wnti~g paper are examples). Durable-use commodities are those like furniture motor vehicles, television 
and clothmg can go on being '.'co~sumed" for an extended time period. The fact th;t they are "consumed" one 
day does not prevent 1!1em bemg consumed" the next day and so on. The length of time they can be continuall~, 
cl onsumed _however ~ill vary from commodity to commodity. Each durable-use commodity will have a "normal 
ength ofhfe before 1t ''wears" out. 
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Figure One: Types of Consumer Goods 
[ Commodity J 
·--,_-..:__ Service 
'[ _ _r.._1 ===,-I --LI __ ._[ __ ] [--~JI 
... Necessity_____ --·------~-~~u_ry _ _] [ _ Nei::ss_ity_ J [iuxury .... J 
--~-- ·---'----, ~-L 
Single Use . Durable Us:_ __ I L Single u;--~ ! Durable Use i 
Perishable 
·-·-·-1---· . _______ , 
Non Perishable· [ ...... p~-ri~~able ] I Non Pe~~h~bi~I 
Another distinction often made by economists in relation to commodities i·s to wheth th • h bl 
. . . . . . er ey are pens a e or are 
non-penshable. The distmgmshing property that is relevant here is whether the co d"ty b d ti 
. . . . . . mmo 1 can e store or a 
long pe1:1od ofttme wit~out senous detenora!ion. Durable-use ~~mmodities are usually non-perishable (and will 
be considered so for this paper), but not all smgle-use commodities are perishable (such as I h" h b 
1 · d f · ) coa , w 1c can e stored for a ong peno o time . 
CONSUMER GOODS AND THE INTERNET 
The "traditional" cla~sific~tio~ has proved to be~ s?und basis upon which to classify goods. When investigating 
whether such a classificatton is useful for determmmg suitable web site features with which to interact with 
consumers, one problem that immediately emerges is a "blurring" between the categories such as the advent of 
the Internet and digital goods. For example, one area where there is rapid change at the moment is in the area of 
music. When sold as a recording on a compact disc, it is a durable-use and a non-perishable commodity. When 
music is downloaded over the Internet, the good is now 'intangible' and therefore a service, but services are by 
definition single use! 'Downloaded' music can be played over and over again. An extended classification system 
is therefore needed in these cases. 
Classification Issues 
The Internet is seen by businesses as more suitable for their sales where the purchases are infrequent. This will 
generally apply more to non-perishable goods as opposed to perishable goods and to luxury goods than 
necessities. In the case of a non-perishable good, the consumer is afforded more time to be able to search the 
Internet for different options. In the case of a luxury good, the consumer is more likely to take more time to 
examine the available options in deciding whether the good will even be purchased at all. Commodities that are 
"bulky" (that is, difficult to deliver by traditional mail) or services where personal contact is critical (such as 
haircuts) are less suitable ( or unsuitable) for delivery over the Internet. If a service is information-based, 
insurance, banking and shares for instance, transactions can be easily performed over the Internet. ~m~ng 
service-based organisations, those that currently receive orders via facsimile should see great potential m the 
Internet. 
Table Two extends Table One to examine some practical examples. It matches the suitability of di_ffe~ent levels 
of facilitation to a good's inherent characteristics. In applying the table to its own goods, an orgamsat1on would 
determine the characteristics of their goods and then work down the appropriate column to see how each level of 
facilitation would apply. 
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Table 2: Levels of Sites, Internet Features and the Classification of Consumer Goods 
Classification of Tangible Goods 
Intangible Goods 
-
Goods: Single Use Single Use Durable Use Durabl~ 
Perishable Non Perishable Non -
Perishable Perishable 
Example: Milk, Disposable Car, Cutlery Share Gift Software, -
Petrol camera, Price, Certificate Haircut 
Matches Weather 
Reports 
Comment: Consumer Consumer Consumer Consumer Consumer Consumer -
likely to more likely even more likely to more more likely 
purchase to 'surf for likely to purchase likely to to 'surf' for 
regularly as various 'surf for regularly- 'surf for various 
needed- options various time vital, various options, 
time is vital options possibility options, possibility 
for possibility for 
download for download 
download 
""' Internet 0 
0 Feature > I!) 
11) .t; 
...:i Cl) 
CJ 
·a Product Possibly Likely Likely Likely 
~..c: details Likely Likely CJ CJ 
I!) 0 
- .. w co 
Information 
about the Possibly Likely 
business 
Likely Likely Likely Likely 
FAQ, product Possibly Likely Likely Likely Likely Likely directions 
.. Ordering Unlikely I!) Capability Possibly Possibly Possibly Possibly Likely • "O ill .. WO 
A,; 
... 
I!) Payment 
"E Unlikely Possibly 0 Capability Possibly Possibly Possibly Likely ill. 
~ UJ 
I!) 
.::: Direct goods .... No CJ download No No Possibly e Possibly Possibly 
I!) .0 iS ;::S 
- 0.. 
Gathering 
Possibly Possibly personal data Possibly Possibly Possibly Possibly 
Frequent 
Purchaser Possibly Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely Incentives Possibly Possibly 
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FURTHER OBSERVATIONS 
A number of important observations are derived from Table Two. 
Implementation of Electronic Brochure Web Sites 
Most organisations that wish to interact with consumers can be fit . 
b · · ne 1 m some way from introduc · th b · electronic brochure we site. A qmck examination of Table Tw d . mg e as1c 
1 th . o an any number of retail corporate web sites revea s is. 
can the Goods be Downloaded? 
In Table Two, the li~elihood of intangible goods being downloaded over the Internet is listed as ' ossibl ', 
because not all services can be downloaded over the Internet The main advanta fd" dpd YI d . 
· · · Th h · ge o irect goo s own oa 1s differentiat10n by time. e aut ors contend that this feature should not be introd d "th t I h • 1-d Wh · h uce w1 ou a so avmg on me 
orde~g an payment. at IS t ~ advantage that is gained by consumers from being able to directly download a 
good 1f they are delayed from getting the good by the process of placing the order or making the payment? 
What is Convenient for the Consumer? 
In Table _T~o, the like_lih~od ?fT~ngib_le,_ Single Use, Perishable goods being ordered and paid for over the 
Internet 1s hs~ed as bemg m_ilikely. This 1s because a consumer is likely to go out and purchase the goods 
without lookmg for alternatives. Where goods are Intangible, and Durable (a category introduced to extend the 
traditional classification), the likelihood of consumers ordering and paying for the goods over the Internet 
increases. For other categories, the attractiveness of ordering and paying over the Internet is differentiation by 
time. If a consumer needs to be present ( at a retail store or otherwise) to receive and/or use the good, the 
attractiveness of immediate payment is significantly reduced. 
Can the Good be Individually Customised? 
There are many ways in which a good can be customised to an individual. The level that a good can be 
personalised would influence whether an organisation would incorporate the (somewhat expensive) feature of 
gathering personal data about consumers on its web site. For instance, an online supermarket that sold milk as 
one of its goods could incorporate added value from such a feature. It could store away regular customers' 
standard orders and frequency of orders, making it easier for those customers to order, pay for and receive their 
weekly groceries. The gathering of personal data enables an organisation to build up a profile of the consumer. 
Will Consumers be Purchasing Frequently? 
'Frequent purchaser incentives' are mainly targeted towards generating customers who will purchase from the 
organisation on a regular basis. The provision of frequent purchaser inc:ntives is to provide co~s~mers with the 
motivation to retlim to purchase more items. This is usually more effective where a consumer 1s hkely to make 
regular purchases in a short time (more likely with single use items). 
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DEVELOPING THE INITIAL DECISION CHART 
. fth . 't'al decision chart (refer Figure Two) is the decision process to be follow d An important component o e tm 1 . ~ .1. • e 
. . d 'd upon an appropriate level of web site iac1 itatton. 
when orgamsat1ons ec1 e 
Premises 
The initial decision chart is based on the following premises: 
An extended version of economic theory concerning the properties of a consumer good is a sound basis upon 
which to commence the process. . . . . . 
Most organisations that wish to establish a web site would benefit from at least estabhshmg a site with electronic 
brochure features as a minimum. . 
It is best to implement ordering and payment facilities where the good can be sent by mat!, delivered or directly 
downloaded over the Internet. . . . . 
There are some situations where it may be useful to implement an ordenng fac1hty without payment facility. 
It is best to implement the feature of gathering personal data where the good can be customised in some way 
towards the individual. 
It is best to implement a frequent purchaser incentive scheme with single use goods where the consumer is likely 
to order and purchase frequently over the internet. 
Features of the Initial Decision Chart 
In the chart, the electronic brochure (EB) option is automatically included, as it would be adopted by most 
organisations that create a web site. The method of delivery is considered, as well as the extent to which the good 
can be 'personalised' to the individual consumer. The extent to which the good can be customised to the 
individual consumer is described at three levels: None, Some and Individual. The chart also takes into account 
situations where an organisation may implement an ordering facility without a payment facility. 
The chart provides guidelines for an organisation to consider, serving the purpose of identifying that the feature 
may be useful. The organisation will need to decide if the particular feature is desirable. The organisation should 
also be aware that consumers may have different requirements. The chart operates by providing a classification 
scheme that firms can examine in relation to their goods. The 'classification path' that they follow leads to the 
suggested internet features. The internet features provide added value for the customer as explained in the 
examples that follow. 
Application of the Initial Decision Chart 
The intended use of the initial decision chart can be illustrated with the following examples of consumer goods. 
Hairdresser 
The core business of a hairdresser cannot be carried out over the Internet. Usually, a haircut is given at a salon. 
Assum~ng that ~he orga~isation wishes to have a web site presence, implement the Electronic Brochure. This 
would mclude mformat10n about the firm, the types of services offered and so forth 
Can the goods be directly downloaded? No. · 
Can the goods be delivered to the customer? No (in our case). 
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·ntments need to made? Usually. In this instance, the organisation could consider implementing an 
Do appot facility Will this provide a competitive edge relative to the cost? The firm would have to consider that. Ordenng · ·
h t level can the good be customised? To the Individual. The organisation may consider implementing 
To w ~ Personal Data to record individual preferences for styling. They may even make available pictures of Gath_enngstyles that the customer has had at the salon. prev10us 
Figure Two: Initial Decision Chart on the Use of the Internet to Add Value to Goods 
Implement 
-Ordering 
-Payment 
-Direct Download 
[IP] 
Implement 
-Gather Personal Data 
[IP] 
Individual 
Decision to 
Implement Web Site 
End 
Can the 
goods be delivered 
to the customer? 
Implement 
-Ordering 
(EBO] 
No 
db worth the cost of implementing them. Do h e extra features woul e ? The business needs to assess whether t es d tage of the extra features. 
h Id take a van they have the types of customers t at wou 
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Supermarket 
. . th t the service provided by the supermarket is the gathering of a variety f 
In this instance the assump~nkion)i~ a . gle location where the customer can gather them in one outing 0 goods (such as food and dri s mto a sm . 
Implement Electronic Brochure. 
C th ods be directly downloaded? No. . . 
an e go d b d 1 · d to the customer? yes. Consider implementmg Ordenng and Purchasing. This Would 
Can the g~o \ ~; ive~e e is provided for ;he customer that finds the trip to the supermarket an inconvenience 
be expensive, uk ethvat u tly have an internet presence will deliver to home, work or other locations at a . Some supermar ets a curren 
times ecified by the customer. This strategy may attract new cu~tomers. ' . . 
p d . 1 d perishable? Some will be and others will not be. The customers order is hkely to be Is the goo smg e use an · · d s f h ·t "ll b · 
modified (at least in some small way) each time an order !s p_lace . ome? t e i ems wi e penshable and the 
-
11 d egular order to be filled The orgamsat10n may consider a Frequent Purchaser Incentive customer wi nee a r • 
Scheme to encourage customers to return repeatedly. . . . . 
To what level can the good be customised? To the Ind1V1dual. The orgamsat!on ma~ Gather Personal Data to 
record customers' individual preferences so that the regular order can be easily modified by the customer, rather 
than having to re-enter the whole order. 
For some customers a trip to the supermarket may also provide a chance for social interaction. These people 
would be unlikely to be interested in such a system. 
Clothing Manufacturer 
The logic presented here could be used for a variety of clothing manufacturers that sell their goods through retail 
outlets. 
Implement Electronic Brochure. 
Can the goods be directly downloaded? No. 
Can the goods be delivered to the customer? Yes. Consider implementing Ordering and Purchasing. 
Is the good single use and perishable? No. 
To what level can the good be customised? To the Individual. Consider using Gathering Personal Data to store individual sizes and style preferences. 
CONCLUSION 
The decision chart presented in this paper should prove useful in assisting firms that wish to add value to their 
goods by using the Internet. It operates by providing a classification scheme that firms can examine in relation to 
their goods. The 'classification path' that they follow leads to the suggested Internet features which provide 
added value for the consumer. Practical examples of how the decision chart may be used for a variety of goods were presented. 
The de~ision chart should prove useful because it identifies and links together a number of important 
determmants of how, and to what degree, the internet can be used to add value to a consumer good. 
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Knowledge management systems (KMS) centred around information technologies have to a large degree been 
ineffective in helping manage knowledge. KMS's have typically had top-down development methodologies which 
have proved organisationally and individually constrictive to be effective in the management of knowledge. They 
have also tended to focus on process rather than practice and have failed to de/ iver. The systems have also 
suffered as a result of "knowledge promiscuity" in that very little attention has been paid to what information 
and knowledge is core and hence warrants entrapment in the system. 
A modern, media rich Intranet has great potential to overcome some of the problems of past KMS's. However, 
an eclectic, adaptive implementation and maintenance framework must be adopted to suit the individual 
knowledge needs of a particular organisation. 
A review of knowledge management frameworks and implementation literature will be undertaken in this paper. 
Key determining factors for the effective management of knowledge will be identified from the literature. These 
factors will then be used to develop an overarching implementation framework. This meta-framework will be 
bottom-up in design and will drive the factors of an Intranet implementation from a knowledge-based 
perspective. 
Keywords: Knowledge, Intranet, knowledge management, knowledge management framework 
INTRODUCTION 
Literature is indicatin~ that t~ere_ i~ movement toward a new form of economy often described as a knowledge 
economy. ~o c~mpames and md1v1duals who wish to remain successful might have to find ways ofieveraging 
advantage m this new knowledge economy (Blumentritt & Johnston 1999· Fryer 1999· Kim & Mauborgne, 
1999; Pitt & Clarke, 1999; Ruggles, 1998; Teece, 1998). ' ' ' ' 
!he mo~ement of"knowledge" to centre stage is now creating new challenges for organisations. No longer is it t st tangt~le Products, processes, prices and people from which business profits but also knowledge. The 
(~:-:::e ~~~i~oming dotted with explanations as to what knowledge is (Colli~s, 1993), how to create it 
T ~ k & Sh 'Krogh, 1998) and how to manage or capture it (Brown & Duguid 2000· Daniels Axelsen, 
. uc~ ' _arma, 1999; Zack, 1999b). However, very few ifany provide a suitable fra~ework for the effective 
imp ementat1on of knowledge management and suitable supporting systems. 
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This paper will propose a framework that is intended ti th kn 
· · d or e owledge m .. 
suitable, workmg, mtegrate system for the effective ma anagement pract1t10ner to effect a 
. . h I . nagement ofknowled "th• . . Intranet and its supportmg tee no og1es as the conduit. ge w1 m an orgamsat10n using 
srRA TEGY FIRST 
Before we can start managing knowledge we have to have an unders . . . 
knowledge is Blumentritt & Johnston, (1999) state that" Kn 1 d ta
nd1
~g withm our own context as to what 
medium". This intelligent medium of course is normally th ow e ~e ~eqmres the context of an intelligent 
Therefore, any attempt to manage knowledge should be tie~ ~~;:t~t10n that pr~ce~ses this_knowledge. 
highly contextual nature. Zack, (1999a) makes the point that whil/m~~he orga~is~hon and its strategy due to its 
effectively manage knowledge, very few if any are effectively <loin so ~;rgan1sat1ons can se': the ne':d to 
knowledge management with the organisation's overall business g d also seem to lack mtegrat1on of 
strategy. 
To separate knowledge management from the total organisational 
strategy, would be replicating many of the errors and faults found 
in the area of information management when it is treated in 
isolation from corporate and organisational strategy. The 
proposed framework suggests that knowledge strategy is the 
overriding or paramount feature and works with what the other 
necessary organisational components of the organisational 
strategy namely business drivers, organisational resources -
including human and physical, technical and financial drivers 
must achieve in order to fulfil the knowledge strategy. 
BUSINESS 
DRIVERS 
Knowledge 
Strategy 
ORGANISATIONAL 
RESOURCES 
TECHNICAL 
FINANCIAL 
Figure 1: Knowledge Strategy as Key Driver 
Due to the extensive use of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threat (SWOT) analysis in 
information systems and other business areas (Zack, 1999a) uses a modified SWOT analysis to develop 
knowledge strategy. The SWOT analysis allows an organisation to identify opportunities for leveraging 
knowledge to produce and maintain competitive advantage. This technique would be used in this framework to 
identify the knowledge that the organisation sees as contributing to strategic and competitive advantage. Then 
having identified these opportunities some cleansing and classification will occur. This classification should 
occur with all of the key stakeholders involved in the production and use of the knowledge within the 
organisation. 
(Zack, 1999a), having identified the key knowledge through the use of the SWOT, then classifies knowledge as 
either core, advanced, or innovative. 
Core - the minimum knowledge required just play the game, does not provide sustainable advantage but does 
present basic barriers to entry. . . 
Advanced - enables the firm to be competitively viable. Allows the knowledge to be differentiated even though 
the firm may contain the same core generic knowledge is other competing firms. . 
Innovative - is that knowledge that enables the firm to be leaders of industry and competitors and to allow 
significant differentiation from its competitors. 
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fr k based around knowledge classified as codified, common 
(Blumentritt & Johnston, 1999) creates a amewor , 
social and embodied. 
. . . 1 t to information and is readily transferable. Codified knowledge - is essentially eqmvaden tandard learned through working in a particular context 
d kn ledge accepte ass ' . Common Knowle ge - 0 ':" 1 d d relationships and cultural issues. Social knowledge- Deals '"'.1th knowl de g:h~ person has accumulated during their lifetime. Strongly connected 
Embodied knowledge - tacit know e ge a a 
to the individual. 
• fr work I wi·n adopt the Zack(1999) method of initially classifying 
f th. ·mplementation ame . . For the purposes O is 1 1 th ·sation Extending the Zack(l999) framework, as m Figure 2, allows data that is internal and extema to e ordg~m ine its overall strategic value to the organisation. 
us to identify knowledge and attempt to e erm 
HIGH 
STRATEGIC VALUE 
LOW 
CORE ADVANCED INNOVATION 
Figure 2: Strategic Value of Knowledge 
Toe Next step is the application of the (Blumentritt & Johnston, 1999) meth?ds of cl~~sifying knowledge t? 
further filter the knowledge types within an organisation. This would result m the ab1hty to produce a matnx of 
knowledge views which I will term the Key Knowledge Matrix (KKM) based on the identifie~ k~owl~dge types 
according to the (Zack, 1999a) and (Blumentritt & Johnston, 1999) frameworks. An example 1s given m Table l 
below of a Pizza shop processing an order for a pizza 
Knowledge Strategic Zack Bluementritt 
Value 
How to use the phone system Low Core Codified 
How to effectively cook a pizza using the "special oven" Low Advanced Common Knowledge 
The recipe for the secret sauce High Innovation Embodied 
Table 1: Sample Key Knowledge Matrix 
This production ofa Key Knowledge Matrix (KKM) using the above table as a the guide should then allow us 
along with the identified knowledge strategy to select viable and codifiable knowledge to entrap, encode and 
express in our knowledge management system. By attempting to classify each particular item according to the 
three examining frameworks it should allow for extensive examination of the attributes and potential worth of 
that knowledge to the organisation. 
Not all knowledge is codifiable or collectable, as it is tacit in nature and therefore often difficult to codify (Za~k, 
1999b). It is also sometimes desirable that knowledge should not be codified as its increased ability to be readily 
transmi~ed and transferred to third parties could diminish any strategic competitive advantage that is gained by 
possess10n of that knowledge. 
The ~ allows an organisation t? use several lenses to view and classify key knowledge within the 
org~msa~wn and make a balanced Judgement based on determinants other than its potential for simple 
codifi~atJ?n. Th~ KKM also identifies knowledge areas that need development and growth to further benefit the 
organisation for mstance to take a knowledge item and move it from being low strategic, innovative value to one 
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that is his in strategic value and innovative. The KKM sho Id b 
efines reviews and validates the knowledge for the organ~ ti. ecome a focal point and de-facto mechanism that 
r ' 9) hr h h" Isa on as a whole (B & D "d McDennott, 199 t oug t is process of balance and eclectic view. rown ugm ' 2000; 
One of the other ideas behind this framework is to avoid "kn I d . . 
management systems and frameworks. Knowledge promiscu~w i: ;;siromis_cuity" that ~xi7ts i_n ~ther knowledge 
of infonnation for no other reason other than it may be of som~ value descnbed as the md1scnmmate collection 
& Duguid, 2000) see the need for a process of refinement: 'someday, somehow, somewhere. (Brown 
"Yet even when individuals fill databases with their own ideas f h , 
Often what one person thinks useful others find flaky idiosyn °t.w. ats :seful, they aren't much help either. 
The more a database contains everyone's favorite ide; the mocrreau1c, mbcol ~rbent, redundant, or just plain stupid. 
, nusa e 1t ecomes." 
By classifying, cleansing and gathering knowledge that is aligned and relevant t h' . th 
kn 1 d tr t th . . . . o ac 1evmg e outcomes of the overall ow e ge s a egy e organisation 1s effectively scouring the kn I d . . knowledge nuggets filter through. ow e ge mmes and makmg the 
SYSTEM OPENNESS - KNOWLEDGE OPENNESS 
Information technology has long bee~ seen as the transforming "silver bullet" (Lynne & Marcus, I 997) and 
appears to have had the same affectations when used for knowledge management (McDermott, I 999). This could 
large!~ be due to the fact that the _systems that_ were predominantly used Jacked anything more than digitisation of 
the wn~e~ word and ~er~ essentially textual m nature. A modem, media rich Intranet that uses open 
connectivity and apphcatlon standards plus a variety of media formats should enable a wider codification and 
entrapment of knowledge. This has not been possible with traditional information systems and architectures due 
to their often closed and proprietary nature. 
Knowledge that was hard to codify using traditional written text and database systems can now be encoded using 
technologies such as streaming sound and video. This enables a modern Intranet to store information that is more 
tacit and contextual in nature than with conventional text based systems (Roberts, 2000). For example the 
procedure to assemble a particular organisational artefact can be readily demonstrated using a video-based 
approach. But the same codification using text-based systems is nearly impossible to codify and could be 
prohibitively expensive in terms of actual production costs. 
Also the translation from what actually should physically occur such as colour, tone, smell etc into text or 
language often results in a loss of the tacitness - e.g. nuance and richness associated with it. The use of media 
rich technologies such as video and streaming audio can go some way in alleviating some of these problems. For 
example when tempering tool steel, the steel has to be heated to what is termed a cherry red colour. Simple 
enough, but as everyone's concept of cherry red can be different would this knowledge not be better transferred 
through the use of video or still colour images than the simple text description cherry red. 
The use of an Intranet offers a wide range of tools and communication media. If properly deployed a? In~net 
can enable a seamless integration with legacy systems which (Davenport, Delong, & Beers, I 998) h1ghh~hted 
as a success factor in knowledge management systems. These systems should also be common and pervasive for 
computation and communication (Davenport et al., 1998) within the organisation. In the case of modem 
networked desktop PC, whose most popular operating system is . 
Microsoft Windows which contains a bundled Internet Web Browser as part of the software, the web browser is 
about as pervasive as it gets. 
MATCHING THE MATRIX TO THE MEDIUM 
Having produced the Key Knowledge Matrix (KKM) the next step is to ma!ch the KKM with apfpro~~re d 
s · . f h' kn 1 dge Where possible as many ways o co I ymg an 
up~ortmg technologies for the codification o t is ow e · t j 1998) states "Successful 
stonng this information as is practicable should be undertaken. (Dav~npo~_ el a .hannels that reinforce one 
knowledge managers recognise that knowledge is transferred thro~g mu _1~e ocfways and have a variety of 
anot~er". People acquire and process inform~tio~ an~ knowledg_e ma ~an~itive styles is recognised by 
Ieam~ng orientations and cognitive styles. This divers~ty oflea~m:f :o:n:oas possible. By offering the knowledge 
offenng the information and knowledge in as many different sign 
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. . modem media rich Intranet the chance of effective transferen 
and information in a vanety o~ way~ m a ' ce of 
knowledge should correspondmgly improve. 
kn I d and learning options you are also catering for the many levels of B fli · multitude of ow e ge • · I F J · yo enng a Id ·st within an orgamsat10na context. or examp e something that m 
u~derstanding a_nd skill t:~~ :~u sk~~:d person may be highly diffi~ult for one lesser ~killed or novice pe:[0~eem 
simple and routt~e t? on g Y 1. h Hence as a result a higher skilled person may simply need to read FA 
"th"n the orgamsatton to accomp is . . h" h d ·1 a Q 
wi ~ . d knowledge whereas the novice may reqmre ig er etai and possibly be aid db postmg to extract the reqmre , hn" e y 
the use of say an on-line video demonstration of the tee ique. 
. . d"fi ti and storage of knowledge are vital parts of a knowledge management system but 
Identification, co i ica on Kn I d tuall d t d . h 
e uall important is a review and retirement schedule. ow e g~ ~ven . y . a es an eit er n_eeds review or 
q. Y fr th kn I dge base_ in the same way that a traditional hbranan culls a collection the same 
retirement om e owe I d d"fi principles must be applied to a knowledge manag~ment system. Know e ge co i ied and stored should have a 
review procedure built-in to remove redundant or irrelevant data. 
Organisational aspects of the Matrix 
The need for project champions is well documented throughout the regular IS liter_ature (Beath, 1991; Edwards, 
1996; Pinto & Slevin, 1989) and appears in some of the knowledge managen:ie~t h_terature (Davenport et al., 
1998). For any knowledge management system to survive there must be a ~nvmg JU~ta ?rat least knowledge 
knight. The introduction of a knowledge management system has far reachmg orgamsational aspects that affect 
how people work and share knowledge and for a lot of organisational contexts knowledge redistribution can 
produce some quirky behaviours (Brown, 1994; Davenport, Eccles, & Prusak, 1992; Pfeffer, 1981 ). Hence the 
need for the ''project champion" and at least recognition from the organisational hierarchy. 
Where possible some of these effects should be identified through an internal SWOT analysis and be 
documented. The experiences (Robey, 1979; Robey, Smith, & Vijaysarathy, 1993; Szajna & Scamell, 1993) 
gained from implementation of systems indicate the need to maintain a positive, proactive posture to maximise 
project success. Proceeding fonnal documentation the results of the SWOT should be analysed and procedures 
and policies taken to maximise positive outcomes and minimise the potential negative effects. 
A lot of previous knowledge management systems have suffered from a top down, regimented, non-consultative 
approach. The KMM is designed to be a consultative tool that also draws from existing communities of practice 
(Storck & Hill, 2000; Wenger & Snyder, 2000) within an organisation. This allows the key users of the 
knowledge to be part of the knowledge arbitrage as it were and should lead to knowledge that is selected to be at 
least relevant and required (Brown & Duguid, 2000). 
Financial implications 
Th~re is little point in pursuing a knowledge management strategy when there is no financial backing of the 
proJect beyond the initial project. This framework is not concerned overly with benefits realisation, or other 
bene~ts measures methodologies and techniques. It is primarily involved with the ability of an organisation to 
sustam the knowledge management strategy. 
Implementation of the knowledge management strategy may require the acquisition and usage of extra resources 
beyo~d what an organisation already utilises in their day-to-day operations. These sorts of resources include 
physical goods such as servers, hardware and software and the often forgotten human resource. A solid financial 
model a~d sound analysis of these financial requirements should be undertaken before the decision is made to 
move to implement the knowledge management system. 
Many of the financial measu ·n b I · · b 
. res wi e sa anes, wages and equipment and the "figures" alone will seem to e 
revenue negative However for a bal d fi • 1 . · f intang"bl b fi. ' ance mancia picture some cost benefit analysis and evaluat10n o i e ene its and opportunity co t f · J · s s O not pursumg the strategy should be included in the ana ysis. 
There may be some flow on fli t fr h • . fi 
organisation memb e ec s om t e orgamsational implementation SWOT in tenns of rewards or 
ers. 
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◄ 
Business Drivers 
Th eed to move to a notion of knowledge based business is quite simply one of remaining competitive in the 
ov:l:ng infonnation o, btowledge eeon~my (Blumontritt & Johnston, 1999; Frye'., 1999; Kim & M,ubo,gne, 
1999; Pitt & Clarke, 1999, Ruggles, 1998, Teece, 1998). However, the type ofbusmess to a large degree will 
I determine the strength and completeness of the knowledge strategy needed. If your business is simply the a so . d t .. 
facture of a genenc raw pro uc or prov1s10n of a generic labour or service then the amount of knowledge 
manu gement required will differ from that of a leading edge or entropic profession such as IT. For example we 
m;t se the building of brick wall i.e bricklaying principles to a large degree have not changed much from the 
~
1 
u fthe Pharaoh's - however the engineering, architecture and underlying skills and technologies associated t1meo . 
with brick laymg have. 
B 
. ess drivers and market forces will also affect to a large degree the ''worth" of your knowledge and it is usm . . 
. rtant that the (Zack, 1999a) use of the SWOT scan of the external and mtemal environments be used. A 
tmpo t example is the Y2K phenomenon, COBOL was long buried as a computer language then along came Y2K 
:::~he value of that knowledge dramatically increased prior to Y2K rollover. But now once again the dust 
would be settling on that COBOL code manual. 
Kn ledge like most things degrades as a result of business changes. This resultant degradation changes th<: 
ow· value of the knowledge in that it progress from being Innovative to Core knowledge and as such will strategic . . . . 
take on a higher operational importance w1thm the busmess. 
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THREADING IT ALL TOGETHER 
. f h ddressed some of the key issues and concepts that the Key Knowledge Matrix 
The previous parts o t e ~apet~ a I tranet as the delivery tool. The implementation of the KKM is seen as an (KKM) should address usmg e n . . 
interactive and iterative process that is constantly evolvmg. 
The following is an outline for the KKM implementation process 
Knowledge SWOT _ this involves the use of a ~W?T of the external and internal knowledge sources to try and 
determine the types of knowledge that the orgamsat10n processes. 
Kn I d CI "fication -this involves the use of the KKM to classify the indemnified knowledge that is used ow e ge aSSI I l h · d l · · 
within your organisational context. This matrix should be used a_s a_ tooh t at pr?vt. es \mhu tt-v1~w framework 
for the identification of key knowledge assets and deficiencies w1th~n ! e orgamsat!~n. e ma~x should be 
used as a consultative tool led by project champions that involve ex1stmg commumt1es of practice and 
practitioners within the organisational context. 
Matrix and Media _ this is where identified knowledge sources are matched with appropriate mediums for 
effective delivery. This should be across a ~de rang~ of alte~ati~es utilising appropriate Intranet technologies 
such as text, audio, video, graphics, interactive chat, mtegrat10n with legacy systems, etc. 
Organisational Oversight - identification of organisational impacts of the new knowledge strategy should be 
taken into account. The possible effects and benefits should be mapped and identified as much as practicable in 
an effort to maximise benefits and minimise downside. 
Financial Focus - having identified the knowledge and the method of delivery financial feasibility has to be 
determined. This is done by adequately resourcing the initiative and the full production of cost and delivery 
schedule. Incorporation of benefits management will be largely determined by the organisational focus. Due to 
the ubiquitous nature of knowledge as a resource intangible benefits will have to be balanced off against hard 
financial measures to justify the financial investtnent. 
Deployment -Assuming that there is general agreement to go ahead then deployment should occur. 
After an appropriate amount of time, depending on the complexity of the whole deployment process, the KKM 
should be revisited, re-evaluated, redefined and redeployed. This is to ensure that the overarching knowledge 
strategy is aligned with strategic business direction and key strategic drivers for the organisation. By doing this 
you should lessen the chance of strategic drift from a business and knowledge perspective. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
By using an iterative, consultative process based around the eclectic Key Knowledge Matrix (KKM) that 
promotes the act~ve identification of what types of knowledge an organisation possesses, requires and retires it is 
hoped that effective knowledge management will start to occur. To promote one singular view of knowledge, its 
structure,_its interp~etation and its implementation as the "right one" is simplistic and evokes visions of Lang's 
Metropolts, Orwell s 1984 or Huxley's - Brave New World. People acquire store retrieve and process 
knowledge and information in varied ways and as such the knowledge man;geme~t strategy and a resultant 
system should be reflective of this. 
The o~tli~ed process and~ outline her~ is going to be piloted as part of an action research project in an 
orgamsatmn of 12 staff that is the commumcations and knowledge hub for its some 6500 members. They 
currently h~ve no fo~al know~ed~e strat~gy, Intranet implementation or system other than traditional 
documentation ~n~ filmg r~p~sitones _which they readily admit need major revision and review. They have large 
amounts_of explt_cit ~nd tacit mformat1on that need effective management from internal and external 
perspectives. This wt!! hopefully deliver some invaluable feedback on knowledge management strategy and the 
role that a modem Intranet can play in effecting one. 
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This paper outlines the rationale and course design strategy used for creating an E- Business Planning course, 
developed for final year multimedia students, who have no previous instruction in business planning concepts. 
The pedagogical underpinnings of the course is based on authentic assessment, which is used to promote 
motivation and interest for a group of students who have no real interest in business and costing principles. 
This is the third evolutionary development of the unit. The revised design criteria for the unit outline now reflect 
the pedagogy needed to satisfy the changing requirements demanded by multimedia-centric e-business, as 
promoted by industry and government. 
Keywords: Electronic Commerce, Authentic Assessment, Higher Education 
INTRODUCTION 
"As we enter the third millennium we experience one of the most important changes in ?ur lives - the move to an 
Internet-based society. Almost everything will be changed at home, in scho_ol, at work, m the govemment-e~en 
· d h d th are spreadmg around the globe. Others are Just m our leisure activities. Some changes are alrea Y ere an ey . . II . h 
beginning. One of the most sigmftcant changes 1s m e manner · · · th we conduct busmess especia y m ow we 
manage the marketplace and commerce." 
· · fl t met usage is demanding that businesses As reflected by Turban et al. (2000), the exponential mcr~ase O n et ompetitive demands in both local and 
update their skills and re-engineer their products and services to mee _new c. pi'ng a wide range of business I b 
. . . th changes that reqmre eqmp . . go al markets. Trammg 1s needed to supp~rt ese_ . r However these demands arc ra1smg 
operators with new skills in business plannmg and mformathwn iteracy. _ compu~er science, multimedia, 
· · I · a· · 1· ho Id offer t ese courses 
cnttca issues for educators. What 1sc1p mes s u . . h uld be used to motivate students to learn b 
. h" d leammg strategies s o . 
usmess, engineering, others? What teac mg an . rodents learning about business plannmg? 
content which is "outside" their discipline area eg computer s_c~e~cceh~ology and business needs? 
How can tertiary institutions keep these courses up-to-date wit e 
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. . . 1 ·n to promote the uptake of E-commerce business planning. The In Austraha, the gove~en! is acittvtie Y 1T \echnology and Arts (1999) has identified that the Federal 
D rtm t of Commumcattons n ormauon d . 
epa en . . 'b . s for the development of E-commerce an promote the mtegration ofE 
govemmen~ must ~rget e~::i:;:,:siness and the economy at large will suffer long-term consequences. Th~s 
~ommerce mto bus1;ess. t fl~dustry and Tourism (1998), who contend that E-commerce has the potential 
1s supported by the epartmen ° 'dly than the industrial revolution! These predictions and impending chang 
to transfonn the economy more rap1 . b . kl . . es 
. . . 'fi 1- ns How can large numbers ofbusmess operators e qmc y tramed m on-line have senous trammg ram1 ica IO . . • d b b . k d . 
H E rce strategies be qmckly 1mplemente y usmess to ta ea vantage of this new technology? ow can -comme 
revolution? 
In order to meet these changes in a timely manner, training and ~killi?g of both the ex~sting work force, and of 
new srudents entering the business environment is required. Umvers1ty cour~es spa1:1°mg over three ~ears 
duration will not provide the body of knowledge or skills ?eeded by Austrah~n busmess to compet: m this 
rapidly changing marketplace. Graduating srudents need tm~ely courses tobbn?g them u~-to-datde w1
1
t.h changes in 
technology and provide them with skills to manage electromc commerce, 'dusmess .practI~t~ an .on me 
marketing processes. Training and development courses also need to prov, e ongom~ co a oration and 
mentoring with industry to ensure the knowledge acquired is current and relevant (Mitchell, 2000). 
CONTEXT & BACKGROUND 
The unit IMM 3329/4329 "Multimedia Business Solutions" is a final year, final semester unit taken by both 
under and post-graduate srudents in the Multimedia course at Edith Cowan University. The unit is intended to 
develop srudent expertise and knowledge about E-commerce business planning, and how students can effectively 
use this knowledge to create more business centred web sites. 
In September 1999, a group of ninety, second year multimedia degree srudents from Edith Cowan University 
completed a two-week intensive E-commerce business-planning course. They had no previous instruction in 
business planning and minimal understanding of E-commerce issues. Participants were required to develop an E-
commerce business plan, which could be sustained economically by a business to sell products in an on-line 
environment. The course was subsidised by the Office oflnformation and Communications (OIC), which is part 
of the Department of Commerce of Trade, a Government department in Western Australia. Dow Digital (an E-
commerce and on-line services consultancy and development company) developed the course and was subsidised 
to run it at Edith Cowan with a view of evaluating its effectiveness for university graduates in Australia, as well 
as how it could be implemented in third world countries. A questionnaire was designed to elicit srudent and 
industry views on the value of the course (Luca & McLoughlin, 2000). From feedback gained from this srudy, a 
number of conclusions were made: 
a two week intensive course was too short; 
the course is better suited to final year, final semester students; 
teams should be involved in developing more authentic business plans· 
team size should be no greater than four; and ' 
srudents needed more help on creating budgets using spreadsheets. 
On the basis 0 _f this. feedback, a full semester course was developed and implemented for final year, final 
seme~ter ~ulttm.edia srudents. At the end of this course (Semester 2, 2000), students were interviewed and 
quest1onna1res ~iven. to all p~icipan~s in an attempt to evaluate the course. There was unanimous agreement that 
the.course pr~vided mformat,?n ~~ ~<leas that would help them gain employment, and also generate ideas for 
their 0 "':1 busmesses. The mam cnticism of course was focused on the lack of support for business-planning and 
accountmg concepts coached in authentic or "real" activities. 
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AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT 
Authentic activities based on constructivist principles a . 
. d h" h d h" . re essentially real co t t d . . 
oblem solvmg an 1g er or er t mkmg skills Auth ti" . . . n ex s an s1tuat1ons that promote pr . . d I h kn . en c activities are real Id 
with opportumtles to eve op t e owledge and skills ne d d ti . wor tasks that provide students 
Barab et al. (2000a). _L~nd & Hannafin (2000, p. 13) expl~n eth ~~. sp~cifi~ contexts, even specific jobs and roles, 
of the learner recogmzmg knowledge's practical utility as well :s th. eammg occ~r~ naturally as a consequence 
analyse, and solve real-world problems." e need to use it man attempt to interpret, 
immersing s_tudents in real world contexts such as authentic tasks rom 
readiness skills. Students expect more from their university co P th ot~s the development of work place 
developing real skills and knowledge that can help them gain ursei8 an 10.the pa_st. These expectations include 
course they choose at university is essentially the vehicle that :ii ~:~:~t the md~stry of their choice. The 
also expect that what they actually learn at university reflects th 1 Id em to gam emplo~ent. Students 
and skills gained at university reflects the expectations of emploe rea wr · 1:he real world b_emg_ the know(edge 
industry skills. Truly authentic activities enable students to gain~:rs an provides students with highly specific 
ability to transfer their learning to real world problems. Traditionatp:edcessary emplolylable attribu~es and the 
· d t d 1· db d"d · . agogy genera Y only provides students 
with isolate concep s e ivere y 1 ache teachmg practices. In traditional d 1 . . .. 
d · · th t · . pe agogy, eammg act1V1ties are not base on 1mmersmg e con ent mto an authentic real world context but I d" d . 
· kn 1 . . , re Y upon !Teet ehvery methods such as lectures to impart content ow edge, which 1s generally isolated from reality. 
What _may be }n authentic activi~ to one student may not necessarily be authentic to another. Petraglia ( 1998) 
explams that the task of balancmg a cheque book for instance may be an authentt·c ta k fr th · f 
Id . . . .' , s om e perspective o a21-year-old but we wou quest10n its aut~enttc1ty from the perspective ofa 5-year-old. But more to the point, 
even among 21-year-olds, for whom we believe the task should be authentic, there are some who will find an 
given lesson in personal finance irrelevant, inaccurate, or otherwise inappropriate." y 
The effecti~ene~s of_ authentic activ_ities, whe!her they are learning designs such as problem-based learning, case-
based leammg, mqm_ry-based _le~rnmg or proJect-based learning environments depends upon the motivation, 
student engagement m the activity and successful delivery. Teachers may consider just the use of any of the 
above learning designs as essentially authentic but the context and relevant of the activity, especially to the 
students, determines its authenticity. The student may not necessarily perceive the teacher's perception of 
authenticity in the same way and what the student perceives to be authentic may not be authentic to the teacher 
(Petraglia, 1998, Barab & Duffy, 2000a). 
Barab et al. (2000b) support this by explaining that authenticity relies on learners perceptions of the practicality 
of the learning environment they are immersed in and their perceived value of these activities relative to their 
goals and the real-world. Learner's perceptions of the real world are crucial in determining the relevance and 
therefore the authenticity of the learning task. Authenticity is then reliant on the dynamic interactions among the 
various components of learning environment - the task, the learner and the expert. 
For students to be able to cope with authentic activities it is necessary that the~ have dev~loped essential_ 
knowledge and skills that they can apply to the activity and which forms a basis upon wh1~h they can ?mid 
additional higher order skills whilst immersed in a real life context. Perre~ult (199~) expl_ams that novices ~a~ 
still be given authentic activities but the activities can be limited to exercises and d1scuss1ons that use~ realistic 
examples. Using realistic examples during student's development ofba~ic essential ~owledge and skill~ helps 
them become aware of realistic applications of their knowledge. Petraglia (1998) b~heves th~t the e_ssential 
element for the success of authentic activities is the relevance to the learner. Engagmg and stn~ulat'.n? ·studcnt 
· · · · · fth t· ational strength of authentic act1v1t1cs. Interest 1s essentially the importance and attractiveness o e mo IV . . "d 
A th · · · · · d d th t the act1v1ty holds relevance and prov1 cs u entic activ1t1es are only a powerful engager 1f stu ents eem a .. 
knowledge and transferable skills to help in the pursuit of employment and career opportunities. 
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. d t . s many employable skiIIs and the knowledge to be competitive in theJ·ob 
If students are motivate o gam a . b d d .s:-: h" · · 
. . ·t· Id be an effective pedagogy to e a opte 1or t 1s particular umversity . 
market then authentic activ1 1es wou . . • d d . umt -
IMM 3329/4329 Multimedia Business Solutions. The focus of the un~t 1s to prov~ e stu ents _with real life 
. . d 
I 
rf se and knowledge in e-commerce busmess plannmg to effectively produce 
opportumt1es to eve op expe 1 . 
functional business web sites for real clients. 
In design learning activities for the unit a fundamental question was ~ked - Ho_w and_ what types oflearning 
. . • d t th t wi·11 mou·vate students who are not really mterested m busmess and accounting typ 
activ1t1es o we crea e a . . . . . e 
concepts? Essentially students enrolled i~ this unit a~e multrrnedia ma~ors who are m~mly mterested i~ creating 
effective multimedia, as individuals and m cooperative and collaborative teams. Bu~mess and accountmg 
concepts were generally not considered by studen~s as part o_fthe ~owled~e and skills the~ wou~d ~eed to find 
m loyment in multimedia. Providing students with authentic activity that unmerses them m des1gnmg e-
e P · h" . b d I . 
commerce web sites and developing effective business plans wit ma ~roJect- ase eammg design was seen as 
solution. Teaching students costing concepts and how to ~repare a ~usmess plan were seen as the necessary 
scaffolding they would need to effectively immerse them m the proJect and to help them see the relevance of 
these concepts to the real world of e-commerce. Teaching ofthes~ concepts and skills, in the_ context of an 
authentic project would provide a real context to the concepts, which generally ~re taught usmg traditional 
didactic pedagogy. Students would then be able to see the relevant of these costmg concepts and business 
planning, in meeting the needs of their real clients. 
Essentially we felt project-based learning would provide an environment that would engage students in the 
process of designing and creating e-commerce business plans to meet client needs. Project-based learning lends 
itself to cooperative learning, enabling students to discuss, explore and test ideas/concepts supported by a team 
environment. Project-based learning environments are considered authentic in nature and provide a learning 
environment that stimulates and encourages students to construct their own knowledge and pursue their own 
interests resulting in the creation ofrealistic products (Moursand, 1998). 
Characteristics of project-based learning include (http://guzdial.cc.gatech.edu/repp/draft.html): 
Integrative - project-based learning draws upon a variety of knowledge and skills and does not necessarily focus 
solely on a particular limited piece of content. 
Authentic - project-based learning is an authentic activity that can relate to a real context and in this case real 
clients. 
Pro?u~t and Proce~s - project-based learning requires students to apply their own investigative, planning, 
des1gnmg, _evaluation and p~oduction strategies to successfully satisfy their interests and create a real product. 
Collaborative and co-operative - students work in teams calling on a number of skills including negotiation 
communication and social skills. ' 
Using an authentic_ activity such asyroject-based learning enables us to incorporate all of the essential 
components of an mtegrated, real hfe client focussed task. 
COURSE DESIGN OVERVIEW 
How best to implement courses like the t t · · · · 
b 
. . se o promo e motivation for students who are not really mterested m 
usmess and accountmg type concepts 1·s not an 1 · k · · · k"ll" 
d 
. . , unusua question to as m the changmg world of multi-s 1 mg 
an cross-skdlmg needed today Th" · bl · 
. . · is genenc pro em of an educational need that does not "fit in the box" 
reqmres four important facets to be addr d b th · · · · 
M ]ti. d" B . . esse Y e un1vers1ty teachmg and learning planners when looking at u me 1a e- usmess Solutions: ' 
A pedagogical framework and learning d · th h. . An authentic assessme t . 
1
1"fi eSign at ac •e~es a high level of motivation of the students. 
practitioners. n usmg rea - 1 e examples and assignments, and dynamic interaction with industry 
An emphasis on digging for good feedb k d rd . 
An understanding of the need fi . t a~ an so 1 facts denved from quantitative web metrics. 
and all the other components 
0
;:_~u:ru::•:n of tbe front-end web design with, for example, ERPs and CRMs, 
A good IT project manager does not need to b 
overview of the spectrum of d" . r h ea top-gun programmer, but does need to have a respectable 
same way a successful mulfm1scd1~ mesdt at make up the intellectual horsepower of his IT project team. In the 
b . ' 
1 e ta gra uate needs to be t 1 · · tric 
usmess technology, but also be rovided . . no on Y aware ?f the changes in mult1med1~-cen 
P with skills to manage electromc commerce, business practices aud 
~2~
nd
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online marketing processe~, without necessarily being a certified rac .. 
l·ng in semester 2, 2001 is based on the following coursed . P . ti~mg accountant. The model we shall be us es1gn cntena: 
Each weekly lec~e includes a real ~orld business case that rovides . 
business covered ~n the lecture matenal; p an authentic exemplar of the aspect of c-
A discussion sess10n at the end of each lecture reviews wheth th 
1 
. . 
the real world business case presented, and importantly how;{ e _re evant e-busmess issues were resolved in 
Each weekly lecture is followed by a 2 hour laboratory 'tutorial~~ issduebs wfuere ~esolvcd i~ that business case; 
· dustry· ' ore Y II time e-busmess professionals from m , 
The laboratory tutorial exercises utilise real world e-business exampl .fi II . 
d . rt· 1 t ·11 h es spec1 tea y selected to illustrate key concepts,an mpa 1cuar, 01 ustratet eprocesses(asperNapieretal 200l)i v I d . . . and marketing a new e-business; ' n ° ve with planning, starting, 
The weekly lectures include contextual guest lectures from visiting m· dustry ti . 
1 1 b . . pro ess1ona s; The lecture and a oratory senes mclude supplementary and optional case stud· t h 11 d . · ·d · h · 1· ies o c a enge an moltvate the students mto w1 enmg t e1r on- me research activities; 
The learning outcomes include specific goals such as: 
understanding d~fferent e-busi~e_ss models (Kalakota & Robinson, 2001); 
exploiting e-busmess opportumtles (Plant, 2000); 
developing an e-business plan {Napier et al, 2001); 
developing guidelines for an e-business start up {Napier et al, 2001 ); 
unde~st~ndi~g management issues sue~ as_HR, o~erating_and capital costs of the business (Plant, 2000); 
identifymg nsk management and secunty issues m e-busmess (Kalakota & Robinson, 2001); 
understanding the importance of web design and the associated costs (Buytendijk & Janowski, 2001); and 
integrating the web site "front end" to the enterprise "back end" planning eg ERPs, CRMs, purchasing, 
invoicing, and credit and debit control issues (Napier et al, 2001 ). 
The students to work in project teams of 4 to produce a real business plan for a real client, as a project for formal 
presentation to industry in a competitive environment with MIS students and themselves, towards the end of the 
semester; 
Presentation night will have a few hundred people. This event will be facilitated by a $10,000 grant from the 
Department of Commerce of Trade to promote the competition; 
10 teams will be selected for the final presentations from about 35 teams (20 teams from Multimedia Business 
Solutions and approximately 15 teams from Management Information Systems); 
Sponsors have been selected to give the project team with the best e-business plan a prize; 
This set of course design criteria will provide an authentic assessment environment fore-business planning for a 
multimedia business solution. 
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CONCLUSION 
The move towards on-line commerce, entertainment and education is spreading rapidly with a decreasin 
of skilled operators who understand the business and technological aspects of this new paradigm. Gove g supply 
industry and educational institutions must work together to keep up with these changes and add value tonunent, 
· · d h' thr h h · l · d · courses in which final year students will be motivate to ac 1eve oug aut entic earnmg es1gns and assessm ' 
ent. 
At Edith Cowan University, we have adopted these principles to create an authentic learning environment th 
meets the needs of students, industry, and government. The unit outline developed includes learning out at 
that reflect this strategy by incorporating real world activities with an e-business planning focus. A succ~0~i8 
multimedia graduate will be not only be aware of the changes in multimedia-centric business technology s~ 
also be provided with skills to manage electronic commerce, business practices and online marketing pr ' ut 
· h ·1 b · 'fi d · · ocesses wit out necessan y emg a cert1 1e pract1smg accountant. ' 
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This paper presents an E-commerce system that is being used for construction material procurement. The paper 
identifies the limitations relating to information retrieving, recording and sharing in the traditional material 
procurement process. E-commerce applications that can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the material 
procurement process in construction are then identified and described. Finally, the design and implementation of 
an E-commerce system for construction material procurement for trading construction materials in China is 
presented and discussed. 
Keywords: E-commerce, Web, electronic catalog, bidding system, material procurement 
INTRODUCTION 
The value of materials that are required to be purchased and used for any construction contract make up a large 
proportion of a project's total contract sum. Typically, materials account for 40% to 45% of the cost of all 
construction work (Andrew et al., 1998). Maintaining an efficient and effective material procurement system as 
well as procuring materials at the right price, quality and time are essential for contractors remain competitive in 
today's environment. The emergence oflntemet technology has enabled information to be shared and 
exchanged through a common global network in an efficient and relatively low cost environment. Many 
companies are now conducting their business using a Web-based E-commerce system. In fact, it is has been 
sugg~sted that E-commerce can provide a win-win situation for both suppliers and buyers, as E-commerce can 
provide an expanded marketplace within which buyers and suppliers can communicate directly with each other 
(Cheng et al., 2001). Online construction trading markets are not limited by the physical limitations of store 
spaces and can carry a much larger variety of products, which can range in style and size. At the same time, 
buyer~ can search th~ough a wide range of products with low transaction costs at any time convenient to them. 
More tmpo~ntly, dtrect communication between buyers and suppliers will eliminate the multiple middlemen 
tha~ often ex~st between suppliers and buyers. Consequently, products can be purchased at lower prices and 
dehvered qmcker to the purchaser (Bakos, 1991). 
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. per presents an E-commerce system that is being used for cons .... ·ct'on m t . 
1 
Th 
This pa 1 · · fi . . "u a ena procurement. e paper identifies some problems re atmg to m o:m~tion retrieval, recording and sharing in the traditional material 
rocurement process .. E-commer~e apphcatio_ns th~t can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the material 
P ment process m construction are then identified and described Fm' ally th d • d • 
1 
• f 
rocure . . · , e es,gn an imp ementalion o P E mmerce system for construction matenal procurement for trad,·ng cons ..... ·ct·o t • 
1 
• Ch' . 
an -co . d "u I n ma ena s m ma 1s nted and d1scusse . prese 
THE TRADITIONAL CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL PROCUREMENT PROCESS 
Ina · 'fi'hdTh · · 
traditional contractual environment, the contractors' procurement of materials commences at the tender stage 
h the design of the project is mis e · e mam concerns ofmatenal procurement are the provision of the ;gi: materials at the right time,_ in the righ! place and_ t~ ~n agreed ~udget such that progress on site is 
interrupted (Canter, 1993). Figure 1 depicts the activ1tie~ and their sequence in a typical material procurement 
un ss After receiving the tender documents, contractors mvariably start estimating and send out enquires to proce. . d" . 
th 
. elected suppliers. When quotes are receive 1rom suppliers, contractors will select the best quotes and eirs If . dd' 
lete the tender documents. contract 1s awar e m the later stage, the purchasing function will re-confirm 
:mp lidity of the supplier's original quote or negotiate a revised price for materials. Once a suitable supplier has 
b e vaelected the next step in the purchasing process is to raise and issue a purchase order to the supplier, which e n s , . . 
•n nstitute a legal contract when the supplier accepts or acknowledges receipt of the order. In effect the order 
bw 
1 
coes a written commitment to accept and pay for goods under an agreed set ofterms and conditions. Orders ecom . . . 
will be tracked until matenals are received and checked on site. 
Tender Stage 
Tender Receipt 
i 
Estimating 
I 
'f 
Look for Suitable Materials 
i 
Send Out Enquires to Suppliers 
I 
'f 
Quotes Received 
l 
Analyses 
I 
'f 
Selection of Best Quotes 
t 
Tender Prepared and Submitted 
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Post-contract Stage 
Contra ct Awa rd ed 
l 
Re-enquiry and Negotiation 
I 
' Supplier Selection 
l 
Order Placed 
l 
Progress Measured 
i 
Records Kept 
Figure 1: Typical material purchasing sequence 
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Information Flow in the Material Procurement Process 
d ta to the actual receipt of materials and signing invoices 
. . . f tati ns at the ten er s ge b d"f~ f . .' From the reqms1t1on o quo 
O 
d • d passed and referenced y 1 1erent groups o participants d d ts are produce ' copie ' . . f different paper-base ocumen D • g the tender stage the estimatmg teams o contractors 
. . . I curement process. unn . d h I in the traditional matena pro . fr h sical catalogs of supp hers. Base on t ese cata ogs they 
• · t · Is informatton omp Y · h I d 1· · 
obtam construction ma ena . . t and receive quotations from t e se ecte supp 1ers. Figure 2 l. s and send enqumes o . 
compare and select supp ter f purchasing function dunng the post-contract stage of a project 
shows a typical paper-based document sy
st
e~ 
0 
~em the site office prepares two copies for the requisition of 
(Calvert, 1995). In t~is paper-based d?cu~en :ent ;nd one copy is filed. The buying department then prepares 
materials. One copy ts sent to the buymg e~a t to the selected supplier and the site office, the accounts 
four copies of the purch_ase order. One ~opy ~~ sen maining copies for their records. The site office will receive an 
department and ~he b_uyi~g depam:n~u eeiier :~een materials arrive on site. The invoice will be compared with 
advice note and mvoice issue~ byd e PP t d after confirmation, be passed to the accounts department to the purchase order by the buymg epartmen an 
issue payment. 
SUPPLIER 
OR 
WITHOUT 
SITE OFFICE 
R.1 
R.2 
REOUISITION 
WRITTEN 
R.2 
COPY FILED 
0.2 
FILED 
k~ H-G-.1=~ G00os RECEIVED FILED 
TICKET MADE OUT 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
Figure 2: Paperwork required in the purchasing system 
BUYING OEPT. 
0.4 
COPY FILED 
Limitations of Traditional Material Procurement Process 
ACCOUNTS DEPT. 
EXAMINED 
0.3 
PASSED FOO 
PAYMENT 
FILED 
0.3 
It is proffered that the traditional material procurement process has the following limitations. First, this pr~~ess 
has specific business hours and can only work with suppliers within a defmed geographical region. In addition, 
the traditional process can only collect limited amount of information about the suppliers and their products 
through the collection of physical catalogs. Physical catalogs are cumbersome to use, and require large storage 
areas. They also become dated very quickly, and make searching and comparison of prices and quality a 
nebulous task. These disadvantages make it increasingly difficult for contractors to stay abreast of market 
conditions and thus select the most suitable materials and suppliers for a given project. Additionally, the paper-
based transaction system that is commonly used within the realm of the traditional process of material 
procurement is time-consuming (and thus non-value adding). As mentioned above copies of different documents 
are produced manually and are used by different parties in the material procurement process. The probabi ity 0 ' T f 
error increases as information is transcribed from one document to another. Although paper documents can be re-
typed into a computer-based environment, data entry of document 
2
nd 
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. ,.0nnation requires multiple transcriptions of the inform t· C in1, dd' . I a ion. onsequentl h 
. troduction of a 1hona errors to the system. Furtherrn th Y, sue process can result in the 
tn . d ore, e paper-bas d . 
nsuring that all appropnate epartments obtain copies ofth d e system is also dependent on 
\rcentage of those documents are lost or misplaced, there c:n ~~m:ent_s necessary to do their job. If a small 
~fulfilled. g ps m !he system and orders may go 
E-COMMERCE APPLICATIONS 
E commerce refers to business activities involving consumers .-
- . . , manu1acturers serv · ·d intennedianes usmg computer network. Electronic data interchan EDI • ice prov, ers, and 
linkages between the buyers and suppliers to transmit orders rec ~e/ J has been used to f~rge automated 
hown that using EDI for linking with so called 'channel partn' e,ip s, ahn 1 
payments electromcally. Studies have 
s ers can e p reduce p · I · improve accuracy, and create strategic value (Mukhopadhyay 1998) H roces~mg, eye e-llme, 
Private lines or value-adding networks (V ANs) and relies on ~oftwar. thowt ever: EDI reqmres th_e support of 
. . . . M ED . . . e a can mcorporate varymg formats 
which hm1ts its coverage. oreover, I requrres s1gmficant investrn t t .- -1. . . ' 
. 11 h h en o iac1 itate tradmg among busmess 
Partners, especia y w en contractors ave to deal with a large number of 1- h" h . . h · Th . . supp 1ers, w 1c are mvanably different for eac project. e costs associated with EDI can be further exa b t d h . 
materials are geographically remote. cer a e w en sources of construction 
Web technology can be used to overcome the system incompatibility problem of EDI b 1 1- • . . y encapsu a mg enterpnse 
systems ~s object components, made accessible by standardized interfaces, and standardised protocol for 
transmittmg documents betwe~n ~ese components through the Internet (Gek, 2000). The Internet provides a 
transparent means of commumcatlon between the buyers and suppliers. Users only need to know the address of 
the other party. Even though the Internet is a complicated network of switches, communication Jines software 
and equipment, it is of no concern to users. The key to this simplicity is the separation of the various' user ' 
organizations into islands with their own Internet networks connected to the islands by a common protocol 
(Andreoli et al., 1997). The standardization ofnetwork communication technology has significantly reduced the 
cost for installing a Web site and the unit cost for information transmission also becomes virtually negligible. 
Web technology thus enables contractors and suppliers to trade construction materials online easily with low 
transaction cost and to eliminate errors existed in the paper-based document system. 
E-commerce as a proliferated business practice has at least four types on the Internet: off-line order off-line 
delivery; on-line order off-line delivery; on-line order on-line delivery and off-line order on-line delivery (Liang 
and Huang, 2000). For the off-line order, off-line delivery type, information is available from the Internet, but 
both ordering and delivery are executed off-line. The on-line order, off-line delivery type ofE-commerce system 
provides on-line information for products and also allows users to make orders on-line. Once ordered, the 
product will be delivered off-line. In a on-line order, on-line delivery E-commerce system, information for the 
products is provided on-line, and users can order the products in the system. Once ordered, the products or 
services will be delivered to the customer on-line. The off-line order, on-line delivery type of E-commerce 
requires customers to make orders in the traditional way, but the products or services is delivered through the 
Internet. 
Among these four types of business practice, off-line order off-line delivery a~d the on-!ine order off-line 
delivery types are applicable in developing E-commerce system~ for con~truct10n matenal e~changes. H?wcver, 
as the off-line order off-line delive type only makes available mformation related to matenal and suppliers on 
th _ry d ff'!• Th" type of E-commerce cannot overcome all the e Internet both ordering and delivery are execute o · me. is th h 1. ' · It would appear however at t e on- me problems that exist in the traditional matenal procurement process. k b h od 
d I th. typ fE commerce system ma es ot pr uct or er off-line delivery type however is more usefu , as IS e O - h d · th d d 
. • ' . 1 0 th r completes t e or enng, e or ere mformation and ordering through the Internet availab e_- nee e ;~ delive type is selected as the basis for 
products will be delivered off-line to the user. The on-lme or~er O • 1~el ryement process as this type can 
d I . • truction matena procur , 
. eve opmg our E-commerce system for supportmg cons 
improve 
-
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. . . ,.., during the ordering procedure in which all parties can communicate and 
the efficiency ofmformation transier 
share information via the Internet. 
. t •at tradi·ng circumstances there are three major players: buyers, suppliers and agents 
In most construction ma en ' • d s 1· 
t ho Purchase certain matenals and pro ucts. upp 1ers are products and/or (brokers). Buyers are cus omers w . . 
. "d A t are intermediaries who help the buyers and suppliers to complete a transactrnn. The 
servtces prov1 ers. gen s • I · · d. · · 
b d I. t exi·st i·n any trading while the agent exists on y m certam tra mg situat10ns. A good E uyer an supp 1er mus , . . . . . _ 
t h Id Support Various trade situations. In the next section of the paper, some ma_ior tradmg commerce sys em s ou . . . 
situations are discussed, which is followed by a descnption of an E-commerce system designed for construction 
material trading. 
TRADING SITUATONS AND SYSTEM DESIGN 
By discussing with professionals involved in constructio~ material p~ocureme~t, the ~uthors have iden~ified the 
following four trading situations frequently encountered m construction matenal tradmg. The four tradmg 
situations are bargaining, bidding, auction and contract. 
Bargaining is a trade situation in which the buyer negotiates with the supplier until an acceptable deal is reached. 
Usually, the buyer finds a supplier, examines product price and other terms, and negotiates in order to obtain a 
better deal. If the deal fails, the buyer finds another supplier to bargain again until the buyer is satisfied with the 
deal. 
Bidding is a trading situation that involves a buyer and many potential suppliers. The buyer compares the 
received bids and chooses the best one. A typical bidding process includes the following steps: the buyer firstly 
calls for bidding after determining the specification amount and base price; bidders then submit their bids; tlte 
buyer chooses tlte best bid; at last the buyer pays for and the winner delivers the products and/or services. 
Auction is a trilateral trading situation that involves a supplier, many potential buyers and an agent who handles 
the auction. The buyers bid sequentially to compete for the object to be sold. A typical auction process includes 
the: 
supplier determines the bottom price oftlte object to be sold; 
agent announces the object and calls for an auction; 
potential buyers assess tlte value and bid for the object sequentially; 
a~ent chooses the buyer who offered the highest price which is also higher than the bottom price; and 
Winner pays and the supplier delivers the-object. Commission fees are paid to the agent. 
Contract is a ~ading situation in which ?oth buyers and suppliers are constrained by a set of mutually agreed 
rules._Ifthere is n~ contract, then botlt sides need to negotiate for an agreement. If a contract already exists, then 
ensunng acc~te impl~mentation of individual orders under the regulation of the contract becomes the primary 
concern. A typical tradmg process under contract often includes the: 
buyer_ informs he supplier to deliver certain products or services, 
suppher confirms the request, and 
buyer pays and the supplier delivers the products and services according to the contract terms. 
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A E-commerce system for assisting product procureme t n 1994 W . n creates electro . l'nk 
ents (Sirinivasan, ; ang and Seidmann 1995· Choudh nic t s between suppliers buyers and ag . . A h . . ' , ury and Kons k' 1 ' 
ganized m different ways. s s own tn Figure 3 buyers a d 1· yns t, 998). These links can be or . d' ( ) • h . , n supp 1ers can 'th ti . 
"thout any interme iary a , wit tntermediaries (b) or acq . th et er onn direct connections 
wt 997) Th thr ' urre e products thr h (Strader and Sha~, 1 . . ese ee types of connections allow oug electronic markets (c) 
roduct informat10n of supp hers and the request for product b b 
~rovides a platform for buying and selling of products electro~c:ir;~ to be accessed through a network, which 
Buyers 
(a) Without Intermediary (b) Intennediaries 
(c) Electronic Market 
Agents 
Buyers Suppliers 
~me k'i I 
=L-==--==---::::fr--r_k_et __ ___.l ~~I ===: __ __,
Figure 3: Three types of buyer-supplier communication structure 
From_F!gure 3, it_ ca~ be see~ th~t ~e (a) pro~~es ?irect linkage between suppliers and buyers, which supports 
bargammg and btddmg tradmg situations, but 1t 1s difficult to support other trading situations. Type (b) allows 
buyers to search and compare more products from the intennediary's platform and facilitates trading situations 
such as auctions and contracts based trading, but the intermediary becomes an unavoidable part of the supply 
chain which makes it inconvenient to have direct communications between buyers and suppliers. Therefore, type 
(b) cannot support bargaining and bidding trading situations. The electronic market in type ( c) provides a 
platform for the suppliers to put their product infonnation online. Buyers can easily search and compare products 
of a pool of suppliers, and to contact suppliers directly. If necessary, buyers can also invite the agents to 
undertake certain tasks required in order to complete a transaction. Thus, type (c) has the most flexibility and 
functionality to support all the four trading situations encountered in construction material trading. The E-
commerce business model presented in this paper is therefore based on the type (c). To facilitate the four trading 
situations, the E-commerce system presented has the following modules: £-catalogs, bidding, requisition 
quotation, and order, as shown in Figure 4. Each of the module functions within the E-commerce system will 
now be is discussed. 
E-commerce System Supplier 
Search & Compare Materials E-Catalog Input Material & Company Info. 
Request for Material Bidding Bid for Request from Buyer 
Send Requisition Requisition Response to Requisition Send Quotation Get Quotation Quotation 
Order Order Receive Order 
. E rce system for construction material procurement Figure 4: An -comme 
-
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E-catalog Module 
. . rf: for suppliers to advertise their product information into a classified 
The E-catalog module proVIde_s an mt~- ac:cludes the price, units, photos, brand names, quality standard and 
material catalog. ~e product i~fon: i~n ~ers to make judgments on the suitability of the products. Infonnation 
other rel~vant details so as to a ow e u ddress telephone, email and service details should also be provided. 
on supplier~ such as_ the cfothmpaEny ntaml e,aallows buyers to specify searching criteria such as a price range, 
Th earchmg function ° e -ca a og d · kl Al · 
e s . d th t th desired materials and products can be foun qmc y. so, retrieved results 
categones and keywor s so a e . 
will be presented in a way that enables compansons to be made. 
Bidding Module 
The bidding module allows buyers to specify materials they want ~o buy '"_'hen they c~nnot find suitable materials 
from the E-catalog. Suppliers can view buyers' requests for matenals on-hne and to ~id for the request. 
M t t the buyers instantly to inform them of the responses from supphers. A buyer can accept a essages are sen o • b d 1· 
bid on-line and this will constitute an order from the buyer to a supplier. The uyer an supp ier can then use the 
order module to follow up the order. 
Requisition Module 
The requisition module allows buyers to send requisitions to suppli~rs ~fter suit~ble materials have ?een . 
identified from the E-catalog. Although the unit price of each matenal is stated m th~ syste~, su~plie~s may give 
discounts to buyers according to the amount of purchases, payment methods and their relationships with buyers. 
Supplier can view the requisition on-line and then use the quotation module to reply to the buyer. 
Quotation Module 
The quotation module allows suppliers to send quotations to buyers after receiving requisitions. Buyers will 
receive notice of the quotations and be able to view the quotation details on-line. They can then use the order 
module to raise orders. 
Order Module 
The order module allows buyers to send orders to suppliers. The buyer can use the order module in three cases: 
I) once suitable materials are identified from the E-catalog the buyer wants to make a direct order, 2) the buyer 
receives a quotation from the supplier, and 3) the buyer accepts a bid from the supplier. Both the buyer and the 
supplier can use the order module to proceed with the transaction. 
The above modules are the main modules of an E-commerce system developed to facilitate construction 
materials trading. The E-commerce system has been implemented using ASP as the W eh programming language 
and Oracle as the database for storing data and information on a server. The implementation of the E-commerce 
system is described in the following section. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE E-COMMERCE SYSTEM 
The Web address of the E-commerce system is http://bsnt42.bre.polyu.edu.hk. The E-commerce system is called 
COME, w?ich is _the abbreviation of"COnstruction Materials Exchange". The COME system adopts an on-Jin~ 
order off~lm~ delivery model of operation. It is a trading model that is based on the type ( c) of the buyer-supp her 
c~mmumcati_on structure, as illustrated in Figure 3. The COME system has five main modules, as indicated in 
Fi~ure 4, which enab!e bu~ers _and suppliers to execute the four trading situations previously described. To cope 
with ~nexpected_tradmg situations, the system also provides additional services such as building up user profiles, 
trackmg the tradmg process, 
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1 rning the trading experiences. In order to explore the useful f h 
and ea ith a commercial firm by which a professional version r°~ss o t e system, the research team worke~ 
closely w httn·//www.VHcome.com. 0 t e COME system has been developed and ts located at _w=~· !2!-,.!!2''-'--'--=~== 
susiness Model of COME 
In designing and implementing the CO~ system, it is assumed that most suppliers would be from China, 
whereas buyers can be fro~ anywh~re m the_world. The reasons for making such assumptions include that firstly 
900 1 of the construct10n matenals used m Hong Kong are from China and co tr t • H K h over 10 . • n ac ors m ong ong ave 
expressed the ~eed ?fan E-commerce system to expedite the tradmg process. Secondly, most material producers 
and suppliers m Chma ~ave no proper ~hannel to contact buyers from outside of China. The E-commerce system 
developed is theref~re mtended to provide a p~atform for suppliers in China to advertise their products so that 
trading activities with buyers from anywhere m the world can be conducted on-line. 
In the current legal and business enviro~ent, expo~ng goods and products out of China involves preparing 
considerable amounts of paperwo~k required ~y vanous go~e~ental_bodies, buyers who do not have sufficient 
knowledge of the statuary regulat10ns and busmess culture m Chma will have difficulties to fulfill the paperwork. 
To solve this problem, the E-commerce sys_tem has_n~t only the buyers and suppliers as two major user groups, 
but also the agents who can be the b~okers m negot~at,?ns and auctions, and also carry out all other duties 
required by the buyers and the su~phe:s. These_dut1es mcl~de the sear~h of suppliers' information, the 
reparation of all paperwork reqmred m executmg the trading transaction and shipping the products and 
p aterials to the buyers. This is because the agents are familiar with the business environment and regulations in 
~hina. Without them, it is very difficult if not impossible to sort out all the paperwork involved in exporting 
b 
ommodities from China. On the other hand, without agents, buyers from outside of China will find that it is 
c ery troublesome and expensive to conduct negotiations with suppliers in China. The agents can therefore be 
:ery helpful to these buyers. The b~siness _mo_del of COME is illustrated in Figur~ 5. This figure summarizes the 
roles and functions of the three maJor parties m the COME system: buyers, supp hers, and agents. 
Agents 
anage orders from buyer 
Search for material suppliers to meet buyer's request 
egotiate with supplier and complete paperwork for buyer 
uyers 
Search for materials or suppliers 
equest for material 
ccept bid from supplier or agent 
Select agent to complete order 
urchase contact information of suppliers 
~ernational We-B Conference 2001 
Suppliers 
anage materials and company 
information in E-catalog 
id for buyer's request 
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The E-catalog in the COME system contains over two !housan~s cate~ories_ of construction materials classified 
into seventeen trees with a maximum of four levels of •~fo~ation. ~•t~ th1s s~cture, the search for product 
information commences at a general level. If more specific mformatlon is reqmred, then the searching pro 
will lead to the next level ofinfonnation. A Geographic I_nfonnatio~ System ~GIS) is provided to assist th;ess 
search of material information in sp_ecific ge~~aph1c reg10ns of Chma._ B~ usmg_ the GIS syst~m, the buyers can 
define the searching areas by selectmg the c1t1es on !he map or ~y ~pec1fyin? a c1~cu_Iar area with a given central 
point and its radius. The system will then find all smtable matenal mformah?n w1thm the area together with th 
associated costs for transporting the material and/or products from the suppliers to the buyers. e 
Functions provided for buyers also include send_ing request~ for mat~rials and a~cepting bids from suppliers, 
selecting agents to complete orders and purchasmg contact mformatlon of suppliers. Readers should note th t th 
buyers do not know who the supplier is when they find materials from the E-catalog. Buyers have to chooseat e 
purchase the contact infonnation of suppliers so that they can contact the suppliers directly, or to select an ag;nt 
to complete the order for them. 
The suppliers can use the COME system for the following purposes: adding and maintaining materials and 
company infonnation in the E-catalog, reviewing the current market situation in terms of material prices and 
buyers' requests, and bidding for buyers' requests. Functions provided for the agents include managing buy , 
order, and bidding for buyers' request. Some screen captlrres of the COME system interfaces are shown 1·n pe_rs ~ ~ 
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current Status of COME 
Currently the professional version of the E-commerce sy t h 
. d 1· s em as over two th d . 
·ne thousands reg1stere supp 1ers and one thousand agents . t d . ousan registered buyers twenty-
nb1eing conducted to compare the time and costs required to prreg1s ere m the COME system. Experim~nts are 
. ocure construction t . I . h .. d through the E-commerce system. Users opmions about th ffi . ma ena s m t e traditional way 
:uected and analyzed. e e ect1veness of the COME system will also be 
The next stage of development will incorporate features such a . t Ir 
•nto the E-commerce environment. Intelligent agents are softws m e '.~ent agents and data mining techniques 
I • 11. are entities that possess . t I kn I d 
erform certain tasks mte 1gently. The use of intelligent agents . E m ema ow e ge to 
~t three different levels (Liang and Huang, 2000): market level ;n an -~om
1
merce syste~ ~an support the users 
' ransaction eve/ and activity level. 
At the market level, intelligent agents can assist the users (buyers and 1. 
. 1 I II. supp iers) to select a proper trade type fi their busmess dea . nte 1gent agents at the transaction level ensure that th I d . . or h · ·ty J I · t 11· e se ecte tradmg type 1s executed Properly. At t e act1v1 eve , m e 1gent agents can perform a specific task · th , d . . . 
· · t h · · d d" • 1 m e users ec1s1on makmg Process. Data mmmg ec mque 1s use to 1stil knowledge from raw data Th 1. . fd .. 
·11 bl t 1· fu · e app 1cat1on o ata mmmg techniques w1 ena e us o genera 1ze use I knowledge and information such th fil fth 
h. as e pro I es o e users the most frequently used searc mg patterns, and the general patterns in delivery payrn t d th • Th' 
• · ·11 b , en an o er issues. ese 
types of mformat10n w1 e extremely useful not only to the users but also to the s t d · • tra 
. . . . , ys em a mm1s tor 
responsible for mamtammg the operation of the E-commerce system. 
CONCLUSION 
This paper identified the limitations of the traditional construction material procurement method and identifies 
those areas of E-commerce applications that may help to solve the problems. Models of trading situations, as 
well as the typical types of communication structures used in E-commerce development are discussed. A design 
and implementation of an E-commerce application for construction material procurement is presented. The E-
commerce system has been upgraded to a professional version, which is now used by suppliers in China and 
buyers in Hong Kong. As the next stage of the research project, useful features such as the intelligent agents and 
data mining techniques will be incorporated into the E-commerce to further enhance its capacity. The 
contribution of this research lies at the identification of the trading situations and types involved in construction 
material procurement process. These trading situations and types provide essential guidelines for developing a 
business model for an E-commerce system. The design and implementation of the E-commerce system serve as 
an initial step towards evaluating the practicality and usefulness of the application ofE-commerce in supporting 
construction material procurement. 
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ABSTRACT 
Throughout the 1990s MIS executives consistently reported that build' . . 
mg a responsive IT infrastructure was their 
number one key concern. The importance of information techno/o01, architectures d th bl . 
o.J' , an e pro ems associated 
with the lack of them, is widely reported in the practitioner literature andsurv,,,, R . d' 
-.,,s. ecent reports m 1cate that 
the problem of integrating legacy business applications into an e-Business te-Bn S"'Ste •s th . . d' 
1• '/ .,,, m, 1 e ma1or 1mpe 1ment 
to more wide-scale use of e-B. 
Nick Price, Chief IT Architect of the Dairy Farm Group, sums up the organisational importance of an 
appropriate !TA as follows. 
'The value of the technical architecture I think is immense. You just have to look back at the investment decisions 
that have been made in our, or any, organisation. Hindsight is always easy, but I can tell you we have spent 
many millions of dollars over the last three years on technologies that were simply incorrect at the time or have 
been proved incorrect today, because the people who made those decisions did not have an understanding of 
how those technoloKies related to the business ... Frankly we could have developed 5 or JO technical 
architectures for the same cost. 
The value of a technical architecture is immeasurable, and the cost by comparison, I believe, is almost trivial. It 
is so significantly valuable to the organisation that I cannot conceive in the modem age of any organisation 
goingforward without a technical architecture'. 
Video accompanying (Price, 1998) 
u J,S (( ommunity the academic JS literature in 110wever, despite the obvious importance of IT As to the prac I zoner c ' 
this area is scant. 
trbute to organisational responsiveness and 
This paper first attempts to outline what ITAs are and how they con 1 
. . . lannin and implementation process - The Open 
agilzty. It goes on to describe, by reference to a specific !TAP g . . 
. Id about creating and implemcntmg an 
Group's Architectural Framework or 'TOGAF' - how an enterprise cou go 
organisationally appropriate !TA. 
-
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INTRODUCTION 
The Purpose of this Study 
. . . ti th· reliminary study arose from a practitioner's request for sources of information 
The pnma~ motdi~atioln or tati1~ p fITAs That request resulted in the formulation of the following questions 
on the design an imp emen on o • . 
What is an ITA? 
What is the role and importance of an IT A? . . . ? 
What sources of information are available on the design and 1mplementat10n ofITAs. 
What might an organisation need to do to design and implement an ITA? 
The Methodology Used in this Study 
The first activity in the study was to carry out an academi.c literatur~ search. The main to.ol. used for this was 
ProQuest's on-line database (ABI/INFORM) of refereed J.oumal articles. The se~ond acttv~ty was t~ carry out a 
practitioner 'literature' search. The main tools used for this were web search engmes. The mformat10n resulting 
from these searches was supplemented by information obtained from a number of textbooks and the author's 
own 'tacit' knowledge. The final activity was to analyse and interpret the material obtained from the earlier 
stages. The general research techniques and paradigm used for this study can be loosely mapped to Tesch's 
'hermeneutic interpretation' {Tesch, 1990) within Burrel and Morgan's 'Interpretive' paradigm (Burrel, 1979). 
Contents of this Paper 
The remainder of this paper consists of four main parts. The first part starts by examining the role and 
importance of IT As. The second part, elaborates upon the meaning of the term IT A by means of a city planning 
analogy. The third part, outlines The Open Group's Architectural Framework (TOGAF). This part of the paper, 
together with the Appendix, provides an answer to the research question 'What sources of information are 
available on the design and implementation of ITAs?' It also provides a partial answer to the question 'What 
might an organisation need to do to design and implement an ITA?' The last part of the body of the paper 
contains the 'Conclusion & Further Research Questions'. 
THE ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF IT ARCHITECTURES (ITAS) 
The Role of IT Architectures in Business and IS Planning 
Despite the increasing speed and discontinuous nature of business change that has taken place in the last decade 
many academics and practitioners still believe that some form of business planning is still necessary. Many 
would ~l~o argue that n~w developments in IT often present companies with the opportunity to obtain 
co~petitive and strateg~c advant~ge and, therefore, IS and IT factors need to be incorporated into organisations' 
busmess strategy plannmg exercises. Jack Callon expresses these views as follows. 
' ......... beca~se of~he pace you.have no choice-an organisation must do an effective planning job or get lost in 
!he maze of~ncreasmg complexity .............. Ifinformation systems are to be an integral part of the 
implementation, then they need to be addressed at the same high level at least in terms of the role they will 
~i. ' 
(Callon, 1996, pps. 284 - 287) 
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Th strategic planning process model shown below in p· 1 . e . b . tr . igure provide fra develop effective usm~s~ s ateg1~s an? the necessary IS to su o s a mework that can be used to both 
)lows new IT opportumtles to be identified and fed into th b P? rt them. It also provides a structu th a • h e usmess pl • re at 
major changes, or impacts, upon t e final outcomes of the process. anmng process in a way that can make 
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Figure 1: The IS/IT impact framework 
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We can 'see' from the Callon model that an IT architecture (ITA) is the technical foundation for an effective IT 
strategy and that an IS architccrure is the foundation for an effective IS strategy which in tum provide the IS 
foundation of any successful modern business strategy. Unfortunately, the diagrammatic model doesn't tell us 
what an 'architecture' actually is! 
However, the Open Group provides the following definition: 
'an architecture is a fonnal description of an information technology (IT) system, organized in a way that 
supports reasoning about the structural properties of the system. It defines the components or building blocks that 
make up the overall information system, and provides a plan from which products can be procured, and systems 
developed, that will work together to implement the overall system. It thus enables you to manage your overall 
IT investment in a way that meets the needs of your business'. (TheOpenGroup, 2000) 
Later in this paper we use a city planning analogy to further illustrate the meaning ofITA. ~o~ now, it suffic_es to 
say that the well-architccted computer system is like a well-planned city where dis~cts, bmldmg~, and ser:viccs 
function well together to serve the needs of the inhabitants. Whereas a poorly-arch1tected system is more hkc an 
unplanned urban sprawl 
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The Importance of IT Architectures in IS Management and Research 
Since the start of the open systems movement in the 1970s_many org~nisations' IT As have bec~me increasingly 
dynamic. Today, the widespread adoption of open, but rapidly changing, Int~rnet technology 1s the most visible 
manifestations of this. However, the benefits of open system~ do not come without problems. One of the main 
problems is managerial complexity. Nezlek et al. describe this as follows. 
'The emergence of the Internet and the Web off~runpr~cedented opportunities a_s well as challenging . 
management problems. In the midst of an ever-mcreasing set o~ technology ch~1ces, IS managers must still 
confront fundamental questions regarding the nature ofunderlymg technology infrastructures and the application 
of rapidly shifting technologies to business decision-making'. 
(Nezlek, 1999, p. 1) 
The importance of IT As, and the problems associated with the lack of them, is widely reported in the practitioner 
literature and surveys. According to Laartz et al. 'Stories about companies that stumbled because their IT 
architectures couldn't accommodate rapid and drastic change are legion'. (Laartz, 2000) (p. 119). The Delphi 
Group's survey of businesses in the e-B arena reports that the respondents cited technology issues, particularly 
the problem of integrating legacy business applications into an e-B system, as the major impediment to more 
wide-scale use of e-B. (TheDelphiGroup, 2000) 
The results of a number of surveys of IS executives' key concerns have been published in academic journals in 
the United States since 1980 (Ball, 1982). Similar studies have been replicated in Hong Kong, Australia, Europe 
and Asia. These surveys usually cover CIOs who are asked to rank a list of20-30 IS management issues in terms 
of importance over the coming three to five years. 
Three of the issues that always occur in these survey questionnaires can be regarded as being concerned with 
IT As. Of these 'Building a Responsive IT Infrastructure' is probably most closely aligned to IT As. Table l, 
below, shows the ranking of these ITA issues in four surveys carried out between 1989 and 1999. The surveys 
include one carried out in the US in 1989 (Niederman, 1991), another carried out in the US in 1994 (Brancheau, 
1996), one carried out in Australia in 1996 (Pervan, 1998), and one carried out in Hong Kong in 1999 (Ma, 
2000). 
Table 1: Ranking ofITA issues in Critical Issues ofIS Management Surveys (1989-1999) 
Critical Issues of IS Management Lit. us us AUS HK 
Rank 1989 1994 1996 1999 
Building a Responsive IT Infrastructure 14 6 1 1 2 
Making Effective Use of the Data Resource 21 2 7 3 2 
Developing & Implementing an Information 20 1 4 4 7 
Architecture 
It is clear, from the above table, that CIOs have consistently regarded ITA issues as critical management issues 
for the last de~ade - part~cularly since the 1994 s~ey. The Australian study (Pervan, 1998), also provides data 
?n CEOs ra~mg ~f t~e issues - they ranked 'Bmldmg a Responsive IT Infrastructure' second out of a total of 31 
issu~s. ~ere ~s a Sigmficant (at the .01 level) positive correlation (0.65) between the CIOs' and the CEOs' 
rankmgs m this study. 
The 'Li~ Rant (l~erature r~nking~ co~umn values were obtained from Palvia et al.'s research (Palvia, 1999). Their 
~~~~;r oafnaart~csele acabdl:mh1cdpublhcat10ns, published between 1989 and 1991 and compared the ranking of the 
1 s pu 1s e , re evant to each of the c ·t· t · · h .. · · · 
the 1989 Clo (N
. d n ica issues, wit the cntical issue rankmg obtamed from 
survey 1e erman 1991) It ·s d" · · 
relatively little coverage ,·nth 'd . ·
1
. 
1 
,sappomtmg, to note that many of these important issues get 
e aca em1c 1terature. 
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I the following section we use a city planning analo t fu . n gy O rther 11lu tr t h 
s a e t e meaning ofIT A. 
A CITY PLANNING ANALOGY 
The Need for a Process to Create Architectures 
Due to continuous changes in business requirements man . . 
d h · h nk f h Y orgamsation's lega r . current nee s t at maJor c u s o t em need to be replaced At th . cy app ications are now so unfit for 
continually being asked to add new functions to meet comp!. t 1 e same !1me, their IT departments are 
a
sked to integrate the previously independent and often lo _e elly new busmess requirements. They are also 
· · d J · ' gica Y and technicall · • different busmess umts an new y acqmred subsidiaries Fo . . Y mcompatible systems of 
. d , d . . r organisations activ . th B is now reqmre to automate an webify the entire value ch . 1. ki e 10 e e- space the IT function d , am, m ng sun'PIY ch · under a single automate system. (TheDelphi Group, 2000) (p. l) r, am partners and customers 
In their article, 'The Paris guide to IT architecture' Lartz et al. su est tha . . . . 
faced by city planners. They go on point out that: gg t th1s situation 1s analogous to that 
'City planners try to preserve viable old assets, to replace outmoded t . 
context of an infrastructure linking them coherently. IT developers hasse s, anddtdo add new assets-all m the 
ave a goo eal to learn from that approach'. 
(Laartz, 2000, pps.118-119) 
The noun 'architecture' conjures up to some visions of design drawings prod t ta d d d 
· · h · h • , uc s n ar s, an vendor 
specifications. To ot ers, mt e IT world, 1t conjures up visions of an enterpn· "d 1· 
• 1 , 1 , se-w1 e c 1ent-server network SAP R/3 (4.6), part1cu ar p atforms, and so on. None of these are architectures. More 1·mporta t h · h ',, 
· · d · d · n , owever, 1s t e ,act 
that orgamsat1ons o not JUSt nee a static IT A - they need a dynamic architectural p Th · I · 
· "d . rocess. e city p annmg 
analogy encapsulat~s this 1 ~a as do Pnce ~nd McClelland when they say that the charter for their (The Dai 
Fann Group) technical architecture group 1s: ry 
To conceive, design, populate, publish and continually improve a Technical Architecture for the Dairy Farm 
Group' 
(Price, 1998, Slide I 8) 
Their simple statement conveys the dynamic nature of the process by the inclusion of 'continually improve'. It 
also conveys the very important point that 'paper' designs need to be populated - or implemented. 
The purpose of the architectural process is to create an architecture that meets the business requirements of the 
organisation and then to implement that architecture using the most appropriate technology. Today, business 
requirements change quickly and technology, particularly in thee-business arena, changes even more quickly. 
Clearly, the architectural process used to align the two needs to be dynamic. The challenge facing organisations 
is to create an IT A planning and implementation process (ITAPIP) that can provide flexible IT As that can 
accommodate the replacement of obsolete components without having to obsolete the architecture itself. These 
components may be chunks of applications code, chunks of systems software ( e.g. operating systems), or chunks 
of hardware and so on. An effective IT A should allow the organisation to preserve and renovate those old IT 
assets that are still viable while replacing obsolete ones and adding new ones in an orderly mann:r. In order to 
~ake this feasible the IT A also needs to provide a good service infrastructure that connects the different assets 
mto a coherent whole. 
-
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City Planning as an ITAPIP Analogue 
. . 1 1 seful because it encapsulates three concepts that are central Laartz et al.'s city planning analog}'. is_Part~~u ~r .Y,;ervices' and 'interfaces'. The analogy also puts in clearer 
to the IT API process. These are 'bmldmg- oc s ' 
focus the need for long-term planning and governance. 
I · t out that most cities have building zone regulations that 
The Building~block Concept: ~aaf2 et a· :
10 
y organisations have existing IT As that are more analogous to 
designate part1cul~r area~ to parttcu ar use~ :n led and chaotic and show little evidence that any form of 
Bang~ok than P~ns. Their IT As ~ie~~~~~ 0 ; th:irst stages of coherent IT A plannin~, in this type of situation, 
or~an1sed plannmg has bee~ a1p d I fth building blocks we already have, and might want to re-use, as well 
will be to try to create a logica mo e O d _e the future In a well-designed architecture although building blocks 
as can~idate buildi~g blohcks whe mlday :ee c:mmon da~ and processes in order to prevent redundancy and its 
have discreet funct10ns t ey s ou s are 
resultant inconsistency. 
The Need for Standard Services: Laartz et al. point out that: 
'To offer neighborhoods standard services such as po_wer and wate~, a city needs a stable infrastructure. The 
infrastructure must serve prospective as well as ex1stmg needs • • • • • 
(Laartz,2000,p. 122) 
The need for the standardisation of data management services is now fairly well _accepted in ~any organisations. 
H th r types of service (such as security services, location and directory services, and network owever, many o e , . . f · b ·1d· bl k · 
services) are becoming increasingly important in ~e world of ~-B. T~e mclus1on o service m mg oc s man 
ITA has the benefit of preventing redundancy and its resultant mcons1stency. 
The need for Standard and Stable APis: Laartz et al. go on to say: 
' ... The infrastructure must. .. have uniform interfaces-including the same types of outlets, plugs, and voltages-
so that business can be carried out not just among neighbourhoods but across an entire country'. 
(Laartz,2000,pps. 122-123) 
In the past the interfaces between physical building blocks, such as applications programs, were hand crafted by 
programmers. This approach gives rise to two major problems. First, every time a programmer alters the code of 
an application he may introduce new errors into it - the stability problem. Second, when we need to upgrad~ an 
application package we fmd out that we cannot just patch our hand crafted interface code into the new vers1?n of 
the package because the new version is obviously not exactly the same as the old version - the package vers10n 
migration problem. 
These problems can be solved if we put a rule into our architecture that says we will only populate our IT A with 
software, including software service modules, that uses open standard and widely used APis. This is equivalent 
to using the 'same types of outlets, plugs, and voltages' in the Laartz et al. analogy. 
The future role of web services and interfaces in e-business: Laartz's reference to ' ... across an entire 
country' is particularly important in thee-business (eB) arena. 'Web' services are so called because the company 
that provides the service implements it on a web server and makes it available to prospective users (usually the 
prospective user's computer application) via open APis. Web services can include both traditional business 
services, such as the provision of goods and services, and IT services such as the use of a remote routine (via a 
remote procedure call) to convert from USD to DEM at today's exchange rate. Most of today's eB applications 
can only ~ansac~ Internet-based business with global trading partners who already have knowledge of one . 
another - mcludmg the nature of each other's web services AND how to interface to each other's web services or 
computer applications. 
Future e~ ~pplications, ~articularly automated business-to-business applications will require some type of 
electromc yellow pages system that allows our computer system to locate the web services we require 
TOGETf!ER ~ith the technical details of how these services can be requested or provided. Architecturally this 
web services d!fectory would become an additional layer on top of existing cross-platform interoperability 
standards and APis. 
In fac~ s~ch a ~eb services directol")'. layer is a core component of both the proposed ebXML and the Universal 
Descnpt1on, Discovery and Integrat10n (UDDI) project. Both these projects are centered on a proposed 'yellow 
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, architectural layer that allows the potential user (usu II th . 
Pages h' I d' a y e prospective u ' 
b rvice to use t 1s ayer to 1scover, deploy and execute th . ser s computer application) of a we se e service . 
. the ebXML project was initiated by UNICEF ACT and OASIS (O . . 
Note.tured Infonnation Standards) in September 1999 and the lJDDI r?amzation for the Advancement of = Ariba and Microsoft. proJect was startedin September 2000 by 
b Need for Long-term Planning and Governance: The anal . 
T ~een IT As in the business world and city plans in the civic wo~fci _ct~ture~ ~nother imp~rtant similaril)'. 
b~ccess or failure of both. In order to _succeed, the IT A must reflect the ~~:d~h~c~plays a~ 1~portant rol~ m the 
~anagement must be persuaded that it does so. An IT A imposed without a r~ ~ e orga~1.sat10n an_d s~mor 
to fail. In short, an IT A once produced must be followed, or it is useless. PP p ate pohtical backmg is bound 
F rmal IT governance practices are therefore required. The purposes of the ti' . o . . . se prac ces 1s to ensure that the 
Senior management of the orgamsatJon retams control of, and responsibility for all t fth IT . 
H h II , aspec s o e operation and not just the ITA. owever, t e overa IT governance strategy must include an ITA 1. · h • . comp 1ance strategy backed up by specific measures - sue as mvolvmg the ITA team in product procurement. 
A BRIEF TAXONOMY OF ARCHITECTURES & THEIR INTERELATIONSHIPS 
So far we have only discussed IT As. However, toward the start of this paper Fig I., 'The JS/IT impact 
framework', included a? IS arc~itecture_ as well
1 
as an I!A. For the purposes of this paper we will assume that 
together they fonn the Enterpnse Architecture. We will further assume that the IS architecture can be sub-
divided into the following three components. 
The business (or business process) architecture that defines the business strategy, governance, organisation, 
and key business processes. 
The application (systems) architecture that provides a blueprint for the individual application systems to be 
deployed, their interactions, and their relationships to the core business processes of the organisation. 
The information (or data) architecture that describes the structure of the organisation's logical and physical 
data assets and data management resources. 
-=na--------:-:-----------=~:---------------
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. . . h thr types of architecture are closely related. In particular the following It 1s important to realise that t ese ee 
points need to be born in mind. 
The IT A must closely reflect the business goals of the organisation. 
The IT A is closely related to the applications architecture because it is the applications that will directly use the 
services it provides. 
Additionally, the IT A will typically need to support the integration of different application architectures that may 
have been developed independently of one another. 
The ITA will need to be able to support the storage and access requirements of the data arch~tecture as well as 
provide required infrastructural services - s~ch as directory services._ Conversely, the IT A will generate new data 
requirements of its own which must be provided for by the data architecture. 
AN EXAMPLE OF AN ITAPIP (TOGAF) 
Nezlek et al.'s definition of 'enterprise computing architecture' is rather different to our definition of enterprise 
architecture. They say that 'The term "enterprise computing architecture" is used to describe the set of computing 
platforms and the data networkingfacilities to support an organisation's information needs' (Nezlek, 1999) (p. 
82). Their definition of enterprise computing architecture, is in fact, much closer to our definition of an ITA. 
Nezlek et al. go on to say: 
'Despite this ( organisational reliance on IT), effective strategies for specifying an enterprise computing 
architecture are still lacking'. 
(Nezlek, 1999) (p.l) 
The results of recent searches of several online databases of academic journal articles, carried out by the author 
of this paper, add some support this claim. However, the fact that academic journals do not contain any 'effective 
strategies for specifying an enterprise computing architecture' does not mean that such strategies are not widely 
published elsewhere. The Appendix to this paper contains brief details of six such 'strategies'. In this paper we 
will refer to such strategies as 'IT A Planning & Implementation Process (IT APIP) Frameworks' 
In this section of this paper we will examine one of these ITAPIP Frameworks - The Open Group Architectural 
Framework (TOGAF) 
What is TOGAF? 
TOG AF is a tool for defining an IT A. It is described in a collection of electronic documents and online 
databases published by The Ope~ Group and available on its public web server (TheOpenGroup, 2000). The 
develop~ent ofTOGAF started m 1995 and was originally based on the Technical Architecture Framework for 
Informat10n Management (TAFIM), developed by the US Department of Defense. 
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• 1. consists of two main parts: 
rOGtu 
chitecture Development Method (ADM), which explains how t d . . 
The ~r ture that addresses business requirements. 0 enve an orgamsation-specific IT 
arcb1tec 
F undation Architecture is an architecture of generic services and fun ti th . . 
The doation on which more specific architectures and architectural componcentsons abt pbro~l1desda_genenc foun can e UI tan mcludes: 
th Tec
hnical Reference Model (TRM) which provides a model and taxonomy ofge . . d 
e · B (SIB) d nenc services· an 
The Standards _Informdat10hn ase , a aftabase of_op~n industry standards that can be used to define the 
particular services an ot er components o an orgamsat1on-specific architecture 
The ADM first provides a n:iethod ~f obtaining information about the benefits and constraints of the existing 
implementation, tog~ther with requ~rements for change. It then provides a way of combining these two to create 
a 'target architec~re \ or set of architectures). The SIB can then be used to define the specific services and 
components reqmred m the products that will need to be purchased in order to implement the developed target 
architecture. 
The TOGAF Architecture Development Method (ADM) 
The TOG AF phases are iterative, both within each phase and among phases. Throughout the phases of the cycle 
there needs to be frequent validation of the results against the original business requirements and constraints. 
Each phase of the cycle is further divided into steps. The seven phases of the cycle, the continuous validation 
against business requirement, and the sub-division of phases into steps is shown below, in diagrammatic fonn, in 
Figure 2. Note that only one of the phases, phase C, of the cycle has been shown in sub-divided form in the 
figure. This has been done because althou_gh the ~M covers th~ comp~ete architecture life-cycle the focus of 
TOGAF is primarily on phase C, the creation of the Target Architecture. 
Figure 2: Phases in the TOGAF Architecture Development Method (ADM) 
Source (TheOpenGroup, 2000) 
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The TOGAF Foundation Architecture 
• 0· c architecture. This generic architecture is used as a F d ti n Architecture a gene b • • As explained earlier the oun a O • h"t ture (our ITA) that meets the usmess requirements of 
template in Phase C from which a specific ta~getdarc l~ ecthat the Found~tion Architecture has two main 
. d It s also explame ear ier the organisation, 1s create . wa 
components: 
the Technical Reference Model (TRM) and 
the Standards Information Base (SIB). 
. · fthe model and taxonomy of generic services provided by the Figure 3, shows a diagrammatic representation o 
TOGAFTRM. 
Fi ure 3: TOGAF's TRM and taxonomy of generic platform services 
g (Source: TheOpenGroup, 2000) 
The TRM identifies a set of services for each general service category. For example, TRM 'Security Services' are 
composed of the following nine services. 
Identification and authentication services 
System entry control services 
Audit services 
Access control services 
Non-repudiation services 
Security management services 
Trusted recovery services 
Encryption services 
Trusted communication services 
(Note: the 'Qualities' area in the diagram indicates that the architect also needs to identify the level of quality the 
organisation requires for each required service - i.e. QoS). 
Each service can then be can be related to an on-line Standards Information Base (SIB) entry. The SIB is a 
(dynamic) database of industry standards for populating a target architecture. The SIB provides the technical 
architect with a set of tools for defining the standards that a target IT A will prescribe, and for checking the 
availability in the market place of products guaranteed to conform to those standards. 
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4 to 7 demonstrate how some of the SIB facilities ca b d . 
figureslecting the service category 'Security Services' and t::ene ulse : Fig. 4 shows the screen that is displayed 
after se . ' fr th dr d se ecting the service typ f ' . . h ntication services om e op own menu that first appears Th . . e o Identification and 
aut e ds that meet the search criteria. · e screen identifies the three different 
siandar 
Figure 4: TOGAF standards infor . 
------------------ mation base (SIB) search result example 
I~~ t!] c \@>•,OC,'Jrlo£cooS£P_IS,.,,,,.,, I•••- B .,; ,,;;, :,,:~,~;h;; -
j;;:....., Service category\'~ Security Servic:u 
sero1Jce :~ ldentincation and Authentie~tlon services 
Status :•:. Approved 
3 entria& &elected. 
illt andYtar 
[2£-, i.;rrty ,:.·.'.;'.l':_1~ C~l!:: (C03A) common St-curity CDSA and 
· CSSM, Version 2- Two Volumes \r echnic2:I Ad0J:,l1:d 
jswn,jJrd 1939 
IT"'c/1r11,"::!I 
':::.i..:1n,:;c1r1j 
Short Dncription 
-
-~ 
~vr1 ~1R 
SI B './','t 11,.r'::'v>:-r ~•css1lilt1 w-, have '='nt1f1ed contact points for hxther information ~you cant find the information you need 
~1(·3':.•:· cc,ntJct Th+: 0pn roup at any of its~ · 
By clicking onihe 'Details' hyper · further details of each of the selected standards can be obtained from the 
SIB. Fig. 5 shows the results of clicking on the 'Details' hyperlink for one of these standards - C902 (CDSA). 
Figure 5: Details of security service standard C902 (CDSA) retrieved from the SIB 
9 JF.;u f""" (•ii! y .... flf ..... ,,..a !t.ni· tf.-t, 
Jtl ,;., . ..;, . a ,a ei 
:'!NL .... ~~- r~---1 ::,~ ,i-,,,., .... 1<1 ...... 
\4,J]jA~ott .,J ,111, , .... ,.,,,.(,,.,-.J >C o·<J',C,.:'/<',-li,I: ,,.:·c;..u.rri-•*c'~!~l~-~~~-~---•H 
·, StandJr-js In orrnat,on ase (SI ) - eta1ls 
Ln!ry IL, - C902 
, .,·~rn n·,.-,1,rit,1 (C1~,Aa'"l,jCSSM.Ve,rsic,n2-TwoVolumes 
'r -_;, 
1"•'1'4 
:,,1,r,r .. ,1 
'" 1 i"-r• •11 1.,, 1,,,.,. ((Ct'3A) fur ~~t':'ns1L,le- and interoperable se-cunty solutions 
l,j .. rf1'1, -~'.1<,'"J ,1n,1 Autt"nt1r:c1J0n ':,':'r\'1C€-S 
T ,_, · 11, ,1 •:,t Jr1d-Jrd . d tyservices thatproYJde the infrastructure for 
Tt1•. ,· ·,mr•,n [•.1t,J ·,:>,:,i:um1 Mch!tecrure (CDSA) is a setof~~e;~e~~~lut~e essential components of secunt:,1 
, .. t,-r, it,, .. Jri•l inf.:-rn~ "'ra: I':" s1:-cunty solutions T~ese s~luti 15 parts each addressing specific aspects of the security 
, "', 11 ,i!it, n1,_. (C,::,.A T!!ct11r11cd Standard 1s orgi:::lrnzed into IAm~nters and appl!cations writers Published in 2 
.,r,·riii,~ •ti Jr••. ,:n 1 ( ,1t•··•ng !or th., nll~ds of both mfrastructure imp J J 
",l11n .,,, 
. furth r details of the standard from the SIB -Cl. k" fF·gure 5 retneves e IC ing on the hypcrlink shown at the bottom O 1 
as shown in Figure 6. 
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. k I ation of full specification of security service standard c902 Figure 6: SIB byperlin to oc 
THE Qpen GROUP 
S ··t .. CDSA and CSSl\'1. Version 2 - Two C902 Common ecm I , • • · 
·· Volumes 11/99 
'.... The following pubhcallon ts no longer available - Refer to document shown below 
Was C707 Common Secunty CDSA and CSSM 
Back t◊ Category List 
• • b b l'nk d'splays a screen from which the full specification of the standard can be down Chckmg on t e next yper 1 1 
loaded in HTML or as a pdf file. 
Figure 7: SIB byperlink to full specification of security service standard C902 
a-========-"':""':"'.:';':":"'=======================···=····=····=····=·····=····=·-· .. ····•""···=·-·=·-•=· ~ "' .. -·- ·--·-•···•--·-'• .......... -•'-••-···--·······-··- . .. ........................... . ... ·················· •·• ,!iA~ J~~~f @.hltp/lwwwopengro~porg/pubs/cat~lo~/:914~'.~ 
THE Qpen GROUP 
Common Security: CDSA and CSSM, Version 2 (with corrigenda) 
Open Group Technical Standard 
C914 ISBN 1-85912-202-7 May 2000 960 pages 
There is no Corrigendum for this Document 
fVas C902 Common Security; CDSA and CSSM, Version 2 - Two Volumes 
1111999 
SECURITY: Standard for the Common Data Security Architecture (CDSA) at 
the launch ofintel's "Open Source" implementation 
ABSTRACT: This Common Data Security Architecture (CDSA) Versio 
(with corrigenda) supersedes the standard published in November 19 (C902). 
The launch by Intel in May 2000 of their implementation of CD as "Open 
c ....... ,.._11 ~ ... ~ ............. ..;1,....;1 ...... _..., ....... 1,, ... 1...;,. ...:1,.,.,. ................. l- ("'11,.,., ... ,..,.,.., : ... +t..: .......... ....,.,,., ...... ,., ............ ...; ...... ,. 
AVAILABILITY: 
Hard Copy: for purchase (member discount) 
PB. 960pages. height 28cm. 3,011 grams. 
Price US$ 65 GPB 39 
Shipping Code F 
HTML version: free of charge 
PDF version: free of charge 
Note To read any of our PDF files you will need Adobe 
Acrobat Version 3 or higher. 
The screen above contains links to where the full specification ofC902 (960 pages) can be down loaded. 
The TRM represents the ITA, or application platform as a single generic conceptual entity. The ADM provides 
• . ' ' ' . · ents a means ofmappmg the TRM to a specific target architecture that meets the organisation's busmess reqmrem 
that were. previously determined in the ADM cycle. During this mapping process the organisation will ge~e~ally 
find that it does not need all of the TRM services or service categories - it may even find that it needs additional 
services. What is certain is that the set of services identified and defined for the application platform will change 
over time. New services will be required as new technology appears and as application needs change. 
-=:2>"'"d:fil~n-;;;te;;,rn:a:-.-r;:::10:-na:;l'W-;:;e:-_-;:;B;--;C~o=-=n~fe-=-r-e_n_ce-::'.20::-:0:-:1:--------------------;;P-:-ag--::;:e3'37 
The physical application platform that actually gets implement d h 
tity. Generally it will be a combination of different entities e has t e target IT A will typically not be a single 
en . . k h" sue as web server datab different apphcation pac age arc itectures, and so on. Many of these real w , ase server, DBMS, 
and used today to implement an IT A, already come equipped with man - orld IT syst~ms, tha_t are procured 
taken for granted by the purchaser. Y advanced services, which are often 
For example, the SAP R/3 applications software package will run t . . 
systems etc. The software itself implements services from many 0 ;tnh op a ':"
1de vane~ ofDBMSs and operating 
. h . 1 R/3 e service categones of the TRM Organisations t at imp ement usually use consultants to design d fi . · 
R/3) ITA as well as the R/3 services and applications functionality S~ cothn igureha suitable (for implementing . • · mce e pure aser of an R/3 s t ft 
does not consider anything smaller than the total bundle of services that O . h h ys em 
O 
en 
• . . c mes Wit t e system that se · 
bundle can very easily become the orgamsatton's platform. Indeed in the ab f . ' . rvice 
h
. . . . , sence o an orgamsatlonal IT A to 
guide the procurement process, t is is mvanably what must happen As this · d • • :c: • • process 1s repeate across an 
organisat10n, ~ifierent syste1?-s purchased for similar functions such as VoIP call-centres stems CRM 
etc., can contain markedly different bundles of services. Y ' systems, 
One of the first major tasks of the IT architect is to analyse the existing collection of real- 0 Id I tfi 
· · h" h · • . . w r p a orms, 
already muse wit int e orgamsat10n, in terms of the service bundles or building blocks they p ·d 
h h
. d , , rov1 e. 
Subsequently t e arc _itect nee s to map the conceptual TRM platform to an organisation-specific IT 
architecture. To do this he must analyse the services actually needed in order to create an IT A that meets the 
organisation's business requirements in an optimal manner. Then, in order to implement the IT A the 
organisation needs to procure real-world 'platforms' and products, i.e. service bundles or buildin~ blocks, that 
contain the required services and comply with the standards now embodied in the organisation specific IT A. 
CONCLUSION & QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
This paper has demonstrated how IT As provide a framework for the implementation of a responsive IT 
infrastructure. The results of a number of studies show that IS managers have consistently regarded the building 
of a responsive IT infrastructure as a key issue. Somewhat surprisingly the results of the Pal via et al. study 
(Palvia, 1999) reveal that this issue receives relatively little attention in the IS (academic) literature. 
However, a considerable amount of work has been carried out and published in this area by a number of industry 
groups (identified in Appendix 1 ). This paper has outlined one of these IT A frameworks, TOG AF, which 
prescribes what an organisation should do to design and implement an organisationally appropriate IT A. 
This initial study raises a number of further questions including: 
Does the academic IS world still pay relatively little attention to the key issues reported by IS managers and, if 
so, why? 
What are IS managers doing to address their key concern of'building a responsive IT architecture'? 
These questions may be worthy of further research. 
na--:----------~::-:-:;:----------------,P~al£gl9e~3133B8 
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APPENDIX: 
OTHER ITA PLANNING & IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS (ITAPIP) FRAMEWORKS 
TOG AF, which has already been outlined in this paper, is only ~ne of a number of IT APIP frameworks in use 
today. Many of the other frameworks have much in common with TOGAF. 
CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) 
This is under development by The Object Manage~ent_ Gr~up (O1:1G) and is an ~bjec~-oriented architecture 
designed to support distributed computing and apphcatton mte~at10n. ~e OM? s obJ~ct manage~e~t 
architecmre (OMA), sometimes referred to as the CORBA architecture, ts an obJect-onented apphcatton 
architecture centred on the concept of an object request broker (ORBr The ORB ac~s as a switching centre, 
locating objects, storing interface defmitions and object i~plementattons, and relaymg message_s between objects 
in a distributed heterogeneous environment. CORBAserv1ces are a low-level set of common obJect services 
covering functions like object creation and deletio~, n_aming, se~urity services, etc. C_ORBAfacilities are higher-
level functions such as distributed documents or pnnttng. Domam Interfaces are vertical market-specific 
interfaces which will provide common facilities for applications within a particular market sector or industry. 
The OMA is currently under extensive development both for revision of existing interfaces and for extensions of 
the architectitre into new areas. 
Further details of CORBA can be obtained from: 
http:/ /www.corba.org/ 
The C415R (The g,ommand, _g_ontrol, _g_omputers, _g_ommunications (C4), !ntelligence, 
§.urveillance, and Reconnaissance) Architecture Framework 
The C4ISR Architectural Framework has now (in January 2000) replaced its predecessor - the 'Technical 
Architecture Framework for Information Management' (T AFIM). Both were developed by the US Department of 
Defense. The C4ISR Architecture Framework now provides a framework that gives comprehensive 
architectitral guidance for all DoD areas, in order to ensure interoperable and cost effective military systems. The 
framework is already being used in government areas beyond the defence sector. 
Further information on C4ISR can be obtained from: 
http://www.fas.org/irp/program/core/c4isr.htm 
DCE (Distributed Computing Environment) 
!his was also developed by the Open Group and can now be regarded as a supplement to TOGAF - even though 
tt wa~ developed before TOG AF. DCE provides a set of services that can be used as the basis of a DCB-Centric 
Architecture ~elat~d to TOGAF. DCE forms a layer between the application and the operating system and 
network ~ervtces; it has been implemented in a variety of products supplied by a number of vendors including 
Transarc s (now owned by IBM) DCE-Encina middleware. 
Further details ofDCE can be obtained from: 
http://www.opengroup.org/tech/dce/ 
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IEEE 1003 series standards (aka POSIX 1003) 
ided an architectural framework built on open systems standard Th 1 . Proth\ pOSIX Open System Environment' was used in the deve/on s. t ife h99U5 ISO/IEC techmcal report 'Guide 
to . F k ii I ti . ,,men o t e S Department ofDefe 
T hnical Architecture ramewor or n ormation Management, (TAFIM) TO . nse 
ec IEEE 103 T AFIM d TOGAF 11 · · GAF was, tn tum developed from T AFIM. , • an a use a similar reference mod l t th ' . 
k e a e conceptual level of their framewor s. 
Further details of IEEE 1003 can be obtained from: 
Jillp://standards.ieee.org/catalog/posix.html 
Note however, that the latest ve~sions (Marc~ 1999) of the IEEE 1003 standards (IEEE 1003.2 c and 1003_2d are both designated as drafts and withdrawn which means that both are neither finished nor worked on by the IEEE 
any longer. 
ISO RM-ODP (The ISO Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing) 
RM-ODP was developed as a coordinating framework for the standardisation of Open Distributed Processing. It 
created an architecture within which support of distribution, intemetworking and portability can be integrated. 
The 1995 version of RM-ODP ( (ISO/IEC DIS 10746-1: 1995) provided a framework to support the development 
of standards that will support distributed processing in heterogeneous environments. It identified the important 
properties of open distributed systems as openness, integration, flexibility, modularity, federation, manageability, 
provision of quality of service, security and transparency, 
Further information on RM-ODP can be obtained from: 
http://www.dstc.edu.au/cgi-
bin/redirect/rd.cgi?http://archive.dstc.edu.au/ AU/research news/odp/ref model/ref model.html 
OCCA 6 (The Open Cooperative Computing Architecture) 
This was based on NCR's Enterprise Architecture Framework. The NCR Enterprise Arc?itectur~ Framework 
was originally created to guide the development of systems, industry, and customer specific architectures. 
Further details of OCCA (6.0.2) can be obtained from: 
http://www3.ncr.com/architecture/occa6/ 
Please note that this page has not been updated since 2 July 1997 
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ABSTRACT 
A number of studies suggest that, even though supply chain management (.SCM) . 
zs not a new concept, many 
organisations and industries are only just starting to recognise the imnortanc ,I' . 1 . . . r e 01 managing or exp 01tzng their 
suntply chains through applications such as ERPs. Very little research however h d d h 
,-, , , as ocumente t e extent to 
which this can be achieved using software systems based on the premise 0r 'bestpractz'c , 'T'I.· 
'J e . , ,as paper suggests 
that a better understanding of the complexity of supply chains in the context of best practice will provide a better 
understanding of the extent to which ERPs can support supply chain initiatives. 
Keywords: Supply chain, supply chain management, Enterprise Resource Planning systems (erps), best practice 
INTRODUCTION 
Even though the supply chain (SC) and supply chain management (SCM) are not new concepts many 
organisations and industries are just starting to recognise the importance of managing or exploiting their supply 
chains. 'The supply chain refers to all those activities associated with the transformation and flow of goods and 
services, including their attendant information flows, from the sources of raw materials to end users. 
Management refers to the integration of all these activities, both internal and external to the firm.' (Ballou ct al, 
2000). In Baatz ( 1995) it is suggested that conceptually it extends from "dirt to dirt". It begins 'when the raw 
material is extracted from the earth and ends when the product is reused or disposed of in a landfill'. 
DISCUSSION 
M · · · · · · d ta they might have achieved from their back any orgamsat1ons are recogmsmg that any competitive a van ge . . . 
office systems is no longer sustainable. In looking for alternative methods of(sustamable) c?mpet1t1vc 
d . . . f 1 · · th xtended (external) supply cham. a vantage orgamsat10ns are explonng ways o exp 01t1ng e e 
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
d d with the need for profitable gro\\th, 
Anderson, Britt and Favre (1997) argue that '[t]o balance customh ~r emangesment , In other words some 
ma • . 1 · supply c am mana · • . ny compames have moved aggressive y to improve t· uni't towards alliances and integration 
or · · d' · J tonomous opera mg gamsations are moving away from the tra 1t10na au (2000) ote that companies who arc performing 
~cross the supply chain. Neumann, Ringbeck ~d Schwe~a~t 1 a:d external supply chains. eSt are those that are investing in systems that mtegrate their Ill ema 
-
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d d as channels of distribution with each firm operating on its own 
In the past supply cha~n systemsfiwer~ reg~rn; 2000 Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2000). We are now seeing a ' 
seeking to make the h~ghelstbpr~ its ( alnc1o'Maior business discontinuities such as deregulation, globalisation 
hift from these tradit1ona usmess ro es. ~ bl d h I h , 
s . d th "devolution of the Internet have urre t e ro est at companies play in 
tec~nolo~1cal c~nhverghencbe, ~n e ~a(p;rahalad et al 2000). Cross-enterprise supply chain planning is seen as an 
the1r dealmgs wit ot er usmesses. . . , 
opportunity to achieve sustained competitive advantage. 
. 1 • f I bal supply chain requires the efficient and effective coordination of all of the 'The mherent comp ex1ty o ago • • b 
f h t • , (Challener 1999) He suggests that for an orgamsat10n to e ever more responsive resources o t e en erpnse. , · . I h · · · . 
• k t rtn s and customers new strategies are reqmred for supp y c am mtegratlon, supply cham 
to 1~s 1?ar. e s, pda . ter t . se coll~boration However he points out that there are cultural and technological 
opt1m1zat1on an m er-en erpn . • . , 
barriers to implementing cross-enterpnse supply cham management processes. 
Industries are also beginning to recognise the value of their customers and their knowledge of the market place 
(Prahalad and Ramawamy 2000, Chizzo 1998, Simchi-Levi et al ~000, ~nderson et al 1997, ~hallener 1999, Fall 
2000). Organisations can achieve more accurate demand ~orecastmg which _enhanc_es_sch_edulmg and enables 
inventories to be reduced, production becomes more efficient through plannmg optu~uzat1_on, pro?ucts are 
delivered to customers on time and suppliers and customers can develop closer relationsh1ps, which allows them 
to share information more closely (Challener 1999, Sarkis and Sundarraj 2000). 
The Internet has made possible the idea of integrating processes, not just transactions. This raises the issues of 
costs, intrafirm adaptability, interfirm adaptability, platform neutrality and interoperability, scalability, security, 
reliability, ease of use, customer support and perceived value (Sarkis and Sundarraj, 2000). These are issues that 
were repeatedlyumesolved in EDI implementations (Krcmar, Bjorn-Andersen and O'Callaghan 1995). 
ERPs and the supply chain 
ERP systems started life as inward looking control systems that originally did not consider all aspects of the 
supply chain. Typically, ERP vendors provided modules for finance and accounting, human resources, 
marketing and sales, manufactliring, maintenance and engineering (Sarkis and Sundarraj, 2000). They were 
primarily implemented to help reduce costs and improve productivity (Manji, 1998). More recently they have 
broadened their scope to include advanced planning and scheduling solutions. Al-Mashari and Mohamed (2000) 
comment that 'SAP R/3 has been widely implemented to create value-oriented supply chains that enable a high 
level of integration, improve communications within internal and external business networks, and enhance the 
decision-making process' 
BEST PRACTICE AND THE SUPPLY CHAIN 
Malhotra (2001) refers to benchmarking as identifying and storing best practices for use by other employees. 
O'Dell and Grayson (2000) note that a wealth of knowledge and best practice is available from within the 
organisati?n and often remains untapped while organisations concentrate on external benchmarking. Dahle 
(1996) pomts out benchmarking is not about copying the best practice of another organisation but adapting the 
best practice to suit their own needs and culmre. 
Th~ exten~ed supply chain is complex and can be difficult to perceive. Mapping best practice across the supply 
cham reqmres assessment 'from supplier relationships to internal operations to the marketplace including 
custom~rs, competitors; and the industry as a whole' (Anderson 1997). ERPs offer powerful tr;nsaction 
~rocessmg_ based upon_ mdustry 'best practices'. Anderson ( 1997) points out that many of the companies 
implemen~mg ?RPs ~ti! ~enerate large amounts of data that management cannot easily use. Reutterer and 
Kotzab ( cited m Lanciom 2000) are challenging the idea of a best practice solution for supply chain 
management. Malhotra (2001) suggests that organizations 
may find themselves doing 'more of the sa b tt db · · · · • · b 
. . me, e er an etter with d1mm1shmg marginal remms' which may e 
appropnate for routme processes but would b 'tabl · d · • · · ' d 
. . . . e unsm e m a ynam1c environment where orgamzat10ns nee 
1magmat1ve suggestions more than the d b t · , · 
II . . Y 
O es practices . Anderson argues that 'excellent supply cham 
management ca s for creativity and fl 'b Tty' H J b · · 
· fi . . . exi 1 1 · 0 m erg (2000) recommends that organisations take a hohstic 
view, ocusmg on the relationsh1p between all activities along its supply chain. 
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RESEARCH APPROACH 
A ase study approach, using the Australian Wine Industry ti . 
inlustry, until 20 years ago a cottage ind~stry, is now expo~i~;: :e ::s1s of the re~earch. The Australian wine 
Asia and New Zealand. The growth ofwme exports has er t d g mount ofwme to the UK Europe USA d · J ea e a new set ofb · ' • , 
that has re~ulte m a mo_re comp _ex extend~d s~pply chain for the indus us~ess relationships worldwide 
designing its supply cham to achieve or mamtam strategic adv t d try. 7?e mdustry faces the challenges of 
· · h' db tw fu · an age, evelopmg a d · .. lationsh1ps wit m an e een ncttonal areas forging su I h . n mamtammg collaborative 
re . . k' ' PP Y c am partnersh· d . for effective dec1s1on ma mg. ips an managmg information 
The aim of this research is to examine supply chain initiatives· th . d 
based on best practice, can support these initiatives. Four stag m t~n ustry and the extent to which ERPs, 
The first stage is to map the extended supply chain of the wince~~ ;res~arch have currently been identified. 
Methodology (SSM). SSM was chosen as it ~ffers an approach 1;a~~el ~s:~~;he_ckland's (1999) Soft Systems 
systems and reveal the key elements of the nch set ofinterrelationsh' P_ th scnbe an~ an~lyse complex ips m e modem wme mdustry. 
The second stage will identify what the industry expects to achieve from ·t 1 h . . . 
. bl) t'f d ta A ·1 issuppyc ammordertoprov1de (sustama e compe 1 1ve a van ge. pt ot study (questionnaire and int · ) -11 b . . 
· · f h · d • ervtews w1 e used to identify the 
supply cham reqmrements o t e m ustry. This will be summarised and pres t d t . f . 
• · k d b d en e a a senes o electronic 
meetmgs, usmg a eypa - ase group process support system. 
The third stage will explore the capabilities of supply chain systems that incorporate 'best practice'. 
The fou:1h Sstage willbexadmine'tbhe relatio?ship between the industry's supply chain, and the extent to which its 
Enterpnse ystems, ase on est practice', can support supply chain initiatives. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It has been argued by a number of protagonists that ERPs can effectively support the extended supply chain. 
However, studies examining the link between ERPs, best practice and supply chain management are limited. 
There is plenty of evidence of experiences EDI implementations to provide a good understanding of the 
technology issues relating to creating inter-organizational links. However research has mainly focused on 
organizations as autonomous units using software to interface independent processing systems. 
This study seeks to examine the supply chain in the wine industry 'from dirt to dirt' and the extent to which 
ERPs, based on best practice, can support it. If businesses need flexible systems able to respond to market 
demand, undertake advanced forecasting, as well as reduce operational costs and improve efficiency, they must 
consider to what extent ERPs can support supply chain initiatives when they are difficult ~o change, complex, 
and slow to respond to the more complex information demands of the external supply cham. 
-
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promoting Reflective Practice through a WORKING Skill Inventory 
ABSTRACT 
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Over the past decade there has been a growing concern about the role of higher education institutions, and how 
they are meeting the needs of employers. Increasingly, universities are being asked by industry, government and 
funding authorities to help prepare students for industry with appropriate professional and work related skills. 
How then can tertiary educators design and implement learning activities to promote these skills? 
Jn this paper we will investigate a conceptual framework to promote the development of professional skills 
through reflective practice. Students are given a validated, testing instrument to identify their strengths and 
weaknesses in this area at the beginning and end of the semester. 
Keywords: Reflective Practice, Professional Skills, Higher Education 
INTRODUCTION 
· · · · · · b · k db 'ndustry government and higher education funding Increasmgly higher education mst1tut1ons are emg as e Y 1 , . 'ti k'II Th' 
· ' · · ti · I kpl e skills as well as subJect-spec1 1c s I s. 1s bodies to produce graduates with versatile pro ess10na or wor ac , . h . . . 
· · · · se Ieammg outcomes and researc act1v1t1es. is causing a major reappraisal of higher educat10n mstltutions purpo ' C b & O'L 
. . . . . 998. B tt D nne & Carre 1999· Candy, re ert, eary, (Australian Nat10nal Trammg Authonty, 1 , enne , u , , ' 
1994; Dearing, 1997; Mayer, 1992). 
. h d I ment of these professional skills, they must As higher education institutions struggle to implement t e eve op 
1 
s for these including generic, key, 
firstly define what these skills represent. There are currently se:er~ syno~e terms usually refer to "skills that 
core, life, competencies, employment, transferable, personal an. 0 ers. ore than one field of knowledge" 
are c_ommon to more than one work site,_ more than ?~e occuptonl~r_;he Mayer Committee (1992) an~ th_c 
(National Board of Employment Education and T~ammg, ~ 9~ 1,P" 1 tes· working in teams, commumcatmg Finn Review (1991) identified the following as bemg requrre d Y grad_ua te.chnology and using mathematical I 
. . bl lving un erstan mg . · 
c early, personal and mterpersonal skills, pro em so '.11 h t t across different occupations makes it . . ti · nal ski s t a cu 
~oncepts efficiently. The range of different pro. essi~ ded b all graduating students. 
impossible to define one definitive set of genenc skills nee Y 
-
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Even more difficult problems are being realised by higher education institut~on~ w~en trying_ to_ i~plement 
· t h' d I arning strategies for the development of these skills m different disciplmes 
appropnate eac mg an e . h · · • · 
R • ta .c: 1 cturers to remove subiect content m order to teac or integrate genenc skills, and different esis nee 1rom e J k'll II 'b k' · perceptions of importance from students about learning these s t s a contn ute to ma mg this a difficult task 
(Bailey, 1993; Leckey & McGuigan, 1997). 
In this paper, a conceptual framework is considered, w?ich promotes reflective prac~ice through the use of a 
validated, on-line testing instrument - WORKING (Miles & Grummon, 1996). !he ms_trument can be 
administered on-line, from which a full analysis is performed of the results and immediately returned to the 
student and tutor for consideration. This assessm:n: helps students translate what they have learnt at university 
into skills needed for the workplace through explicit feedback on how well they are prepared for the workplace. 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Teachers are good at transferring domain specific knowledge, but the learner can only generate the skills 
required by industry with the teachers' role becoming that of a facilitator. A model of Self-Regulation 
(McMahon & Oliver, 2001) is proposed that identifies the cognitive and affective dimensions essential to 
learners being able to activate and sustain the states, processes and strategies that are essential to working in 
environments where tasks are ill structured and non-domain specific. 
Figure 1 identifies the key components of this model. It accommodates the role of both affective and cognitive 
aspects of self regulation, but also acknowledges the effects of external environmental factors upon an 
individual's ability to regulate their learning. Self regulation is viewed here as the intersection of self awareness 
at _both a ratio~al and em~tio~al level. M:tac?gnition and ~elf concept are seen as the primary enabling process in 
this model, with self momtonng and motivation as subordmate processes which are involved in the development 
of cognitive and motivational strategies. 
Environment & Context 
Cognitive 
Domain 
Metacognition 
Self-monitoring 
Strategy formation 
SR 
Sel -concept 
M tivation 
V lition control 
trategies 
Figure 1: A model for Self Regulation 
Self Regulated workers are able to think ab h • 
Markus and Nurius (1986) cit db (G . out t ei~ own th0ught pr~cesses, and are confident in their skills. 
cognitive and affective elemenet yf lafrcia, 1994) mtroduce the notion of self-schemas, which combine the 
s o se -awareness as "th ·t· · .c: • • • 
motives fears and threats " Th' h' e cogni IVe mam1estatton of enduring goals, aspirat10ns, 
' • is overarc mg notion h · hi' h b h · • .. . If 
concept and metacognition At th h f . ig ig ts ot the stmilanttes and differences between se -
associated with a desire fo; self-~ e~o e~ch is an awar:ness of self, and while high self-consciousness is 
ow e ge, ow self-consciousness breeds intellectual defensiveness. 
The _abo~e psychological states are enacted b and . . 
Motivation results from the actu 1. ti' f Y, through, the processes of self-monitoring and mot1vat10n. (z. a isa on o self-concept A · .c: • • immerman, 1989) while those w'th h' h 1 · nxiety, 1or example leads to a low level ofmot1vat10n " b · ' i a ig evel of m t · · • ior emg able to transfer underst d' . e acognitton momtor their thinking· a necessary process 
h an mgs to new s1tuati Th ' · · 1 d tot e enactment of strategies Th tr . ons. e processes of motivation and self-momtonng e 
fl . . ese s ateg1es are both th d re ectton and reflexivity necessary for the ac . . . e en . produc_t and :nabling tools that support the 
qms,tion of genenc workmg skills. It has been argued that 
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<'. sional skills are created through student-centred 1 . . .. pro1es 7 K lb 84) Th tr . earmng activities and fl . 
eers (Schon, 8 ; o ' . . e s ateg1es P!oposed within the above re ~ction within a community of ? urnal and concept mappmg, as well as the mtegration ofte hn' model can tnclude activities such as 
JbO ards It has been proposed that encouraging stridents to sole tqubesl such as peer collaboration and bulletin 
o . 1 t· . ve pro ems while . 1 
their own problem so u ton process can improve their metacognitive kno s1m~ taneously reflecting on 
(B ekaerts 1997). However, the assessment of these skills p b wledge, skills as well as performance o oses pro !ems. 
Ultimately, the psychological conditions for the development f . . . 
sily articulated by an individual in finite terms. A tool needsot gbenednc skills are tntemalised and not always 
ea . d. h h 1 . o e eveloped that id tifi h b . ttitudes that m 1cate t e psyc o og1cal states ofmetacognitio & If- en 1es t e ehav1ours and 
and self-monitoring processes. It must be determined whether :r s; trconc~pt, as well as the key motivational 
:eflective practi~e are manifest. Such a tool may also offer a role~~ :n:te~~:s for the maintenance ~f effort and 
to reflect on the1r weakness, and have customised scaffolding given~ 1/ :ssessment, by allowmg students 
approach to the development of such professional skills is through ex:lic~o:~i:i:as been argued that one 
An effective measure may also play a profound role in the promotion ofth ? about th~m (Br~oks, 1997). 
advocated within a self-regulatory framework. e genenc professional skills that are 
ASSESSING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 
In this paper we propose using a validated testing instrument that allows students to refle t d h . 
• h 1· d · · • . c on an assess t cir 
own skills throug on- me a mm1strat1on. It ts used as a pre-test at the beginning of the semester to help students 
understand where they have strengths and weaknesses, followed by customised advice on how to develo 
''weaker" skills, so they can reflect on and practice these skills during the semester. At the end of the se:estcr a 
post-test is administered to check for changes, and again allow stridents to reflect on their strengths and ' 
weaknesses. 
The WORKING assessment instrument (Miles & Grumman, 1996) is a self-assessment package for workplace 
skills, designed to help students understand what skills employers require, and how they rate against these. These 
skills are generally quite different to the regular academic and technical competencies students are normally 
tested for. WORKING is designed to give students feedback on nine professional skills, to help tutors and 
students identify areas in which students can benefit most from educational interventions to develop customised 
strategies. 
The WORKING assessment instrument was created in US through a series of national and state surveys of 
workplace skills, reviewed to determine skills areas identified as most critical by employers, which go beyond 
just specific academic content knowledge (Carnevale, Gainer, & Meltzer, 1991; Commission on the Skills of the 
American Workforce, 1990; Michigan Employability Skills Task Force, 1987; Secretary's Commis~ion on 
Achieving Necessary Ski! Is, 1991) The skills adopted initially focused on 24 comp~tency areas, ~hich_ were . . 
reviewed by a panel, based on prevalence in the literature, ability to be taugh~ or tra1~ed, and clanty with w~1ch 11 
could be defined in assessment. Based on this analysis, nine scales or professional sk~lls ~e~e de~eloped, with_ 
fifty diagnostic items. The items were field tested during 1995 with sixteen di_fferent mStltutJons rn rural and city 
areas, and modified based on statistical results derived from reliability analysis. 
-
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ING sment instrument are representative of the cognitive and 
The nine skills that make up the ~ORK asse; "Systems Thinking" is predicated by the ability to think 
affective elements of Self Regulation. For exam~t~' tate "Information Processing" is in essence self-
h. h • If· 'd of a metacogm 1ve s • absn-_act~y w ic. itse is _e~1 ence I roblems indicates a high level of cognitive strategy usage. In the affective 
momtonng, while the ab1hty to so ve p fth I :nents described by the WORKING instrument as a commitment 
do~a!n, a tendency ~o ~?lun!~:rb;~: ~I :~:enced by a person's self-concept. "1:aking Responsi?ility" and 
!,o L~fe_Lo,~g Lea~mg w~the moti!atfonal processes and volition control strategies that are mamfest in Self 
Persistmg are evide~che_o th . 1 of the WORKING assessment tool are statements which requires Regulated workers Wit m e mne sea es · c s lfR J · 
· h . t' d the extent to which they use strategies 1or e egu at10n. What follows 
students to reflect on t eir prac ice an , • • d fl · · . 
. . . f h fth I and how they assess a student s ab1hty to a opt re ectlve practice m their 1s a descnpt1on o eac o e sea es 
professional activities. 
TAKING RESPONSIBILITY 
M tud ts desire to complete tasks they begin, and ensure that all aspects of the task are identified and easures s en k 1 · · c 'd · d II Low Scores on this scale indicate that students need to wor on eammg strategies 1or 1 entlfying the one we . h · I l h · 
components of a task and setting goals for task completion. Students w o consistent_ y neg ect_ t eir . 
responsibilities may need counselling on the long-term consequences of such behaviour. The items for this scale 
included: 
I keep and use a list of things I've got to do. 
It really bugs me to see a problem that no one is trying to solve. 
I check up to make sure that others have done what they said they would do. 
As soon as I finish one task, I look for another one to do. 
I prefer to let others take the lead in getting something done. (R) 
WORKING IN TEAMS 
Students' scores on this scale measure the degree to which they feel comfortable working in teams and are able to 
use the skills associated with effective teamwork. Students who score low on this scale may need more 
experience in working in teams to accomplish a task. They need to learn the qualities of an effective team 
member, including taking responsibility for individual assignments and for deciding how the team should 
accomplish its goal. Communication is also a critical factor in successful teamwork. The items for this scale 
included: 
I don't usually like others giving me suggestions on how I should do something. (R) 
I like working in teams, 
I have found that group decisions are often better than individual decisions. 
I prefer to learn with other people. 
I explain to others why we need to work together. 
PERSISTING 
S~dents who score ~ow have trouble_ sticking with a task or learning assignment long enough to see it to its 
s~tisfactory complet10n. They may give up too soon to really benefit from instruction. Students who score too 
high may be see~ as s~bborn an~ unwilling to compromise when such compromise is needed because of limited 
resources or available time. The items for this scale included: 
I won't let go of a problem until I've got it licked. 
I follow through on things no matter what it takes. 
I set de;'nite goals, then ke~p wor~ing on them until I've achieved them. 
If I c~n t catch onto son:iethmg qmckly, I sometimes just drop it. (R) 
I don t let go of somethmg until I understand it. 
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A SENSE OF QUALITY 
S dents who score low on this scale need help in understa d' h tu h' h d s d n tng ow exceed' 
cceed in everyt mg t ey o. tu ents may need guidance in I . mg expectations can help them 
SU h t d" d h d · earnmghowto3· d h · · rsus "more t an expec e an w y mng more is beneficial Stud u ge w at ts "Just enough" 
ve . . d t ·1 d . . ents who sco I help in focusing m on e at s an paymg attention to the quality 'th h' re ow are also likely to need 
doing work. The items for the "sense of quality" scale included: Wt w tch work is done, rather than simply 
1 do extra work to n_iake sure _t~ings are done just right. 
I won't settle for domg the mmtmum on anything, no matter wh t 't tak 
'nk' b h. ·1 ' a t es I can't quit tht mg ~ ot to;et .;ng unt1 Im sure I've done it very well . 
I don't worry abou_t ~ _e itt e eta1 s a~ !o_n_g as I've done the main thin s ~ka 
I seek out new acttv1t1es and respons1b1httes. g y. (R) 
LIFE-LONG LEARNING 
Students' scores on this scale indicate an interest in engaging in learning in a • ty f . 
h. J h I . vane o settings. Students who score low on t ts sea e ave a re uctance to look for leammg opportunities and t tak d 
d S d . . . o ea vantage of them when they are presente . tu ents may need help m tdenttfying the many places and wa · h. h th 1 · · d · • ys m w tc ey can earn that go beyond the trad1t1onal e ucattonal settmg. Students who are not motivated to cont· I · fi d th • 
. . mue eammg may m ctr 
skills obsolete sooner than they wish. The items for this scale included: 
I don't usually ask questions that go much beyond the immediate task at hand. (R) 
I like to experiment with ideas and possibilities in my head. 
I usually don't make a special effort to learn new things. (R) 
I'm one of the first to volunteer to learn a new procedure or method. 
When I have to wait, I will read anything I find lying around. 
ADAPTING TO CHANGE 
Students' scores on this scale indicate their level of comfort with frequent or major changes in their environment. 
Students who score low arc less likely to seek out new experiences or to adjust to changes they experience. 
Students with a low tolerance for change may have trouble working in many environments where change is the 
norm. They need counseling to help them identify ways in which they can increase their ability to adapt to 
change. The items for this scale included: 
I adapt quickly to new situations. 
I usually do something I've enjoyed rather than try something different. (R) 
I am uncomfortable when I have to handle several things at once. 
I worry a lot about what could happen when things are changing. (R) 
I am usually most comfortable when things are predictable. 
-
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PROBLEM SOLVING 
. 1 • d' t thei·r interest and skill at using systematic problem solving methods when Students' scores on this sea e m ica e • d d' h t h 
. bl Stud ts who score Jow need help m un erstan mg ow o approac problems 
~pproachmg complex_ proE ems._ :n sing the scientific method or other systematic problem solving 
m a step-by-step fash10n. xpenence m u h II bl 
1 
· 11 
1 
. 
approach should help them increase their skills in this area. The items for t e pro em so vmg sea e mcluded: 
When solving a problem, I keep double-checking to be sure I'm on the right track. 
I make a detailed plan before I tackle a complex problem. . 
I consciously consider several different approaches before tackhng a problem. 
I will offer a suggested solution whenever I bring up a problem to someone. 
INFORMATION PROCESSING 
Students' scores on this scale provide insights into their competence in managing ~heir own learning and in 
having and using multiple strategies when learning. Stud~nts _who score low on this ~easure need to learn . 
methods that they can use to help add meaning and orgamzation to wha! they_ar_e trymg to learn. E~couragmg 
students to make active connections to their prior knowledge and expenence is unportant. Equally important may 
be many basic study skill techniques, like outlining, paraphrasing, and summarizing. The items for this scale 
included: 
I learn by figuring out how I can apply the things I'm learning to my life. 
I understand new things by seeing how they fit with what I already know. 
I consciously ask myself questions to see how well I understand something. 
I make a mental picture of what I am trying to learn or solve. 
SYSTEMS THINKING 
Students' scores on this scale indicate their understanding of the relationship among parts in a system and the 
effects of actions within a system. Students who have a working knowledge of one system may still need help in 
translating that knowledge into general principles of systems thinking. Students who score low may be helped by 
learning the components of a specific system before being introduced to these general principles. These students 
need to understand that events do not happen in isolation and that their actions may have effects that are distant 
in time or space. 
The items for the "systems thinking" scale indluded: 
I want to see how one task is related to other tasks. 
I tackle a problem by first trying to see how it affects others. 
I frequently come up with new ideas for how to do things better. 
I know how to get things done in a system or organization. 
Sample output 
T?e WORKING asse~sme~t ins~ent (Miles & Grummon, 1996) was used in semester 1, 2001 with a class of 
nmety ~na_I year multimedia tertiary students studying project management methodology. The test was given at th
e begmnm~ of the semester and end of semester. Table 1, shows a 23% increase for one of the students across 
each of the mne scales. There was an overall increase of 15% across all of the student scores. 
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JP 
hr, 
..--Being 
output 
Team A sense Life Long Responsibl Skills Persisting of Quality Leaming 
Adapting Problem Info Systems 
e to Change Solving Processing Thinking Total 
,=-- 50 15 5 45 55 95 Pre 15 1 l 
-
60 90 85 30 85 149 post 70 50 
-
45 25 183 
Table 1: Sample WORKING 
CONCLUSION 
Tertiary institutions cannot ignore industry and governments increasin d d . 
with better generic skills. Teaching and assessment strategies are need gd ;man s to havmg student graduates 
tandem. Self-regulatory pedagogical approaches are required with vali~ o promote_the development of these in 
k d " ld. d . assessment mstruments that offer students feedbac an sca110 mg unng the course of their studies are needed t bl d 
practice specific generic skills in which they are deficient. 0 ena e stu ents to focus and 
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The spread of Internet is so rapid that emerging e-Business is making dramatic changes in this digital economy. 
An important component of e-Business research is the issue of the effective marketing in the keen competition. 
Many agents are developed to help buyers handle the dynamic purchasing environment and reduce the 
complexity of purchasing data. However, while most existing agents are focused on buyers' needs, prior research 
on agents lach the sellers' perspectives. This study is intended to demonstrate the agent system that supports 
analysis of buyers' purchasing data and predicts their behavior so that sellers can develop more systematic 
marketing strategies. 
Keywords : e-Business, Intelligent Agents, Cyber Shopping Mall 
INTRODUCTION 
With the widespread oflntcrnet c-business becomes the cutting edge for today's business. In e-business 
· ' h b · d 1 · 'th so many products data to make a environments numerous buyers can access to t e we site ea mg w1 
.'. . • d"ffi It situation to manage back-office purchase dec1s1on. At the same time, sellers are facmg a very 1 tcu . f t h been 
requirements in order to keep the quality of customer services (Shaw et al _1~97). A vanety O _agen s avhe n 
developed to assist buyers in searching websites an m mg pure a 
1 
, · •al pers~ectives Most agents . d ak" h se dectstons However pnor researc o 
agents, mainly focusing on buyers' needs, has failed to add~ess t~e. sedler s :nag;:al purchase de;ision while 
are designed to track the buying path and identify the websites_ vistte tom ea 
some agents provide a comparison of prices and products details. 
. . rts b reducing the amount of information t? These agents can obviously help buyers save their time and effo d Y f"ective sales strategies are rcqmrcd 
.d agement an more e i, , canst er. However as the importance of customer man . d . ents that can analyze the buyers 
t k .. ' • • • k 11 ·ght be mtereste m ag 0 eep competitive pos1t1on m the mar et, se ers mt . 
Purchasing pattern and predict their behavior in the websites. . 
t that supports analysis of buyers' purchasing The primary purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a sales agen s tic marketing strategics. The agent 
data and predicts their behavior so that sellers can d~vel~p-~or:sr;~e::bsites, identifies pos~iblc fcatur_cs th.~t 
sy
st
em that introduced in this paper monitors buyers acttvin~s,, aring effective marketing Strntcgics '' 1th 
m· h · d a basis 1or prep 
'.g t affect purchasing decisions, and finally provt es 
SUttable alternatives. 
-
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. . do not reflect the time constraint. Consequently, they can't provide the timely 
Moreover, ex1stmg agent system~ . f d the change of fashion. The agent system in this paper applies the 
adjus~ent based on the s~ason~ v~a ion 
0
;preferences based on the seasonal change and recommends the 
adaptive system that cons~dersTh e c _a~ge ation reflected in the change of preferences gives sellers insights to 
products at the latest fashion. ose m orm · t th b 
satisfy the buyers' needs and predict the product pattern that are attractive O e uyers. 
. "b b h · mall using intelligent agents that incorporates considerations for buyer Tots paper descn es a cy er s oppmg . • · b d th h 
b h . 1 . d h ·ng pattern monitoring as well as time vanations ase on e c ange of season and e av1or ana ys1s an pure as1 . • th b · h 
fashion. The system considers the various aspects of the buyer behav10r dunng ~ we site searc and s_uggests a 
'd 1· th II centrate on the factors to attract the buyers by analyzmg the product selection gu1 e me at se ers can con 
process and the purchasing pattern. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Agents are computer programs that mimic human actio~s to a~dress the needs of sellers and ?uyers to c~t cost 
while improving the quality of goods and services and mc_reasmg the sp_eed of customer services (~achhs 1999). 
Major characteristics of agents include personalized, continuously runnmg, and autonomous, reactive and pro-
active. Jenning and Wooldridge (1998) describe properties of agents as follows. 
Autonomy: agents operate without the direct intervention of humans or others. 
Social Ability: agents interact with other agents and possibly human via some kind of agent-communication. 
Reactivity: agents perceive their environment (which may be the physical world, a user via a GUI, internet, other 
agents, etc) and respond in a timely fashion to changes as they occur. 
Pro-activity: agents do not only act in response to their environment, they exhibit goal-directed behavior and take 
the initiative. 
According to Nissen (1995), agents are classified into five categories: watcher agents, learning agents, shopping 
agents, information retrieval agents, and helper agents. Many researchers address the effects of agents on 
electronic commerce (Jenning and Wooldridge, 1998; Maes, 1994). Mae, Guttman, and Moukas (1999) predict 
the furore development of such agents, and discuss the use of different kinds of applications to assist consumers 
in buying activities. Examples of these agents include Anderson Consulting's Bargain Finder, Curtin University's 
Bargain Boat, and University of Washington's ShopBoat (Choi et al 1999). 
Intelligent agents perform specific tasks on behalf of users. For example, agents are designed to search the 
websites for information gathering, monitoring, and analyzing the environment. Some agents are applied to 
interact with other agent and may act upon messages from other agents. Other researchers predict that monitoring 
agents will continuously be developed to search the web for deals on behalf of users in e-business, considering 
that the importance of effective marketing has been increased for the success of e-business (Bogonikolos et al 
1999). 
Many r~searches have explored the opportunity to reduce the burden of buyers in gathering information and 
compan~on of the p~oducts using _comparison agents while push technology has taken part of delivering 
p~rs?nahzed marketmg by analyzi?g buyer profile and preferences (Li and Huang 2000). These agents have 
sigmfica~tly reduce~ the ~uyers' _time and efforts to examine purchasing data. However, they still fail to address 
the ~ell er s managenal pomt of view. Other research issue is reflecting time constraint for dynamically changing 
environment. 
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JP 
CURE OF THE SYSTEM Af~CHITE 
b 
· ally consists of two agents: the monitoring agent and the buyer analysis agent. The monitoring tem astc · h b b · 
The sys b yers' activity when t e uyer enters a we site and keeps track of buyers' interests and details 
agent observehs -~,. The buycc analysis agent genemtes a dabbase that contains the infonnation of the buycc 
s' be avt · b h · · U ·1· · 
ofbuyer d n the results given Y t e momtonng agent. ti lZlng the monitoring agent and the buyer 
behaviOC base 
O 
llecs can identify the common characteristics of the moving paths, revisit patterns, time intenml 
.,,iysis agent: ~ and othc, statistics. Sellen., then, can est,blish not only an effective promotioo strntegy but 
between 
th
e vis~ s d product selection to make the website to be more attractive to the buyers. also well-organize 
. fthe agent system proposed in this study, as shown in figure 1, consists of user interface, 
The architecture 
O 
user monitoring agent, and user behavior analysis agent. Functions of each component can r tion program, 
app ,ca rized as follows: besumma 
Buyer 
c:I~-, r 
Monitoring 
Agent 
User Analysis 
Agent 
Manipulation 
Behavior 
Analysis DB 
Figure 2: Architecture of the System 
b users and the system. b ·t User interface: manages a dialog etwccn . t earch and make a purchase on the we st e. 
bl s users to naviga e, s ' d th data 
Application program: c~a e b havior on the website and recor . e d the data from the monitoring Monitoring agent: mom tors users e d d' ct consumer's behavior base on Buyer behavior analysis agent: analyze an pre t 
agent. 
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Recommended 
Product List 
y 
Access 
Initiates Agents 
Continue Shopping 
Purchase Product 
Behavior 
Analysis 
Database 
Cancel 
Buyer 
Record 
Database 
N 
The Hot Item List 
Figure 3: Purchasing Process Flowchart 
The monitoring agent initiates its function as the buyer gets an access to the website. It differentiates a new buyer 
from the existing buyers and displays the suitable sets of product lists according to the buyer's status. It usually 
recommends the hottest items for new buyers and customized product lists for existing buyers. Figure 2 
illustrates the process buyers take to complete their purchases. Buyers make a decision whether they keep on 
shopping or stop based on the recommended list. Sometimes buyers can manipulate their own wisdom to make a 
purchase decision regardless of the product recommendation 
Once the purchase is completed, buyers put the items into the basket. It is the responsibility of the behavior 
analysis database and the buyer history database to record all the purchase information. The behavior analysis 
database consists of order file, product file, purchase decision file, and log history file. The buyer record database 
contains all the buyer related information including http access history file, buyer IP file, log file, and purchase 
history file. 
The recommended product list is drawn based on the previous purchase data, the purchasing pattern, product 
types, and buyers' personal data. Neural nets, as shown in figure 3, are employed to enable agents to learn the 
purchasing pattern and predict the future buyer behavior from the previous purchase data and buyer's personal 
data. 
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:p 
Purdme Dita ] 
Purchase Pattern ] 
Figure 4: Neural Nets for Recommended Product Lists 
Figure 4 shows th~ Nassi:Schncidcrma~n c~art that e~plains the logic to generate the product list. The agent 
provides the real-time adjustment by adJusting the weights for the buyer behavior variables. 
Access 
y Need to Analyze the B~ 
Store Buyer Record File 
y Already fr~ 
Store the Behavior Adjust the Behavior Variable Weight Initialize the Behavior Variable Record Adjust the Belief Index 
Adjust the Weight for the Buyer Variable 
Completion 
Figure 5: Product List Generation Logic 
AN ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION 
. . nt s stem is applied in the website whose URL is The target domain of this study is clothing business. The age Yd. 
1
. x based My-SQL is used to develop 
CGI J Script an 1s mu · W\\w.3b.co.kr. The System is built in PHP, C- , ava_ ' d on Clothing Shopping Mall. The target 
the databases. The back-end office of this site is located m Do~g ~e:~lt in korean. However, for the 
market is basically korcan at this moment. Consequently, the site isl t din english Toe initial screen of the d 
. f th ebsite are trans a e . emonstration purpose, parts of the screens o e w 
Website is shown in figure 5. 
~----------::-::-::::----------
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[View Cart] 
Figure 6: Initial Screen of the Website 
Figure 6 displays the record that contains the information about visits buyers made to the website. The log file 
can be analyzed by IP address, Jobs the buyers performed, and the order placed. 
"' 
NAME JOB CODE 
-25 00 00 guest guest 2! 1, 176.235,52 Yiew_deta113 a3062051 
16-25 00 00 guest guest 210.205, 192.66 click-type tyoe09 
lt..-25 oo·oo guest guest 211 176.235 52 click_type tvoe25 
116-25 00 00 h,,.,s20 \ears20 211,2.21.191.246 chck_type type06 
Ub-25 00 00 1e;ors20 1ears20 211.221. 191,246 click_type tyoe07 
116-25 00 00 ahngt ahnc;t 211.175 37.86 logln_ok 
11:,-25 (lJ:00 guest guest 210 205. 192 66 view_detail3 nb528043 
lb-2SOO·OOyue11rn yueuni 211,171.152.7 view_detail3nl211005 
16-25 00 00 ahngt ahngt 211.175, 37.66 show_car1 
16-2', 00:00 yueilni yueiini 211.171. 152. 7 view_detail 1 n1211005 
16-2<;1J0.00gustla1208 gustla1Z08 211194.243.35 ..,ew_deta.113all12051 
11:,-;:"500'01 gue"t guest 211.105 234 159 cl,ck_type type/JlJ 
lb-25 00 01 Qu,:,st guest 211,105,234.159 view-detait3 nb302035 
-2500.01 ahng1 ahngt 2111753786 trace 
":'-25 00:01 guest gues, 211'. l(JS:234.159 clicLlype type09 
lh-~0001tears20 lears~ 21!.221.191.246chck-1ype type03 
)6-2', 00 01 guest guest 210,205,192.66 Yi8w-detail3 nb528038 
-25 0001 te.i,s20 tea,s20 211.221. !'::1!,246 click_type type13 
16-£" 00 01 guest guest 211 105 234. 159 Vlew_deta/13 dsctnl83 
~-.. 5 00 01 gue.,., guest 211.105.234.159 \llew-.deta1II dscf0183 
lti-~0001 yue1inl yuei,ni 211,171.152.7 viQw_detaill nl211005 
N:,=~ ~:g: i~::: ~~::: ~: :: rnr J~-f~91ii1~i~lype type09 
~-:?5 00_01 guMI guest 211. 105. 234 159 vi"'w-deta113 nb303002 lr~·F·~~~JX'.(?>1;.~~k. .... J.U?~t-Y·,.'.,?.:i.'.~ck_type type23 
Figure 7: User Log Screen 
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rAnalysis use 
. 7 shows tasks that a particular buyer has done in the web ·t Th' . 
f1gurthe eural nets and can be converted into the purchasing patt:1me. is profile is a basis of the learning process 
h, 
~ en . 
W'.~~:Jl(.6> '"z -.)~lJ r_,_«J'M\U) 
~J 11ef~e 'ir 
Cu 111,.,0lf>l'f, ' lrlo r,ill, ,J,.1., ]~!JJ -)J, 
,t,J .. W 4':',Jf;? -4?.):-<8 -'t}/.H 4;tj"%l'fd . 
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..,._ 111 Bookmark 
_.... ~T1MrC:J 111I- ---
oAT~ 
Figure 8: User Behavior Screen 
In figure 8, in order for sellers to examine buyer's purchasing preferences, the data is retrieved from the buyer 
record database and the buyer analysis database. This data will be used to test the hypotheses of the buyers' 
preferences. 
3Bs,'icJPPIN(;MAI lr,i. 
ltOML j n,,,,," f P•o•I••·-· l)f< I l•.,,,.,..., 1 ,.,,... I v .. 1u..i,u,11 I IJve'.ICJOO~- I Vlew(ai,rt I Bool--rno1rk 
DATE~ Tlt.◄Ll___j II i 
ATE I[) N1,Mf 
-------------------
,, ,, "'''"' 
I' 7 111<1 • 
t,t.'''.iJO. 
io~••.1111-t 
-~ '"""' 
Figure 9: Order Analysis Screen 
. d from the database and sorted out in 
~or example, a recent one month data for a particular buyer can bel~etn~ve ted into the buyer variable. Tables I 
tune, product name basis and then weights are calculated and fina Y re ec 
and 2 h ' . d buyer preferences. s ow codes for analysis ofpurchasmg pattern an 
~-:-:-------------::-=-:-----
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Table 1: Buyer Profile Code 
Field Code Value Field Name 
20 (character) 
- Code General Product-Code 40 (character) Product-Name Name 
Price Price I~ 99999 
Manufacturer Prod I~ 99999 
After Sale Service As I~ 99999 
Registered Date Date dd-mm-yy 
Warranty Warr 50 char 
Agel 10 ~ 19 Age Teen 
Twenty-Early Age2 20~24 
Twenty-Late Age3 25 ~29 
Thirty Age4 30~39 
Forty Age5 40~49 
About Fifty Age6 50~99 
Preferences Formal Ptl 1~5 
Casual Pt2 1~5 
Traditional Pt3 1~5 
Modem Pt4 1~5 
Color Pt5 1~5 
Design Pt6 1~5 
Fashion Pt7 1~5 
Table 2: Buyer Behavior Analysis Code 
-----
Field Name Field Code Value 
-General Buyer Code Code 20(character) 
Name Name 40( character) 
Sex Sex 1~2 
Age Age I ~99 
Occupation Job 30 char 
Address Addr 50 char 
Phone Phone 13 char 
Marital-Status Ma 1~2 
Hobby Hob 30 char 
----- Preferences Buying Score Buying Count 
-Formal Ptl (I ~ 5) Psi (0 ~ 99999) Pel (0 ~ 99999) 
Casual Pt2 (I~ 5) Ps2 (0 ~ 99999) Pc2 (0 ~ 99999) 
Traditional Pt3 (I~ 5) Ps3 (0 ~ 99999) Pc3 (0 ~ 99999) 
Modern Pt4 (I~ 5) Ps4 (0 ~ 99999) Pc4 (0 ~ 99999) 
Color Pt5 (I~ 5) Ps5 (0 ~ 99999) Pc5 (0 ~ 99999) 
Design Pt6 (I~ 5) Ps6 (0 ~ 99999) Pc6 (0 ~ 99999) 
Fashion Pt7 (I~ 5) Ps7 (0 ~ 99999) Pc7 (0 ~ 99999) 
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coNCLUSION 
. ess has created many op~ortun_ities in todats interne~ base~ society. One of the most critical aspects 
e-Bu.sin. the success of e-Bus~ness is t~e effecti~e marketin~ to interact with the buyers. Many agents have 
influencing\ d to assist buyers m searchmg websites and making purchase decisions. However prior research 
deve ope · b ' els h f: ·1 d ddr ' been · ly focusing on uyers nee , as 31 e to a ess the seller's managerial perspectives. Most 
nts rnatn b · h d 'd 'fy h · · · on age ' d • gned to track the uymg pat an i enti t e websites visited to make a final purchase decision 
agents are eSl nts provide a comparison of prices and products details. 
while some age 
well infonned, networked, and even more wise in making their purchasing decisions. Therefore, 
Buyers are ;~w rovide more personalized services based on systematic analysis of buyer preferences and 
sellers n_ee O: rn. In this regard, this paper demonstrates an implementation of cyber shopping mall using 
purc~asing pa ~ that support analysis of purchasing data and predict purchasing pattern as well as consideration 
intelligent agen_ \ The system appeared to be very successful implementation of agents for enabling sellers to 
of time con5tt~m ~arketing strategy by analyzing product selection process and predicting purchase pattern. 
prepare effective 
'b tion of this study is that the system proposed in this study provides guidelines for developing 
Finally, the ~~n:a~ using intelligent agents for seller's perspectives. For the future research, this stud~ ~!ght 
cyber shopp g d d t t'lizc data mining approach to analyze very large data set and explore the poss1b1hty of 
d be exten e o u I -nee to . nagc various aspects of purchase knowledge. 
web-housmg to ma 
page 362 
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Benefits from e-Business Im le . 
Exploring the Anteced:nt:1efnBta2t1ons with ERP: 
ABSTRACT 
o B Models 
C.G.Ash 
School ?f Management Information Systems 
Edith Cowan University Austr 1· E . , aza, 
-mail: c.ash@ecu.edu.au 
The paper reports on the research carried out in 1999-2000 on th if b . . 
e use o e- usmess applzcations in SAP-based 
organisations. These early adopters of e-business applications show at d t d . 
ren owa~ s costs reductzon benefits 
from e-procurement, e-store, and employee self-service applications A tru t d . . 
· s c ure interview-based vehicle was 
used to collect data on a variety of established organisations from a diverse if. d . 
range o m ustr1es. The findings are 
analysed according to the level of sophistication of e-business models Two t d' if l . 
• cases u zes o eary e-busmess 
integration with a global supplier and its corporate customers are anabised 1·n the c t t ifth b . 
'J on ex o e usmess-to-
business model. Collectively, the set of case studies is used to demonstrate the e'ff-ects oif · b ,r; 
1;, mcrease ene1 zts stream 
from an e-business architecture based on a network of ERP enabled organisations. 
Keywords: e-Business. B2B models, e-ERP implementation, SAP-based organisations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Like all information technologies, enterprise resource planning ERP technology has been profoundly influenced 
and transformed by the Internet. Less than two years ago, the ERP paradigm was largely confined within the 
walls of the traditional business enterprise. The current Internet trends serve to extend the original value 
proposition of ERPs, by breaking down organisational barriers. Now those boundaries have become almost 
obsolete. In the future, the structure of such organisations will be more like the web (Larsen 2000). Internet 
technologies offer an ERP based organisation the opportunity to build interactive r~lationships with !ts ~usiness 
partners, by improved efficiencies and extended reach, at a very low cost (Hesterbnnk 1999). Orgamsatrnns that 
fail to seize this opportunity become vulnerable, if rivals establish themselves :1rst in the electronic marketplace. 
They may eventually be forced to participate in Internet commerce by competitors, customers or end-consumers. 
This paper examines the benefits derived from the use of e-business applications with ERP systems. The early 
ado t f • . . . .. d d 1· · the benefits from e-procurement, e-p ers o e-busmcss appltcatmns show an 1mttal tren towar s rea izmg .11. st0refront and employee self-service. Statoil expects savings of30% from a Zb US$ ~nnuhal pur~hasestb~ 'the 
Nov t' h I h 3 d ys· UBSBankmg as an mtrane ior 
. ar zs as reduced the time to fill an order from 10 to ess t an a ' . 25o/c f ales from its 
Internal organization of its multinationals business for its 40,000 employees; Scztec expects O O s 
e-shopping mall. 
The . dinal multi-case study of ERP enabled 
or P~pe: reports o~ the findings from th~ first phase of a lo~gi~ The a er reports on the research _carri~d 
g~isattons that p10nccrcd the use e-busmess (e-ERP) appltcations. P. PtJ. The obiective is to 1dcnt1fy 
out tn 1999 200 . . . SAP based orgamsa ons. , . 
th - 0 on the use of c-business apphcat10ns m - . lications with ERP according t~ a 
fr e benefits and problems encountered by the early adopters of e-bu_smes~ app s used to collect data on a vancty amewo k f d • t · w questionnaire wa . th 
f r o e-busincss models A semi-structure m ervte d' e analysed accordmg to c stagcs o estab!' h d · f • d tries The fin mgs ar 
of . is_ e organisations from a diverse range o m us · 
Ill ~phisttcation of e-business interaction d t rds realizing benefits from c-procurcmcnt 
an~ el. The early adopters of e-business applications show a tren B2~w:business integration with a glo?al 
employee self-service applications. A case study of the first trate a more complex model ofmtcr-
~;~P~ter_ supplier and its largest corporate customer_is used to :::~;~e benefits stream from an ERP-based c-
g ntsattonal integration of ERP. The specific goal is to demo 
:----:--------~--------------FP'aa~gee'°3316344 
~-
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b · · F' II th tudy 1·s used to emphasize the added benefits from the adoption of inter-usmess proJect. ma y es 
organisation e-business solutions. 
E-ERP IMPLEMENTATIONS 
To achieve the maximum level of benefits from integrating an e-business applic~tion with a~ ERP package, it is 
important to understand from the outset the complementary na~e of an e-ERP implementation. ~e 
stakeholders of an ERP system are potentially every employee m the comp~n~ as well as key supphers and 
customers. Typically, an ERP system in its final rollout will replace the maJon.ty oflegacy systems, and interface 
with the remaining systems. To the outside world however, the ERP system will be largely. transparent, as it 
communicates with suppliers and vendors using traditional media or standard EDI transact10ns. 
An e-business implementation is from the onset aimed at integrating business processes with outside business 
partners and is built on and supported by the ERP foundation. The main focus of the implementation will 
therefore be the integration of cross-company value chains using e-business tools (Kalakota 1999). An ERP 
implementation has a defined Iifecycle, typically 12-24 months depending on the scope and other parameters 
(Blain, 1999). After the initial implementation, upgrade and functional enhancement projects follow in irregular 
intervals. e-Business implementations need to be significantly faster than initial ERP implementations 
(Hesterbrink 1999). However it can be expected that these activities will continue on an ongoing basis to 
accommodate changing relationships with business partners and enhanced functional and technical scope of 
existing relationships. 
The importance of combining ERP packages with the Internet has a two-way benefit and return on investment. 
'Once Internet technology is efficiently integrated into the internal operation, its effective use for external 
interactions becomes a natural and easy extension. Without the internal infrastructure, external interactions will 
always be strained and limited' (Telleen 1996). Also, the coupling of these technologies is seen as 'a shift from 
the traditional emphasis on transaction processing, integrated logistics and workflows to systems that support 
competencies for communications building, people networks, and on-the-job learning' (Manville 1997). 
Although these technologies have distinctly different functions, integrated they offer a sound infrastructure for 
doing business on-line (e-business) (Venkatraman et al. 1998). Here e-business means 'making the key business 
processes of an organisation available over the Internet' (Boey 1999). Although simple, this definition 
ne~ertheless inc?~orates s.ome su~tle b~t key points about e-business applications with an ERP system. The 
~nmary beneficianes ofth1s e-busmess mfrastructure are business partners (customers and suppliers). Figure 1 
illustrates h?w these concepts relate to the business-to-business (B2B) models that form the major part a larger 
class ofbusmess models that also includes business-to-consumer (B2C)). 
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Buy-side 
applns. Internals Sell-side 
applns. 
Figure 1: B2B Model of a Single ERP enabl d 
O 
. . 
(S . Ob . e rgamsation for doing e-Business 
ource. servations from case studies interviewed, Nov 1999) 
f'gure 1 represents a B2B e-business model that has its roots in EDI supply h • 
m'odel describes a single organisation that has key internal processes inter-ciO:mtmdatn agthe~ent (SCM). The 
· · . . ec e o e mternal processes of the network of partner organisations; customers, distributors and suppliers This 1·s 1·n k . 'th h b 
· h I h • . ' · eepmg w1 t e a ove defimition of e-busmess, w ere ntemet tee nology (m vanous forms) is viewed as th bl f b . 
. . . . e ena er o e- usmess. An e-business apphcat1on 1s the software component that !mks an organisation's ERP processes wi'th rtn 
· · ' . I SAP' B2B p · a pa er 
orgamsat10n s mtema system. s e- roeurement 1s an example of a 'buy-side' application that links to 
a supplier's catalogues (SAP 1999). 
Early Investigation of Australian SAP Sites 
In February 1999, five Australian SAP-based organisations were contacted with a view to gathering information 
about the status of e-business developments within ERP environments. Significantly, SAP's R/3 system 
dominates the local ERP landscape. A structured interview approach using open-end questions was used to 
capture information of current and future use of R/3 with Internet technology. In constructing an appropriate 
open-ended interview questionnaire, the issue of benefit maximisation was paramount, and the focus of this was 
towards supply chain automation based around various business-to-business models/principles. 
Table l: Expected Use oflnternet with SAP - Interviewed February 1999 
#Case Alias Industry 
'Business-to' Models 
Date of Interview Comments from interviews 
I. Alumina.com.au Mining B2B - business-to-suppliers (b2s): Company uses the Inbound 
13-Feb-99 side, but needs Outbound side or business-to-customer (b2c ). 
2. Petrol.com.au Oil & Gas B2B _ business-to-business partners 
12-Feb-99 Procurement and logistics, access to supplier's catalogues. 
3. Service.gov.au Gov. Service B2E - business-to-employees . . 
ll-Feb-99 Intranet with SAP for employee-self-service HR busmess 
4. Society.com.au Retail B2C _ business-to-consumer .. ~ 24-Sep-98 Extension of business processes with Internet mailmgs and orders. 
5. Utility.gov.au Gov Utility B2G - business-to-government 
~12-Feb-99 Attempting pa_i'!!!ent on delivery for contractual arrangements. 
. . d revealed views and expectations of future In general, the responses from IT project managers mterviewe . t A stralian industry based study, (NNI 
developments similar to the key findings of the Norton Nolan lnStltu e u 
1998): 
Int · 1 e efficiency gains; f h h ge egration across the entire organisation is the key to ~rg_ b th in terms of acceptance O t e c an 
Transparency of implementation and changing process is important, 0 11111
'
11 
'
1 
i: h iin1iin1,: 1:h,:! expected efficiency gains; d chieving cost reductions; 
I . . . • k t customers an a I'' . . . :i,:,:1:-,1;,,;een stnvmg to wm new mar e s or . 't 
..ici,'i::lup ,1 b,::T1el'its register and measure achievements agamst 1 · . d fi 
al benefits achieve rom 
. . . . . . rt (1998), where the actu ccted and actual 
,, 'I .. 1.11dl11ll'11111,11ry findings match those of the ~I Rep? . 'The largest gaps between exp 
, .. i 1111·11n 1·, ,., i" .. . d d1sappomt1ng. 
· •·'' ',;,• .1 1.1:1,,111n1,:!ss solut10ns have prove very 
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. d t d elopment and customer service'. It is in these areas of business 
benefits are related to supply cham, P; ;c be:g traditionally strong. The variety of models identified in Table 
practice where E~ sys_tems are reg; ~ ~s s: interactions of an organisations as; B2B (business partners), B2C 1, suggests a class1ficatton scheme or usme 
(consumers), as well as B2E (employees). 
Industry Projections ofB2B and B2C Models 
Table 2: Comparison of$Values for B2B and B2C in Year 2000 
Yr2000 million$ %B2C million$ %B2B B2B: B2C 
North America 40.48 75.9% 468.79 77.6% 11.58 
Asia & Pacific 3.81 7.1% 49.89 8.3% 13.09 
Western Europe 8.54 16.0% 78.82 13.1% 9.23 
Latin America 0.25 0.5% 3.32 0.5% 13.09 
Africa & Middle East 0.15 0.3% 2.00 0.3% 13.09 
Eastern Europe 0.07 0.1% 0.90 0.1% 13.09 
Total 53.31 100.0% 603.72 100.0% 11.32 
Ratio B2B: B2C for Year 2000 ~ 11:1 
(Source: Forrester 2000) 
Table 2 shows the worldwide estimates for the dollar value of business-to-consumer (B2C) and B2B transactions 
(Forrester Research 2000). Specifically the last column shows the ratio ofB2B:B2C as a coarse measure of their 
relative value to the organisation. B2B is at least eleven (11) times the dollar value ofB2C transactions for year 
2000. According to Forrester Research, the industry projections expect the dollar value in online transactions in 
the B2B and B2C sectors will be billion$ 6.3 and billion$ 0.4, by 2004. In addition the ratio ofB2B: B2C will 
have increased to 14. This has significant implications for traditional business with respect to future 
opportunities IT investment (ROI) in B2B sector of the economy. 
For the rest of the paper, we will discard B2C consumer models and focus on the class ofB2B models. 
METHODOLOGY 
In November 1999, eleven (11) SAP-based organisations were contacted with a view to gathering information 
about their use of SAP R/3, and in particular developments in Internet integration with their ongoing R/3 
systems. To identify the sites, a search using secondary literature, web sites, and SAP related industry 
consultants were contacted to identify major e-ERP projects. Within the scope of this study the term e-ERP 
application is used to represent any instance oflntemet-SAP technology adoption ( eg SAP B2B Procurement, 
SAP Employee Self Service, SAP Retail Store), (SAP 1999). 
The p~mary beneficiaries of this e-business infrastructure are, business partners (corporate customers and 
suppliers) and employees. Figure 2 illustrates how these concepts relate to the variety of business-to-business (B2B) sub-models; b2s, b2c, and b2e (Ash et al. 1999). 
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······-'// I 
Figure 2: Developments in e-ERP and Business Practice for doing e-Business 
(Source: Adapted from Ash and Rossouw I 999) 
The findings of the preliminary investigation of established SAP sites are presented by the categories of the three 
B2B sub-models (Figure 2): 
Business-to-Business (b2s) to support supply chain management between partner organisations. 
Business-to-Customer (b2c) to develop customer interaction, via the Web. 
Business-to-Employee (b2e) to harness the flow/sharing of corporate information, via intranets. 
Eleven SAP enabled organisations known to have implemented e-business applications with ERP were selected. 
In each case a senior IT /SAP project manager was contacted for the purpose of conducting an interview. Table 3 
summarises the profiles of six of ( 11) case organisations that participated in the study. The 'e-business 
initiatives' selection criteria insisted each e-business implementation was to have significant organisational 
implications. 
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Table 3: Classification ofB2B Cases into Sub-classes 
e-Business example No. ofUsers -82B Automation Case Alias* 
B2B 
Sub-class 
Single ERP I. Biotec.com & b2s e-Procurement of pharma/chemicals ~240 research staff 
2. Pharma.com for core business 
3. O&Gas.com b2s/b2e e-Procurement as first stage ofb2e 
and e-Marketplace 
4. Media.com b2s/b2e e-Procurement as first stage of 
global e-commerce for B2C 
ERP to ERP 5. Computer.com b2c B2B integration of2 USA partners 
(linked to) & using EAi-to-ERP infrastructure 
Electronic.com b2s 
Network ofERPs 6. Scitec.com b2s e-Buy across Divisions of a global 
( cross-divisional) & conglomerate, extended to 
b2c e-Sell across a network of Divisions 
* 6 Cases spanning 5 industry types, and ordered by increasing level ofB2B automation 
e-Bus with SAP Sites - Interviewed Nov 1999 and June 2000 
~22,000 & adrnin 
~18,000 
~28,000 
~18,000 
~9,000 
~30,000 
This study was an exploratory investigation into the benefits from extending enterprise wide business systems 
beyond the organisation. More than ten SAP enabled organisations, known to have adopted e-business systems, 
were selected. The IT managers were interviewed to obtain a basic insight into each organisation's status of the 
use of Internet technology (web, intranets, extranets, and e-mail). They were questioned about 'the benefits and 
barriers arising from extending their R/3 business processes onto the Internet'. The questions were presented 
within the three sub-classes of the B2B interaction model (Figure 2). 
FINDINGS 
The findings are analysed according to the stages of sophistication of thee-business model. An e-Business 
implementation is from the onset aimed at integrating business processes with outside business partners and is 
built on and supported by the ERP foundation. An organisation that commits itself to enterprise resource 
planning (ERP), will inevitably need to extend its system towards a web-based architecture. In doing so the issue 
of benefit maximisation becomes paramount and the focus of this will be supply chain automation based around 
business-to-business models. 
The findings of all case studies profiled in Table 3 are presented according to the business interactions model 
classification; b2s, b2c, and b2e. Within each classification the cases are presented in order of increasing e-
business application sophistication. Further, the level ofB2B automation is supported by an increasing 
complexity ofERP systems (Table 3). 
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2B INTEGRATION FROM A SINGLE ERP ENABLED B ORGANISATION 
Buy-side 
e-procurement 
Figure 3: b2s Model of a Single ERP enabled o , . 
rgamsation for e-P (Source: Observations from rdo_cu~eme~t from Suppliers 
case stu ies mterv1ewed, Nov 1999) 
The case studies profiled in Table 4 demonstrate the use ofe b · 'b . . , - usmess uy-side' r • . 
application !mks a company s ERP to a supplier's catalogues eg SAP' p app 1cat1ons. Tlus category of 
stage of an e-business implementation with ERP. The motiva~ion fi ths e- ;ocurement. It repre~ents the earliest 
cost reductions from efficiency gains. or ese evelopments or busmess driver is 
Table 4: Case Study of 'b2s' projects 
Case Alias Orgn. Size e-Business Project Title No. of Users 
I. Biotec.com & Medium Staff research procurement 200 . 
2. Pharma.com Global Sales Order Rapid Delivery 3,000+ 
3. O&Gas.com Large Staff travel procurement 10,000 + 
4. Media.com Global Simple Ordering e-catalogue 9,000 + 
Key: Small< I 00, Medium < I 000, Large (national), Global (multi-national) 
'b2s' as e-Procuremcnt for Shorter lead times and Lower costs 
Country 
UK 
Switzerland 
Norway 
Germany 
The cases in Table 4 arc implementations of desktop procurement system (DPS) designed for the non-
professional procurement staff (Scgcv ct al. 200 I). The focus is an indirect procurement function that includes 
maintenance, repair, and operating (MRO) supplies. It brings into play the issue of employee self service (ESS) 
that includes retraining for this change in roles. 
With SAP B2B Procurement c-business solution, Biotec reported that 'lead times to fill an order were shaved 
down from four to just one day - from the point in time when an employee identifies an order, to actual 
delivery'. Having ach i cvcd shorter lead times, Biotec no longer needs to keep large stocks of materials, so 
expenditures arc down and cash flow is healthier. Indeed, the company expects to save between ten and 15 
percent on the cost of purchasing materials. Another goal of the business-to-business project_was to buil~ more 
long-term links with preferred vendors. So far, Biotec has identified three such vendors. Their Internet ~1tes were 
linked into the SAP procurement system, allowing Biotech staff to use e-procurement on th: company sow~ 
intranet and to purchase from both the internal catalogue and external online catalogues. Th1_s was made P?ss1blc 
by a specially developed open catalogue interface. The procurement department alread_Y attnbutes one ~aJorh 
su · · th d' unts preVIously offered by its t rec 
ccess to its new procurement process· It has been able to mcrease e isco 'd d SAP 828 
preferred vendors a further five percent.(15% overall). But the benefits are by no means all o~e-sb1 I~ . fi tu Pr • d · All three compames e 1eve u re 
ocurement gives vendors plenty of opportunities, such as direct or; ermg. 
T
benefits will come from industry portals, eg Chemicals and Oil and Gas. h . d 'Roll out of the e-busincss 
omax· · h . • d (on was emp as1se . · 
1 
. 
1m1se t e benefits, the not10n of fast e-busmess a op I d b 'full cooperation between industry 
so Utions needs to be achieved very quickly for ROI'• Also, there nee 5 t~ e ta! gues' Further 'it is only with 
Partn , , d' ·t umbers m ca o · ' 
ers • Collaboration between suppliers, to standar ,se 1. e~ n . h . ortance of the B28 value chain. 
content that . . . . ta! es This ,mphes t e imp . . . h I , p· you gam a wm-wm, cg mdustry ca ogu · . , r anisational culture 1s m the ng t P ace · 
lllally, to make use of SA P's industry portal (mySAP.com) requires O g 
T . . concerned with technical or more 
ommimise the barriers (cg resistance to change), all suggesnons were . t mindset The procurement 
Pracl!ical issues. This appears to have been provoked by an IT drid·vedn ~roJuepcgrade to Web-enabled SAP R/3 4.6. 
app 1cati · di w commen e , an 
a d, _ons need to be much more user frien Y· ere Pl) , n an 1 · • t faces (BA s · ncrease m business application programmer 
-:--------------------------FP'aa;ggee°"i377001 
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In the future, all three organisations believe their ERP technolo~ will play an integr_al part in helping these 
established enterprises build and operate online busine~s-to-bus~ness models. In particular, the B2B e-
procurement developments could lead to industry specific or pnvate e-marketplaces. 
'b2e' as Employee Self Service for an improve efficiency of work life 
Cases 3 and 4 from different industries, implemented organisational intranets that combined with their SAP R/3 
business processes. These solutions were easy to deploy while offering significant benefits from networking 
employees. Media.com implemented the SAP Internet solution for internal address management. It covers all 
organisational information within its global network and is the most-used Web application, available for 9,000+ 
employees, with 150,000 transaction calls per day. It also implemented its own Intranet integrated with R/3 to 
facilitate the networking of the staff in preparation of E-commerce (B2C). 'This is a generic back-office solution, 
not a SAP industry solution, to save time and paper for the distribution of staff information'. It offers transparent 
access to important policy manuals and procedure documents across all departments. 'It also offers collective use 
of many functions' (Perez et al. 1999: 49). 
A leader in media sales and services world wide, Media.com implemented SAP Internet solutions to enable it 'to 
further leverage its investment in its SAP system by extending the functionality of the R/3 system to casual 
users'. This global integration strategy by networking the enterprise is viewed as 'e-commerce survival'. A 
change management team was commissioned to achieve this end. The numerous requests from various profit 
centres within the group for similar solutions showed a high level of acceptance from the user communities. 
To maximise benefits, the design ofintranet interface has to accommodate the least trained employees. Requires 
concerted corporate focus. Managers and IT staff must learn together (fast) to seek new business models. 'We 
need to develop our Intranet system as a learning system.' 
To minimise barriers, increase the availability of supplier catalogues, collaboration between suppliers, and to 
standardise item numbers in catalogues. A greater range of application interfaces would reduce the cost of 
linking SAP data to the Internet. SAP needs to understand the Media business. 'We need to understand the 
environmental factors including IT infrastructure.' Corporate paranoia is in the minds of managers and 
consultants. Change management needs to be addressed and practiced. 
Table 5: Case Study of 'b2c' linked with 'b2s' projects 
CASE ALIAS Size Country B2B Project Title Users 
Sub-class 
5a. Computer.com Large USA b2c Customised online sales ~27,000 
(linked to) (linked to) 
5b. Customer.com Large USA b2s StaffMRO nrocurement ~14,000 
6. Scitec.com Global UK b2c + b2s Sell-side System toe-Mall ~40,000 
network to Gatecentre (e-Marketplace) 
< Key. Small 100, Medtum < 1000, Large (national), Global (multi-national) 
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I tegration Between a Supplier and a Customer O . 92B n rganisation 
case studies profiled in Table 5 demonstrate the appl· . The two . . 1 fi 1cat1on ofB2B int . of multiple orgamsat10ns. n 1gure 4 thee-business 1. . . egrat1on between the ERP systems d . app 1cat1ons hnk tw . . 
fully integrate corporate customer-supplier relationship o SCM o organisation's ERP systems jnto a r system. 
Sell-side 
appln. Buy-side 
appln. 
Figure 4: B2B Model of a Supplier linked to a Customer 
(Source: Modelled from case studies, interviewed June 2000) 
828 Integration of ERP systems of two Companies for ComplementaryBenefits 
Jn2000 Computer.com pioneered (implemented~ its firs_t business-to-business 'B2B e-Business Integration' with 
one of its largest customers ( Customer.com). This case illustrates a first stage system architecture to inter-
enterprise computing. In this example, the integration of the system architecture is made possible through a 
variety of 'back-end', 'sell-side' and 'buy-side' systems. 
Customer.com was able to leverage its existing SAP 'back-end' system and SAP Business Connector (powered 
webMethods technology) to communicate directly with Computer.corn's component-based e-business system. 
Tue integration of Customer.com's ERP (SAP R/3) system and (SAP B2B) procurement application to 
Computer.com 's Web catalogues, automates thee-procurement of all computer products from via the Internet 
(Dell2000). 
B2B Integration of a Network of ERP-based Companies (Divisions) 
Stage I 'b2c' Computer Sales to other Divisions and Corporate Customers 
The SAP-based Order and Request System (ORS) was developed in 1997 initial for Scit~c- Computer Systems 
(company division), for use all over Europe. In addition to standard features such as the _abihty to ?:~wse a 
catalogue, collect items in a shopping cart, and place an order, ORS provide~ the follo'."1~~ cap~bihtie;~~:r 
system was developed to optimise processes between Scitec Computers and its other divisions. ome O b 
d · t Also there was reasonable acceptance Y orders from 2200 key accounts are handled by the e-o~ enng sys em. , 
the end-users, with I ess order errors aided by the reliability of SAP R/3 data. 
Stage 2 'b2c' Sales across Divisions 
1 e for Scitec divisions to sell their products and 
In 1999 the Scitec e-Mall was developed as an Internet marketp ac bT t nnect/interact with a range of 
services to business customers. The system architecture has !he capa 1 i ; co 2000 the company's e-Mall had 
'Buyer' companies SAP R/3 and R/2 systems, and other ERP sys!e~\/. ~n:ded b~nefits of e-Mall flow from 
progressed to version 2 with three companies - ICP, A & D, Medica · em e 
the streamlining of sell-side business processes: 
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Scitec group specific product presentation; 
Integration of Group's materials systems; 
"One face" to the customer; 
Sales presence round the clock and world-wide. 
Stage 3P: 'b2s' Procurement across Divisions 
Th S . G tr • electroni·c marketplace for Scitec' companies to purchase their products and services e c1tec atecen e 1s an . . 
fr b • 1- The worldwide presence of the Scitec purchasmg network supports global sourcmg and om usmess supp 1ers. . 1 b II Th · 
'd b' d equirements Scitec has 520 purchasmg departments g o a y. e mtended benefits corporate-wt e com me r . . . . 
of Gatecentre flow from the streamlining ofbuy-s1de busmess or procurement processes. 
Individualised offers 
Up to date cross group Scitec offerings 
Convenient ordering at any time and anywhere. 
The potential for procurement was characterized/defined by the c?~pany focus on cost-reduction. This was 
assessed in terms of procurement marketing and procurement log1st1cs: 
Procurement Marketing - strategic cost-reduction through; 
global sourcing, 
market transparency, 
supplier management and demand bundling. 
Procurement Logistics - operative cost-reduction through; 
standard procurement processes, 
optimisation of time, costs, and quality. 
Outcomes and Performance Gains 
Table 6 summaries the similarities and differences of the expected benefits from the two cases about business 
networks. However, within the issue of performance gains, improved customer response and an expanding 
customer base was seen as most significant factor. As a measure of its success and acceptance, future e-business 
solutions are expected to include the employee self-service ofB2B e-procurement of office equipment and 
supplies. 
The performance gains for e-procurement were achieved from two sources; 25% cost savings, and reduced cycle 
time from 2 weeks to 2 days, and access to (real-time) customer data via ERP technology. The project enabled 
efficiency gains from minimising of delays in customer orders, and effectiveness gains from optimising 
employee/staff time. For example; fewer complaints, improved management of the customer, increase to 50% 
with online orders (sales), and a growth in corporate sale of 45% (DELL 2000). Also, online access to real-time 
data for deciding on the optimal employee orders. The cost savings through operational efficiencies of all 
equipment purchases, compare favourably to those cost reductions in other e-procurement case studies. In the 
Biotech.com case study, the gains appear to be less; 20% cost savings, and reduced cycle time from 2 weeks to 4 
days. However, the improvement in administrative efficiencies for staff, appear the same. 
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Table 6: Integrated Ente . 
rpnse Systems Scorecard 
Orgn. 
Benefits 
Partner 
Benefits 
Computer.com 
Presentation of configurable products on the 
Internet 
Control and standardize procurement 
process 
Increase order accuracy and efficiency 
Reduced order cycle times 
Provides a model for use with all customers 
with SAP 
Available 24 hours a day, 7 days/wk. 
Simpler ordering, resulting in savings in 
cost and time 
Automatic online information on order 
changes and delivery acknowledgements 
Extend existing infrastructure to the web for 
use by our suppliers 
Scitec com 
Presentation of configurabl d Internet e pro ucts on the 
Orderin? times optimised through online 
connection 
Incorrect orders reduced to minimum 
Shorter a_nd therefore faster ordering times 
Informat10n management 
A_vailable 24 hours a day, 7 days/wk. 
Simpler ordering, resulting in savings in 
cost and time 
Automatic online information on order 
changes and delivery notifications 
Tracking of orders at any time 
In addition _t~ the b~nefits fro~ e-business implementations (Table 6), ERP imposes a discipline of best practice 
(however ngtd} to internal bus mess processes, eg order a stock item from a supplier. Such constraint offers 
integrity of data/information that external users find attractive and potentially trustworthy. Web-enabled 
applications with ERP were found to offer important business options for existing ERP enabled organisations 
with B2B models; a more flexible and agile IT architecture fore-engineering ofbusiness networks. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The early adopters of c-business applications show a trend towards realizing benefits from e-procurement and 
employee self-service applications. Standardisation of both business processes and vendor catalogues is a way to 
drive cost reductions in supply chain management. A further case study of the first B2B e-business integration 
with a global computer supplier and its largest corporate customer is analysis in the context ofa more co~plex 
model. This case demonstrates the integration ofERP and non-ERP systems, using Web-ba~ed technologies, !o 
provide the infrastructure required to optimise the overall B2B v~lue c~ain. Also, ~he ~tudy is u_sed to em~hasize 
the synergistic benefit stream from B28 integration, the automation ofmter-organ1sation e-busmess solutions. 
Overall, the results from the case studies demonstrated that three divisions of a busin~ss-t~-business interaction 
model (b2s b2c and b2e) provide a framework for studying e-business benefits. Wh1_le this researc~ found adn 1 
· ' ' . fr th e studies 1s that the business mo e 
important role for ERP in support of e-busmess, the message om ese cas 
should drive an e-business implementation, not the technology. 
A b · • th' research framework is commended as a 
s usmess thinking shifts from cost saving to revenue generation, is f ERP implementations A 
research tool, for future study of the broad and new complex ~henomenon o e-mposite strategy (Fig~re 2). The 
candidate b' fi . b . · ERP envrronments as a co 
. su ~ect or future research 1s e- usmess m . . t I art in helping established 
eviden~e thus far indicates that ERP technology wil~ contmue play a~in erc:onic marketplaces. Thus there is a 
enterpnses build and operate online business-to-busmess tha~ can ~e ht~~ eplemented mySAP.com, SAP's 
need to redirect this study towards investigating those SAP sites t at a ,m 
portal fore-business solutions. 
M . . itiatives to meet strategic goals, 
ore recently, organisations that have begun to undertake e-busmess I~ Therefore placing importance on 
:ecognise that they will only accomplish their objectives throug~ peopl \ees should ultimately be more 
tmprovi~g the quality of work-life issues. If effectively manage '::p l~ers, and business partnc~- The key 
productive in their work tasks and better able to serve customers,. PP uality of employee work hfc. and 
Perform . . pany resourcmg, q 
anee improvements issues are; efficient com 
CUStomer satisfaction (Venkatraman et al. 199S). 
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Finally; technology is important, business-to-business models are more important, but;people have to make them 
work. 
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ure monitor phone line usage and bar long distance calling on the most common mod rn . . d . 
'" e commumcallon ev1ce 
the telephone to maximise business benefits yet we are reluctant to apply the same scrutiny to our Internet 
connections. Common catch cries abound, such as "we don't know how to do it" or "there is no way we can 
stop it entirely". While these are all valid arguments they are not a valid excuse to not regulate use of your 
Internet connection. If institutions regulate their phone systems to keep costs down and ensure that the 
technology is used appropriately why then does it not follow that Internet connections are treated the same. 
This paper outlines some of the risks than an unfettered connection to the Internet can present for modem 
organisations. It then provides some steps that an organisation can undertake to start reducing risks and costs 
associated with their Internet connection. 
Keywords: Internet, risk, bandwidth, cost, monitoring 
INTRODUCTION 
As the use of the Internet becomes more ubiquitous and widespread in business the threats and risks _adssocibated 
· · · · 4501 t f Australians who access the worldw1 ewe with its abuse arc mcrcasmg. We now have over 1o percen ° . h" m lo cc 
doing so at work (McLennan 2000). So what measures can be put in the "'.orkplac~ to momtor t_ ,st~ P Y 
. . ' . • £ ther mformat10n commumca 10ns activity. We have established controls and measures m extStence or O . 
1 
c th ·r web and e-mail traffic? 
technologies such as the phone and fax but w at o orgamsa . h d . tions have m p ace 1or e1 . 
. e is an integral part of any modem business's The opt!~al perfo~~nc~ o'. a compa~y•s networ~ infraStm~tur MP3 audio files or video files and other ~on-productiv1ty. The md1scnmmatc sending of e-mails, accessing h It the network for legitimate busmess 
business related materials could cause delays and slow d?wn or ev~n ad ta files such as spreadsheets, graphics, 
use. Employees arc increasingly legitimately using e-mail to shaftre arge tb aandwidth availability to breaking 
. . tarti g to push o en-scan re~orts and other business documents. This is s. ~ . se of the Internet connection. 
point, which is only further exacerbated by the illegitimate u 
. pornographic material in the workplace 
Recent surveys have figures between 60-80% of emp_loyees acc~ss;g ltz 2001). So why is this prob_lematic? 
(Hickins, 1999) and as well most staff are sending ~ovate e-m:~~uc:vi~ of the worker who is carrying out these 
Several factors make this problematic firstly, there is the lostp h' h they were deployed and finally the legal 
. . . other than w ic acttvit1es. Secondly the use of resources for reasons 
a
nd 
social implicati~ns of such use in the modem workplace. 
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tabl"shed network policies and procedures to cope with normal network 
Many insti~tions do not event~:v:x;:nde~ access into the Internet.. Some organisations are deploying policies 
access reqmrements let alone fthreats and risks that this access to the Internet poses to the 
d filt · stems to counteract some o . . . . an 1. e1:ng sy ffi f ss of filtering systems alone 1s provmg meffectual m some cases to 
organ1s~t1on. !1°wevefr, bthe e(Hec tvt en~OOO· Neumann & Weinstein, 1999; Nun berg, 2001 ). 
preventtng this sort o a use un er, ' 
. . b. u·on of policy and effective countermeasures to reduce the risk posed by such This paper will present a com ma . . 
unauthorised and unsupervised of the Internet in most orgamsatlons. 
WHY FILTER AND POLICE? 
. u· th tare connected to Internet have expended considerable amounts of capital and resource to Most orgamsa ons a . . . . . . . 
•d d · tai·n the connection. After the m1ttal prov1s10n of the server mfrastructure typically the next prov1 e an mam . . • ·1 · h · · · . biggest cost is the ongoing provision of the bandwidth which overtime can eas1 y outstnp t e m~ttal ~a?ital cost 
of the physical infrastructure. So finding methods that reduce the unnecessary use of the bandwidth 1s imperative 
if costs are to be minimised and controlled. 
One of the biggest areas of concern is also the wor~la~e and l.egal issues that ari~e from employees misuse of 
the Internet. The range of issues that these present 1s wide, vaned, and problematic. 
"Insiders pose enormous legal dilemmas for their employers who have to decide how to deal with the threats or 
harm arising from computer misuse ...... Vicarious liabilities which might be attached to employers for the acts of 
their employees in the course of their employment and by their usage of the new technologies, have in the main 
been one of the biggest concerns and worries of employers. "(Zaiton, 2000) 
The legal as the aspects of this are not intended to be covered in any great depth in this paper. But we must 
acknowledge that unfettered access to the Internet can leave organisations open to liability and risks that they 
must attempt to reduce via a set of appropriate countermeasures and policy. 
Filtering the Noise 
Content filtering is a valid way of controlling access to an organisation's I ntemet connection. There are very few 
organisations that need to have legitimate access to websites that would contain explicit pornography, hate 
literature, slander and libellous material. In the same way that phone lines arc barred or monitored why are these 
same controls often not readily applied to incoming and outgoing web traffic. 
While it is a given that most content filtering software does not block every undesirable site it does however, 
block most of the patently obvious sites. Herein lies one of its understated strengths if an employee does not 
actively view such materials at home for instance then the possibility that they will know some esoteric URL 
such http:l/203.38.0.163/-hatematerial is greatly reduced. A naive abuser however, is likely to know obvious 
brand names such as Playboy or Hustler that would which content filtering software will block. This would then 
s:n~ the app~opriate organisational message to the end user. Conversely for the experienced purveyor of such 
digital matenal the entry of the esoteric URL's needed to bypass the content filtering software would easily show 
up in the log files of the proxy server. 
For s~m~ sites between 10 to 70 percent of bandwidth used to display the page is taken up by extraneous 
~atenal m th~ form of advertising banners, animated gifs etc that have very little if any functionality for the 
~iewer. ~;. usmg fi~tering te~hniques to remove most of these advertisements an organisation can increase the 
relevant mformat1on carrymg capacity of their Internet connection. 
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Apart from increasing the relevant carrying capacity of the · th I k . 
click through possibilities should have an impact on user b:~pe_ e acd of addve~~sements and other extraneous 
avtour an pro ucttvtty. 
Bandwidth intensive media such as FTP, MP3 and streaming video I Id b J"k . 
11 U lik b b • d . ong cou e t ened to a long distance Phone ca . n ewe rowsmg an e-mail which is short bursts oft. fi t· FTP · • • d I d f: · n orma ton an or video stream will 
typically own oa as ast as your pipe allows for as long as it takes to download that file. 
So ifthere is a 45MB demo file of the latest game waiting at an FTP site and a · . . 
• d I d · d h . person m your orgamsat10n 
decides to own oa 1t an t ere are no checks m place that effectively means that th I t t · -11 . . e n erne connection w1 
become c~ogged with th1~ traffic. Rega'.dless of the fact that it has cost the organisation money to download the 
file_ t~~re 1s t~e oppo~1ty cost o_fhavmg your Internet connection unable to service legitimate business 
activ1t1es dunng that time. There 1s also often the problem of copyright infringement when concerned with things 
such as the download of MP3 and video files. 
METHODS AND TOOLS FOR REDUCING RISKS 
Putting policy in place and maybe logging connections is simply not enough to reduce the risks. The question 
still remains what percentage of the Internet volume is being used for legitimate business purposes? What 
material is being downloaded? For these questions to be answered ongoing monitoring of the connection is 
needed. You rarely have to get to specifics but you can see if that suddenly www.freewhippy.com is chewing up 
30% of bandwidth a day and has no relevance at all to your work. Then simply barring that site will allow you to 
regain that 30% of bandwidth back without the need for organisational witch hunts and sends a powerful 
symbolic message to people within the organisation (Brown, 1994; Feldman, 1981). 
There are several relatively simple things that network administrators and organisations can do to effectively 
reduce the risk associated with Internet misuse and abuse. The following is a set of procedures and tools that can 
be used to help facilitate the correct use oflntemet for business purposes. 
It is assumed that access to the web is provided by proxy servers and that all connections to the web are provided 
through these. Likewise all e-mail transgresses through an internal mail server before being routed to the outside 
world. 
Policy 
Before anything can really be effected in the organisation it must develop an access policy_for the Internet_- '!"is 
sets the bounds and limits for users as to what is reasonable and unreasonable use. The pohcy should cxphcitly 
state what expected of users .. 
"In order to protect its legitimate interests, the most important action that an employer c~n take is the 
development and enforcement of a telecommunications policy. For both legal and pract_ical reason~, all of the 
rules, rights, and objectives of employer and employee must be clearly stat~d in the pohc_y. lft~~t ts 
accomplished, an employer will have a great deal more flexibility in handhng employee issues. (Thomas, 
2000) 
JI J d hould be communicated in writing to all 
This access policy should be overtly apparent to a emp oyees an s Id 1 b · d at regular intervals to employees ideally as part of the employment contract. The policy shou as~ ~ revtewe re should be an 
may sure that the policy is still relevant and addre~ses the needs of the orgamsatmn. The po I Y 
integral part of the organisation information secunty approach. 
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Nailing Abusers Down 
. . b trul effective there must be a way ofuniquely identifying who the person 
Before_ any site logg~ngThcan e y eral ways to accomplish this namely manual user authentication, static IP 
accessmg the pages is. ere are s~v . 
addresses and automatic user identification. 
1 h t. t· ormally requires the user to input their password and user name which is often Manua user aut en ica 10n n . · h · h 
different from the network login name. The user must input this ~ach ~ime t ey wis todt?e use the proxy server 
. h . b b ser on the client machine This problematic as 1t can cause user 1senchantment and 1.e. start t eir we row · . . 
frustration, but is also an unproductive and overtly mtrusive use of technology. 
The best method is the use of static IP addresses and automatic ~ser iden~ification Automati~ ~ser identification 
involves the inclusion of the user/login name of the system that is acce_ssmg the Internet. This is normally done 
via the network operating system providing the login nam~ to the loggmg se_rver. It can also be accomplished via 
the use of public key infrastructllfe and the use of digital signatures and c:rt1ficates to _seamlessly access the 
network. Another alternative is the use of identd daemon technology that is freely available for most computer 
platforms and provides transparently the identity of the logged in user. 
A static IP address means that the IP address is used exclusively by that device accessing the network and is set 
statically i.e. it does not change. Many systems administrators for ease of setup, use and maintenance use 
dynamically allocated IP addresses via the Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) suite. This is often 
problematic when trying to track perpetrators as the IP address of a particular workstation will change over time 
and hence it can prove difficult to prove a breach. 
In the case of e-mail authentication this is automatic as user names and passwords must be provided in order to 
be able to receive and send e-mail for most systems. 
Logging It 
Having put in place structures to accurately identify each user on the network the next step is to provide 
sufficient logging to track the activity of each user. As indicated in the previous section logging of e-mail does 
not present any difficulty because users normally have to authenticate to use the service. 
When logging accesses of the web the log file should as a minimum log the time, the requesting IP address, the 
requested URL and whether the access was successful. Most modem proxy servers log file formats easily cover 
all of these requirements for analysis. It is advisable however, to make sure that the logging is enabled and that 
the l?g file format does cover the minimum requirements. It is also important and that the logs have sufficient 
persistence so that a pattern of abuse/misuse can be established. 
One overlooked point is that all servers that serve content should have their dates and times set centrally. The 
ori~inating timesta~p should be also sourced and regularly updated from official timeservers on the Internet, 
which makes analysis simpler and accurate. 
Log file analysis 
:aving successfully captured in t~e log files the web browser based activity of the organisation some analysis 
ust.be co?ducted. There are a wide range of tools available for the purposes ranging from freeware, shareware 
offenngs nght through to full-blown commercial systems costing several thousand dollars. 
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◄ 
Systems that provide the ability to graph usages are best as th • 
patterns. Most systems can provide highly detailed reports of~~t ~~n:gers a quick glance to establish 
specific users or IP addresses if so configured. s vistte and bandwidth consumed down to 
Then having processed the logfiles and having this infonnation at their d' I h . 
appropriate remedies in-line with established policy. tsposa t e managers can detennme 
content filtering 
This is simply the blocking of undesirable sites via either the existing proxy servers or the us of th' d 
t 1 Wh t th d . 1 d . . . e a tr party 
software oo •. a_ ever me O ts ~e ecte it ts important that the rule setting and procedures associated with 
these mechamsms ts constantly reviewed as a result of the ongoing logfile analysis to be the most effective. 
The system must allow for the additional customised blocking of sites to be effective. Sites that can start to be 
proble~atic may not ?e blocked by con!ent filtering software as for all intents and purposes the sites are not 
offensive and are typically used for busmess purposes. By way of example an external site that is used 
worldwide for team based sharing of files in one company proved to be a problem. The author who monitored a 
site for a client upon deeper investigation of a legitimate site had staff transferring large pornographic movies to 
each other rather than work files the volume of which was around 50-lOOMB per day. The ability to track this 
enabled the organisation to reduce network traffic, reduce the risk of hostile workplaces and redress productivity 
issues. 
As mentioned before the removal of advertisements and other extraneous materials can reduce page download 
sizes by as much as 80-90%. This may seem insignificant when you are saving say SOK a page view. However, if 
this is a search engine page that gets 1000 accesses a day this represents a bandwidth saving of 50MB a day and 
at 20c a MB download cost $10.00 a day or - $3500 a year in bandwidth. This again is facilitated by the 
monitoring of the network activity in the fonn oflogfile analysis. 
CONCLUSION 
In the same way organisations monitor and control other communications cha~nels th~ same measure ?f . 
diligence and oversight should be applied to an organisations Internet connect10n. Whtie content filtenng and site 
monitoring have inherent faults in that they will not effectively capture every transgression and may block . 
innocent sites. They do however, provide a valid baseline defensive mechanism for organisations to reduce nsks, 
costs and threats associated with the provision oflntemet access in the workplace. 
The effective implementation of the content filtering and monitoring program i_s as much a~ou~ tools and . 
techniques as it is organisational acceptance and compliance. For content filt~n~g and momton~g to be e_ffecttvc 
it must become a seamless part of the organisations policy and proce?ures. S1gn1~ca~t cost savmgs and ns~ 
mitigation can be achieved through the effective use of content filtenng and momtonng oflntemet connections 
in an organisation. 
Internet connected organisations that perceive they are not vulnerable to these problems _or cannot s;~pli juStif~ 
the expense of monitoring software and or organisational procedures to combat non-bus mess us~ ~ / c I n!c;:1c 
should re-think. This practise of e-ignorance is leaving the organisation libel to a r:inge of poftehntta cg~ nt~ s. 
· · ti byt f business use that m or out o t e organ1sa ton. Furthennore; it is costing the orgamsat1on or every e o non-
So is your organisation ''Net wise or byte foolish?" 
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ena mg ec no ogy to not only remam In the competitive world of commerce SMEs must examine every new bl' t h l · 
s wz aszc usmess too s t wt competitive but to stay in business. Information technology is nowprovz'dz'ng SME ·th b · b · I J 
will enable them to increase their attention on their core business activities. One activity that can be greatly 
improved by information technology is electronic banking. In this paper we examine the use and adoption of 
electronic banking in an Australian context. 
INTRODUCTION 
The ability to reduce the demand on the organisation's operational resources by non-core activities and time 
spent performing these activities will naturally provide more resources for the production of the organisation's 
goods and/or services. Moreover, this will improve the organisation's financial performance, efficiency, and its 
use of the organisation central operational resource and staff members. The largest operational resource found in 
an organisation is staff time. Similarly, the largest operational overhead for an organisation is staff wages and 
salaries. The allocation of this organisational resource (staff time) on core and non-core activities is extremely 
difficult. 
In larger organisations staff are allocated to perform non-core activities. These organisations use operational 
efficiency standards to ensure that staff employed to perform non-core activities work efficiently and see the 
value of completing non-core activities quickly. In contrast, smaller organisations, i.e., Small to Medium Sized 
Enterprises (SMEs) do not have the budget to employ staff that can be dedicated to non-core activities nor do 
many see the benefits of performing these non-core activities efficiently (Longenecker et al. 1998). 
One administrative non-core activity that has not received much attention has been the banking function of 
SMEs. Traditional banking is a resource intensive process. For SMEs, these resources included travelling to and 
spending time at the bank, generation of cheques, etc. The routine nature of tradit!onal _bankin? allows for 
information technology to be used to reduce the operational expenses involved with this function. H?wever, 
SMEs have difficulty identifying the need to use IT within their organisation to reduce non-core b_us1~~ss 
inefficiencies leading to a poor awareness of electronic banking systems (DeLone 19_98). The ava1lab1hty of 
information systems that allow SMEs to complete these activities more efficiently will greatly benefit them. 
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AUSTRALIAN SME'S ELECTRONIC BANKING SURVEY DETAILS 
d tanding of the current Electronic Banking perceptions and k . th d elopment of an un ers d . d f 1 . Central to this wor is e ev . t Th" paper focuses on the a opt10n an use o e ectromc banking 
. th. the Austraha contex . is . h h h 
practices by SMEs Wl m ssible removal of inefficient business processes t roug t e use of IT as 
by SMEs. Moreover, we_ fo~us on the po Electronic banking is an IT system that can be used to remove 
a method to assist orga~isatw~al change. ed b th banking industry. The range ofIT systems available to 
inefficiencies and is bemg actl~~ly pro:ot thy s~stems will be explored in detail with an inspection of the 
perform banking and SMEs abihty to_ a jt .t::is use In detail we will investigate: 
possible benefits and problems associate wi . 
ME h using electronic banking; . . 
The nature of S s w o are d t d r are considering adopting electromc bankmg; 
The nature of SMEs who have not a op e o . b nk. . 
. . d" ts of SMEs who have not adopted electromc a mg, The roam impe imen . · · g· and 
The benefits and problems users of electronic bankmg are expenencm ' 
The perceptions oflntemet banking by all SMEs. 
. · nee tual model to examine the adoption and use of electronic banking by SMEs. 
In this paper we use a simf P1le co . Pb nk" was adapted from the EDI adoption for SMEs (Iacovou et al. 1995), The conceptual model o e ectromc a mg 
1 
• h . 
. • Th" "d framework for the development of a survey too ensunng t at appropnate as shown m Figure 1. is provi es a . 
questions were asked to gather the most relevant data possible. 
[ SMEs l 
I 
Company Structure 
(size, banking activities, technology use) 
I 
• • Non-users of Users of 
eBanking eBanking 
I I 
.. ... .. ... • Don't see No Benefits Problems Lack of 
the experience Time 
benefits 
Figure 1: Conceptual model for the adoption and use of electronic banking 
(Adapted from Iacovou et al. 1995) 
... 
Ready adopters of 
eBanking 
I 
.. 
Lack of 
resources 
SELECTION OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS - ELECTRONIC BANKING IN SMES 
... 
Lack of 
know-
how 
The target group focuses on SMEs from the Geelong region of Victoria, Australia. Selection of SMEs was 
performed by obtaining a list of all possible organisations, within the Geelong region, from the Gee long d 
Chamber of Commerce (GCC 2000). From the surveys sent a total of 57 surveys from the 66 returned were use 
in the analysis. From these respondents 24 or 42% of the respondents were from the Textile, Clothing, and 
Footwear (TCF) industry, 25 or 44% from the automotive industry and 8 or 14% from manufacturing/surfing 
allied industries. Clearly, with a survey of this size it is not appropriate to generalise the results. Initially the 
responses were broken into the three industry groups and analysed to determine if any results were industry 
specific however there were no standout differences between the industries (Cameron 1999). The respondent 
SMEs were separated into two groups: those currently adopting electronic banking; and those non-adopters of 
electronic banking. 
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In total 12 or 21 % of SMEs were using electroni b nki 
Automotive industry and 3 or 25% from other in~u ~ n~, 6 or 50% from the TCF industry, 3 or 25% from the 
electronic banking. Eighteen 18 (75%) respondentssfroes. t: c~~~a~t, 45 or 79% of the respondents did not use 
the Automotive industry and 5 or 62.5% of the respo dm t efi md~stry, 22 or 88% of the respondents from 
n en s or other mdustries. 
SURVEY STRUCTURE OF SME'S ADOPTION AND USE OF ELECTRONIC BANKING 
The model of electronic banking adoption has provided th d • 
banking. From this model six sections of the survey tool :e;: e~::l~dhmg ofho"'. S~s ma~ be using electronic 
sections were: is ed to obtam mformat1on from SMEs. The 
Company profile; 
Banking activity; 
Business use of technology; 
SMEs who use electronic banking; 
SMEs who don't use electronic banking; and 
Perceptions oflntemet banking. 
Company Profile 
The first section _of the survey 'company profile' was used to ensure the respondent organisations were SMEs 
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics definition (ABS 2000). It also provided information on the industry ;f 
the SMEs to allow comparison of industries. 
Banking Activity 
~he second section of the survey was used to obtain information regarding the banking activity of the SMEs. The 
time to complete their banking weekly, their main banking activities, and how payments are made and received 
can be used to show benefits for non-users of electronic banking (Carter 1998). 
Business Use of Technology 
The third section regarded 'technology use' and was used to determine the IT use of respondents and complete 
the company structure (size, banking activities, and technology) as shown in Figure 2. Knowledge of the IT use 
enabled analysis between the three types of SMEs, non-users, adopters, and users. The effect of IT use on 
electronic banking adoption and use could then be established. If the IT use gap exists between trading 
organisations the effort needed for SMEs who were currently not using electronic banking to start using this 
technology could be shown. If no gap existed we could able to dispel lack of technical know how and use 
impediments of electronic banking, "the relative advantage of technology is an important factor in the adoption 
of technology by SMEs" (Rogers 1983; Fuller and Jenkins 1995). 
Business Who Use Electronic Banking 
The fourth section was to be completed by organisations using electron<cbanking. The time of~se of the 
technology, benefit, and problems associated electronic banking use is de!ermined. The effect_t1me ha~ on 
electronic banking use could be determined to put benefits and problems mto greater perspective than Just the 
association with company structure, as section 2.2.2. SMEs who are ready adopters are eager to understand the 
benefits electronic banking will offer their organisation (Abell 1996). 
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B ·ness Who Not Using Electronic Banking 
USI . b k" h . 
1 db SMEs not using electromc an mg so t at mfonnation 
The fifth section of the survey was to be compete ldyb found The SMEs were then asked whether they would 
· · · this technology cou e · · · 'd d fu h relating to the bamers musing th would use electromc bankmg provt e rt er 
. . Kn · whether or not ey h · · d' 1 
use electromc banking. owt~g d dopter. For these SMEs t etr tmpe 1ments cou d be 
"fi . to the SME being a non-user or rea y a class1 1cat1on as . tru ture 
determined and analysed with therr company s c . 
Perceptions of Internet Banking 
. f I t t banking' of all respondent SMEs. The Internet is the new . · d the 'perceptions o n eme d ti · 
The final section examine . . d 't . envisaged that both current users an uture users will have 
enabling technology for electrom_c banking_anb ~t g (Grayson 1998). Identification of the benefits and risks 
to use the Internet to perform 
th
err ele~dtromc ta :derstanding of the impediments identified in section five. SMEs associate with the Internet prov1 e grea er 
Category Classification of SME by Use ofIT 
Category 1 'Very Low' Use a computer and/ or 
Use a word processor (Word, MSWrite, etc) 
Category 2 'Low' Category 1 and two of the following: 
Create invoices using a computer 
Have a customer database 
Use an accounting package 
Have an inventory database 
Category 3 'Medium' Category 1 plus 3-4 of the following 
Create invoices using a computer 
Have a customer database 
Use an accounting package 
Have access to the web 
Have an inventory database 
Category 4 'High' 
Have an Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) system 
Category 1 plus 
Create invoices using a computer 
Have a customer database 
Use an accounting package 
Have access to the web 
Have an inventory database 
Category 5 'Very High' Category 1 plus 
Create invoices using a computer 
Have a customer database 
Use an accounting package 
Have access to the web 
Have an inventory database 
Have an Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) system 
Table 1: Categories of SMEs use of technology 
Classification for Respondent SMEs 
Technology use was determined to be an important factor in the adoption and use of innovation of within . 
redeveloping business process (Raymond 1985; Iacovou et al. 1995). The benefit of electronic banking adoptwn 
and use to SME's business processes is no exception (Cragg and King 1993). To establish the effect technology[ 
would have we had developed a classification 5 categories structure ofIT use within a SMEs. The breakdown° 
each of these groups is shown in table 1. SMEs within category 1 have the greatest hurdles to overcome ~s they 
either do not own a computer or use their computer for basic tasks, such as word processing. Not only will ~hey 
have to spend the greatest amount ofresources to enable them to use electronic banking they will als? r~qmre 
some form of computer training to use this technology. Category 2 SMEs use their computer with a limited 
numbcr ?f applications that wm benefit these SMEs but do not have access to the Internet wh'." moSt o_f_ r with 
electromc bankmg systems are available. Some SMEs wtll have an accounting package and will be famtha 
using IT systems to assist their banking. Category 3 and 4 SMEs have access to the Internet and would own the 
hardware components needed to operate electronic banking. Category 3 SMEs will require greater help to use 
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electronic banking than category 4 SMEs as they d th 
· ' 
0 no ave greater depth fIT have accounting packages and would already benefit fr . 0 _usage. All SMEs in category 4 
5 are in an ideal position to undertake electronic bank" om m~re or:amsed financial data. SMEs within category 
to transmit information to other organisations. mg as t ey a eady use electronic communication mediums 
smEs Using Electronic Banking 
From the 12 respondent SMEs using electronic bankin we h • 
SMEs. As expected the adopters of electronic banking tad a ,~:~ :xa~~ne;/h£e standout characteristics of these 
sales volume to fund the technology. Importantly this work h" ?r ~~e d ~ n ormation Technology (IT) and high 
and of course the problems faced by the users of ~lectronic bal· ig le th e adv~n~ges ot: electronic banking use 
. d h bl b d mg. n e remammg secttons we have 
categonse t e ta es ase on the use of information technolo b d • • . 
That is the "very low" "low" "medium" "h" h" d" h" gyh" ase on the system outhned m section 2.2.6. 
, , , ig an very ig use of technology. 
Do ou use ebankin Low Low Medium Hi h Total 
Yes 0 4 36% 75% 12 
No 100% 8 100% 7 64% 86% 2 25% 45 
Total 16 8 11 14 8 57 
Table 2: Breakdown of technology use by 'Do you use electronic banking?' categorised by IT Usage 
Information Technology Used by Current Users of Electronic Banking 
From the respondent SMEs using electronic banking 6 or 75% had a "very high" use of IT, as shown in table 2. 
Compared to the other categories ofIT use this was very significant with only 4 or 36% of respondent SM Es 
with "medium" IT use and 2 or 14% ofrespondent SMEs with "high" use ofIT using electronic banking. No 
respondent SMEs with "very low" or "low" use ofIT are using electronic banking, as these SMEs did not own 
modems. It is expected that SMEs with high use of technology can easily understand the benefits of electronic 
commerce from past experience using IT systems (Raymond 1985). 
Sales Volume of Current Users of Electronic Banking 
Respondent SMEs using electronic banking had high sales volume. Within the category of sales volume over 
$400,000 there were 9 or 30% of respondents within this class, as shown in table 3. In terms of overall SMEs the 
9 respondents with sales volume over $400,000 represent a high proportion, 1 (14%) of the SMEs with sales 
volume less than $100,000 and 1 (25%) of the SMEs with sales volume between $100,000 and $2~0,0?0 are 
using electronic banking. SMEs with a high sales volume should have greater ~esources for IT. 1:1,s will make 
the SME more inclined to purchase computer hardware and softwa~e and contmue to_ expand ~hetr technology. 
However, if the SME does not have a history of technology use their sales volume will most ltkely not affect 
their use of electronic banking. 
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Do vou use ebanking < $100 K $100-200 K $201-400 K Over$400 K Total-
1 14% 1 25% 0 9 30% 11 Yes 
86% 4 75% 7 100% 21 70% 38 6 No 
5 7 30 49* Total 7 
Table 3: Breakdown of sales volume by 'Do you use electronic banking?' 
Benefits Gained by SMEs Using Electronic Banking 
Users of electronic banking must be seen to be gaining benefits, if oth~r SMEs are_ t_o adopt this technology. 
Initial users have taken a risk to use electronic banking in a hop~ to_gam a c~mpettt1ve advantage over 
· t· u ·n electronic banking and their experiences with its use will have a profound affect the further orgamsa tons. st g h d · · · b 
adoption. The most significant benefit of electroni~ banki~g wast e reduct10hn m ttme_spen
1
t on anking. It was 
t d that the main aim of introducing electromc bankmg was to re uce t e operattona staff expense of time expec e . • h · bl 4 in banking. From the respondents 9 or 75% have achieved a time savmg, ass own m ta e . 
Benefit of Electronic Banking 
No. of responses % of total responses 
Saved time 9 75% 
Reduced costs 4 33% 
Increased information 4 33% 
More convenient 3 25% 
Easier to complete 2 17% 
Table 4: Benefits gained from using electronic banking. 
The timesavings have been achieved in many fonns, with one respondent SME replying that 'banking can be 
done after hours' an obvious advantage of electronic banking. A lesser benefit was the ability to: reduce costs 
associated with banking i.e., 4 (9%) responses; and to obtain greater amounts of information, 4 (9%) responses. 
While the greatest benefit to electronic banking is time saving other spin-off benefits arc achievable. Banking is 
a continuous service and the introduction of arms length communication provides SMEs more convenience and 
the ability to obtain more information. 
Increased Cash Flow as a Benefit of Electronic Banking 
As SMEs have limited resource, cash flow is a vital aspect of their survival and one that must be continually 
monitored. Two payments methods that improve cash flow are cash and Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) as they 
have litt~e or no c~ea~ng period. In EFT SMEs do not have to physically handle payments, they can be received 
electromcally which improves the cash flow and is more convenient. 
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Cheques 
(54%) 
How payments are received 
EFT 
(9%) 
Other 
(1%) 
Figure 2.1: Breakdown of 'How payments are 
received by customers, suppliers and other 
Other 
(3%) 
EFT 
(9%) 
How are payments mule? 
Figure 2.2: Breakdown of 'How payments are 
made to suppliers, employees, and other 
All ~MEs surveyed ~howed the average amount of payments received by cheque was 54% with only 9% being 
received by e~ectromc funds transfer, as shown in Fi~e 2.1. This evidence suggests SMEs have a deeply 
en~enched mmdset to use cheques to make and receive payments. This contradicts their willingness to accept 
vano1:s ~ethods of payment. ~ average of~ 1 % of SMEs payments made to suppliers, employees and other 
or~amsatlons are_ by cheque while 9% of their payments are by electronic funds transfer, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
With cheques bemg the second most costly method of funds transfer, to over the counter transfers it is unusual 
tha! t~~y persist in using this payment method while they try to cut costs in other areas of their bu;iness 
activities. 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY CURRENT USERS OF ELECTRONIC BANKING 
Respondent SMEs using electronic banking had a number of recurring problems with their use. It was expected 
that due to the adolescence of the technology a number of problems would be apparent. The problems 
encountered were implementation difficulties. These included: 
"Unable to pay all bills this way because not enough people use it. "The greatest weakness of electronic banking 
was the low volume of electronic banking users. Electronic banking is still a new product and at the growth stage 
of the technology life cycle where the volume of customers is set to increase. As the volume of SMEs using 
electronic banking increase problems associated with a lack of people using this technology will decrease. 
However, the volume of users needed before this problem ceases is unknown (Stienfield et al. 1995). 
"Alterations to internal systems have been necessary. Obtaining suppliers bank details has required a lot of 
follow up." Obtaining details from trading partners may time consuming. However, gaining suppliers may prove 
to be no more time consuming or involved than needed to obtain payment details from a new client of the SMEs. 
Furthermore some commercial packages, such as the Commonwealth Banks 'Quick Line,' provide a large range 
of account numbers for prominent organisations within Australia. 
"It is not clear that all perceived benefits will not be offset by increased co~ts." For some responde~t S!"1Es it is 
unsure whether the initial capital outlay to use electronic ba~ing wi_ll provide a good retur:n- Longitudinal 
research must be conducted to determine the impact electromc banking has on SMEs banking fees and 
reductions in staff hours spent on banking to establish the exact monetary benefit. Currently these exact 
monetary benefits are unknown but SMEs can determine savings in terms of reduced bank fees and reduced 
time. 
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SMEs Not Using Electronic Banking 
. 1 . b nking we must examine some of the root causes for their reluctance and By SMEs not usmg e ectromc a . h I . b . 
. . . d . d s· g technology. Jn order for SMEs to usmg t e e ectromc ankmg we must impediments m a opting an u m 
examine how these organisations use technology. 
Technology Use of SMEs not Using Electronic Banking 
Expectedly SMEs with very low use of technology were unli~elyto use electronic banking with only 9 or 31% of 
h SME 'den·ng i·ts use as shown in table 5. SMEs with very low use of technology must spend the t ese s consi , . . 
t t t Of resources to gain benefits from electromc bankmg. SMEs who would adopt electronic grea es amoun • • th d · d · banking were expected to have high Iev_els of technology as this mirrors o er a option mo els ofIT mhibitors 
being economic costs and lack of technical knowledge. 
Verv Low Low Medium Hi~h Very Hi~h Total 
Yes 4 31% 4 57% 8 100% 9 75% 2 100% 27 
No 9 69% 3 43% 0 3 25% 0 15 
Total 13 7 8 12 2 42 
Table 5: Breakdown of 'Would you use electronic banking?' by technology use 
Sales Volume of SMEs not Using Electronic Banking 
SMEs who expressed they would use electronic banking had, on average, higher sales volume and "high use" of 
technology. SMEs with sales volume over $400,000 were the most likely to adopt electronic banking with 18 or 
86% of SMEs within this sales volume bracket considered as users of electronic banking, as shown in table 6. 
The smaller organisations, ones with less than $400,000 sales volume were divided as to whether they would or 
would not use electronic banking, i.e., 50% each. These SMEs would benefit greatly by using electronic banking 
and although this it was expected that they would not want to implement electronic banking as they could not see 
the benefit of improving their non-core activities. 
< $100 K $100 - 200 K $201 - 400 K Over $400 K Total 
Yes 3 50% 1 50% 4 57% 18 86% 26 
No 3 50% 1 50% 3 43% 3 14% 10 
Total 6 2 7 21 36 
Table 6: Breakdown of 'Would you use electronic banking?' by annual turnover 
Distribution of Information to SMEs Not Using Electronic Banking 
Currently th~ majority of SMEs who had received information from banks but were not using electronic banking 
wer~ larg~r m te~s of employee size. It was found that only 8 or 26% of SM Es with 1-5 employees had 
receive~ mformatton from banks while among the other groups at least 50% of SMEs had received information, 
shown m table 7. 
Received Info 1-5 6-10 11 -30 30+ Total 
Yes 8 26% 3 50% 3 60% 2 67% 16 
No 23 74% 3 50% 2 20% 1 33% 29 Total 31 6 5 3 45 
T~bl~ 7• Brea~down of 'Full time employees' by has any banks provided your organisation 
with mformation regarding Internet banking? 
;ro: t~e respondent SMEs not using electronic banking 43 provided a response to whether they would use this 
efc no olglyS.MlnEtotal 28 or 65o/? of these respondent SMEs had 1-5 employees making them the largest proportion 
0 overa s The lack of mfi t· 'd • · 1 t use 
el tr • b nk' · orma 10n provi ed to this group would suggest that they may be unhke Y 0 
e;cpl omc a .
11 
~ng but there was a strong interest in electronic banking with 16 or 57% of SMEs with 1-5 
oyees w1 mg to use electronic banking, shown in table 8. 
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It is unclear as to why t~ese small~r respondent SMEs have been excluded from the provision of information by 
banks, they may not be interested i~ the SMEs or that they have somehow been overlooked. Either way this 
group of_S~Es shows great ~otential and should be encouraged by banks as they provide a lucrative market 
which will improve the efficiency of electronic banking for all users. 
Ebanking 1-5 6-10 11-30 30+ Total 
Yes 16 57% 3 50% 5 100% 3 100% 28 
No 12 43% 3 50% 0 0 15 
Total 28 6 5 3 43 
Table 8: Breakdown of 'Would you use electronic banking?' by employees. 
CONCLUSION 
Electronic banking provides SMEs with a mechanism to reduce the overall time spent on the non-core activity of 
banking. Importantly, the banking industry is uniquely placed to facilitate the use of electronic banking. In 
Australia, the use and adoption of electronic banking by SMEs is in its formative stages. Clearly, the problems 
faced by SMEs in adopting are not inconsequential but can be overcome. SMEs currently using electronic 
banking already have a good use of technology. 
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A Framework for Assessing Electro . C 
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Organizations are adopting electronic commercefior a variety if , ,, • . 
o reasons. IYlany companies are adopting e-
commerce in order to stay in the business. Others (fior examnle Ba ks) d · • 
,., n are a opting e-commerce m order to 
minimize cost of transaction. The obvious question is· are they success';, l? ,,.'h 1 ·t d • , 
• '.Ju . , , e t erature oes not pronae am• 
framework for assessing e-commerce success. This study attempts to fill this gap by developing a framework ;if 
e-commerce success using operational-quantitative and strategic-qualitative approaches. The use of hoth 
approaches aims to create a comprehensive and robust measurement model. Key factors impacting electronic 
commerce are identified from detailed literature review. These factors are then differentiated according to their 
contribution to the success of electronic commerce and according to the locus of impact. The final model is then 
cast in structural equation modelingframework. 
Key words: Electronic commerce, Structural equation modelling 
INTRODUCTION 
Electronic commerce, both Internet based or otherwise, is changing the way organizations arc performing their 
tasks, interact with customers and, in general, do their business. Electronic commerce is not only 'buying and 
selling' of product via electronic means, it involves all other activities to support the sale process (Applegate ct 
al., 1996). We adopt the definition of electronic commerce as provided by Wigand ( 1997) and Kalakota & 
Whinston (1997) as follows: "electronic commerce includes any form of business activity conducted via 
electronics means, which might range from products/services information to selling and/or buying 
products/ services". 
Though the need to assess the impact of electronic commerce is recognized, it is not an easy task to measure it. 
The lack of such measures could result in difficulties when assessing the performance of e-commerce relative to 
alternative strategies (Rose et al., 1999). The problems in measuring general IS success was highlighted by 
Delone (1992). The author argued that study in this particular area has been elusive,_ si~cc each author m~y 
define IS success quite differently. With regard to electronic commerce success, a s1m1lar problem prevails. 
Some researchers use technical-quantitative measures such as hit and page view (Kroll, 2000; Rose ct al., 1999). 
Others may use qualitative assessments, for example the firm's goal attai~mcnt and c_ompetitivc advantage (Ng 
et al. 1998). These inconclusive results, then, call for a more comprehensive clcctromc commerce success 
measure that can accommodate multiple criteria of success. 
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k fi Ssessing electronic commerce success. In doing so the f: 
. d J a framewor or a . . . , actors This study thus aims to eve op . "fi d fr ma comprehensive ltterature review. The framework provid 
cess are tdentt te o I .fi d 'd . ' es affecting e-commerce sue . . mmerce success. They are c asst 1c as nvers and 
. fi ~ t affecting electronic co "" I" " I" four scenanos or 1ac ors d hether the impacts are mterna or extema to the organizati· 
. , f mmerce success an w . f: f on. 
'impediments o e-co . rst r~vide theoretical perspectives on actors o e-commerce success. We then 
Jn the next several sec~t0~s we fi P f: t followed by the proposed e-commerce success model. 
provide detailed descnpt10n of the key ac ors d 
Conclusions and future work are then presente . 
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE ON FACTORS AFFECTING ELECTRONIC COMMERCE success 
. ccess framework using a multiple criteria approach. It is suggested that 
We develop the ~Iectromcl co~erce sumerce is largely determined by its ability to minimize the impediments 
th s or failure of e ectromc com . I . . 
e succes . T bta"n comprehensive understanding of thee ectromc commerce impacts, these 
and to enhance the drivers. o o t f . . h h h . 
. . b d""~ t· ted further according to the locus o impacts, 1.e. w et er t ey are mtemal or d1mens1ons need to e tueren ta d . d. f . 
• t· The 1·nternal impacts include benefits an tmpe 1ments o company usmg e-external to the orgamza ton. . . . h t h 1 . 
1 · ts consist of benefits and 1mped1ments wit respec to t e extema parties such as commerce. The externa 1mpac . 
customers and suppliers. The framework is shown m table 1 below. 
Table 1: Electronic Commerce Success Framework 
Locus of! t mpac 
B 
i::: 
0 
"§ 
.,D "' 
".E ~ i::: 0 
0 0 
u b5 
Driver 
Impediment 
Internal 
Cost Leadership Cell 1 Reputation 
Market 
Business Entry 
Financial 
Risks Ccll 2 
Expertise 
ELECTRONIC COMMERCE DRIVERS AND IMPEDIMENTS 
External 
Product Pricing 
Cell 3 Time Spent 
Convenience 
External Relationship 
Customer's Expense 
Delivery Time Cell 4 
Transaction Risk 
Access 
The literature suggests a number of positive impacts of electronic commerce. Among them, cost saving is the 
most cited one. E-commerce enables firms to reduce the telecommunication costs, minimizes warehousing 
expenses, and cuts down the distribution chain leading to cost savings. Finns arc also benefited by the global 
reach of electronic commerce since it means the wider market base and opportunities to increase market share. 
However, a number of authors also suggest some factors that may hinder the benefits of electronic commerce. 
Financial consideration is often mentioned as inhibitor to the adoption of electronic commerce 
(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 1999). Computer and networking technology arc still considered as expensive, . 
therefore many companies, especially the SMEs, cannot afford the total costs of ownership (TCO) of electrontc 
commerce (De' and Mathew, 1999; Nath et al., 1998). In addition, legal and liability issues arc also perceived as 
matter of concern. The borderless nature of e-commerce adds further complexity to the problems. Table 2 
presen~s past r~search on e-commerce and categorizes them in terms of Drivers ( internal and external) an~ 
!mpedime~ts (mternal and external). It is interesting to note that most of the authors ( 17 of them) dealt with 
mternal ~nvers, followed by external drivers (13), and internal and external impediments (7 each). MoSt oftbe 
past studies, therefore, dealt with the "benefits" of e-commerce than its "costs". 
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Table 2: A Summary of Research on the Factors Affecting the Success of Electronic Commerce 
CONTRIBUTION TO SUCCESS OF ELECTRONIC 
Authors Research Approach Sample Industry COMMERCE 
Internal Internal External External 
Drivers Impediments Drivers Impediments 
(Auger and Gallaugher, 1997) Survey 141 SMEs ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
(Benjamin and Wigand, 1995) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ ✓ 
(Brvniolfsson and Smith, 2000) Survey 41 Retail ✓ 
(Chan and Swatman, 2000) Case study 1 Steel Company ✓ 
(De' and Mathew, 1999) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ ✓ ✓ 
(Ghosh, 1998) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ ✓ 
(Grover and Ramanlal, 1999) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ 
(Keeney, 1999) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ ✓ 
(Malone et al., 1987) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ 
(Nath et al., 1998) Interview 10 Mixed ✓ ✓ ✓ 
(Ng et al., 1998) Survey 98 Mixed ✓ 
(Palmer, 1997) Survey 120 Retail ✓ ✓ 
(Poon and Swatman, 1999) Survey 59 SMEs ✓ 
(Poon and Swatman, 1998) Survey and Case 23 SMEs ✓ Study 
( PriccwatcrhouscCoopcrs, 1999) Survey and Interview NIA SMEs ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
(Ril!l!ins, 1999) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ ✓ 
(Rose ct al., 1999) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ ✓ 
(Saunders, 2000) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ ✓ 
(Shon and Swatman, 1998) Delphi survey 19 Mixed ✓ 
(Strader and Shaw, 1997) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ ✓ 
(Strader and Shaw, 1999) Survey 48 Mixed ✓ ✓ 
(Vcnkatraman, 2000) Conccotual overview NIA NIA ✓ ✓ ✓ 
(Wigand, 1997) Conceptual overview NIA NIA ✓ 
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MEASURES OF E-COMMERCE SUCCESS 
P . d" t that there were no conclusive measures of electronic commerce success. A number of nor stu 1es sugges "d d b" · 
d. t th use of computer-reported measures that are cons, ere as more o ~ective (Straub et al stu ,es sugges e , . , Id b I · ·, 
1995), for example number of 'hit'. However, the ~se of h1~ as a measure cou e ess meanmg~I _t~an other 
measures and can be misleading (Ayres, 2000). Usmg the hit as a measure, the numbe~ of people visiting the 
web site is counted based on the number ofIP addresses that download pages from a site. 1:' problem will arise 
when visitors use the Internet from public facilities such as offices and schools. The "'.eb site will only record 
one individual from that IP address, regardless of the numb~r of people ~~11:1 that particular place visiting the 
same site. Another problem could emerge from internal mamtenance actlv1tles. The employees who perform th 
job will be regarded as visitors. Therefore, the 'hit' measure will still count them (Rose et al., 1999). e 
Due to the limitation of 'hit', other measures have been proposed t~ obtain bett~r measures. 'Page view' might 
be considered as better since it brings in time variable rather than simply countmg the number of visitors. It 
shows the number of pages a visitor downloads over a given period (Kroll: ~000). Al~ematively, 'stickiness' can 
also be used to measure a web site's performance. It tells how Ion~ each v1s1tor remams on a site (Kroll, 2000). 
The longer they remain on a site, the more chances are that they will buy the products offered. Finally, the 
'conversion rate' is a comprehensive measure and is regarded as more powerful than other measures. This metric 
is obtained by dividing the number of visitors over a period of time by the number of visitors who take some 
action, such as purchase (Gurley, 2000). 
There are also strategic-qualitative measures, which can be used for electronic commerce success. As 
demonstrated by Sethi and King (1994) competitive advantage, achieved from the use of IT applications, can 
also be adapted for electronic commerce, i.e. competitive advantage attained due to e-commerce applications. 
DeLone and McLean (1992) measure IT success in terms of the firm's goal attainment, which can also be 
adapted for e-commerce success. 
Rather than depending on one approach, this study uses both operational-quantitative and strategic-qualitative 
approaches to measure electronic commerce success. Table 3 presents the drivers, impediments, and e-commerce 
success measures along with the corresponding literature. We describe these factors in the next section. 
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Table 3: Electronic Commerce Dimension and Proposed Measures 
Internal Driver 
Dimension Measures Sources 
Cost Leadership E-commerce enables cost savings in performing business activities. (Benjamin and Wigand, 1995), (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997), (Ng 
et al., 1998), (Poon and Swatman, 1999), (Grover and Ramanlal, 
1999), (Venkatraman, 2000) (Malone et al., 1987; Poon and 
Swatman, 1998; Wigand, 1997) 
E-commerce enables a reduction in warehousing costs. (Chan and Swatman, 2000) 
E-commerce enables a reduction in distribution costs. (Benjamin and Wigand, 1995), (Ghosh, 1998), (Ng et al., 1998), 
(Riggins, 1999) 
Marketing costs become lower using e-commerce. (Strader and Shaw, 1997), (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997), (Nath et 
al., 1998), (Poon and Swatman, 1999) (Poon and Swatman, 1998) 
Reputation Using e-commerce leverages the firm's reputation. (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997), (Nath et al., 1998), (Poon and 
Swatman, 1998) (De' and Mathew, 1999) 
Market E-commerce enables the firm to expand the base of consumers both nationwide (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997) (Poon and Swatman, 1998) 
and overseas. (Nath et al., 1998) (Riggins, 1999) 
E-commerce enables the firm to collect information from consumers and web (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997) 
visitors. (Ng et al., 1998) 
(Poon and Swatman, 1999) 
E-commerce consumers have better education and are more affiuent than (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997) (Poon and Swatman, 1998) 
average consumers. 
Business Entry There is no barrier for entry to conduct business using e-commerce. (Nath et al., 1998) 
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Internal Impediment 
Dimension MEASURES Sources 
Financial E-commerce reduces orofit marn:in per product or per transaction. (Beniamin and Wieand, 1995) 
The organization is concerned about the total cost of e-commerce ownership (Nath et al., 1998), (De' and Mathew, 1999) 
(e.g. set up cost, connection cost, hardware cost, and maintenance cost). (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 1999) 
(Saunders, 2000) 
Risks E-commerce increases security risk. (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996) 
(De', 1999 #318) (Rose et al., 1999) 
(Saunders, 2000) 
(Purnell and Karweni, 1999) 
It is difficult to monitor visitor activities in firm's web site. ( Aueer and Gallaueher, 1997) 
Legal issues are matter of concern in e-commerce transactions. <Nath et al., 1998) (PricewaterhouseCoooers, 1999) 
Exoertise It is difficult to obtain exoerts in e-commerce <Nath et al., 1998) 
External Driver 
DIMENSION Measures Sources 
Product Pricing E-commerce provides products and/or services cheaper than retail-shop. (Palmer, 1997), (Strader and Shaw, 1997) (Strader and Shaw, 
1999), (Brvniolfsson and Smith, 2000) 
Time Spent E-commerce allows for faster processing of customer orders. (Kalakota and Whinston, 1997) 
(Lvnch and Lundquist, 1996) 
E-commerce allows consumers to find and select products faster. (Riggins, 1999) 
Convenience E-commerce allows consumers to shop at the firm's virtual shop anytime. (Saunders, 2000) 
E-commerce allows the firm to offer personalized services for customers. (Venkatraman, 2000) (De' and Mathew, 1999) 
E-commerce allows consumers to pay online. (Shon and Swatman, 1998) 
Consumers can perform transactions easily. (Venkatraman, 2000) (Riggins, 1999) 
External E-commerce enables the firm to provide 24 hours, 7 days a week customer (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997) (Riggins, 1999) 
Relationship service. 
E-commerce improves information exchange with suppliers and customers. (Ghosh, 1998) (Riggins, 1999) (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 1999) 
External Impediment 
DIMENSION Measures Sources 
Customer's Consumers performing online transaction incur higher costs than retail (Keeney, 1999) 
Expense shoooing consumers. (Strader and Shaw, 1999) 
Deliverv cost is a consumer's concern when conducting transaction online. (Strader and Shaw, 1999) 1 
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Delivery Time Delivery time is a consumer's concern when conducting transaction online. (Palmer, 1997) 
Transaction Risk Security is a consumer's concern when conducting transaction online. (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997) (Nath et al., 1998) 
(Rose et al., 1999) (Furnell and Karweni, 1999) 
Privacy is a consumer's concern when conducting transaction online. (Venkatraman, 2000) 
Access Slow internet access is a barrier for consumers in conducting transactions (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997) 
online. (Rose et al., 1999) 
Electronic Commerce Success 
Strategic 
DIMENSION Measures Sources 
Firm's Goal What is e-commerce contribution to meet firm's 1wal? (Delone and McLean, 1992) 
Competitive Overall, the competitive advantage provided by e-commerce is (if e-commerce (Sethi and King, 1994) (Ellsworth and Ellsworth, 1994) (Ng et al., 
Advantage was a defensive move aimed at countering a threat, the overall success of the 1998) 
system has been): 
Operational 
DIMENSION Measures Sources 
Conversion Rate The conversion rate ofmv company's e-commerce is: (Gurley, 2000) 
Hit The number of visitors visiting a site. (Rose et al., 1999) 
Page View The number of pages visitors visit over a given period. (Kroll, 2000) 
Stickiness The length of time visitors remain on a site. (Kroll, 2000) 
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ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SUCCESS: DESCRIPTION OF THE KEY FACTORS 
This section describes the factors affecting electronic commerce success. 
Internal Driver 
The internal driver is defined as perceived/expected benefits in using e-c?mmerce. This factor will have positive 
impact on e-commerce success. Internal driver is reflected by the followmg sub-factors. 
Cost Leadership 
Literature shows that electronic commerce can reduce the costs associated with the information processing 
needed to perform the company's primary process (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997; Benjamin and Wigand, 1995; 
Grover and Ramanlal, 1999; Malone et al., 1987; Ng et al., 1998; Poon and Swatman, 1999; Venkatraman, 2000; 
Wigand, 1997). This cost saving can be attained by using net-based catalogues, automatic credit card 
authorization and minimizing human error (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997). Chan & Swatman (2000) demonstrate 
that electronic commerce can reduce the inventory cost. The presence of electronic commerce reduces the layers 
of intermediaries that in turn reduce the distribution cost (Benjamin and Wigand, 1995; Ghosh, 1998; Ng et al., 
1998; Riggins, 1999). Therefore, e-commerce is extra channel to distribute products - even in some cases, 
bypassing existing channels. Some authors argue that e-commerce is a low cost marketing medium since it 
enables firms to disseminate information regarding products and services globally at minimum cost (Auger and 
Gallaugher, 1997; Nath et al., 1998; Poon and Swatman, 1999; Strader and Shaw, 1997). 
Reputation 
E-commerce is suggested as having the ability to increase company's reputation (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997; 
De' and Mathew, 1999; Nath et al., 1998; Poon and Swatman, 1998). This is even truer for larger businesses than 
smaller ones (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997). A study by Nath et al. (1998) reveal that the presence of an 
organization on the Internet may be triggered by the like action of their competitors. It might be considered that 
the company's image will be undermined ifit does not follow a competitors' action. 
Market 
The Internet has opened new opportunities to access a broader market. Electronic commerce can help firms to 
sell products and services to an overseas market more easily (Nath et al., 1998; Riggins, 1999). Furthermore, 
Auger and Gallaugher (1997) reveal that Internet consumers are more affluent and educated than the average 
people. Indeed, they are a potential target market for particular products and services such as computer hardware 
and software, insurance, and banking. Also, e-commerce allows firms to 'learn' about their consumers' 
prefer:nce ~hen tr~cking visits t~ pa~icular web sites. Often, consumers and visitors are not aware that they are 
under surveillance and that thetr actions can be tracked. In addition, information collected using these 
techniques can be used to conduct market research (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997; Ng et al., 1998; Poon and 
Swatman, 1999). 
Business Entry 
It is c?nside~ed that e-commerce has a low barrier to entry even for small businesses (Nath et al., 1998). Since 
there ts no smgle party that can claim to be the owner of the Internet, it is open to anybody. 
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Internal Impediments 
'Internal impediment' is defined as perceived constraz'nt or z·k ly . . 
. . 1 e constraint 1 · • 
will have negative impact on e-commerce success Internal im d' . fin usmg e-commerce. Tius factor 
. pe iment Is re ected by the following sub-factors. 
Finance 
The Internet is believed to be able to deliver goods and services more ch 1 Th' k 
· h I . eap Y· is provo es some people to 
see~ bargams on t e nte~et. However, this phenomenon does not necessarily mean more profit for the 
busmesses concerned. While the number of transactions might go up on one hand O th th th Id b • fi · . , n e o er, ere cou e a 
~ecrease m ~ro 1t margm p~r transaction_(Benjamin and Wigand, 1995). Another financial concern regarding the 
implementation of electromc commerce 1s the_ total cost of ownership (De' and Mathew, 1999; Nath et al., 1998; 
Saunders, 2000) such as set-up costs'. connect1~n costs, hardware costs and maintenance costs, among others. 
The total amount of costs together with unpredictable results may result in barriers to embrace e-commerce. 
Risks 
Kalakota and Whinston ( 1996) define security threat as "a circumstance, condition or event with the potential to 
cause economic hardship to data or network resources in the form of destruction, disclosure, modification of 
data, denial of service, and/or fraud, waste and abuse." Online businesses have certain security risks, such as 
viruses and hackers, due to the presence of a web server on their sites (Saunders, 2000). Further risk factors 
include the fact that the web-based databases might be copied, stolen, altered or destroyed by unauthorized users. 
The results might range from spoilt reputation to serious damage, even loss of a whole database (Saunders, 
2000). Although many techniques, such as a firewall, can be used to protect the online database, the risks are still 
there since hackers will always attempt to find the security loopholes. Indeed, the real threat often exists within 
the business boundaries rather than from external sources (Rose et al., 1999). 
Another impediment is that online businesses often find it difficult to monitor the use of the web site (Auger and 
Gallaugher, 1997). Although statistics from the visitors who log on to the website may help, a lot of visitors' 
information remains unknown. Some companies require registration procedures before someone is granted an 
authorization to visit the web site and require that cookies be placed in the user's computer. This mechanism 
allows the company to analyze the visitor's pattern of use. 
Nath et al. (1998) demonstrated that legal issues are an important consid~ration in conducting online _business. A 
subsequent study by PricewaterhouseCoopers (1999) validates these find1~g~. ~~re a~e many quest10ns . 
regarding legal and liability issues. The enforceability of cyber _law, legal JUnsd1ction, mtellectual property nghts 
and electronic evidence validity are some of these concerns (PncewaterhouseCoopers, 1999). 
~~ 'd d 
· · f · h the web developer the content prov, er an Electromc commerce mvolves some areas o expertise sue as . '. . . Th ~ . . 
customer service (Nath et al. 1998). The market need for people with these ~kills is qmte high .. erehore,,.it is 
' · · d l th e people mtemally Outsourcmg, t cre,ore, 
not an easy task and could be expensive to acqurre an emp oy es · 
then becomes a possible answer to such problems. 
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External Driver 
d • di expected benefits to the external parties as a result from the company 
Th_e external driver is ~e~ne as 1:lel ;eive ositive impact on e-commerce success. External driver is reflected by 
usmg e-commerce. This 1actor WI ave P 
the following sub-factors. 
Product Pricing . 
h 1. h s mi·ght be able to deliver better value for money on products and services than Theory suggests t at on me s op 1 · • 
·1 h d t t · s Strader and Shaw (1997) argue that the presence of an e ectromc market m 
retai s ops ue o cos savmg • . . • • k h d d h · • 
d · 1 d t d/or servi·ces such as books music and airlme tic ets, as re uce t e hkehhood regar to particu ar pro uc s an , , . . . . 
f b · charged due to limited information regarding other pnces. This not10n is supported by o consumers emg over . . 
their subsequent study (Strader and Shaw, 1999). Additi_onally, BrynJolfsso~ and Smith (2000) also found that 
Internet prices are lower than retail outlet prices dependmg on the products cost structures and pr~du~t types. 
However, this is not always the case. According to Palmer (1997), although the mean web store pnce is the 
lowest, price differences between a web store and other formats such as catalogue and cable TV are not 
significant. 
Time Spent 
One benefit of electronic commerce for consumers is time saving (Lynch and Lundquist, 1996). Kalakota and 
Whinston (1997) use 'time compression' as an expression to illustrate the capability of electronic commerce in 
shortening the business cycle. As such, time required in certain processes of ~roduct purcha~ing, including order 
time, processing time, queuing time and payment time could be reduced considerably. In domg so, many web 
sites are offering facilities, for instance online catalogues, shopping carts and online payments. For particular 
products such as software, these web sites are often able to deliver the product online (Riggins, 1999). 
Convenience 
For some people, doing transactions online is considered more convenient than at the 'bricks and mortar' shop 
due to certain factors including flexibility of business hours. Electronic commerce allows businesses to open 
their virtual outlets 24 hours x 7 days a week (Saunders, 2000), so that consumers can 'go shopping' at their 
convenience. Furthermore, some online businesses offer online payment mechanisms using credit cards. 
However, it is recognized that many people are concerned about the use of credit cards in on line payment. 
Therefore financial transaction systems to overcome this problem have been developed, for instance by using 
'internet payment systems' (Shon and Swatman, 1998). Another e-commerce convenience is the possibility of 
delivering streamlined transactions as well as personalized service (De' and Mathew, 1999; Ghosh, 1998; 
Venkatraman, 2000). Customers can accomplish the transactions simply in one click. The need for repeated 
information and multiple forms can be minimized using 'software agents' that automate tasks (Riggins, 1999). 
External Relationship 
The presence of electronic commerce can lead to better and easier interaction with customers as well as suppliers 
(Ghosh, 1998; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 1999). Customer service functions can benefit from the interactive 
nature ofweb~based ap~lications that facilitate customer feedback and enquiries through various means, for 
exampl: e-I?~d an~ onlme sm:':~ (Auger _and Gallaugher, 1997; Riggins, 1999). To give such easy, 24 hours-a-
~ay a~~ila~i~ity, with th: possibility of qmck response, online businesses may offer an online help desk - such as 
FAQ facdi_ty- to provide answers to the customers' enquiries with less direct human involvement. An online 
survey by Pnc:waterhouse Coopers (1999) revealed that most significant potential benefit of electronic 
commerce realized by small and medium enterprises (SMEs) is customer-focused service and information 
exchange. The 
study_sugges~s that_ there is growing awareness of the possibilities of enhanced and more efficient customer-
suppher relationship (B2B) among SMEs. 
External Impediment 
The ~xt:rnal i~pedi~ent is defined as perceived/expected impediments faced or likely to be faced by external 
parlles m deal mg _w,th t~e company using e-commerce. This factor will have negative impact on e-commerce 
success. External impediment is reflected by the following factors. 
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Customer's Expense 
To be able to participate in an e-market, consumers have t t 
fi . th f o ge access to the Internet Wlt'l may use ree access m e o fice or at school others have t 1 · 1 e some consumers h. h . ' o pay an nternet connection fee d t I h 
charges w 1c vary among service providers. Strader and Sh 0999) h an e ep one 
stated that inane-market consumers have market costs that t~: do no~ wa o_name? t~ese costs 'mar~et costs', 
addition, they argued that the extent to which these costs can bey . . . p dy m thlde bncks and mortar market. In 
d d. · 1 mimmize wou dete1111ine the cho' b tw e-market an tra 1t1ona market. A similar view was presented by K ( 1999) ice e een 
'value proposition, - which includes the benefits and costs of orderi:~n;;od t ;ho a~dr_es~ed th~ role of 
of purchasing products and/or services. uc on me - mm uencmg the means 
Delivery Time 
Co~pared to other retail fonnats, the online store seems to lag behind in terms of the deliveries of products and 
services (Palmer, 19~7). Most products cannot be delivered immediately with the exception of digital products 
such as software, ~h1ch ~an be downloade~ ~n~ used almost instantly. Hence, to compete with retail shops or 
other fonnats, onhne busmesses have to mm1m1ze the delivery time. 
Transaction Risks 
Undoubtedly, many people are reluctant to shop online due to 'perceived' security risks (Auger and Gallaugher, 
1997; Fumell and Karweni, 1999). The Internet is often seen as unsecured place to conduct business transactions. 
When transaction data is sent through the Internet, there is always a chance that someone - wherever he or she is 
- will eavesdrop and intercept that information to use it for his or her own interests (Nath et al., 1998). Credit 
card fraud is a classical example of this kind. It is argued that such problems mostly tend to be a managerial 
rather than a technological one (Rose et al., 1999). Another risk that may hinder B2C electronic commerce is 
privacy. The challenge is to convince customers that their information details are safeguarded, strictly 
confidential and will only be used for delivering superior value to them (Venkatraman, 2000). Further, the cyber 
privacy intrusion in the fonn of unsolicited e-mail and the use of 'cookies' to track the users behavior may be 
seen by many as a disincentive to the use of e-commerce. 
Access 
To attract visitors interest web sites often use high-resolution graphics, video and audio streaming, which are 
usually large files. Therefore, a high-speed Internet access is requir~d, w~ich unfortunately is not al"".ays easy to 
obtain (Auger and Gallaugher, 1997). Otherwise, web site presentat10n m1ght_be s_low, d_elaye~ and disrupted 
leading to visitors' dissatisfaction. Indeed, Rose et al. (1999) argue technologt~al impediment is not merely a 
matter of file size. It also pertains to the nodes' configuration technology, the mfrastructure of the network as 
well as bandwidth connection. 
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PROPOSED ANALYTICAL MODEL 
. F' 1 is developed in Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 
The proposed ~alytical mo~el, as presented 1;e ;::t ~ariables (first and second order) are reflective in nature 
framework (Chm 1998a): It is sug~est~d th;~8b). The measures (see Table 3) are assumed to produ~e the first (Barclay et al., 1995; Chm, 1998a, Chm, 1 d LV . turn influence the second order LVs (see Figure 1). 
order latent variables (L Vs) and these firSt or er s m 
Figure 1: Electronic Commerce Success Model 
In terms of the independent variable, there are 15 first order LVs obtained from prior studies and 4 second o~der 
LVs that were designed for this particular study. The second order LV, 'internal driver', includes the following 
first order LVs - cost leadership, reputation, market and business entry. Then, the second order LV 'internal 
impediment' contains first order LVs such as financial, risk and expertise. Next, the second order 'external 
driver' includes first order L Vs as follows: product pricing, time spent, convenience, and external relationship. 
Finally, the second order 'external impediment' comprises first order LVs: customer's expense, delivery time, 
transaction risk and access. The dependent variable in this model is 'electronic commerce success' which is 
measured by constructs, 'competitive advantage', 'firm's goal', 'conversion rate', 'page view', 'stickiness' and 
'hit' (see section 2 and Table 3). 
Although there are some other multivariate analytical tools, the PLS type of Structural Equation Modeling is 
considered as suitable for the current study for the following reasons. First, the PLS allows the minimization of 
demand on measurement scales and sample size (Barclay et al., 1995; Chin, 1998b; Fornell and Bookstein, . . 
1982); second, multivariate normality is not required (Barclay et al., 1995; Fornell and Bookstein, 1982); third, it 
is appropriate for use in the early theoretical development (Chin, 1998a; Fornell and Bookstein, 1982). Finally, 
compared to the first generation multivariate techniques such as regression, the PLS gives the researcher greater 
flexibility to play between theory and data (Chin, 1998b). 
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coNCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
To evaluate the success of electronic commerce, businesses need metrics Past studi'es d trat th • 
. . . . emons e e extensive 
use of operat10nal-quant1tatlve measures such as the hit, the ~age view, the stickiness and the more recently, 
conv~rs10n rate. ~ese co~~uter-reported measures ar~ considered as more objective, since they do not rely on 
individual perception. Add1t1onally, to be comprehensive, the framework also incorporates strategic-qualitative 
measures gleaned from the IT field. These measures capture the impact of electronic commerce on the 
businesses' goal attainment _and competitive advantage. The literature also suggests some key factors that affect 
the perfonnance of electromc commerce. Based on the direction of impact, the framework differentiates these 
factors into driving and impeding factors. These factors are then differentiated according to their contribution to 
the success of electronic commerce and according to the locus of impact. As an attempt to test the framework, 
the current study proposes to use PLS type of Structural Equation Modeling. 
We have just finished a comprehensive survey of top Australian organizations based on the model of Figure l. 
The data is being analyzed currently. The initial results indicate that both internal and external "drivers" 
significantly impact the e-commerce success, while the impacts of internal and external "impediments" one-
commerce success are not significant. This initial results support the popular belief that organizations adopt e-
commerce primarily based on what "benefits" e-commerce can provide, rather than the associated "costs" of e-
commerce. Our literature review (see section 2.1) also revealed that most of the prior research dealt with the 
"benefits" of e-commerce than the "costs". 
The model validation and full results will be subject of our future paper. 
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Developing e-learning environ~ents that su_pport knowledge 
construction in higher education 
ABSTRACT 
Ron Oliver 
School of Communications and Multimedia 
Edith Cowan University 
Email: r.oliver@ecu.edu.au 
Much of the conventional development of Web-based learning environments the creation of electronic forms of 
existing print-based materials. In such instances the Web-based courses have tended to display limited evidence 
of an underpinning learning design and varying degrees of use of the opportunities and ajfordances of the new 
technologies. This paper provides an overview of instructional design principles that can guide the creation of 
Web-based learning materials that support learner engagement and knowledge construction. The paper 
describes the attributes of constructivist learning settings and provides some examples of explicit learning 
designs that can be applied in the design of Web-based learning environments. It describes strategies that are 
currently underway that are looking to provide ways to mainstream effective Web-based learning designs. 
Keywords: instructional design, on-line, e-learning, higher education, constructivist 
INTRODUCTION 
The jury appears to still be out in relation to some of the benefits to higher education of contemporary e-leaming 
projects and activities. E-leaming has been mooted as the solution to many of the problems that face institutions 
of higher education. Many writers have argued the use of e-learning to attract new markets and new students, 
others have argued its capacity to increase levels of equity and access for existing students., while others see the 
new technologies as capable of reducing the costs of delivery of programs and courses. While many of these 
claims and potentials have yet to be verified the one thing we have learned from our activities in this domain is 
that e-leaming, when done well, can improve learning and deliver enhanced learning outcomes. The intention of 
this paper is to explore strategies that can be used to assist in the design of effective c-learning environments. In 
essence, it attempts to provide a blueprint for design which academics can follow when they wish to create 
effective e-learning environments. 
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN FOR WEB-BASED LEARNING 
In a pr~vious pa~er, I described a framework for designing online learning settings (Table 1 ). The framework 
co~pnses three _mterconnecting elements which are presented as critical components for the design of learning 
settings. In particular, the framework highlights various distinctions between the elements involved in the design 
ofonline learning settings (Oliver, 1999). 
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Table 1: Framework describing critical elements of online learning settings 
learning desim elements description 
learning tasks 
The a~tivities, ~ro~lems, interactions used to engage the learners and 
learning resources 
on which learnmg is based 
The content, ~nformation and resources with which the learners interact 
learning supports 
and upon which learning is based 
The sca~folds, structures, encouragements, motivations, assistances and 
connections used to support learning 
The framework provides a means to identify the various elements withi·n J · tt· d 
· b d · h · . earnmg se mgs an suggests emphases 
which can e ma e m t e mstructtonal design process Contemporary learn· th · · h th ti 
. . . . • mg eones posit t at e orms of 
Jeammg design most appropnat~ to higher ~ducation are those based on constructivist learning principles. The 
above framework takes on particular and discrete forms when applied this way. 
LEARNING TASKS 
The learning ~ctivities_in technology-based environments play a fundamental role in determining learning 
outcomes (Wild & Qumn, 1997). They determine how the learners will engage with the course materials and the 
forms of knowledge construction that will take place. Contemporary thinking suggests that the activities must be 
active and engaging ( eg. Wild & Quinn, 1997). They need to engender cooperative and collaborative activities 
among the cohort and in doing so must provide opportunities for reflection and articulation. The activities must 
provide the purpose and the context for learners to deal with the content and information (Duffy & Cunningham, 
1996). 
A synthesis of the pedagogical features for constructivist learning in on-line settings suggests the need for 
instructional design approaches which promote learning outcomes through learning processes and strategies 
employing various modes of communication ( eg. Jonassen & Tessmer, 1996; Collis, 1998). Fundamental to the 
notion of knowledge construction is an active role for the learner in which there is encouragement and reason to 
act independently and in a self-directed fashion. Characteristic of these approaches to learning arc settings and 
activities which see learners assuming much of the responsibility for themselves in terms of what is learned and 
how it is learned (eg. Duffy & Cunningham, 1996). 
LEARNING RESOURCES 
Choosing and developing content for flexible technology-based learning is seen by ma~y teache:8 as th~ most 
important step in creating on-line learning environments. This is reflected in the resultm~ matenals which often 
have a content-focus (eg. Dehoney & Reeves, 1998). It is sometimes estimated that on-hne teachers_ sp~nd 90% 
of their planning and development creating content and on-line learning resources. Contemporary thi_n~mg 
suggests that the content can, and should, assume a far lesser role in the design pro~ess. In co~struct1v1st 
learning environments learners need to be exposed to content that provides them with p~rspectives from a 
multitude of sources ( eg. Herrington & Oliver, 1995). The ma!erials n~ed n?t all be on-h~c. The u~e of 
conventional materials along with electronic sources can provide the diversity often reqmred. PreviouSI~ 
· · "di anised and presented to the learners m a designers created course matenals where the content was ngt Y org . . f , d 
strict sequence. Today it is recognised that learners need to be able to access resources m a vanety o ,, ays an 
the absolute strictness and rigidity should be lessened (eg. Lebow, 1993). 
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Duschatel (1997) argues that content also need~ to ~e chosen in _a fas~io~ which provides authentic examples and 
t t Th. gument is very much in line with situated learnmg pnnc1ples. The move to outcomes-based and con ex s. 1s ar .nk. I h · ta th · 
competency-based education is a reflection of this fo~ oftht mg. n sue ms nces, e content 1~ presented 
t d ther than an end in itself and 1t 1s the learner who must make most of the choices about as a means o an en ra . h" h h · · I d "d 
h . h t · l t and how to use it. There are many ways m w 1c t ese pnnc1p es an 1 eas can be w 1c ma ena o use . h h" · "d 
implemented in on-line settings. Perhaps the best strategy to deal wit t is is to cons1 er content as a resource 
for learning rather than the focus oflearning. 
LEARNING SUPPORTS 
The third and final critical design element from the framework is that oflearning supports. Flexible and on-line 
learning environments need learning supports to be designed as integral parts of the learning process. The 
support is necessary to guide learners and to provide a feedback mechanism which is responsive and sensitive to 
their individual needs (eg. McLoughlin & Oliver, 1998). In distance education contexts, learner support is a term 
that often embraces more extensive mechanisms such as academic support, library support and counseling. In 
this paper, the term is used in a much narrower context and limited to aspects of the on-line learning environment 
alone. 
A number of writers have developed strong frameworks to describe the ideal forms of support required for on-
line learning environment and in each case, there is usually a strong argument made for an active and involved 
teacher (eg. Laurillard, 1993). The role of the teacher however, tends to be defined as that of a coach and 
facilitator in place of the more didactic style often assumed. In contemporary settings, this form of learning 
support is called scaffolding in recognition of the way in which it helps to build knowledge and is then removed 
as the knowledge construction occurs. 
APPROACHES TO INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN 
The framew?rk described ~hove discusses the various roles of each of the three elements. Often in the design 
process, designers emphasise one of the elements over others and in this way create an environment with 
particular attributes. Figure 1 below suggests differences in the nature of learning environments when one or 
more of the elements is emphasised in the design process. 
resource-
centred 
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Figure 1: Instructional design emphases 
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Resource-based learning. In the past many fi f . 
. t t Wh h . ' orms o onhne learning s tti h 
onhne con en • en t e onlme environment 1· b d . e ng ave been based on the delivery of b d . s ase on onhne co t t d 1· resource- ase environments. These environment h . n en e 1very, the resulting products arc 
. 11 d ak s are c aractensed b h . . typtca y ten not tom e the most of the opportun·r rn Yan emp as1s on onlme content and 
critical of such on-line learning settings for the n 1 tes a 0rded ~y the o?line technologies. Many writers arc 
arrowness of the mstructJonal approaches they use. 
Teacher-centred learning. More contemporary onl' 1 • . 
. . . f h b me eammg settmgs make tr f h . . fac1httes o t e We . For example, many teachers su rt th . . s o~g u~e o t e commumcatlons 
communications. In this way they create roles "'or th ppo 1 eir onhne courses with discussion fora and on line • • 11 emse ves as supports for I . Wh \" learnmg ts used as a support for classroom learning th . earnmg. en ,v eb-based 
approach. In remote learning settings, use of the o~li e ro.~~en_ce of the t~acher role leads to a teacher-centred 
environment. ne act t ies m supportive ways creates this form of 
Task-centred learning. The third type oflearning suggested b th fr k · . 
learning activities are the underpinning elements Task-baseyd a e amhewor definves from settmgs ~here the 
• • • h · pproac es stem rom the use of leammg 
acttv1t1es as t e contexts and anchors for student learning In such 1·n ta tud k · · k . . . . • s nces s ents wor m vanous ways to complete tas s, mqumes and projects etc. with access to resources and wi'th c f 1· I · 
. 1orms o on me support. n this 
pa~er I ar~e that task-based learnmg provides the best opportunities for learning environments that support 
active learnmg and knowledge construction. 
CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING SETTINGS 
The emergence of the new learning technologies appears to have coincided with a growing awareness and 
recognition of alternative theories for learning, theories that suggest many problems and inefficiencies with 
conventional forms of teaching. The theories oflearning that hold the greatest sway today arc those based on 
constructivist principles (eg. Duffy & Cunningham, 1996). These principles posit that learning is achieved by 
the active construction of knowledge supported by various perspectives within meaningful contexts. In 
constructvist theories, social interactions are seen to play a critical role in the processes of learning and cognition 
(eg. Vygotsky, 1978). 
The strengths of constructivism lie in its emphasis on learning as a process of personal understanding and 
meaning making which is active and interpretative. In this domain learning is viewed as the construction of 
meaning rather than as the memorisation of facts (eg. Lebow, 1993; Jonassen & Reeves, 1996). Technology-
based approaches to learning provide many opportunities for constructivist learning through their provision and 
support for resource-based, srudent centred settings and by enabling learning to be related to context and to 
practice ( eg. Berge, 1998; Barron, 1998). 
Many writers have in the past provided guidance for the design of constructivist learning settings by arti~ul_ating 
the underpinning characteristics. For example, Cunningham, Duffy & Knuth (1993) argue that c~n~truct1v1_st 
learning environments are characterised by seven pedagogical goals. They suggest that construct1v1st lcarnmg 
settings are those which concurrently: 
provide experience in the knowledge construction process; 
provide experience in and appreciation for, multiple perspectives; 
embed learning in realistic and relevant contexts; 
encourage ownership and voice in the learning process; 
embed learning in social experience; . 
encourage the use of multiple modes ofrepresentat10~; 
encourage self-awareness in the knowledge construction process. 
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. . 1 th th considers are needed to integrate the affective and cognitive Lebow (1993) pr~se~ts five pnncip es a e tructivist principles ofleaming. He argues the need for learning 
domains of Ieammg m ways that support cons 
environments to: 
1 d the potentially damaging effects of instructional practices; maintain a buffer between the earner an and relatedness 
provide a context for learning that supports b_0th au~o~o~y If 
b d th for learning into the leammg activity itse 
em e e reasonls d 1 . b moting skills and attitudes that enable the learner to assume increasing support self-regu ate eammg Y pro . 
res onsibility for the developmental restructunng process . . . 
p th I r' t d y to engage in intentional Ieammg processes, especially by encouragmg the strengthen e eame s en enc 
strategic exploration of errors 
Savery & Duffy (1995) argue that there are four principles that necessarily underpin learning in constructivist 
settings: 
learning is an active and engaged process; 
learning is a process of constructing knowledge; 
learners function at a metacognitive level; 
learning involves social negotiation; 
Grabinger (1996) provides a succinct list of the assumptions of learning that are aligned with contemporary 
constructivist views: 
People transfer learning with difficulty needing both content and context learning. 
Learners are active constructors of knowledge. 
Leaming is cognitive and in a constant state of growth and evolution. 
Learners bring their own needs and experiences to learning situations. 
Skills and knowledge are best acquired within realistic contexts. 
Assessment must take more realistic and holistic forms. 
The descriptions which authors provide of the elements required for constructivist learning settings can help 
designers to understand the forms ofleaming activity which are required but often fail to provide adequate 
guidance for the actual learning designs that can encapsulate such principles in cohesive and supportive ways. 
Hannafin, Hall, Land Hill (1994) suggest that appropriate forms ofleaming settings arc what they call open-
ended learning environments. These are characterised by learner engagement in cognitively complex tasks 
involving such activities as problem solving, critical thinking, collaboration and self-regulation. 
There are however a number of discrete learning designs that support constructivist learning and whose forms 
can provide designers with guidance and structure in the design of actual constructivist learning settings. In the 
literature many of these designs remain ill-structured in their definitions and descriptions which can limit 
teachers in their choice and use of them. 
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CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING DESIGNS 
When these ideas are put into practice the forms of le · . 
• · ' arnmg settmg that result a · ·1 · quite different to conventional settings. The design t d t b b re s1m1 ar m many respects and 
learners undertaking various fonns of activity that :e e; en~e:de~sed on forms of learning that are based on 
environment tend to be those that require learners tow! k 'th and student-centred. The forms of 
to reflect on the outcomes. They tend to be setti hr whi 0thers and to share the results of their work and 
. . ngs w ere t ere are no fixed reso b I 
and where the emphasis is on learning how rather th 1 . b urces or content to e earned 
designs that accommodate these needs and some of~:s:~:dis:u~:!d :~:~re a number of discrete learning 
a. Problem-based_ learning_ ~PBL) is a learning design that found popularity in the mid 1980s in medical 
schools as an alternative to traditional forms oflearning in this domain B (1992) d 'b bl 
· h d k · · arrows escn es a pro em 
based setting w ere _sm ents_ wor m sma!l ~oups ~nder the guidance of a facilitator in a problem-based setting 
where they are reqm_red to diagnose ~ patient s me~ical condi:ion and to provide a rationale for their diagnosis 
and trea~ent. PBL i_nvolves presenting smdents with a real-hfe problem immersed in a context which is relevant 
to pr~fessional prac!ice. Problem-?ased learning designs involve complex problems which provide a stimulus for 
learning. Th~y ~rovide smdents Wl:h the opportunity to immerse themselves into a context which requires more 
than memonsation and understandmg of concepts and challenge them to apply their knowledge to determine the 
best outcome. 
In PBL settings smdents apply their conceptual knowledge as well as processes and effective action learnt in 
solving the problem. Problem-based learning usually incorporates cooperative learning groups. Students work 
cooperatively in small groups identifying their prior knowledge and what they need to know to effectively solve 
the problem. Problems did not encourage simple, lower level solutions but demand that students pursue new 
knowledge through the process of solving the problem. The application of knowledge and skills is essential 
during the process of problem solving. The teacher's role is to facilitate a positive, encouraging cooperative 
learning environment and provide scaffolding at crucial times, as determined by the dynamic process of solving 
the problem. 
b. Case-based learning is a form of problem-based learning but with unique characteristics. In case-based 
learning, students typically work through a problem setting which is usually a realistic case relevant to their 
course (medicine, business, etc). Smdents work through the case, either collaboratively or individually, and 
make decisions as to what would be the best course of action. A case is an abstract of an event and 
interpretations of experiences. It can either be a previously encountered and solved problem, or a typical way of 
solving a problem. 
The characteristic feamre of this type ofleaming activity is case-based r~asoning. ~ase-bas~d ~easoning is a 
problem solving paradigm which utilizes the specific knowledge o~prev,?u~ expenences withm co~cre!e 
problem situations such as cases. A new problem is solved by findmg a similar past case, and applying its . 
solution to the new problem simation. Cases can have several components. If each component of the c_as~
1
1s 
interpreted correctly the more useful it will be when it is nec~ssary for the student to recall and apply simi ar 
knowledge and processes to another case (Kolodner & Guzdial, 2000). 
· th of designing and creating products that meet 
c. Project-based learning engages students m e proc~ss. 1 f d" "pline through involving students in 
authentic needs. It can focus on the central concept~ and p~n~,p ~;to a 
0
1
s;:ative learning environments which 
problem-solving investigations. Project-~ased learnmg Jen :/s:rte~ ~o ~ team environment. Even so, projects 
enable students to discuss, explore, test ideas and co~cepts . pp t ;re considered authentic in nature and 
can be worked on autonomously. P~oject_-based leammg environm:dsents to construct their o,m knowledge and 
provide a learning environment which stimulates and enc?u~ages s (G d' I 2000) 
. • th t· n of realistic products uz ia , · pursue their own interests resulting m e crea 10 
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. . "b I arning design where students are faced with an open-ended task for d. Inquiry-based learn•~g des~n /s a eestions obtain factual infonnation, and then build the knowledge that 
which they must fonnulate m~e~tigla ive t~\ Th; fonn of learning is a hybrid of problem-based learning with 
enables them to answer the ongma ques 10 . d . I . 
. . . . Stud t are often required to observe an question, present exp anations, devise 
its own 1d1osyncratlc features. en s · d · db "Id d J 
th • th · . analyse data· draw conclus10ns, or es1gn an m mo e s. Inquiry-and conduct tests to test err eones, ' . • · 1· d d h" 
. h . h critical thinking and mult1-d1sc1p me stu y to ac 1eve course outcomes. based leammg emp as1ses researc ' . . bl b d I . J k . 
. d 1 . • ti s discussed in conjunction with pro em- ase earnmg. a es, Pennmgton & Inqmry-basil) ~am~; 1~ so~e ::ed learning as a process where students formulate questions or the teacher 
Kno~!e <20 . esct ~-mqt(in~estigative processes to obtain infonnation to help build knowledge to 
pflirovt . es,qudesttton~ o s tmluuta1·oen Typically students are aided with questions or scaffolds provided by the teacher 
e ecttve y e ennme a so . 
or other students. 
I · -b d leami·ng dt" ffers from problem-based learning by virtue of its use of a greater range of learning nqmry ase h · · d · · r 
methods, high levels of teacher support and scaffolding, and an _e1!1? as1s on ~n mter tsc~p mary approach to 
learning, critical thinking as well as students assuming respons1b1hty f~r thetr ?~ learn~ng ( !"f agn~ssen, Ishida 
& Itano, 2000). Inquiry-based ]earning can involve other fonns ofl~arnmg_destgn t?cludt~g d1scuss10ns, group 
exercises and role plays. The strategy makes strong use of student mteract1ons, the tr prev10us knowledge and 
life experiences (Cerny, Amundson, Mueller & Waldron, 1996). 
e. Role playing is a learning activity where students assum~ ch~racters withi? a chose~ context and carry out 
roles in the conduct of a predetennined scenario. Role playmg 1s often used m educational contexts as a means 
to develop the affective components of a curriculum, for example students' beliefs and attitudes. In many 
business courses, role playing is used in such areas as counselling, negotiation training and learning about ethics 
( eg. Glass, 1999). Some instances of role playing take the fonn of games and are often referred to as 
simulations. In the context of this paper, we are principally concerned with the less structured forms of role 
playing. 
Role playing is an open-ended learning environment and can involve the same high levels of learner activity and 
inquiry as other settings described earlier. Role plays are usually based around problem settings and in 
themselves tend to be problem-solving activities. Role plays are set within specific contexts and tend to follow a 
phased approach with learning occurring across a number of phases (Chesler and Fox, 1966). 
IMPLICATIONS FOR MAINSTREAM TEACHING 
The learning designs that I have described above are discrete and recognisable entities. They represent forms for 
the design on any type oflearning environment but are very well supported when used in on line settings. There 
are many academics and teachers who are fmding very effective ways to apply these design strategies in their 
classes in higher education. But for many the learning design is unknown and its potential for application in their 
classroom teaching is quite distant. 
There a~e now~ n~ber_ of projects which are underway to make it possible for teachers to employ these forms 
?flearnm~ design m t~e1r o~ cl~s.ses through online technologies. One particular project in which I am 
mvolved 1_s an ~ustrahan Un~versiti~s Teaching Committee Project which is exploring ways to create templates 
and genenc designs for learnmg envtronments with learning designs of the forms I have described here. Many 
other agencies are now looking for ways to create reusable forms oflearning designs and learning resources to 
foster and encourage the develo~ment. of susta~nable and effective online learning settings. Much of the 
res~arch and development work m ?nhne learnmg is exploring issues associated with creating the means for 
mamstream teachers to seamlessly mtegrate new technologies in meaningful ways into the learning programs. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has discussed the nature of constru t· . . 
th
.nk. c 1v1st onlme le · . 
of contemporary I mg_ describing the attributes of . armng environments and has presented a s thesis 
has presented a model to mfonn the design of se~t~gs that support knowledge construction Th yn 
· th · k constructivist onr 1 . . e paper ]earnmg at 1s tas -based and centred on open-end d d .1 me earnmg settings and argues the needs for e an t I-structured activities. 
A number oflearning designs have been present d th h 
. Th 1 . . e at ave been found t . . 
settmgs. ese eammg designs are being used d O support constructtv1st learning 
"d more an ore as the b . f h d . prov1 e a structure and framework for designer t ., II . asis O t e es1gn for online learning They 
· 1 . s O 10 ow which enc th • · 
meamngfu tasks as the basis for student activity At th . ourag~s e selection and creation of 
authenticity in the tasks in tenns of the nature of.th ta ~ samde time the vanous designs support the notion of 
e s s an the contexts in which they arc set. 
Whereas in the past we have seen the proliferation of W b-b d . . 
on-line content and online interactions between te h e dasedlearnmg settmgs that have consisted mainly of 
. ac ers an stu ents we are · · · • • 
of the forms ofleammg design described in this pap r M h fth ' ~o~ seem~ mcrcasmg application 
is focusing on exploring ways to refine and modify t~ · u~ 0 ed~esearch m mstructtonal technologies today 
activity and engagement to support the transfer oflea:i::efr ngst~o ;scover the o~timal forms of learning 
setting where its intended use will be. om e c assroom settmg to the workplace or the 
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Online Portfolio Assessment in Information Systems 
ABSTRACT 
2 
Trudi Cooper' and Dr. Terence Love 
Edith Cowan University 
Perth Western Australia 
Th l h tfiolio based assessment particularly its online forms, can address some of the e paper exp ores ow por - , 
challenges presented by new trends in tertiary education in fast changing subject areas such as Information 
Systems. 
Keywords: Information Systems, Assessment, Portfolios, Online 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem: How can university assessment methods be developed to meet new challenges and address 
contemporary assessment problems in the field oflnformation Systems? 
Six trends in tertiary education indicate that university assessment methods need to be reviewed: 
Increasing focus on 'outcomes-based' assessment of professional skills. This is strongly evident in Australia, the 
US and the UK, and echoing 'competency-based' assessment in other areas of education (see, for example, 
Australian Computer Society, 2001a, Australian Nursing Council Inc., 2000, ANT A/A VCC, 2000). 
Increasing emphasis on graduate attributes (DETY A, 2001, DETY A, 1999) creating tension between existing 
assessment structures and those appropriate to graduate attributes. 
High rate of change of knowledge especially in fields such as Information Systems (IS), Information Technology 
(IT), and some Natural Sciences (Australian Computer Society, 2001a). 
Increased emphasis on employability as an outcome of university education (DETY A, 1999, DETY A, 2001). 
Increasing problems with plagiarism and fraud fuelled by the ease of computer based editing and copying of 
Internet sources into assessment submissions (Terrell and May, 2001). 
Pressure to improve assessment quality by improving the accuracy, focus and feedback of assessment processes 
(DETYA, 1999, Cooper, 1999). 
Minimising problems associated with equity issues by making assessment equitable for all students (Cooper 
1999). ' 
Disintegra~on _of ~ducation processes and assessment because of increasing tendencies for units to be delivered 
by pa1:11er institutions, and marking to be outsourced (see, for example Technology and Industry Advisory 
Council, 2000, Bradley, 2000). ' 
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.. 
outcomes-based assessment: Increased foe 
. h 1· . us on outcomes b d 
'demonstratmg t e app ication of a body ofkn 1 d • ase assessment changes the emph • d fi f ow e ge' rather tha 'kn . as1s towar s 
Different orrns o assessment are needed for educ f 1 n owmg about' a body of knowledge 
applicati?n ofkn?':ledge in fast changing situatio:t;~i;:cesses that focu~ on the skills and the practic~l 
because it was ongmally developed for assessment in: nal assessment is less appropriate for this purpose 
Discipline areas in which the rate of change ofkn 1 d . 
· · · h" h h owe ge is slow Soc1e~ies i~ w i~ t e rate of social change is slow. 
Situations m which professional skills are acquired elsewhere 
The trend towards outcomes-based assessment is fo d thr . . 
(Graduate Attributes) (DETY A, 1999, p 16, DETY :,1200 tg~~ut_education: m the u~iversity systems Council, 1998), and in the professions (see for example A' Ptr / m~he school ed~cation system (Curriculum 
Nursing Council Inc., 2000). ' ' us a mn omputer Society, 2001a, Australian 
Graduate attributes: By definition, graduate attributes are sk"ll th t d . 
modalities for graduate attributes cannot easily be integrated~~ rn:d-~?1 ets ~ave at graduation. Assessment 
courses are modularised and where modules can be taken in a . ty I f10d~fafi umt assessment proces~es w~erc 
b 
. . . . vane o I erent sequences There 1s tension 
etween existmg umversity assessment structures and assessment stru tu d d ,. th · 
d 
·b . . c res nee e 1or e assessment of 
gra uate attrl utes because genenc skills assessment crosses unit bound · d · · 
fi d d t 
• b d . anes an ex1stmg assessment processes 
are ocuse aroun opic- ase units. 
High rates of change: ~n fast cha~ging professional disciplines, such as IS, it is unsatisfactory to assess ability 
through the demon~tratlon of detaile~ knowledge of content likely to be obsolete soon. Professional institutions 
such as the Australian Computer Society (2001a) regard it is more important for students and practitioners to: 
Be able to demo~stra!~ their understandin~ of fundamental concepts that underpin a discipline's knowledge 
Demonstrate their ability to learn and contrnually update their skills 
Assessment of these skills is not usually regarded as a strength of traditional assessment modalities, which assess 
students' grasp of pre-defined topic information rather than their abilities to develop their knowledge and skills. 
Employability: In fields of smdy in which knowledge becomes quickly obsolete, one-time mastery of a body of 
knowledge does not imply ongoing employability or continued professional competence (Australian Computer 
Society, 2001a). There is tension between education appropriate to a fast-changing knowledge situation, and the 
expectation that smdents completing a course should be immediately employable without further training. 
Pedagogically, it is complex but feasible to create educational processes that fulfil all these aims; helping 
students acquire a deep understanding of fundamental concepts, skills at life-long learning and continued 
professional development, and skills of immediate use in employment. Combining these educational processes 
presents assessment problems. These assessment problems are more easily resolved by portfolio-based 
assessment because the role of a portfolio as a 'container' allows the inclusion of different forms of evidence. 
Plagiarism: There is increasing concern about levels of student plagiarism, especially ~n fields such as IS in 
which srudents have high levels of computer and Internet skills (Keams, ~0_00). Portfolio-based assessment can 
assist in this situation by facilitating the triangulation of assessment. Trad1t1onal forms of ~ssessment that do not 
co-locate individual assessments from different units do not offer a ready means for exammers to correlate 
standards across an individual srudent's multiple assessment items. 
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. A t Q lity· Assessment processes are becoming increasingly subject to quality assessment Improvmg ssessmen ua · · 1 ·
and quality assurance processes (DETY A, 1999, Kemp, 1999)_- Improvmg ~he ~~a ity of assessment depends on a 
d
. d t I ti" nshi"p between the aims of education and pract1cahties of assessment. In addition irect an transparen re a o . . . . . , 
· · t uali"ty requires sound moderation between and across umts, courses and mstitutions 1mprovmg assessmen q . 
Mi · • • r blems associated with equity issues: The shift to tertiary mass education has resulted in mmismgp O • (DETYA 1999) Th" .. 
culturally, educationally, and socially more di~erse stud~nt ~opula~10ns , . . : . 1s s1~mficant 
reduction in homogeneity increases the potential for equtty is_sues m assessment. Mm1m1smg equtty problems is 
an important aspect of choosing assessment methods. Portfoho-based assessment can resolve many of these 
equity issues (Cooper, 1999). 
Disintegration of education processes and assessm_ent: !rends _towards commer~iali~ati~n, modularisation and 
globalisation in education have led to courses and umts bemg dehvered by partr.ter mstt~ttons, and through 
flexible delivery modes including external study or Internet-based study, and with_ markmg pr~cesses often 
outsourced to junior staff or postgraduate students (Technology and Industry Advisory Council, 2000, Bradley, 
2000). Each of these factors reinforces the problems of traditional assessment processes and reduces the 
possibility for appropriate, effective, efficient, equitable, high quality assessment suited to professional education 
in fast-changing knowledge areas. 
This paper argues that the above factors point to the need to review assessment processes. It uses Cooper's 
(1999, 1997) six-step model of portfolio-based education to show how portfolio-based assessment offers benefits 
over traditional modes of assessment in addressing the assessment challenges raised by these factors. The paper 
explores the role of professional accreditation in IS assessment and then concludes by discussing how online 
portfolio-based assessment can address the above assessment challenges. 
PORTFOLIO-BASED ASSESSMENT 
Portfolio-based assessment is now well established as a valuable assessment tool (see, for example, Barrett, 
2000c, Biggs and Tang, 1997, Cooper, 1997, Education Department of Western Australia, 2000a, Education 
Department of Western Australia, 2000b). Portfolio-based assessment is beneficial pedagogically because the 
format c~n encompass evidence from a wide variety of sources (Education Department of Western Australia, 
2000b), ~t can help educators overcome many assessment difficulties, especially in relation to equity and 
moderation (Cooper, 1999, Cooper and Love, 2000), it provides a 'richer picture' of the student (Barrett, 2000c), 
portfoli?-bu~lding active~y involves students in the learning process (Bowie et al., 2000), and is valuable in 
supportmg hfelong learnmg (ANTNAVCC, 2000). For IS and IT related disciplines online portfolios are 
especially appropriate (Bowie et al., 2000, Barrett, 2000c). ' 
Cooper's (Cooper, 1999, Cooper, 1997) definition of a portfolio is: 
Portfolio: Collection of evidence that demonstrates skills, achievements, learning or competencies. 
Cooper's 'six t ' rtfi r b "Id" · · 
_s ep po O 10 ut mg process 1s well estabhshed as a basis for planning and teaching outcome-
based professional assessment in tertiary courses (see, for example, Cooper 1997 Cooper 1999 Cooper and 
Emden 2000 Cooper et al 1999 Coo d L 2000) Th · ' ' ' ' · 
' . ' . . ., , per an ove, . e six-step process ensures that portfoho-based 
assessment 1s apphed m a purposive way that I t tr J · · re a es ansparent y and directly to predefined pedagogic 
processes and outcomes. 
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The portfolio-building process consists of: 
Step 1: Identify the areas of skills that the student is intended to develop. 
Step 2: From these skill areas, develop specific learning outcomes for the student to achieve. 
Step 3: Identify appropriate learning strategies for the student to achieve their learning outcomes. 
Step 4: Identify performance indicators that establish the student has achieved their learning outcomes, and 
indicate the evidence the student needs to collect. 
Step 5: Collect evidence that demonstrates the student has met the performance indicators. 
Step 6: Organise this evidence in a portfolio so assessors can easily understand how the evidence relates to each 
performance indicator. 
Visually, the sequence is: 
Skill areas 
Learning outcomes 
J 
Learning strategies 
l 
Performance indicators 
I 
Evidence 
I 
Organisation of the portfolio 
Cooper (1999, 1997), copied with permission 
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· ht be applied in an IS context. The table below shows how the six step process m1g 
Six Step Process Information Systems Course Desiim Issues . . 
Core skill areas determined by ~he pedagogic aims of the course, ACS Skill area 
reauirements, and graduate attnbute~ . . .. 
L · utcomes are either prescnbed by the course outlme, or md1vidually Leaming outcomes eammg o · · h k"II 
negotiated with students after their level of expertise ~n eac s 1 area 
Leaming Strategy Leaming strategies are suggested by lecturers, but ultimately the responsibility of 
each student 
Performance indicators p rformance indicators are defined by course design, or discussed with students 
si that they understand how to make decisions about standards of perfonnance 
relevant to key IS skills 
Evidence Students collect evidence of their skills and knowledge from a variety of sources 
including: marked assignments, references and testimonials, certified courses, 
external projects, employment 
Organisation of portfolio The portfolio is assembled and presented according to a predefined structure. This 
structure can be defined more or less completely. For example, it may consist of 
tables of contents, commentary relating evidence to performance indicators, and 
items of evidence. A more tightly defined portfolio schema might involve a rigid 
online template structure within which students enter evidence and explanations 
of the relationships of evidence to performance indicators. Background server-
side processing then shapes how each portfolio is viewed by examiners online or 
in print. 
Portfolios are either summative or formative, summative portfolios demonstrate learning outcomes while 
formative portfolios demonstrate learning processes. This paper focuses on summative portfolios, because 
professional accreditation such as that of the Australian Computer Society (ACS) is primarily concerned with 
final achievements rather than the students' learning processes. 
Summative portfolio-based assessment has three main forms (Barrett, 2000c, Cooper, 1999): 
The competency based portfolio, 
The negotiated learning portfolio 
The biographic profile, or record of achievement. 
In the competency-based portfolio, course outlines specify the learning outcomes for a student. In the negotiated 
learning portfolio, students negotiate intended learning outcomes. Competency and negotiated learning based 
portfolios can be combined into a hybrid approach for which the lecturer stipulates some compulsory learning 
outcomes and allows students to define additional learning outcomes relevant to their personal interests and 
future career directions. The biographic portfolio or profile is an expanded Curriculum Vitae that is not generally 
sufficient for assessment purposes because it is not usually related to performance indicators and specified 
learning outcomes. 
M~st stud~nts do n~t enter university with the skills necessary to plan their professional development or 
sattsfactonly org'.1mse a pr~fessional portfolio. Experience in other disciplines has shown it is necessary to teach 
stud~nts the~e skills. The six-step po~folio building process above was developed for this purpose. Within IS 
c~~ula, th1s_process can be taught m whichever unit focuses on developing students' lifelong learning skills to 
fac1htate contmued professional development. 
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Information Systems assessment & profe . 
ssional accreditation 
In tertiary IS education in Australia the Austr r C 
d . d" "d l Th ' a rnn omputer Society (ACS). courses an m 1v1 ua s. e ACS empasises conf . is a key body for accreditation of 
courses requires IS professionals to recognise the· mtru~u~ professional development, and their accreditation of 
. h d (A . tr ammg needs and rt· . . 
meetmg t ose nee s ustrahan Computer Society 2001 ) pa icipate m devising suitable means of ' a • They state that, 
"Because knowledge about infonnation technolo · ti"ll . 
. l hr h gy ls s expandmg rapidly ·t. . 
contmue to earn t oug out their careers. It should b b h , 1 is important that IT professionals 
undertake continuing education courses in various ti e ot . ahn employer and an employee expectation to 
. 
1 
. orms e1t er at academic · t"tut· h 
availab e semmars and conferences or the ACS c rti"fi t'· h ms I ions, t rough publicly 
. . . ' e 1ca 10n sc eme IT profess· 1 1 h 1 studies m manag~ment or m the fields of application of IT that are rei 1~na s_ a so s ou d undertake 
accountancy, busmess, or any other appropriate discipline.,, evant to their daily work, such as 
As part of their university education, IS students should learn how to r · • . . 
to satisfy them. The above statement from the ACS .d r kn ecognis~ t~e_tr own trammg needs and how d d gm e mes, ac owledges 1t 1s impossible for any 
un ergra uate course to adequately prepare students for all possible IS/IT careers. 
!he AC~ syllabus (Australian Co~puter Society, 2001b) identifies the following skills as fundamental in 
mformat10n fields. The ACS require that students must: 
"Understand the need for and the importance of information in an organisation" 
::understand the need for data in~egrity an~ securi~ and the means by which these may be obtained" 
"Understand the componen~s which ~ompnse the mformation technology infrastructure in the organisation" 
Underst~nd the processes mvolved m problem-solving and the methods used for developing computer-based 
Information Systems" 
"Understand the essential features of the hardware and software data management and data communications 
components of computer-based Information Systems" 
"Understand the ACS code of ethics as an example of such occurred required by professional society" 
This demonstrates an explicit focus on generic fundamental skills that avoids assessing students' skills at using 
proprietary computer languages or applications because they are subject to rapid change. 
The ACS approach aligns well with portfolio-based assessment because it provides a medium for students to 
collate evidence of fundamental skills over a wide variety of contexts. Students can organise their portfolios 
around mandatory areas such as those defined in the documentation of their courses and the syllabi ofthc ACS. 
They can choose additional skill areas, such as those outlined in the optional ACS examination syllabus. and 
graduate skills relevant to IS/IT in the graduate attributes list. If students undertake specific professional training 
during their degree, they may wish to include in their portfolio any relevant proprietary certification. Studen!s 
may also choose to supplement their portfolio according to their personal interes~ or future_ career goals. This 
helps students to build skills to manage their own professional development. Onlme portfolio based assessm_ent 
is very appropriate in developing the skills required for ongoing professional_development such as that required 
by the ACS, because the medium provides an authentic assessment opportunity where students can demonstrate 
their skills (Barrett, 2000b ). 
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Online portfolios 
1. t offer several additional practical advantages to those ofhardcopy Online variants of portfo 10-assessmen . 
portfolios (Barrett, 2000a, Cooper and Love, 2001) because they. 
Are easy to backup /store 
Have good portability . 
Allow multiple simultaneous access by exammers 
Have good shelflife. . 
Allow the ready inclusion of dynamic cross-referen~mg of documents 
Can include cross-referenced multi-media presentations . 
Offer the means of automating many routine tasks unde~~~n by _lecturers and admm staff. . 
Open the way to automating several aspects of marking, tmttally m the areas of grammar and spellmg 
ONLINE PORTFOLIOS & EQUITY 
Online processes for creating and assessing portfolios depend on technology, and students' te_chnology skills. 
Potentially, these dependencies may have a significant and adve_rse_ affect on assessment _q~al~ty by reducing 
equity. Access to technology to build online portfolios is not ~btquttous. In some case~, tt ts tied to the socio-
economic status of individuals and institutions. To reduce equtty problems the portfolto format should be 
specified so as to avoid disadvantaging students because oflack of access to hardware or software. This 
minimises students being unfairly disadvantaged through limited access to more sophisticated software. 
--1 
Barrett (2000a) separates electronic portfolios into different categories on the basis of the levels of skills, 
hardware and software needed. 'Electronic' portfolios, for Barrett, include 'any electronic representation' such as 
video and audiotapes, and are not necessarily computerised. Barrett's categories arc outdated by technology 
changes, but her approach is useful for categorising modes of online portfolio assessment. The categories provide 
the basis for choosing technology platforms and presentation specifications to minimise equity issues. 
Most equity issues for online portfolio assessment that are caused by technological issues can be resolved by 
limiting the technologies that can be used to a common framework. This can be done, for example, by the use of 
online templates designed to work with a set of standardised hardware and software that is available to all 
students, and in which all students are trained. This limits the scope for more affiuent students to gain assessment 
advantage through access to more sophisticated software. 
ONLINE PORTFOLIOS & PLAGIARISM 
Computed-aided P_lagiarism is an assessment problem for student work submitted in both paper-based and online 
fo~at~ where onlme access and computers are available (Keams, 2000). Lecturers cannot easily address the 
plagtans~ p~oblems th~t ~e I~temet ?resents using traditional approaches. Recent experience, anecdotal and 
reported, t~dt_cates plagt~sm ts a senous assessment concern (for example, Terrell and May, 2001). Suspicions 
about_p!agt~ns~ ~dermt?e con~dence in assessment procedures, and negatively affect the reputation of the 
e~ammmg 1°:st_itu~on. Th~s provides pressure for cases of plagiarism to pass apparently undetected or be resolved 
without pubhctty, mcreasmg the level of suspicion. New forms of addressing plagiarism are needed. 
Asses_sment by online portfoli~s facilitates the detection of plagiarism. New technology means electronically 
submitted stude°:t ~ork, especially structured submissions such as online portfolios, can be automatically 
scanne? for plagtansm. Recently developed software from Glatt iParadigm Integriguard and others 
(~ntegn~uard-com, ~OOI, iParadigms.com, 2001, Plagiarism.co~, 2001) offers a means to test for plagiarism in 
e ectromcally submitted documents. Glatt's program, using cloze 
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theory and the uniqueness of each individual's writing 'fin e rint' . . . 
not have been detected by manual systems without pr d _g ~f: 1 ' clai_ms to detect plag1ansm where it would · • . 0 ucmg a se positive ' Th' · · . given the senousness of plagiansm. This process can be I' d h s · . is is ~n important consideration 
electronic. This offers a significant improvement in str t app 1~ to t~copy bu: 1~ easier where documents arc 
credibility in assessment processes. a egies or re ucmg plagiansm, and maintaining 
ONLINE PORTFOLIOS AND FRAUD 
In IT courses, the opportunities for fraud may represent a particular temptat' ,. d b 
• d . ion 1or some stu ents ecause they 
have ~ccess to eqmpme!1t an expertise that fac~litates fraud. It is easier to alter undetected an electronic copy of 
a certificate or electromc reference than to credibly alter an original hardcopy. 
Tampering with electr~nic evidenc~ is a serious _issue_. It falls under university misrepresentation regulations in 
the same way that ~pph~ants w_ho h~ about qualifications are subject to a summary dismissal if their lie is 
discov~red. Fr~ud m evid~nce mvahdate~ a p~rtfolio in assessment terms, and should lead to severe penalties 
includmg possible exclus10n from the university. 
The triangulation facilitated by portfolio assessment offers some protection from assessment fraud where gross 
differences in skill level are evident. Currently, there are emerging standards in online certification of 
documentation. The main weakness that remains is in the processes of converting paper-based documentation 
into electronic form. In terms of quality assurance processes, one way addressing this issue is for students to sign 
a declaration that they have the original evidence on which electronic portfolio submission is based, and that they 
have not in any material way altered or edited certification, references or evidence provided by other people and 
included in the portfolio. 
Server-based security is well developed and there are several fraud-hardened approaches to assessment 
certification possible. For example, external and associate examiners can enter marks or competency certification 
using web-based password protected forms that use secure server-side scripts to place an authenticated certificate 
in a student's online portfolio container. 
ONLINE PORTFOLIOS- GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES 
Online portfolios offer an efficient means of demonstrating and assessing graduate _attributes. : 0 rtfolio b_a~ed 
· · · · d 'd ce Graduate attributes provide an add1t10nal 
assessment uses a combmat10n of performance cntena an ev1 en • . . . 
set of performance criteria and can be included in portfolio assessment processes ma s~milar :vay to 0ther 
performance criteria. Up to final assessment, any evidence that a student collec~ tot sat~\~t:~-~i:dremoves the 
Performance indicators may be also presented as evidence that fuey possess gra ua e a · th t th 
· d · · · the need for students to prove a ey 
need for a separate graduate assessment mechamsm an mmimises 
posses particular graduate attributes. 
SUMMARY 
. . of online portfolio-based assessment in IS education 
This paper presents a strong argument for the mcl~sion_ fi d h Henges due to changes in tertiary education 
(alongside other assessment strategies) to resolve id_:t1 ieffic. at and effective ways to include graduate 
. . 1· b d ssment ouers e 1c1en . ·t . 
environments. Onlme portfo 10- ase asse . 1 'fi t' n It offers the basis for addressing eqm ) . d profess1ona certi ica 10 • • d t 
attributes quality assurance processes, an . d 'th an authentic opportumty to cmonstra c 
. , . . d fr d it provides stu ents w1 d . I issues and controlling plagiansm an au • h st 1·mportantly it help student~ to e\ c op d real task per aps mo ' · k'II · their ability to use software and har ware on a . wr: continued professional development. Tots 5 1 15 
skills that enable them to plan and documents thelf 0 
essential to IS students as future professionals. 
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The long term success of business to consumer e-commerce depends, in large part, on the existence of 
satisfactory supporting legal infrastructures coupled with the implementation by virtual organisations of 
appropriate strategies that will achieve optimum business protection, consumer trust and legal compliance. The 
concept known as Jurisdiction' is gaining in significance in the world of e-commerce. The purpose of this paper 
is to explain why it is that jurisdiction impacts on all the players involved in e-commerce and to explore 
strategies that could be implemented by virtual organisations that might eliminate, or at least reduce, the 
associated risks. 
INTRODUCTION 
Public discussions of electronic commerce ... centers around global electronic commerce as a fait accompli, a 
done deal.. .But the realities of the situation ... are far different from the public perception. Many serious issues 
are unresolved, fundamental issues such as legal and political infrastructure ... A corrective is ... needed to focus 
attention on what still needs to be done before the dreams of global electronic commerce can be realised. 
(Dekleva, 2000, p 3) 
Whilst there is little doubt that business to consumer electronic commerce is viable and the market is growing 
(Larsen, 1999), the underpinning foundations are not yet secure for many reasons. Amongst those reasons, legal 
issues are prominent. Relevant legal issues could canvass such varied fields as on-line contracts and the validity 
of electronic contracts, confidentiality, privacy, intellectual property, defamation, censorship, taxation, payment 
systems and consumer rights. It has been suggested that an attendant lack of resolution and/or lack of clarity 
represents an ongoing constraint for global ecommerce and that the ultimate success of e-commerce in both the 
developed and the developing worlds depends, in part, upon the successful resolution by governments and/or 
virtual organisations of these issues. (Clinton & Gore, 1997, OECD, 1998 and WGEC, 1998). 
The curr~t legal structure has perceived weaknesses both from the perspective of the trader and from the 
~erspective of the consumer. A_s to the consumer, privacy and consumer rights are considered to be prominent 
issues. ~s to t?e trader,_the validity and enforceability of electronic contracts and jurisdiction are considered to ?e promment 1s~ues. I! 1s only possible within the limitations of this paper to consider one of the prominent 
issues, and that 1s the issue of jurisdiction. 
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hr, 
"Jurisdiction" is a word that has had significant . . 
1 d b . . . meanmg and mflu . th The prob ems pose y JUnsd1ction are not problems created b ence m e offiine world for hundreds of years. 
global and seamless nature of the Internet has sirnpl dd d y the Internet and electronic commerce The ( h h 'b b. ya e toorcomp ddth . commerce w et er It e usmess-to-business orb . oun e e problems as Internet e-
f h . usmess-to-consume ) d . confidence o t e commercial and consumer sectors. r expan s and mcreasingly gains the 
Whilst one could mount compelling arguments in sup rt f h . 
borders are inappropriate in the world of e-commercepd~ 0t t e(Jview that territory based laws based on arbitrarv 
. 1 . ispu es ohnson & p t 1996 J ., 
such disputes are a most ent1rely determined accordin t tr d' . os, ; ew, 1998), nevertheless 
g o a 1t1onal concepts of territory based laws. 
A major Australian study came to the view that "e co 
. . . - mmerce may result in th • . 
economy even though md1v1dual corporations may operat . . e_ creation _of a smgle world 
1999). em a nat10nal or regional settmg" (AUSTRAC Report, 
Whilst international courts (such as the International Court ofJ t' · h H 
· ful 1 · h · • us ice mt e ague, Netherlands) may pla 
meanmg ro e m t e resolut10n of mter-country disputes such urt h r I Ya 
enforcement ability) in the area of e-commerce disputes. I~divid~:l ciun::s i:~:~~I p~wer or con~ol (l_et alo~e 
so-called "national sovereignty". re uctant to relmqmsh their 
Any?ne involved in_ international e-commerce or interstate e-commerce must have an a reciation of the 
applicable legal regimes. pp 
JURISDICTION IN THE E-COMMERCE SECTOR 
Jurisdiction can mean many things depending upon the context in which the word is used. Jurisdiction can refer 
to the limitations on the rights of certain courts to hear certain disputes. As an example, an industrial dispute will 
not be able to be heard by the Family Court for it is not the appropriate jurisdiction. Similarly, a motor vehicle 
accident claim involving personal injury must be instituted (in Western Australia) in the District Court because 
that is the appropriate jurisdiction. When one comes to the world of commerce, jurisdiction takes a slightly 
different meaning. In basic terms, it refers to the right and ability of a court to hear and determine a dispute. As 
an example, a business (based in country A) may well place an order on the net (using his or her local ISP) for 
the purchase of a quantity of goods with an online supplier (based in country B). The supplier will receive the 
business 'order' (using his or her local ISP) and may well, in tum, place an appropriate order for purchase and 
direct shipment to the business in country A, with a manufacturer (based in country C) who receives and 
confirms the order using his or her local ISP. If the goods subsequently do not arrive, arrive late, or a:rivc (with 
the business based in country A) damaged or faulty and, assuming that negotiations to resolve or rectify the 
problems cannot be successfully concluded, where and between whom is the dispute to be taken? In other words. 
which is the appropriate jurisdiction to hear and resolve the dispute? 
To reduce the question to a basic level if you purchase a CD over the internet from a merchant in Singapore, will 
the law apply as if you had travelled td Singapore and bought the CD there, or as if the merchant had travelled to 
Australia and sold the CD to you here?" (Cameron, 2000, P 14) 
tak b fth courts of various countries to this question. Before proceeding to consider the approach en Y some O e . t' ) cannot convince the court in 
three comments need to be made. Firstly, ifa plaintiff(the person takhmgththe ac 10n·11 not even get ofTthe ground 
h. h · · · · h ·t · th ppropriate forum t en e case w1 • w 1c he or she 1mtiated the action t at 1 is ea . •1 h t waste of time money and d h · · · 1 d · th d' utewill become me evant-w a a , 
an t e substantive issues mvo ve m . e isp . . fied that it does have jurisdiction to hear a case, it may 
resources that could be! Second, even 1fthe court is satisdi th . t fJ'ustice) that it is more appropriate to 
d 'd c . ( h t nvenience an e mteres s o , . f 
ec1 e, ~or vanous reasons sue as cos , co Third! even if the plaintiff docs select and sails Y 
send the matter for hearing to _the ~o~rts_ 0~ another coun~. that t~ action is successful and an order s~ch as 
the court that it is the appropnate JUnsd1ct10n, and assum g ti t fthe court's orders by the plamt11Tmay 
damages in favour of the plaintiff is made by the court, the ehn orcemenwho O is being sued) who is based in 
b 'd a defendant (t e person . . d e problematic especially when on~ cons1 ers . . that chooses to ignore a 'foreign' Judgement issm:· 
another jurisdiction. On the other side of the com, a b?sme~~d ement. These issues will be returned to later in 
against it may well be adopting a very dangerous busmess J g 
this paper. 
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THE US APPROACH 
. d • · fUS urt may not be binding on Australian courts, they are certainly useful and 
Whilst the ec1S1ons o co s b d db A 1· 
. . d ·d "dance to the future likely approach to e a opte y ustra tan courts. 
mfluential an may prov1 e gm 
. h t fth d ct"ded cases relating to e-commerce disputes have been decided in the courts of It 1s true to say t at mos o e e . h b h 
h U . d S t I fthose disputes the defendants (whom most cases ave een t e trader or merchant) t e mte ta es. n many o 'fi d' . 
h . d t rt· guments that the court in which the defendant has been orce to defend himself or ave raise , as s a mg ar , . 
h lfd th · · d"cti·on to hear the case and that the courts of another place are more appropnate The erse oes no ave JUTIS 1 . . . . . 
l·ty · th t d ti ndant would prefer that the case did not exist m the first place but, given that 1t does, the rea 1 lS a a e e d' · · d" · h" h ll ·n b defendant would prefer the case to be heard in his or her 'pr~ferre ~unfis 1ctd1?n
1 
w ~c us~
11 
by w1 e the pl~ce 
h h. her business is principally located. A case run m your pre erre ocat1on w1 e more convenient w ere 1s or h • b d "d h · · d" · ' probably cheaper and certainly disadvantageous to the other party w o 1s ase outs1 e t e Juns 1ctton and who 
does not have local knowledge or contacts. 
Mention must also be made of the fact that in most areas of law, the various laws of a US State are governed and 
determined by the legislature and the courts of that US State. Accordingly, the laws and, in tum, th~ views of the 
courts with respect to jurisdiction can vary and the courts, unfortunately, have not always spoken with one 
consistent voice. This is not a problem isolated to the US, it is a worldwide issue of concern to which no apparent 
near future answer is available. 
In the US, as a guiding principle, a court in one State will 'take' or exercise jurisdiction over a willing or 
unwilling defendant from another jurisdiction if the plaintiff is able to prove that the defendant has had the 
'required minimum contact' with the plaintiffs chosen jurisdiction in such a way that the justice and fair play 
cannot be seen to be offended. What then is 'required minimum contact'? The answer to that seems to be that the 
defendant has 'purposefully availed' himself or herself of the privileges of doing business in the plaintiffs State 
in such a way that the defendant should reasonably expect, in the event of dispute, to be brought before (hailed 
before) the plaintiffs State courts to resolve the dispute. In other words, the defendant has taken the benefits of 
doing business in the State. 
Whilst it is easy to use words such as 'required minimum contact' and 'purposeful availment' it is much more 
difficult to determine, in any given fact situation, whether the tests have been satisfied. One needs to look at the 
quality, quantity and nature of the defendant's contact with the State and perhaps the best way to understand the 
guiding principles of the US position is to consider some e-commerce cases ( all of which have been decided in 
the last few years) that required the courts to consider and resolve the question of jurisdiction. Before looking at 
these examples, it is worth noting that the nature of the underlying cases (being based in, say, copyright law or 
trademark law or patent law) is of no concern - what is of concern is the resolution of the issue of jurisdiction. 
Once a court accepts its right to hear the case, the case proceeds - if it does not so accept, the case needs to be 
dropped or transferred to the appropriate jurisdiction. 
In the first example, the defendant, based in State A, was sued for trademark infringement in State B. The 
defendant had no offices or employees in State B, nor did it regularly carry on business in State B. The defendant 
had Internet advertising and a toll free phone number which could be accessed by all Internet users. Residents of 
State !3 ~a~ a:cessed the advertising and used the toll free phone number. The court of State B decided that it did 
have Junsd1ct1on and the case proceeded against the defendant's wishes (Inset Systems). 
In the sec?nd ex~mple, the ~efendant based i~ State A was sued for trademark infringement in State B. The 
defen~ants w~bsite (hosted m State A) contained a link that, ifactivated by a user, would automatically send 
more mformat10n to the user. Residents of State B had accessed the website and activated the link. The court of 
State B decided that it did have jurisdiction and the case proceeded against the wishes of the defendant (Maritz v 
Cybergold). 
In the third example, a defendant, based in State A was prosecuted in State B for offering illegal gambling. The 
defen~ant had _a website (hosted in State A) which advertised the future intention to operate an offshore online 
gambhng servi~e. Th~ site provided a toll free phone number for further information but did warn users to ensure 
th
at they comphed with their State's legislative provisions. Residents of State B were in contact with the plaintiff. 
The court of State B decided it d · d h · · d" · · 
(M. . 
1 ave Juns tctJon and the case proceeded against the defendant's wishes 
mnesota v Granite). 
What do the first three exampl t? I · 
, ful .1 es sugges · t ts suggested that to satisfy the 'required minimum contact' and purpose ava1 ment' tests not a lot fl t · • · t 
"bl d . . 0 n emet contact 1s reqmred Access to a web site the provis10n of Inteme 
access1 e a vert1smg the · · f 11 .i:: • ' • I 
' provtSion ° to ~ree numbers for further information, the provision of links accessib e 
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for further Internet infonnation, coupled with th 1. th 1 d t e rea ity of access ma II II . of each o er, ea o or support an inference ofth ·1 b" . '. ya co ect1vely or perhaps independent!)' 
1 . e ava1 a 1hty ofJuri ct· • . . of the examp es enunciated above even involved th . . s iction. It 1s mteresting to note that none 
bl "f h h d e active creat10n or att d . and presuma y, 1 t at a been the case, the findin of. . . . empte creat10n of an online contract 
g Junsd1ct1on could even more easily have been made. 
This assumption is supported in another case where a d fi d 
hosted in State A, but many residents of State B had jo _e e; t:n~ \as based in State A and had an Internet Service 
The defendant had no office nor employees in State 8 
1
~e . d~ _e e~dant's site as 'fee for service subscribers'. 
infringement case (Zippo Manufacturing). · uns iction m State B was found in a trademark 
A word of caution on the US position needs to be made at this oint No . . . . 
the detriment ( or perceived detriment from the d c. d t' . P ·. tall the cases have found Junsd1ct10n to 
e1en an s pomt ofv1ew) of the d ~ d I ,. h the defendant was based in State A with a web ·t h . e en ant. n a 1ourt example, 
11 h 1 11 • • SI e presence, 0sted m State A, advertising his State A ja7.z club called T e B ue Note . The plamtiffwas based in State Band had th tr d k · s 8 · · · 1 b Th 1 · ·r • e a emar m tale for the same words for his Jazz c u . e p amti f sued m State B for trade mark infringement but th rt · S 8 d 1. d · · d. · b th d c. d • e cou m talc cc me 
JUTTS 1ction ecause e e1en ant site made no sales (contracts) in State B th d ,. d · d h · 
· · · h h · • , e e1en ants site state t at 1t had 
no assocmt10n wit t e plamt1ffs trademark and if a user was to n·ng the phone b ·ct d b h 
, . . ' num er prov1 e y t c 
defendants website, the tickets would be issued but could only be collected from the box office in State A 
(Bensusan Restaurant). 
One final (fifth) exa~ple is_espe~ially worthy of mention. In this case the defendant was based in State A but did 
have some othe: onlm~ busmes~ m State B. The defendant's subsidiary 3 (a company called Y) operated an 
offshore g~mblmg c_asm? website from ~ server based in country C, which was properly licensed by country c. 
The gamblmg website did target US residents many of whom could, of course, be residents of State B. 
Because Internet gambling is illegal in some US states (including State B) the site required intending users 
(before they could effect any gambling transaction) to electronically input their residential address and the site 
was configured in such a way that if a nominated residence was entered from a potential user from a 'barred' 
state, that user was prevented from proceeding to effect betting transactions. The defendant was sued for a 
contravention of State B's antigambling laws. Considering the above facts, a strong argument can be mounted; 
firstly that any gambling that was done by residents of State B was offered to them by Company C not the 
defendant; secondly that the gambling was being effected 'offshore' and not in State B; and thirdly, that any bets 
placed by residents of State B were received innocently and without intent by the defendant (or if you like 
Company C) because of the installation of the address filtering software on Company C's site. None ofthcsc 
arguments persuaded the court of State B to decline jurisdiction. The court found that the defendant conducted 
business in State B the defendant actively sought the business of the residents of State B, that Company Y and 
the defendant were' in reality one and the same, that there were State B gambling users of the site, the gamb_ling 
by State B residents took place in State B and, perhaps most importantly, that the mere use ~f add~ss filtenn~ 
software (without further checking and verification) could too easily be avoided ~nd accordmgly did not proVldc 
a compelling argument as to the question of jurisdiction (People v World Interactive). 
THE AUSTRALIAN APPROACH 
The approach of the Australian courts to the issue of jurisdiction is slightly different 10. thd~t ~dopted hin th~ U)S. _. 11 d I C th fi d"ng of juns 1ct1on or ot mnse \\ 1 
Notwithstanding the differences it is suggested that the en resuht ie_ e dm ~h f cases in Australia that have 
usually be the same. Unfo~at~ly_in_the area of e-comrne~~~~:s e;:::~n-:~co;merce Australian position in this 
needed to canvass or resolve JUTISdtc!tonal !11atters. Ne~~1: ·sdi~tion the defendant must either agree to accept 
area is worthy of mention. As a startmg ~omt to estabh~ftn h d ' so then no further jurisdictional 
the jurisdiction of the nominated Australian court (and 1 e or: e 1 ?etff~ust be able to establish that scrvicc-l problems will usually arise) or, in the absence ofaccepdtanceU, t de pAa1uns:ralian court rules senice out of the 
f h d. h b d upon the defen ant. n er ' · o t e court procee mg as een ma _e . . ) fthe court in question. If a defendant 1s not 
jurisdiction is possible but often reqmres the leave (permiss~o~. 0 to proceed in his or her absence because he or 
'served' with the papers, it would generally b~ an af~ont to ~tt~c:nter a proper appearance and defence. Given 
she would unaware of the court hearing, obvmusly . e una e .11 1 hear a case that is within its limits. if ' d th 1·11 n Austrahan court wi on Y ' that service is properly affecte , en s 1 a 
-------------. ther company (usually called its ~olding or parent_ 
3 A subsidiary is a company that ts controlled by an~ I ) . aratc company with a separate c,1stcncc tn 
. d. . I Corporat10ns aw ts a scp 
company) but the subsidiary (m tra 1t1ona 
its own right r e (usually in person) 
4 Service means proper and adequate de iv ry 
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. c. b tween the court and the subject matter of the dispute and/or the part· 
there are sufficient connectmg iactors e ies 
to the dispute. 
1 Id be heard to say that when you are deciding jurisdiction on the web th t !ti~ n?t !hat_long agoe!~:~~ ~ c~;e location of the server. As an example, ifmusi~ is downloaded in ' a 
Jun~diction is t? be ~ . \hen the law to enforce infringement would be Swiss law. It was not Jong 
Switzerland usmg(all wiss sdervthe\orld) realised that such a restrictive view was inadequate and led to arbitrary 
before the courts a aroun e . I d" h . I 
.1 1 d" to J·ustice and indeed, m many cases ea mg to t e opposite resu t - the avoidance results not necessan Y ea mg ' "d · b ·d 
. . Whil th 1 1- of the server remains one factor to cons1 er, 1t must e cons1 ered as part of the of Justice. st e oca wn . . . . b ffi . 
. Oth tters to be considered (none of which m 1solat10n may e su 1c1ent to create a finding of 
whole p1crure. er ma . . • h I f b · f · 
. . d" . ) . 1 d the places ofresidence of the d1sputmg parties, t e paces o usmesses o the disputing 3uns 1ct1on me u e · h I · f h parties the place of the offending conduct, the place of the transact10n, t e oc~tton o t ~ computers that access 
the offending material, where the goods and services emanate from and are dehvered to, m what way was the 
payment effected and in which currency was payment made, and so on. 
STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING OR MINIMISING THE RISK 
At the outset it must be made clear that even the most careful and prudent business person taking all or any of the 
steps that are suggested below may unwillingly find himself or herself brought before a ~ourt in another state or a 
foreign country to answer a claim relating to an e-commerce/lntemet/w_cb based t~ansact10n, ~ontract or ~onduct 
of some form. Northing in this area is foolproof but some of the followmg strategics may assist and reqmre little 
energy or effort to implement. 
The first obvious suggestion is that if you are involved in the offering via a website of onlinc contracts (or indeed 
if you are negotiating any contract including a website development agreement) you should prominently include 
within the contract a jurisdiction clause. Don't forget that you, as the merchant, arc in the driving seat here as you 
will be in a position to nominate (if done properly) the terms and conditions as to which the consumer has very 
little opportunity to amend or object. The clause (as long as it is seen as part of a valid and enforceable contract) 
need not be complicated but it should be clear, obvious and well written. The clause should state that in the event 
of any dispute of whatsoever nature, the dispute will be governed and determined in accordance with the laws of 
say, Country X. Care must be taken to ensure that the other party has adequate notice of the terms and conditions 
(in this case, the jurisdiction clause) prior to the entry into of any arrangement or contract. 
Further, the clause should also state that the appropriate courts of Country X will hear the dispute. This extra step 
is a worthy addition because it is possible, albeit in rare circumstances, for the courts of say Country Y to 
determine a dispute according to the laws as they apply in Country X. This is not the outcome you were trying to 
achi~ve! In co~tries which have their laws partly or totally broken up into regional or states based law, it would 
be :wise to nommate that ~e laws of that state (rather than the country as a whole) should determine the dispute. 
ThIS would hopefully avoid the problem of say a Western Australian company being brought to account before 
say, a New South Wales court. 
An e~ample of a ~lause (without giving you legal advice, which you must obtain as the need ariscsi) might 
contam words akm to the following: 
This Agreement sha~l be governed by ~nd construed in accordance with the laws of [insert your country or state]. 
All aspects of all actions brought relatmg to the subject matter of this Agreement shall be governed by [your 
country or state] laws. The parties_ hereto hereby consent to the exclusive jurisdiction and venue of the Courts of 
[your country or state] for any action that may be brought in connection with this agreement. 
As previously mentioned, the insertion of such a provision into the contract or arrangement does not necessarily 
far~~;: the su~cess or enforceability of the provision. As an example under the Australian Trade Practices 
ct, . , certam consumer protection provisions may not be excluded by providing for a foreign law as the 
govemmg law of a contract. 
Another strategy that you could em J · t I · h 
resl.d t b • b . P oy is O express Y exclude from your sites sales to or contact with, t e en s or usmesses ased m certa · tri C • • . 
country ofon·gi·n y h m coun es. ustomers must, of course, be required to identify their 
· ou may c oose to adopt th· h b 
unfamiliar with the laws . d . is approac ecause you may either feel uncomfortable or 
Your view) an over enthuesn1· unt~iat~ll.m those countries or because the courts of those countries have adopted (in 
- as ic w1 mgness to ace t · · d" · · • • · g that the negative si·de to adopt· h ep Juns Ictlon m disputes. It perhaps goes without saym 
mg sue an approach · th · I · h · a judgement you will need to make. is e potentia loss of trade or business opportunity. T at IS 
~2~
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Another strategy (closely aligned to the last one) is to lim't 'th' . 
the residents or businesses of certain nominated countri i: h'm your site or otherwise, the target markets to 
the applicable laws in those nominated countries and feels. t ts way you can_ be~er have an understanding of 
· · e more comfortable with is · · and jurisdict10n. sues pertammg to disputes 
A final suggestion (where that is possible) is to limit the interaction fti d . 
within this paper suggest that a 'passive site' will be less likel to lea~ t:r: by _the sit~. ~as_es_already discussed 
indicated, no strategy is foolproof so perhaps the best approa~h is t t fi?dm~_of Jun~d1ct1on. As previously 
perhaps easier said than done! no O get mto ispute m the first place -
CONCLUSION 
The potential problems associated with jurisdiction online and offline are not going to go away. It is unlikely, in 
the foreseeable future, that the Courts of various countries, or indeed the courts of the States within co 1 · 
·1 k . h . A b . un nes, 
wi l spea_ wit . one v01~e.. ~y . usmess and, in particular, any virtual organisation, should consider the risks 
inherent m the issue of JUnsdiction. If you are conducting business across country borders or across state borders 
you might take the view_ th~t you can ignore the proceedings taken by a plaintiff in a 'foreign' court because you ' 
are far away and the plaintiff cannot touch you at home. Such a simplistic view can be an extremely unwise 
view. If you want to continue to do business with the plaintiff or indeed with any other person within the 
plaintiffs country or state, an outstanding court order can pose grave risks to your business and your assets. 
Blocking of access to your site, injunctions, seizure orders, damages, credit downgradings and penalty orders arc 
all possible depending upon the prevailing circumstances. It is even possible for some of the orders of a foreign 
court to be registered and enforced in a second country following acceptance of the orders by the second 
country's courts. 
Consideration should perhaps be given to the recent (Nov, 2000) court order imposed on Yahoo!.corn by a 
French court. Yahoo will want to do all it can to comply with the court order because it obviously wants to 
continue to do business with the French business and consumer markets who have voraciously embraced the 
world of e-commerce. Accruing pecuniary penalty orders are not good for the bottom line or business image: In 
this case, Yahoo was ordered by a French court to block access by French citizens to its US haste~ ~u~tion sites 
because the sites contained close to 2000 Nazi related memorabilia objects and under French law 1t 1s illegal to 
display or sell such race based materials. 
Whilst the French court gave Yahoo three months to find a way to block French citize?s from_accessing Ya~oo's 
auctions, the effect of the order is that French law has effectively been imposed on an international_ corporation 
ru · ·t b · (fr US server) in the US. Any ongoing breaches of the order could result m fines of~p 
nnmg 1 s usmess om a kn • ? w·ll y h be forced to devise 
to $25 000/day for non-compliance. Is this the end of the free net as we ow ~t. i a 00. . h 
' fr · their sites every time one ofthe1r sites appcns to 
or install software that will prevent browsers om accessi~g h tri ) b t not in France'l (Glater 
contain an item that could lawfully be sold in the US (and m many ot er coun es ' u · ' 
2001). 
. 'th whose citizens or business you deal is helpful. If 
In conclusion, an awareness of the laws of the countrie~ '; . 'b\e Adopting some of the strategics 
you are trading across many ju~sdictions that may be ~g .;: imp;:~;ng~ in a court that is 'foreign' to you. do not 
suggested in this paper may assist. If you are ever face wi proc e defence and argument) you arc likely to 
ignore the proceedings because (in the absence of a proper appearanc ' 
be at the receiving end of a court judgement issued agamSt you. 
. h A trali'an e-business setting up a website hosted in 
h'l · · likely t at an us · · 1 r · It can fairly be concluded that w 1 e it is un h b ·te is availab\c if the website actt,·e Y so tcits 
Australia will be open to jurisdiction in every place where t ewe s1_ s then this ~vould probably be sufficient to 
business in the other forum inviting the purchase ohf protdut ctosfocrosuenrvtryice (Cameron, 2000, p 20). 
. · · · f the ot er s a e .. · place an e-business under the Junsd1ct1on o 
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END NOTES 
1 A subsidiary is a ~ompa~~ that is contro~led by an?ther company (usually called its holding or parent company) 
but the subsidiary ( m trad1t1onal Corporations law) 1s a separate company with a separate existence in its own 
right 
1 The approach adopted in Australia is largely the same as that applies in countries whose laws are historically 
based on the British system 
1 Service means proper and adequate delivery (usually in person) 
1 This clause is given for information only. All warranties or representations, express or implied, and of 
whatsoever nature, with respect to this clause are disclaimed. 
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E-Government And Government Policy Towards The Internet 
ABSTRACT 
ACS Allan 
School of Management Information S~stems 
Edith Cowan University, Australia, 
E-mail: alex@whitegum.com 
This paper draws on the author's experience as the UK Government's first "e-envoy" to bring out lessons in 
three areas. First, on the scale of change required within government to deliver on line services. Second, on the 
efforts needed to set up successful online forums or consultations. And third, on the need to avoid the overall 
policy framework being overshadowed by action to counter threats posed by the internet. 
Keywords: e-government; internet policy 
INTRODUCTION 
The author was appointed as the British Government's first 'e-envoy' in September 1999, following 
recommendations in 'e-commerce@its.best.uk' (Performance and Innovation Unit 1999). This paper does not 
attempt to cover every aspect of Government policy towards the internet, which covers a huge agenda-set out, 
for example in the Annual Report by the E-Minister and E-Envoy (Office of the E-Envoy 2000). Instead, it 
concentrates on three areas. 
First, on e-govemment, where much has been written about the radical shift in approach to service delivery that 
will be required, but less about how such a shift can in practice be brought about. Experience so far serves to 
highlight the scale of change necessary to achieve the full potential of e-government. 
Second, on e-democracy, where the internet offers unparalleled opportunities for communication and 
consultation. But getting useful results requires considerable effort to set up suitable processes and systems and 
to avoid new channels being swamped with 'noise'. 
Third, on the dark side of the internet such as trading in child pornography, exchange of terrorist information, 
unregulated gambling and financial scams. Governments need to work together to counter these threats-but at 
the same time need to avoid booby-traps and stop action in these areas hijacking their wider agendas. 
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E-GOVERNMENT 
The vision for e-government is clear and compelling. 
It can provide services in a form that customers w t p 1 . . 
· d an · eop e are mcreasmgl · h · 
sector services an expect government to offer the s f; .1. . Y usmg t e mternet for private ame act 1ttes. 
It can enable services to be provided more efficient! d . 
. h' h b . y an cost-effectively so that th 
savmgs-w 1c can e used either to enhance other . h • e government can secure 
services or ot er channels of delivery, or to reduce taxes. 
And it can enable services to be provided in a more join d-
services i~ a way that makes sense to them, rather than :ne dic:~~d ~ t:t people can access government 
and agencies. Y e structJ.tre of government departments 
Many Governments around the world have now set targets with th b' 0· f · 
. 1· Th UK h . e o ~ec ve o gettmg all or most government 
services on me. e as a target of getting all services online by 2005· Australia of · , . 
Federal Government services online' by 2001 · Canada of getting 'all k 'G ' ge~mg all appr~pnate 
. . . . , , ey overnment services fully onlme' by 
2004. There are s1m1lar targets, with slightly different formulations and dates for other coun · • 
the US to Hong Kong (Office of the E-Envoy 2001a). ' tnes ranging from 
Achieving these targets ~ill raise a vari~ty of technical and technological issues. Many government services are 
lar_ge_ and complex operat1o~s, and movmg to online delivery will require substantial investment to update 
ex1stmg IT systems. Managmg such projects will in itself raise challenges for Government (Cabinet Office 
2000). 
The particular issue raised in this paper does not, however, relate to the technology-where the problems are 
reasonably well understood, even if still hard to handle. What this section instead focuses on is the problems of 
organising and managing cross-government initiatives. 
This relates in particular to the third component of the e-government vision set out above: to enable citizens to 
access government services in a way that best meets their needs, rather than in a way dictated by organisational 
structures within government. This represents a major challenge for government. Services have traditionally been 
delivered via departmental 'silos', and moving towards more joined-up Government presents considerable 
problems of organisation and accountability. Although many authors have recognised this as an issue, the extent 
of the change needed has not often been brought out. 
An example from the UK illustrates the scale of the challenge. The government has recently developed and set 
up a portal 'UKonline' (http://www.ukonline.gov.~). This aims t? be a, s~gle point ~f a~c_e~s fo: tho~e wishing, 
to use Government services online. The framework mcludes a senes of ltfe episodes - mtttally havmg a baby , 
'going abroad', 'dealing with crime' and 'moving home', with five more being added subsequently. All these 
involve more than one department or agency. 
In developing the four initial life episodes, a team of consultants brought various st~.keholde~ toge~er from_ 
d · fr 'd t They held a senes ofbramstormmg sess10ns epartrnents, agencies and m some cases om outst e gove~en • . 
designed to flesh out what might be included in each life episode. The result was a useful ag~g~tion of 1 
· · · d d · d d · designed to make 1t easter for peop e to tnformation relevant to each life episode, orgamse an m exe ma way . e tal web 
find what they wanted on a particular topic without having to wade through several different departmd n t 'de 
. . d l'nk t th s 'tes both in government departments an ou s1 
sites. It consisted mainly of information an 1 s O O er 1 ' h h -11 b added as they become government. There were relatively few transactions enabled initially, thoug t ese wt e 
available. 
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It might be thought that this should have been a relatively simple task. The :eality_was that organising how this 
h Id b d h more complicated than had been foreseen. The biggest issue was a management one. sou e onewasmuc . . . hl"fi · d ?M h fth · · · 
Who should take overall responsibility for setting up and mamtammg eac 1 e episo e · uc O e tntbal work 
d fr th tr Partly by thee-envoy's office and partly by the company who had won the contract to was one om e cen e, th l h · · · l 
develop the portal. But it was expected that a lead department would take over e ro e 0 n;e t ~ tmtl~ concepts 
had been developed-the Department of Health for 'having a baby', the Home Office for dealmg with crime' 
and so on. 
The reaction of Departments varied. In most cases, they were wil~ing on an ad hoc basis to underta~e the work 
necessary to get a life episode set up, but were reluctant to commit themselves to take full ownership, and 
responsibility for making sure the information provided was correct and up-to-d~te. Som~ argued that they had 
not been tasked or resourced to take on this co-ordination role, or to ensure that mformatlon that was not 'theirs' 
was updated when necessary. It took considerable high-level management effort to get lines of responsibility 
agreed. 
This in itself may seem a relatively trivial bureaucratic squabble. But it serves to highlight some of the 
difficulties inherent in implementing e-government. The ultimate vision of seamless access to a personalised mix 
of service from different departments is going to require considerable management and organisational effort, 
quite apart from any technical difficulties. 
This is all the more true when different tiers of government are involved. In the UK, another issue that caused 
considerable problems was organising content applicable to people who lived in Scotland, Wales or Northern 
Ireland. This involved negotiations with the devolved administrations in those countries, who were keen to be 
involved but understandably protective of their particular interests. In a similar vein, bringing local authority 
services within the scope of the portal introduces yet another set of issues: different authorities are at very 
different stages in introducing online services, and have a range of different IT suppliers and contracts. 
These are not issues unique to the UK. The challenge is widely recognised by governments in other countries 
too. The international comparisons in "Benchmarking Electronic Service Delivery" (Office of the E-Envoy 
2001a) drew out the following comments, most in somewhat coded language: 
Australia: 'It is difficult to change service delivery models across the whole of government. ... There is a 
crucial balance to be struck between collaboration and leadership. Building a collaborative approach to customer 
se~ice delivery is a fundamental reform that will take some time to achieve, but is essential in the online 
envrronment.' 
Finland: 'The development of cross-governmental services and their integration with back-office services is a 
difficult task. The Finnish Government is only just beginning this process.' 
Hong-~ong: 'e~govemment i~ t~e transformation of government, not merely the implementation of technology. 
Changmg 1!"1e mmdset of the c1~l service from a traditional department-centric thinking into a customer-centric 
and user-friendly approach reqmres the effort of every individual civil servant.' 
Netherlands: 'Co-operation between government departments is a pre-requisite for e-Govemment. • 
What is crucial is that Go~emments take appro~riate action to overcome the hurdles. In the UK, for example, all 
departments are now reqmred to produce e-busmess strategies which must incl d , tl· fh · 
"ll b · · d thr h f"' • 1.nk . • u e an ou me o ow services wt e Jome up oug e iecttve. 1 . s ~ 1th other organisations delivering related services to similar customers' 
~Office o~the ?-Envoy 2_00lb). Th1S 1s bemg backed up with a toolkit to provide practical support to departments 
m re-engmeenng the dehvery of Government services around the user (Office of the E-Envoy 2001c). 
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In addition, the Government Gateway (http·/fwww 
for Government departments, which will e~able joi!:~~;ay.gov.~) is providing a single authentication service 
systems. p transact10ns between different departmental legacy 
E-DEMOCRACY 
E-democracy covers a wide range of topics but th • 1 internet to provide enhanced communicati;n betw: pa1:~~u ar aspect addressed in this paper is the use of the 
themselves. en c1 izens and elected representatives and between citizens 
The internet has not yet lived up to its promise in this ar Ith . . . 
provided from governments and elected representative ;a, 'ti as w~ke? well m mcreasmg the information 
citizens to express their views to governments or elect:d O ci zens. . ut it has worked much less well in enabling 
. d . . . representatives. Although many governm t 
departments, agencies an md1v1dual elected members have published em .1 dd en. these have mostly had only a marginal impact on the policy debate a1l_a dres~e_s and set up onlme forums, 
or on po icy ec1s1ons. 
In part, this is because of a lack of appreciation of what is requi·red to O · 1· d' • 
. . . rgamse on me 1scuss1ons or 
consultat10ns successfully. Simply settmg up a forum and opening it to all · l'k I b 
ful S h ~ -comers 1s most un I e y to e success . uc 1orums tend to become fragmented and to be dominated by a~ w · d' 'd I h fi I 1 · I · 1e m 1v1 ua s w o ee strong y 
abou_t p~rt1cu ar issues. "'.'-t the same time,_it is often unclear whether departments or agencies have a policy of 
mo~1t?nng and respo?dmg to comment~ m the ~orum, and this can rapidly lead to disillusionment among 
part1c1pants. Moderation of forums can itself raise problems: if it is seen as stifling discussion, that in itself can 
become the focus of debate. 
Running successful online consultations is time-consuming and resource intensive. But if done properly it can be 
rewarding. In the UK, the Hansard Society has undertaken online consultations on domestic violence (Coleman 
and Normann 2000) and on barriers to welfare to work (Hall 2001). Considerable effort was made in both cases 
to secure participation from those directly affected, and that contributed significantly to the results achieved. It 
helped create networks that could not have been built up through other means-though the scale of effort needed 
means this approach is not a panacea for using the internet to generate responses to consultations. 
Handling email presents similar problems. Many elected representatives are fearful or unclear about how to 
handle the volume of traffic that can be generated. The US House of Representatives received 7 million emails in 
December 2000, and individual Senator's offices can receive 55,000 emails a month (Congressional Online 
Project 200 I). A major contribution to this has come from advocacy groups and grassroot activi~ts who ha\:e 
encouraged mass-emailing of Members of Congress. It must be doubtful how far suc_h groups will voluntanly 
exercise self-restraint, and systems involving filtering and automated res?onses are hkely to be n~cessary. B_ut as 
the Congressional Online Project study reports, relatively few Congresswnal offices use the available sofu\are 
that can handle such volumes effectively. 
The volume of email traffic to UK Members of Parliament is far lower, but similar issues arise. The ~ansard 
Society is helping develop suitable filtering software and is also investigating syStems whereby c~n:11tuents 
could be identified by digital signatures, so that their email can be quickly picked out and dealt wit · 
fth . t t to the democratic process are to be realised. At 
These initiatives are vital if the full benefits O e 10 em; t • formation but lack effective new 
present citizens can be much better informed thr0ugh ~n me a~c~ss 0;;osition a~d more research is needed into 
channels to put across their views and reactions. That is an un ~ afince t' e feedback 
. . • t d politicians can get m orrna iv · developmg ways m which govemmen s an 
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COUNTERING ILLEGAL OR UNDESIRABLE ACTIVITY THE INTERNET 
Th · t t h 't da k si'de-one that gets ample publicity. The ease of communication and the opportunity for e m erne as I s r .. f ·11 1 d · bl · · · 
· 'd b fit but they also offer opportumttes for a range o 1 ega or un es1ra e activities 
anonymity prov1 e many ene Is, 1 d bl' 't · · · 
Well-publicised examples include distribution of child pornography, unregu ate gam mg SI es, communication 
of terrorist information, and financial scams such as share-rampmg. 
Governments are grappling with how best to deal with these issues, b?th !hrough domestic legislation a~d 
through international co-operation. But in doing this, they need to mamtam _a coherent strategy, and particularly a 
coherent presentation. Otherwise, there is a risk that a~tion i~ these ~reas will overs~adow more general 
campaigns to promote internet use, or will be seen as mcons1stent with those campaigns. 
Some examples serve to illustrate the problems that can arise: th~ UK Government's. legisla!ion on e~ail 
interception; and the Australian Government's legislation on onhne content and on mteractlve gamblmg. 
INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS 
The usefulness of email as a means of communication is just as relevant to criminal activities as it is to legitimate 
business. That has led to Governments seeking powers and means to intercept emails on a similar basis to phone 
conversations, faxes or letters. At the same time, the increasing availability of encryption services has led to a 
perceived need for new powers to enable the relevant authorities to decrypt seized or intercepted material. 
Interception of communications has long been a sensitive issue, raising concerns about threats to civil liberties. It 
has been hard for Governments to pick their way through the various competing interests, especially when the 
underlying technologies can change rapidly. The opposition to the US Government's "Clipper Chip" proposal, 
first unveiled in 1993, provided an early example. 
In February 2000, the UK introduced its Regulation Ofinvestigatory Powers Bill. This contained provisions 
which required ISPs to set up facilities to enable emails to be intercepted once a warrant had been issued, and 
required the surrender of decryption keys in certain circumstances (Home Office 2000). Earlier proposals 
involving the use of key escrow systems had been dropped. 
Because of the difficulties of dealing with future technological changes, the provisions in the Bill were cast in 
fairly general terms, with much of the detail to be included in subsequent statutory codes of conduct. This lack of 
detail in itself caused concerns, with objectors pointing to a variety of draconian actions that they argued would 
in theory be permitted under the Bill-going to jail because someone had innocently forgotten a decryption key 
was one example. There were suggestions that some inward investors would be put off coming to the UK 
because of the provisions-though no evidence of this happening in practice. 
What started as a fairly low-key objections rapidly grew in intensity. The Government had to put in much effort 
to allay the concerns, and some provisions in the Bill were amended. The debate on this often overshadowed 
action that was being taken on other parts of the Government' e-commerce and e-govemment's agenda. It 
revealed the need for more to be _done in advance to identify the likely points of difficulty and to present the 
counter-arguments more clearly 1f such measures are not to damage the Government's stance on its wider 
internet agenda. 
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ONLINE CONTENT AND INTERACTIVE GAMBLING 
The way the Internet spans national borders prese t . 
Wh b ·11 I . n s particular problem . d 1· . . content. at may e I ega m one country may be I I . s m ea mg with illegal or obiectionabl. 
· h J · ega m another and · , t.: little interest m e pmg to prevent access via the internet from co ' . c_ountries where material is legal have 
untries Wtth more restrictive regimes. 
Some material-such as child pornography-is 1·11e I · 1 • ga m a most all cou tri I Jaw-enforcement agencies have co-operated to track do ffi d n es. n such cases, Governments and 
prosecuting those involved. wn ° en ers, and have had some successes in 
For other types of online content, Governments have reacted· d'ffi 
sought to bring in new legislation to update its obscenity law mlt ~ ere~~ ~ays._The UK, for example, has not 
Internet Watch Foundation to deal with complaints about ob_s. f asb;e te on md~stry self-regulation via the 
potential back-stop. ~ec IOna e content, with existing legislation as a 
Australia, by contrast, passed the Broadcasting Services Amendment (Online Se · ) A t 1999 · h h 'fi b' · f d' th . . rv1ces c wit t e 
spect 1c o ~ect1ve o exten mg e ex1stmg classification system for film and t I · · t th • Th' 
· " h'b• d" • . e ev1S1on o e mternet. 1s 
makes certam content pro 1 1te m Austraha whether it is hosted 1·n Australi'a D · h 
. . , or overseas. unng t e passage 
of the ~t!I_, cons1derabl_e concern "':as expressed both about the potential impact on Internet Service Providers in 
Aus~ha m ;.ully ~:ett~~ the r:qmr~ments of the Act, and about the likely ineffectiveness of the legislation in 
stoppm? all prohibited mater:iaI bemg acces_sed from Australia. This debate attracted public attention not just in 
Austra!ta b~t overseas, ~ortraymg the Austrahan Government as attempting to 'censor the internet'. Jn practice, 
the leg1slat1on has been implemented largely based on industry codes of conduct, overseen by the Australian 
Broadcasting Authority. 
Online gambling is another issue causing problems for Governments around the world. Once again, different 
Governments have taken very different attitudes. The US Government has taken the view that "there is a strong 
law enforcement priority to prohibit Internet gambling" (Department of Justice 2000)--though States such as 
Nevada take a different view. By contrast, a recent Government-commissioned report in the UK said "We arc 
clear that it would not be right to try to ban on-line gambling in the UK, and it would not, in any case, be feasible 
to do that." (Gambling Review 2001). 
In Australia, the focus has been on problem gambling, particularly following the Productivity Commission's_ 
report. That Jed the Government to introduce legislation (the Interactive Gambling Act 200_1) to stop ~ust:3_han 
operators offering on line gambling services to Austral~a~ ci~izens. It d_oes not directly restnct Australian c1t1zens 
accessing offshore sites, but prevents such sites advert1smg m Australia. 
As with the legislation on content regulation, this legislation attracted considerable publicity within A~stralia. 
There was opposition for example, to the inclusion of sports betting within its scope-bas:d both on m:u~lr)· 
arguments and on the 'illogicality of allowing bets to place over the phone_but not over the mtemet
1
-an t t~ 
d t · on sporting events There were a so ques ions legislation was subsequently amended to e~cl_u e ~os. wagenng . bl mbling and whether it was 
whether the legislation would be effective m t~s obJect1ve of ~~ducmg pro em ga • 
potentially cutting Australia off from new busmess opportumties. 
. . Australian Government to take a tough stance on on line 
There may have been sound pohttcal reasons for ~e UK I the debate tended to overshadow what the 
content regulation and online gambling. But as with the fthexa?11P e,et and led to criticism that the Government 
. • t mote the use o e m em • Government was domg m other areas o pro 
was losing focus on its e-commerce agenda. 
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One of the problems for governments is that their action in these areas is often seen as more newsworthy than-
for example-promoting internet use in schools. This is compounded by the weight of media coverage given to 
other activities on the dark side of the internet-to hacking and credit card fraud in particular. The cumulative 
effect of this concentration on potential problems with the internet can serve to put people off from getting online 
or making purchases online. 
Governments need to take account of this, both in planning their own communications strategy, and also in 
deciding on policy priorities. It is unrealistic to expect that the e-commerce and e-government agendas should 
always take priority over policy proposals in other fields. But it is important that the potential pitfalls are brought 
out, and that a coherent strategy is developed for handling the problems that may arise. 
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Wireless emails: Issues, Challen_ges and 
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ABSTRACT 
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Guidelines 
. . if h hannels through which one person can convey information to another, Email represents 1ust one o t e many c 
• • Th dent o•wireless technology has enabled emails to be accessed via a 
within or among orgamzatwns. e a v 'J 
h t ,r, nned email into a mobile tool. These wireless emails, equipped with network or remote access as rans10 
. h • l h ndper.'Sonal digital assistants (PDA) are competing for wireless data access. devices sue as wire ess p ones a 
However, the unexpected growth in recent months in using these wireless emails has opened up a gamut of 
management problems. This paper discusses two specific issues relating to wireless emails that effect both 
organizations and end users, namely, data integration at organization level and ad hoc collaboration among 
mobile workers along with the technical guidelines needed for an organization to changeover to wireless emails. 
Keywords: e-Commerce, wireless emails 
INTRODUCTION 
Today's wireless emails are still in their infant stages (Smith & Andrews, 2001). These emails enable users to 
access organization emails in a non-connected mode. When such connections are established, security, access 
and privacy of data become important issues. A number of solutions have emerged in recent months to provide 
mobile email services in a secured manner for organizations. These solutions use some form of wireless 
technology such as Bluetooth protocol, a wireless application protocol used by Ericsson. Gartner Research 
predicts that by 2004, about 65% of Fortune 2000 companies will be offering wireless emails and personal 
information managers to their mobile employees. IS organization managers will need to deal with an ever-
increasing amount of traffic to meet this demand to support numerous operating systems, devices and users that 
are not physically located in the office, and to address security issues and other management issues associated 
with this traffic (Schiller, 2000). These issues will become prominent very soon because the mobile user's first 
requirement is predicted to be access to emails, calendaring and contacts. If organizations ignore these mobile 
user's data needs, they will force these users to move to unsecured and unauthorised methods of remotely 
accessing emails, such as redirecting to a public website or through PC based software. This could, in tum, place 
the entire organization at risk, as corporate email will sit vulnerably on a public server, which can be accessed by 
un~uthorised users. Therefore, while the IS managers have a responsibility to provide high quality service to 
the1r_users, they ~!so have the responsibility to protect corporate networks and data from any unauthorised use. 
The 1mplementahon of these responsibilities in a wireless context throws open issues and challenges that have_ 
not yet been encoun~red s~ far by IS n:ana_gers. This paper highlights two specific issues in the wireless email 
u~age, ~am~ly data mtegr~t1on at organ1zat1on level and ad hoc collaboration among mobile workers. The . 
d1scuss1on 1s followed by implementation guidelines for IS managers who are not familiar with wireless email 
technologies. 
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DATA INTEGRATION 
Data integration refers to the collection of data i . . 
11 d . n an orgamzation eith t . 2000). Usua y raw ata IS captured using forms tele h . . er a one pomt or at several points (Arena 
d · :ti · bl ' P one mterv1ews b h . , transfonne mto a orm smta e to an organization' d T . . or y ot er mechamsms and then 
, fil Al h . s nee s. rad1tional ·1 
such as a user s pro I e. t ough mformation is sub ·tt d . . ema1 s are used as a tool to collect data 
h b k d mi e m an email mes II . . for one oft e ac -en systems. When such transcri ti tak: sage,.a too often It 1s re-transcribed 
typographic errors and lack of other verification syst!m on I es place, valuable .mformation is often lost due lo 
the business transaction is not fully realised For ex ms.I n many cases, orgamzations do not capture data when 
• · a P e, a customer com · · b 
asks to buy 10,000 umts of a product by a certain date Th II' p~ny mqmres a out a product and 
of the customer and does not win the bid The selli'n · e se mg company is unable to meet the requirements 
. . · g company usually does t tu th . 
from the email, such as w~1ch products the customer was interested in If ~~ cap r~ e customer de1~1ls 
customer database, then this would allow it to be leveraged into futu . b ~Is mfo~atton was. captured m the 
integration in an organization because when this product line is - rel utsmdethss. ~ts leads to mcomplete data 
• h · :fi · • re eva ua e ere 1s no means of cross-
referencmg t e m ormation with customer needs. Further the Jack ofd ta · t . . d . 
· h :fi h I . ' a lil egrat10n mtro uccs a bamer when 
analysmg t e reasons or t e oss of the bid-whether caused by ti·m1·ng p d t 1- d . . . d . . . . , ro uc qua tty or pro uct ava1lab1hty'' Therefore, ata mtegration 1s an essential ingredient for an organization's success. · 
One of the reasons cited f~r ~uch pro~lems is the high cost involved in transcribing data and verifying the 
accuracy o~the data once 1t 1~ transcnbed (Shroeder, 1999). Further, there is a time lag between the original data 
and transcnbed data and busmesses may not be able to afford such time delay. 
While _w~r.eless e.ma.il_s provide a "~ood enou~~" technology layer that has some significant advantages such as 
access1b1hty, rehab1hty of addressmg and mm1mum effort in setting up, real economies can be realized when the 
information is collected on location, as a series of fields of information, and transmitted electronically to the 
home office, where it was directly inserted into a database. This process is one-step better than that of capturing 
information using traditional emails and then transcribing them into appropriate databases (Young, 2000). When 
using wireless emails, re-transcription of the information can be eliminated and the time taken to process data 
can also be significantly shortened. However, from an organization's point of view, emails need to be identified 
properly in order to integrate data to relevant databases. Further, for monitoring purposes, the originator and 
other signatory clements involved in the email need to be identified for security and authentication purposes. In 
addition, data transmission security issues become a major concern to organizations. This concern can be 
addressed by using Email response management systems (ERMS) t.o sort messages, a~locate them to a~tomated 
processing or human review as required, and track the turnaround time to ensure quahty answers and timely 
response to the customer. However there are other challenges to be met and these are discussed later. 
AD HOC COLLABORATION 
Mobile email is an ad hoc communications tool. These ad ~oc netwdorhks are form~d t~or spheacnifin1celpdu1·rposco~~~n:ne~ 
. . d th ·1 abohshed an t e commumca 10n c · 
once the purpose 1s no longer reqmre , ey are easi Y k • kl w· less application protocols 
Using the wireless technology, it is possible to f~rm ad hoc ne:;vo;. ~tic n~·er ;ith voice and data a definite 
claim that these ad hoc networks can be formed m a.sec~e a~llre 18 be ::lised using wireless email (Smith & 
l. . . d . h d hoc commumcation w1 soon e . rea 1ty m the wireless omam, sue a . 0. hannels are not commonly available 10 • &: •1. th d hoc commumca on c Andrews, 2001 ). While tools to 1ac1 itate ese ~ . f .1 t create ad hoc collaboration tools that use date, a number of vendors are building on the ubiqmty O \maif:endors include Abridge, Intraspect and 
generic e-mail - independent of vendor platform. Exa~p es O posed of people who mav not all work 
ti f workmg groups com . Quickplace. These tools allow the easy crea on° b . the same country. E-mail is the common 
. . ho may not even e m for the same division or orgamzat1on, or w . . f extreme importance in service sectors. 
denominator that links them all. Such groupmg is 0 
-::-:;------------;--:-:=::--;;i11)1I ________________ IPPaa;gc44J 
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However, not all email applications improve ad hoc data integration. For example, IMAP, a_fetching protocol 
allows the user to keep and organize files on the server. I~ enables only a shar~d f?ld~r. While th~ shared folder 
· fth · h' h ommunication can be established, such comrnumcation Is very restncted. IMAP by 1s one o e ways m w 1c c . . • h II b · · 
·t If d t 'd other collaboration tools. In wITeless email, 1f sue co a oration 1s not fully endorsed 1 se oes no prov1 e any . . . · · (L ' 
then these communication channels do not provide the full capab1!1t1es of commun!cat10n ovell, 2000). There 
are, however, other ways to leverage simple generic wireless emails to perform a nch level of collaboration, but 
this is beyond the scope of this discussion. 
A number of users have questioned the reliability o~SMTP, mes~age-oriented middl~wa~e. The stren~h of 
SMTP messaging is its ubiquity because its ease of1mplementatI~n and u_se are contnbutmg fact?r~ to its 
ubiquity. Building more capabilities directly int~ the prot~c~l (with requ~re1?~nt~ for more~soph1stica!ed. 
implementation everywhere) is probably not advisable; bmldmg more r~ha?1hty mto a pa~1c~lar service 1s more 
desirable. In the 'last mile', an organization is at the mercy of the destmat10n system which 1t cannot always 
control as it doesn't own the destination system's budget. Depending on how much of the path an organization 
can control (and how much it is willing to pay for it), it can either improve the service, or layer on top of e-mail 
some tracking numbers, receipts, encryption or check sums to provide assurance of delivery, non-tampering and 
authentication of the recipient. Without the 'last mile' it may be difficult to establish reliable collaboration. 
THE CHALLENGES 
Both data integration and ad hoc collaboration brings in new challenges to both oganisations and end users 
(Evans, 2000). In addition, service providers who provide a number of services to facilitate access and 
communication also face new challenges when it comes to wireless emails. Three specific challenges are as 
follows: 
For the organization, wireless e-mail moves further away from corporate control - threatening to undo the effort 
and expense of the past five years in standardizing e-mail, ensuring reliability and reducing cost of ownership. 
For service providers, the fragmentation of messaging technology, delivering multiple e-mail, voice mail and 
instant messaging services, becomes even more apparent. These service providers would like to know how does 
a us~r ~r~cess a single stream of communication when working with multiple services and multiple devices? 
For md1v1duals, many of whom already find the volume of e-mail a major problem in work scheduling, a new 
source of peremptory interruption will arrive. 
THE ORGANIZATION CHALLENGE 
Provi~ing_e-mail to wireless devices is more complex and demanding than providing it to desktops. 
~rgamzatlons must move toward a service provider model as the demands of e-mail services become more 
diverse. The challenges that threaten to drain the organization of time and resources are: 
The increased complexity of multipart communication chains. 
The diversity of ever-changing devices. 
The need to accommodate not only e-mail access, but also access to other applications. 
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These challenges will cause many organizations to 'd . 
. . . consi er usmg exte I . Even where orgamzahons contmue to operate intern 1 . ma services providers (Arena 2000) fi . a services the ap h -11 . • · Package of pre-con igured services delivered to each I , proac WI shift from a standardized d fi d · • emp oyee to a "cafet · · " . service levels are e me . This will enable employees t 1 ' . ena s~rv1ce where options and 
needs. This will also enable organizations to provide v o ~e ect op_tions and service best suited to their particular 
. h . . arying services to departin t b d h · . has an mfluence on t e orgamzation's cost and impacts ti' 1 d . ens ase on t e1r needs. Tius prac ca an cultural shift. 
The Service Provider Challenge 
Users are looking for communication services but very often what th ffi d . . . 
· r b'l't' d'f" d · ey are O ere 1s a Jumble of service plans for difierent capa 1 1 1es, on 1 1erent ev1ces with inconsistent co A th . 
• · 'd ' verage. t e most basic level few commumcahons prov1 ers can even offer unified billing or customers · " . ' 
. · · M . . ervice arrangements 1or wireless and fixed-hne v01ce services. oreover, mside the organizations there is rare) d' • b th 
• 'd' · . Y any coor mahon etween ose 
r~spons_1ble for prov1 m? vmce services and data services. Unified messaging remains for the most part a 
d1scuss10n °n!y and not impleme~ted fully. Each locus of control might attempt to offer "unification" of various 
message m~dta, but t~ey often miss the mark. For the user, it is important to unify messages between services, 
even for a smgle medmm, rather than all message types coming into one destination because unification will 
facilitate to organize messages based on specified criteria. 
The fundamental problem is that messaging technology enables organizations to deliver messages to addresses, 
not to people (Green, 2000). Once mobility is introduced, the inadequacy of this approach becomes apparent 
because users with different addresses will not be able to link services. This will force users to access different 
services using different devices. Responses are slowly emerging, reflected in vendor realignments such as the 
merger of Phone.com and Software.com to create Open Wave, and in a few innovative services such as Linx, !-
Link, AcccssLine and Call Sciences. However, due to the infant stages of the wireless and associated 
technologies, it may take some time before vendors providing provisions for integrating various services in order 
for users to access them using one access. For instance, in Australia, Telstra, the national telephone carrier, 
offers one billing service for mobile phones, the Internet access, mobile phones and other fax services. 
The End User Challenge 
Once users gain some control over fragmented channels, another prob!em becomes apparent: there is ~o 
management of messages delivered to multiple devices. Most messaging softw~re assun:es that there is one 
message origination point and one end point, and that a user is equivalent to a smgle device (Evans, 2000). 
When using multiple devices there may be multiple copies of each message, some perhaps transcoded ;0 fi 
accommodate different devic~ capabilities. If one message is deleted, what happens to ot~ers?b Is _a r~p Yt rom 
· d"ffi It· that software vendors are JUSt egmnmg o 
one place visible fro1!1 other ~ev1ces? These are i i~u i:u~}these difficulties were not resolved quickly, this 
address and that service providers have not even constdereb · d f age management· in a significant 
would result in wireless e-mail adding substantially to the ur e~ 0 mess ' 
number of cases and hence the rejection of the wireless opportumty. 
. d E tations" on the Gartner Hype Cycle. However, it is 
Wireless e-mail is about to hit the "Peak ofl~~ate . xpe~t" within the next year, it may take two or three yea:5 
likely that once it falls into the "Trough ofD1s11lus1onme h th "Plateau of Productivity." However, there is 
before it hits the "Slope of Enlightenment" and fin~lly_ reac e~ e . oviders need to give more consideration 
value to be had now from wireless e-mail. Orgamzations an serv1ce pr 
to end-user needs. 
--
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WHAT TO DO: MOBILE MESSAGING BEST PRACTICES 
Best practices guidelines for e-mail or any implementation include (Shroeder, 1999): 
Recognizing a problem . . . 
Recognizing that there is a need is the first step. A lot of technology is mvented before a n~ed actually exists, but 
technology works best when it provides a service or maJ<:es a product faster, cheaper or easier_ to use. The same 
concept works here. Are users requesting access to e-mad when they are o~t of the of~ce ~urmg work ~ours? 
Which users fit this description best? As e-mail increasingly becomes a ma~n commumcatlons method m the 
workplace, more users will demand "anytime, anywhere" access. Wireless 1s the only technology that fits this 
description. 
Assessing needs and solutions 
Assessment is twofold. First, organizations must understand what type of devices are preferred, what is the travel 
and coverage needed, and how much usage is expected. Wireless e-mail incorporate~ three main components: the 
terminal (phone, notebook, pager or PDA), the network (cellular/PCS, CDPD or dedicated data) and the 
application itself. By performing a self-assessment, an organization will have a better understanding of its 
general needs and potential service rollout costs. Evaluating what applications, networks and terminal suppliers 
fit those needs is also important. One device or network does not suit all, so choosing a solutions provider ( one 
that packages hardware, software and services for easy implementation) or putting the pieces together in-house 
will be easier when the organization's initial assessment of needs is completed. 
Implementing a solution 
Implementing the service should be the easiest part. Most applications for wireless e-mail reside on a server and 
directly integrate with both Outlook and Lotus Notes (most e-mail applications target Notes or Exchange). Most 
solutions are shrink-wrapped and designed to work out of the box with little customization. Implementation also 
includes providing terminals and training for users, as well as adopting network services. Testing the wireless 
service for coverage is essential, as some of today's wireless e-mail solutions do not reach all users because of 
wavelength problems. So if signals don't adequately reach where the majority of users live, work and play, the 
service can't be effectively used. Multiple networks may be needed and are common, especially when the 
organization is supporting multiple devices across a large number of geographically dispersed users. 
Administrating the application 
Administration should deal mainly with the day-to-day issues, such as security for those forgetting mobile 
passwords, working with network service providers, and supporting mobile devices and their peculiar behaviour. 
Req_ue~ts for IT support can increase by as much as 25 percent during large-scale projects, especially at the 
begmnmg. 
Evaluating the results 
Evaluation is the last step - but an ongoing one - in supporting wireless e-mail. Organizations should ask 
themselves the following questions: 
Which devices do users prefer? 
What's new on the market? 
What are the main issues/problems that users have? 
What are the us~ge amounts, a~d are they increasing, decreasing or staying level? 
What coverage 1s needed, and 1s that changing? 
Are there any revenue increases or cost decreases that can be associated with this application? 
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BEST PRACTICES - WIRELESS EMAILS 
Organizations should consider the following beti . 1 h G I ore imp ementing · 1 Gartner Researc roup a so provides guidelines alo th ti _wire_ ess e-mail (Lovell, 2000· Stowe 2000) 
ng e ollowmg Imes: ' , · 
Leave device preference to the user as some may h h 
d · · c oose P ones others PDA d In the en , an orgamzatJon may need to support more th d' . s, epending on their style of work 
·1 bl Th" h Id I an one ev1ce depend· · service avat a e. ts s ou ast only until 2004 h d . , mg on preference and network 
sending and receiving data. ' w en ev1ces become less tied to local applications for 
Adopt a solution that isn't restricted to a proprietary d · 
. II b ev1ce, network or server D 't try 
mail systems mterna y, ut develop a centralized one th t . · on . to manage multiple c-
Roll out a pilot program first, making sure security i'ss a sudpports both Wired and wireless architectures. 
. . . ues an user expectations are k d b distributmg email access orgamzation wide. wor e out eforc 
Decide on the level of security needed as some networks offer end-to-end e . . 
third-party gateways or are converted, and thus may be less ncryptton, whtle others go through 
h 1 . h h secure. Use filters to c p wit t e e-mail load as sometimes even simpled r f b 
can save time and money; prioritisation rules also can be used. e mea mg etween read and unread messages 
Training is important, but those experienced in e-mail should have no troubl · k" h · 1 keep it short and don't plan too much. e ptc mg up t e wire ess clement, so 
Expect ?elp desk calls to increase, ~specially a~ the service is rolled out. Common complaints arc security lock-
outs or issues related more to the w1reless service (e.g., delays and holes in coverage) than org · t· · 
· · h b f 'lb amza ton issues. 
Ltmtt t e num er o mat oxe_s per user. ~upporting e-1:°ail from multiple sources is complicated enough. 
Enforce the use of a one e-mail box solution, and look mto unified messaging systems, if necessary. 
CONCLUSION 
While the potential of wireless emails is not fully realised, the indications are that by 2005, vendor applications 
will appear in the market making wireless emails a common feature of communication. However, the 
management of messages and hardware devices is identified as a problem in the area of wireless emails. This 
problem provides initial doubts in the area of ad hoc collaboration, which is claimed as one of the major 
strengths of wireless applications. When there is an impediment to this ad hoc collaboration, an organi1.ation 
may find it difficult to realise the concepts of data integration. Without proper data integration using wireless 
emails, achieving success becomes a problem. Therefore, organizations should take necessary steps to ensure 
that data is properly integrated and ad hoc collaboration is appropriately facilitated to realise benefits. 
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The paper presents a preliminary framework for making sense of, and managing change, in organisations which 
have adopted information systems (IS) and e commerce as a core element of their business strategy. ft ir argued 
that the relatively low level of organisational benefits realised by typical strategic information technology 
interventions over the past decade, is often a product of poor adoption and implementation practices on the part 
of senior managers and IS practitioners- who have failed to understand the non-linear nature of change in 
complex organisations. (Thorpe 1998); Sauer (1997); Fitzpatrick and Terzioviski (1999). This paper argues that 
a clear understanding of the dynamics of change( at the people/technology interface), and the symbiotic 
relationship between information systems and strategy- is a prerequisite for the successful business benefits 
realisation for major IS and e commerce projects. Gardner and Ash(2001). 
Lessons learnt are distilled into a basic model to provide senior managers and IS practitioners with a clearer 
understanding of the conditions for successful adoption and implementation of information and 
h t within complex and dynamic organisational communication systems (JCS) approaches to c ange managemen 
networh. 
INTRODUCTION: CHANGE MANAGEMENT FAILURE IN THE 1990S . 
. t entions to achieve their original objectives or 
The l 990's witnessed the failure of many planned chanhge m erv . ations in Australia the US and the UK. Stace 
. ft' b . benefits for ost orgams , f' . k d 
realise significant 'hard' or 'so usmess . . W'lkinson et al (1998); Zbaracki(l 998); 1tzpatnc · an 
and Dunphy (1995); Burnes (1996); Carlopp10(1998), 1 
Terzioviski(l 999). • 
. . Business Process Re-engineering (BPR~ and Enterpmc s f 
lnfonnation systems focused interventi?ns sue~ as.. lo ue of costly change failures, wit~ reported le\ cl. 0 
Resource Planning (ERP) feature prommently m this cata /senior executives in US corporations ( i 9S9 •di 997) 
. . • tm nts amongst surveye 8) 1 · ally manv rcspon cnts satisfaction with strategic IS mves e (l 997)· Thorpe (199 . romc , · />t 
ranging from 20-75%. Holland a~d Ku~ar s~;:h;:::~egic information sy~tems whic$~~h5eii;;;;~•
1i~/\:~tc,;;
11 
were senior managers who sanct10ned mv~ t d' - contributing to_an estimated u_s ") M Huch (2000) cite< 
to engage with', but neither 'trusted or 11~der.1'S9°9~5 (King 1997, cited m Thorpe 
19
1
~
8
· 1-b·~vi~g i~to Fntcrpri<c 
fi US IT · tm nts in the m1 - · db b · corporate c 1cnts . · 
or corporate mves e ' ·an, IS contracts signe y ig . I for ERP adoptions hctwccn 
several more recent examples of FauSh f 100 US executives responsib e . 1 · · that 37 out o fi their businesses. Resource Planning(ERP), c aimmg . . . act of these systems or 
'd tt'fy any positive ,mp 1996 and 1999 could not 1 en ' ZOOO) succcst that thc<c failure 
h s h nd Markus ( · · - - ti 
. (1998) Thorpe and Ko ' o . a mcnt and improved hcnc it< 
Whilst IS writers includmg: Thorpe t maturation in proJect manage 
rates will decline with systems advancemen S, 
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. . . t of IS based change failure on corporate profitability and effective 
realisation models, the contmumg impac . t ant closer investigation. 
organisational functioning in all sectors, contmues O warr 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 
h • • t· ti" n of the factors that determine IS based change failure or success is beyond the A compre ensive mves iga o . 
fth . h" h aims to· "in•ormfiuture practice in the field of change management by mvestigating scope o is paper w 1c · '1' th • d · · / 
the symbiotic relationship between strategy and 5 gener~tion in~ormatzon a~ comm~nzcatwn i1CS} s?"stems 
within complex organisational environments." More specifically the role ofmformatwn systems wzthm the 
broader change management equation will be explored ' 
The investigation and subsequent analysis was undertaken with reference to: 
(1)- Recent literature on strategic approaches to change manage~ent a~d strategic information syste~s to 
highlight key concepts and current applications, successes and failures m these fields; (2)- Data from mterviews 
with four experienced IS consultants and two senior IS project managers, to provide insight into the limitations 
of current IS based change consulting practices; and (3)- Two recent case examples: A provincial bank which 
combined BPR and e Commerce technologies as part of a successful strategy to capture a significant share of the 
on-line housing loans market in the UK market between 1995 and 1998; and an offshore engineering company 
which used Web front- end technology and ERP to make significant efficiency gains for minimising offshore 
personnel costs and optimise use of the available labour pool. 
These case examples of(ICS) technology as a platform for change will discussed in section 5 following a 
consideration some of the typical problems and issues associated with information technology projects in section 
4. Section 3 below briefly examines the defming characteristics of strategic change management and offers a 
brief discussion of the role of information technology within the broader strategic blend or change equation. 
STRATEGIC APPROACHES TO CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
The notion of implementing planned reforms to reorder the human and technological dimensions of the 
organisation has been in existence since the conception of the earliest armies and bureaucracies pre-dating 
Christian times. Postman (1992). 
In rec~nt ~imes the idea of planned interventions to bring about changes in individual behaviours, team and 
orgam~ati?nal performance was popularised by Kurt Lewin, Rensis Likert and other U.S. based key figures in 
O:gamsat10nal Development movement of 1950s - 1970s. During the same era Europe and Scandinavia 
witnessed the eme~ge~ce and growth of Socio-Technical movement which made a significant contribution to 
current systems thinking and the nature of interactions between people and technology. Waddell Cummings and 
Worley (2000). ' 
Although the p~p~larity of OD and Socio-Technical schools of thought declined in the 1980s many of their 
fundamental pnnciples and methods have b e · d c. d · · 
. e n came 1orwar mto current change management consultmg practices. Stace and Dunphy(1994). 
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I the 1980s and 1990s the dominant approaches to pl d h n I d h anne c angewerepr . d 
rocesses, techno ogy an uman skills, capabilities and kn I d em1se on the idea that:'Structures 
ihe achievement of identified strategic goals'. These includoJ; g~ can b_e reconfigured to support or optimis; 
Process Re-engineering (BPR) and various fonns ofIS inte e tt?ta 9uah~ Management (TQM); Business 
6) W ·1k· 1 (I rven ons mcludmg ERP d C Burness ( 199 ; 1 mson et a 998); Stace and Dunphy (2001 ). an e ommerce systems. 
As discussed in section one of this paper planned change in it's v . fi . 
throughout the 1990s, with TQM, BPR and IS failures incurring :~~sv ofirms h~d
1 
a fad1rly poor track record 
· h 1· ·t d tu h · e mancia (an arguably human resource) costs wit 1m1 e re ms tot e chent organisation Whil t th ,. . 
d h . , . · s e reasons 1or these failures are manifold it is propose t at senior management s view of strategy as a linear proc • 1 . 
. d l • . ' ess, imp emented through conventional 
Proiect management mo e s, over predictable ttmeframes was a maior contri'b u· ,. Th' h . . 
J • h h' h · ' ~ u ng 1actor. 1s mec amst1c 
view ?f strategi~ c ~nge, w IC ignores the emergent, processual, and relationship-based models advanced by 
pro~ment the~nst~ m the field of ~trategy and change managem~nt including: Quinn (1980); Pettigrew and 
Whipp (I 99 ~ ), Mmtzberg and Qumn(l~91) and Stacey (2000), 1s particularly evident in major IS project 
implementations. These were charactens_ed by a deterministic 'strategy in a box' approach, where people are 
configured around systems to ensure optimal organisational performance. Taken to its logical extreme 
'technology becomes strategy or an end in itself' rather than a tool to support a robust and flexible business 
model, capable of adapting to the changing conditions at the hub of a complex, Web-enabled 'intra' and 'inter-
organisational' network. 
To advance our understanding of change within complex IS or Web enabled organisations, the paper will briefly 
explore some of the factors that precipitate the success or failure of technology- focused interventions. In the 
final section a model is presented which attempts to explain the complex interaction between strategy, 
technology and people within this type ofnetworked organisation and the symbiotic relationship between 
strategy and information systems. (See figure l, section 6). 
A brief resume of factors contributing to previous IS based change failures and successes will be explored with 
reference to interview data and case material, in sections 4 and 5 below. 
INTERVIEW FINDINGS: IS PROJECT FAILURES 
Interviews conducted with four IS consultants and two senior IS project directors betwe~n ~c~~bcr ~OO and 
February 2001 revealed a number of issues which were identified as ~ontrib~ting ~o proJ;ct a; urc ... csc arc 
described below under three main headings-'C/ient issues,' 'Vendor issues, and Consu /ant ssues · 
Client issues 
. . s and their potential ramifications througthout the 
Senior management (client) ignorance ofIS apphc~tion . t .. 'Jure Two respondents noted that several 
. 'fi d . ontrtbutor to proJec ia1 . . II 
adoptive organisation, was 1dentt 1e a P1:1me c . II US$ Sm plus) ERP technologies as a silver bu ct 
clients they had dealt with had adopted high cost(~~a ciients were criticised for their lack ~f up-front 
solution to fix Y2K and other l~gacy syste~ ~roble e ·tance of unrealistic budgets an~ deadhncs from 
consultation with their own semor IS specialts_ts, ace p e for s stems adoption. Accordmg to Thorpe( 1998) t~csc 
consultants and failure to establish a clear busmess ~as h'!nk. g based on the assumption that plugging m 
. r . dustnal age t I m ' fi types of adoption practices are reflect mear m b m· ess efficiencies and more pro it. 
. -11 rily generate us extra technological capacity, wt necessa 
nd 8 c ference 2001 2 International We- on 
\J 
Vendor issues 
V d · d"f"' t th "fi human operational and business requirements of client organisations was en or m i 1erence o e speci ic , ' . • d 
·d ·fi d · tn"b t r to pro,iect failure or low levels of benefits realisation. Ven ors were seen to be i enti ie as a ma3or con u o ~ . . 1 b 11 d I primarily concerned with selling template solutions on set margms which ~ou d ~ ro e out across ~ c ~arly 
defined timeframe. This problem was compounded by the high co~ts ass?ciated with product customi~a~ion, 
switching to an alternative vendor if dissatisfied, and the general disruption to workflow and pr?du_cttvity caused 
by system installation disruptions. Each of these factors contributed to low returns for the organisation on the 
original IS investment. 
Consultant issues 
Not surprisingly many of the consultant and vendor issues were similar, giv~n that some consultant~ worked for 
the vendor, whilst others worked closely with the vendor( on behalf of the client. From the perspective of the two 
project managers interviewed the biggest problem for them was the increasing tendency for consultancies to hire 
'technicians' trained to follow standardised methodologies, rather than strategists who understood the 
organisation's business model, and were capable of implementing change across the people/technology interface. 
CASE STUDY INSIGHTS 
Case 1: Bank .com 
The case of a highly conservative, provincial UK bank that used BPR and Web based technologies to become a 
major player in the UK internet home loans market is a remarkable illustration of both effective management and 
subsequent mismanagement of the technology/strategy relationship. 
In the early 1990s the conservative lending policies and traditional branch banking structure that had served the 
bank well in their traditional provincial markets during the 1980s looked like becoming an increasing liability 
with the entry of major UK and European players. The prospect of steady erosion of their core customer base by 
instittttions with immense capital bases, superior technology and international networks and the increasing 
danger of a forced merger or takeovers, moved the banks conservative to board initiate a survival strategy. This 
required a massive deparrure from their existing approach to lending through detailed personal vetting of 
customers and an extended approvals process, which passed through seven layers of hierarchy for loans over 
100,000 pounds. 
In 1995 the board were persuaded that early entry into the new 'technophile ', 18-35 year old, internet-based 
banking market- represented their only significant opportttnity for expansion into the broader UK market. At 
the same time they sought to recoup significant business benefits from the new Internet technologies within a 
two-year period from 1996-1998, whilst maintaining their 'no forced redundancy' policy. 
Despite ~e considerable challenge involved in achieving these apparently conflicting objectives, both outcomes 
~ere achie~ed. The fi~st through an inno~a~ve staff redeployment strategy, which transferred branch employees 
mto a massive centrahsed call centre se~~cmg the entire UK market for internet sourced housing loans. The 
second through a change strategy combmmg BPR, value chain analysis, cost cutting, and an aggressive Web 
based business to customer (B to C) marketing strategy. 
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Under the new business model three distinct businesses 'd . 
traditional 'Retail' branch banking network , Commer :"1e,rebtnke~tified under a holding company structure: The 
· f d' . I ' cia a mg· and 'Bank ' h bank a combination o tra 1t10na and electronic banking serv· Th ' .com , t e was able to offer 
. I' . h I tees. ese covered 'UK based' 'Offi h ' d 
'Intemat10na customers, wit ow cost credit scored h . 1 , s ore , an broker network, which recorded a tumo~er of over 250m
0
~::dt:n~ ;;~:lied on-line through the call centre and 
As an IS based change initiative, the re-engineering of the original bank structur . . 
technology base to create Bank.com and two other streamlined business units preo,vperdoctesbses, and mfonnat1on 
, o e a great success. 
The BPR int~rvcntion saved the business estimated at 30. I million pounds per annum, and combined with the 
value analysis methodology reduced the cost of processing a housing Joan by over 503/c Th b k' 
1 · 250/ b o. e an s ntemet based busmess ~cw at ~0 per an~um etween 1996 and 1999. In 1999 bank estimated that the return from 
their investment m consultmg and mformation technology adoption since 1995 was in the order often to one. 
Since that ti~c the bank has cont~nued to recor~ a steady increase in profitability due more to the rapid growth in 
the UK housmg loans and financial markets dunng 2000, than effective strategic and business management. 
However major changes in the bank's top team in 1999 and 2000 combined with increased exposure to high risk 
commercial loans, led to increasing concerns being voiced by shareholders and analysts in the UK business 
media. * I These concerns were compounded by the departure from the 1995-1998 business model through the 
use of Customer Relationship Management(CRM) technologies, in an attempt to integrate three successful stand 
alone business units. Paradoxically the board's recent decision to roll back the implementation of their CRM 
project, which is currently 100m over budget, reversed many of the gains from the investment in BPR and 
Internet technologies, as tools with a clearly defmed role within a well conceived business model. *2 
Case 2: Engineer.com 
Engineer.com is the Norwegian-based operatio~ ofa la:ge US multinational an~ a global leader i~ energy 
services, equipment, engineering and construction. Until_ recently one ?fthe maJor cha~lenges fa~mg the . 
company was the high cost of employee resourcing for it's offs~o~e 01! and _gas operations, particularly with 
regards to scheduling, shift arrangements, and the associated log1st1cs for skilled offshore workers. 
In order to minimise these costs through optimal work schedulin~ and shift patterns the man~gement realised that 
they needed remote access to relevant H_R ~ata such as shift detail~ and ~pdat: ~: lof~~~~mpw:::tovcr an 
regulations.(Thcrc arc significant penalties m Norway for companies which e P Y gn 
agreed time quota). 
. I d lo ent costs was apparent to the offshore project . 
Although the need to drastically reduce personne ethp ym . t' had previously prevented a creative solution 
. d t f c culture of e orgamsa ton d h 
managers the bureaucratic an au ocra 1 . . ti E rly in 1999 the situation change w en 
emerging ·from management or other key players I~ :e o?amsa o:~1 ;anagement intranet to leverage the 
the HR manager and project team championed the t ~a; a pe~s fthe existing ERP system to remote users 
power of graphics and internet technology and exten ht: ~~ac d;ta Following an intensive six month period 
seeking real time access to crucial deployment and sc e: t!ste~ users on the benefits and applications of the 
spent educating peers project managers, and other pot~n a ment the HR team were successful. The 
technology and buildi~g a sound business ca~e for s~m?r manag~th the significant addition of wireless 
. . d d fully operational Wtthm a year, .. 
mtranct proJect was adopte an nh e network accessib1ltty. 
application protocol (mobile) technology toe anc 
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Within six months of the new system being established and being accepted and understood by the project 
managers and other key stakeholders, significant cost savings of over US$ l 00~ ~ere re~orded. The major 
benefits realised from the application of the new technology ~esulted from optimised sh1~ patterns and increased 
flexibility in the deployment of staff and contract personnel, m response to d~lays, do~tlme and other offshore 
operational contingencies. Other related benefits identified by the researcher mcluded: improved relationships 
between the companies onshore and offshore management staff and the local government agencies responsible 
for supplying and regulating the deployment of staff; improvements in IS end user skills; and better decision 
making by project managers resulting in reduced uncertainty surrounding work patterns and continuity amongst 
staff and contractors. Ash (2000). 
MANAGING EMERGENT CHANGE? 
The bank and the engineering company cases both demonstrated the benefits of judicious use of IS and internet 
technologies as tools to support a business model with objectives shared and understood by all major project or 
program stakeholders including: Senior managers; IS specialists; business unit managers, HR managers, and 
other change agents responsible for the implementation, communication or facilitation of the broader change 
process. The need for shared understanding of the 'role of technology within the change management and 
strategy process' has also been identified as a unifying theme, emerging from the literature review and field 
research sources explored in this paper. Beckford(l998); Remenyi(1999). 
However future change management practitioners face a significant challenge in trying to deliver ambitious 
business outcomes for organisations operating in increasingly complex and dynamic network environments. New 
theories and models of change management are required to help practitioners understand the complex dynamics 
of change within organisational networks seeking to harness the power of 5th generation information and 
co~unication technologies. Figure 1. Below is offered, as an initial step towards building this understanding by 
~ervmg as ~ co~mon reference point for senior managers, IS practitioners and all internal change agents and key 
mter-orgamsat10nal stakeholders such as major customers and suppliers. 
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Figure 1: A symbiotic model of change in JCS-enabled networks 
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CONCLUSION 
Figure 1 illustrates how change in complex !CS-enabled organisations is ~enerated at the inte?ace between 
people/technology / and change agents. Whilst conventional chan_ge theones and me~hodolog~es suggest that 
change can be planned and systematically managed through a sene~ of program~ or_ mterventtons, the model 
suggests that this process is constrained in complex networked envir~nments. I~ mdicate~ th~t change can be 
managed up to a point, through shared stakeholder goals and careful mterpretatton, apphcahon and adjustment of 
change methodologies by IS practitioners and other parties involved with the implementation process. Beyond 
this the ongoing process of technology/people/change agent interaction generates tensions, paradoxes and 
unplanned changes that can have positive and negative consequences for the organisation. 
This emergent change by definition is extremely hard to control and can only be managed through constant 
mutual adjustment between all the key players in the change scenario. To cope successfully with emergent 
change all major stakeholders must have a clear understanding of the business model, it's objectives, and the role 
of technology within the process. This requires acceptance of a new set of management practices suited to non 
linear and at times chaotic environments. These include: flexibility; effective interpretation of change 
contingencies as they arise with optimal use of decision support tools; and crucially - high levels of trust and 
ongoing dialogue amongst all stakeholders throughout the network. These principles aim to inform furore theory 
building and models, which support the development of a post- industrial age understanding, of change 
management within complex networked organisations. 
* 1 and 2: The details discussed are derived from an interview with a senior manager within the bank and press 
coverage from June 2001. Exact sources and the identity of the bank cannot be revealed at this stage for 
confidentiality reasons. 
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. . . tdw·-1 • · I busz·ness oriented as they respond to environmental changes. This paper Umvers1tles wor zue mcreasmg y are 
will briefly discuss these changes and the need to provide computer training for students and staff by offering 
l . t b d tr · · materz·a/s Be•orepurchase oifthese training packages, universities are best to on me compu er ase mnmg . ':I' 
evaluate them formally and so take into account the future direction of the university, needs of students and staff, 
and resources available. The paper discusses a proposed procedure developed at a major university in 
Australia, for evaluating online computer based training packages. The procedure is a combination of the 
results from two university's work and usability testing methodologies. The procedure proposed will be studied 
on a pilot basis to test the efficacy of the methodology, and the results to form the basis of the next stage of the 
work. 
Keywords: electronic commerce, higher education, training, evaluation tool 
INTRODUCTION 
Western societies are moving from an industrial to a knowledge-based economy. One of the major impacts of 
this change is that universities are becoming business oriented as they respond to two major sources of 
environmental change - reduced government funding and the increasing 'push' to use computer technology in 
teaching and learning and the supporting administration systems. This paper will discuss the environmental 
changes for Australian universities and so the increasing need to provide computer training in a systematic and 
coordinated way for students and staff, by offering online computer based training materials. However, before 
purchase of these training packages, universities are best to evaluate them formally and so take into account the 
future direction of the university, needs of students and staff, and resources available. A procedure, developed at 
a major university in Australia for an evaluation of online computer based training packages, is proposed. 
THE CHANGING HIGHER EDUCATION ENVIRONMENT 
The high~r education environment ~n J\ustralia has changed rapidly in the last few years. A combination of 
factors might be suggested_ as con?'butmg to the change. These factors include: changes in the Australian 
:ederal _go~e~ent_ ~ducatI~n po~IcY_; ~ econ_omic rati~nalist approach to managing the economy; the effects of 
globahsat10~ and 1~ternationahsation ; the mtroduction of computer and technology based instructional 
systems (particularly mternet technology) into education; and what has been termed the third wave of global 
change: 'knowledge production and management' (Toffler 1998)(Zohar, 1997). 
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In a globalised economy the labour force has tw th' 
. d O mgs to offer low wag 11 qualtfie manpower. Therefore in countries like A tr 1. th ' es or a we -educated and highly 
d " . . . I A . . us a ta e development and wth fh' "pro uct is cnttca . ustrahan universities have reco . d h' gro o igher education as a 
international knowledge producing units and undertak_gnizel t is and ~o hav~ started to move towards becoming 
contributing to the stimulation of the economy and its mg ~rg;\~ole m society by participating in and 
that global forces create another level of demand on ~o .ti. ( e hert, 1998), Furthermore Clark (1998) argues 
. fu d' umverst es w o have to deal with 6 t h fluctuating n mg sources, changing policies of governm t d . . ac ors sue as 
workplace trainers and places for the socially upward! e:.i5, a~ va1?'.ng per~epti?~s of universities as 
other universities internationally but with knowledge p~:_o i e .. n ahddition, umversittes_not only compete with 
ucers m ot er segments of society. 
In this changing environment, it is argued because universities have t h' d' 
- · · h d . o ac ieve contra ictory goals such as 
umversittes ave to o more with less money and they have to mainta· !tu I h · • ' . . d d d I fi Id m a cu ra entage while meetmg a high 
eman to eve op new ie. s of stud~ a?d thought, that an entrepreneurial response by universities offers a 
better chance to control their own desttmes (Burton-Jones, J 999). 
THE CHANGING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
Tsichritzis ( 1999) observes that it is tempting for universities to see the current economic climate and 
'globalisation' a~ te1:1p?r~ry'. and so defen~ the ~xistin~ structures and roles, and wait for better days. 
Nevertheless, Tsichntzis insists that there is an mcreasmg need for an attitude of'life-long learning' in relation 
to further education and professional development training to accommodate the changes in the work 
environment. Thus, universities - once designed for a captive market of somewhat elite cohorts of post-
secondary school students - have to address the changing spectrum of student profiles ( older-age students, 
international students and professionals). In addition, Twigg (1994) argues that physical or manual work and the 
notion of one career will gradually disappear. He states that forecasters envisage that in an average work life 
people will have several different careers, each requiring new skills, new attitudes and new values, and retraining 
will be constant because the 'technology' of each profession will be changing rapidly. 
It is also predicted that those participating in learning and training will not always be able to attend classroom 
sessions, but will be best taught in the workplace - on the factory floor or in the office, out at sea, and in the 
home. Leaming will not always take place with books, overhead projector or a whiteboard._ L~amcrs will u~c 
tools such computers and all the accompanying software applications and Internet commumcat1on tcchnolog1cs, 
cable television, video-conferencing and CDs to name a few. 
The ensuing outcome means that academics will require skills in using computers in o:der t? teach in ~cw 
learning environments. Furthennore, because the student c?hort_has changed, academics will be teachmg to 
students who have a range of ]earning needs because of their vaned backgrounds, ages and stages. Thus, 
academics will need to go beyond the traditional classrooi:n lectu~e and explore the r~ngc of computer bas~~ 
educational materials, to accommodate the different leammg environments and lcarnmg arrangements (T,,igg, 
1994; Bastiaens, T.J., & Martens, R. L., 2000). 
THE CHALLENGE 
f d · II changing global environment, who arc 
The challenge then is: how do universit~es in the c~ntex\~ a ~~mi~a singly using computers in education and 
increasingly needing to be entrepr~n_euna! and buSmess- e:;he::~~~cnts and staff, to learn, work and live 
the accompanying automated admm1strat10n systems, suppo 
with computers? 
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It is suggested in response to this challenge, a systematic and coordinate~ training appro~ch to support staff and 
students is taken (Mulholland & White, 2000). One of these approaches 1s the use_of onhne computer based 
training materials, as it is accessible and easy to use (via an lntr:anet ~or exam?le), it can support current training 
courses and can complement any computer training embedded m tertiary sub}e~ts. I! ~lso resolves many of the 
issues inherent in more traditional education paradigms. The most apparent 1s its ab1hty to: 
distribute information both locally and globally 
provide flexibility, that is students and staff can study at their own pace and in their own time 
provide additional features such as electronic mail, bulletin boards, different types of media delivery and 
automated testing 
incorporate an administrative system for monitoring and tracking student progress. 
Online computer-based training offers many advantages, however selecting a suitable product or package in the 
face ofreduced training budgets and a myriad of companies and products is the next major hurdle. The 
following aims, assumptions and scope were put forward as guiding principles for a business case to develop a 
procedure to evaluate online training packages. 
BUSINESS CASE - GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
Aims 
The ai~ of the procedure developed for evaluation of on-line computer based training packages was for its 
potential to enhance computer literacy and competency and its ability to deliver benefits to university students 
and staff, and so support the university's strategic directions. 
Assumptions 
Evaluation of online computer based training to be based on the assumptions that it be: 
learner centred 
easy to use and accessible - on and off campus 
structured 
modularised 
project based 
is able to support 'just in time' learning 
:aps_ ~nto an acc~e~tati~n procedure, su~h as_ th_e International Computer Driving License (ICDL) or similar 
U
as eit er an admimstrntion overlay that is bmlt m or is compatible with a package that can monitor and track-
sage · 
Assessment results and learning 
complements the current face-to-face training 
meets budget goals 
provid~s_an envir~nment where learners can practice and rehearse new skills 
has trammg matenals that are current with current/conventional software packages 
Lastly, 'if it doesn't teach, it has no value'. 
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Scope 
Defining the extent of the procedure included 1 . h . 
·1 bl I d" exp onng t e different typ ftr · · avat a e. t was tscovered that there are thre . . es O ammg courseware packages 
. b" e mam categones oftechnol b d • . 
entertamment: su ~ect matter and skills. Skills-based trainin c ogy- ase trammg courseware: 
more appropnate for the aims of the evaluation it b" d g ourseware was chosen because it seemed the 
learner to practice the skill and so be able to app' ly~~mfftti~ c1ontent a~d technology, and provided content for a 1 e ec ve Y (L' Al her, 2000). 
The overseeing committee also agreed that the evaluati h ld ti . 
on s ou ocus on the followmg aspects: 
structure and appearance of the courseware 
usability test results from users (pilot) 
assessment of learning effectiveness and productivity 
cost effectiveness of the product. 
EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
Evalua~ing so~ar~ for lea~ing and teaching has a history of using conventional approaches, such as checklists 
of varymg descnpt1ons. Squires and Preece (1999) argue that checklists are seriously flawed in principle 
because t~ey do no! encompass a consideration ofleaming issues. Further, checklists can be too simplistic and 
so evaluat10n quest10ns and methodologies become inappropriate, there is also a lack of validity and of being too 
narrowly focused (Mulholland & White, 2000). In addition, the ability of checklists to predict educational issues 
in all but a naive and superficial way has been questioned by several researchers. On the-other-hand, attempts to 
apply more complex evaluation procedures are excessive and tedious to apply (Squires and Preece, 1999). 
Squires and Preece (1999), who are currently researching and developing a set of'leaming with software' 
heuristics, propose that there is a relationship between the Nielsen (2001) heuristic evaluation principles and a 
predictive evaluation tool that takes into account both usability and learning issues. 
In this case the procedure that was proposed for this university attempts to combine the ideas and principles of 
both Mulholland and White, and Squires and Preece. Though, it is primarily based on a model designed by 
Mulholland and White (2000) from the University of South Australia. The model has three phases-planning, 
conducting, and reporting ofresults. The key feature is the emphasis on stakeholder involvement, so that all 
parties who have an investment in the outcome of the evaluation are included and involved in the process, from 
beginning to end, to ensure ownership and responsibility of the procedure. The ~ode! has three phases. The 
first phase is the planning aspect of the evaluation process and includes the _establishment of goals, methodolo~y 
of choice, scope definition, consultation with stakeholders, and documentation proc~dures. Th~ second ~hasc is 
the actual evaluation, and includes the application of the procedure and docu~e~tation .. :ne third phase is 
reporting, and includes the methodology to minimize bias of results and max~m_1ze usab1ltty of results, t~e . 
distribution of the actual report findings to all interested stakeholders and their mput, and means of markctmg 
and distributing the report across the organization. 
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. l l t· procedure proposed for this university will be described and 
For the purpose of this paper the actua eva ua ton 
has six components: 
administrative requirements 
technical quality . 
usability testing of the online environment design 
expert evaluation of educational design and content 
user evaluation of educational materials . 
long term surveys for computer training managers and academics 
I. Administration requirements 
The administration section was a form to be completed by the facilitator of the eval~ation procedure. The aim of 
the form was to gather information about each of the companies and included questions such as: 
is it compatible with current network capabilities? 
can it monitor usage by learners? 
is there marketing and publicity support available from the company? 
can it be made part of performance appraisal system? 
are there inbuilt privacy and security policies? 
is there a maintenance agreement? 
what access is there to support services? 
what is the retail price, and optional extras prices? 
what is the manufacturer's reputation? 
are there preview copies available for pilot testing? 
2. Technical quality 
The technical section was a form to be completed by a computer technician. The data gathered to form a 
technical baseline, and includes questions such as: 
what are the platform and operating system requirements? 
does it have the ability to import/ export information captured with other authorware and digitizing devices? 
is the program reliable in normal use? 
is the program 'bug free' and, 'crashproof for the student user? 
what are the error messages - are they appropriate? 
does the program run without unduly delays (loading graphics, for example)? 
3. Usability testing of the online environment design 
Usability testing is an essential investigation into whether an application is performing the functions for which it 
is designed. Usability testing for an online application indicates if there are major or minor problems in the 
design and whether students and staff are able to use the materials. Tests can be conducted one-on-one or in 
small groups. The tests may take place in a formal lab or in a more typical environment like home or work. The 
usability testing methodology proposed was based on the work of Nielsen (2000, 2001) and Pearrow (2000) and 
consisted of a performance test of the software package to gather data via direct observation of how the package 
is used, 'verbal response', and post-test qualitative questionnaire. 
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4. Expert evaluation of educational des,:an nd 
l> a content 
Expert evaluation from online educational autho ·r . b . . 
to assist gathering their feedback and included qnu ieti~ is to ehsought w1thm the university. A form was designed 
' es ons sue as: 
is the program well constructed and designed? 
are the screens clear and acceptable to users? 
is navigation easy? 
are instructions clear? 
can the user exit easily? 
does it include feedback as you learn/participate? 
is the program free of technical quirks and 'glitches' 
is the information relevant and up to date? 
is the instructional design up to date? 
are the course objectives clear? 
do the activities in the courses give sufficient practice and feedback? 
5. User Evaluation of educational materials 
A sample group of students was proposed to test the different training modules and rate them for ease of 
learning, time required to work through each module, and if they 'liked' the training packages or not. 
METHODOLOGY 
The evaluation consisted of a performance test of the software package to gather data via direct usage of the 
package with 'verbal response', and a post-test questionnaire. The test to have four components, as detailed 
below: 
I. Participant greeting and background questionnaire 
Each participant to be greeted, offered a seat and a complimentary drink, consent gained and each asked to 
complete a background questionnaire. Participants advised that they would remain anonymous throughout the 
testing and subsequent reporting. 
2. Orientation 
The participants to be read a short orientation script by the test facilitator. 
3. Performance Test 
Participants undergo a perfonnance test. Each course/module is intr_oduce? by way of a short scrip~ed . ·ed 
introduction by the facilitator, who also sets the computer at its startmg pomt Each cours~/modu_le is ~\?rk 
through by the same participant for each company. An observer record~ c~~ments, questions, d1fficu tics 
encountered and time taken to complete each module. There to be five md1v1dual results for each 
course/module. 
4. Post-test Evaluation questionnaire 
On the completion of the test, participants to be asked to complete a post-test. 
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5. Suggested long term surveys 
. . . . . aluated (as described above) a package would then be selected and 
The vanous trammg applications would ~e ev . . surveys of training satisfaction be measured (of 
implemented. It is s~gges~ed t~at followm!!:~i~:;~:; system. The training application will also be evaluated 
students and staff) via the mbutlt ~oftwahre th r e training packages inside their subjects), on a regular 
by training managers and academics (w o use . e on m 
basis. The following is a suggested list of questions for that purpose. 
A. Survey Questionnaire for IT Training Managers 
do staff/students like online training? 
did staff/students acquire knowledge & skills? . . . . ? 
did staff/students apply new skills or knowledge on the Job or m their studies· 
is it cost-effective and effective, as made out to be? 
could the same result be achieved more cheaply and/or differently? 
do staff/students enjoy this approach? 
do staff/students rate it as high quality? 
are staff/students motivated to learn more? 
is feedback built in, re the program and approach? 
does it engage the staff/students r? 
does it encourage collaboration/learning environments? 
does it meet clear educational, life, and organisational strategic goals? . . . . . 
did the application of online computer based training materials increase productivity m thelf work and/or studies: 
volume? 
speed? 
accuracy? 
quality? 
does it reduce the number of Help Desk calls? 
B. Survey Questionnaire for academics re Online Training 
what do students need to improve their computer skills? 
would they recommend online computer based training materials? 
does online computer based training materials stimulate discussion, further learning? 
do they like using online computer based training materials and would use it again? 
can the learning be measured? 
CONCLUSION 
Universities are increasingly operating as businesses, and use computer based administration and education 
systems to meet strategic and quality assurance goals, and teaching and learning objectives. As a result, ongoing 
computer-based skills' training is required to support students and staff to study and work in an online 
environment. Online training packages offer a comprehensive and systematic method for delivering training 
across single or multiple campuses. However, as they are expensive to implement and maintain, choosing a 
package to suit the individual needs of each university requires a framework to aid the decision-making process. 
The procedure proposed is a compilation of the results from two other universities and usability testing 
methodologies. The model proposed will be studied on a pilot basis to test the efficacy of the methodology, and 
the results to form the basis of the next stage of the work. 
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A Framework of Security Authentication for Internet Banking 
ABSTRACT 
D.HutchinsonandM. J. Warren 
School of Computing & Mathematic 
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Victoria, 3217, Australia 
Email: damienh@deakin.edu.au 
The advent of Internet Banking has shown the importance of effective method of authenticating a user in a 
remote environment. There are many different countenances to contemplate when examining Internet based 
security. One of the most tried and trusted techniques of protecting the safety of systems and data is to control 
people's access. The foundation for such measures is authentication. Specifically for Internet banking there is a 
real need for a way to uniquely identify and authenticate users without the possibility of their authenticity being 
cloned. This paper proposes a framework concerning how to identify security requirements for Internet Banking. 
Keywords: E-Commerce, Computer Security, Internet Banking, Authentication. 
INTRODUCTION 
E-commerce fundamentally focuses on the electronic exchange ofinfonnation using information and 
telecommunication infrastructures (particularly the World Wide Web and the Internet). E-commerce 
encompasses a wide range of commercial activities that can be categorised into business-to-consumers and 
business-to-business sectors. Industry sectors such banking have openly embraced E-commerce to improve their 
perfonnance and gain a strategic competitive advantage. But many customers are wary to bank through their 
computer. Hardly a month goes by without the launch of an Internet bank. Some are new banks while others are 
the descendants of well-established banks. The new banks promise a lot. They are built on advanced and secure 
technology so customers can bank with total confidence and promise security consumers can trust and are 
concerned how safe is on-line banking? 
However there have been numerous incidents that point to gaping security holes. 
When online bank Egg upgraded its website in May 1999, new security measures scrambled online session 
protocols and allowed users to see banking details of other customers (BBC 2000). 
In November 1999, the UK Halifax bank suspended its online share dealing service, after an attempt to fix a bug 
backfired. Again, account details were made available to other users (BBC 2000). 
Barclays, which claims to be the UK's largest online bank, had to take down its Web site at the end of July, when 
customers were served the bank statements of other clients (Knight 2000a, Knight 2000b ). 
Western Union, part of Atlanta-based electronic payments giant First Data Corp., implemented a new Internet-
based person-to-person paym~nt service but the site was hacked during a routine maintenance operation that 
~rroneouslr left parts ?fthe site exposed (Creed 2000). A report by Associated Press detailed how hackers broke 
m and copied the credit card and debit card details of 15,700 Western Union customers who use the site to 
transfer funds across the Internet (Gutterman 2000). 
This paper i_s concerned with the service oflnternet Banking and the issues surrounding authentication, which is 
the ~ech~msm at the heart of~-commerce security. The content draws a correlation between the concepts 
depicted m figure I, by presentmg a framework that when applied to certain Internet Banking scenarios can offer 
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the customer guidelines regarding the impl . 
I I f ementat1on of app · . adequate eve o trust between the parties co d ti' ropn~te authentication mechanism t 
n uc ng the transaction. s o ensure an 
Figure 1: Security Issues oflnternet Banking 
THE FRAMEWORK OF AUTHENTICATION FOR INTERNET BANKING 
The proposed model for identifying security requirements in an Internet Banking environment is intended to 
sup~ort th_e use in both business-to-business and business-to-consumer E-commerce. Organisations, small to 
~ed1~m. sized enterprises (SME's) and home-based customers shall be able to use this framework as a guide to 
1dent1fymg the security requirements for their particular banking environment. The objective of the scenario 
presented is to encourage a sense of confidence in the parties involved in undertaking Internet Banking 
transactions, such that there personal information is protected from prospective security breaches, alike to when 
Barclays, which claims to be the UK's largest online bank, had to take down its Web site at the end of July 2000, 
when customers were served the bank statements of other clients (Knight 2000a, Knight 2000b ). 
Steps in the Framework Process 
Traditionally security assessment has been undertaken by applying conventional risk analysis methodologies. 
These have become inadequate with the advent of open, distributed networks, requiring new approaches to risk 
assessment. Thus, the following framework aims to identify the security requirements for an Internet Banking 
environment. Developed from a framework for E-commerce security (Labuschagne, 2000), it consists of a 
defined six-step process. 
Step 1 List all the security requirements for an Internet Banking environment ~n general; 
Step 2 Identify all participants and stakeholders involved in th_e Internet Bankmg process; 
Step 3 Break down transactions into different autonomous actions; 
Step 4 Map these identified actions onto the participants involved, which serve as a model for the Internet 
Banking environment; . 
Step 5 Use the information obtained in step 4 to determine the security reqmrements for a secure Internet 
Banking environment and • • · bl ·ty 
Step 6 Use these security requirements to develop the security architecture, compnsmg smta e secun 
procedures, mechanisms and policy. 
Each one of these steps is further examined in the following sections. 
Security requirements for an Internet Banking environment in general 
d I t t Banking means that an Internet Banking The close relationship that exists between E-commerce ~n n erne_ 
session must satisfy the same security requirements as hsted below. 
. . t'ty and to prove authentication 
Identification and The ability to uniquely identify a person or en I 
~uch identity; 
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Authorisation The ability to control the actions of a person or entity based on its identity; 
Confidentiality The ability to prevent unauthorised parties from interpreting or 
understanding data; 
Integrity The ability to assure that data has not been modified accidentally or by any unauthorised 
parties; 
Non-repudiation The ability to prevent the denial of actions by a person or entity; 
The ability to provide an uninterrupted service; 
The ability to prevent the unlawful or unethical use of information or data; 
Availability 
Privacy 
Auditability The ability to keep an accurate record of all transactions for reconciliation purposes. 
These eight security requirements have been proposed as the basis for the E-commerce security framework 
(Labuschagne, 2000). To extend on this, authentication mechanisms need to be incorporated to provide the 
comer stone of authentication for the Internet Banking framework. This would comprise the use of passwords, 
smart cards and possibly biometrics. 
The following section describes where these security requirements fit into an Internet Banking environment. 
The Internet Banking Environment 
There are three main areas of security that are involved in Internet Banking. These are: 
The Bank; 
The Internet; 
The User's (customer) Computer. 
The user's computer includes both a home customer as well as organisational customer using Internet Banking 
facilities. 
The interaction between bank-to-bank Internet Banking has been omitted due to the discrepancy of different and 
advanced level of security provided at this level. 
Fig1:11"e 2 illustrates a simplified ver~ion of~e Internet Banking transaction process through an Internet Banking 
environment where a customer/busmess wishes to pay a bill. 
Figure 2: Internet Banking environment 
In figure 2, there are two participants to any Internet Bank" . . 
home or business based and the bank Th . ~ng transaction, namely the customer that can either be 
· e important cons1deratio lik · • . geographical borders have been omitted from th d" . ns e taxation and legislation across 
e 1scuss1on for the sake of simplicity. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SPHERES 
Four spheres can be detennined fr fi 
Internet_Banking requirements outft::edgure 3. Each ha~ its own unique securi . 
person, mfonnation technology or both i;~r. A sphere is defined as an indepe! requrre_ments b_as~d on the 
. igure 3 shows a representation fth ent entity cons1stmg of a 0 ese spheres. 
Splic-re 3 
.. •··········~·-······ .... 
:' [i] \ 
{ ~) 
·... .: 
·. . .• 
Sphere I •· ......... 1 ..... ... ··· 
............ ., •••• '••· ........... Sphi:rcz 
...... •··· '~::.=,i·····~:;r1·<t-y--y--'.ja:·l!~;i~:·~--. / ~• ; ;;.,. n emet,u 1 c~~. ·\ 
: \ . ~ -.;~" _j .illlll , \ 
\ .. ,f. ~--··)>·;~~:□ ._.) 
......... ·• ........... ?··· 
Figure 3: Spheres within Internet Banking environment 
The_ following section defines and describes each individ I h . . . . 
depicted in figure 4. ua sp ere Withm the Internet Bankmg environment as 
Sphere 1 - Home based Customer 
:~~ :ucstomer can be any ho~e based us~r o~ the Interne~. It is therefore not viable to detennine or assume that 
th t ustomer has any secunty (authentication) mechamsms in place. The only assumption that can be made is (s~t) ost home-b~sed customers would use browsers that support digital certificates and the Secure Socket Layer 
h.' . · However it cannot be presumed that these customers have the knowledge or understanding of how to use t is mtcgrated functionality. 
The nature of Internet Banking is such that the majority of home-based Internet users should be seen as potential 
cu
st
om~rs and hence should not be prevented or hindered in any way from participating in an Internet Banking 
transact10n. Thus for these customers, the partaking in an Internet Banking transaction should cater for secure 
and user-friendly operations in a convenient environment. 
Sphere 2 - Business Based Customer 
This customer can be any business-based company on the Internet. The major difference between a home-based 
and business-based customer would be the implementation of some form of security mechanisms. 
There are two distinct relationships that exist in this instance. Firstly the association of the business-based 
customer with the bank that represents a similar relationship as a home-based customer and secondly where the 
business-based customer acts as the merchant between the home-based customer and the bank. In the second 
scenario, the merchant accepts the responsibility for securing the transaction with the home-based customer 
before forwarding it to the bank. The merchant must, therefore provide assurance that an electronic tra~~ction 
can be made safely and securely and that the risk has been minimised to an acceptable level for all part1c1p:m1s. 
In terms of the nature oflntemet Banking, business-based companies are entitled to the same inclusions as 
home-based banking. . . 
To maintain a level of simplicity the electronic business environment, which compnses knowledge man3gcmcnt 
and workflow, does not fonn pa~ of the proposed framework, although it would be possible to adopt the 
framework for this environment. 
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Sphere 3 - Bank 
The framework regards the inter-network of banks as a single body as opposed to each bank being its own 
separate entity. The purpose of the banking sphere is twofold; firstly to validate customers through 
authentication mechanisms and secondly to authorise and honour transactions to ensure against non-repudiation. 
Sphere 4 - Internet 
The Internet is considered to be a network of networks where there is no one single entity responsible for 
security or held accountable for any losses suffered. It is viewed as the infrastructure that facilitates global 
communication, leading to E-commerce and now Internet Banking. From its outset, the Internet in no way has 
existed to protect any of the participants but rather to provide a channel to facilitate the connection between 
different entities wishing to communicate via electronic means. Despite version 6 of the Internet Protocol (IPv6) 
being successfully proven in various test environments, version 4 (1Pv4) is still the chieflnternet protocol. 
Adversely IPv4 is absent of the security functionality included within IPv6. Thus, the security of a message 
cannot be taken for granted. 
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AUTONOMOUS ACTIONS CONTAINED WITHIN THE INTERNET BANKING TRANSACTION 
Up to now the participants and the relationship between th h · 
and divide the transaction into smaller autonomous a t· emth ave beb~n explained. The next step is to analyse 
• A . ' c rnns at com med make up a complete Int t B k' transaction. typical Internet Banking transaction consists ofth ti 11 . . . _erne an mg 
N th t h b d db . e o owmg actions as illustrated m figure 4 ote a ome- ase an usmess-based customers are interchangeable. · 
Action 1: -
Action 2: -
Action 3: -
Action 4: -
Action 5: -
Figure 4:Autonomous actions contained within Internet Banking transaction 
A customer uses the Internet to connect to their bank's Web site; 
The customer browses the Web site and decides on a service. An Internet Banking 
transaction is initiated by the customer by providing both invoice and payment 
information; 
The bank checks if the transaction is executable by verifying the customer has enough funds 
available and a reply is returned to the customer; 
Upon completion of the transaction confirmation is sent to the customer; 
The bank honours the payment and returns proof of having done so. 
These transactions could be broken down further if deemed necessary. A decision table can then be used to 
assist in the identification of the essential security requirements for the Internet Banking environment as 
previously described. 
--,-------:-:-::--;:;~~:-;:;,:;;;~io1----------------FPiaa;gcc47472 ·· 
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SECURITY DECISION ANALYSIS 
The decision table as shown in table 1 illustrates an exa~ple based _on the scenario outlined previously. A brief 
discussion of the steps to develop such a decision table 1s also provided. 
Step 3 
Actions 
Spheres 
-
N M ~ ir, 
-< -< <r' -< 
Customer X X X ~~ 
'O 'O 
Internet X X '9.-i:. 
::s 
X (JQ N Bank X X 0.. Q) 
.... 
U'.l 
Security 
requirements 
VJVJ Identification & X X ~ -n ~ 
i::: 'O authentication ::1. Ul 
Authorisation X '< 
::;'> 
X X ~ Confidentiality X a 
~ Integrity X X X ~ 
0 
X X .., Non-reoudiation X :>;"" 
Availability X 
- Privacy X 0.. Q) 
Auditability X X .... U'.l 
Table 1: Decision Table 
Following is a brief description of each of the steps. 
Step 1: - consists oflisting all the security requirements that must be satisfied as discussed previously; 
Step 2: - consists of listing the spheres that have been identified. Only the three spheres shown in figure 3 are 
used i.e. bank, Internet and customer, whether home or business based; 
Step 3: - comprises listing the actions that make up a transaction. The five actions previously identified are used 
in the decision table; 
Step 4: - maps the actions onto the spheres identified in step 2. Naturally not all the actions will include all the 
spheres; 
Step 5: - associates the security requirements for an individual action. 
This information is then applied to establish how it can be implemented within the relevant sphere. 
In the decision table, action 1 shows that the bank must be able to identify and authenticate a customer 
satisfactorily to perform a transaction. At the same time the customer wants privacy regarding the personal 
account information being viewed. Privacy in this context refers to this information being unavailable to other 
parties. Actions 4 and 5 require the bank to send confirmation of the transaction and to ensure confidentiality 
and integrity of this message. Concurrently, the customer wants a guarantee that the bank cannot later deny that 
the transaction took place. This refers to the security requirement of non-repudiation. The table also indicates 
that the bank needs to record the transaction correctly in order to meet auditing requirements. 
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By looking at the security requirements for each action, it is possible to identify the security mechanisms 
required to secure the Internet Banking environment. For action 1, the identification and authentication security 
requirement could very well be facilitated by the implementation of a smart card authentication system possibly 
with an accompanying biometric mechanism. The required infrastructure through developed standards and 
technological know how has already been established for smart cards, providing certain support for this 
initiative. The security requirements for action 2 might suggest that SSL be used for securing the communication 
session ( currently being used with 128-bit encryption) across the Internet. This may only be an interim approach 
or for the long term, depending on the implementation and widespread adoption of version 6 of the Internet 
Protocol (IPv6). Nevertheless it would be imperative to conduct timely checks on the protection provided by 
128-bit encryption, with the high likeliness that it will be broken in the near future. The security requirements for 
actions 4 and 5 may be satisfied using SSL, although the acknowledgement needs to be digitally signed by the 
bank to conform to the security requirement of non-repudiation for all transactions. This would be catered for by 
the use of digital certificates. 
VALIDATION 
For the purpose of this demonstration, the following provides an evaluation of one of the identified scenarios 
based on the developed framework constructed previously. 
The first evaluation is based on the consumer-to-business E-commerce environment depicted in figure 5. 
... ► ~-0 .. .. 
r1nternet Banking 
' Network 
Mbhbb 
WlNMS$Plll 
(,,MU...., ot!M<r ,wlk 
C<ttl Pl,o,n<'.\. Pl>M) _. 
Figure 5: Scenario 7 Consumer (Cell Phones, PDAs) 
In this scenario the areas that must be secured include: 
The consumer; 
The terminal (cell phone or PDA); · tion exchange); 
The wireless and public network (telecommuntca 
The Internet (communication server) and 
The Bank. 
--
_
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Th. . d . fi 6 b 1 that also illustrates the autonomous actions contained within this particular 1s 1s represente m 1gure e ow 
environment. 
Figure 6: Autonomous actions contained within the cell phone, PDA scenario 
Following is an explanation of these actions. 
Action 1 - consumer uses a mobile phone or personal digital assistant (PDA) to connect to a 
wireless or other public network. 
Action 2 - Through the telecommunication exchange and Internet, the consumer is able to connect to their 
bank's Web site. 
Action 3 - The consumer browses the Web site shown on their cell phone or PDA screen and decides on a 
service; i.e. Transfer funds from account A to account B. 
Action 4 - The bank checks the validity of the consumers' request. 
Action 5 - The bank sends the confirmation to the consumer upon completion of the transaction. 
Action 6 - The bank honours the transfer and returns verification to the consumer. 
From this the decision table can be derived as shown in Table 2. 
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Step 3 
Actions 
Spheres 
-
~. <I'. ~ ~ "' I.O < < 
Customer X X X X ::::~ 
t.1 f"; 
Cell Phone, PDA X X X "O "O :!.:. 
Wireless & other X X X X 
::l 
er. 
works 
N Internet X X X 
0.. 
Q) 
.... Bank U'.l X X X X 
Security 
requirements 
Identification & X 
authentication 
fJl fJl 
f"; -(l f"; 
Authorisation 
::: "O 
X 
:l. VI 
Confidentialitv X X X 
'< 
X X X 5' 
Integrity X X X X X X 
3 
Non-repudiation X X X 
f"; 
X ~ 0 
.., 
or, 
A vailabilitv X 
-0.. Privacv X 
X 
Q) 
ui Auditabilitv 
X 
Table 2: Scenario Decision Table (Derived from Table 1) 
By viewing the security requirements for each action, the security mechanisms required to secure this Internet 
Banking environment can be suitably determined. For example confidentiality can be assured by a smart card 
acting as a veritable lock between the secret code on the chip and the unsecured terminal (in this case the cell 
phone, PDA, and telecommunication exchange) environment. In addition authentication can be provided for via 
the use of a PIN as well as an integrated digital signature and digital certificate associated with a smart card 
system. Further data integrity can be catered for via the use of Message Authentication Codes that arc in-built 
into the Secure Socket Layer (SSL), which can be used for securing the Web session over the Internet. To 
prevent Internet based users from breaching the banking network, a firewall should be implemented to isolate the 
Web server from the customer information database. 
Finally, by complementing the identification and authentication process oflntemet Banki~g ?ased transact!ons . 
with technologies like public-key cryptography, digital notary and digital signature, repud1at1on of transact10ns 1s 
protected. 
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CONCLUSION 
The entities involved in the transaction including the technological components are clearly defined and arranged 
accordingly. Naturally the various entities will require different security requirements based on their interaction 
within the specified Internet Banking environment. The model caters for this determination by providing a 
detailed decision table that amalgamates all the information gathered in the six-step process. This valuable 
cross-referencing method ensures that all avenues from whence contingencies arise are covered. 
The framework of authentication for Internet Banking allows customers to work their way through each step, 
identifying the necessary security requirements along with the counteracting authentication mechanism. The 
distinctive style of the framework including explicit descriptions, examples and cross-referencing capability 
ensures all security requirements and authentication mechanisms are sufficiently identified for correct and 
effective implementation. 
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The advancement in wireless commun. r d 
zca zon an economical portable c . . 
computing possible. This paper ex l h ' omputmg devices has made mobile 
:p ores t e new era of e-commerce now bein 
commerce or m-commerce Firstly th ' g commonly referred to as mobile 
. e current stance and future outlook of thi . . . . 
presented along with key mobile t h l . s new commerce 1mttat1w is 
ec no ogzes that are providing the backbone for the b. . 
For businesses to remain competitive and . mo lie services on offer. 
. . . . merge m-commerce with existing business activities, means dea/in 
with z~pbcatzons such as cost, usability and security, which are defining the uptake of the new tools th t g 
enabling m- Th. I . a are 
commerce. zs eads to discussing the critical security issues pertaining to a mobile commerce 
environment. 
Keywords: M-Commerce, Security. 
INTRODUCTION 
Infonnation acc_ess any time, anywhere, any place. While e-commerce provides access to anyone at any time m-
commcrcc provides the ~ext dimens_ion, with access to anyone from anywhere. M-commerce applications arc' 
suspect~d to span from simple bankmg on the move to enabling financial settlement for every e-commerce 
trans_act10n undertaken via a user's portable device including insurance, loans and credit services as well as stock 
brokmg and transactional financial trading facilities. Mobile devices will become truly ubiquitous when they 
embody speech recognition technologies and operate over the new high bandwidth third generation networks 
(Dennis 2000). 
The impact of proficient security in a m-commerce world can be gauged from a recent survey that showed 80% 
of respondents felt that security and usability were the issues requiring the most urgent treatment with 
technologies such as the Wireless Application Protocol (W AP) (IT-Director.com 2000c). Another survey 
suggests people are not exactly overjoyed at the prospect of the wireless Web. The majority of the 1700 people 
queried revealed that they either would not use or would not pay form-commerce or m-serviccs. Among those 
who do not own cell phones, 56 percent indicated their unwillingness to do so. Among those who own cell 
phones, 48 percent expressed similar resistance. Although the survey did not reflect total opposition to using the 
Web via a cell phone or a personal digital assistant (PDA), with just less than halfofthe respondcn~s telhng they 
would use their phones to check email or read news, the immediate future of m-com~e~ce !oo~s gnm_ with only 
10 percent saying they would make retail purchases on the wireless web and fewer still md1catmg their 
willingness to conduct stock trades (Lindsay 2000). 
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MOBILE SERVICES 
· h 11 fleet the unique characteristics of mobile 
The successful services facilitated via the wireless Inte~e~ s a re 1 t th bility to access information from 
access. Namely, timely provision ofinforma~on wh~n it is ~ost r\::a:~e:t~ocation of the user. These 
any location outside of the office and the relating of information to bta" . fi tion as well as push services 
comprise both pull services, where the user con~ciously c?~nects to o _in l~h or;;t rt Message Service (SMS) ;n 
where information is provided under predetermined conditions, often using e b o akd f th . . th 
Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) networks. Table 1 displays a re own ° e services WI 
regard to mobile benefits (ARC Group 2000). 
Timeliness Remote Access Location Based 
Email alert Intranet access Traffic conditions 
Fax alert Transport schedules Weather details 
Stock details Dealing in shares Transport schedules 
News headlines Altering travel arrangements Navigation 
Vertical support for sales staff Entertainment/ dining details 
Banking 
Unified messaging 
Entertainment booking 
Internet access 
Table 1: Services with Regard to Mobile Benefits. 
The most useful services for consumers given cost effective communication prices include obtaining traffic 
information or email on W AP, as well as the ability to trade online via W AP (Schuenung 2000). 
The drive for m-commerce will naturally come from meeting the needs and applications of its users, each with 
different usage profiles (IT-Director.com 2000a). 
KEY MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES 
The following provides a brief description of the key mobile technologies that are enabling m-commerce 
(Langley 2000). Some of the related security dilemmas are covered in the subsequent section. 
Bluetooth: low power radio technology replacing wires connecting devices such as PCs, printers, palm 
tops and mobile phones. Data can be exchanged at up to speeds of 720kbps over distances of up to 1 Om. The 
security issues ofBluetooth still has to be assessed. 
GPRS: General Packet Radio Service is the first implementation of packet switching within GSM, which is 
essentially a circuit switched technology. GRPS will send and receive data at up to 115kbps and brings IP 
capability to GSM. 
GSM: Global System for Mobile Communications is the pan-European standard for digital cellular networks 
that has been widely used around the world. 
Sim: Subscriber Identity Module Application Toolkit: Sim cards provide users with authentication to access 
the network. Using the toolkit, the Sim card can be programmed to perform new operations, personalising the 
phone to the user. 
Smart Phones: GSM terminals that enable users to access e-mail, faxes and company intranets. Smart phones 
have larger displays, QWERTY keyboards and integral software links to services and applications. 
Symbian: partnership between Psion, Ericsson, Nokia and Motorola to promote the Epoc operating 
system for wireless information devices. Symbian partners work to make key mobile standards possible, like 
WAP, Bluetooth and Java. 
UMTS: Un_iversal Mobile Teleco~unications System is building on existing GSM infrastructure. UMTS 
nern:orks will offer true global roaming and are able to support a vast array of voice, data and multimedia 
services at speeds ofup to 2mbps. Commercial UMTS networks are expected from 2001. 
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W ~~: Wireless Applicatio~ Protocol provides mobile terminals with access to the Internet. This protocol 
facilitates for narrowband radio channels and the limited displays and functionality of today's mobiles. 
Windows CE: Microsoft's operating system for palmtops. 
3G Networks: 
~G otherwise ~own as third generation networks will have broader bandwidth, 'always on' 
internet con~ectlons and more sophisticated devices allowing data to be conveyed visually as 
o~pose~ !o in a text-based format. Heralded as enabling true mobile e-commerce, 3G networks 
will facilitate two-way communication allowing transactions to be conducted online. 
Ensuring transaction security and usability while providing multi-browser support, multi-device support and 
integration with corporate data and applications is depleted with inconsistent service and lack of standardisation 
across these systems and devices. Despite these technologies having built-in security mechanisms to ensure 
transactions in transit over the wireless Internet are safe and secure, they still have associated security 
implications. Even though the Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS) protocol, which is based on the 
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols from the Internet, has been included in 
WAP since the release of version 1.0, none of the commercially available WAP gateways actually implements 
the security protocol. In effect, there is no security in today's WAP applications with existing products. So far 
security at the WAP Gateway is mainly based on trust in the gateway operator (Brooks 2001). 
FORECASTS FOR M-COMMERCE 
M-commerce is accelerating faster than Internet time. In 1999, there were approximat:ly 200_million users, 
compared with 400 million cell phone users. The natural trend as cell p~ones become mcreasmgly Web-ready 
would be that those 400 million cell phone users would add to the growmg global base ofm-commerce 
customers (Simon 2000). 
The number of mobile subscribers in 1999 (428 milli~n~ already greatly ex~:~ t~~~~f-In;:~:! :;;;~~~fthis 
million) and is anticipated to develop to exceed one bilhon by f003d (~~he 10J band~idths and high costs of 
group wireless access to the Internet has proven to be unappea ifng b~el bscribers in 1999 (ARC Group 2000). 
b·1 d ta o ly represented 7 percent o mo i e su access such that mo I e a users ~ p b d 1 e added services. This does not include The situation is beginning to tum with the launch ohfl as~. va uf a package of information services that source 
. . . tly known rather t e provision o . b "b Internet browsing, as it is presen ' h h . a forecast oflntemet and mobile su sen er 
their data from the Internet. Figure 1 displays a grap s owmg 
penetration for 2004 (ARC Group 2000). 
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Figure 1: Forecast Internet and Mobile Subscriber Penetration for 2004 
The demand form-commerce has been substantiated by a recent report that I-Mode-fr!endly !apan, despite being 
in the middle of a recession, was already generating $400 million worth of revenues via m_obile phones. It seems 
that end-user interest in W AP is also high. This was shown in a report produ_ce? by NOP m May _2000 th~t 
confirmed that one in ten UK Internet users intended to buy a W AP phone w1thm 12 months. This factor 1s 
significant given that 65% of those surveyed already owned a mobile phone (IT-Director.com, 2000b, 2000c). 
M-COMMERCE SECURITY 
Secure m-commerce faces various dilemmas from the size of digital certificates to poorly planned legislation. 
Specifically problems with mobile technologies, European Union legislation and design issues with interfaces 
are holding back electronic transactions over the Wireless Application Protocol (Loney 2000). The mere sizes of 
digital certificates are too large because of the way they are chained together for trust. Fragmentation of security 
models is also a problem where there are several proprietary solutions with no single standard or framework for 
secure transactions to work from. The lack of 128-bit security on early WAP phones has also been an issue 
especially for businesses where 128-bit encryption is a necessity. Other problems exist like in the UK where the 
Customer Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations 2000 mean that the consumer must be presented with the 
entire agreement before they can purchase anything (Loney 2000). Naturally it is not practical let alone feasible 
to effectively display a 20-page agreement on a mobile phone display. With regards to the user interface, keying 
in passwords can even prove to be problematic especially when manufacturers set up their phones, assuming that 
the first character will be a capital. There is also the reduced protection caused by the narrow bandwidth, the 
short identification keys, and the vulnerability of the device itself to theft. Even though keys can be stored on the 
Wireless Identification Module (WIM)/Security Identification Module (SIM), they are only as secure as the PIN 
number needed to unlock the phone (Brooks 2001). There is also the risk of transmission leaks. Specifically, the 
job of base stations is to decipher the digital data from the air before sending it to the rest of the network. In this 
way, transmissions between base stations and central office switches have little or no security (Brooks 2001). 
Although Wireless Internet Devices (WIDs) offer organisations the advantages of greater network connectivity 
and mobile Internet access, they also pose serious security risks. Exposure from significant security breaches 
may emanate from two main dilemmas (Johnson 2000). The first is that development of security technologies 
lags behind the introduction of WID-based operating platforms meaning that there are fewer available security 
solutions available for WIDs. The result is that security policies and technologies may be unable to be deployed 
?n som~_or_all of the organisation's WIDs. _Th~s, an unauthorised_ us~r (employee, sub-contractor or other 
trust~d _ms1der) may be able to access applications and confidential information for which they do not have 
perm1ss1on. The second problem relates to security officers who may well find it difficult learning and deploying security 
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policies on such new and complex techn 1 . E . 
"bl . h . o og1es. ven m cases h . 
comp_atl e wit wireless operating systems, security officers m w ere sec~~ syst:ms have been designed to be 
security systems can be deployed for the var· . 1 ay lag behmd m the1r understandi"ng of h" h I . . 10us w1re ess dev· 1 d w 1c techno ?g1es hke WIDs, rather than their security risks or ~ces.- n or er to concentrate on the benefits of 
can be implemented regardless of the specific netw k' tan1sat1ons need platform-independent solutions that 
with. or arc tectures and technologies they are intended to work 
There is also the issue of viruses. Phones and PDA dd. . . 
very attractive to virus writers. Sun Microsystem i5 ~ea mg scnptmg languages of their own, which could be 
version of the popular language designed for mob~lea~e~~::e~ '.11111?un~ed Java2 Micro ~dition (J2ME), a 
programmers wnte applets that will run on any platform re ardte its bigger bro~er, Micro !ava lets 
processor. A greater threat than Java is Wscript, the scri ti! la ess of the ~n?erlymg operatm? s~stem or 
than Java. W AP gives scripts direct access to telepho ~ ~- ngu?~ bmlt mto W "?"p· . Wscnpt 1s less secure 
directory assistance. This means that a vrru· s c Id nyk . c IOns, esigned for apphcat10ns such as online 
ou wor Its way through a us ' h b k 1 • to transmit a copy of itself. Users of the Japanese NIT D C M k h er s p one oo 'ca 1mg everyone 
like this, thanks to a PC-based virus. For example the Tun· 0 0 °fio ? networ . av~ alre~dy :xperienc_ed something d d • ' mca worm 1s wntten m Visual Basic Script (VBS) 
an operates un er Wmdows and uses Microsoft's Outlook address book to spread itself via email It also send 
SMS text messages to random mobile phone numbers. SMS itself does not present a virus threat because it is s 
pur~ text and cannot carry executable code. However, Timofonica exposes the vulnerability of mobile networks 
to virus attacks (Brooks 200 I). 
As m?re users mov: away from their own desktop and access the Internet remotely, protecting their data against 
security breaches will once m?re be a critical issue. The development of smart card technologies in previous 
systems offer~ a good groundmg for data protection and authentication for surfers on the go, making commerce 
secure and rehab le. However, these implementations have typically required a password or PIN that are too 
easily forgotten or forged. Also businesses still deal with customers who say 'I didn't do that. Someone else 
bought it'. The trend is to move towards a biometric system where it is thought that measuring physical 
characteristics to verify a person's identity offers greater protection in the e-commerce era (Yackley 2000). With 
biometrics such statements could not be falsified as the physical item belongs only to that person. Biometrics 
includes voice recognition, iris and face scans and fingerprint authentication. Fingerprint identification is likely 
to win out over eye and face scans because it is much cheaper and does not carry the same negative connections. 
PC manufacturers like NEC are currently selling keyboards with fingerprint sensors with prototypes of mobile 
phones with sensors on the handset in development. Veridicom, a Santa Clara, California company has 
introduced fingerprint-ID technology with its smart cards. As opposed to digital certificates and other browser-
based security measures that just sit on the users computer, Veridicom'~ Match-on-C~d, is _arranged such !hat the 
fingerprint template remains on the card. This technology that authenticate: f~gerprmts w1thout_rr:msfem~g the 
data to a PC or cell phone, means that the user is in control o~their ~le~tromc signature: because 1t 1s on their 
finger. It is expected that the widespread use of smart card b10metncs m cell phones will take another r.,o or 
three years (Yackley 2000). 
The arrival of third-generation (3G) cellular networks, wireless application protocol (W AP) a_nd mobil~ m-
commerce further undermines the issue of security on users' personal ?evices ~nd can used with all maJor bearers 
s h s CDMA TDMA etc. It is imperative to find an effective solution to this matter as ~onsumers are more 
uc a , , b "th I k f security being consumers' biggest fear when 
conscientious about security than th~y used to e WI a~) \ 0 combat these security issues, RSA Security h:is performing an ~-commerce transact10n (Gal~ Group 200 ;otocol o timised for use over wireless 
released the Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS) P ' ? I ·thm art of the WTLS 
k Al RSA has unveiled the RC5 encryption a gon • P communication networ s. so d artn d "th Nokia Ericsson, 3Com and others invol,ed 
specification - to the W AP Fo~ standards bo:y an_ ~t =:e~,
1 
offering; (Gale Group 2000). Due to the 
with wireless devices to embed its BSAFE pro ~cts. m 1 5 p . d" WAP can be found via 
. d d 1 t of WAP the latest secunty mformat1on regar mg 
contmue eve opmen , 
www.wapforum.org. 
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· · · · · v· fi W AP Gateways is the first product that protects With regard to securing agamst viruses, F-Secure Anti- rrus or . In b·i·t· F S Ant· 
· · · · d e from new and emergmg vu era 1 1 1es. - ecure 1-wireless commumcat1ons transactions an m-commerc . . . h 
· ' · · · 1· · d by checkmg for viruses and TroJan orses Virus for W AP Gateways provides protection agamst ma 1c1ous co e .. 
in the content to be transferred to WAP enabled devices. The product detects and d_is_mfects WAP-re~ated . . 
• · • 11 ·d· t· ly updates ofmahc10us code detection act1v1ty. mahc1ous content transparently and automat1ca y, prov1 mg tme . . 
By doing this, it proactively protects the infrastructure, users, their terminals and phone bills as well as their 
sensitive data. 
From the perspective of the WAP Gateway, the solution appears as_ an HTTP proxy as shoW? in ~gure 2, making 
it easy to add content security to W AP and other HTTP-based arch1tecture_s. The advanc~ virus signature 
database is specially designed to handle mobile terminal type patterns, while the automatic update feature 
ensures that the database is always up-to-date (Brooks 200 I). 
WAP 
Gateway F-Secure Anti-
Virus for WAP 
Gateways 
Figure 2: Representation of anti-virus software within the W AP network. 
In tackling this new wireless frontier Hewlett Packard Internet Security Solutions Division has integrated the HP 
Praesidium VirtualVault into its WAP server solutions. More than 120 banks in 24 countries - with combined 
assets exceeding $7 trillion-already rely on VirtualVault. Integrated with Nokia and Tantau WAP servers, 
VirtualVault now protects the W AP server, as well as the Web server, and controls access to back-end 
applications. As a result, this configuration protects internal resources, transactions, and business relationships 
from sophisticated security attacks (Brooks 200 I). 
The trusted W AP solution sits on the border between the outside world and the enterprise to safely connect 
applications and databases to mobile users as shown in Figure 3. VirtualVault controls all communication 
between the internal and external compartments. This solution can be deployed in any type of network, 
including mobile operator and company-specific networks, in a matter of days. In most cases, no changes to 
legacy systems are needed. For configurations with existing Web servers, the trusted WAP server can be added 
as a thin layer to this configuration, maintaining the existing investment. Alternatively, a separate WAP delivery 
channel can be constructed (Brooks 200 I). 
//--► 
WAP Browser 
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When it comes to the issue of security it seems that the continents h 
• d · I · . are somew at separated between a cash and 
credit car society. t 1s apparent that Amencans are not acculturated to s rt d h . 
1. s· -1 • ma car st at are more smtably fitted to the European menta 1ty. 1m1 arly 1t seems that Americans live in a credi"t soci·ety as d E 
·11 fi h b • . oppose to uropeans 
who st1 pre er to use cas ecause ofthe1r fear ofpnvacy compromi·ses Thi·s ap h · h 
1 
d • 
. . . pre ens10n as resu te m lower rates of e-commerce where for mstance m Germany only 23 percent of Net user d 1· h 
. . . . , . , s ma e on me pure ases 
with their credit ca:ds m l 99~ ~ ackley 2000). Amenca's endearment with the use of checks is another obstacle 
in the growth of Wire~ess e-b1llmg. Notably America is the only industrialised nation where the quantity of 
checks used actually mcreases every year (Koller 2000). 
CONCLUSION 
M-commerce offers much for businesses and consumers alike. Domestically and internationally the trends point 
to the number of phones sold exceeding PC sales. Nevertheless, even when the much talked about 3G video-
capable high-speed phone services are available -which are not expected to arrive before 2005 in the US - Web 
content on phones will vary a great deal from that viewed on a PC. With legal and standards issues still to be 
developed, it seems that the phone will augment rather than replace the PC for the time being. The immediate 
outlook form-commerce will be dependent on obvious navigation, concise content as well as automated 
navigation with other channels. The main barrier to success of new technologies and applications built upon 
them is convincing users to upgrade to next generation services. Like with e-commerce this will not eventuate 
until a secure level of trust can be established between the user, the technologies and the service provider. 
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Virtual Organising in a Floating Product·io St 
n orage and Offtake Oil 
and Gas Project 
ABSTRACT 
E. Tan 
School ~f Management Information Systems 
Edith Cowan University, Australia 
E-mail: e. tan@monadel.com. au 
This paper describes a strategy for organising large scale one-off engineering design and construction projects 
in which major components have to be concurrently purpose-designed and constructed in different parts of the 
world prior to final assembly on site. In the case of the Floating Production Storage and Ojftake (FPSO) facility 
selected for the development of the CNL oil and gas field off the northern coast of Australia, a combination of 
co-located and geographically dispersed teams from various participating organisations collaborated using an 
integrated project information system. The experience of this project suggests that the establishment of the 
requisite information systems infrastructure should be supplemented by an infostructure tailored to the need~ of 
the participating organisations. Furthermore, a sympathetic infoculture is required in the participating 
organisations to ensure commitment to and consistent use of the integrated project information system. 
Keywords: virtual organising, integrated project information system, engineering and construction projects, oil 
and gas, FPSO. 
INTRODUCTION 
New oil and gas fields are continually being brou1ht ?n~tre~1~
0 
s~!/~:~n~:~~:i~;n~I~:~~ ~:;a~:: 
for energy and to replace the depleting reserves o _ex1stmg 1 ie ~~thod for developing such remote 
in remote offshore areas. The FPSO arrangement is a popu ar 
offshore fields, particularly those located in deep water. 
. . h d hull which provides oil storage and supports process 
A typical FPSO compnses a shtp-s ape_ 1 . F l. The hull weather-vanes around a turret facilities on its deck, as shown schematical y m Th1g. ·1 fi Id is drained via a number of subsca wells 
· h h it to the seabed e 01 ie h b d mooring system wh1c anc ors · . Th ellheads and manifolds on t c sea c 
which are drilled before the FPSO arrives on locat10n. det ~he FPSO by a system offlowlincs and 
d . tern and are connecte o SO . . I comprise the subsea pro uctwn sys fl line / riser system and enter the FP via spccta 
risers. Fluids from the wells travel along the ow 
swivels in the turret mooring syStem. 
. . rocess facilities. Some gas is used for power 
Gas and water are separated from the crude ml m t~=s~ed and reinjected back into the ?ii field. TI1e 
generation and the balance is either ~a~~d ~; com!ped to shuttle tankers that tcmporanly moor to the 
crude oil is stored in the hull and peno ica y pu 
stem of the FPSO. PSO difficult to find 
· cnts of a F arc . 
. . d building all the maJor compon II , desicned and hmlt hy a 
The expertise for des1gnmghanll nd its associated marine systems are usua t)mo~rinc svstem is the 
. h" any The u a . h. yard The turrc ~ · . 1 wit m one comp . . d construction team mas tp . . I fluid swivels. Likewise. t ,e 
vertically integrated design an the technology for the spccta . 
. f pany that owns expert province o a com 
--,------:--;-;-;::c;;--;::;~;;-;;,;~;zil01 ________________ 1P5aagc486 
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flexible risers and flowlines can only be reliably designed, supplied and installe~ by a han~ful of 
companies worldwide. The process facilities are designed and built to normal 011 and gas md_ustry 
standards with some minor modifications to account for the movements of the FPSO. There 1s usually 
an overall control system which links all the major components back to a central control room located 
in the accommodation block on the deck of the FPSO. 
Such projects are generally one-off as the major components have to be specifically tailored to the 
characteristics of the particular oil field, eg well flow rates, fluid composition, pressure and 
temperature profiles, as well as the site environmental and geotechnical conditions. 
Quite apart from the economic pressures to bring every field onstream as quickly as possible, there are 
also many design interfaces and overall technical integrity considerations linking these major FPSO 
components which necessitate their concurrent design and construction. Whilst co-location of the 
design teams is preferred for ease of communication and management, this is often not practicable for 
FPSO projects because of the geographically dispersed locations of the participating expert companies 
which may be supporting a number of projects worldwide at any one time. 
Although a few shipyards are capable of constructing the hull, process facilities and turret in one 
location, this is not the usual arrangement. Most oil and gas clients prefer to award construction of the 
process facilities to fabrication yards with good track records for similar construction for the oil and 
gas industry. There is also the usual reluctance to place "all the eggs in one basket". The turret 
mooring system, including the fluid swivels, is often provided as a design-construct package by the 
expert company. Other specialist suppliers provide the flexible risers, flowlines and overall FPSO 
control system. 
Hence, a FPSO oil and gas project presents the challenge of successfully organising a large scale one-
off engineering design and construction project in which major components have to be concurrently 
purpose-designed and constructed in different parts of the world prior to final assembly on site. 
One solution to this problem is to use a combination of co-located and geographically dispersed teams 
from the participating organisations who collaborate using an integrated project information system, as 
illustrated in the following case. 
THE CNL FIELD DEVELOPMENT 
The CNL field, located in deep water off the northern coast of Australia, was discovered in late 1995. 
After feasibility studies by the client, Enercorp, the decision was taken to develop the field using 
subsea wells and a permanently moored FPSO unit. 
The we!l fluids are stabilised on the FP~O and the produced light crude oil is exported through an 
offlo~dm~ hose to tandem m~~red tradmg tankers. The purpose-built hull is designed for a 20 year 
workmg hfe and has a 1.4 mllhon-barrel storage capacity. The process facilities located on the deck of 
the hull are designed to handle an oil production rate of 170,000 barrels per day. 
Key Players and the Major Contracts 
Late in 1996, En~rcorp awarded the contract for designing and constructing the FPSO to the Norway 
Monaco Con~ortmm (NMC) ~o~ed by the multinational Norwegian Engineering Company (NEC) 
and t~e moonng systems_speciahst Monaco Mooring Systems (MMS). To shorten the overall project 
du~at10n, Enercorp negotiated and awarded a contract for design and construction of the hull to Korea 
Shipyard (KSY) in parallel with its negotiations with NMC. This hull contract was then novated by 
Enercorp to NMC to manage as part of the FPSO contract. 
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Within th~ NMC, NEC was res~onsible for overall process design and technical integrity ofth FPSO 
MMS designed the turre~ moo~mg system in its Monaco head office and subcontracted fabrica~on of · 
the system to Abu Dha?t F_abncators (ADF). NEC designed the process facilities in its Norway office 
and subconn:acted fabnc~tton of the key process modules to Australia Constructors (ACON) and the 
balance to Smgapo:e Shipyard (SSY)_. Hundreds o~purchase orders were also placed by NEC's project 
procurement team m Norway for eqmpment to be mcorporated into the process facilities. SSY also 
won the subcontract for the assembly, hookup and commissioning of the FPSO after delivery of the 
hull, turret and remaining process modules to Singapore. 
Enercorp awarded the contract for the design, construction and offshore installation of the subsea 
production system, flowlines and risers to another consortium, Subsea Flowlines Offshore (SFO). 
SFO subcontracted the design and construction of the subsea production system to Scotland Subsea 
Technologies (SST) who carried out the design in Scotland but fabricated the system in Australia. 
SFO was also responsible for towing the assembled FPSO from Singapore to the CNL field off the 
northern coast of Australia. The flowlines and mooring chains previously installed on location by SFO 
were then connected to the FPSO for final commissioning tests and commencement of production in 
late 1999. 
Both NMC and SFO worked closely with Australia Control Systems (ACS), the specialist company 
engaged by Enercorp for the design and supply of the overall control system for the FPSO and the 
subsea production system. 
The FPSO contract hierarchy and contract boundaries are illustrated in _Figs. 2 an_d 3 respectively. This 
contracting approach was adopted by Enercorp to motivate the two roam ~o?~ort~a, NMC and ~~O, to 
manage the many interfaces within their respective boundaries of respons1b1hty, m theory requmng 
Enercorp only to adjudicate between them. 
d SFO and ACS to use NEC's integrated project information system (l'.IS) 
Encrcorp also encourage f d' f g all the concurrent design and construct10n 
which was adopted by NMC as a means o coor ma m . . 
activities by the combination of co-located and geographically dispersed teams. 
The Project Schedule 
. extremel ambitious and partly depended on NEC 
The original 30-mo_nth project sche::le ;:a:h based :n. overlapping design, procurement and 
successfully repeatmg the fast-trac ppr FPSO project in Norway. 
construction activities as used on an ear ier . 
. the use ofIPIS which integrates design and inforn:auon 
Much of the previous success was attnb~ted to k' f completion status of the many clements which 
management and facilitates the systematic trac mg o 
make up a FPSO. · f h. 
. din the implementation o t is 
. 1 diffi lfes were expenence . h 
In the case of the CNL proj~c\ra:~;le ~~ clontributed in tum to a ~rificant i:;:;r l~htatsuch 
concept, as elaborated later m ts d 1 . outlined in Figure 4. It wou appear, . 
. d 39-month sche u e as • · 1999) project budget an a on for FPSO proJects (Rost, · 
overruns and delays are not uncomm 
The Project Organisation II s the respective consortium 
. t Manager as we a . 
ed to the Enercorp ProJeC enerally organised tn a 
A Project Manager wh? repo~thin each consortium; t?e teams_ wer;; oncnts, and with acc~ss to 
board led each consortmm. W tred around ind1V1dual maJor c . h~ ch team to coord111atc 
h. 1 tructure cen 1 ted wit m ca 1 traditional hierarc tea s . Interface engineers were oc~ d sc aratc team to ensure t ,at 
shared project support_ ~~:::~omponents. NMC a~so e~a~hs~:p:nc~ts progressed concurrently. 
technical interfaces wit o a1·ntained while design o t e c 
. 1 • t gn'ty was m overall technica m e 
___-:--·-
------;-;-;;:~&,;i;,WOO:WCil" _______________ P~gQ488 
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The project kicked off after Enercorp in Australia completed feasibility studies. Enercorp. ~u_pervismy 
personnel were then located in contractor design offices in Norway (NEC for process facihties), 
Monaco (MMS for turret mooring system), Korea (KSY for hull) and Austraha (SFO for subse~ 
system and ACS for integrated control system) as the major component contracts were p~ogressively 
awarded. This trend continued as the fabrication of the major FPSO components started ~n Korea 
(hull), Abu Dhabi (turret), Singapore (process facilities and FPSO assembly) and :'--ustra!rn (proc~ss 
facilities and subsea systems). NMC and SFO personnel were also sent to supervise thetr respective 
fabrication subcontractors in these countries. 
The site teams reported back to their respective consortium design offices. The NMC project 
management team moved from the NEC design office in Norway to Australia when the design of the 
process facilities was almost complete. Hull construction was already well advanced by that s~age and 
fabrication was underway on the process facilities in Australia and Singapore. A few NEC design 
engineers and procurement personnel remained in Norway to complete their outstanding tasks. The 
SFO design office was located in Australia and liaised with the SST office in Scotland responsible for 
the design of the sub sea production system. 
The Integrated Project Information System (IPIS) 
As a major engineering contractor in the Norwegian oil and gas industry, NEC has developed a 
sophisticated integrated project information system (IPIS) to manage the multidisciplinary technical 
information progressively created in the course of a typical oil and gas project. This information is 
vital for interface management, project control and maintaining overall technical integrity. It also 
captures a lot of the information required for subsequent commissioning and operation of the facility. 
IPIS integrates computerised design tools and associated database systems into a comprehensive and 
controlled environment. All common data from the various application systems are uniquely and 
commonly defined and stored in a core database as shown in Fig. 5. This minimises data duplication, 
enhances overall data integrity and facilitates the meticulous change control necessary for managing 
design optimisation in complex projects. The system also enables timely incorporation of as-built or 
vendor information into ongoing design, construction, commissioning work and ultimately into 
reference documentation for operational use. 
IPIS applications include 3D design, materials management, systems engineering, piping and 
instrumentation design, project completion and document management. Other non-integrated systems 
communicate with the common database via a standard import/export interface. 
In the case of the CNL Project, IPIS was available to the various design offices and construction sites 
in Norway, Monaco, Abu Dhabi, Singapore, Australia and Korea via a dedicated project Wide Area 
Network. The main server was originally located in the NEC office in Norway and subsequently 
shifted to the NEC branch office in Australia when the NMC project management team was relocated. 
Fig. 6 depicts the WAN structure after the relocation. 
Local Area Networks were also established in each project office and site. Email was used extensively 
for communication within the project and with other organisations involved in the project. 
Use ofIPIS w~s fundamental to the overall management of the CNL project given the many 
concurrent design, procurement and construction activities taking place all over the world. Interfaces 
~ere modelled using the 3D design system and all project documents and correspondence were stored 
m t?e document management s~stem .. The weight control module was used to track dry and operating 
weights of all components as this was important for structural design and overall weight control of this 
floating facility. 
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However, a number of problems were experienced .th h 
WI t e use ofIPIS on the CNL project. 
One major difficulty was the fact that the system has been . . 
Norway. The Norwegian oil and gas industry is 1 kn?eveloped ~nmanl~ for NEC work in 
supplier and construction organisations that have~ :e 11 ~ co~umty of chent, engineering, 
relationships arising from the continuous stream of u ~ Y ene ited from the long-standing 
the last two decades. These relationships which enccon acts a~d ~rders a"':arded to local firms over 
. . . , ourage active mformatton sha · d difficult to rephcate m the short term with the other O • f . . nng an trust, were had not previously worked with NEC. rgamsa tons participating in the CNL project who 
It also transpired that some of the Norwegian industry work pr t· d · f: · ac tees an mter aces on which IPIS is 
based were not norms for the other organisations involved in the CNL project. 
Most NEC personnel had developed familiarity with IPIS as it evolved over a period of years. 
However, IPIS pr?ved to be~ very steep learning curve for non-NEC personnel on the CNL project_ 
~artly bc~ause of its complex~ty_and partly because of their lack of familiarity with the way in which 
mfonn~t10n was structured w1thm the system. Ironically, the fact that most personnel used English on 
the project actually caused a degree of confusion - it transpired that in some cases the same words 
were being used with (slightly) different meanings! 
The very tight project schedule meant limited time and resources for training non-NEC personnel who 
often had to rely on available NEC personnel to assist them as they learnt to use the system. The 
staggered commencement of project personnel also meant that there were always new people learning 
to use IPIS. These problems were particularly acute for the offices and sites outside of Norway. 
The one-off nature of the project may also have affected the readiness of some NEC personnel to fully 
transfer skills in the use of this strategic tool to non-NEC project team members. Likewise, non-NEC 
personnel may also have been reluctant to invest the significant effort required to master this tool. 
Some remote offices and sites also experienced problems with system response speeds, probably due 
to bandwidth limitations in the local communications infrastructure. Data replication was also an 
aspect that required frequent attention. 
As a result of these difficulties, most non-NEC personnel ended up using only the doc~men~ 
t t · IPIS The relevant data from non-NEC components had to be mput mto the managemcn sys em m . 
other IPIS applications by NEC personnel. 
. d h" ti ated electronic workflow function which 
:~ ~;;;;;i:~:g=~~:J~:::ior:~~•0} 0{ 0i~~j!, ~~:!!!i':';.t";tc":~::.;~!'· 
spccificatio~s, reports and v~ndor data. How::::~I~~c: oifamiliarity of some non-NEC personnel 
the use of this system-possibly due to tbe g Th omplexity of the document management 
with fully electronic document management systems~ 11:r~ had to be relocated from Norway to 
system also meant that_ a team of NEC -~c~:~t t~~npr~ject management team. It then took several 
Australia when the mam se:".er w~s shb1 fie 1 I Australian personnel could run the system. 
months to transfer the requtSite skills e ore oca 
. t the document management system. in theory 
Non-electronic project infom~.ation w~s scanned ;~.;ct ersonnel. However, backlogs_in sca~ning the 
enhancing the availability of mfo~atton to_all p ~ t ~ies in indexing often caused d1fficulucs for 
. t d umentatton and mcons1s en k huge amount of proJeC 0 ~ . . fi design and construction wor • 
personnel dependent on this mformat10n or 
. t db phone and fax. Video-conference 
·1 d IPIS project personnel commumca e y d the construction site te:mK Apart from ema1 an ' h . ct management team an . 
meetings were hel~ regular~y b;;~~:; t~ ~:
0
tproblem for key personncl_ sue~ ::et~,:;1;~~,~~c of the 
However, informat10n over oa . This was compounded by occas1ona 
managers, supervisors and coordmators. 
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highly efficient electronic document distribution system to push documents to people who did not 
really need to review or read the documents. 
Despite the problems encountered, it is difficult to envisage how the huge amounts of in~o~ation that 
had to be shared "in real time" amongst the geographically dispersed team~ (~nd even_ withm co-
located teams) could have been managed without a similar sort of electr~mc mformat10n sys_tem. 
After the FPSO commenced operations, the document management port10n of IPIS was retamed for 
retrieval of historical information by the operations team. 
CONCLUSION 
Oil and gas fields developed using the FPSO approach face the challenge of successfully organising 
large scale one-off engineering design and construction projects in which major components have to 
be concurrently purpose-designed and constructed in different parts of the world prior to final 
assembly on site. 
One solution, as demonstrated on the CNL oil and gas field development, involves a combination of 
co-located and geographically dispersed teams from various participating organisations who 
collaborate using an integrated project information system (IPIS). 
Despite a substantial investment in a sophisticated WAN spanning a number of countries, there were 
quite a few infrastructure issues regarding bandwidth, response time and data replication that had to be 
addressed on the CNL project. 
IPIS had been developed over the years to suit the design and construction interfaces, procedures and 
practices in the Norwegian oil and gas industry. Not surprisingly, a number of infostructure issues 
arose when shipyards and fabricators in Korea, Singapore, Australia and Abu Dhabi had to interface 
with the system. 
IPIS had previously been used successfully in the environment of active information sharing and trust 
prevailing in the Norwegian oil and gas industry as a result of business relationships built up over the 
last two decades. This infoculture did not necessarily extend to the other organisations participating in 
the CNL project, some of whom were dealing with NEC for the first time. 
The one-off nature of the project may also have compounded the problem ofIPIS skills transfer, 
already made difficult by the tight project schedule and limited resources. The end result was that the 
system was probably not used to its full potential in most areas of the project. 
Despite all the problems experienced with the use ofIPIS, the author is of the opinion that it was 
essential to the successful completion of the CNL project. The fact that the FPSO was able to exceed 
its nominal design throughput shortly after commencing oil production indicates that the complex 
technical integration of the components was successfully achieved. Furthermore the document 
manag_ement portion of the project information system remains in use today by the Enercorp 
operat10ns team. 
DISCUSSION 
The geograph~cal spread oft~e vario_u~ companies and teams which combined to deliver this project 
appears to satisfies the genenc defimt10n by (Lawrence, 1998) of a virtual organisation as 
'an amorphous entity which is a combination of different companies or individuals that have combined 
to complete specific projects or business propositions and development'. 
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Interestingly, the CNL proiect w ti 1 H . J as onna ly structured . 
o~ever, it was forced to function virtually bee ts an mtegrated hierarchical organisation 
design offices and construction sites. ause O the geographical dispersion of the vario~s 
(Marshall, 2000) suggests that inte t d . . gra e orgamsat10ns are preferred over virtual . . 
. . . orgamsattons when 
• mnovat10n 1s systemic rather than t 
. . au onomous 
• mformat1on and know} d fl . ' 
. . e ge ows are tacit rather than codified 
• ab1hty to resolve conflicts is high rather th 1 , 
• . t· ti . k an ow, 
mcen ives or ns taking are low rather than high. 
In the CNL project, innovation was generall s stemi d . 
the major FPSO components. Change contr~l ~as a ;a_ue to the complex mterrelatio~ships linking 
Changes were tracked via IPIS and authorised v· th ~o_r cohn~em throughout the project duration. 
Ia e project 1erarchy. 
Much effort was expended in codifying and storin info f . 
requ~~ed ~y Enercorp to provide specific documen~ation r::::~:~: ~~;!;s ~~\~~~~~f !~~se;ere also 
spec1 1cat1ons, reports, manuals, etc. However design ex ertise essenti 11 · • . 
little motivation or time available for knowled~e transfer p Th" 1 a y r;mamed tacit, there bemg 
regarding !PIS itself. . is was a so party true of knowledge 
A larg~ proporti~n of project management energy was devoted to conflict resolution because of the 
many 1~terface~ mvolved and requirement for realistic compromises due to budgetary and time 
constramts - this was part of the reason for the integrated hierarchical organisation structure. 
One side effe_ct of the integrated organisation structure was to discourage risk taking. There was a 
constant tension between the desire for innovation (including continued design optimisation) and the 
drive to achieve project budgetary and schedule targets. 
It is also interesting to compare and contrast the CNL project with the Virtual Cross-supply chain 
Concept development Collaborative (VC3) teams used by Boeing-Rocketdyne. In the case study 
reported by Carman (1999) an 8-person virtual team successfully designed a radically improved thrust 
chamber for a rocket engine. The team comprised five members from Rocketdyne, two from 
Raytheon (1000 miles away) and one from MacNeal-Schwendler (100 miles away) - all located in 
USA. The work was completed over 89 virtual meetings held over a IO-month period. 
The main design phase on the CNL project lasted about 18 months. Several hundred people worked 
on the project. NMC personnel alone peaked at about 250 in Norw~y, 4~ in Monac_o, 40 i~ Korea and 
15 in Singapore. Although almost all project personnel spoke English, differences m termmology and 
work practices did occasionally result in misunderstanding. 
NMC Enercorp and subcontractor personnel were typically co-located as integrated te~ms ~t eac~ 
cons~ction site and communicated with the other project design ?ffices and construct10n site~ via 
phone fax email and video-conferencing. Quite a number of project personnc! never met their 
count~rpa~s in other locations face-to-face duri~g the project and relied exclusively on these 
communication methods and IPIS for collaborat10n. 
. d inte ation tools The much larger scale of the CNL 
Both the VC3 team and the ~N~ proj~Ct use d ~ t . form~tion system which was the result of 
project required a more soph1st1cated mtegrha:eh projeC mded as a competitive advantace over its rival 
f d 1 nt by NEC and w 1c was re gar ~ many years o eve opme d I t t Notebook an off-the-shelf product. 
engineering companies. The VC3 team use n eme ' 
. 0 d . Agreement which had been worked 
fi f · sting Continuous r cnng . . . 1 The VC3 team had the bene t O an exi h f the precedin~ year. Although T\H 311( 
. . . . sations over t e course o ~ . . 
out between the part1c1patmg orgam hus facilitating the formation of the N~1C con~<1rtwm 
MMS had previously worked closely together, t 
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for this project, the other key players, including Enerco~, KS~, ACON, SSY,_ SF_O, ACS and SST, 
h d k d 'th th ·mmediately prior to this project. The orgamsat1ons were brought a not wor e w1 one ano er 1 1 ft r 1 rtu · fi together via competitively tendered contracts and the tight sched_ule e ttt e oppo mty 0~ 
developing the sort of trust-based collaborative arrangements enjoyed by t?e VC3 team. This ~ay 
have affected the commitment by non-NEC personnel to use NEC's propnetary IPIS on the project. 
Furthermore, the CNL project was NEC's first major FPSO_contract invo~ving rel?cation ~flarge 
numbers of NEC personnel outside of Norway. Hence, the mterf~ce and 1~form~t10n-shanng . 
procedures and protocols had not been previously tested on a project as widely dispersed a~ this. The 
tight schedule, transient nature and number of project members would have made it very difficult to 
formulate coordination protocols in the collaborative manner employed by the VC3 ~~a~. IP!S 
training documentation tended to be quite prescriptive and assumed a degree of fam1hanty with NEC 
work practices. 
The VC3 team recognised the need to invest a significant amount of time and effort in setting strategy, 
agreeing technology usage protocols and aligning work processes at different stages of their 
collaboration. Although resources were allocated to tackle the information communication technology 
aspects of the CNL project, strategy and work processes did not seem to receive the attention they 
deserved. NMC project management effort was focussed on solving the more immediate technical and 
contractual problems. 
In their post-mortem, the VC3 team acknowledged that the support of a knowledge manager would 
have greatly assisted the 8-person collaboration. The CNL project which involved several hundred 
people would definitely have benefited from a knowledge manager employed by Enercorp to oversee 
this crucial aspect across all the participating organisations. Instead, the project relied on the support 
ofNEC's corporate information systems management personnel who had developed IPIS. These 
personnel, whilst expert in NEC's integrated project infonnation system, did not necessarily have the 
overall project knowledge management perspective or sufficient motivation to understand the culture 
and specific needs of the other organisations. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
More cases could be studied to examine the applicability of this approach to other engineering design 
and construction projects. This may be influenced by factors such as type of industry, project size and 
duration, geographical dispersion of project team, degree of overlapping work, contracting 
arrangements and characteristics of participating organisations. The last factor could include 
experience of previous collaborative work between and within the organisations as well as evidence 
of the requisite skills required to design and manage virtual teams of knowledge' workers from 
different organisations (Grenier, 1995, Chap. 20). 
A more ~etailed ~onsideration of the infonnation flows involved in such complex projects may be 
worthwhile. Pre~10us work on sequentia!, de~ign centered, concurrent and dynamic design definition 
mo~~ls (Y azdam, 1999) for product ~ngmeenng could perhaps be extended to such one-off projects. In 
add1t1on to the challenge of mfonnatlon management during the dynamic engineering and construction 
phas~, there are al~o whole of project life economic and knowledge management issues to be 
considered (Jaafan, 2000). 
The ~ork by_McK~y (2000) on the ~esign ofinterorganisational tools could perhaps be extended to 
provide specific gmdance from the mfrastructure infostructure and 1·ncoc ltu t· ( • , 11 u re perspec 1ves as 
defined m Newell (1999)) for further development of this approach Much d d th d f 
. . . . . epen s on e egree o 
motlvat10~ at orgamsat10n, team, and personal levels to invest in setting strategy, agreeing 
collaborative techn~logy usage protocols and aligning work processes (Carman, 1999) for the benefit 
of these one-off projects. If the network organisation (Miles, 1994) is the ideal model for such 
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geographically dispersed projects, is it achievable in practice in th h' hi . . . 
environment (Rosi, 1999)? e ig Y competitive 011 and gas 
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ABSTRACT 
B2B E-commerce and Small Businesses: 
A Melbourne Snapshot 
Melissa Johnson and Stephen Burgess 
School of Information Systems 
Victoria University of Technology 
PO Box 14428, Melbourne City MC, Victoria, Australia, 8001 
This paper examines some of the literature in relation to the use of Business-to-Business (B2B) electronic 
commerce by small businesses. A survey of businesses in the Melbourne (Australia) region was carried out to see 
if the issues identified in the literature in relation to the use of B2B e-commerce applied locally. Results showed 
Melbourne businesses to be consistent with uses and attitudes identified in the literature. Small business 
respondents had a lower level of document transfer, less B2B awareness and had lower levels of adoption of 
B2B. Some trends were identified in different industry areas. 
Keywords: B2B; Business-to-Business; E-Commerce; Small Business; Melbourne; Australia 
INTRODUCTION 
Value wise, business-to-business (B2B) electronic commerce i~ the m?st significant f?rm of electronic . ) f 
commerce activity. This paper examines some of the literature m relat10~ to the ~doptJon (and non-adopt10~ 0 
this type of electronic commerce by small businesses. The purpose ofthts paper_1s to report on the re~~s o a 
surve of small businesses in the Melbourne (Australia) region. The study examme~ wh~ther many O e 
~hara~teristics identified in the international liter~ture ca~ be applied local\~, especially m the areas of small 
business knowledge ofB2B, and the reasons for its adopt10n and non-adoption. 
BACKGROUND 
Business-to-Business Electro~ic Commerce - erce) as activities that directly support commerce by means 
Straub (1998) defines electromc commerce (e comm . ·ty f external activity currently occurs between one 
of electronic (that is, networked) connectio~s. The r:J?n s ~r B2B e-commerce (DIST, 1998), and often 
business and another business (dubbed busmes~-to~usmes pie of this is the supply chain of wholesaler to 
involves many businesses along the supply cham. . exam B2B except the one between retailer and cus_tomer: 
distributor to retailer to customer, where all of the !mks are ovides the ability to connect businesses with their 
. . ( r 82c). B2B e-commerce pr . 
which ts busmess-to-~onsumer o d advantages in the supply cham 
trading partners creatmg new benefits an 
-
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· d 80o/c f 11 electronic commerce (Conhaim, 1999). This is 
It is estimated that B2B transactions have compnse O O a h" . 1 d (Str b 1998· Viehland 1998): likely to remain the case in the near future. Some of the reasons fort ts me u e au ' ' ' 
Businesses are generally more computerised and networked tha~ homes 
Many businesses only sell their goods and services to other busmesses. . b . 
· · · · fi b · sses goes from busmess to usmess. The majonty of transact10ns m the supply cham or many usme 
· · · · tt· ft"nfiormation such as payment terms, Supply cham management tools, mvolvmg the commumca on o . . . 
instructions and product details electronically, dominate B2B e-commerce apphcattons. Large retailers are able 
to remove a substantial part of their inventory carrying costs as purchasing becomes the ~ 0st popular typ~ ~f 
business-to-business e-commerce transaction (Friel, 1999; Conhaim, 1999). Many suppliers are now provtdmg 
web sites that not only provide these services, but also extra services sue~ as order placeme_n~ ~nd appro~al . 
tailored to a particular organisation (Karpinksi, 1999). Newer supply cham related B2B act1V1ttes target Just-m-
time applications and improved customer response (Johnston, 2000). 
B2B Electronic Commerce In Small Business . . 
For the purpose of this study a small business will be characterised as one with 30 employees or less (mcludmg 
managers/owners). 
ADOPTING B2B IN SMALL BUSINESS 
For more than two decades, B2B 'electronic' commerce has primarily entailed large companies building private, 
proprietary networks to link themselves with business partners (this being known as Electronic Data Intercha~ge 
or EDI). The internet is providing a more open (less proprietary) approach to B2B e-commerce as an ~lte~at1ve 
to traditional EDI. Small businesses have been reluctant to adopt EDI as they felt that they could not Justify 
doing business in this manner due to the large investment in software, hardware and telecommunicatio~s . . 
equipment. Due to the open nature of internet technology, small businesses now have the means to part1c1pate m 
business-to-business e-commerce (Johnston, 2000). 
Small businesses may be forced to implement B2B e-commerce just to remain competitive within their industry. 
Also, pressure from trading partners can force small business owners/managers to adopt B2B e-commerce, by 
threatening their smaller trading partners into implementing it or risk the termination of the business partnership 
(MacGregor and Bunker, 2000). 
KNOWLEDGE OF 828 E-COMMERCE 
When attempting to comply with the push toward B2B e-commerce, small businesses are faced with a typical 
obstacle of simply not understanding which tools can help them develop a successful solution. Although small 
business owners, managers and employees are much more technologically savvy today than a few years ago, 
small businesses mostly do not have the internal resources to successfully manage B2B technology without 
assistance (Johnston, 2000). As a result small business owners/managers will often seek assistance from e-
commerce solution providers. However, the solution providers working with small businesses are becoming 
more cautious about the e-commerce market. One issue for e-commerce solution providers in the small business 
market is that many clients fail to pay their bills on time. Another issue for solution providers is the lack of in-
house IT knowledge. As a result, e-commerce solution providers are being cautious and more selective about the 
small businesses they accept as clients. As such, small businesses may be restricted in their choice of solution 
providers (Rogers, 2000). 'Successful' use ofIT in small businesses is positively related, however, to vendor 
service, support, training and expertise (MacGregor and Bunker, 2000), so the incentive is there for small 
businesses to pursue external expertise where it is needed. 
Most advocates of EDI in small business have traditionally just translated the benefits available to larger 
businesses over to smaller businesses, without necessarily investigating the specific characteristics of smaller 
businesses (Macgregor and Bunker, 2000). Owners/managers of small businesses which are aware of or involved 
in implementing and maintaining B2B e-commerce systems therefore need to have current and thorough 
kno_wledge of such technol~fil'. in order to gain optimum benefits from B2B e-commerce capabilities. A small 
busmess manager that has hm1ted knowledge of B2B e-commerce may be reluctant to willingly implement such 
technological capabilities. 
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REASONS FOR SMALL BUSINESSES NOT ADOPTING 82B 
The previous two sections sum up the maJ· or reasons why many small b · h 
. . usmesses ave not adopted B2B e-
commerce. a lack of knowledge of the benefits 1t can provide the cost ofth t hn 1 d 1 • needed to implement it. , e ec o ogy an a ack of the skills 
THE STUDY 
The pu_rpos~ of t~is study wast~ investigate small businesses in the Melbourne (Australia) region to see if the 
issues 1dent1fied m the general hterature in relation to the adoption and use ofB2B e-commerce in small 
businesses applied in Australia. It also provided an opportunity for a comparison between different industries 
within those small businesses to see if any trends were evident. 
Population and Sample 
The population for this study was drawn from the Australian Melbourne Metropolitan Yellow Pages Directory -
2001 (Telstra Corporation, 2000). The aim was to obtain a sample where at least 75% of the businesses were 
small. This was initially determined on an ad hoc basis by the selection of only those businesses with a one-line 
advertisement in the directory (the idea being that mainly small businesses would take out these types of 
advertisements). 
To compare the use of business-to-business electronic commerce throughout the various industries, a stratified 
random sample was used to include businesses from different industries according to the category they were 
listed in the directory. 
DAT A COLLECTION 
Data was collected via a four-section questionnaire, distributed by mail. The fi'.st section incl~ded questions on 
the eneral characteristics of the business. Section two was intended to determine respondents knowl~dge of 
s2J e-commerce. The third section aimed to gather information on va~ous issu~s targetin_g th~se businesses that 
use business-to-business e-commerce. The last section aimed to gather mformat10n on vanous issues for 
businesses that have not implemented B2B e-commerce. 
RESPONSE RA TE . . . . was sent out in October 2000 and a follow-up was mailed 
The response rate was achieved after the m1ttal survey73 f 140 companies ( approximately 52% ). This was 
out in December 2000. The overall response rate was 0 
considered to be a ~ost ~dequate rbesponlse r~~e.d into the following characteristics: 
The returned questionnaires have een c asst te 
78% of respondents were from small_ busine~ses (1-30 employees{ ees) 
11 % of respondents were from medmm ~usmesses (~~-~~~::!p~~yees) 
11 % of respondents were from larg~ businesses_ (lOlf II businesses (over 75% of the entire sample for the 
This distribution meant that the destred proportion o sma 
stud ) had been achieved. d e s were disregarded as they were returned 
The ~es onse rate may have been higher b~t se~eral complet:r ::~frvey. There were also 13 surveys that we;~ 
after th~ return date specified ~n the quest1onn~re ~~v:;;::ecitied. This gave an effective response rate of 57, • 
'returned to sender' as the businesses had left t e a r 
(73/127). 1 
· M' oftExce Data was analysed usmg tcros . 
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RESULTS 
Business Characteristics of Respondents 
INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN 
Graph 1 shows that almost 28% of survey respondents were from the retail industry with IT res~ondents 
accounting for just over 18% and almost 12% of respondents belonging to the transport/storage mdustry. 
Retail 
IT 
Transport/Storage 
Manufacturing 
Importing/Exporting 
Wholesaling 
Finance/Property/Business Services 
Building/Construction 
Other 
Business Profession 
SIZE OF BUSINESS 
0 5 10 
Graph 1: Percentage of Industries Surveyed 
15 
% 
20 25 30 
The sample chosen for this study was primarily focused on small businesses (1-30 employees). As expected, the 
bulk of survey respondents fell into the small business category. Just over 78% of respondents were employed or 
managers/owners of a small business. Medium businesses (31-100 employees) accounted for 11 % of the results 
with large businesses ( 101 or more) also accounting for 11 %. 
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Graph 2: Number of employees within businesses surveyed 
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GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION 
Over 80% of respondents owned business establishments in city or suburban areas of the Melbourne 
metropolitan region. 
60 
50. 
40 
% 30 
20 
10 
Capital city 
Graph 3: Geographical location 
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Characteristics of B2B Adoptions 
DOCUMENT TRANSFER 
The volume of business document transfer that is required to conduct business may be an_ issue in the deci_sion to 
implement B2B e-commerce within the organisation. Respondents were asked_t~ rate !heir vo~ume ofbu~mess 
document transfer using a scale ranging from very high to very low. Upon devismg this scale 1t was c~nsi~ered 
that what one respondent estimated very high to be might be conflicting with another respondent's estimation. To 
overcome this, a number (of business documents) was assigned to each level of the scale. . 
Graph 4: Volume of business documentation transfer 
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10 
5 
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II Distributors 
Although Graph 4 implies a relatively even spread of document transfer across respondents, medium to large 
company respondents indicated that they have medium to very high levels of business documentation transfer 
between their suppliers and distributors, whereas the majority of small businesses rated their transfer of business 
documents between very low and medium. 
Small businesses in the retail industry indicated a low to medium volume of document transfer. Transport and 
storage small business owners indicated a low rate of document transfer with any suppliers and distributors, 
whereas information technology small businesses tend to have very high document transfer between suppliers 
and low document transfer rates with distributors. This indicates that business document transfer is not consistent 
across different industry supply chains. This is likely to affect the level of adoption of B2B e-commerce across 
different industries. 
828 ADOPTION RATES 
The following tables show the B2B e-commerce adoption rates amongst small business respondents. 
Tabl 1 B2B E C Ad . . h R ·1 . d e - ommerce opt10n mt e etai m ustrv 
Yes No 
Small business 50% 50% 
Medium-large business 80% 20% 
Tabl 2 B2B EC e - ommerce Ad . th option m e Transport & Storage industrv 
Yes No 
Small business 25% 75% 
Medium-large business 80% 20% 
Tabl 3 B2B EC e - ommerce op110n m e n ormat10n Ad f . th I fi T h ec nology industrv 
Yes No 
Small business 77% 23% 
Medium-large business 75% 25% 
This result ~s con~istent _with that of the p_revious quest10n. It was also expected that adoption rates would be 
gene~ally hi~her m ~edmm to larger busmesses than in small businesses. The information technology industry 
provides an mterestmg contrast to this. 
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METHOD OF DOCUMENT TRA NSFER 
Almost 40% of survey respondents in . 
document transfer Thirty n· dicated that they use postal . 
.- · me percent al ta services more th 
tra~s1er was specified as facsimile I so~ te~ they use electronic mean f an any other method of 
busmesses due to the higher cost A;I ectro~ic mat! or the Internet. Courier~ o _document transfer. Electronic 
56% also indicating they utilise . . medium to large business respond t se is less favourable in small 
couners for business documents transfe:~ ~tated the? use postal service with 
e een tradmg partners 
Gr hS . 
ap : Method of document transfer 
% 
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USES OF 828 E-COMMERCE 
Courier Other 
Method of transfer 
Over twenty eight percent of businesses that have impleme~:1::~ Business activities using B2B E-commerce 
e e-commerce use such technology for 
% 
10 
5 
0 
Accounts Ordering Purchasing Delivery 
documents 
Business activities 
Other 
accounts payable and receivable to and from trading partners (namely suppliers and distributors) and other 
businesses associated with the company. Almost twenty six percent of businesses indicated they use 82B e-
commerce for ordering and purchasing with only a further fourteen percent stating they use it for delivery 
documents of goods or services provided by the business. Businesses that have implemented 828 e-eommcn:e 
also stated other business activities it is used for: 
• Tracking 
• Information gathering 
• Business documents 
• Selling 
• Acquire system support files, software applications and upgrades 
Businesses in the manufacturing industry indicated they mostly use B28 e-co~merce for ordering fO<l<h and 
services and for accounts payable and receivable. Wholesaling bu~inesses typ1~ally us~ the tcchnoln!!Y for 
ordering and the purchase of goods and/or services from other businesses. Busmesscs m the rcta1! and 
------------:-:o=-=o-=-1--------------7p,;;;,,go 504 
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information technology industry both indicated they mainly use B2B e-commerce for such business activities as 
ordering, purchasing and accounts payable and receivable. Transport and storage businesses surveyed stated they 
generally use the technology for purchasing goods/services and accounts payable/receivable. 
Knowledge of Business-to-Business E-Commerce 
AWARENESS OF B2B E-COMMERCE 
It can be seen from Graph 7 that almost all businesses surveyed are aware of business-to-business electronic 
commerce. Eighty five percent of the entire population are aware of such technology compared to only 15% of 
respondents that are completely unaware ofB2B e-commerce. The respondents that answered 'no' to this 
question were business owners/managers from small businesses. Therefore, over eighty percent of small business 
respondents were aware that B2B e-commerce exists. All the business managers surveyed from medium to large 
organisations indicated they are fully aware of this technology. 
Graph 7: Awareness ofB2B E-commerce 
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FINDING OUT ABOUT 828 E-COMMERCE 
As mentioned earlier small b . B2B 1 . ' usmesses run th . k e ectromc commerce fa T . ens oflosing trad· 
managers/own . . . c1 tbes to be 'in sync' . h mg partners and reve . thirty tw ers m1ttal hearing about B2B - wit the businesses trading p rtn nue if_they do not establish 
. . o percent of the surve . e commerce from the b . , a . ers. Busmess 
mdtcated they heard of such t:C{:~l~lgyab~~ Nearly 23% ofrespond:::~~ tra~mg partners accounts for over 
10 
5 
0 
ough the media ave implemented B2B e · -commerce 
Graph 8: Source oflnitial knowledge ofB2B E 
-commerce 
Other Errployees 
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SELF-RATED KNOWLEDGE OF 828 E-COMMERCE 
!h~ level of knowledge owners and mana ers its implementation within the business. B5B e-~~~!r~;~-commerce can determine the future and success of 
~casured by a rating scale for those businesses th th . owledge of owners and business managers was 
mf Graph 9. The results indicate that nearly thirty ;ere::~ ~7plemen;ed the t_echnology, with the results presented 
o B2B e-commerce as medium or intermediate. respon ent busmess managers rate their knowledge 
% 
5 
0 
Very High High 
Graph 9: Rated B2B E-commerce knowledge 
Medium Low Very Low 
It appears that business 
managers of medium to large businesses are more likely to have a higher degree of B28 e-commerce knowledge 
than those owners/managers in small businesses. Some 91% of medium to large business managers indicated 
they posses a medium or higher level ofB2B e-commerce knowledge, compared to only 60% of small business 
managers indicating B2B knowledge at the same levels. 
It is interesting to analyse the retail, information technology, and transport and storage industry and c<1mp:m: the 
rated knowledge of the businesses in these industries. It is important to note that this comparison among 
industries include small, medium and large businesses. The results imply that business managers ownm in the 
retail industry generally rate their B2B e-commerce between low and very low. Having a better undcrst.1nd1nr-
than other managers in other industries, information technology industry respondents rated their kncm lcdf:c 
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· · · rt d t 1·ndustry businesses surveyed rated between high and very high (or experts). Fmally, all the transpo an s orage 
their business-to-business e-commerce knowledge as medium. 
Reasons for Adopting E-Commerce 
Graph 10: Reasons for adopting B2B E-commerce 
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over 
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percent of all respondents that have implemented B2B e-commerce stated the reason that their business adopted 
it was to take advantage of new technology. It appears that these businesses wanted to 'dip their toe into the 
water' and see why so many business experts believe B2B e-commerce is one the best business revolutions that 
has occurred to date. Respondents indicated that other reasons for adopting B2B e-commerce include: 
• Convenience 
• Speed of document transfer 
• Cost savings 
• More time efficient 
• Increased productivity 
• To follow the IT standards 
• Improve bottom line 
• Reduce bank fees 
• Ease of overseas contact 
Only ten percent of small businesses stated they were forced by trading partners to implement B2B e-commerce 
compared to twenty two percent of medium to large businesses that were forced by the businesses' influential 
trading partners (fifteen percent overall). Twenty percent of small businesses and sixteen percent of medium to 
large businesses revealed they adopted B2B e-commerce in order to keep ahead of the competition. Similarly, 
twenty percent of small businesses and sixteen percent of medium to large businesses indicated they 
implemented B2B e-commerce to follow suit of other businesses adopting the same technology. 
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Benefits of B2B E-Commerce 
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Graph 11: Benefits gained from B2B E- . 
commerce implementation 
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~lm?st thirty percent_ of all respondents stated the ease of document transfer is considered to be the most 
s~gn~ficant benefit ?at~ed from B2B e-commerce implementation within the business environment. Another 
~1gmficant b~nefit md1cated by respondents, twenty five percent, was the cost savings that resulted from the 
m_1plementat1on of the tec~ology. Respondents were encouraged to choose more than one benefit if applicable. 
Eighty percent of small busmess respondents and eighty five percent of medium to large businesses 
acknowledged cost savings occurred within the businesses after B2B e-commerce implementation. These results 
were as expected and consistent with the literature. 
Reasons for Not Implementing B2B E-Commerce 
There are a number of reasons why businesses may be reluctant to implement B2B e-commerce within the 
organisation. These reasons range from too expensive to security even lack of technical expertise within the 
business. Graph 12 summarises the results from this question. Twenty three percent of respondents that have not 
implemented B2B e-commerce revealed that they have not done so as there is a lack of e-commerce knowledge 
and/or technical expertise within the business. Another nineteen percent of businesses indicated that B2B c-
commerce is too expensive to implement and they lack the computer technology within the business. 
In comparison, none of the medium to large businesses surveyed indicated they have not in_1plemented B2B c-
commerce due to it being too expensive, business not suitable for the technology or prefemng face-to-face/other 
traditional means of communication including telephone, fax, post and so on. 
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Graph 12: Reasons for not implementing B2B E-commerce 
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FUTURE STUDIES 
· · · t t wi"th the literature. Some interesting Overall, many of the general results reported m this paper are consis en . . 
trends, however, were identified in different industry areas. Small businesses in the mformatwn tech_nology 
industry indicated a high level of expertise, a high level of business docum:nt transfer and, thus, a high_ level ~f 
B2B e-commerce adoption. These indicators were not as strong for the re~tl and tr~nsport and st0rage mduSmes. 
It will be interesting to further pursue the drivers to this relationship. For mstance, is the knowled~e ofB2B 
benefits the major driver for its adoption, or the high level of business document transt:er? Could it even be 
possible that the existence ofB2B e-commerce in the industry causes a higher rate busmess document transfer? 
CONCLUSION 
Results of this study of small business use and attitudes to B2B e-commerce in the Melbourne region have 
proven to be reasonably consistent with uses and attitudes identified in the literature. Small business respondents 
had a lower level of business document transfer, lesser awareness ofB2B e-commerce and generally rated their 
own B2B e-commerce knowledge lower than their medium to large counterparts. All of this leads to lower levels 
of adoption ofB2B e-commerce. Of those businesses that have adopted B2B e-commerce, only 15% were forced 
to by a trading partner. The major benefits gained from its adoption were, not surprisingly, ease of document 
transfer and cost savings. 
Reasons for the non-use ofB2B e-commerce were also consistent with those identified in the literature, relating 
mainly to a lack of knowledge and technical expertise and the cost of the technology. 
Some interesting trends were identified in different industry areas. As perhaps could be expected, small 
businesses in the information technology industry indicated high levels of expertise and business document 
transfer, and thus a high level ofB2B e-commerce adoption. These indicators were not as strong for the other 
industries. 
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